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"Household surveys are essential for the analysis of most policy issues. This book has carefully assessed recent
experience and developed today's best-practice technique for household surveys. Indeed, much of this technique
was developed and pioneered by the authors.This book is clear, systematic,and well structured. It is also wise and
scholarly. It will be indispensable to anyone involved in carrying out or analyzing household surveys, and thus it
is required reading Forall those who wish to take evidence seriously when they think about policy."
-Nicholas Stern, senior vice president, Development Economics
and chief economist, the World Bank
"This book is an ambitious undertaking, but it quickly exceeded my expectations. It has many strengths: ...comprehensiveness, . . .ernphasis on practical application, ...and a sense of balance. For both my domestic and international survey research, this volume will serve as a valued reference tool that I will consult regularly."
-David R.Williams, professor of sociology and senior research scientist,
Survey Research Center, University of Michigan
"This is a comprehensive guide to planning household surveys on a range of socioeconomic topics in developing countries. It is authoritative, clear, and balanced. The work is a valuable addition to the library of any survey
statistician or data analyst concerned with socioeconomic surveys in the developing world."
-William Seltzer, former head,
United Nations Statistical Office

Household survey data are essential for assessing the impact of development policy on the lives of the poor.Yet
for many countries household survey data are incomplete, unreliable, or out of date.This handbook is a comprehensive treatise on the design of multitopic household surveys in developing countries. It draws on 15 years of
experience from the World Bank's Living Standards Measurement Study surveys and other household surveys
conducted in developing countries.
The handbook covers key topics in the design of household surveys, with many suggestions for customizing surveys to local circumstances and improving data quality. Detailed draft questionnaires are provided in written and
electronic format to help users customize surveys.
This handbook serves several audiences:
* Survey planners from national statistical and planning agencies, universities, think tanks, consulting firms and
international organizations.
* Those working on either multitopic or topic-specific surveys.
* Data users, who will benefit from understanding the challenges, choices, and tradeoffs involved in data
collection.
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Foreword

The household surveys treated in this book truly
are multitopic surveys, covering such topics as household size and composition, education, health, anthropometry, fertility, income and consumption, employment, agricultural production, household enterprises,
transfers and nonlabor income, savings and credit,
housing, the environment, migration, and time use.
The editors have greatly increased the value of the
basic approach by incorporating chapters on community data, panel data, and the allocation of resources
within the household.
As the World Bank and other development
organizations increase their efforts to reduce poverty
and raise living standards in developing countries in
the 21st century, the need for comprehensive, reliable
and up-to-date information on economic and social
conditions in these countries will be greater than
ever. The vast store of knowledge in this book will
contribute significantly to meeting this need. Failure
to use this knowledge will consign policymakers to
making their decisions without adequate information
for many years to come, while systematic use of this
knowledge will do much more for the poor than the
innumerable speeches made and summits convened
on their behalf.

Multitopic household surveys have become an indispensable instrument for understanding development.
They are fundamental to serious rnicroecononiic analysis of the incentive and distributional aspects of policy,
and therefore to the analysis of most policy issues.
Researchers draw on them to test behavioral theories.
Policymakers need them to assesspublic interventions.
The development community uses them to locate the
poor. Developing countries, without adequate household survey data, are forced to make policy decisions in
an environment with many blind spots, where crucial
information can be seen only dimly or not at all.
Household surveys are also expensive, both in
terms of money and institutional capacity. Ultimately
their value depends on their design and execution.
Errors in their design or execution are wasteful, and
can lead to policies that are harmful to the poor. It is
therefore important to design and implement surveys
correctly from the outset.
Margaret Grosh and Paul Glewwe have put
together one of the most comprehensive and informative documents ever written on the design, implementation, and use of household surveys in developing countries. If you are engaged in any of these tasks,
this book is essential reading.

Lyn Squire
Director, Global Development Network
World Bank
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Introduction
MargaretGroshandPaulGlewwe

Accurate, up-to-date, and relevant data from household surveys are essential for governments to
make sound economic and social policy decisions. Governments need these data to measure and
monitor poverty, employment and unemployment, school enrollment, health and nutritional status, housing conditions, and other dimensions of living standards. They need the data to determine whether schools, health clinics, agriculture extension services, roads, electric power, and
other basic services are reaching the poor and other disadvantaged groups. And analysts need
household survey data to model economic behavior and thus provide answers to such important
policy questions as: How would changes in food subsidies affect the population's nutritional status? Would increasing fees for public schools reduce school enrollment, and how much revenue
would be raised by such fee increases? Who would participate in a new labor-intensive public
works program, and what would be the net benefit for participants? How would changes in the
price of fertilizer affect farmers' production of different crops?
the poor. By the mid-1800s, generalizationsabout
household behavior were being drawn from these
data. For example, Ducpetiaux's 1855 study of 200
Belgian householdswas used by Ernst Engel to derive
his classiclaw that the fraction of a household'sbudget devoted to food fallsas income rises.
The statisticaltheory that supportsmodern survey
methods was developed in the 1920s.This led to the
establishmentof high-caliber nationwide surveys in
many countries, especially after World War II.
Developing countries also participated in this phenomenon;for example,India'sannualNational Sample
Survey began in 1950.With the advent of modern
computing,and especiallythe appearanceof powerful
personal computers, the collection and analysis of
household survey data has expanded rapidly in both
developed and developing countries. (See Deaton

One way to collect the data needed to answer these
questions is to conduct separatehousehold surveyson
each topic-that is, to conduct a labor force (employment) survey,a health survey,a housing survey,and so
forth. Alternatively,data on many differenttopics can
be collected in a single survey.Such a "multi-topic"
household survey,which has many advantages,is the
type of survey consideredin this book.
Household surveys are not a new invention.
Stigler (1954)points out that systematiccollection of
data from households began over 200 years ago. The
firstknown effortswere the collectionof familybudgets in England by Davies (1795) and Eden (1797).In
the 1800s similar data were collected in Saxony,
Prussia,Belgium, the United States,and undoubtedly
other places as well.The motivation for much of this
researchwas to focuspublic attention on the plight of
5
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1997 for a brief review of household
20th century.)

surveys in the

Since 1970 several major international
have been

organized

household

survey

Among
United

to support

data

programs

the collection

in developing

of

countries.

Sub-Saharan Africa. In the 1985 calculation only 6
percent of Sub-Saharan Africa's population was represented, while recent estimates cover 66 percent of this
population (Ravallion and Chen 1998). Finally, the
time lag between collection and dissemination

of the

the largest such programs have been the
Nations
Hlousehold
Survey
Capability

data is getting
smaller. In the 1985 World
Development Report the average lag was 11 years, so

Program, the World Fertility Surveys (which later
became the Demographic and Health Surveys), and

the average survey date was 1974. Now the lag is only
five years (Ravallion and Chen 1997).

the World Bank's Living Standards Measurement
Study (LSMS) survey program. Other organizations,
including the International
Food Policy Research

The surge in the collection of household survey
data in developing countries has greatly increased the

surveys
Labour

demand for knowledge on how best to design and
implement such surveys. Moreover, the growing number of surveys provides a vast amount of experience
from which to draw lessons.Yet until now it has often
been difficult for those planning a new survey-especially one in a developing country-to
find out about
the experiences of previous household surveys: what

Office. And two regional survey programs have been
strongly influenced by, and indeed have grown directly out of, the World Bank's LSMS program.The first of
these, the Social Dimensions of Adjustment (SDA)

was tried, the factors that influenced decisionmaking,
what worked, and, most importantly, what did not
work. The formal literature is scattered across disciplines-statistics,
economics, sociology, psychology-

program for Sub-Saharan Africa, was supported by a
consortium of agencies and administered by the World
Bank. The second and more recent regional survey
program, the Improving Surveys of Living Conditions

and often contained in conference proceedings or
government document
series that are not widely
indexed and are seldom available outside the country
where they were written. An additional limitation is

program for Latin America, is sponsored jointly by the
Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank,
and the Economic Commission for Latin America.

that a considerable amount of the formal literature
pertains to surveys in industrialized countries. While
much can be learned from such literature, it is still

(The Spanish name for this program is Mejoramiento
de las Enquestas de Condiciones de Vida; it is often
referred to by its Spanish acronym, MECOVI.) The
surveys done under the LSMS, SDA, and MECOVI
programs are all multi-topic surveys.
Because of these and other efforts, household survey data are now much more widely available than
they were 10 or 20 years ago. World Bank statistics on

unclear how well the literature applies to settings with
lower literacy rates, different income levels and
employment and consumption patterns, and differing
factors that affect the social interactioin of the interview.
Much of the experience of surveying in developing countries is poorly documented. Statistical institutes in developing countries have little money or staff

the extent of poverty in 1985 were based on data from
only 22 of 86 developing countries. Although these 22
countries accounted for 76 percent of the population
of the 86 countries (Ravallion, Datt, and van de Walle

to devote to experimentation
or research; their mandate is production and their resources are few. Articles
published in the formal academic literature that use
the data from these surveys typically provide only a

1991), it is significant that at that time no reliable data
existed for three-fourths of the developing countries.

brief description of the data used. They may contain
some hints about whether the data collection methods

Similar calculations currently underway are based on
data from about 70 of 100 developing and transition
countries, covering about 88 percent of the total population of the countries. Data for more than one point
in time are now available for 50 cotntries. Coverage
has grown the most in the region where it was lowest,

worked, but almost by definition, data collection
efforts that failed usually do not lead to academic publications. Household survey questionnaires and their
associated statistical abstracts (reports) contain both
implicit and explicit information, but they are sometimes available only in the country in which they were

Institute, the RAND
Corporation,
and Cornell
University, have also carried out household surveys in
developing countries. Some U.N. organizations regularly participate in single-topic household surveys in
developing countries, such as employment
done in collaboration with the International
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I INTRODUCTION

administered.

Moreover,

statistical abstracts tend

to

information

on, for example, a household's composi-

minimize any problems that may have been associated
with a survey because the statistical agencies that pro-

tion, basic characteristics, and level of welfare. Finally,
this book will assist researchers who use household

duce these abstracts do not want to publicize a survey's
shortcomings. In principle, the most useful information for the designers of future surveys would be the
internal memoranda and informal notes of the agen-

survey data produced by others, because it will help
them understand the challenges, possible options, and
tradeoffs involved in data collection. Such an understanding will allow these researchers to interpret

cies and people involved in designing and implement-

household

ing past surveys. However, these are rarely filed and
seldom preserved after a survey is completed, much
less systematically made available to people outside the
agency.

data more fully.
The recommendations in this book apply to a
broad range of multi-topic household surveys, reflecting the authors' expectation that future surveys in
developing countries will be increasingly diverse in

The Objective and Audience for this Book

their purposes and content. The book provides survey

The objective of this book is to provide detailed
advice on how to design multi-topic household surveys, based on the experience of past household sur-

designers with a wide range of options from which
they can pick and choose according to both the purpose of their survey and the prevailing circumstances in
the country studied. Future household surveys will, and

veys.This book will help individuals and organizations
that are planning a comprehensive, multi-topic survey
to define the
data needed
questionnaires
are not easy,

objectives of their survey, identify the
to analyze those objectives, and draft
that will collect such data. These tasks
because designing such a survey for a

given country (or an area within a country) usually
involves a host of tradeoffs among different objectives.
This book aims to help survey designers evaluate these
tradeoffs, set realistic objectives, and design a survey
that best fulfills those objectives.
This book was written with several target audiences in mind. The primary audience consists of the
people most likely to carry out household surveys
similar to the ones discussed in the book-the
staff of
the national statistical agencies and planning agencies
responsible for their countries' household surveys. A
second audience consists of individuals or groups in
consulting firms or international aid agencies that
advise governments on the design of household surveys. A third audience is composed of researchers or
research agencies that plan to field a survey to pursue
their own research objectives. A fourth audience consists of individuals or groups working on a survey
intended to evaluate or monitor the impact of a development project in a particular country-either
a
nationwide project or a project limited to a small part
of the country. A fifth audience is composed of people
working on a single-topic survey, because the book
can provide them with guidance on how to collect
"background"
information
from
households-

survey data more accurately and use these

should, evolve in ways that are hard to foresee.Thus this
book should be regarded as a starting point for planning new surveys rather than as an exhaustive treatise
on the way to design all future household surveys.
This book assumes that the survey designer has
already decided to implement a multi-topic household
survey, as opposed to a census, a qualitative study, or a
single-purpose survey. Nevertheless, several chapters in
this book compare the advantages and disadvantages of
different data sources for studying certain topics. In
addition, Chapter 25 provides a thorough discussion of
qualitative data collection methods.
The Experience on Which This Book Is Based
Much of this book is based on the experience of the
World 13ank's Living Standards Measurement Study
(LSMS) program (Box 1.1), one of several recent
international efforts to expand the pool of data on
poverty and living standards in developing countries.
The World Bank established the LSMS program in
1980 to explore ways of increasing the accuracy, timeliness, and policy relevance of household survey data
collected in developing countries. Because the first
LSMS surveys were designed by the World Bank for
research purposes, there was little variation in these
surveys' design and implementation. However, by the
late 1990s LSMS surveys had been carried out in a
wide range of low- and middle-income
countries,
with the involvement of many different national agencies and international organizations. Over time LSMS
7
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Box 1.1 An Introductionto LSMSSurveys
The overall objectiveof LSMSsurveysis to measureand
counstudythe determinantsof livingstandardsin developing
of the poorTo accomplish
the ivingstandards
tries,especially
this objective,LSMS surveysmust collect data on many
aspectsof living standards,on the choicesthat households
make,andon the economicandsocialenvironmentin which
householdmemberslive. Much of the analysisundertaken
the determinants
usingLSMSsurveysattemptsto investigate
of livingstandards-which requiresmore sophisticatedanalyticalmethodsthan sirmpledescriptivetables.
that distinLSMSsurveyshave severalcharacteristics
One of the most important is
guishthem from other surveys.
to collect information
that they use severalquestionnaires
about many different aspectsof household welfare and
a combehaviorThese
consistof a householdquestionnaire,
and, in some
munty questionnaire,a price questionnaire,
(For more detailson the quesa facilitiesquestionnaire.
cases,
tionnairessee Box 1.4.)
of LSMSsurveysis that theytypAnother characteristic
but relativelysmall,samicallyhavenationallyrepresentative,
This will
ples-usually between2000 and 5000 households.
yield fairlyaccuratedescriptivestatisticsfor the country as a
who e and for largesubareas(suchas rural and urbanareas
or a few agroclimatic
zones),but usuallynot for politicaljurisdictions (suchas statesor provinces).The surveys'sample
sizesaregenerallyadequatefor the regressionmethodsoften
of LSMSsurveydata.
usedfor policyanalysis
these
Becauseof the coinplexityof most LSMSsurveys,
surveyshave rigorousqualitycontrol proceduresto ensure
These procethat the data they gather are of high quality.

dures,which are generallydifficultto implementon larger
samples,usuallyincludeseveralkey elements.Both the surandthe
vey'sfieldworkand its data entry are decentralized,
people who carry out these tasksare strictly supervised.
Interviewersreceiveextensivetraining(usuallyfor aboutfour
weeks)priorto the surveyIn the field,informationisgathered
not by askingone personallthe questionsaboutthe household and its membersbut through a seriesof 'mini-interviews,"with eachadult respondingfor himselfor hersefThis
procedureminimizes
anyerrors causedby respondentfatigue
or by the useof proxy respondents.The interviewersmake
multiplevisitsto householdsto find any memberswho were
not home duringthe interviewer'searliervisits-which also
reducesthe needto use proxyrespondents.
for everytwo or three interviewThereisone supervisor
percentage(often
ers.Thesupervisors
must revisita significant
to checkon the accu25 percent)of the sampledhouseholds
mustdirectlyobservesome
data.They
racyof the interviewer's
in detail.
and they mustrevieweachquestionnaire
interviews,
of theseproceduresis documented,
Supervisors'
performance
by stafffromthe cenandthe supervisors
areintum supervised
tral office of the statistical
agencyDataentry andeditingare
doneas soonas eachinterviewis over eitherin the localfield
officeor by a dataentry operatorwho travelsto households
with the team of intervewers.As data are enteredinto the
computera dataentry programcarriesout a largenumberof
that are out of rangeor
qualitychecksto detect responses
Any
with the other data from the questionnaire.
inconsistent
problemsthis programdetectscanbeverifiedor correctedin a
visitto the household
by the interviewer
subsequent

surveys have become increasingly customized to fit
specific country circumstances, including policy issues,
social and economic characteristics, and local household survey traditions. Each survey has also inevitably
reflected the interests (and prejudices) of the individuals planning it.
The LSMS program has had its share of successes.
Most importantly it has shown the feasibility of collecting comprehensive household survey data in developing countries. Since the first LSMS survey in 1985,

have been implemented in about 20 Sub-Saharan
African countries, and for the MECOVI program now
in progress in eight Latin American countries.
The increase in the number of LSMS surveys and
other household surveys has substantially expanded
the stock of data that can be used to study poverty
and, more broadly, economic and social development
in developing countries. In every country where an
LSMS survey has been done, the data have been used
to measure and analyze poverty by the governmeint, an

LSMS surveys have been implemented in about 30
developing countries (Table 1.1). In some of these
countries the original LSMS survey prototype was
implemented in its entirety In other countries this prototype was significantly altered to suit local circumstances. In still other countries it was used as a guide to
redesign surveys that already existed. LSMS surveys
were also the starting point for SDA surveys, which

international development agency, or both working
together. In several countries LSMS data have directly
influenced specific government policy decisions (see
Box 1.2). Data from LSMS and similar surveys have
also been used in hundreds of studies of developing
countries, helping to extend what is known about
poverty, household decisionmaking, and the impact of
economic and social policy changes on household

8
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Table 1.1ILSMS Surveys

Country
Albania
Algeria
Armienia
.............
'a................................................................................
Azerbaijan
......................

Hasthe surveybeen repeated,
or willit be repeated?
No
No

Yearof first survey
1996
1995

Number of householdsin sample
1,500
5,900

No
No

i1996

4,920
2,016
4,330-9,160
...................
,000
5,000

1996............................................N...o..............................................................

1995

...................
4,920

....................................................................................................................................................................................................

Bolivia
............................................................................................
Brazil

1989
Yes
1996............................................N...o..............................................................
1996
No

Buigaria

1995

E

m.......c...........................................*............................................
Cambodia

1997.........

China(Hebeiand Liaorning
only)
Cote d'ivoi;e
Ecuador
............................
*.................................................................

1995
1985
1994
199 4............................................

1997

*..................................

Yes

2,000

Yes..............................................................

6,0'''...................

No
Yes
Yes
Yes..............................................................

800
1,600

Yes

6,010

4,500

...................
4,500

Chana
1987/88
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Guyana
1992/93

Yes
No

Jamaica
.........................................................................................
Kazakhstan
.........................
i'c.....................................................................
KrygyzRepublic

Yes
N...
No ..............................................................
Yes.................................................................10"'...................
Yes

*..............

1988
1996............................................
1996
1994............................................
1994

Mauritania
1988
Yes
.......... ' ....................................................................................
1996...................
*........................N...o..............................................................
Morocco
199i
Yes
Nepal
1996
No
........................................................................................................................................................................................

2,000-4,400
2,0
2,000
2,100

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes..............................................................
Yes
Yes..............................................................
Yes

1,600
...................
3,373
3,360-4,800
3,373
..................................
4,454
4,800
4,945
...................
4,945
5,000
...................
,000
1,500-3,623

1994/95
Ycs
1993
No
19. 99............................................N...o.................................................................0-l....................
*............................................... 1999
*.....................................................................................................................
No

31,200
8,850
2,000

Nicaragua
Pakistan
Panama
........... a.................................................................................
Paraguay
..............................................................................................
Peru
........................

3.200
1,800

1993
1991
1997
1997............................................
1997/98
1997"/98....................................
1985

*.......

................................................................................................................................................................................................

Romanis
South
Africa
..........
a-n................................................................................
.........
.......
I...............
...........
*.............
Tajikistan

Tanzania-Kagera
Tanzania-HumanResourceDevelopmentSurvey
..........
"............................................
........
Tunisia
n.........
t.a..................................................*..........................
Turkmenistan
.............................................................
..................................
Vietnam

1991
No
1993
No
*....................................................................................................................................................
1995/96
No
1997............................................
..............................................................
N...
1997
No
1992/93
*...........
Yes...................................................
1992/93 ................................
Yes

800
5,200
3,800
...................
2,350
2,350
4.8""
--...................
4,800-6,000

Source:LSMSdata bank

welfare. Many of these studies have been presented at
conferences and published in books or academic journals, and have thereby shaped thinking about these
issues far beyond the countries in which the data were
collected.
Despite these successes, several challenges remain
for LSMS surveys and other multi-topic household
surveys. First and most obviously, many developing
countries still have inadequate household survey data.
This is true even for some of the countries that have

naires, samples that exclude rural areas, and long delays
in processing the data after completing the fieldwork.
Second, improvements are needed in the process
of adapting the LSMS approach to countries that have
not yet implemented LSMS-type surveys. It has been
difficult for people working on a survey in one country to learn from the experience of other countries
that have carried out LSMS and other multi-topic surveys. Mid-level staff in government statistical agencies
know the details of why particular choices were made

recently fielded new surveys, including LSMS surveys.
Ideally, all governments should collect data on a regu-

and know how well the choices worked, but they
rarely meet with their counterparts in other countries.
A small pool of World Bank staff and consultants also
know many of these details and have been in contact
with many of the people developing new surveys in
particular countries. However, until now, they have

lar, ongoing basis in order to monitor poverty trends
over time. However, survey efforts are still sporadic in
many developing countries today, and many surveys
have serious deficiencies such as limited question-
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Box 1.2 UsingLSMSData to InformGovernmentPolicyChoices
to collectdatathat can
LSMShouseholdsurveysaredesigned
are
andhow livingstandards
be usedto studylivingstandards
affectedby governmentpolicies.The
followingexamplesillustrate how somegovernmentsand donor agencieshaveused
LSYISdatato helpmakepolicychoices.
In 1989 the Jamaicangovernment was considering
for basicfood itemsand
whetherit shouldeliminatesubsidies
usethe fundssavedto expandits food stampprogram.While
the governmentwas makingthis decision,data from the
Jamaican
LSMSsurveybecameavailable.
Analysis
of thesedata
showedthat mostof the benefrtsfrom generalpricesubsidies
wentto nonpoorhouseholds,
whilemostof the benefitsof the
food stampprogramwentto the poorThisinformationhelped
on basicfoodthe governmentdecideto removethe subsidies
stuffsand expand its 1-oodstamp program.The government
further analysis
of the LSMSdatato find
then commissioned
out how manyfamiliesneededhelpin purchasing
a minimum
The
food basket,and how muchhelpthesefamiliesneeded.
governmentused this informationto choosenew eligibility
thresholdsandbenefitievelsfor the food stampprogram.
The Jamaicangovernmenthas used its LSMSdata in
makingmany other decisions,such as whether to change
andwhetherand how to subsidizemedikerosenesubsidies
cinesdistributedthroughpublic healthclinics.In addition,the
governmenthasused LSMSdatato studythe effectsof raising user fees for public health care services.
The Jamaican
LSMSsurveyis conductedannually;
the incidenceof poverty
is measuredin eachsu-vey
In SouthAfricathe 1993LSMSsurveyprovidedthe first
credibledata set for the entire territory of
comprehensive,
The surveywas comSouthAfrica,includingthe homelands.
pletedjust beforethe first democraticelectionswere heldin

the countryThe datawere quicklyput to extensiveuseboth
The
by the new governmentand by academicresearchers.
first product,an extensivestatisticalabstract,wasfollowedby
a poverty profilepreparedjointly by the World Bankandthe
government'sMinistryof Reconstructionand Development,
then by other studiesand reports.This body of work has
helpedto shiftthe nationaldebateabout poverty awayfrom
the nature and extent of poverty toward policy optionsfor
reducingpoverty.For example,youngwomen in rural areas
were made eligiblefor publicworks employmentprograms
afterthe data showedthat these womenwere often needy
andthat they would be ableto participatein suchschemes
sincethey had accessto childcare.The survey data also
revealedthat the old agepensionprogramwaswell targeted,
whichconvincedthe governmentnot to modifythat program
but insteadto consider reforming other programsthat
appearedto be lesswell targeted.
In 1998the Governmentof the KyrgyzRepublicunderof the current and projected
took a thorough assessment
impactof its statepensionreform.With the helpof a World
Bankteam,the governmentanalyzeddatafrom the 1993and
1996KyrgyzLSMSsurveysto examinea rangeof policyalternatives.Thesurveydata were usedto showratesof participation in, contributionsto, and receiptsfrom pensionprogramsby agecohort and by levelof welfare.Thedata were
particularlyhelpfulto the governmentwhen it worked on
settinga new levelfor the m nimumpension,basedon average earningsin the poorest quintile of the population.
of
Forthcominganalyticalwork will includean assessment
householdconsumptionand demandfor utility services,and
the formulationof a strategyto compensatethe poorestfor
increases
in utility prices.

shared their knowledge of past surveys mostly on an
informal basis, one person or one country at a time.
And since the teams that are assignedto work on each

ing instead to understand how goods, services, and
power are allocatedamong the different members of a
given household. In addition, there is growing interest

specific survey are usually small, these teams start the
survey development process with detailed knowledge
of some of the topics to be covered by the survey
questionnairesbut lessdetailed knowledge of others.
Third, the data gatheredfrom somepartsof LSMS
survey questionnaires have been disappointing. Two

in using qualitative and quantitative techniques in
complementary ways, or even combining these techniques.And analystsincreasingly use household survey
data to addressenvironmental issues.
How this Book Came to Be

particularly difficult problems are how to measure
household income from agriculture and nonagricultural self-employment and how to measure savings and
financial assets.
Fourth, new issues have emerged since the first
LSMS surveys were implemented. The economics

In recognition of the continuing challenges for LSMS
surveys, in the mid-1990s the World Bank initiated the
multiyear research project that developed this book.
(See Box 1.3 for a brief description of related initiatives.) The project was assigned three goals: to extend

profession has increasingly discounted the notion of
the household as a unified decisionmaking body, try-

the range of policy issues that can be analyzed with
LSMS data; to increase the reliability and accuracy of
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Box 1.3 Other LSMSProducts
A monual for planningand implementing
the LSMSsurvey.
When work began on this book about questionnaire
design, work also began on a companionvolumeabout
planning and implementation:"A Manualfor Planningand
Implementing the LivingStandards Measurement Study
Survey"by Margaret Grosh and Juan Munoz.The manual,
completed in 1996, is intended for all people involved in
planningand implementingan LSMSsurvey, includingstaff
in planningagencies,statisticalagencies,line ministries,academic institutions,and development agencies.The manual
discusses such issues as samp ing,fieldwork,data management, intial analysis,dissemination,and a host of planning
and budgeting issues-in each case explainingthe technical procedures and standards used in LSMSsurveys.The
manual is availablein English,Spanish,and Russian.
The LSMSdata bank. Data from LSMSsurveys are now
much more accessiblethan they were inthe early years of
the LSMSprogram in the late-I 980s.The LSMSwebsite,
http:l/www.worldbank.argllsmsllsmshome.html,
contains a
catalogue of the data sets that are available,the documentation for most surveys,and the data from some of the surveys. Data sets and documentation not yet availablefrom
the website are availableby mail.Three factors have made
it possible to increase the accessibilityof LSMSdata. First,
a growing number of countries have adopted more open
data access policies,and some have even given the World
Bankpermission to place their data on the LSMSwebsite,
Second,the LSMSteam at the World Bankhas thoroughly
documented most of the surveys,whether working alone,
working with managers of survey projects,or commissioning documentation work. Good documentation preserves
institutionalmemory, lowers the cost to the Bank of disseminating data, and reduces startup costs for new users
of LSMSdata sets.Third,the LSMSteam now has a full-time
data manager,good technical support, and adequate space
to stock an inventory of questionnaires,manuals for field
staff, abstracts, and other useful documents from each
country's survey.
Other tools.The LSMSprogram periodicallyproduces other
tools for survey planners and analysts.Thebest way to keep
abreast of these tools is to look on the "tools for managers
of new surveys" and "tools for using household survey
data" pages of the LSMSwebsite. Readers of this book may
be particularlyinterested in a paper by Deaton and Zaidi
99~onhowto
ontrut cnsmpton
ggegaes
( 1999) on(I how
to construct
consumption aggregates,
which complements Chapter 5 in this book, and in a recent
book by Deaton (1997) on analyzinghousehold survey
data,which brings together a largeamount of statisticaland
econometric material relevantfor policy analysis.

the surveys; and to make it easier to implement LSMS
surveys, either by simplifying survey design or by pro-

viding more and better instructional

materials on survey design and implementation.This
book contributes
to the achievement of all three goals and thus addresses the four challenges facing the LSMS that were
described above.
Past LSMS surveys have typically consisted of a
household questionnaire, a community questionnaire,
and a price questionnaire; sometimes they have also
included a school or health facility questionnaire. The

composed of separate inodules, sections of the questionnaire that focus on different topics (Box 1.4).This
book reviews each module that has typically been a
part of past LSMS surveys, and offers some interesting
new additions.
The author or authors of each chapter of this
book were chosen according to the following criteria:
extensive research experience on the topic in question; experience in analyzing data on that topic using
data from LSMS and non-LSMS surveys (both multitopic and single-topic); and experience in collecting
data in developing countries. In order to ensure that
experiences and perspectives from both LSMS and
non-LSMS surveys were included, a concerted effort
was made to include not only people who have long
wassmadet
win t
only
peoplew
associated with other survey traditions.
The authors of the chapters that focus on specific
modules have reviewed the relevant hterature (both analytical literature and hterature on survey experience),
analyzed existing survey data, and, in the case of the consumpfion module, experimented with different methods
of collecting data. Many authors have drawn lessons not
L
r
other surveys, including the RAND Family Life surveys,
the World Bank's Social Dimensions of Adjustment
(SDA) surveys, and the Demographic
and Health
Surveys (DHS). The authors of many chapters have
reviewed a large number of single-topic surveys, including ones on housing, agriculture, water and sanitation,
time use and household income and expenditure.
W
While this book was being written, two workshops
were held that brought together all of the authors, as
well as representatives from the various organizations
that constitute the main audiences for this book. The
participants in the first workshop were primarily data
users-researchers

and policy advisors.They were invitII
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Box 1.4 Componentsof aTypicalLSMSSurvey
One distinguishing
characteristic
of LSMSsurveysis that they
miscellaneousincome,and savingsand credit. Some of the
are both multi-topicand multi-level:they use severaiquesinformation (consumption,housingquality,agriculturalprotionnairesto studymanydifferentaspectsof householdwelduction)is collectedonly at the householdlevel,but muchof
fare and behaviorThe largest LSMSquestionnaireis the
it (employment,
education,health)is collectedat the individhouseholdquestonnaire.TheLSMShouseholdquestionnaire ual level.
alwayscollectsdetailed informationto measurehousehold
The community questionnaire gathers informationon
consumption,whichis the bestmonetaryindicatorof houselocalconditionscommonto all householdslivingin the same
hold welfare (see Chapter 5 for further discussion).
The
community.Manyof theseconditionsrecordedcanbe directhouseholdquestionnare alsocollectsinformationon income; ly influencedby governmentactions.Theinformationcovered
transferincomeand incomefrom wageemploymentarecoltypicallyincludesthe basiccharacteristics
(includingdistance
lectedin almostevery LSMSsurveyand manyLSMSsurveys from the community)of nearbyschoolsand health facilities,
also collect data on income from agriculture,household the existenceand condition of local infrastructure(suchas
enterprises,and miscelaneoussources.
roads and publictransportation),sourcesof fuel and water
LSMShouseholdquestionnaires
alwaysrecord informaavailabilityof electricity,meansof communication,and local
tion on a variety of other dimensionsof welfareand on the
agriculturalconditionsand practices.
use of socialservices;housingand related amenitiessuchas
A separateprice questionnaireis usedto recordthe prewater and sanitation;the level of educationof adults,grade
vailingpricesof commonlypurchaseditemsin localshopsand
attainmentand current enrollmentrate of school-agedchilmarkets. In almost all countries prices vary considerably
dren; and vaccinationhistoriesand anthropometric(height
among regions in order to comparethe welfare levelsof
andweight) measurements
for children.A typical household householdsthat live in differentregionsone needs informaquestionnairecollectsmore informationthan this,in order to
tion on the pricesthat they facewhen purchasing
goodsand
expandthe rangeof livingstandardsindicatorsthat can be
services.
The communityand price questionnairesare disstudied and to allow researchersto model the choices cussedin Chapter 13.
householdsmake.Thetraditionallist of modulesincludedin
Finally,in some LSMSsurveysspecialfacilityqueshona prototype LSMSsurveyincludes:householdroster educanaires are usedto gatherdetailedinformationon schoolsor
tion, health,employment,migration,anthropometry,fertility
health facilities.These questionnaires are discussed in
consumption, housing,agriculture,household enterprises, Chapters7 and8.

ed to ensure that the book had correctly identified the
research and information needs of potential data users.
A larger share of the participants in the second workshop were data producers-staff from national statistical
agencies and representatives of organizations that provide technical assistance or funding to national statistical agencies. They were invited to ensure that the book
addressed their concerns-a
requirement for any suc-

ning and statistical agencies-and
advisors of these
agencies-had
a genuine and pressing need for this
book.

cessful survey. Prior to the first workshop each chapter
was reviewed by an expert in the relevant field. Before
the second workshop the draft manuscript as a whole
xvas reviewed by several experts in analyzing and producing household survey data in developing countries.
After all of these people's advice had been incorporated

done in each country implementing a new survey.
Survey designers should consider this testing a vital
part of their job after they have chosen a set of modules, modified these modules, and combined the modules into survey questionnaires.
Each chapter contains a "cautionary advice" box

and a polished draft produced, the book was subject to
another round of (anonymous) peer review and revisions. In addition, many of the draft chapters were given
to people who were in the process of advising governments or survey institutions on the design of a multitopic household survey. This served as a limited field test
for the book, and also confirmed that government plan-

that specifies how much the draft module has been
changed from its design in previous LSMS surveys,
how well similar modules have worked in the past, and
which parts of the modules most need to be customized to fit specific country circumstances.
This book represents a major advance on three
fronts. First, the book makes it easier for those work-
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Nevertheless it must be recognized that because
the draft modules presented in each chapter are based
primarily on lessons from past surveys, few of them
have been rigorously field tested in the exact form
presented here. Thus extensive field testing must be
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ing on new household surveys to learn from the wide
range of LSMS and other survey experience. Second,
the book makes it much easier to customize the design
of questionnaires for new multi-topic surveys. Third,
the material presented in the book deals with new
policy questions, presents new analytical methods to
address both new and long-standing policy issues, and
provides new ways to reduce or avoid measurement
problems.
How to Use this Book
The process of designing a comprehensive, multi-topic
survey can be divided into five steps. First, survey planners must define the fundamental objectives of the
survey and decide on the overall design of the survey
in light of these objectives. Second, within this general framework the survey planners must choose which
modules to include in the questionnaires, the objectives of each of these modules, and the approximate
length of each module. Third, the planners must work
out the precise design of each module, question by
question, in light of the module's specific objectives
and approximate length. Fourth, the modules must be
integrated with each other and combined into a complete set of draft questionnaires (household, community, price, and in some cases, facility). Fifth, the draft
questionnaire should be translated (if applicable) and
field tested. Ideally,the five steps should be completed
in chronological order. However, in practice, implementing any given step may reveal information that
requires survey designers to rethink a previous step.
This book consists of three volumes. Volumes 1
and 2 contain all 26 chapters of this book.Volume 3
provides the draft questionnaires introduced by the
chapters in Volumes 1 and 2. Volumes 1 and 2 are
organized into four parts. The first three chapters of
Volume 1 constitute Part 1, which discusses the "big
picture." This includes decisions that must be made
about the overall design of the survey and the modules
to be used, as well as procedures for combining modules into questionnaires and questionnaires into a survey (or sequence of surveys). Chapter 2 starts by
describing how to choose from among the three "classic" survey designs and how to select the modules to
be included in the survey. Chapter 3 describes general
procedures for designing each module, combining the
modules into a well-integrated set of questionnaires,
and translating and field testing the questionnaires.

The remaining chapters ofVolume 1 form Part 2
of the book, and the first nine chapters of Volume 2
comprise Part 3.The chapters in Parts 2 and 3 discuss,
in great detail, the individual modules that are the
building blocks of any multi-topic household survey.
Each chapter reviews the main policy issues pertinent
to the subject matter of the module, identifies the data
needed to analyze these issues, introduces one or more
draft modules (which are presented in Volume 3), and
provides annotated notes that explain the reasoning
behind many of the details of each draft module. For
most modules, two or three different versions are
introduced, each of different length.Which module to
use depends on the level of interest in the particular
topic. In addition, many of the chapters in Parts 2 and
III discuss how to add or delete submodules within
each module in order to provide a better fit with local
circumstances and the specific focus of the survey.
Part 2 (Chapters 4-13), in Volume 1, introduces
"core" modules that must be included in virtually all
LSMS-type surveys: metadata, consumption, roster,
education, health, employment, anthropometry transfcrs and other nonlabor income, housing, and the
community questionnaire.The modules on health and
education come with draft questionnaires that can be
used for gathering data from local schools and health
care facilities.The collection of community-level data,
including data on local prices, is discussed in Chapter
13, the final chapter of Part 2.
Part 3 (Chapters 14-22), in Volume 2, introduces
modules that are optional: environmental issues,fertility, migration, total income, household enterprises,
agriculture, savings, credit, and time use.
The last four chapters ofV'olume 2 constitutes Part
4 of the book. These chapters contain material that is
more methodological in nature. Chapter 23 discusses
when and how to collect panel data-in other words,
whether to interview the same households when
doing a sequence of surveys, and how best to do so
when this option is chosen. Chapter 24 reviews the
issues involved in analyzing the allocation of resources
and power within households, and summarizes the
implications of this analysis for data collection.
Chapter 25 summarizes how qualitative research
methods can be used to complement the quantitative
methods typically used in the design and analysis of
multi-topic household surveys. This chapter stresses
that qualitative methods can play a useful role in the
design of multi-topic household surveys, especially in
13
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formulating

questions and developing hypotheses for
data analysis. It is unfortunate that these methods have
been neglected by most survey designers, who usually
have quantitative

backgrounds.
Chapter 26 reviews the basic economic and econometric concepts that underpin many of the chapters in
this book. Although many survey designers have an
economics background, many others do not, and even
some economists may benefit from a review of this
material. The chapter begins by presenting the basic
economic model of the household and goes on to discuss standard econometric techniques that have often
been used in policy research on developing countries.
The reader should understand that the questionnaires provided in Volume 3 and discussed in Parts 2
and III are not polished or completed, and cannot be

eral guidance on how to design individual modules and
combine them into an integrated set of survey questionnaires. First each module must be customized to
meet the specific objectives set out for it. Then the
modules must be compared with each other to check
for gaps and overlaps and to harmonize wording, codes,
and recall periods. Next, survey designers must decide
on the order of the modules and combine the modules
into draft questionnaires. Finally, the questionnaires
must be translated and field tested. Throughout
this
process, issues of questionnaire formatting will arise;
Chapter 3 explains the principles and conventions used
in formatting

LSMS questionnaires.

Part 2

After survey designers have read Part 1 of this book
and decided on the broad issues concerning the scope
and design of the survey, they can begin the painstaking but crucially important task of designing the individual modules. Detailed advice on designing individual modules is given in Parts 2 and 3 of the book. Part
2 includes all modules that should be included in
information needed to answer the most important
almost any LSMS-type survey, while the modules in
policy questions of that country. This book is just a
Part 3 are optional. Almost all of the chapters in Parts
starting point. It provides survey designers with the
2 and 3 follow a similar outline. The first section
lessons learned from past experience and with advice
reviews the current policy issues in developing counfrom experts who are familiar with both LSMS and
tries for the topic or sector covered by the chapter.
other household surveys.
The second section explains what kinds of data are
needed from household surveys to address these poliPart I
cy questions and also discusses any measurement
All readers of this book should read all of Part 1, which
issues. The third section introduces one or more verin addition to this chapter includes Chapters 2 and 3.
sions of a draft module (the modules themselves are
presented in Volume 3), and the fourth section proCHAPTER
2: MAKING DECISIONS ON THE OVVERALL vides notes that explain the reasoning behind, and
DESIGN
OF THE SURVEY. This chapter leads survey
important details of, each version of the draft module.
designers through the factors that need to be considChapters 4 on metadata and 5 on consumption
ered when determining the basic scope of the survey.
are the first chapters in Part 2 because they contain a
It sketches three alternative designs for an LSMS-type
good deal of information
on survey methods and
survey-a
full LSMS survey, a "core" (scaled-down)
issues of validity and measurement, information with
LSMS survey, and a core and rotating module
broad implications for the subsequent chapters. Like
design-and
suggests rules to help survey designers
Chapters 4 and 5, Chapters 6-13 cover "core" modchoose the design most appropriate for the circumules. Each of these topics does not have to be covered
stances that they face. Chapter 2 also explicitly defines
in great detail, but it is recommended that at least the
the "core" components that should be included in any
essential parts of each of these modules be included.
LSMS-type survey.
For example, the fullest version of the health module
used immediately in any developing country. Final
versions of the questionnaires for any country must be
developed by the survey designers themselves. Survey
designers must combine their own experience and
expertise with the information in this book to design
a country-specific
questionnaire that will elicit the

introducted
CHAPTrER

3: DESIGNING

QUESTIONNAIRE

MODULES

THEM INTO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES.

AND

This
chapter moves to a finer level of detail, providing gen-

ASSEMBLING
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by Chapter 8 is so extensive that it should
be included only in a survey specializing in health
issues.Yet questions 10-38 of the short health module
are an essential part of the core.

CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER

4:

METADATA-INFORMATION

ABOUT

surveys have not made any significant contribution

to

are data

this issue.The chapter confirms the usefulness of gath-

about the survey itself, such as dates of interviews,
identities of respondents, and time required for each

ering household roster information on any children
and parents of household members who do not live in

interview.This

the household, as well as of linking parents and chil-

INTERVIEW

AND QUESTIONNAIRE.

"Metadata"

EACH

topic has frequently been neglected in

LSMS and other household surveys. Metadata are
needed to guide the implementation of a survey, to
help analysts interpret

dren to each other when both are household
bers.

mem-

survey data, and to allow a

quantitative evaluation of different survey procedures.

CHAPTER

Chapter 4 reviews the different kinds of metadata that
should be collected as part of any multi-topic household survey, and provides guidance on how to collect
them. If the recommendations made in this chapter

only modest changes to the
module that has been used in
veys, because this design has
past. The education module

had been adopted at the beginning of the LSMS program, the rest of this book and its companion manual
(Grosh and Mufioz 1996) would have had a firmer

collects information about the schooling of all household members, including highest grade attained,
degrees obtained, and grades repeated. Individuals cur-

empirical foundation for discussing the tradeoffs in
survey design and implementation.
For example,
information on the time required to complete specif-

rently in school are also asked about the type of school
they attend (public or private), their recent attendance,
and the amount of money the household spends on

ic modules of varying lengths would have been very
useful for deciding costs of expanding a module in

their schooling. Chapter 7 also introduces an expanded version of the education module, which is useful for

terms of interview time.

the design of surveys that focus on education issues.
This expanded module requires adnministering relatively short tests of cognitive skills to members of the
household as well as collecting information about local
schools through school and teacher questionnaires.

This chapter differs from
the others by focusing most of its attention on measurenmeilt issues, specifically on how to measure household consumption.The
chapter draws on the literature
CHAPTER

5: CONSUMPTION.

7:

EDUCATION.

This chapter recommends
design of the education
most previous LSMS surworked quite well in the
(presented in Volume 3)

on data collection, and also on data collection experiments that were part of the research for this book. One
important conclusion of Chapter 5 is that measurement of consumption is highly sensitive to differences
in methods, and that consumption measurement techniques within a given country must therefore be stan-

CHAPTER 8: HEALTH. The health data collected in previous LSMS surveys have been of limited usefulness
for policy analysis.The draft health module introduced
in Chapter 8 (and provided inVolume 3) has been dramatically revised from previous surveys. The new
module consists of a series of submodules on self-

dardized over time. Researchers and consumers of
household survey data need to be aware of the strin-

reported health status, health-related behavior, child
immunization, insurance coverage, health service uti-

gent comparability requirements that consumption
data must satisfy before comparisons can be made
across different surveys.

lization and cost, and knowledge of health providers.
One key change is that information is collected on all
visits made by household members to medical facili-

6: HOUSEHOLD ROSTER. One of the fundamental decisions in any household survey is deciding
who is and who is not a household member. Chapter
6 provides a basis for identifying all members of the
household, thus selecting from which individuals the

ties during the reference period-not
just the most
recenit visit. Ainother iimiprovemenit is the collcctioni of
self-reported data on "activities of daily living," data
which cover the ability to climb stairs, carry heavy
loads, or walk long distances.The chapter also presents
an expanded version of the module that includes

survey will collect information.The recommendations
in this chapter do not differ greatly from procedures
used in past LSMS surveys.The chapter offers no new
proposals on how to define a "household," which is a
difficult issue in almost any household survey. LSMS

questions related to mental health and very detailed
questions on the household's health expenditures and
utilization of health facilities. The expanded version of
the module also collects data on observed activities of
daily living and the cognitive functioning of house-

CHAPTER
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hold members that are observed by the interviewer.

short module and a longer module. The short module

in past

collects data similar to those collected by the housing
module used in previous LSMS surveys, albeit with
several improvements. The longer module collects

LSMS surveys has been fairly successful. However,
given the large size of this module, there is ample
room for many small improvements. Several modifications are suggested to past designs. First, detailed information on household members' work for household

information that can be used to study a wide range of
housing policy issues. Both modules are flexible in that
they can gather data on complex water supply systems
and on many different rental arrangements. Finally, in
the new housing module questions are added that are

businesses or on the household farm is collected in the

appropriate

household business and agriculture modules, not in
the employment module. Second, job history information is collected in a way that focuses on each indi-

developed infrastructure; such questions will be particularly useful for surveys in the transition economies of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.

vidual's employment. five years before the time of the
survey. Third, sumnmary employment information is

CHAPTER

collected in a way that can accommodate

munity questionnaires

9:

CHAPTER

employment

EMPLOYMENT.

The collection

of data on

and labor

force participation

individuals

who have done many different kinds of work in the
past 12 months.
10: ANTHROPOMETRY.

CHAPTER

Nutritional

status has

always been one of the key nonmonetary indicators of
welfare in LSMS surveys, especially for children; future
surveys should continue to collect such data. Chapter
10 discusses the tradeoffs involved when anthropo-

to places with cold climates

13:

COMMUNITY

AND PRICE

and well

DATA.

Com-

have been used in many past

LSMS surveys to gather information on the economic environment
in which
households
operate.
Community
characteristics that affect households'
economic environment can often be directly changed
by government interventions. This chapter provides a
much-needed discussion of how to define the "community" for which the information is to be collected

metric information is collected only for young children, rather than for all household members. The
chapter recommends that in general anthropometric
data should be collected for all household members,

and how to gather community information from a
group of respondents. Finally, it introduces a longer
and much more comprehensive community questionnaire (presented in Volume 3) than has been used in
previous LSMS surveys. The design of this draft ques-

both adults and children. Chapter 10 also discusses the
merits of collecting data on mid-upper arm circum-

tionnaire is based on the experience of both LSMS
surveys and the RAND Corporation's Family Life

ference, which until now has been done in only one
LSMS survey.

Surveys, as well as on suggestions from many of the
authors of the other chapters in this book.

CHAPTER

Part 3

INCOME.

11: TRANSFERS AND OTHER

NONLABOR

Many households receive income unrelated to

This part, consisting of Chapters

14-22, is in Volume

any of their members' current work activities. Past
LSMS surveys have usually collected data on this
income in a module on transfers and other nonlabor
income. Chapter 11 introduces an improved version of
that module, capturing more information on both pub-

2. The chapters in Part 3 follow the same format as
those in Part 2. Part 3 covers topics that are likely to
be of interest, but one would never include all of them
in any one survey. None of the topics in Part 3 are
required for an LSMS-type survey.

hic and private transfers. For private transfers, the new
module also collects more information about the donor
household and about the purpose of the transfers.

CHAPTER

14: ENVIRONMENTAL

IssuEs.

To date, very

Past LSMS surveys collected
data on housing to serve as indicators of"basic needs"
and to derive the implicit consumption value (imputed rent) associated with owner-occupied
housing.

few LSMS surveys have collected data that can be used
to examine environmental issues. The environmental
module introduced in Chapter 14 (and presented in
Volume 3) offers a series of submiodules that can be
used, as appropriate, in different settings. There are
very brief submodules on environmental priorities in

Chapter 12 introduces two draft housing modules, a

urban and rural areas, on attitudes and perceptions

CHAPTER

16

12: HOUSING.

CHAPTERI INTRODUCTION

about urban air quality, and on discount rates. All of
these submodules could be used in many surveys, even
surveys that do not focus on the environment. The
environmental module also includes lengthy submodules on water, sanitation, and fuel, to be included in
surveys for which the use of these resources is of particular interest. There are also contingent valuation
submodules that attempt to measure the extent to
which households are willing to pay for improvements
in urban air quality, the urban water supply, urban sanitation, or the rural water supply.The design of all of
the above submodules is based on extensive experience from single-purpose surveys.
15: FERTILITY.This chapter follows the same
general approach used in many past LSMS surveys.
The chapter introduces a short version of a fertility
module that collects the data necessary to understand
some general aspects of contraceptive use and to compile a maternity history that lists all births. Chapter 15
also introduces a standard version that includes a
maternity history, a reproductive health submodule
covering the previous three years, a longer section on
contraceptive use, and a section on fertility preferences. Both the short and standard versions are presented inVolume 3.Whichever version of the module
survey designers choose to use, the module should be
administered to all women in the household of childbearing age. This departs from the past LSMS practice
of interviewing only one randomly selected woman
per household.
CHAPTER

16: MIGRATION. Data on migration have
been collected in many past LSMS surveys, but the
amount of information collected has been quite small
and the data have rarely been analyzed, despite significant interest in migration among researchers. This
chapter introduces three different versions of the
migration module: a short version, a standard version,
and an expanded version. All three versions are presented in Volume 3. The standard and expanded versions are designed to collect much more detailed
information than has been collected in the migration
modules used in previous LSMS surveys. Including
either the standard or the expanded draft migration
module in a future survey will yield a rich data set that
should prove very useful for comprehensive research
on migration.
CHAPTER

CHAPTER 17: SHOULD THE SURVEY MEASURE TOTAL

Chapter 5 (and indeed this
entire book) argues that consumption is the best monetary measure of welfare in multi-topic surveys. This
implies that the consumption module is essential and
must always be included. In contrast, the book takes
the view that collecting the data needed to calculate
total household income is optional, which implies that
the household enterprise, agriculture, and savings
modules (which collect much of the income data) can
be substantially reduced or even omitted, depending
on the level of interest in these topics. Chapter 17
reviews the advantages and disadvantages of collecting
the data needed to calculate total household income,
and describes the circumstances under which measuring total income should be an objective of a multitopic survey.
HOUSEHOLD INCOME?

18: HOUSEHOLD ENTERPRISES. Small businesses owned and operated by households are quite
common in developing countries, yet it is difficult to
collect accurate data on these income-generating
activities. Based on their extensive experience of analyzing data from past household surveys-both LSMS
and others-the authors introduce three versions of
the household enterprise module (presented in
Volume 3). Survey designers should choose the version that best matches policymakers' level of interest in
household enterprise issues. In previous LSMS surveys, data on employment in these enterprises were
collected in the employment module, but this chapter
recommends that such information be collected in the
household enterprise module; each of the modules
introduced in this chapter collects such data. One consequence of this is that the standard version of this
module is now longer than the version typically used
in previous LSMS surveys, and the expanded version
is even longer than the standard version.
CHAPTER

19: AGRICULTURE. Collecting accurate and
comprehensive data on agricultural activities is difficult in any survey, and past LSMS surveys have experienced many problems in collecting such data. This
chapter introduces short, standard, and expanded versions of the agricultural module (presented inVolume
3) that are very different from the agriculture modules
used in previous LSMS surveys. In the standard and
expanded versions, information on land owned and
crops produced is gathered on a plot-by-plot basis,
CHAPTER
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rather than at the level of the wvhole farm as was done
in previous surveys. Information on household members' work on their own farms is now obtained in the
agriculture module, rather than in the employment
module as in previous LSMS surveys.The short module is new, and is limited to collecting information on
the households'

agricultural

assets and on the total
amounts of each crop produced by the household.
CHAPTER

20: SAVINGS. It is difficult to collect data on

module as part of a multi-topic survey and in analyzing the data collected before it becomes clear whether
to routinely include time use questions in LSMS and
similar multi-topic surveys.
Part 4
This part, inVolume

2, presents four chapters that discuss several general survey design issues. These chapters are useful for survey designers to read alongside
the chapters in Parts 2 and 3 that interest them.

household

savings because many households are reluctant to provide savings-related information. Several
previous LSMS surveys have collected a modest
amount of data on savings, but these data have rarely
been used in analysis due to doubts about their accuracy. Chapter 20 provides an extensive review of
research on savings in developing countries, emphasizing the difficulties involved in doing such research.
The two versions of- the draft module introduced by
this chapter (and presented in Volume 3) include several modest improvements to the module used in previous LSMS surveys. Neither of these versions is much
longer than the savings modules of past surveys.
CHAPTER

21: CREDIT. This chapter emphasizes that to

capture all of the sources and uses of credit in a way
natural to respondents, questions on household credit
use must be inserted in several of the survey's modules.

CHAPTER

23:

RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

COLLECTING

This chapter reviews the advantages and
disadvantages of collecting panel data in developing
countries, along with past experience of collecting
panel data.The chapter recommends that panel data be
collected in most surveys, provided that in successive
rounds the original sample of households is supplemented with a sample of households
living in
dwellings that have been constructed since the first
survey. This is necessary to ensure that the sample
remains nationally representative when each survey is
implemented. Chapter 23 also recommends that information be collected from households in the first survey that will help interviewers find these households
in subsequent surveys, even when it is not certain that
PANEL DATA.

later surveys will attempt to collect panel data.

Such questions should be inserted in the housing, consumption, household enterprise, and agriculture nmodules, as well as in the community questionnaire and in

CHAPTER

a special credit module. In contrast with most past
LSMS surveys, the draft credit module introduced by
this chapter (and presented inVolume 3) gathers information at the level of the individual rather than at the
level of the household.

over the last few years, and such issues are increasingly arising in policy discussions. This chapter explains
which kinds of data should be collected at the individual level rather than at the household level in order
to support intrahousehold analysis; from this perspective the chapter provides a critique of the modules
proposed in Parts II and III. For modules deemed
inadequate for intrahousehold
analysis, the chapter
proposes ways to modifv^ them so that they better support such analysis. The chapter accepts that it is not
feasible to collect individual-level data on all topics in
an LSMS survey. Nevertheless, future LSMS surveys
can be designed to support substantial intrahousehold
analysis. Much of the data collected in past LSMS
surveys-on
employment, health, education, anthropometrics, migration, and fertility-have
long been
collected at the individual level.And the draft agriculture, household enterprise, credit, and miscellaneous

CHAPTER 22: TIME UsE. LSMS surveys have traditionally included neither comprehensive measures of time
use nor modules dedicated to time use. This chapter
discusses the experience of special time-use surveys,
and uses this experience to formulate a special timeuse module (presented inVolume 3).This module will
be of particular interest to researchers concerned with
intrahousehold
issues. However, the draft module is
lengthy and could crowd other modules out of the

survey (since there is a limit to the amount
households are willing to be interviewed).
experience will be needed in implementing
18

of time
Further
such a

24: INTRAHOUSEHOLD
ANALYSIS. The study
of the allocation of resources and responsibilities within households has grown in the economic literature

CHAPTERI INTRODUCTION

income modules presented in Parts II and III of this
book recommend the collection of more individuallevel data than were collected in previous LSMS surveys. In addition, the draft time-use module introduced in Chapter 22 is a new tool for gathering
that are crucial for intrahousehold analysis.

data

glossary at the end of Chapter 26 defines the economic and econometric terms used in many chapters
of the book.
Note
The authors xvould like to express their gratitude to Jere Behrman,

CHAPTER

25:

QUALITATIVE

DATA

COLLECTION

TECHNIQUES. Previous LSMS surveys have focused
almost exclusively on collecting quantitative data,
making very little use of qualitative data collection
methods. This regrettable tendency probably reflects

the quantitative backgrounds of most survey designers. Chapter 25 explains ways in which qualitative
research methods can usefully and effectively complement quantitative data collection. The chapter con-

Lawrence Haddad, Courtney Harold, John Hoddinott, Alberto
Martini, Raylynn Oliver,

minnonScott, and Diane Steele for com-

ments on previous drafts of this chapter.
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MakingDecisions
on the OverallDesign

of the Survey
MargaretGroshandPaulGlewwe

Comprehensive, multitopic household surveys such as LSMS surveys usually consist of three separate questionnaires: a household questionnaire, a community questionnaire, and a price questionnaire. Each questionnaire is composed of modules, sections that collect information on a specific
topic. Questionnaires and their modules can be combined in a variety of different ways to create
a multitopic household survey.There is no single right way to combine modules and questionnaires into a survey; each way has advantages and disadvantages. The key is to choose a design
that provides the best fit given the objectives of, and constraints on, the proposed survey.
The starting point for designing the modules and
questionnairesto be used in a multitopic surveyis a set
of policy questions.The overallobjective of each survey is to collect the data needed to answerthese questions. There are five steps involved in survey design.
The first step is to define the fundamentalobjectives
of the surveyand to choose an overallsurvey design
that best fits these objectives.This is usuallydone not
by a singleindividualbut by a team of surveydesigners who consult extensivelywith a broad range of
individualsand organizationsinterestedin the survey.
In choosingthe overalldesign,the team must take into
account severalimportantfactorsincluding the capacity for collectingdata within the country,the funding
available,and the amount and quality of data available
from other sources.
The secondstep involvesdecidingwhich modules
to include in the survey,specifyingthe objectivesof
eachmodule,and proposingan approximatelength for
the modules.This stepis needed becausea surveythat
attempts to include all possiblemodules will be too
large and complexto implement.
21

The third step is to work out, question by question, draftquestionnairesfor each module that will be
included in the survey.This can be done by drawing
on the detailed recommendationsin the chapters in
Parts 2 and 3 of this book, as well as the draft modules
included in Volume 3. The fourth step is to compare
the modulesto each other to ensurethat they are consistentand well integrated,and to combine them into
draft household,community,and price questionnaires
(in some cases omitting the community questionnaire).The fifth and final step is to translateand field
test the draft questionnaires.Translationmay not be
necessaryin some countries; field testing is always
essentialand must not be done quickly or superficially.The firsttwo stepsare discussedin this chapter.The
third, fourth, and fifth stepsare discussedin Chapter 3.
While these five stepsshould ideallybe done in
the order given above,in reality there is likely to be
substantialmovement backward and forward among
the varioussteps.Someobjectivesoriginallyset out for
the surveymay prove impossibleto achievegiven the
constraints.And discussionof the detailed objectives
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for each module may cause the survey design team to

reassess the overall objectives of the survey. In other

Box 2.1 The Importance of aWell-Rounded Design

words, it may be necessary to take one or two steps

Team

backward at some points in order to continue to move
forward. This is to be expected and even encouraged.
As more is learnecd about what can and cannot be
done, survey designers are more likely to produce a
survey design that meets their objectives-which
may

An effective survey design team must include researchers
and policyanalysts,policymakers,and stafffrom the organization implementingthe surveyThe problemsthat can arise
when one or more of these groups is not involved in
designingthe questionnaires are illustrated by the experi-

also have become

more realistic. It is better to pare

ence of an LSMS survey implemented n Jamaica.The

down the number

of objectives in order to achieve

household questionnaire for the first Jamaican Survey of
LivingConditions (implementedin 1988)was designedprimarilyby internationalexperts who had little knowledgeof

some of them than to attempt to do too much and, as
a result, achieve few or none of the original objectives.
The first four sections of this chapter cover the
first step of the survey design process. The first section
provides an overview of who should be involved in
designing and assembling the questionnaires. The second section discusses the main factors that survey
designers should take into account when choosing
ao
whenchionost
designers shoulveydtakesignoptionsh
among survey design options. The third section outlines "core" elements that must be included in any
LSMS or similar multitopic survey and reviews several classic survey designs, each of which supplements
the core in a different way.The fourth section presents
guidelines for choosing the survey design most appropriate for each of a range of different circumstances.
The fifth and final section explains the second step
of the survey process: choosing the modules to include
in the survey, setting objectives for each module, and
setting the approximate length of the modules.
Organizing

a Survey Design Team

The most important factor ensuring the success of a
multitopic household survey is the involvement of the
right people in the process. Designing the survey

Jamaican social programs. Although the househod questionnaire was largelysuccessfulin accomplishingits analytical objectives,it had two serious fiaws.First,although food
subsidy policieswere an important issue at the time, the
consumption module did not clearly distinguishexpenditures on key subsidizedfood items from expenditures on
similar nonsubsidized items.This made it more difficultto
study the incidence of food subsidies.Second, the questionnaire asked respondents about their receipt of food
stamps during the previous month even though food
stamps were provided onlyevery two months.Thismade it
difficultto identify which househods had received food
stamps,thus hinderingthe study of another issue important
at the time. Fortunately,these flawswere identifiedand corrected in the followingyear's househo d questionnaire.
rily by researchers and policy analysts, and much of the
success of past LSMS surveys in supporting policy-relevant research is due to the fact that the surveys used
questionnaires designed by people who would be
actively involved
in the analysis of the data.
Researchers and policy analysts can ensure that the
information collected in multitopic surveys is well
suited for policy research.
The lead role in designing the questionnaires of

questionnaires is much too large a task for one person.
Instead, a team of experts must be involved, including
members of the organization implementing the survey
as well as research analysts from other institutions. If
the team does not contain a sufficient diversity of
experts, this can have negative repercussions for the
data (Box 2.1). The design team must work together
with policymakers and program managers to define
the overall objectives of the survey and to settle on
many details at each step of the survey design process.

an ESMS or similar multitopic household survey
should be given to a small group of researchers and
policy analysts who share two characteristics. First,
they should know what issues are of most concern to
the country's policymakers. Second, they should have
experience in using data from similar surveys to analyze these issues. The group of researchers and policy
analysts should include members of the national planning agency, representatives from the national statistics
agency, local academic researchers, and one or more
people who have helped analy7e or design multitopic

Researchersand PolicyAnalysts
It is essential to involve researchers and policy analysts

surveys in other countries.
The team must include individuals with extensive

in questionnaire

experience
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design.This book was written prima-

in implementing

and

analyzing

other
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household surveys in the country in question. Ideally,

people should be consulted before the modules are

local researchers and policy analysts should take pri-

created, and they should also be shown draft modules

mary responsibility for designing the survey, because

to elicit comments.

they have an intimate knowledge of the country's cul-

Unfortunately,

in many previous

LSMS surveys

ture, economy, and society, and they are very familiar
with existing programs and key policy issues. Local
researchers and policy analysts are also likely to know

the survey design team did not give enough attention

about previous surveys done in the country that have
covered some of the topics included in the new survey. And they will know which people and institutions

hold surveys, may find it difficult to read complicated
questionnaires or to imagine what analyses the resulting data could support. One option is to show policy-

should be consulted during the survey design process.
It may also be desirable to involve international

makers and program managers examples of the kinds
of tables and analyses that could be produced using

researchers in the design of the questionnaire,

data from the questionnaire;

cially in countries

espe-

where local data analysts are not

to communicating or consulting with policymakers.
Policymakers, who are often unfamiliar with house-

hypothetical

these might be either

tables for the country

of the survey or

familiar with LSMS and other multitopic household
surveys. International researchers can contribute their

tables made in other countries using data from similar
surveys. Another strategy is to show policymakers a

experience about what has and has not worked in surveys in other countries. 1 Judicious use of the advice of

report based on the first year's data; this is an excellent
way to obtain policymakers' feedback on the design of

both local and foreign
improve survey design.

follow-up surveys.A third strategy is simply to ask policymakers what they need to know to implement

experts

will significantly

Past LSMS surveys have probably made insufficient use of the knowledge available from local
rcscarchcrs and policy analysts.Too often thc involvcment of local professionals has been limited to statisticians from the statistical agency (data producers) and
thus failed to draw on the expertise of social policy
researchers from the government or academia (data
users). Statisticians may have only a limited knowledge
of sectoral policy issues and programs. While they do
have an important role to play, their input must be
combined with input from data users to set priorities
among the different possible objectives for policy
research.

effective policies.
Data Producers
It is critical that the survey design team include staff
from the organization implementing the survey. This
should ensure that the questionnaires designed are
workable. Often data collection can be greatly simplified by making minor changes in the layout or
flow of a questionnaire, changes that do not diminish

Policymakers

the questionnaire's analytical content. Data producers
are an excellent source of suggestions for such
changes. They are usually also experienced in details
of designing a questionnaire, such as questionnaire
formatting. For all of the above reasons, the team
members from the organization implementing the

When defining the fundamental objectives of the survey, the team responsible for drafting questionnaires
must seek extensive input from policymakers and program managers in the country being surveyed. The
team's initial discussions with policymakers should
focus in broad terms on the most important issues to
be covered, which will determine the relative size of
the different modules in the questionnaires. After this
round of discussions, further discussions should be
held to identify the important issues within each sector. Since drafting the module or modules for each

survey should help design, or comment on, every
draft of the questionnaire.
It is also useful for the survey design team to solicit the input of experienced field supervisors, who will
notice whether the instructions to the interviewer are
clear, whether the skip codes are correct, and whether
the format is consistent. There is of course a natural
tension between data analysts, who want comprehensive information, and field supervisors, who are likely
to see all of the disadvantages but few of the advantages of administering a lengthy, complex question-

sector requires a substantial amount of knowledge
about how specific programs work, technical experts
in many program agencies must be consulted. These

naire. Each side must be prepared to make compromises and carefully listen to the other side's point of
view.
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Factors for Deciding among Various Survey

Structural analysis of descriptive data can sometimes

Designs

be used to draw conclusions about the likely impact of

After the members

of the survey design team have

government policies on living standards. Examples of
such analyses are the "poverty profiles" typically pro-

been selected, work can begin on designing the survey.

vided in the World Bank's poverty reports.

The first task for team members is to review the factors that influence the overall design of the survey.
This section discusses those factors in detail.
The appropriate design of a household survey or
sequence of household surveys differs from country to

In both types of descriptive analysis, the range of
variables used to measure living standards can vary
widely; variables may he used from virtually all of the
survey modules or from only a small subset of modules. In general, most of the variables included in sta-

country. The most important factors for determining
the design of a proposed survey are: the kinds of poli-

tistical abstracts and descriptive analyses come straight
from the questionnaire (for example, percentage of

cy issues the survey aims to address; the information
available from existing surveys and other data sources;

households that have electricity) or require only a
small amount of manipulation (for example, nutrition-

the country's institutional capacity for collecting data;
and the financial and other resources available for

al status as derived from weight and height data). Only
one "complex" variable needs to be constructed: total

implementing

how these resources can be used.

household consumption. Other complex constructed
variables, such as total income or net wealth, are used
less often in simple descriptive presentations.

PolicyIssues
The design of a household survey should reflect the
policy issues it is intended to address. One xvay to clas-

MONITORING

sify policy issues is in terms of their subject matter,
such as health, education, employment, or housing.
Another way to classify policy issues is in terms of the
kinds of data used to address them. The four most
common kinds of household survey analysis used to

standards at one point in time. However, another
important role of multitopic household surveys is to
monitor how living standards and poverty change over
time.When data are used for this purpose they must
be comparable over time; for this to be the case, the

address policy issues are: simple descriptive statistics on
living standards; monitoring poverty and living standards over time; describing the incidence and coverage
of government programs; and measuriing the impacts

data must be gathered using the same methods each
time the survey is implemented. One aspect of such
consistency concerns the design of the sample, which
in each case must use the saime definitionis of basic

of policies and programs on household behavior and
welfare. This subsection reviews these four types of

concepts such as the distinction between urban and
rural areas. A second requirement for comparability is

analysis and provides a practical example of how the
information needed affects the design of the survey.
SIMPLE DESCRIPTIONS
OF LIVING
STANDARDS. The
mnost straightforward objective for a household survey
is to describe the living standards of the population at

that the questions defining variables of interest must
remain the same each time the survey is administered.
This is necessary because seemingly innocuous
changes in the wording of questions can lead to serious comparability problems; changing the recall period for food expenditures can make it impossible to

one point in time, often with particular emphasis on
the living standards of the poor. This can be done by
using the data to tabulate means and frequencies of
key variables. The results of these tabulations are often
disseminated by the national statistical agency in the
form of statistical abstracts (reports) that contain a
large number of tables and a minimal amount of
descriptive text. It is also possible to produce more
structured descriptive analyses that supplement house-

compare estimates of poverty and inequality over
time.
Another issue to consider when monitoring
poverty and living standards over time is the frequency with which indicators of living standards must be
monitored. Indicators that are fairly stable over short
periods of time-stuch as fertility and adult literacyneed not be measured each time the survey is done.
However, indicators that can change more quickly,

hold survey data with information

such as consumption
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the survey, including any constraints on

from other sources.

descriptive

POVERTY AND LIVING STANDARDS. The
analyses discussed above focus on living

expenditure, children's nutrition-
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al status, and employment

status, should be measured

every time the survey is implemented.

Surveys that

in great detail and provide many examples of issues
that require the modeling of household

behavior. The

monitor poverty and living standards over time are
typically fielded every year, although it is also possible

following questions give an idea of the range of policy issues that can be addressed:What is the impact of

to field them biannually or semiannually.

charging user fees at government health clinics on the
use of those clinics by adults and by children? How

EXAMINING

THE

household
incidence

INCIDENCE

AND

COVERAGE

OF

Data from multitopic
surveys can also be used to measure the

GOVERNMENT

PROGRAMS.

and coverage of specific government

grams. For example, data on the enrollment

pro-

of house-

can the government

encourage parents to enroll their

children in school? What are the impacts of women's
employment opportunities on their fertility? How do
changes in prices brought about by structural adjust-

hold members in public schools are useful for investi-

ment programs affect the welfare and productivity
agricultural households?

gating which children benefit from the provision of
public schooling. Household survey data can also be

ExAMPLE

SCENARiO: THE

INCLUSION

of

OR EXCLUSION OF

used to study participation in government assistance
programs such as food stamps, cash assistance, and

THE ANTHROPOMETRY

school meals. Another example is descriptive statistics
on purchases of subsidized food items, which can be
used to examine whether the benefits of specified

how the analytical potential of a multitopic household
survey is related to its content. (See Chapter 10 for
detailed information on the collection of anthropo-

food subsidies vary by households' levels of income.
The incidence and coverage of these different kinds of
programs are easy to calculate and useful for policymakers to know.
A moderate sample size (2,000 to 5,000 house-

metric data.) If an anthropometry
module is not
included, the survey is not useful for studying nutrition issues. However, by collecting limited anthropometric data such as the height and weight of children
under five years of age, the survey will allow analysts

holds) should be sufficient to evaluate programs that
affect a large proportion of the population. Evaluating
programs that serve a small proportion of the popula-

to describe the extent and patterns of malnutrition in
early childhood. If the country studied has adopted
large-scale food distribution or subsidy programs, the

tion usually requires using a much larger sample of
households or including a disproportionately
large

data can also be used to assess how well these programs
are targeted to undernourished children. If the survey

number of target and beneficiary
sample.

is repeated annually or biannually, it becomes possible
to monitor changes in both the nutritional status of

ESTIMATING

households

THE IMPACT OF POLICIES

in the

ON HOUSEHOLD

Policymakers are often faced
with questions that can be answered only by analyzing
BEHAVIOR AND WELFARE.

including

The decision about
module demonstrates

MODULE.

an anthropometry

the population and the targeting of the program.Thus
the data collected from a limited anthropometry module can address, at least partially, three of the four types
of policy questions outlined above.

household behavior. Policymakers may want to know
how changes in commodity taxes or subsidies would
affect agricultural production or the consumption of
basic food items. Answering such questions requires
calculating price elasticities and thus modeling households' production and consumption decisions. Such
modeling requires data that go well beyond measurement of living standards indicators.
In multitopic household surveys that attempt to
model household behavior, each module that collects
data on a behavior of interest is usually designed to

A full version of the anthropometry
module
would collect data on height and wcight for all household members, not just children. Such data could be
used not only to gauge adult health but also to analyze
the impact of government policies on household welfare and behavior. Suppose policymakers want to predict the impact of food programs on children's nutritional status. This requires estimating the determinants
of child weight and height. Because heredity is so
important, parental height and weight information are

gather information that can be used to estimate the
impact of several different policy changes. The chapters in Parts 2 and 3 of this book discuss each module

of data on parents' weight and height could lead to
estimates that suffer from omitted variable bias and
thus do not accurately show the impact of the food

needed to estimate these relationships accurately; lack
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programs

on children's nutritional

status. In general,

survey

is to describe

living standards

and

recent

including the full version of the anthropometry module in the survey-measuring
both adults and

anthropometric data are already available from another survey, it may seem reasonable to drop anthropo-

children-greatly
expands the possibilities for examining the impact of government policies on household

metric measurements from the new survey. However,
there are two important advantages to collecting

behavior and living standards.
Defining the objectives of a survey is often a less

anthropometric data in the new survey. First, collecting these data would make it possible to produce

tidy process than the discussion so far has implied.

descriptive

Institutions, and people within institutions, may have
varying objectives. Each sectoral ministry in a country
is likely to be primarily interested in its own subject.

between nutritional status, as revealed by anthropometric measurements, and other variables of interestfor example, household expenditure levels. Second,

The government as a whole may want the surveys to
measure or monitor only a few indicators of welfare,

collecting anthropometric
data in the new survey
would ensure that the anthropometric data used the

while academics in the country's universities and other
research institutions may want the surveys to yield the
detailed data needed to model household behavior. If

same definitions and classification schemes as other
survey data, and thus could be used to draw effective
comparisons. If the two surveys classified, say, educa-

international agencies are financing the survey, they
may have still another set of objectives. For example,
they may wish to ensure that the data are comparable
with similar data from other countries or that the data

tion levels or rural and urban areas differently, this
would make it difficult to present analyses from the
two surveys side by side in ways that xvould be simple
to interpret. Analysis based on combining results from

can be used to study issues of interest to the development community in general, even if these issues are

separate surveys will usually be more difficult, and thus
more prone to error, than analysis based on data that

not a high priority in the country of the survey.
Whatever the objectives envisaged when the survey is
first designed, it is likely that researchers will later use
the data for other analytical purposes.
The multiple (and sometimes competing) objec-

have all been collected in a single survey.
The case for collecting anthropometric
data is
even stronger if the purpose of a new survey is to
investigate the impact of nutritional status on other
socioeconomic outcomes (such as education, fertility,

tives of household surveys are to be expected and even
encouraged, since each of the groups with a stake in
these surveys has its own legitimate priorities.The task
of survey designers is to accommodate the different
objectives as much as possible without compromising

or labor force productivity).This objective implies that
the survey must include an anthropometry module,
even if recent information on nutritional status is
available from other sources.To conduct these kinds of
analyses, the variables of interest must all come from

the quality of the survey.
Other InformationAvailableand Its Relationto Survey

the same household survey!2
Although
it is essential that data on key
household-level variables come from the same house-

Objectives
No household survey takes place in a vacuum. In most
countries there are several other household surveys
that have gathered or will gather information on issues
that the new multitopic survey is intended to cover.
The extent to which data from these sources influence
the design of the new questionnaire depends on the

holds, it is often useful to supplement household survey information using data from a source other than
a multitopic survey. In some cases, price data collected for generating consumer price indices can replace
the price questionnaire typically used in LSMS and
other multitopic household surveys (see Chapter 13).
Other such alternative data sources are time-series

amount and type of' data available and on the objectives of the new survey
If the main objective of the new survey is to
describe various aspects of the living standards of the
population, it may seem that the topics already covered
in other surveys needl not bc included in the new multitopic survey. For example, if the only goal of the new

data on weather and maps of soil quality and topography, all of which can be used for analy7ing agricultural issues. In health and education, further possibilities arise for matching household survey data with
data from other sources; some countries collect data
from health clinics and schools that may be matched
with the communities covered in a household survey.
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However, survey designers should exercise caution
when contemplating this approach. Although match-

collecting data in the country undertaking the survey.
Because maintaining data quality becomes more diffi-

ing data from different sources appears simple, it is
often very difficult in practice. Many of the chapters
in Parts 2 and 3 of this book discuss the potential for

cult when surveys become more complex, this capacity should be carefully assessed when planning LSMS
or similar multitopic surveys, which can be very com-

matching household survey data to data from other
sources.
An important question that often arises when

plicated. In countries where the capacity to collect
data is weak, it may be better to implement a limited
multitopic survey yielding reliable data on a relatively

planning a multitopic survey is whether such a survey
can replace one or more existing surveys and thereby

small number of topics than an overly ambitious survey that could yield unreliable data on a wide variety

reduce total costs without any loss of information.

of topics.

A

multitopic survey with an anthropometric
module
could replace a periodic anthropometric survey prima-

A survey containing 10 modules is easier to plan
and implement than a survey containing 15 or 20

rily intended

modules.The

to measure the extent of malnutrition.

fewer the modules, the less time is need-

However, a multitopic survey cannot replace all other

ed by survey planners

household surveys. Labor Force Surveys often require

agencies and thus the less time is needed to build con-

much larger sample sizes and more frequent data collection than would be appropriate for a multitopic surand

sensus. Also, smaller questionnaires require less time to
design, and less time to carry out the fieldwork, enter
the data, and manage the database. However, other

Health Surveys and comprehensive farm management
surveys, contain much more data on those topics than
can usually be collected in LSMS and similar multitopic surveys. Still other surveys, such as farm surveys
and small business surveys, have very different sampling

steps in developing and implementing a household
survey, such as planning the sample design, do not vary
with the size of the questionnaire. Therefore, a survey
with a questionnaire half the size of the questionnaire
for a full multitopic household survey will involve

frames since they are based on samples of farms or
businesses rather than samples of households.
A final issue is whether survey designers should

substantially more than half the effort required for a
full survey.

vey. And specialized surveys, such as Demographic

to contact

different

sectoral

implement an entirely new survey, modify an ongoing
survey, or find creative ways to analyze existing data.

Despite the complexities of full multitopic surveys, some very successful multitopic surveys have
been carried out in countries with very limited data

Two arguments support implementing a new survey.
First, past surveys may not have been adequately documented, or access to their data may be restricted.
Second, inter-agency rivalry, arguments concerning
ownership of survey data, and coordination problems
when different surveys are carried out by different

collection capacity. Several steps can be taken to overcome the problems posed by limited capacity. For
LSMS surveys, international
experts have been
brought in to draw the sample, draft the questionnaires
and interviewer manuals, and write the data entry program. Such experts initially substitute for government

agencies may make it easier to begin a new survey
instead of using existing data or modifying an existing

agency staff, but they can also train agency staff to take
their place in future surveys. It is highly recommend-

survey. On the other hand, survey designers should at
least consider trying to remedy these problems so that
existing surveys can be used (perhaps with some modifications) to meet the designers' data and policy
objectives-thus
avoiding any unnecessary duplication. Examples are given later in this chapter of countries in which an existing survey was modified to be

ed that countries with limited capacity for collecting
survey data use such expert assistance.
In countries with weak institutional capacity, serious consideration should also be given to improving
that capacity; capacity building yields long-term benefits that gradually reduce the need to use international experts to help with data collection. Genuine

more like an LSMS survey.

capacity building takes time, money, and political and

Institutional Capacity

managerial effort. An international sampling expert
may be able to design and draw a sample for a survey

Decisions about what kind of survey to implement
also depend in part on the institutional capacity for

in a few days, but it will usually take him or her much
longer to teach local staff how to do so. Training to
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build capacity requires significant resources beyond
those already budgeted for a survey.Whether building
a country's data collection capacity is important
enough to warrant committing these resources will

entry operators is not a serious problem since they can
be trained in a matter of weeks, and no previous experience is required. However, it takes longer to trans-

vary from country to country. Where capacity building is deemed necessary, the survey's work plan and

experience into competent interviewers. While interviewers may be trained in a month, it is not so easy to

budget must both be significantly enlarged.

compensate

If capacity building is a goal, a program of annual
(or biannual) surveys will xwork better than a program
for a single survey or for a sequence of surveys that

form

government

staff with no household

survey

for little or no interviewing

experience.
Experience is even more important in the case of
supervisors. It may take years to overcome shortages of
experienced interviewers and supervisors.

take place every three to five years. An annual survey
time, and equipment. Even when the team works only
part of the year on the multitopic survey, staff have a

ConstraintsImposed by FundingSources
Surveys are always constrained by their funding. Most
household
surveys
LSMS and similar multitopic

chance every year (or every two years) to use the skills
that they have acquired in managing such a survey.

receive some portion of their financing from sources
other than the national budget, at least initially. As a

And as the staff of the agency develop survey management skills, the need for technical assistance from
international experts should diminish. When some
staff members working on the survey leave, their
replacements can learn their jobs from other staff
members who have worked on earlier rounds of the
survey. In addition, the continuity provided by an
annual survey may make it easier to improve survey
quality; if one year a problem arises in data collection

result, they are subject to constraints associated with
both the national budget and funds from external
sources.3
The first and most obvious constraint imposed by
the source of funding is the total amount of funds
available. National budgets are often very restricted.
Some external funding sources have upper limits for
how much may be spent on a single project, and most
have administrative procedures that grow in complex-

or initial analysis, the people who deal with the problem are likely to be involved in planning the next survey and can better address the problem in the next
survey.
In contrast, a survey carried out every four or five
years may require new skills, staff, and equipment each

ity as the size of a project increases. Also, the larger the
survey budget, the more difficult it is for survey planners to justify using the money for the proposed survey rather than for some other purpose. Limitations on
the size of the budget often constrain the size of the
sample used in the survey and in sonme cases curtail the

time it is implemented. In the intervening period,
many of the individuals who carried out the first survey may have moved on to other jobs either inside or
outside the statistical agency. Those who remain may
not have been involved in planning the previous survey, and the skills of those who were involved may
have deteriorated over time. Vehicles and computers
used in the first survey will have been allocated to

survey's analytical depth and breadth.
Another potential constraint relates to the time
period over which funds may be spent. Funding agencies may stipulate that a survey project be completed
in only one or two years, even though a single fullscale survey can easily take three years or more to
complete-6
to 18 months to plan, a year for fieldxvork, and 6 to 18 months for data dissemination and

other purposes, and some may have ceased to function
altogether. Most importantly much of the institution-

analysis. Moreover, chances of obtaining future funding can influence whether a proposed survey is car-

al memory about problems and potential
may have been lost.

ried out only once or is the first of a series of surveys.
And funding limitations can affect such other aspects
of the survey as the thoroughness of the survey
designers' work during the planning stage, whether
the fieldwork is spread over a frill year or concentrated into a period of a few weeks, and the amount of
analytical work funded from the survey project's
budget.

usually has a permanent

allocation of skilled staff, staff

solutions

A final note of caution is needed regarding institutional capacitv. Sometimes, even when a statistical
agency has sufficient management
and technical
capacity to implement a complex multitopic survey,
there may not be enough experienced supervisors,
interviewers, or data entry operators. Lack of data
28
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Finally, many funding agencies also have rules on

nents, discusses the strengths and weaknesses of each of

how survey funds can be spent.These rules may impose

the three main survey types, and describes two other

controls on: the percentage of funds spent in local or
international currency; the balance between recurrent

survey options.

and investment costs; the amounts that can be spent on

The Core

the salaries of local staff, survey equipment, and payment of international experts; the nationalities of such

Any LSMS-type multitopic survey must collect certain essential information about the household, its

experts; and various aspects of budgeting, accounting,
and procurement. Spending rules rarely influence big

members, and the local community, including:
* A roster that lists, and collects basic information

issues of survey design (such as survey duration, sample
size, or questionnaire design), but they can affect many

about, all household
*

Detailed

*

expenditures.
Basic housing data such as type of dwelling, water

between items or between time periods may limit the
ability of survey planners to deal with unanticipated
problems. For example, an additional international

*

source, type of toilet, and whether the dwelling has
electricity.
The education of all household members, including

expert may be needed quickly, but may be difficult or
impossible to obtain because hiring this expert was not

*

who is currently in school.
The employment status of everyone of working age

included in the original budget. The end result can be
a delay in the survey or a reduction in quality. Another
example is if an accident occurs involving a survey
vehicle; fieldwork may be delayed if expenditures to
repair or replace the vehicle cannot be made available

and, for those who are working, their occupation,
the number of hours they worked during the previous seven days, and, if they are employees, their
wage earnings.
* The reccipt of money or in-kind assistance from

promptly.

key government or NGO programs.
* The use of social services and programs, such as
government health facilities, schools, agricultural
extension services, and social assistance programs.
* Basic information related to the design of the sample and the outcome of the household interview.
* Local prices of basic food and nonfood goods (unless
price data are available from another source, or the
country is so small and its markets so well integrated
that there is very little regional price variation).

details of the structure and implementation of a project. Rules that prohibit the shifting of expenditures

Summary
The analytical objectives of a survey, the availability of
information from other sources, local institutional
capacity, and constraints imposed by funding are all
key factors that typically affect whether to perform a
new survey and the form such a survey will take.
Many other factors are also critical, including institutional inertia and rivalry and the compromises
required to build a coalition to support and conduct a
survey. However, it is difficult to provide general
advice because these factors usually depend on the setting of the survey; survey planners must deal with
these issues as best they can given the particular circumstances they face.

information

members.
on household

consumption

These components are referred to in this book as
the essential core. In addition to the essential core, it is
highly recommended that the following five types of
information be collccted in LSMS and similar multitopic surveys:
*

Anthropometric

measurements (height and weight)

of children 0-5 years old (unless malnutrition
known to be negligible in the country).

Classic Survey Designs

is

There are three basic ways to combine modules into

* The immunization status of children 0-5 years old.
* Information
on basic household assets such as

questionnaires and combine those questionnaires into
a survey or sequence of surveys: the full LSMS-type
multitopic survey, the scaled-down LSMS-type survey,
and the core and rotating module survey. All of these

durable goods, housing, land, and the capital equipment used for agricultural activities and nonagricultural household enterprises.
* Information on interhousehold transfers.

survey formats must include certain "core" components. This section outhnes the core survey compo-

*

Information on rental payments for those households that rent their dwellings.
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In this book

the set of modules formed by adding
these five components to the essential core is referred
to as the recommended core,

6 (and provided inVolume 3) collects such basic information, along with another piece of information that
is less essential: questions that link each married indi-

The essential core of an LSMS or similar multisurvey collects the information
needed to
describe poverty and to monitor it over time.The recommended core adds some very basic child health
information, along with information on assets, interhousehold transfers, and rental payments (the use of
which will be explained below). Judgments about
which data are part of the essential and recommended
cores are based on many years of experience that
World Bank staff have in using data from LSMS sur-

vidual to his or her spouse.

topic

veys to produce poverty profiles for a wide range of
developing countries.Table 2.1 lists the components of
both the essential and recommended cores of LSMStype multitopic surveys. The paragraphs that follow
describe each of these components in greater detail.
Virtually every
household survey should begin by determining how
many people belong to each household and collecting
very basic information on each household member,
including age (or date of birth), sex, nationality, relationship to the head of household, and marital status.
Part A of the household roster introduced in Chapter
HOUSEHOLD

ROSTER

(ESSENTIAL).

EXPENDITURES
(ESSENTIAL). The experience of LSMS surveys and other household surveys
strongly suggests that household consumption expenditures are the single most important indicator of
household welfare that can be obtained from a houseCONSUMPTION

hold survey. (See Chapters 5 and 17 for further discussion on this point.) Chapter 5 describes how to collect
data on consumption expenditures, stressing that there
are no costless shortcuts for collecting such data. In
some circumstances

it might be possible to omit questions on the ownership of durable goods and on transfers given to other households, but the rest of the consumption module is an essential part of the core and
should not be reduced further. Data on household
expenditures on education, health, and housing are
collected in the core elements of those modules (discussed below) and need not be included in the consumption module. Consumption in the form of inkind
payments
(such
as meals,
clothing
or
transportation) from employers is best collected in the
employment module.

Table 2.1 The Essentialand Recommended Cores of LSMS-Type Multitopic Surveys

Module

Sections
used

The Essential
Core

HouseholdRoster

All of PartA exceptquestions
8 and9

Consumption
Housing

All questionsexcepttransfersgivento other households(Part D) and ownershipof curablegoods(PartE)
QuestionsAAl-A, Bi-B5, Ci-C3, and C 3-24 of the short module
All questionsin the short module

Education
Employment
QuestionsA2-Ai3, B i B2.BY-Bi i,D3; D ano D8-Dii
Transfersand Other Nonlabor Income All of Part Bl; seetext for further discussion

Heaith

Questions
i.0-38 of tne shortmodule

Metadata

HouseholdIdentitcationand Control submodule;QuestionsI-A in Summaryof Visitsand Interviews

,.........................................................................

submodu
e
Pr.ces
......................................................................
Credit
Agriculture

30-40 food tems and 10-20 nonfooditems
I...............................................................................
...............
I.............................................................
Questions
9-14 and21-28 of the short module(on cred
t obtained
from NGOs or governmentagencies)
All of Part P (useof agricu[turaiextensionservices),which istne samefor all modules

Additionalcomponents
for the recommended
core

Anthropometry
.................................................
Health
Consumption

.........................

...........................................................

Housng

Household
Enterprises

Entiremodue,for children
0-5 yearsold
im...m...
unizat... on)...........................................................................................................................
All of PartC (immunizat
on)
,.... ..........................................
All of PartsD andE
AIl of...
... Part...C...

.......................

...C7'..... ofthe...
t...m...odue.........................................................................................................
QuestionsE7
C7-C[12
of... the sho
short
modue

PartC of the shortmodule,
questons1 3

Agriculture
..........................
..................................
PartsA,
7............
B,ano:................................................................................................................................................
E of the snort module..............................
Transfersand Other NonlaborIncome Questionson incomefrom interhouseholdtransfers
SourceAuthors' recomnmendations.
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HOUSING

(ESSENTIAL).

InformllatioIn oJn housing,

including the type of dwelling, the construction materials used, the number of rooms, the availability of
electricity, the source of drinking water, and the type

indicator of living standards, is also easy to collect. And
it is usually more convenient to collect information on
household education expenditures in the education
module than in the consumption module.

of toilet, are very basic indicators of living standards.
They provide analysts and policymakers with informa-

EMPLOYMENT

tion on a household's

mation on household

standard of living that goes

(ESSENTIAL).

Basic employment

infor-

members of working age (7 and

beyond consumption expenditures. Because housing
information is simple to collect, it should be included

older in many countries) should be collected as part of
the essential core of any LSMS-type survey. The most

in any LSMS-type survey. The long version of the
housing module introduced by Chapter 12 (and presented in Volume 3) collects substantially more hous-

important source of income for poor people in developing countries is their labor; employment data,
including information on unemployment,
indicate

ing data than are necessary for the essential core, and
even the short version is longer than the essential core.

how this labor is being used.
Essential employment information

Only the following questions from the short version
of the housing module need to be included in the
essential core: Al-A7, BI-B5, and B11-B21. Even
some of these questions can be omitted in some coun-

person's occupation and the number of hours that he
or she has worked in the previous seven days.While it
would also be useful to gather data on the incomes of
all employed household members, this is not easily

tries. The questions on heating (B18-B21) can be
removed for countries with warm climates, and the

done for the self-employed (see Chapter 17 for further
discussion). However, income data should still be col-

questions that distinguish between wet and dry seasons
(B1-B3) can be simplified in countries where this distinction is not important.
Another part of the core data set, housing-related
consumption expenditures (such as expenditures on
electricity, water, and cooking fuel), are most conveniently collected in the housing module rather than in
the consumption module. A final useful indicator of
living standards is information on the ownership of
the household's dwelling. Questions Cl-C3
in the
short version of the housing module collect expendi-

lected for employees even when such data cannot be
collected for the self-employed, for two reasons. First,
these partial data are useful for understanding which
occupations pay well and which do not. Second, since
data are already needed from employees on in-kind
benefits provided by their employers (in order to calculate consumption expenditures), it would seem
strange to ask about those benefits without first asking
about money income.
The short version of the employment module
introduced by Chapter 9 (and presented inVolume 3)

ture information, and
ownership information.

questions

collects more information than the core of an LSMStypc survey requires.Thc following questions from the

EDUCATION

Education is both a determi-

(ESSENTIAL).

C13-C24

collect

includes each

draft employment module constitute the essential
core:A2-A13, B1, B2, B7-B10, D3, D4, and D8-D17.

nant and a key indicator of living standards. The short
version of the education module introduced
in
Chapter 7 (and presented in Volume 3) comprises all
of the essential core questions on education.The only
questions that might be omitted are the two questions
on grade repetition.
The short education module assesses education
from several different angles, including school attainment, current enrollment, and education expenditures.
Information on the school attainment of household

Job-specific information-questions
in Parts B or Dshould be collected both for the person's main occupation and for any secondary occupation. (The main
occupation is the job the respondent spent the most
hours doing during the previous seven days.)

members ages 5 and older is easy to collect and has
many analytical uses (such as classifying households in
terms of the education level of their head of the household). School enrollment among children, another key

by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Examples
of these programs include cash welfare payments, pensions, unemployment
insurance, food stamps, food
rations, school feeding programs, community soup

GOVERNMENT

NGO
countries

AND

TRANSFERS

(ESSENTLAL).

Many developing
have programs that provide money or in-kind assistance to households. Some
of these are government programs and some are run
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kitchens,

scholarships,

books.While

and free or subsidized

text-

the range of programs is very wide, there

version of the credit module

introduced

in Chapter

21. It is possible to identify beneficiaries

of public

are usually only a few sizable programs in any partic-

works programs by adding one or two questions to the

ular country.
A key policy question

that LSMS surveys can

employment module that ask whether an individual's
current employment is related to such a program.

address is who benefits from these programs. However,
only programs that reach a substantial fraction of the
population can be studied with the relatively small

Finally, information on housing-related physical infrastructure services-such
as water, sanitation, and electricity-is
collected in the core of the housing mod-

sample sizes recommended
titopic surveys.

for LSMS and similar mul-

ule, as discussed above.
The last type of information
that must be collected in the household questionnaire

Questions about government and NGO transfer
programs should not necessarily all be in the same

METADATA

module (a fact that makes this part of the core difficult
to standardize).While questions about cash income fit

of any LSMS-type survey consists of basic data on
where the household fits in the sample and on the
outcome of the interview. This type of information,
known as "metadata," is discussed in Chapter 4. For
the essential core, it is not necessary to collect all of the

best in the transfers
ule, questions on
probably be in the
BI in the transfers

and other nonlabor income modschool feeding programs should
education module. However, Part
and other nonlabor income mod-

ule is a good place to start collecting this information.

information

(ESSENTIAL).

covered

in the

metadata

module. The

SERVICES (ESSENTIAL).
Related to programs
that provide cash or in-kind assistance are programs

essential metadata are the date of the interview or
interviews, the identification (ID) codes for the household and its primary sampling unit, 4 the ID codes of
the interviewer and the other team members who col-

that provide services. The most common examples of
social services are public schools, public health services, agricultural extension services, credit programs,

lected, checked, or entered the data from that household, information on whether an interview actually
took place (and if not, why it did not), and perhaps

public work schemes, electricity supply, public water
supply, and sewage systems. LSMS surveys and similar

some data on the ethnic group and religion of the
household. This information is collected in the meta-

multitopic surveys should always collect some information on the use of social services, at least enough to
measure variation in access to and utilization of such
services across different socioeconomic groups.
As with direct assistance to households, the types

data module, on the Household Identification and
Control submodule and in questions 1-4 of the
Summary ofVisits and Interviews sub-module.

of programs and the amount of detail needed to identify who benefits from them will vary among countries. School enrollment information is already collected in the core, as discussed above, although additional
information may need to be collected on any school
services that are available to some students and not to
others, such as tuition waivers or afterschool programs
for disadvantaged students. Information on the use of
public health services is also very important; such

lected at the level of the community (the primary
sampling unit) since all households in a given community face the same prices. How to collect price
information is discussed in Chapter 13. The main task
is to select the items for which price data will be collected. While the exact items will vary across countries, prices should be collected for at least 30-40 of
the most commonly consumed food items and 10-20
of the most commonly purchased nonfood items. In a

information is collected in questions 10-38 of the
short version of the health module (introduced in
Chapter 8). Data on the use of agricultural extension
services are collected in Part F of all versions of the
agriculture module introduced in Chapter 19. Some

few countries other sources of reliable price data may
already exist for both urban and rural areas; if these
data can be matched to the communities covered in
the survey, there is no need to collect new price data.
And in some small countries such as Jamaica, prices

countries have subsidized credit programs to assist
poor households; information on these programs is

vary little among regions. In these cases, no price data
need to be collected as long as national price data exist

collected in questions 9-14 and 21-28

that show changes in prices over time.

SOCIAL
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PRICES

(ESSENTIAL).

Price information

should be col-
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ANTHROPOMETRIC

MEASUREMENTS

bicycles, motorcycles, and cars is

as radios, televisions,

(RECOMMENDED).

Anthropometric
data, particularly
on height and
weight, should be collected for children 0-5 years old
in almost every LSMS or similar household survey.

a simple indicator of living standards. Second, the sum
of the value of all these different household assets gives
a rough (and admittedly incomplete) indicator of

Stunting (low height for age) and wasting (low weight
for height) are common measures of children's nutritional status; height and weight data are critical in

household wealth. Third, data on the ownership of
land and on capital assets used in agricultural and
nonagricultural enterprises indicate productive assets.

countries where children are at risk of malnutrition.
And collecting basic anthropometric data about chil-

Fourth, in some countries, particularly countries of the
former Soviet Union, there is evidence that adding the

dren is simpler and more reliable than collecting other
data on health status. The details of how to collect
children's anthropometric
data are explained in

consumption derived from durable goods and housing
to total consumption can lead to substantial changes in
the relative economic positions of different types of

Chapter 10.
Collecting height and weight data requires some

households.
Information

effort. The data are collected using special equipment
that is bulky and troublesome to carry around to each
household. One consequence of this is that another
individual is often added to each survey field team. If

durable goods can be collected using Part E of the
consumption module. Data on the value of owneroccupied housing are collected in the short version of
the housing module, using (at minimumi) questions Cl

collecting children's height and weight data were easier, such anthropometric
measurements would have
been classified as part of the essential core of any
LSMS-type survey.

and Cll, with C3 and C 12 providing alternative valuations. A short set of questions on the assets used in
household enterprises is provided in Part G of the
short version of the household enterprise module;

(RECOMMENDED).
Almost
all LSMS
and similar multitopic surveys should collect inununization records for children ages 0-5. In recent years
child immunization
programs have dramatically
reduced the incidence of several life-threatening
childhood diseases in many developing countriessignificantly reducing infant and child mortality rates.
However, many countries still do not have 100 percent
immunization coverage. Therefore, information on the
extent of coverage and on where coverage is low is
IMMUNIZATION

on

the

ownership

of consumer

only questions 1-3 are needed. Parts A, B, and E of the
short agriculture module collect a modest amount of
information on households' land holdings, livestock,
machinery, and other agricultural assets.
PRIVATE

INTERHOUSEHOLD

TRANSFERS

(REcoM-

Private interhousehold transfers, which are
pervasive in many countries, are used by many households to cope with poverty and economic vulnerability. Transfers received are covered by the transfers and
other nonlabor
income module
(introduced
in
MENDED).

important for almost any analysis of living standards. In
addition, since child immunization
coverage can
change dramatically over a year of two, it serves as a
useful indicator of chaniges in the provision of government services during periods of economic or social
instability. Child immunization information is collect-

Chapter 11) and transfers sent are covered by the consumption module (introduced in Chapter 5). At least
the short versions of the private interhousehold transfer submodules should be used in virtually all surveys.
Even in a relatively simple survey it may be worthwhile to use the standard version of the submodule on

ed in Part C of the health
Chapter 8.

transfers received.

module introduced

by

RENTAL

FOR

HOUSING

(RECOMMENDED).

Estimates of the annual rental value of dxvellings are

information on any consumer durable goods owned
by the household, the value of owner-occupied housing, and the ownership of land and capital assets related to agricultural activities and household enterprises.
There are several reasons for collecting these data.
First, the possession of household durable goods such

needed to estimate the consumption value of housing
for households that own these dwellings. In most
countries such estimates can be calculated by estimating the relationship between basic housing characteristics, which are already part of the core, and the rental
payments
made by households
that rent their

(RECOMMENDED).

Household

PAYMENTS

assets include

ASSETS
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dwellings.TIhe key piece of information

needed is the

rental payments of households that rent. Questions
C7-C12 in the short version of the housing module
collect information on rental costs.

Participation

in specific government

programs such

as food stamps programs,job training programs, and
agricultural extension services.
Having all this information for a group of households
makes it possible to describe many indicators of living

Full LSMS-type
Survey
In practice, the essential core-and

even the recom-

mended core-will
tap only a small part of the
potential policy uses of an LSMS-type survey. In
most

LSMS and

other

multitopic

surveys, much

standards, estimate the determinants
of different
dimensions of living standards and different types of
household behavior, and estimate the relationships
between dimensions of living standards and household
behavior (such as the impact of children's nutritional

more can and should be added to the questionnaires
to gather information beyond what is collected in
the core. This subsection and the two that follow it
discuss different ways to add to the core by expanding modules and combining them to form a survey

status on their school performance).
The full ISMS household questionnaire is long
and complex. In almost all cases it is too long to be
completed in a single visit by an interviewer to a
household. Instead, an interviewer typically visits each

or sequence of surveys.
A full LSMS-type multitopic household survey
can be formed by combining the short or standard
versions of most of the modules in the household
questionnaire with the corresponding
parts of the

household twice. All of the individual-specific modules (roster, education,
health, employment,
and
migration) are administered in the first visit, sometimes with the addition of one or two household-level
modules such as housing. The interviewer makes an

community and price questionnaires. This produces a
household survey similar in design to the original
LSMS surveys first used in 1985, except that the modules presented in Volume 3 of this book (and
described in Parts 2 and 3) include revisions based on
15 years of experience with LSMS and other household surveys.
Because some of the standard versions of modules

appointment for a second visit, usually about two
weeks later, to reinterview household members who
are most knowledgeable about the other householdlevel modules (such as consumption, agriculture, and
household enterprises). To ensure that high quality
data are collected and to keep the budget within reasonable limits, the samples in full LSMS-type surveys
are usually relatively small-between
2,000 and 5,0()0

presented in Parts 2 and 3 are significantly larger than
versions used in the original LSMS surveys, a household
questionnaire including all of the standard modules
would almost certainly be too large to be practical. Thus
the household questionnaire of a full LSMS-type survey
needs to be trimmed, either by replacing the standard
versions of some modules with their short versions or
by dropping some nonessential modules.
A well designed full LSMS-type multitopic survey
collects information
that measures or otherwise
describes:
* Household consumption.
* Household incorne.
* Key nonmonetary
indicators of welfare such as
nutritional and health status, education status, and

households. Samples of this size are still large enough
to provide accurate information on the nation as a
whole, on rural and urban areas, and on a small number of geographic regions. However, such samples are
not large enough to provide accurate statistics for each
state, province, department, or district in a country.
Even at the national level, they cannot provide precise
information on phenomena that do not pertain to
most households or individuals-such
as post-secondary education or participation in a program used by
only a small fraction of the population. See Grosh and
Munoz (1996) for a more thorough discussion of sampIe size and sampling issues.
In most cases it is not worthwhile to implement a
full LSMS-type multitopic survey every year. Much of

housing conditions.
* Many aspects of household behavior, such as
income-generating
activities, human capital investments, fertility, and migration.
* The local econornic environment (including prices

the analysis for which LSMS surveys are designed does
not need to be repeated annually. For example, while
it is important to understand the determinants of fertility, it is unlikely that these determinants change
greatly from one year to the next. Sizable changes are

and the availability of services).
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likely to occur only over the course of several years, as
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economic
Another

conditions

and people's attitudes change.

reason not to implement

retaining

only questions

on

agricultural

extension

a full survey every

services that are part of the essential core and questions

year is that it is costly to administer such a comprehensive household questionnaire, and requires substantial work at each stage. Therefore, a full LSMS-type

on assets that are part of the recommended core.Yet
the questions on wages from the employment module
and the questions on public and private transfers from

survey should be implemented
to five years.

the

only once every three

During 1985-99 the following countries implemented full-size LSMS surveys: Algeria, Brazil, Cote
d'lvoire, Ecuador, Ghana, the Kyrgyz Republic,
Mauritania, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama, Peru
(in 1985-86, 1991, and 1994), Turkmenistan, and

transfers

and other nonlabor income module
should be retained, as they are part of the essential core
of any LSMS-type survey.
Other questions that can be dropped are questions
on any aspects of household behavior that are of little
interest to policymakers. The savings, credit, fertility,

Vietnam.

and migration modules have often been deleted from
previous LSMS surveys. Because the new time-use

Scaled-downLSMS-typeSurvey

module is quite lengthy, it is also a candidate for omission, unless data on time use are of particular interest

A scaled-down LSMS-type survey can be constructed

to policymakers.

by omitting some modules from the household questionnaire of a full LSMS-type survey and by abridging
other modules. Such a survey will still be a multitopic

social services but not to estimate the determinants of
demand for them, survey designers could choose to
use the short, rather than the standard, versions of the

survey, but will cover fewer topics than a full-size survey would. Substantial reductions in the size of the
household questionnaire may mean that the questionnaire can be completed in a single visit by the interviewer to the household, as compared to the two visits needed for a full LSMS-type multitopic survey.
The extent to which various modules should be
reduced or eliminated will depend on which policy

health and education modules.
An alternative way to obtain a scaled down multitopic survey is to "scale up" an existing single-topic
household survey, such as a labor force or household
expenditure
survey. In Romania,
Latvia, and

questions are most important in the country in question. However, there is a limit to how much the questionnaire can be cut. The essential core of an LSMS or
similar multitopic survey, as described above, must
remain. In addition, the elements that are added to
form the recommended core (data on anthropometrics, child immunization
coverage, basic household
assets, interhousehold transfers, and rental payments of
households that rent their dwellings) should almost
always be included. The community questionnaire
may or may not be included in a scaled-down survey,
but the price questionnaire should always be used,
except in those rare cases in which fully adequate
price data already exist or price variation across
regions is negligible. Overall, the analytical objectives
of a scaled-down LSMS-type survey are more modest
than the objectives of a full-size survey.
One common way to abridge the questionnaire is
to decide not to collect the data needed to measure
total household income. Not measuring total household income allows survey designers to delete most of
the agriculture and household enterprise modules,

had been interviewed in a previous income and expenditure survey were revisited to collect information on

If analysts aim to measure use of

Bangladesh, new modules on the use of social services
and programs were added to existing household income
and expenditure surveys. In Guyana, households that

health, education, and anthropometrics; the separate
data files were later merged for purposes of analysis. In
Jamaica, households from the Labor Force Survey were
revisited by interviewers who administered the Survey
of Living Conditions; the two data files were later
merged. In Paraguay, additional modules were added
directly to the Labor Force Survey questionnaire.
Scaling down the household questionnaire of a
full LSMS-type survey reduces the analytical potential
of data collected, especially in parts of the questionnaire that are dropped or abridged. A reduced questionnaire produces fewer descriptive statistics on many
dimensions of household welfare than would be possible using a full-size survey. Data from a scaled-down
questionnaire can be used to analyze only a few of the
determinants of living standards. And such data reductions substantially reduce the range of analytical methods that can be used.
A scaled-down LSMS-type survey can be implemented fairly often, perhaps annually or every other
35
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year. Such frequent implementation is desirable
because one of the main uses of data from a scaleddown survey is to monitor changes in poverty and
other dimensions of welfare over time. Also, the fact
that a scaled-down survey collects less data on the
determinants of household welfare and behavior than
does a full-size survey means that implementing it frequently wastes less resources than would implementing a full LSMS-type survey every one or two years.
Another advantage of a scaled-down survey is that it is
easier and less expensive to carry out than a full-size
survey. Finally, a scaled-down survey can be carried
out using somewhat larger samples than a full LSMStype survey because it is subject to fewer managerial
and budget constraints.
Scaled-down LSMS surveys have been carried
out, with World Bank support, in Albania, Azerbaijan,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, Pakistan (1995/96 and 1996/97),
Peru (1990), and Tanzania.
Coreand Rotating Module Design
The "core and rotating module" design for a multitopic household survey is an attempt to combine the
advantages of full and scaled-down LSMS-type surveys. In this design, a scaled-down LSMS-type survey
forms the "core," while one or two modules are added
or greatly expanded each time the survey is carried
out. Modules that are added or expanded in any given
year revert back to their "core" size the following year,
creating a module "rotation" scheme for the modules
that go beyond the core. In most cases the survey is
fielded annually, although it can also be a semiannual
or biannual survey. The core that is repeated each time
the survey is implemented must include the essential
core described above, and in almost all cases it should
include everything in the recommended core. In many
cases the core of a core and rotating module design
should collect additional information as well, in order
to provide a more detailed picture of household welfare each time the survey is implemented.
An example of how to implement this approach

further details on health facility questionnaires). In the
third year the health module would return to its original "core" size and a new subject, such as education or
savings,would be given special emphasis. Expansion of
any particular module might require making some
additions to other modules in the survey to ensure that
the analytical potential of the data collected in the
expanded module could be fully exploited. Each chapter in Parts 2 and 3 of this book explains what data are
needed from other modules to complement the data
collected in the module covered by that chapter.
The core and rotating module design is a hybrid
of a full LSMS-type multitopic survey and a frequently implemented scaled-down LSMS-type survey.
Implementing a core and rotating module survey
annually would allow for the same monitoring of
poverty and welfare that is possible with data from an
annual scaled-down survey. In addition, in each rotation of a particular module, this kind of survey would
collect the data analysts need to study the determinants of household behavior for a specific topic-in
other words, data comparable to what are collected in
a full-size survey. It might even be possible to use data
from the scaled-down modules to study topics that are
not emphasized by the survey in a particular year.
The cost and sampling implications of the core
and rotating module design lie somewhere in between
those of a full-size LSMS-type survey and those of a
scaled-down survey. Perhaps of greatest concern in the
core and rotating module design are the institutional
arrangements for developing, implementing, and analyzing the special modules.While for both full-size and
scaled-down LSMS-type surveys it is possible to put a
lot of effort into the design of the first survey and give
less attention to improving its design in subsequent
years, implementing
the core and rotating module
design means that the questionnaire needs to be significantly modified each year-requiring
much more
attention from survey designers after the first year.

would be to use only the core in the first year of the
survey, in order to focus on making sure that the core

Indonesia's SUSENAS is a long-standing example
of a core and rotating module survey design. Jamaica's
Survey of Living Conditions, which began in 1988,
was the first LSMS survey to adopt this approach. A

works well. In the second year the health module in

new LSMS survey in Cambodia is just starting to

the household questionnaire would be expanded to
gather more detailed data on individuals' health status
and behavior, the kinds of health care sought, and the
cost and quality of that health care. In addition, a health
facility questionnaire could be added (see Chapter 8 for

develop such a system, as is the Bangladesh Household
Expenditure
Survey. (The Bangladesh Household
Expenditure Survey is not usually regarded as an
LSMS survey; however, it has adopted much of the
LSMS methodology.)
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Specia/ PurposeSample Designs
There are two other possible survey designs, both of

beyond debate; instead, they should be thought of as a
starting point for making survey design decisions.This

which use special purpose samples (that is, samples that
are not nationally representative). The first is a survey

is the case for several reasons. First, the dividing lines
between the three basic survey designs are flexible, as

that samples a special population that is of particular
interest for analytical or policy purposes. 5 An example
of this is a sample of households within a single city that
is used to study issues pertaining to that city, such as the

it is possible to develop "hybrid" surveys that merge
from the different survey design
characteristics
Second,
individual countries may not fit neatoptions.
ly into the categories implicit in the rules. Third, sur-

housing market, the water supply system, or urban air

veys may have multiple analytical objectives. Finally,

pollution. Two LSMS surveys of this type have been
performed: one in the Kagera region oflTanzania, focusing on areas with high prevalence of AIDS, and one in

funding constraints are not explicitly considered here.
Survey planners should consider the following
general "rules of thumb" when deciding what kind of

rural areas of Northeast China, focusing on the agricultural activities of rural households.

survey to implement:
1. Countries with sufficient institutional

A second kind of special purpose survey is one in

implement

a complex

capacity to

survey should use either a

which the sample is drawn solely for purposes of program evaluation. In this type of survey, a group is
observed both before and after the benefits of a partic-

full LSMS-type multitopic survey every three to
five years or a core and rotating module design;
both options can serve a broader range of analytical

ular service or program are made available to this group.
Alternatively, the sample may be composed of two
groups, one consisting of the households who benefit
treatment
from the service to be evaluated-the
the other consisting of households that are
group-and

objectives

LSMS-type surveys.
2. If annual (or biannual) monitoring of living standards or poverty is the most important analytical
objective, either a sequence of frequent scaled-

similar to the first in every respect except that they do
control group.
not benefit from the service-the
samples usually gather
These special-purpose
detailed data on the topic being studied, whether it is
a specific sectoral issue (such as agriculture) or a pro-

down LSMS-type surveys or a core and rotating
module survey should be adopted. In contrast, a
full-size multitopic survey is inappropriate because
cost and efficiency considerations imply that such
surveys should be implemented only every three to

gram to be evaluated. There are so many ways to
design such surveys that this book cannot hope to
cover all of them. However, since special purpose sur-

five years.
3. No new survey is needed if the main objective is to
provide periodic descriptive information (say, every

veys typically collect data on many general characteristics of the sampled households (such as size, composition, living standards, labor force status, and
education), designers of this kind of survey can use the
modules proposed in this book as a guide for collecting this supplemental information. The experience of
past LSMS surveys has been used in designing special
purpose surveys to evaluate the impact of educational

three to five years) or to examine the coverage of
government programs in countries where ample

reforms in El Salvador. And the Nicaragua LSMS survey included a special sub-sample designed to evaluate
the impact of that country's Social Investment Fund.
Matching Circumstances and Designs
approximate

rules

of

section provides some
thumb for choosing among the three common survey
design options discussed in the previous section.These
recommendations should not be thought of as rigid or
This

than

can a sequence

of scaled-down

data are already available from other sources.
4. If the main objective
is to gather periodic
descriptive information or to examine the coverage of government programs, a core and rotating
module design should not be chosen. Such a
design would collect data much more frequently
than is necessary.
5. If the main objective is to model household behavior, either a full LSMS-type survey or a core and
rotating module survey should be chosen. A series
of scaled-down surveys would be insufficient for
modeling household behavior.
6. If the main objective is to model household
behavior and very little other data are available, a
full-size multitopic survey is preferable to a core
and rotating module survey since the latter cannot
37
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supply detailed information on all topics until it
has been in operation for several years. The core
and rotating module design can be adopted after
one or two full LSMS-type surveys have been carried out.
7. If the main objective is to model household behavior and a large amount of other data are available,
the core and rotating module survey is preferable to
a series of periodic full LSMS-type surveys because
the core and rotating design allows poverty to be
monitored

more frequently

8. If the institutional

over time.

capacity in the country

is limited and the survey aims either to monitor poverty and living standards annually or to provide
descriptive information
(including coverage of
government
programs)
periodically,
a scaleddown LSMS-type survey should be chosen. This
survey may be either frequent (for annual monitoring) or periodic (for descriptive information
every three to five years). The other options, full
multitopic and core and rotating module, are too
complex for countries with limited institutional
capacity.

Table 2.2 summarizes the implications
rules, showing which rules lead to which
Because countries vith little institutional

of these
choices.
capacity

cannot implement a full LSMS-type multitopic survey
or a core and rotating module design on their own,
they will not be able to collect data that are useful for
analyzing household behavior unless their institutional capacity is either permanently improved or supplemented in the short run by using international
experts. In addition, significant purchases of new
equipment may be required in some countries.

Choosing the Modules, Defining Their
Objectives, and Setting Their Size
Once the basic blueprint of the survey has been selected, survey designers must decide which modules to
include in the household and community questionnaires.' Designers must also define specific objectives
for each module and decide on each module's approximate length. The procedures for these steps are discussed in this section. Because decisions about length
and objectives ultimately depend on many countryspecific details, specific recommendations

cannot

be

provided for each possible scenario. Instead, some general guidelines and procedures
are provided that
should prove useful for completing this step efficiently and effectively.
Two general points must be made at the outset.
First, the tasks of choosing modules, defining their
objectives, and setting their approximate size are all
closely related and thus must be done simultaneously
rather than sequentially.The type of objectives and the
number of objectives have considerable implications
for the size of each module; more objectives, and more
complex objectives, necessitate a larger module.
Second, the objectives of each module should be consistent with the overall objectives of the survey, in
terms of both the analytical objectives (describing living standards, monitoring poverty and living standards,
examining the coverage of government programs, estimating the impact of policies) and the specific topics
in which policymakers are interested. The overall
objectives of the survey already provide some information on what the objectives of many of the modules will be.

Table 2.2 Recommended Survey Designsfor Different Settings
Analytical

objective

Describinglivingstandardsor
Availabilityof other data
examiningprogramcoverage
Countrieswith sufficient
institutional
capacity

Monitoringliving
standardsor poverty

Limited

FullLSMS-type
survey
(Rule I + Rule4)

Core and rotatingmodule
(Rule I + Rule2)

Ampie

No newvsurveyneeded
(Rule3)

Core and rotatingmodule
(Rule I + Rule2)...........................

....................................................................................................................................

_

_

Modelinghouseholdbehavior
FullLSMS-typesurvey(Rule5 + Rule6)
Core and rotating module(Rule5 + Rule
*.................................................................

Countrieswith limitedinstitutional
capacity
Limited
Ample

Periodicscaled-downLSMStype survey (Rule8)
No new surveyneeded
(Rule3)

a.Internationalexperts mustbe h red to carry out keytasks.
Source:
Authors' recommendatons.
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Frequentscaled-downLSMStype survey(Rule8)
Frequentscaled-downLSMStype survey(Rule8)

FullLSMS-typesurvey(Rule5 + Rule6),
Core and rotating module
(Rule5 + Rule7)a
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Choosingmodules
A good first step in choosing modules

is to set the

upper and lower limits of what can be included in a
multitopic survey.The lower limit is the essential core
discussed above; in almost all cases this lower limit
should be expanded to include the additional elements
that are in the recommended core. The upper limit
will depend on country-specific circumstances such as

to be included in a scaled-down LSMS-type survey
and would work in a core and rotating module survey
only if it were chosen as the topic emphasized in a
particular year. The same circumstances apply to the
module. The full set of these environmental submodules is equivalent to a very large
expanded module, and for this reason it is difficult to
imagine the full set used in a single survey.The conenvironmental

the capacity of the statistical agency and the willingness of households to participate in lengthy interviews. It is never possible to include all of the modules

tingent valuation modules should be used only when
specific improvements in services (such as urban water
supply, urban sanitation, urban air quality, or rural

in any one survey.
An important question to address relatively early
when making decisions about modules is whether the
survey will attempt to collect enough data to calculate
total income.The advantages and disadvantages of col-

water supply) are being contemplated.
Even a subset of the expanded environmental
modules is likely to be equivalent to a large expanded
module, especially if the water, sanitation, and fuel use
modules are included. This being the case, it is feasible

lecting these data are discussed at length in Chapter
17. Clearly, if survey designers decide to collect the
data needed to calculate total income, the agriculture

to include a large subset of the environmental modules
in a full LSMS-type multitopic survey, but only a relatively small subset can be included in a scaled-down

and household enterprise modules need to be included in the questionnaire. 7 If designers decide not to
collect income data and there is little interest in these
two modules, they can be dropped, except for the
questions on use of agricultural extension services that
are part of the essential core and the asset questions

survey. In a core and rotating module survey a large
subset of the environmental submodules can be used
only if environmental topics are emphasized in that
particular year; for all other years only a small subset

that are part of the recommended core.
It will probably not be possible to collect total
income data in a scaled-down survey because it is not
feasible in a single visit to a household to collect the
recommended core data plus the data from the agriculture and household enterprise modules and still
have room to examine other topics. This implies that
it is also difficult to collect total household income in
a core and rotating module survey, except when the
module featured is either the agriculture or the household enterprise module: even when one of these two
modules is featured in such a survey, collecting total
income data may not be feasible in some countries.
Two other specific decisions to make early in this
step of the survey design process are whether to collect time-use data and whether to implement a large
modules (see
number of the detailed environment
Chapters 22 and 14, respectively).The time-use module is very long, and as such should be thought of as
an expanded module. If survey designers choose to
include this module, they may have to omit several
other short or standard modules. While it would be
feasible to include the time-use module in a full-size
LSMS-type survey, this module is probably too large

would be feasible.
At this point, it is useful to give some general rules
about how much room there is for modules in different kinds of multitopic surveys. For a full LSMS-type
survey, the household questionnaire should be roughly large enough to include a mixture of about 15 standard or short modules. The number of modules that
can be included in a scaled-down survey is probably
closer to 8 or 10, most of which have to be short versions. A core and rotating module survey lies somewhere in between but is probably closer to the scaleddown survey if only one visit is made to the
household. The modules chosen must in all cases
include the components of the essential core; in almost
all cases the modules should also include the additional components found in the recommended core.
Using these starting points for what is feasible, the
next task is to consult with policymakers at the highest level to get a detailed idea of which topics are of
greatest interest to them (if this has not already been
done). Policymakers need to specify which topics are
of overriding concern, which are of moderate interest,
which are of minor interest, and which are of little or
no interest. Expanded modules, if they exist, should be
used for topics of overriding interest. 8 Standard modules should be used for items of moderate interest.
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Short modules may be appropriate for items of minor
interest. Items of little or no interest need not be covered in the survey unless they are part of the essential
or recommended core.
The core and rotating module survey design is

Second, for each module, survey designers should
match the policy issues raised by policymakers with

inherently

address all of the relevant policy issues, and remove any
questions in that module that are not needed to analyze these policy issues. If the module is still too long,
questions needed only to address the least important
policy issues are deleted. This shorter module is

more flexible than other classic designs; if
the core and rotating survey is implemented annually,
it can cover four or five topics in great detail over the
same number of years by including the expanded version of one of these modules each year. Of course, survey designers still have to set priorities about which
expanded module is included in the first year, which is
included in the second year, and so on.
The above paragraphs provide survey designers
with a scheme for generating a draft list of the modules to be included in the survey, their approximate
length, and, to an extent, the objectives of each module. Needless to say, this draft list needs to be refined.
This can be done by adding two new "ingredients" to
the process: discussions with policymakers who specialize in particular topics or programs, and a careful
reading of the chapters in Parts 2 and 3 of this book.
The task is to reconcile the specific policy questions
raised by these more specialized policymakers with the
feasibility of collecting data to analyze them (as discussed in detail in Parts 2 and 3 of this book) given the
approximate sizes of each module as specified by highlevel policymakers.This process is not simple and consequently involves a certain amount of iteration.
Unfortunately, policy issues raised by specialist
policymakers often require more questions than can fit
into a module of the size specified in the first draft of
the modules. The choice at this point is between not
including many of these policy issues in the survey and

the data required to analyze them, as laid out in each
chapter of Parts 2 and 3. One way to do this is to
choose the smallest version of each module that can

checked again to see if it exceeds the provisional size
limit.The general principle is that the most important
policy questions are addressed first and additional
issues are added until the module has reached the
length

that

survey designers,

in consultation
with
high-level policymakers, have set for it.
Third, after this has been done for all modules,
survey designers should prepare a list of issues they
think can be covered by the survey and give this list
to the high-level
policymakers, who will decide
whether they would like to change the amount of
space allocated to each module. The survey designers should tell the policymakers about the tradeoffs
involved, working with them to ensure that the
issues policymakers
deem most important
are
addressed.
Ultimately, this process produces a list of modules
to be included in the survey, the proposed length of
each module to be included, and the specific objectives for the modules. This completes the second step
of survey design. This step may need to be revisited
later if results of the field test show that the questionnaires are too long or that there is room to expand the
questionnaire.

expanding the module containing these questions at
the expense of other modules. A third alternative is
expanding the relevant module without reducing the

Notes

size of any other module, but the feasibility of this
option is open to question and will not become clear
until a draft questionnaire is field tested.

The authors would like to expresstheir gratitude to Jere Behrman,
Lawrence Haddad, Courtney Harold, John Hoddinott, Alberto
Martini,Raylynn Oliver,Kinnon Scott,and SalmanZaidi for com-

Given this situation and the uncertainty regarding
what is feasible ancl what is not, survey designers
should use the following procedure to reconcile the

ments on an earlier draft.

specific objectives of each module with any constraints
on module size. First, designers should ask policymakers who specialize in a given topic to rank the policy
issues in order of importance, so that the module can
collect the data needed to analyze the most important
policy issues despite the inevitable constraints.

continueto accumulateafterthe book hasbeenpublished.Therefore,
until a new book iswritten,any new international-levelinformation
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1. This book is designed to provide a thorough reviewvof international experience. However, new experience and knowledge will

is probablymost easilyobtainedfrom internationalresearchers.
2. If geographicareas-rather than households-are the unit of
observation,it may be possibleto merge data from differentsurveys. However,this high level of aggregation yields less precise

CHAPTER2 MAKING DECISIONSON THE OVERALLDESIGNOF THE SURVEY

results, raises issues of aggregation bias, and generally requires surveys with very large samnplesizes.
3. A variety of external sources have been used to fund past LSMS

6. Each module in the household questionnaire should also be
included in the community questionnaire. See Chapter 13 for further discussion of the community questionnaire.

surveys.World Bank loans have partially financed several LSMS sur-

7. While all versions of the household enterprise module col-

veys. Grants from various bilateral development agencies (especially

lect income information, only the standard and expanded versions

from the United States,Scandinavian countries, andJapan) and mul-

of the agriculture module collect sufficient data for use in the

tilateral development agencies (particularly the United Nations

measurement of total income.

Development Programme and the United Nations Children's Fund)

8. A full LSMS-tvpe survey could accommodate two and possi-

have wholly or partially financed a large share of LSMS surveys. In a

bly three expanded versions of modules; a scaled-down survey could

few cases,grants from the World Bank research budget have support-

accommodate at most one.Volume 3 presents expanded versions of

ed LSMS surveys. Similar surveys, such as the World Bank's SDA sur-

the following modules: roster, education, health, employment,

veys, RAND's Family Life Surveys,and a few other surveys in Africa,

migration, enviromnent, household enterprises, and agriculture. The

all receive a large share of their funding from external sources.

time-use modules introduced in Chapter 22 should also be treated

4. Most previous LSMS surveys have used two-stage sample
designs. If a three-stage sample design is used, ID codes will be

as expanded modules, and the same is even more true for the full set
of environmental modules introduced in Chapter 14.

needed that identify both the primary and secondary sampling
units of each household. An analogous comment applies to surveys
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Chapter 2 outlined the five-step process that survey designers should follow to design LSMS and
similar multitopic surveys. It also provided detailed recommendations on how to undertake the
first two steps, which are deciding on the overall design of the survey and deciding which modules to include in the survey questionnaire.This chapter discusses the last three steps of the fivestep survey design process.The first section of this chapter describes the third step-drafting each
module, question by question, to ensure that it will collect the data necessary to meet the module's objectives (which were laid out in the second step).The second section guides survey
the different modules and combining them to
designers through the fourth step-coordinating
create a consistent and comprehensive set of questionnaires. The third section explains the procedures for the last step -translating the questionnaires into local languages and conducting a field
test. The fourth section discusses the formatting of the questionnaires, which is an extremely
important but often neglected aspect of designing successful multitopic surveys. Survey designers
should refer to the material contained in the fourth section many times during the last three
steps of the survey design process.
the people involvedin carrying out the fieldwork(the
data producers)but alsopolicymakers(who will make
decisionsbased on the data),members of the research
community (who will analyze the data),and the staff
of any agenciesfinancing or providingtechnicalassistance to the survey.Eventually,what should emerge
from the process is a well-designedset of questionnaires for a multitopic household survey.

In practice, the survey design process rarely moves
smoothly and sequentiallyfrom one step to the next.
Instead,surveydesignersoften find themselvesmoving
backward and forward among the various steps. For
example, if designers encounter difficulties when
draftinga specificmodule,they mayneed to reconsider and modify their original objectivesfor that module. Developing survey questionnairesis an iterative
process,and survey designers should expect to go
through at least three or four draftsof each module.It
is not unusual for the differentversionsof the draftsto
add up to a stack of paper one foot (30 centimeters)
high. Each major redraft of a module or questionnaire
should be reviewed by all interestedparties, not only

ProducingDraft Modules
The third step in survey design,producing draft modulesfor the householdand community questionnaires,
is one of the most time-consuming steps in the
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process. Detailed guidance on this step is provided in
the chapters in Parts 2 and 3, so the discussion here
will be general and relatively brief

must also review all questions and response codes and,
if necessary, modify them to reflect local institutions
and terminology. For example, the transfers and other

Once the objectives for each module are finalized
(at least tentatively), survey designers can begin to
develop detailed draft modules for the household and

nonlabor

community

questionnaires.

Survey designers
modules introduced

should

use the draft "prototype"
by the
chapters in Parts 2 and 3 (and presented inVolume 3)
as their starting point. As explained in Chapter 2, survey designers will already have decided on the policy
and analytical objectives of each module. They should
now choose the shortest versions of the modules that
will allow for analysis of the most important of these
objectives; any questions not relevant to these objectives should be removed.
If the resulting module is still too long, survey
designers should remove any questions that are need-

income module discussed in Chapter 11
must explicitly refer to each public transfer program
by name. The consumption module will need even
more work; in particular, the lists of items selected
must closely reflect items consumed in the country.
The agricultural module will need careful attention, as
this module must reflect the country's landholding and
cropping patterns.
For many of the modules, survey designers may
find it useful to collect some preliminary data using
qualitative techniques, which may help them determine how best to design these modules to collect
quantitative data. Chapter 25 provides a detailed discussion on how to collect qualitative data. Such data
can be particularly useful in countries where successful quantitative surveys have never been done for the
topic to be studied.

ed only for the analysis of the least important of the
policy issues. This process should continue until the
module meets the length constraint. In some cases the
module may be shorter than expected, in which case
a policy issue and its accompanying questions can be
added. The general principle is that the most important policy issues should be addressed first, and additional ones should be included only if space allows.
This approach is a good start, but much more remains
to be done.

A final general issue to consider when drafting
modules is the role played by the fieldwork schedule.
A prototypical full LSMS survey spreads fieldwork
evenly over a 12-month period, for two reasons. First,
this makes it possible to study or average out any seasonality effects. Second, and more importantly, surveys
with this fieldwork schedule require a smaller number
of survey field teams than do surveys that compress the

For some modules the information and guidance
given in the relevant chapter in Parts 2 and 3 of the
book may be incomplete. For example, the chapter
may not address certain policy issues that are important in a given country or setting, in which case the
designers of that survey will need to develop new
modules or submodules. Even in these cases the information provided in the relevant chapter is usually a

fieldwork into a shorter period of time. This smaller
number
of teams reduces costs and allows for
improved quality control. All of the interviewers can
be trained together and thus to a uniform standard; in
addition, the cost of training interviewers-which
takes about four weeks-will
be proportionately
cheaper. Each interviewer will complete more interviews and thereby gain more experience. Finally, fewer

good base for developing such modules. However, if
the designers intend to implement major innovations
in their survey, they should seriously consider adding
to the survey team a specialist with the relevant experience in both data collection and data analysis.
Once each draft module has been written out in
its entirety, the next task is to verify that the design of

computers and vehicles will be required.
Despite these advantages of a year-long survey
period, many past LSMS surveys have compressed
fieldwork into a period of just two or three months.
This has often been done when there was pressure on
the survey team to collect data for analysis as quickly
as possible. In other cases interviewers may have been

each module reflects the economic and institutional
structures of the country in question. For example, the
designers need to check whether common living
arrangements are reflected in the definition of the
household used in the household roster and in the
housing and interhousehold
transfer modules. They

available for only a short period of time, or the organization funding the survey may have required that the
project be completed in a relatively short amount of
time. The fieldwork schedule can also be modified to
accommodate analysis of certain topics. For example,
analysis of some agricultural issues may require inter-
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viewers to make two or more visits to each household
at different times during the year.
Variations in the fieldwork plan may require
changing the wording of some modules. This means
that survey designers should ensure that the design of
each module

in the questionnaire

is consistent with

the fieldwork plan.
When a survey is conducted over a relatively short
period, such as a few weeks or months, careful attention must be given to the wording of questions concerning events that are seasonal in nature.Will school
be out of session for a large portion of the survey period? If so, the education module may need to be
changed to reflect this. In particular, questions referring to school activities during the previous week,
such as the number of days that a child attended
school or the number of hours of homework done by
the child, would clearly be inapplicable. Also, questions
about water supply during both wet and dry seasons
should be reviewed to ensure that they reflect the circumstances of these seasons. The largest seasonal
changes may need to be made to the agricultural
module. A detailed discussion of the implications of
seasonality for that module is provided in Chapter 19.
More substantial changes will be required if the
household is to be visited more than once at different
times of the year. In such cases it may be desirable to
have the interviewer administer modules for which
the answers are expected to vary by season (such as the
consumption, agriculture, water, or time use modules)
each time he or she visits the household. In contrast,
the modules that are unlikely to be affected by seasonality, such as housing, education, fertility, or migration,
probably need to be administered only once. Any
modules that are to be administered more than once
usually need to be modified, particularly with respect
to their recall periods. For example, if the interviewer
makes two household visits six months apart, the consumption module should be administered in both visits and should have a recall period of six months rather
than one year. Also, the water module should ask only
about the particular season (wet or dry) during which
the interview is to be conducted.
The guidelines given in this chapter are general,
since very detailed information is provided in Parts 2
and 3 of this book. Other information on adapting
LSMS questionnaires to fit local circumstances can be
found in Oliver (1997), which focuses on survey
design in the countries of the former Soviet Union, as

well as in Ainsworth and van der Gaag (1988). A good
for developing and
general reference publication
designing household survey questionnaires is United
Nations (1985). More recent general references are in
and Fowler (1993);
on developed counmore
although these books focus
tries, much of the material they contain is also relevant

Babbie

(1990),

Fink

(1995),

for developing countries. A final point to bear in mind
is that a good deal of attention must be given to correct and consistent formatting. This is described in
great detail in the fourth section of this chapter; survey designers should read that section very carefully
before they begin designing any survey modules.
Integrating and Combining Modules to Create
Complete Questionnaires
Once draft versions of each of the individual modules
have been written, these drafts must be combined to
form complete household and community questionnaires. Merely stapling the various modules together
will not produce a well-designed questionnaire; much
more work has to be done to ensure that the different
modules fit well together. This section describes how
to do this important task. It focuses primarily on making the modules of the household questionnaire consistent with each other. Similar, though less difficult,
issues arise when integrating the modules of the community questionnaire; in most cases the approach to
take for the community questionnaire can be inferred
from the discussion of the household questionnaire.
This section will also highlight particularly important
points to consider when combining the household,
community, and price questionnaires to form a comprehensive household

survey.

Gaps and Overlaps
Survey designers must scrutinize and compare the different questionnaire modules for gaps and overlaps in
that the modules collect. Analysts
the information
often need to combine data from different modules in
the household questionnaire. Perhaps the most important example of this is the calculation of each household's total consumption, which requires information
not only from the consumption module but also from
and housing
the education, health, employment,
from the water, sanitation, or fuel modmodules-and
ules (see Chapter 14) if they are included as separate
modules in the questionnaire (as opposed to using the
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housing module to collect information

on these top-

Some simple examples illustrate this point. The

in the

expanded water module contains questions about the

employment, agriculture, household enterprise, and
miscellaneous income modules. It is important to

price and quality of water from different potential
water sources. If the primary sampling units are geo-

check that a questionnaire

graphically compact, all of the households in each pri-

ics). Likewise,

income

data are

collected

includes the data needed to

construct these and other complex variables.
Another example of this general issue is that survey designers often have a choice regarding the module in which to collect some kinds of information. For
example, data on expenditures

on fuel for cooking and

heating can be collected in the consumption

module,

mary sampling unit are likely to have the same alternative water sources, implying that the water price and
quality questions can be put in the community questionnaire (which should be administered in each primary sampling unit) rather than in the household
questionnaire. On the other hand, if the primary sam-

the housing module or, if it exists, the expanded fuel
can be
module. Questions on child immunization
placed in the fertility module, the health module, or
the anthropometry module. An argument can be made

pling unit is not compact so that the households are
widely dispersed, it is likely that some households will
be nearest to, say,a particular spring or well while other
households will be closer to other springs or wells. In

for choosing any of these options (see the pertinent
chapters in Parts 2 and 3 of this book), but the essential point is to ensure that the information is collected
at least once, and is collected twice only if there is a
reason to do so.' Appendix 3.1 provides a list of the
most common types of gaps and overlaps to check.

such cases these questions about alternative water
sources should remain in the household questionnaire.
Another example concerns the distance to schools
and health facilities. In a compact primary sampling
unit, the distance to the nearest school or health facil-

In cases in which information could be plausibly
be collected in more than one part of the questionnaire, there may be no absolute right or wrong place
to collect it. Rather, survey planners must take into

primary sampling unit. This means that information
on the distances to schools and health facilities can be
collected in the community questionnaire as opposed
to the household questionnaire.

account who the respondent is in each module, how
well the best recall period for that information matches the recall periods of modules in which it might be
collected, at what point in the interview the respondent might discuss the topic most naturally, and

Length
The overall length of the household questionnaire
must be manageable. In general, it is not feasible to
include, say, the standard version of each module pre-

whether the topic is a sensitive one that should therefore be addressed near the end of the questionnaire

sented in Volume 3, even though past full LSMS surveys typically included 15 modules, many of which

(for reasons discussed further below).
The survey designers should also examine any
overlaps among the household, community, and price

were similar to the standard versions in this book.
There are several reasons why using all of the standard draft modules in this book is not feasible. First,

questionnaires. In general, the community and price
questionnaircs should collect information
on any
topic that varies only slightly from household to
household within the primary sampling unit. 2 While
much of the information collected in the communi-

this book introduces several new modules, including
the time use module and several environmental modules. Second, some of the standard draft modules, such
as those on health, migration, and household enterprises, are much longer than the modules on those

ty and price questionnaires could be collected in the
household questionnaire, it is better to collect it in the
community questionnaire
in order to shorten the

topics that were used in previous LSMS surveys.
Finally, in some of the chapters in this book (including Chapter 18 on household enterprises and Chapter

length of each household's interview. Collecting

this

ity probably varies little among the households in the

19 on agriculture)

it is argued that collecting

more

information in the community questionnaire is also
more efficient; why collect it for all households in a
primary sampling unit (often 16 or 20 households)
when it need be asked only once in the community

detailed data will greatly increase their value for analytical purposes. Thus survey designers should not
combine the standard versions of all of the modules
presented in the book into a single household ques-

questionnaire?

tionnaire. Instead, the short versions should be used for
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some modules, and in almost all cases at least one or
two modules should be dropped.
Assessing whether a draft questionnaire is too
long is not simply a matter of counting the pages or
questions in it, since many questions, and sometimes
even entire pages or modules, will apply only to some
households. Moreover, in some cases adding questions
does not lengthen the interview time because the
respondent cannot avoid going through the thought
process made explicit in these questions, which implies
that a supposedly abbreviated set of questions will not
reduce the time required to complete the interview.
of this is the calculation of income
derived from agricultural activities.
There are also several ways to implement long
questionnaires that minimize the time required by

An

example

test, which is discussed in detail in the fourth section
of this chapter. If field test interviews require many
hours to complete and exhaust the cooperation and
patience of households, this is an indication that the
is too long. At the same time, survey
designers should realize that field test interviews normally require much more time than do similar interquestionnaire

views during an actual survey, because interviewers
have little training or experience with the questionnaire at the time of the field test. In addition, the questionnaire used in the field test is not a final draft and
thus is likely to contain some problems that will slow
down the interviews. A handy rule of thumb is that
interviews in the actual survey take only about half of
somethe time that they take in the field test-and

(and the fatigue induced in) each survey respondent.
"miniindividual
conducting
include
These
interviews" with each household member to collect
all of the information needed from that individual at

times even less than that.
A general goal to aim for in the actual survey is
that any given respondent should not be interviewed
for more than one hour on a given day. Of course,
people's tolerance for being interviewed will vary

one time (which allows him or her to leave when
questions are being asked of other household memrespondent for each
bers); using the best-informed
household module; and dividing the interview into
multiple visits (for example, going through all the
individual-specific modules in one visit and returning

from country to country, and this general guideline
must be adapted to suit local conditions. Experience in
LSMS surveys to date suggests that people's tolerance
for long interviews is lower in urban areas than in rural
areas, lower among wealthy households than among
poor ones, and lower in wealthier countries than in

on a different day to conduct the consumption module and other household-level modules). LSMS surveys use all of these techniques. Still, there is a limit to
the amount of information that can be gathered from

poorer ones.

a single household.
How can survey designers determine whether a
household questionnaire is too long? A rough idea of
the effective length of the questionnaire in different
circumstances can be obtained by calculating how
many households will go through the different paths
created by the skip patterns and how many questions
will be asked for each possible path. An excellent
example of this is provided in Chapter 18 on household enterprises, in Table 18.5.
A more precise estimate of the time required to
administer a household questionnaire can be obtained
when similar surveys have already been done in the
country or region studied. In this case, the designers of
the new survey will be able to find out how long the
interviews took in the previous survey, provided that
the earlier survey collected metadata along the lines
suggested in Chapter 4. If such information is not
available, survey designers will need to rely on the field

Recall Periods
The recall periods proposed for each module introduced in this book are mostly those that the authors
have deemed appropriate for that particular module.
This can be a problem when analysts want to combine
or compare data from several modules. For example, in
many LSMS surveys the employment module uses a
one-week recall period. Since most adults work, this
yields a large number of observations, and the period
of time is short enough to yield accurate answers to
such basic questions as the number of hours worked
and the payments received during this recall period. In
contrast, the health module uses a four-week recall
period. This relatively long recall period is used
because most people are not ill in any given week.The
four-week recall period allows more observations of
illness for a given sample size than would be obtained
using a one-week recall period. Since illnesses are
important events, respondents can be expected to
remember many details of their episodes of illness during the past four weeks.
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However, if an analyst wants to study the impact
of illness on earnings or work effort, these different
recall periods will complicate the analysis.The analyst
cannot tell whether the illness took place before or
during the period for which the earnings and hours

A particularly important task is to coordinate the
coding of items in the consumption
expenditure
module with items in the price questionnaire. As
explained in Chapter 2, price data are needed to generate regional and temporal price indices that enable

data were collected. This could be resolved either by
adding questions to the health module to specify the
days during the recall period on which the respondent
was ill or by making the recall periods coincide, perhaps with a compromnise of two weeks for both mod-

comparison of real expenditures of households interviewed in different places and at different times.This is
done by matching the prices collected in the price

ules (bearing in mind the disadvantages in sector-specific analyses of using a recall period different from the
"ideal" one for that module). Part of the job of inte-

questionnaire

with the consumption
expenditure
gathered in the consumption module. If
the items are not well matched, this task becomes
more difficult, and the resulting price indices will be
less accurate. In general, the goal should be a one-toinformation

grating the draft modules is to determine and judge
the tradeoffs being made, either confirming that they
are acceptable or altering them until a more appealing
tradeoff is reached.

one correspondence
between the items listed in the
consumption module and the prices collected in the
price questionnaire. For example, if questions are asked
on two or three varieties of rice or wheat in the consumption module, a price for each variety should be

Nomenclature and CodingSchemes
The questionnaire should be reviewed to check that
wherever similar questions are asked, the nomenclature and coding schemes are the same. This should

collected in the price questionnaire.
This should be relatively simple to do for almost
all food items. Nonfood items are more difficult. It is
usually not possible to obtain prices for durable goods
because they often come in many varieties (for exam-

reduce

coding errors and simplify data analysis. For
example, many different modules allow the respondent
to choose the time unit (for example, hour, day, week,
or month) that they find most convenient when
responding to questions regarding time or payments
over time (such as wage rates, the length of time spent
gathering firewood, and the length of time covered by
a payment for water). The code numbers for these
time units should be the same throughout the entire
questionnaire; in the draft modules presented in this
book "day" is always coded as "3," "week" is always

ple, there are many kinds of bicycles or televisions).
However, for nondurable items, prices can be obtained
for well-defined
examples. For example, there are
many kinds of shirts, but if a specific widely purchased
type of shirt can be defined, data on that type of shirt
can be collected in the price questionnaire and used as
an indicator of prices for all kinds of shirts. See
Chapter 13 for a detailed discussion of the price questionnaire, including a list of suggested food and nonfood items to include in it.

coded as "4," and so on for other units of time.
Another example concerns the migration module, the transfers received page of the transfers and
other nonlabor income module, and the transfer payments page of the consumption module. All have
questions about where the migrant, donor, or recipient lives. The coding scheme that categorizes this
information, whether it is the type of place (capital
city, other urban area, rural area, or overseas) or the
name of the place, should be uniform. Likewise, sever-

Choosingthe Order of the Modules in the Household
Questionnaire
A final and very important question to address is the
order of the modules in the household questionnaire. 3
It is natural and convenient to arrange the modules in
the order that they will be administered, so the key
issue here is the order in which the modules will be
administered and how this affects the physical design

al modules include questions about the relationship
between two individuals. It is usually a good idea for
these questions to use the same codes that are used in
the household roster module to indicate the relationship of each household member to the head of the

To put this issue in context, consider the traditional fieldwork plan for a full LSMS survey. Each field
team works in its assigned primary sampling units
(communities) twice.The first time a team arrives in a
primary sampling unit, it works there for about one

household.

week. The
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which usually consists of the individual-specific modules, is completed for each household. In addition, a
short module is administered that asks which house-

more visits to each household during the sole trip to
the primary sampling unit.
Given these different possible fieldwork plans,

hold members are best able to answer questions concerning the specific household-level modules (agriculture, household enterprises, consumption, and savings)
that will be filled out when the team returns to the
primary sampling unit about two weeks later. Figure

there are several basic principles about how to order
the modules in the household questionnaire. The first
principle is that any modules on topics that respondents might consider sensitive should be put at the end
of the questionnaire.This gives the interviewer time to

3.1 provides an example of such a module.
The field team works in a different primary sampling unit during the following week, while the data
questionnaires from the first
in the half-completed

with the household members,
the probability that they will
increase
which should
answer questions on sensitive issues, and do so truthfully. It also means that if the respondent breaks off the
interview in response to a sensitive question, only the

primary sampling unit are entered into a computer by
a data entry operator (who does not travel with the
team) using a data entry program. The data entry program checks the first half of the questionnaires for a
wide range of errors and inconsistencies. (This is discussed more filly in Grosh and Munoz 1996.) The
team returns to the first primary sampling unit in the
third week, administers the rest of the questionnaire
(which mainly consists of household-level modules),
and resolves any problems or inconsistencies found by
the data entry program when the data from the first
half of the questionnaire were entered.
In several recent LSMS surveys, two different procedures have been used in the fieldwork stage. One
procedure is that the data entry operator travels with
the field team. This option has become feasible with
the advent of small laptop computers that can be powered by batteries, vehicle cigarette lighters, or solar
panels.This allows the whole questionnaire to be filled
out and checked using the data entry program during
a single trip to the primary sampling unit. In addition,
the second half of the questionnaire can be checked by
the data entry program almost immediately, so that
interviewers can return to the sampled households to
resolve any problems detected by the program.
The other procedure, used when a scaled-down
LSMS survey is being implemented, is to complete all

develop

a rapport

data from that last module or modules are lost. Finally,
by this point in the interview, any interested onlookers, such as family members and neighbors, may have
wandered away, making it possible to administer the
more sensitive portions of the questionnaire with
greater privacy. Education, housing, migration, and in
some cases health 4 are usually good topics with which
to open the interview, because people generally do not
mind talking about these topics. In contrast, fertility,
savings, credit, and transfers and other nonlabor
income are among the most sensitive topics in the
household questionnaire.
A second principle concerns bounded recall periods. In past LSMS surveys in which the interviewer
made two visits two weeks apart to each household,
some parts of the questionnaire used bounded recall
periods; in other words, questions were asked such as
"How much has your household spent on rice since
my last visit?"As explained in Chapter 5, using bounded recall periods can increase the accuracy of the
respondents' answers. Obviously, if bounded recall
periods are used in certain modules, these modules
must be administered in a second visit to the household and thus be included in the second half of the
questionnaire. The two modules in Volume 3 that

of the interviews in a single trip to the primary sampling unit and sometimes even in single visits to each
household. This procedure will have a serious disadvantage if the data entry operator does not travel with
the team, because none of the data can be checked in
time to return to the households to resolve problems

explicitly use bounded recall periods are those on
consumption (Chapter 5) and household enterprises
(Chapter 18).5
A third consideration is the selection of respondents. As explained above, several modules (including
the consumption, agriculture, household enterprises,
savings, housing, and environmental modules) collect

detected by the data entry program. If the data entry
operator travels with the team, there is little difference
between this procedure and the former procedure,
except that a full LSMS questionnaire will require

much or all of their data at the household level, which
means that the questions are answered by the household member most knowledgeable about that topic.
With the exception of the housing module, these
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modules

are quite lengthy. Thus for each of these
modules it is usually best for the interviewer to ask

the names of all the household members, is usually
placed further back in the questionnaire so that the

which member would be the most appropriate
respondent during the first visit to the household, and
then make an appointment to interview that person at

names on that page can be seen during the administration of all individual-level modules. Thus the physical placement of this page will not reflect the time
during the interview when it is filled in. (For details

a later, more convenient

time. In the traditional

twovisit fieldwork plan, this implies that these modules,
except perhaps housing, should be administered during the second visit and thus should be located in the
second half of the questionnaire. However, if the team
travels only once to the primary sampling unit, it is still
feasible to make appointments for later in the day or
for another day, which gives survey designers more
flexibility in deciding where to place these modules in
the questionnaire.
A fourth principle

relates to the logistics of data
entry. The individual-level
modules include many
more questions for which strict range and consistency
checks can be built into the data entry program than
do the modules on consumption, agriculture, and
household enterprises. 6 If the whole questionnaire is
completed using the traditional LSMS fieldwork plan
(two visits two weeks apart), all the individual-specific
modules except the credit module should be administered during the first interview. (The credit module is
probably too sensitive to be administered during the
first interview.) This will allow the survey team to
enter the data from these modules and to detect any
apparent errors or inconsistencies that could then be
resolved in the second interview. If the data entry
operator travels around with the interview team, the
data from the interviews can be checked in a matter of
hours; thus where these modules appear in the order
of the household questionnaire becomes less important for the purposes of data entry.
Given these principles, and some common sense,
more specific advice can be given. Each household
questionnaire should have the metadata module at the
very front, since much of the information that module
collects (such as whether the interviewer successfully
located the household, the date of interview, and the
language in which the interview was conducted)
becomes apparent at the very beginning of the interview. The next module should be the household roster; this must be completed before any other module
because it determines who is and who is not a household member, and thus determines the people to
whom all the other modules will apply. However, at
least one page of the household roster, the one with
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see the discussion on the fold-out roster page
fourth section of this chapter.)
After the household roster, it is useful to
the form on selecting household respondents
in Figure 3.1; this form can be administered

in the
fill out
shown
to the

same person who answered the household roster questions (usually the head of household or the person
most knowledgeable
about other household members). It is useful to collect this information
early
because it can be used to save household members'
time by interviewing them sequentially using "miniinterviews."That is, after the interviewer has administered the form that identifies the relevant respondents
for the household-level
modules, he or she should
administer all of the modules that are clearly individual-specific (except the credit and fertility modules) to
each household member, finishing all such modules
with one member before interviewing another member. These are the education, health, employment,
migration, and time use modules. Some household
members will not need to be interviewed further, and
thus their mini-interviews will consist of the interviewer administering only these modules. In contrast,
other household members will also be the respondents
for some of the household-level modules. For example, the respondent for the housing module can also
provide answers for the questions in that module as
part of his or her mini-interview. Using this method,
the interviewer can obtain all of the information
needed from each individual in a way that minimizes
the use of respondents'time;
once a respondent finishes the mini-interview he or she can leave or start some
activity without further interruption.
Within this group of individual-level modules,
those on education and migration should be administered first since the information they collect is not very
sensitive. Some employment information can be sensitive, particularly questions concerning wages, so this
should be one of the last of the individual-level modules to be completed, if not the very last. If the short
health module is used, it can be put near the front.
However, if the standard or expanded version is used, it
should be placed toward the end of the individual-
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specific modules because of the sensitive nature of
some of the questions in this version (see endnote 4).
Which modules should go near the end of the
questionnaire? Because the three most sensitive mod-

who still need to be interviewed after the "miniinterviews" are completed, as this will allow people
to leave if they do not need to be interviewed further. Continuing the agriculture example, note that

on savings,
ules are those that collect information
credit, and transfers and other nonlabor income, these
three modules should probably be put at the end of
the questionnaire. Another potentially sensitive topic is

the form in Figure 3.1 identifies all of the household
members who either manage or work on a plot of
members who do not fit this
land. Household
description and who are not needed to complete

fertility. In countries in which fertility is particularly
sensitive, it should come immediately before the savings, credit, and transfers and other nonlabor income

module can leave after
any other household-level
is finished.
their "mini-interview"
This completes discussion of the fourth step of

modules.

integrating

Where should the other modules go? If the traditional "two visits two weeks apart" interview system is
enterprise
and household
used, the consumption
modules should be in the second half of the questionnaire since these modules often use a bounded recall
period, namely the time since the interviewer's previous visit. Modules that are long and also need to be
consumpadministered to specific respondents-the
tion, agriculture, household enterprise, and environalso be completed in the secment modules-should
ond visit. Finally, as discussed above, the housing
module can be administered in the first interview
because it is unlikely to contain any sensitive questions. If the two-visit system is not used, these modules
can be put anywhere between the individual-specific
modules and the more sensitive modules.
Finally, the goal of saving respondents' time by
with each respondent
mini-interviews
conducting
(who can leave after his or her mini-interview is finished) is complicated by the fact that the household
enterprise, agriculture, miscellaneous income, and

and combining them
into a complete set of questionnaires. The primary
focus has been on the household questionnaire, since
the draft modules

the community questionnaire is much smaller. (See
Chapter 13 for a detailed discussion of the community questionnaire.) Designers of prospective surveys can
consult the questionnaires used in previous LSMS surveys by downloading them from the LSMS website,
http://worldbank.org/lsms/lsmshome.html.
Translating and Field Testing the Draft
Questionnaires
After the draft modules have been combined into a
complete set of household, community, and price
questionnaires, they need to be translated and field
tested. 7 The field test is particularly important because
it is the last check on the design of the questionnaires
before the survey is implemented.

credit modules consist of a mixture of household-level
and individual-level questions. For example, in the
standard and expanded versions of the agriculture
module, individual household members are asked
whether they have worked on specific plots of land.
However, these questions cannot be asked until sever-

Translation
It may be necessary to translate the questionnaires for
three reasons, each of which has different implications
for the design of the survey. The most common and
most important reason is that respondents may speak a
range of different languages. In many countries more
than one language is spoken. In these countries quality control requires that a separate questionnaire be

al other questions have been asked about the different
plots of land owned and rented in by the household
such questions would be awkward to
members-and
ask in a form as simple as the one shown in Figure 3.1.
The best way to resolve this problem will
depend on which modules and which versions of

produced for each of the major languages spoken in
the country, with every question written out verbatim.
Scott and others (1988) demonstrated how this
procedure greatly increases the accuracy of the data
collected. They conducted an experiment designed to
measure interviewer errors when the interviewer had

these modules are included in the household questionnaire, so it is difficult to provide general advice.
However, one way to reduce the time burden on
household members is to identify all of the people

to translate each question during the interview. For
example, the interviewer may have had to use a questionnaire written in English to conduct an interview
in Tagalog or Cebuano or a questionnaire written in
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French to conduct an interview

in Baoule or Dioula.

The interviewers' error rates were two to four times
higher when they translated questions during the
interview than when they used questionnaires already
written in the languages used by the respondents.
While the final versions of the questionnaires
must be translated from the national (official) language
to produce verbatim questionnaires in the other languages used in the country, the preliminary drafts of
the questionnaire can be developed using only the
national language. Ideally, the version of the questionnaire to be used for the field test should be translated
into each of the languages that will have a final written version of the questionnaire. In practice, field tests
are often done using only oral translations of the
national language version of the questionnaire. Thus
the wording in the local language interviews during
the field test may not correspond exactly to the wording that will be used in the written translations of the
final questionnaire. While this is an imperfect way to
proceed, it is often a reasonable tradeoff given the high
costs, in both time and in money, of field testing the
questionnaires in each language.
After the final version of the household questionnaire has been translated into another language, the
translation needs to be carefully checked.The best way
to do this is to use "back translation."That is, after the
questionnaire is translated from the language in which
it was developed into the languages in which it will be
administered, someone should translate the versions in
those languages back into the original language. After
this "back translation" has been accomplished, the two
versions in the first language should be checked.
Where there is a discrepancy in wording or meaning
between the two versions, the translation should be
carefully checked.A person or group of people familiar with the purpose of the questions should do the
first translation. The back translation should be done
by someone who was not intimately involved in
designing the questionnaire. Any ambiguities and
errors must be noted and corrected in the translated
version rather than being "fixed" only in the back
translation version.
Most previous LSMS questionnaires were printed
only in the national languages of the countries studied, so multilingual interviewers had to be employed
to conduct interviews in the most commonly used
local languages. Occasionally a few key questions or
phrases were translated into the local languages and
54

written down in the interviewers'

manual. In the case
of the least common languages, local interpreters were
used when none of the interviewers spoke the language. In this respect, while previous LSMS surveys
have conformed to normal survey practice, they have
not reached the cutting edge of quality control as
defined by the World Fertility Surveys. The guidelines
used in those surveys require that questionnaires be
prepared in all languages used by more than 10 percent of the sample and that a minimum of 80 percent
of the sample be interviewed using questionnaires
written in the respondents' native language.
Future LSMS and similar multitopic
surveys
should make greater efforts to translate the household
questionnaire into local languages. When preparing
these translations, the questionnaire should always be
worded in the way that the language is commonly
spoken, using relatively simple terms and avoiding academic or formal language. The gap between the spoken and written languages and the difficulty of striking a balance between simplicity and precision may be
greater in local languages, especially ones that are not
commonly used for reading and writing. The translators should therefore be especially careful to try to find
an appropriate balance.
Two examples illustrate the kind of problems that
can occur. The question "&Estuvo enferma en las ultimas cuatro semanas?" literally asks, in Spanish, whether
the respondent was sick in the past four weeks.
However, in spoken Spanish in Chile it could be
understood as a polite euphemism for asking whether
a woman has had a menstrual period in the last four
weeks.An even more difficult problem in wording was
revealed in the field test in Nepal.Apparently the most
natural Nepali phrasing for "Have you been ill?" is
closer to "Have you been to the doctor?"The change
in meaning from what was intended appeared in the
field test several times when respondents answered
"No, I couldn't afford to go," clearly an inappropriate
response to the question "Have you been ill?"
The second reason why the questionnaires may
need to be translated is that sometimes the international experts working on the survey design team do not
speak the national language well enough to design the
questionnaires in that language. This happened in the
case of the Vietnam LSMS questionnaires, which were
developed jointly in English and Vietnamese. In contrast, the LSMS questionnaires used in Latin American
countries have been drafted only in Spanish by teams of
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local and international experts who are fluent in that
language. When translation is a necessary part of the
development of the questionnaires, each draft of the
questionnaire must be translated, which may require a

households should not be selected at random. Instead,
different types should intentionally be included so that
all of the various situations likely to be found during
the survey are observed during the field test.

substantial amount of money and can also increase the
time needed for designing the questionnaires.
The third and final reason for translating ques-

Experience with LSMS surveys has shown that
field tests should be conducted using at least 100
households.To get enough responses for each module
of the questionnaire, it may be necessary to visit additional households to conduct partial interviews in

tionnaires is to produce a questionnaire in one or
more of the major international languages (English,
Spanish, or French) in order to encourage the international research community to use these data in their
policy analysis. Such translations need not be done
until after the final questionnaire
back translations are not needed.

is developed, and

FieldTesting
After draft versions of the household, community, and
price questionnaires have been assembled and (if necessary) translated, they must be tested in the field. The
field test is one of the most critical steps of the survey
design process. The goal is to ensure that the questionnaires are capable of collecting the information
that they are intended to collect. A field test should
address the adequacy of the draft questionnaires at
three levels:
* TDie Questionnaire as a Whole. Is the full range of
required information collected? Is the information
collected in different parts of the questionnaire
consistent? Are any variables unintentionally double-counted?
* Individual Modules. Does the module collect the
Have all major activities
intended information?
been accounted for? Are all major living arrangements, agricultural activities, and sources of in-kind
and cash income accounted for? Are some questions missing? Are some questions redundant or
irrelevant?
* Individual Questions. Is the wording clear? Do any
questions allow for ambiguous responses? Are there
multiple interpretations? Have all responses been
anticipated and coded?
It is important for a field test to include housegroups. For
holds from all major socioeconomic

which only those modules that apply to a relatively
small number of households are administered. For
example, the original 100 households may not include
enough pregnant women or people who have been ill
in the month preceding the interview to determine
whether the fertility and health modules, respectively,
are well designed. In such cases survey designers
should find additional households that contain pregnant

women

or ill people

and have interviewers

administer only the fertility or health module to those
households. 8 A field test usually takes about one
one week for interviewer
month to complete-about
training, two to three weeks of fieldwork (interviewing), and one or two weeks to discuss the findings and
finalize the questionnaires. More time is required if the
final questionnaires are to be produced in more than
one language, because each version of the questionnaire should be field tested.
While the full field test should cover 100 or more
households, much can also be learned from preliminary smaller tests. A general rule of thumb is that
about half of the problems will show up in the first 10
households interviewed. In one recent field test, international experts wrote six pages of comments about a
single module after interviews were completed for
only three households. Such small-scale preliminary
field tests are often particularly appropriate for new or
difficult modules. Yet survey designers must understand that these are precursors to a full-size field test of
the whole questionnaire, and not a substitute.
The personnel involved in a field test should
include the survey design team, a few experienced
interviewers or field supervisors, and a few of the people consulted by the survey design team, including

example, a sample should include: rural and urban
households; individuals employed in the formal sector,
in the informal sector, and in agriculture; and farmers
in each main agroecological region, in each produc-

both policymakers and research analysts. It may also be
helpful to include people with experience working on
past LSMS or similar multitopic surveys.All of the participants should divide into a small number of teams,

tion scheme (independent farming, renting, sharecropping, and cooperative farming), and so forth. The

each of which includes at least one person with each
kind of expertise.
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There should only be a few teams involved in the
field test, usually around three or four. Mechanisms
should be set up to enable the teams to contact each
other during the field test so that they can compare

poses, because in most cases the sample is both nonrandom and very small. However, the questionnaires

notes on the problems they encounter and the solutions they have tried. A good way to set up such
mechanisms is to have all of the teams working
together for the first few days, perhaps in the capital

The personal participation
of all senior staff
(including analysts) is fundamental for both the field
test and its evaluation. The following anecdote illustrates this point. In one country, before the field test a
manager in the statistics office asserted that collecting

city.This means that the teams will be in contact with
each other every evening during the period when the
first and often biggest flaws in the draft questionnaire
are uncovered. In some cases the team members can
agree on modifications to the questionnaire during
the field test itself, which allows these modifications to
be field tested.
Each interview
during the field test should
include, at minimum, the respondent, the interviewer,
and an analyst or senior survey specialist. During the
field test it is acceptable for the analyst or survey specialist to interrupt the interview tactfully in order to
refine the wording of a question or the responses coded
for it. Of course, in the actual survey the interviews
should be conducted in private, and the interviewers
should adhere to the wording of the questionnaire.
The interviewers

used in the field test should be
drawn from the experienced staff of the statistical
agency. They should be good interviewers-familiar
with basic interviewing practices and able to distinguish between problems caused by deficiencies in the
questionnaire and problems caused by their lack of
familiarity with the questionnaire. The interviewers'
training should focus on the purpose of the survey and
the structure and format of the questionnaire. One
week of training is usually sufficient, followed by two
or three weeks of household interviews.
Survey planners should set aside 1-2 weeks immediately after the field test to review the field test results
and debate how to modify the questionnaire in light of
those results.The group involved in the field test should
go through the questionnaires, module by module, and
discuss any problems that arose. At this stage, the team
should bear in mind that the length of time required
for each interview will fall dramatically when the
interviewers are well trained and have become familiar
with the questionnaire. As mentioned above, the typical field test interview will be at least twice as long as
the average interview in the actual survey.
The data from the field test should not be entered
in the computer or examined for any analytical pur56

from the field test can be used to check the performance of the data entry program.

information

on family assets would be impossible
because respondents would fear that the information
would be used for tax purposes. The module was
included in the field test, and no unusual difficulties
were encountered. But the manager who opposed the
module

did not witness the field test, and some of
those who did participate in the field test did not participate in the module's evaluation. Despite the successful field experience, the module was removed from
the questionnaire, largely because key decisionmakers
did not fully participate in the survey design process.
Many small changes are generally made to questionnaires as a result of field testing, including changes
in the wording of some questions, in questionnaire
format, and in answer codes. If either the questionnaire's structure or the way in which certain variables
are measured is changed substantially, all of the parts of
the questionnaire that have been so modified must be
tested again. This can delay the survey, but one way to
reduce the probability of such a delay is to begin the
field test with two or more versions of the most difficult, contentious, or important modules in the questionnaire. If one version clearly works the best, there is
no need to do another field test because that version
has already been field tested.
Ideally, the household, community, and price
questionnaires should all be field tested at the same
time.This allows the survey design team to evaluate all
of the questionnaires together, taking into account the
possibility that changes in one questionnaire may have
implications for the design of the others. Simultaneous
testing of the three questionnaires can also reduce
travel costs since, like the household questionnaires,
the community and price questionnaires should be
tested in a variety of locations.
Regrettably, in several past LSMS surveys the survey teams neglected to field test the community and
price questionnaires, concentrating solely on the household questionnaire. The community and price modules
were tested late and haphazardly or, in some cases, not
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tested at all. It is probably not coincidental that the users
of the data from many previous LSMS surveys have
often had more complaints about the community and
price data than about the household data. If there is not
enough staff time to test all three questionnaires at once,
it is important to ensure that separate, rigorous field tests
are done of the community and price questionnaires.
The health and education modules discussed in
this chapter often include detailed facility questionnaires (in other words, school or health clinic questionnaires), which can be very complex (see Chapters
7 and 8 for details). It is essential to field test these facility questionnaires. During the field test the survey team
should be sure to visit each type of facility covered by
the facility questionnaire. For example, field testing a
health facility questionnaire should involve visits to
public health posts, public clinics, private doctors'
offices, public hospitals, and private hospitals in both
urban and rural areas. Similarly, field testing a school
questionnaire should involve visits to public and private
schools, primary and secondary schools, and schools in
urban and rural areas. Since field testing a facility questionnaire is a major undertaking in its own right, it is
probably best to conduct such a field test separately
from the field tests of the other questionnaires.
Rules for Formatting

Survey Questionnaires

chosen should be the one that is clearest and most
likely to minimize the possibility of errors. The draft
questionnaires presented in this book follow the formatting conventions explained in this section, which
have been used frequently in past LSMS surveys, with
successful results.
Questionnaire format is important because a good
format minimizes potential interviewer and data entry
errors, which improves the accuracy of the data and
reduces the time needed to check the data before
making them available to data analysts.The objectives
underlying a given survey can occasionally have implications for formatting, so some aspects of formatting
will vary from country to country. Even so, almost all
of what has been learned about questionnaire format
in previous LSMS surveys will be applicable to new
surveys. Thus the formatting guidelines presented in
this section are recommended for all LSMS and similar multitopic surveys, and for other surveys as well.
Identifiers
Every person or object for which data are collected in
a survey must be uniquely identified. This usually
requires two or three separate codes. The first code
identifies the household. The second code identifies
the person or object of interest, such as an individual
household member, a household business, or a plot of

The formatting of survey questionnaires is not a separate step in the overall survey design process. Rather,
it influences how the third, fourth, and fifth steps are
carried out. Good questionnaire formatting can make
a tremendous difference in the quality of the data collected. This section discusses formatting in detail, mak-

land. Sometimes there is a third code, which applies,
for example, to all children ever born to each woman
in the household or to the assets of each business operated by the household.
Whenever possible, the identification codes for
the second or third levels of observation should be
preprinted on the questionnaire pages to which they

ing very specific recommendations about how questionnaires should be formatted.9
There is, of course, more than one way to format

pertain. For example, the individual identification
code for each household member should be printed
on all pages that collect data on individual household

household survey questionnaires. Most of the benefits
of good formatting come from selecting a formatting
convention and following that convention consistently, rather than choosing the "best" convention from
among several possible options. For example, in LSMS
questionnaires uppercase and lowercase letters are used
to distinguish words spoken aloud during the inter-

members.This ensures that the codes cannot be omitted and avoids any errors that would occur if the interviewer were to write down the wrong codes. An
example of these codes appears in the far left column
of Figure 3.2, which presents the short version of the
education module.
The importance of adequate identifiers is so obvi-

view from instructions to the interviewer, but this
could be done in other ways, such as using different
colors or different fonts. Once a convention is selected, it is extremely important to use it consistently
throughout the whole questionnaire. The convention

ous that it is hard to believe mistakes can be made, but
they can. In one health survey the questionnaire consisted of two sheets of paper stapled together. One
contained information on the household, while the
other contained information on individuals. In order
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FIGURE3.2: ILLUSTRATIONOF INDIVIDUALIDENTIFICATION
AND SKIPCODES(EDUCATIONMODULESHORTVERSION)
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to facilitate data entry, the two pages of the questionnaire were separated. Unfortunately,
identifier

the household

was not put on the page for individuals,

making it impossible to link the two parts of the survey with each other after the data were entered.

Exceptionally

large households sometimes have so

many members that there are not enough lines in the
grids for all household

members. In these cases a sec-

ond copy of the household questionnaire will be
required, and care must be taken to ensure that the
right household

and individual numbers are used. As

QuestionnaireLayout
The LSMS questionnaires are designed so that only one

explained in Chapter 4, a coding scheme is needed to
distinguish between the first and second copies of the

copy of the questionnaire is needed for each household.
In contrast, some surveys use one household question-

questionnaire filled out for large households. For
example, the individual numbers in the second copy

naire and a separate set of individual questionnaires.This

should

requires that household identification codes be copied
perfectly onto all of the individual questionnaires.While

(assuming that the first questionnaire has room for 12
household members).This is a reasonable approach for

perfection is always sought, it is rarely achieved, and sep-

large households,

arate questionnaires create the risk of improper matching. This is illustrated in the case of the Russian

source of error; survey designers should set the format
of the grids to accommodate as many individuals as is

Longitudinal Monitoring Survey. Although care was
taken to ensure accurate coding and matching, many

practical. Previous LSMS questionnaires
had space for 12-15 individuals.

errors were introduced.

be changed

to start with

13 instead

but it also introduces

of 1

a potential

have typically

In cases where the unit of analysis is such that

For the first round of the sur-

vey, which was held in the summer of 1992, there were

there

3 percent fewer individual questionnaires than had been
expected given the number of household members
identified in the household questionnaires. By the sum-

example, one dwelling per household), the questions
pertaining to that unit can be arranged in a single column down the page. One problem with a single col-

mer of 1993, in the third round of the survey, this dis-

umn of questions is that much of the page is left blank.

crepancy had grown to about 9.5 percent.
Putting all of the information into a single household questionnaire implies the need for a grid of some

To save paper, two or more columns may be put on
one page, as long as it is clear that there is no horizontal relationship among the questions in the differ-

kind whenever there are two or more of a particular
unit of analysis in a household. For example, a house-

ent columns. An example of this format is provided in
Figure 3.3, which shows the first page of Part C of the

hold often includes several people, may have several
plots of land, and may grow several different crops.The
grid typically used in LSMS surveys has questions

standard housing module.

arranged across the top and units of observation (people, plots, or crops) down the side; in other words, each
question is a column and each unit of observation is a

The household roster page of the household questionnaire is printed so that it extends to the left of the

row. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2; note
that the identification codes for the units of observation (household members) are printed on the left side
of the grid page.
Sometimes the interviewer must fill in the code in
the first column, as in Question 2 of Figure 3.8 (which
is discussed below), but this practice should be minimized to reduce the possibility of introducing errors
when writing down such codes. In the grids for individuals, the lines can be differentiated

by alternating

shaded and unshaded blocks (as in the draft modules
inVolume 3 of this book) or by using a different color
for each row or block of rows. This helps an interviewer record the information on the correct line.

is only one

observation

per household

(for

Fold-OutRoster Page

pages that pertain

to individuals

in the household.
Most importantly, the names of each individual member of the household on the roster page are visible
when filling out the other individual-specific pages of
the household questionnaire. This has been done four
different ways in LSMS surveys, as illustrated by Figure
3.4.
In the method shown in Format 1, the sheets in
front of the roster are shorter than the cover, the roster, and the sheets that follow the roster. The most
common method is shown in Format 2. The roster
sheet is folded out to extend beyond the body of the
questionnaire and its covers. In Formats 1 and 2 the
roster page is placed behind all of the pages that pertain to individuals, so that the names on the household
59
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FIGURE 3.3: ILLUSTRATIONOF PRECODING(PART C OF HOUSINGMODULE)
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FIGURE 3.4: ROSTER ARRANGEMENTS
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roster page are visible whenever individual questions
are asked.
An innovation
in the Kagera Health
and
Development

Survey in Tanzania was to make the roster page a removable card, as shown in Format 3. This
was useful because the survey was designed to be
administered

four times-every

six months

for two

years-to

the same households. The roster card was
inserted into a pocket in the back of the questionnaire
in the first round

of the survey. When the second
round started, the roster card was removed from the
first questionnaire and placed in the back pocket of
the second questionnaire. In this way, individuals
retained the same identification codes in each round.

questionnaire.

In most cases these response codes
should be printed directly in the box where the question appears, or next to the question if there is no box
around it.Where the list of codes is lengthy and applies
to several questions, it should be placed in a special
box on the border of each page for which it is needed. Alternatively, if a list is very long it can be printed
on the back of the preceding page (making it visible
when the interviewer fills out the page in question).
An example of a box on a border of a page is the time
unit box shown at the bottom of Figure 3.3.
In past LSMS surveys fewer than a dozen questions on the household questionnaire have required
the interviewer to write down words or phrases that

A few follow-up questions guaranteed that individuals
who moved in or out of the household or were born
or died between rounds were counted appropriately.
In four rounds of interviews conducted over two years
for 800 households, none of the roster cards was lost.
However, this success may reflect the intensive supervision carried out by the organizers of that survey, as
well as the relatively small sample size. This option
should probably not be used in situations with significant quality control problems.
Format 4 was used in the Tunisia questionnaire. In
this format each page is oriented as "portrait" (a vertical page) rather than as "landscape" (a horizontal page)

Precoding requires that response codes be clear,
simple, and mutually exclusive, that they exhaust all
likely answers, that respondents will not all provide the
same response, and that none of the codes apply to
only a handful of respondents. Designing adequate
response codes requires extensive knowledge of the
phenomenon being studied as well as careful field test-

and is spiral-bound so that it opens flat. Each questionnaire page then consists of the full 11 x 17 inches
of the two-page spread.The roster folds out to the left.
In all four cases the line for each individual member
of the household on the roster page is aligned with the
corresponding lines on the other individual-specific
pages of the household questionnaire.
A final point regarding the fold-out roster page is
that it may be useful to have more than one such page
per questionnaire. A fold-out roster will be useful
whenever there are several pages of questions for the
same level of analysis and especially when there are
many rows on the grid. For example, in the agricultural module one might make rosters for crops grown or
for plots of land. A fold-out roster page would be particularly helpful for the household enterprise module.

ing.A standard technique to ensure that the codes are
mutually exclusive is to add a qualifier where more
than one answer could apply-asking,
for example,
"What was the main reason for dropping out of
school?" Other standard qualifiers are "What was the
first (or last, or principal) reason for ...?" Alternatively,
spaces can be provided for multiple responses, with an
instruction to code all responses (up to, say, the two or
three most important) that apply.
A standard technique to ensure that codes encompass all possible answers is to add an "other (specify
_
)" code to questions for which an explicit
enumeration of each possible response is impossible or
inconvenient.
In past LSMS surveys the detailed
answers were almost never coded, so analysts usually
put all "other" responses into a single residual catego-

Precoding
All of the potential responses to almost all of the questions in the questionnaire should be given code numbers so that the interviewer records only code numbers, as opposed to words or phrases, on the

ry. One way to increase the probability that the information recorded in the "other (specify
)"
answers will be used at a later date is to enter it (as
text) into the computer, without assigning any codes
to the responses. This allows analysts to code any
answers that were not precoded in the data released to
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are given codes, usually by someone else, after the
interview. Precoding allows the data to be entered into
the computer straight from the completed questionnaire, thus eliminating the time-consuming
prone step of transcribing codes onto
sheets.

and errordata entry
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the public. It also allows the designers of subsequent
surveys in the same country to review the answers that
were written in (especially in cases in which a signifiof the responses were coded "other")
and to modify their coding lists accordingly. In particular, if most of the "other" responses fall into a single,
well-defined category, this category should have its
cant percentage

own code in any subsequent survey.
There is, of course, a limit to the kind of material
that can be covered even by well-designed, precoded
questions. But this limit may be less of a disadvantage
than it first appears. Because most analyses of LSMS
surveys use sophisticated quantitative techniques, it is
difficult for these analysts to make use of the
exploratory, qualitative information gathered in openended questions. So even if such questions were asked,
the answers to these questions would not be used
much in analysis. If it is clear that some analysts do
need extensive information of an exploratory, qualitative nature, the designers of a prospective survey may
wish to adopt a different data collection instrument or
even a new research technique. See Chapter 25 for a
discussion of qualitative data collection
thorough
alternatives.

VerbatimQuestionswith SimpleAnswers
All questions in LSMS surveys are written out in
their entirety and are meant to be read out verbatim
is done to ensure that quesby the interviewer.This
tions are asked in a uniform way, since different
wordings may elicit different responses. For example,
gives to "Can you
the answers that a respondent
read?" and to "Can you read a newspaper or magazine?" will probably be somewhat different. Other
changes may subtly alter the time period referred to,
as in the change from "Have you worked since you
were married?" to "Did you work after you were
married?" Scott and others (1988) discuss some rigorous field experiments that compared such verbatim
in which the
with questionnaires
questionnaires
topic was given for each question but the exact
wording was not. When the questionnaire that did
not contain the exact wording was used, 7 to 20
times more errors occurred than when the verbatim
questionnaire

was used.

When choosing the wording of questions, it is
important to use terms that reflect the language as it is
commonly spoken. Using language that is too formal
or academic will make the interview stilted and

For example, "Did you spend any time
doing housework?" followed, if necessary, by "...such
as cooking, mending, doing laundry, or cleaning?" is
better than "Did you spend any time engaged in
domestic labor, for example, preparing food, repairing
clothes, cleaning clothes, or cleaning house?" It is not
unnatural.

always easy to find terms that are simple, short, and yet
precise, but that should always be the goal.
In most cases the interviewer reads the question
aloud and marks the questionnaire with the code for
the answer given by the respondent. For example, for
the question, "Are you currently enrolled in school?"
the interviewer writes down a 1 for "yes" or a 2 for
"no." For some questions the response categories are
example, "Is the school you
part of the question-for
are currently enrolled in public or private?"There may
also be a few questions for which the wording of
respondents' answers may vary even though the meaning is the same.The best thing to do in such cases is to
have the interviewer read out all of the response categories. For example, in Question 4 of Figure 3.5, after
to your health one year ago,
reading "Compared
would you say that your health is..:" the interviewer
should read the responses "much better now," "somewhat better now," "about the same;' "somewhat
worse," and "much worse." If necessary, the interviewer can explain the differences between the various
response categories. However, the reading out of
response categories should be used as little as possible,
because respondents may not listen to the full list
before answering, which can lead to errors.
The answers to the questions must be kept simple.
This means that additional filter questions are often
needed.Adding enough filter questions to ensure simple answers can make the number of questions and
skips seem high. Many survey designers are tempted to
shorten the questionnaire or simplify the skip pattern
in a way that results in complex questions and answers.
This should be avoided since it will confuse some
respondents and is unlikely to save time.
Survey designers yielded to this temptation in the
agricultural module of the 1987-88 Ghana LSMS survey. In that module the following question was asked:
"Do you or the members of your household have the
right to sell all or part of their land to someone else if
they wish?" The precoded answers (which were not
read out to the respondents) were "Yes," "No," "Only
after consulting family members who are not household members," and "Only after consulting the chief or
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FIGURE3.5: ILLUSTRATIONOF CASE CONVENTIONS(HEALTHMODULESTANDARDVERSION)
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the village elders." It is not clear whether the respondents could distinguish between the simple yes answer
and the yes answer qualified by the need for consultation.Thus a different formulation might have been better. The question could have been left as is but using
only simple "yes" and "no" codes. Then the interviewer
could have put a second question to those who
answered "yes," worded as follows: "Do you need to
consult with anyone outside the household before selling the land?"The response codes would be "Yes" and
"No."Then a third question would be put to those who
answered "yes" to the second: "Whom must you consult?"The response codes for this question would be for
"family member,""village elders," and other appropriate
categories.This formulation would have made the questionnaire longer in terms of the number of questions
but would probably not have increased the interview
time since some sort of probing probably occurred in
the Ghana LSMS when the "yes" answer was given.
More importantly, keeping questions and answers simple makes the interpretation of the data much clearer.
SkipCodes
Skip codes are used extensively in LSMS questionnaires. Skip codes tell the interviewer which question
to proceed to after finishing the current question.
Some skip codes apply only when a particular answer
is given. In such cases an arrow and the number of the
question to skip to are positioned in parentheses next
to or below the individual response to which the code
applies. An example is given in Question 2 of Figure
3.2. If the answer to Question 2 is "yes," the interviewer should skip Questions 3, 4, and 5 and proceed
to Question 6. If the answer to Question 2 is "no," the
interviewer should proceed to Question 3. In
Question 1 a similar construction is used, but when
the answer is "no" the interviewer is instructed to skip
all the remaining questions in the module for this
respondent and proceed to interview the next person.
Another kind of skip instruction applies regardless
of the response given to the question.When an arrow
and a question number or instruction are placed in a
box separate from the response codes, the skip instruction contained in the box applies regardless of what
answer is given. An example of this is given in
Question 10 of Figure 3.5.
There are several advantages to extensive, explicit
skip codes. Interviewers do not have to make decisions
themselves, nor do they need to remember complicat-

ed rules printed in the manual rather than on the
questionnaire. This helps ensure that instructions will
be followed uniformly. Well-placed skip codes ensure
that inapplicable questions are not asked. (Asking inapplicable questions irritates respondents, wastes interview time, and confuses data analysis.) Finally, explicit
skip codes imply that a "not applicable" code is almost
never used in LSMS questionnaires.
One way to check skip codes is to develop a flow
chart of the questions in each module. Flow charts
are useful both for checking the logic of the questionnaire and for training interviewers. Figure 3.6
presents a flow chart of a typical health module used
in past LSMS surveys (which differs in several
notable ways from the health module presented in
Volume 3). The proportions of people who answer
yes at each branch are recorded based on results from
several previous LSMS surveys.The numbers of individuals that would be asked each set of questions are
shown on the left, assuming a base of 10,000 individuals in the sample. The flow chart makes it easy to
check whether the skip patterns lead people through
the module correctly. For example, it is possible to
check that the question on health insurance is asked
of all household members, not just of those who are
ill. Analyzing the whole household in this way gives
survey designers a better sense of the likely length of
time it will take to complete each interview than
does the number of pages or number of questions in
the questionnaire, because many questions will be
skipped for many individuals. (For further discussion
of the length of the questionnaire see the second section of this chapter.)
Case Conventions
Everything that the interviewer should read aloud
should be written in lowercase letters. Instructions to
the interviewer should always be written in uppercase
letters.10 Answer codes should also be written in
uppercase, unless they are to be read aloud to the
respondent. This makes it easy to include instructions
on the questionnaire as opposed to relying on the
interviewers' memory of the manual or of instructions
that they were given during their training. In Figure
3.5 instructions to the interviewer are printed in
Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5.These are in uppercase, as are
the answer codes in Questions 1 and 5. (The answer
codes in Question 4 are in lowercase because they are
to be read aloud to the respondent.)
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FIGURE 3.6: FLOW CHART OF HEALTH MODULE USED IN PREVIOUS LSMS SURVEYS
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Enumerationof Lists
There are two methods of gathering information
about long lists of iterns.A typical LSMS questionnaire
may use either method depending
on particular
circumstances.

used in the consumption module, as shown in Figure
3.7. Although several dozen items are included, it is
expected that most households will have consumed

Consider the case in which one expects that a
large proportion of the items on the list will apply to
most households. For each item on this list a line is
put in the grid and the name and code number of the
item is printed on the questionnaire. This approach is

months?"The
interviewer first goes down
list asking this "yes or no" question. Then
viewer returns to the first item that was
and asks all the follow-up questions for
before proceeding to the next item. The
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many of them. The first question is "Has your household consumed
[FOOD]
during
the past 12
the whole
the interconsumed
that item
complete

FIGURE3.7: ILLUSTRATIONOF CLOSE-ENDED LIST (PART B OF CONSUMPTIONMODULE)
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FIGURE 3.7: ILLUSTRATION OF CLOSE- ENDED LIST (PART B OF CONSUMPTION MODULE)
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enumeration of items consumed is done before asking the follow-up questions so that respondents will
not be tempted to say that they have not consumed
something in order to shorten the interview by
avoiding the follow-up questions. This temptation is
prevented because the enumeration is done before the
respondent finds out that there will be follow-up
questions on each item enumerated.
A second approach is useful when it is expected
that only a few of many possible items will pertain to
any one household. Consider Figure 3.8. The large
grid on the right contains lines for several durable
goods owned by the household, but these are not precoded. Rather, the respondent is asked, using the small
grid on the left, whether the household owns certain
durable goods. In this example 12 durable goods are
considered, but in some cases 20-30 goods have been
listed. Most households own only a few durable goods.
For all durable goods owned by the household, the
lists the name and the code number in the
large grid to the right in Figure 3.8, and asks a series
of questions about each good. If the household owns
two or more of the same durable good, one line is
interviewer

filled out for each good owned.
ProbeQuestions
There are some kinds of information that respondents
may accidentally not provide. In such cases the questionnaire includes instructions to the interviewer to
ask further "probing" questions on the subject. An
example of this is Question 9 of Figure 3.1. Suggested
probing questions are usually included in the interviewers' manual and occasionally included in the
questionnaire itself. Probe questions are often used to
list
ensure that all items in a respondent-determined
have been reported to the interviewer, or to ensure
that the respondent's answer is properly classified by
the interviewer. Interviewers are also asked to probe
for answers to questions that ask "how much ... ?" (This
kind of question is commonly found in the consumption, agriculture, and household enterprise modules.)
Interviewers should be thoroughly trained to ensure
that they fully understand what information to probe
for, and how to do so.
Because the interviewer is trained and instructed
to probe for information, there should be very few
answers of "don't know" and thus very few codes for
"don't know" in the questionnaire. In the exceptional
case when even a sound interviewing technique does

not produce an answer, the interviewer is instructed
(in the interviewers' manual and in training) to write
"DK" (for "don't know") in the space reserved for an
answer code. Such responses are given a special noncode in the data entry program. The end
result for analysis is much the same as having a "don't
know" code for each question. However, this system
numeric

has the advantage that it discourages interviewers from
accepting "don't know" answers too easily, which they
may be tempted to do to speed up the interview.
code for such
the special non-numeric
responses is glaringly obvious when the supervisor
reviews the questionnaire.
Moreover,

Letting RespondentsChooseUnits
For many questions that involve payments or quantities, respondents are allowed to give their answers in
whatever units they find most convenient. Examples of
this are found in Figure 3.3. In Questions 4 and 12 the
code of the time unit in which the respondent replies
is placed in the box marked "time unit."The codes are
provided in a box at the bottom of the page.
Allowing the respondent to select the time unit
means that transactions are expressed in the units in
which they normally occur, which may differ from
household to household or from person to person.
This avoids inaccuracies in conversion. For example, a
person paid $510 per week will respond precisely if
allowed to respond on a per-week basis. If forced to
respond in terms of dollars per month, the respondent
might round the figure down to $500 for ease of multiplication and calculate each month as being equivalent to four weeks. The annualized figure would thus
become $24,000 instead of the $26,520 that would be
reported if the respondent were allowed to report on
a per-week basis and the data analyst then calculated
the respondent's annual rate from that answer.
Of course, data analysis is always slightly more
complicated when respondents' answers must be converted in order to arrive at annualized figures, but,
since a computer can easily do this, this disadvantage is
trivial. However, it is very important to ensure that,
where necessary, the questionnaire explicitly asks the
respondent how many times per year the payments are
made. For example, a worker who reports a daily wage
rate may be employed only intermittently. In this case,
should ask the respondent how
the questionnaire
many weeks or months he or she has worked during
the preceding 12 months (see Chapter 9 for details).
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FIGURE 3.8: ILLUSTRATIONOF OPEN-ENDEDLIST (PART E OF CONSUMPTIONMODULE)
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cate who is providing the information, a question can be

Table 3.1 Units of Quantity Used in Ghana, 1987-88
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member

stock

covers-covers

are usually printed
made

with card-

of very thin cardboard

similar to the cardboard used in file folders. In some
past surveys it was decided not to use these covers
because of their added cost, but this led to the problem that the front and back pages of the questionnaire
occasionally came loose. Since the front page usually

carries the key household identifier information and
the back page sometimes contains the household

ros-

A particular place in the questionnaire where it is
useful to allow respondents to choose their own units
is in the "quantities produced" questions in the agriculture module. In Ghana, for example, respondents
were allowed to give answers in 22 different kinds of
units (Table 3.1). A serious problem for analysts who

ter, any such loss is likely to render the rest of the
questionnaire useless. Thus cardstock covers are well

want to convert these different quantities to a single
standard unit is that only about half of the units used
in this example were standardized, and some of the
standardized units were local terms (such as minibag

ical full LSMS survey can be very bulky. The Nepal
questionnaire, for example, had 70 pages. Therefore, it
is useful to devise some ways to make it easy for readers to find their way around in these questionnaires. A

to anyone not

few ideas are listed here, and there may well be more.
First, it is useful to have page numbers on each page
and a table of contents listing the sections (and their

and maxibag) that would be unknown
t

familiar with farming in Ghana." In the case of standardized local units, the survey team should ensure
that such terms are defined (in terms of international
standardized units) in a basic information document
that includes all of the information that data users will
need to analyze the data.
RespondentCodes
It is sometimes useful to know who is answering a certain section of the questionnaire. In general, each household member should answer for himself or herself, but
this is not always possible. For example, a household
member may be away during the entire week when the
field team is working in his or her community. To indi-

worth their cost.
IdentifyingSections
The household questionnaire

contained in a prototyp-

page numbers) at the beginning or end of the household questionnaire. Second, some inexpensive graphic
techniques can be used to divide the questionnaire
into smaller parts. For example, some sections of the
questionnaire
can be printed on different colored
paper or in different colored inks, or sheets of colored
paper can be inserted between major portions of the
questionnaire. It is also possible to print short, dark
bars at the edge of each page, with the placement of
these bars on the page being the same within each
module but lower down (if on the vertical edge) or
further to the right (if on the bottom edge) in each
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successive module. Using just one or a few of these
techniques will be sufficient.The questionnaire should
not become too colorful or complicated.

also simplifies translations, as the verbal parts can be
overwritten in the local language, leaving intact the
skip codes, response codes, and general format.

Legibilityand Spacing

Appendix 3.1 Common Gaps and Overlaps

There is an art to laying out the grids for a questionnaire. The lettering must be large enough to read,
which is sometimes difficult to accomplish in the
compact structure of the grid. Legibility is especially
important, as interviews often take place under poor
lighting conditions, such as outdoors at dusk or after

This appendix provides a list of the modules that
should be checked for gaps and overlaps with respect
to the information that they collect. This list is not
meant to be exhaustive because household questionnaires of different configurations will be subject to dif-

dark in homes dimly lit with lanterns, oil lamps, or
candles. The good print quality now available from
laser printers helps, but poor legibility is an ongoing
complaint among interviewers.
There must also be enough white (empty) space
in the layout of the questionnaire. Whenever the
answer will be coded later, a generous space should be
allowed to write out fully the information required,
such as the person's name, the name of the school
attended by the respondent, and the respondent's
occupation. In other places, judicious use of white

ferent risks of gaps and overlaps and because there are
so many possibilities that it is difficult to list them all.
However, some of the most common and important
issues are mentioned here. Many more are mentioned
in the relevant chapters of this book.

space makes the questionnaire easier to read or less
confusing than a questionnaire in which every page is
crowded with print.
In fact, in this book, the fonts used inVolume 3 are
probably too small. This is necessary for Volume 3 to
show how typical questionnaire pages should appear. In
an actual questionnaire, the size of the pages usually will
be somewhat larger than the pages in this book, and the
font size should be increased by a similar proportion.

components

Software for the QuestionnaireLayout
Many of the most common word processing and
graphics software packages are adequate for producing
questionnaire page layouts, and LSMS questionnaires
have been produced using several different software
packages. The modules in Volume 3 (the electronic
versions of which are available to readers in the CDROM enclosed in the volume) were produced in
Microsoft Excel, for two reasons. First, Excel is widely available. Second, spreadsheet software is better than
word processing software at dealing with the long horizontal format of groups of questions on a single topic
that are spread across several pages. Regardless of the
software used, it is now much simpler and cheaper to
make revisions between the various drafts of the modules than it was in the days when graphic artists had to
draw each page by hand. The computerized approach
72

Consumption
Consumption information usuaUly comes from several
different modules of the household questionnaire. See
the discussion in Chapter 5 on the different components of consumption and the modules in which those
are typically collected.

Income
Information on household income is gathered in the
following modules: employment, household enterprise, agriculture, and transfers and other nonlabor
income. It is sometimes also collected in the housing
and savings modules. It is important to review the
questionnaire as a whole to make sure that it accounts
for all possible sources of income. In particular, questions about income from any rental property could be
placed in the transfers and other nonlabor income
module, on the assets page of the savings module, or, if
the income comes from renting out a portion of the
household's primary dwelling, in the housing module.
Wealth
Information

on household assets is collected in several modules. The housing module gathers information
on the household's principal residence.The household
enterprise module gathers information on equipment
and land associated with each household enterprise,
and on the stocks of inputs and outputs used in each
enterprise. The agricultural module gathers information on land, equipment, and livestock. The savings
module collects information on other properties and
financial assets, and the durable goods submodule of

CHAPTER
3 DESIGNING
MODULES
ANDASSEMBLING
THEMINTOSURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRES

the consumption

module collects data on the house-

hold's durable goods. Finally, the credit module
ers information on the household's liabilities.

gath-

information

in the health

questions on vaccinations

module, which

includes
in Part C of the standard

health questionnaire.

Credit

DomesticHousework

Credit information is collected in several modules,
including the modules for housing, consumption, sav-

Some previous LSMS surveys have collected information on how much time household members spend

ings, agriculture, and household businesses. There is
also a separate credit module. Chapter 21 introduces

doing housework (such as cooking, cleaning, and
childcare) in the employment module, usually asking

the credit module and clarifies gaps and overlaps in

only one question. If a time use module is included in

credit.

a questionnaire, there is no reason to ask questions
about housework
in the employment
module.
However, because the time use module is very long, it
is unlikely to be used in most LSMS-type multitopic

Mortgages
Information

on any mortgages that a household might

hold can be gathered either in the credit module or in

surveys. If the time use module

the housing,

survey designers want to gather a small amount

agriculture,

and household

enterprise

is not included

on, for example, the number

but
of

modules.

information

Employment

spent on housework during the previous seven days,
one or two questions can be added to the employment

of hours

Analysts often need to know how many hours each
household member works in the household's enterprises and in its agricultural activities as well as hours
worked in employment outside the household. In previous LSMS surveys, all of this information was col-

module. (See Chapter 9 for further discussion of this
issue.)

lected in the employment module. As explained in
Chapter 9 (and Chapters 18 and 19), this book recommends collecting data on household members' days

The authors would lke to express their gratitude to Jere Behrman,

Notes

Lawrence Haddad, Courtney Harold, John Hoddinott, Alberto
Martini, and Raylynn Oliver for comments on an earlier draft.

and hours of work in household enterprises and agricultural activities in the household enterprise and

as a cross-check on other data. For example, most previous LSMS

agriculture

surveys have recorded both the age (in years) and the date of birth

modules, respectively, while continuing

to

ask about the number of hours worked in wage
employment in the employment module. However,
some survey designers may decide not to include the
household enterprise and agriculture modules. In such
cases information
on the number of hours spent
working on these activities must be collected in the
employment module.

1. Survey designers occasionally collect redundant information

of each household member. This is done to verify the accuracy of
the age variable.
2. This assumes that a two-stage sample is used. In the case of a
three-stage sample, the secondary sampling unit is more pertinent.
Generally, the penultimate sampling unit is the appropriate unit for
collecting community data.
3. Issues concerning the order of the questions within each
module are discussed in the topic-specific chapters in Parts 2 and 3

Vaccination

of this book. For a general discussion of ordering questions in

If the survey includes a fertility module, questions
about vaccination should usually be placed in the fertility module so that this information can be collected
not only for children who currently live in the house-

household surveys see United Nations (1985) and Frey and Oishi

hold but also for children who have died or moved to

dard and extended versions ask detailed questions about health sta-

another household. If there is no fertility module
the fertility module does not include all women

tus and health behavior (including drinking and smoking) that can

or
of

childbearing age, vaccination information on children
living in the household can be collected in the anthropometry module. Another alternative is to gather this

(1995).
4. The short version of the health module presented in Chapter
9 does not ask for particularly sensitive information, but the stan-

be sensitive.Ifeither the standard or the long module is used, health
should not be one of the first modules in the questionnaire.
5. The questions in the household enterprise module that refer
to "the past 14 days" can be reworded as "since my last visit" if the
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secondhalf of the questionnaireis administeredtwo weeksafter the
interviewer'sfirst visit.
6. For example,the education module asks questions such as
"What grade is [..NAME..] enrolled in?" For this question, the
range of acceptable valuLesin the data set is precisely defined.
Moreover,it is also relatedto other information such as the degree

income,which was the purpose of the agriculture module in the
GhanaLSMS.However,as is common with such rich datasets,analysts are using the data for other purposesas well,such as calculating the total quantitiesof various crops that were produced.
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Part 2
Core Modules

4

MMetadata-Information
aboutEachInterview
and Questionnaire

MargaretGroshandJuanMunioz
A survey data set should contain not only the answersgiven to the questions posed in the interviews but also some information about how the survey was conducted. This information is often
called"metadata" or data about data.
Survey planners must make many differentmethodological decisionswhile they are designingtheir survey.Often, especiallyin the caseof surveyscarried out
in developingcountries,these decisionsare made on
the basisof anecdotalevidence,personaljudgments,or
"surveyfolklore"rather than on the basisof quantitative analysisof past experience.However,it is possible
to gather evidence on various aspects of survey
methodologyto providesome guidanceto the designers of future surveys.
Until now, there has been no systematicattenmpt
in LSMSsurvey projectsto collect and analyzemetadata.It is ironic that LSMSsurveys,which are designed
to facilitate quantitativeanalysisof government policies and programs,have not been designedto apply
the sametypesof quantitativeanalysesto themselvesthat is,to facilitateanalysisof surveymethods.The aim
of this chapter is to help to remedy this oversightby
specifyingwhat metadatashouldbe collectedin future
LSMSsurveys.
Issues
Metadatacan be usefulin three differentareas:for carrying out substantiveanalysis,for managing surveys,
and for carrying out methodologicalresearch.
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Substantive
Analysis
Some metadataare required for analyzingsurveydata.
PreviousLSMSsurveyshavebeen reasonablyeffective
collectingsuch data.
The most crucial metadatarequired for analytical
purposesis informationabout the sample.Even simple
analysis(suchas means and cross-tabulations)requires
correct samplingweights,which are calculatedfrom
information about the sample that must be collected
during the planningand implementationof the survey.
Other rmetadataare usefulfor nmorespecificanalyses.Analystsoften need to know the dates of the interviews in order to calculate important constructed
variables.For example,the ages of respondentscan be
calculated by subtracting the respondents'birthdates
from the dates on which they were interviewed.It is
alsooften important for analyststo havepreciseinformation on the agesof very young childrenso that they
can use these data in conjunction with height or
weight data to calculatethe children'snutritional status.The dates of the interviewsare alsoimportant in
adjustingany estimatesfor price differencesthat may
have occurred due to inflation during the fieldwork
period (especiallywhen the fieldworkis spreadover a
year or, in high-inflation countries, even when the
fieldworkis compressedinto a few weeks)or between
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two separate surveys when analysts are comparing data

*

from the two surveys.
Occasionally

How much does the length of the interview
the quality of the data?

analysts make more complex

use of

a

How do the characteristics of the household

metadata. For example, they may conduct a sensitivity

as size or economic

analysis to determine

times the interviewer

whether

the patterns of answers

given by replacement households or proxy respondents differ from the answers that would have been
given by the intended

a

respondents. If the answers are

given

by proxy

respondents

from

their analyses or to adjust their calculations to correct
for any biases introduced

by the proxy respondents.

must visit the household

to

complete the whole questionnaire?
How do different characteristics of the interviewers
performance

a

(such

activities) affect the number of

(such gender, age, or education)

significantly different, the analysts may wish to omit
the observations

affect

affect respondents'

or responses?

Into how many languages should the questionnaires
be translated?

.

How many languages should the interviewers

be

able to speak?

Managingthe Survey
It is extremely

useful for survey managers to receive

Data Needs

information on how the survey interviews are going
while the survey is in progress. For example, survey

To gather together a frill set of metadata about a given sur-

managers may want to monitor how many interviews
are being conducted in the various languages spoken
in the country of the survey. If more interviews than

vey, information must be gathered from several different
sources. In this section, each of the main sources of metadata is discussed. In keeping with the theme of this

expected are taking place in a particular language, the

book-the

survey managers can arrange to have more questionnaire forms printed in that language. Similarly, if sur-

emphasis is put on the data that are gathered in the questionnaire itself. This chapter concentrates on the issue of

vey managers have ongoing information
on how
quickly the field teams are completing their work in

what data about the process of carrying out the survey
should be collected and recorded rather than on explain-

a particular sampling unit, they can monitor

ing or giving recommendations

the fieldwork

is progressing

whether

either slower or faster

design

of survey

questionnaires-most

about the survey process.

The experience of and recommendations

for LSMS sur-

than planned and can take steps to adjust the
timetable or the budget accordingly. Also, if they
know the rates of nonresponse or of proxy interviews
for each interviewer during each month of fieldwork,

veys on sampling, fieldwork, data management, and project planning are the subject of a companion volume to
this one (Grosh and Mufioz 1996). It should be noted that
the recommendations made in this chapter about what

they can arrange for the interviewers

types of metadata

who are per-

to gather will apply regardless of

forming poorly to be supervised more closely, to
receive remedial training, or, in exceptional cases, to
be replaced.

whether specific parts of the LSMS implementation logistics are adopted or not.The specific format may, of course,
vary according to how the survey is implemented.
Metadata collected on the questionnaires should

MethodologicalResearch
Some insights gained during one survey may come
too late to improve that particular survey but can be a
valuable input into the design of subsequent surveys.

be typed into the computer and made available to
researchers along with the survey data sets. In most
previous surveys some metadata have been recorded
on the paper questionnaires as an aid to field man-

Thus

that

agers, but have not been entered into the computer. As

metadata can help answer are the same as those
involved in survey management but over a longer time

a result, the metadata could not be used to help to analyze the substantive survey data or to rigorously eval-

frame.These questions include:
* How many more observations can be gained by
having interviewers make a second, third, or fourth
attempt at contacting a household where no one
was home at the time of the interviewer's first visit?

uate the methods used in the survey.

* How long is the average interview?

tionnaire.
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many

of the

methodological

questions

The HouseholdQuestionnoire
Some of the most important and useful metadata can
be gathered by means of the survey's household ques-

CHAPTER4 METADATA-INFORMATION ABOUT EACH INTERVIEW
AND QUESTIONNAIRE

The

It is also important to express gcographical infor-

first and simplest piece of metadata on each question-

mation not only in terms of administrative units but

IDENTIFYING

INFORMATION

naire is its unique

FOR THE HOUSEHoLD.

identification

code.1 No survey

should omit this.
SAMPLING

INFORMATION

FOR

THE

HOUSEHOLD.

For

also in terms of geographical descriptors such as latitude and longitude (and even altitude). This information should be recorded for two units of observationthe primary sampling unit and the dwelling.

sampling weights to be calculated correctly, information from three separate sources must be brought

Gathering data on the location of the primary
sampling unit, even within a few kilometers, will be

together.

helpful for analysts and is crucial both for managing

First, some information, such as the codes and
names for each stage of the sampling process-the
stratum, the number of the census block that serves as
the primary sampling unit (PSU), 2 and the dwelling

the fieldwork and for merging the survey data, at least
approximately, with other geographical informationfor example, analyzing information on climate and soil
quality in conjunction with data from the agriculture

number-can

module. An increasing number

usually be recorded

on the question-

of developing

coun-

nalre by the clerical staff who are preparing the survey
before the interview is conducted. 3

tries have data sets that include the location described
in terms of latitude and longitude and the characteris-

Second, as the interviews are conducted, further
sampling information is collected for each household

tics of government
post offices.

services such as clinics, schools, and

in the original sample. For example, it is occasionally

The geographical descriptors of the primary sam-

impossible to interview a particular household in the
sample. In these cases the interviewer should note the
reason on the questionnaire (for example, the interviewer was unable to locate the building, the building
was no longer being used as a dwelling, the residents

pling unit in the LSMS survey can be drawn from the
cartography done for the sampling. Alternatively, global positioning systems (also known as geopositioning
systems) can be used during fieldwork to record the
location of the community center and possibly of other

were all absent for the duration of the fieldwork in the
area, or the household members refused to participate
in the survey). If other households are interviewed as
"replacements" for these nonresponding households,

important points of reference in the community (such
as clinics, schools, the nearest hospital, the agricultural
co-op, and the nearest paved road).The second option
is likely to yield more precise measurements.

the interviewer should note the fact that the interviewed household is a replacement.
Third, some information comes from the records

The locations of the dwellings of the sample
households can also be recorded using global positioning systems, accurate to within a few meters. Knowing

of how the sample was drawn (see discussion below
under "Sampling Records").

The geographical information that should be collected for each household should specify the state (or
department, province, or region) and the county (or
municipality, district, or prefecture) within which the
household is located. At least two, and in some countries three or four, levels of administrative unit may
exist and, therefore, need to be recorded. This information can often be precoded into regions that are
analytically meaningful, such as rural and urban areas
or major agroclimatic zones such as mountains, plains,
and coast. These codes can either be placed in the
questionnaire or can come from the same administra-

the exact location of households makes it possible for
analysts to measure accurately the distance between
each dwelling and the available services. It also allows
them to merge the survey information more precisely
with information containing geographical references
from other sources. In addition, knowledge of a
household's exact location makes it easier for interviewers to find the dwelling again if the survey is
repeated. 4
Clearly, recording the location of the sampling
unit is extremely useful and should be done without
fail. However, recording the exact location of the
dwelling raises a problem of confidentiality.To include
the latitude and longitude of a household in the data
files that are released to the public would mean that
data users could, at least theoretically, locate specific

tive records from which
drawn.

households
information

GEOGRAPHICAL

INFORMATION

FOR THE

HOUSEHOLD.

the sampling weights

are

and connect their members with the
that they gave during the survey. This
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would

violate

the confidentiality

that interviewers

the proxy respondent, because analysts of the resulting

promise respondents.
There are some potential solutions to this prob-

data set may want to treat responses from proxies differently from responses given by preferred respon-

lem. One option would be to omit the latitude and
longitude of the households from the files released to

dents.Also, survey managers may wish to monitor the
rate of proxy respondents per interviewer as one way

the public.This is parallel to the procedure often used
for the names and addresses of the households, which
are typically included on questionnaires but omitted

of judging the quality of each interviewer's work.
Planners of new surveys may wish to know how much
difference proxy responses make so they can know

from the publicly released data files. In this case the
survey agency would have to calculate the distance

whether it is worth incurring the costs of making several visits to the household to reduce the number of

variables before releasing the files to potential analysts.

proxy responses.

The implication of this would be that only the survey
team would have the power to merge the household
survey information with other geographical data.This

INFORMATION

might limit the number of such merges performed,
since the survey agency would be less likely than a

about the conduct of the individual interviews:
* The length of time taken to interview each person.

series of individual researchers working on many different issues to seek out complementary data sources
on many different topics. An alternative option would
be to give researchers access to the original geograph-

Recording this information is essential so survey
managers can know how onerous a burden is put
on respondents during the survey. Interviews can
be split into more than one session. Thus the basic

ical descriptor data files in order to create their own
distance variables or to merge geographical data with
other data sets, but to vet these individuals carefully to
ensure that they did not make the information avail-

unit of observation should be the "sitting" or the
length of time a given respondent is interviewed on
one occasion.The total interview time for that person is the sum of the time spent in all of his or her

able to third parties or otherwise misuse it.

should record

ABOUT

THE

Interviewers
pieces of information

INTERVIEWS.

the following

Interviewers should

sittings.The total interview time for the household
is the sum of all sittings by all individuals in the
household. In some surveys it may also be usefLil to

record which household member was the respondent
for each module and each section. All of the draft
questionnaire modules presented in this book specify
a preferred respondent for each section. Broadly, they

know how long it took in each household to complete a specific module, especially for modules that
are new, experimental, sensitive, or very lengthy.
Ilow many times an interviewermnustvisit a household to

specify that every household member over a particular
age (for example, ten years) should reply for himself or
herself in modules that deal with individual attributes
such as health, education, or labor activities. In the
household enterprise and agriculture modules, the
respondent for each enterprise or agricultural plot
should be the household member best informed about
that enterprise or plot. This system should yield the

obtain all of the required information. Survey managers
and planners want to know whether it is worthwhile in terms of time and costs to make third or
fourth visits to households in order to get more
modules filled out or to minimize proxy responses.
Therefore, interviewers should record the number
of visits they make to each household and the number of person-modules 5 completed on each visit.

RESPONDENTS

FOR THE MODULES.

most accurate informnation. This system also has the
advantage of spreading the burden of the interview
among several respondents, thus reducing the chance
that any one respondent will get tired.
Despite the survey teams' best efforts, there will
inevitably be times when it will not be possible to
interview every individual in person. In these cases
interviewers wvillhave to settle for proxy respondents.
It is important that interviewers record when this happens, the reason why it happens, and the identity of
80

*

The date each module was administered to each household. This information must be recorded: to help
analysts calculate precisely the ages of the respondents (especially children) based on their birth dates
and interview dates; to help analysts adjust any
monetary values expressed in the responses for
inflation; to analyze any seasonality issues; and to
find out how long a period elapsed during the reference period for questions that include a timeframe (for example, the answer to "How much have

CHAPTER4 METADATA-INFORMATION ABOUT EACH INTERVIEWAND QUESTIONNAIRE

you spent on [..item x..] since my last visit?" can
only be calculated on a 12-month basis if the number of days between the two interviews is known).

ciple applies to all modules but is presumably more
relevant in some than in others. Survey managers
mIIaywish to monitor the extent to which other

The language in which the interview is conducted. It is
sometimes prohibitively expensive or complicated

people are present during interviews because if this
occurs frequently in the case of some interviewers,

to translate the survey questionnaire into all of the
languages spoken in a country. In these situations,

it may be a sign that they lack certain skills or are
not being sufficiently diligent in following the

when the respondent does not know any of the
languages in which the questionnaire is written, the

*

fieldwork guidelines.
Notes in thle margins of the questionnaire or in special sec-

interviewer has two options. First, he or she can
conduct the interview in a language other than that

tions providedfor notes.These can be useful during the
process of cleaning the data files. For example, on

in which the questionnaire is written (for example,
the LSMS questionnaire for Ghana was written
only in English, but some interviews took place in

one occasion, an interviewer noted that the lady
being interviewed attributed her substantial income
not to the employment or assets she was asked about

Akan). Second, if the interviewer and the respondent speak no language in common, the interview

in the questionnaire, but to her two very generous
lovers. On another occasion, an interviewer wrote

may be conducted through an interpreter. This is
often a person who resides in the household or pri-

". respondent dead drunk, answers probably not true."
In both these cases the comment provided was very

mary sampling unit where the interview is conducted. If an interpreter is used, the interviewer
should record this. Since errors are inevitably introduced in the process of translation and interpretation (see Scott and others 1988), it is important to
monitor the overall rates of these occurrences and
to let analysts know for which interviews these
conditions held. It is usually sufficient to record this
information for each individual rather than for each
person-module, since individual respondents tend
to use the same language to respond to all their
modules. For example, if an elderly Bolivian
woman responds to the questions in the health

useful. In the first case the responses to the questionnaire were accurate but would probably have been
discarded during the data cleaning process had it not
been for the interviewer's comment. In the second
case the information on the questionnaire was probably inaccurate, but it might have been used had the
interviewer not made that note.

observer.Respondents are more likely to reveal full
and accurate details of sensitive information on

ABOUT THE SuRvEY TEAM. The code
number of the field staff (the interviewer, supervisor,
anthropometrist, and data entry operator) associated
with each household should be noted on the questionnaire, as each of these individuals deal with that
household. This makes it possible for survey managers
to monitor the quality of their survey teams. It also
allows analysts to look out for "interviewer effects"
that might complicate or distort analysis. Planners of
subsequent surveys and methodologists often wish to
analyze how various features of the interview (such as
completion rates, replacement rates, nonresponses by
item, and proxy respondents) vary by the characteris-

such topics as income, savings, and sexual behavior
if the interview is conducted in private rather than
in the presence of others. For example, a wife may
not want her husband to know how much money
she has earned or saved from her farm plot.A youth
may not want his or her parents to know about his

tics of the field staff.6 In order for them to be able to
do the fullest possible analysis, it is necessary to prepare
a separate file (taking the information from the administrative records of the agency conducting the survey)
that lists all of the characteristics of the field staff,
including gender, education, years of experience in the

or her sexual encounters or contraceptive practices
(see, for example, Hoyt and Chaloupka 1994 on the

job, ethnicity, age, and languages spoken. A format for
recording information from the administrative records

willingness of young people to report their use of
drugs in the presence of others). This general prin-

is introduced in the third section of this chapter (and
provided inVolume 3).

module in Quechua rather than in Spanish, she will
probably also respond to the employment module
in Quechua rather than Spanish. Her son, however,
might be interviewed in Spanish.
Whether other people arepresent during an interview and
what the relationship is between the respondent and the

INFORMATION
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The Community(and Facility)Questionnaire(s)
The same list of metadata that needs to be collected or
the household questionnaire also needs to be collected on the community and facility questionnaire(s),

sample frame and from the records that document
how the first stage of the sample was drawn. Thus it is
important to ensure that the administrative, geographical, and sampling terminology that applies to each

with only two variations.

primary sampling unit, the probability of that particu-

The first exception is the geographical location
information. While it may be acceptable not to record
the latitude and longitude of households, this should

lar unit being selected into the sample, and the measure of the size used in drawing the first-stage sample
are recorded. How these should be recorded is dis-

be done as a matter of course for communities (and
facilities), as discussed above.
The second variation involves the privacy of an

cussed in the third and fourth sections of this chapter.
AdministrativeRecords

interview. In household interviews the interviewer
should try to ensure that each respondent can give his

Many important metadata are contained in administrative records rather than in the survey questionnaire,

or her responses in private. In contrast, when community questionnaires are fielded, interviewers explicitly

including data relating to the survey's field staff.
Information on the interviewers is especially impor-

seek out groups of people to be interviewed

tant since these are the staff who have the most con-

together

In many cases this means that answers given will convey some kind of consensus or common view in the
community. In other cases group interviews yield a full
range of different answers. For example, in answer to a
question about what sources of health care are available to the communrity, a group interview may elicit 2

tact with the sample households. However, the same
information should be recorded for all team members,
including supervisors, data entry operators, and
anthropometrists as well as interviewers. An important
question in survey work is whether the characteristics
of the interviewer affect how the respondents answer

longer list of possible places to go for health care than
would an interview with a single respondent. The
interviewer should record information about the people who contribute to the group interviews, including
their names, genders, positions of leadership in the
commiuniity, approximate ages, and, possibly, ethnic

the survey questions. Therefore, it is important to collect information on the interviewers' characteristicsat minimum their age, gender, and education. In places
where many of the interviewers have more than a secondary education, it is useful to note in which discipline they are trained. The amount of survey experi-

groups.
However, there is a category of metadata that can
only be collected within the community questionnaire: the costs and logistics of the survey by primary
sampling unit. Many of the items that influence total
survey costs are specific to the primary sampling unit
and not to the household, so the primary sampling
unit/community
is the appropriate unit of observation. Having information on such questions as how
many nights the interviewers had to stay in the primary sampling unit overnight, whether they stayed in
hotels or in households, the number of miles the vehicles traveled between and within primary sampling
units, and whether electricity was available for entering the data into computers helps planners of subsequent surveys draw up accurate budgets and work
programs.

ence each interviewer has had should also be noted, as
well as whether they are permanent staff of the statistical agency or are short-term contractors. Often, the
race or ethnic group to which interviewers belong
will also be pertinent. A sample form for collecting
this information is introduced in the third section of
this chapter (and provided in Volume 3).
Cost information is another important aspect of
metadata that can be gleaned from administrative
records. Planners of subsequent surveys are likely to
want to see basic budget information about the survey,
such as how many staff worked at what salary for what
period of time,7 how many and what kinds of durable
equipment were required (for example, vehicles and
computers), and how many and what kinds of consumables were used (for example, paper, pencils,
diskettes, printer cartridges, and field kits for interviewers). No form is given for this in Volume 3
because the style of every survey's budget is usually
dictated by the requirements of the various agencies
that finance the survey. Those who analyze metadata

SamplingRecords
Some important sampling information needed to calculate the final sampling weights has to come from the
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from a survey after it has been completed

should use

Draft Module

the final budget figures rather than the budget devised
when the survey was originally being planned.

Most of the metadata from the household

Data Entry Program

naire can be gathered in a special "metadata module"
of the questionnaire. A draft metadata module is pre-

The data entry program can record various statistics
about each data entry session for each household (for
example, the date on which the entries were made, the
length of time it took to enter the data, the operator's
identification code, and the number of entries that
showed errors when range or consistency checks were
performed). This information has hardly ever been
analyzed in the case of previous LSMS surveys, but it
could reveal a lot about how the fieldwork was actually carried out. For example, it could help answer
questions such as: In how many cases were the data
from the first part of the questionnaire really entered
before the second set of interviews took place? How

question-

sented inVolume

3.The metadata module consists of
three parts: the household identification page, the
record of visits and interviews, and the comments
page. Alternatively, some of the information can be
collected on the pages of the topic-specific modules
using an alternative design of the questionnaire

page,
examples of which are presented in Volume 3. Forms
are also included for collecting important metadata
from the community questionnaire and from sampling
and personnel records. Detailed notes on how to use

Box 4.1 Cautionary Advice

long did it take to enter the data from a questionnaire?
How

often

Special

did errors in skip patterns

occur?

*

How much of the draft module is new and unproven? The
household identification page is similar to those used in

.periments

many previous LSMSsurveys.The record of visitsand
interviews changes the unit of observation from the
To analyze some issues a special experiment may be
whole questionnaire to the "sitting."This change is
required. Consider, for example, the issue of whether
untested, but most of the informationcollected in the
the codes for "yes" and "no" should be 1 and 2 (as in
grid was previouslycollected for the household as a
most previous LSMS surveys), 1 and 3 (as in RAND's
whole. Neither the fieldstaff's commnentsnor the charFamily Life Surveys), or 1 and 6 (as in some other suracteristics of the survey staff have been incorporated
veys).The idea behind using 1 and 3 or 1 and 6 is that
into the electronic fies in previous LSNSsurveys, but
the data entry operator is hkely to make fewer nisthese have both been done in other surveys with
stronger traditions of collecting nretadata than the
takes because the keys for the two different numbers
stone
Lraiin.fcleLig-aaata
h
LSMS.Thesheet for survey costs and conditions specifare further apart on the keyboard than 1 and 2.
ic to the primary samplingunit is new.The information
However, since the normal administration of surveys
contained in the samplingspreadsheet has alwaysbeen
includes checks for data consistency and/or for doucollected in one way or another but usuallynot so tidible-blind entry of data and since the entered data are
ly packaged until late in the data-cleaningphase.
proofread and checked against the original questionHow vell has the moduleworkedin the past? The housenaire pages, most (if not all) of these typographical
hold identificationpage has worked quite well in previerrors should
be corrected before the data set is proous LSMSsurveys.The household-level record of visits
errors should be crectledbeorimen thetincluded
setand
data
interviews may not have been filledout as rigorously as it could be and has rarely been used in analyentry without all of the normal quality controls but
sis,probably because it was evident to both interviewwith a special assessment of accuracy would be
ers and analyststhat the unit of observation used inthe
required in order to definitively answer the question of
past did not make sense.
what are the best codes to use for "yes" and "no." Since
* What parts of the module most need to be customized?
these experiments are not commonly done as part of
Survey planners will have to choose what amount of
general survey implementation, no more will be said
metadata to collect.Thereafter the main customization
required will be the nomenclature :or the various samaboutte heTeheenpling
terms, administrativeterms, ethnicides,and lanremind the reader that the metadata that can reasonguages. Also, if cost data are collected in the communi-

ably be gathered as part of implementing a survey,
while useful, will not answer all questions of survey
methodologv.

ty questionnaire,this willneed to be customized to fit
the fieldwork plan.
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these formls are provided given in the fourth section of

The third part of the houselhold mietadata miodule

The HouseholdMetadata Module
The first part of the module consists of the household

page. Interviewers should be asked
either to write all of their comments here during the
interview or to transfer the comments that they wrote
down elsewhere to this space after the interview.

identification. This should be filled out for every
household in the sample as originally drawn, regardless

Putting all of the comments together in one place
makes it much easier for the data entry operator to

of whether the household is interviewed. This part
contains the sampling information (including whether

enter them in a text file. The system for numbering the
comments and for cross-referencing them to the sit-

is the comments

this chapter.

and, if the interview

tings grid, section, and question to which they pertain

did not take place, why not), the geographical information (including the address of the dwelling), mini-

is designed to make it easy for the analyst to locate
appropriate comments.

mal information about the head of the household, and
the codes for the field staff.

There are two circumstances in which survey
designers may wish to arrange their survey so that the
metadata are collected in the topic modules.The first
circumstance is when designers do not need to collect

the household

is a replacement

The second part of the module is a grid for
recording a summar-y of visits and interviews (otherwise known as the sittings grid). In this grid, the unit

a full set of metadata but simply want to collect meta-

of observation is the "sitting," which is the length of
time any one respondent is interviewed at one time.
On a single visit to a household, the interviewer may

data on modules that they think contain the most sensitive topics or on modules that are experimental or
may not be as well designed as the others.The second

conduct more than one sitting if she or he interviews
more than one person. The grid records important

circumstance is when designers want to collect not
only the metadata in the sittings grid but also some

information about the sitting-how
long it lasted,
whether the person interviewed was responding for
himself or herself or as a proxy, the language used,
whether or not others were present, and the interviewer's impression of the quality of the data. A space
is provided on this form for matching specific com-

extra metadata on a few modules. In this case they
should include the sittings grid in the questionnaire
and leave space for collecting metadata in the topic
modules as well. For example, survey planners may
want to collect metadata on the average time it takes
to complete a specific module. In this case they should

ments that appear on the next page (the field staff
comments page) to the sitting to which they pertain.
An alternative to the summary of visits and
interviews page would be for the interviewer to
record the respondent's name and ID code number,
the language used, and whether others were present
during the interview somewhere within the topic

leave spaces for the interviewer to record the time at
the beginning and end of the module in the module
itself.The information on the sittings grid will not be
sufficient because several modules are usually filled out
during a single sitting.
The form following the comments page shows
how information on the respondent and on the length

modules. This would be straightforward as the interviewer can observe all of these details as a matter of
course rather than needing to ask questions about
them. In some modules it may even be feasible to add
some items that the interviewer would have to take
action to discover, such as the start and end time of

of the interview can be added to the food page of the
consumption module. In reality it is probably of more
interest to analysts to know how long it took to complete the whole consumption module than to complete each part of it. Therefore, the blanks for recording the start and stop times might begin on page 1 of

each module (by looking at his or her watch) or the
reason why a proxy respondent had to be inter-

the consumption module and end several pages later.
The dotted line indicates that questions have been

viewed. However, doing this for each and every
module would probably disrupt the flow of the interview. If interviewer checked his or her watch at the
beginning and end of each module, the respondent

omitted to show the beginning and end of a multipage
module on a single sheet. Another form (in this case, a
section of the employment module) shows how information on the interview
can be added to an

would probably either feel rushed or become impatient to finish the interview.

individual-level module. Again, the time recorded for
the "length of interview" should probably cover the
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whole employment

module rather than just one part

of it.
The reader should note that the forms presented
here differ from past LSMS practice in two ways. First,
the sittings grid is more detailed. Previous LSMS surveys were organized as follows. Interviewers made a
first visit to all sample households in a given primary
sampling unit, at which time they administered the
first half of the questionnaire (roughly speaking, the
individual-specific modules). This was followed by a
period when the data from these first interviews were
entered in the computer, while the interviewers visited households in a different primary sampling unit.

page, the nomenclature

and numnber of codes will have
to be changed to fit the circumstances in the country
whcre the survey is to be conducted. Also, in the sittings grid, the list of languages in Question 7 and the
list of modules in Question 10 should be changed to
match the survey being conducted.
Form for Collecting Information on SurveyCosts
The purpose of this form is to collect information

on

the cost of the survey's fieldwork, thereby helping the
planners of similar surveys in the future. Including this
form as a page in the community questionnaire would
simplify the administration of the survey and make it

Then, the interviewers

returned to the sample households in the first primary sampling unit to conduct a
second "interview" to administer the remainder of the

less likely that the form would be lost or not filled out.
However, since the information collected by this form
has a purpose so different from the information col-

questionnaire. Metadata were, therefore, collected for
each "interview." However, the drawback to using the
"interview" as the defined unit of measurement was
that, within each "interview," interviewers were asked
to conduct "mini-interviews"
with each household
member over the age of ten. Accomplishing this often
required more than one visit to a household.Thus the
format given for collecting information by "interview" did not correspond with actual field practice.
This may be one of the reasons why little use has been
made of the metadata information collected.
The second way in which the draft module differs from those included in previous LSMS surveys is
that it makes it possible to enter interviewers' comments in the electronic data files. In previous surveys
interviewers have always written marginal comments
on the questionnaires, but these comments have not
been included in the electronic data sets.Thus analysts
have been unable to consult these comments, even
when they may have been necessary to elucidate the
data.
Thus, in the forms proposed here, the unit of
observation has been changed to reflect the actual
practice in the field. However, it is important to bear
in mind the fact that the sittings grid and comment
system presented here have not been field tested. It
will be important to conduct careful field tests of both
instruments before using them in a specific country
setting, to ensure that both interviewers and their

lected in the rest of the community questionnaire, the
form has been discussed and included here instead of
in Chapter 13.

supervisors are properly trained in how to use them.
As with all the other modules, the metadata module will need to be customized to each country context. For example, on the household identification

Form for RecordingInformation from SamplingRecords
This form is for recording all pertinent sampling
information. Some of this information will be generated in the course of drawing up the first stage of the
sample, some will come from the results of the listing
operation, and some will come from the results of the
survey itself. Also, some will come from calculations
based on the raw information from the above three
sources. Details of this process are given in the fourth
section of the chapter.
Form for Recording Information on Personnel
Characteristics
This form is for recording all pertinent information on
the field staff. Some of this information may be available from the personnel records of the statistical
agency, although these records often omit detailssuch as the languages spoken by the staff member or
the staff member's ethnicity-that
can be important to
analysts studying interviewer effects. One way to gather all the necessary information might be to do so at a
training session that brings all staff together in the
same place at the same time.
Explanatory Notes
This section of the chapter provides some explanatory
notes to the questionnaire forms given in the previous
section.
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Notes on the Household
Identification
Page

The household identification page is frequently
referred to as the "cover page" and often is, in fact, the
cover page of the household questionnaire. This is not
desirable, since the covers of questionnaires are subject

The labels for the administrative and sampling
codes should be changed in accordance with the local
nomenclature.
If the household has a telephone, the interviewer
can enter the telephone number of the dwelling

to a lot of physical strain as they are handled during

beside the address. It may later be possible for the sur-

the course of fieldwork and transportation.

vey supervisor to make phone calls to such households
to double-check that the interview really took place

to come loose, and if the information

They tend

contained

on

this page is separated from the rest of the question-

and that key pieces of information

naire, the rest of the questionnaire

rectly or to clear up any confusion that may have been

will be useless as it

will not be possible to assign the proper
probabilities to the information

sampling

collected. Moreover, if

were collected cor-

detected by the data entry software.
The

household's

ethnic

group

and religion

are

household-specific
information,
no matter how
innocuous, can be read on the front of the question-

sometimes noted on the identification page.These are, of
course, individual-specific traits; different household

naire, this may make respondents skeptical of the interviewers' assurance that the information collected in
the survey interviews will be confidential.
Thus the cover page should consist of a page of
stiffer material emblazoned with the logo of the sta-

members may have different ethnic origins or religious
affiliations. Thus, conceptually, this information should
be on the roster page of the household questionnaire.
However, in many countries, it is deemed impolite to ask

tistical agency or survey. The only piece of household-specific information that should appear on the
cover page should be the household's unique identi-

direct questions about such matters, and often the interviewer can easily observe these characteristics without
asking any questions. In such cases the information may
be placed on the household identification page. The

fication code. This code should also be recorded on
this form. However, to ensure that there are no double-recording
errors, it may be better to record the
code on the household identification page but to

example page in Volume 3 is formatted this way to
remind survey designers of this option. There should
always be an "other" category in the list of ethnicities.

arrange for it to appear through a cut-out window
the cover page.

Notes on the Summary ofVisits and Interviews
Most of the information on the grid is straightfor-

The household

identification

on

numbers, the name

ward. Notes are provided here only as necessary.

of the head of household, the household's address, and,
sometimes, the household's geographical codes can be
filled out on the household identification and control

Q4. It is important to equip interviewers with watches
if it is likely that some interviewers will not have them.

information page either in the survey office or by the
supervisor before the interviewer takes the questionnaire to the household for the first time.

Q7. The list of languages should be customized to fit
the languages spoken in the country. It should include

There is room on this form to note the number
of attempts that the interviewer makes to contact the

the languages into which the questionnaire was translated, other languages spoken by significant subgroups

household. These include the interviewer's attempts to
meet household members and persuade them to be
interviewed, as it may take several visits to the dwelling

of the population,

Q9. It is possible to include more details here. The ID

before the interviewer finds someone home. If a contact is made, either a date for an interview may be

code of the household members who are present can
be recorded. Also, the list of nonmembers
can be

made or a sitting may begin immediately. Only once

coded either by demographic characteristics (such as

the sittings begin does the interviewer need to begin
to fill in the sittings grid. (The total number of trips

age or gender) or by the type of social relationship that
the respondent has with the nonmember (such as kin,

that an interviewer makes to a household is the sum of
the number of contacts from the contact list and the

neighbor, or village elder).

number of different visits to the household
from the sittings grid.)

Q1o. Below the main grid is a space for the interviewer to mark whether a module is required for any
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particular household. If a household has no household
enterprise, that box can be marked off on the row

motorcycle, bicycle, horseback, or on foot), the questions should be modified to fit these circumstances.

below the grid. This will make it easier for the interviewer to tell whether or not they are finished with a

This may need to be done carefully as different means
may be used in different parts of the country, but the

household by looking at the sittings grid rather than

form must be relevant to all of these circumstances.

having to look through the whole questionnaire.

Noteson theSamplingSpreadsheet
Q1l. The interviewer

should provide his or her assessment of the reliability of the information given in the
interview in column 11. The assessment is qualitative

The sampling spreadsheet is a byproduct of the first
stage of sampling. (For details on how this works for
LSMS surveys see Grosh and Muinoz 1996.) Each line

but is based on detailed information that only the
interviewer can have. The issue of what constitutes

in the spreadsheet corresponds to one primary sampling unit selected from the whole sample frame to
serve as part of the sample. Some of the columns in the

reliable and unreliable information should be discussed
when interviewers are trained.

spreadsheet contain data straight from the sample
frame whereas others are computed within the spread-

Q12. In column 12 the interviewer should note the
number of textual comments he or she may have written on the comments page that pertain to a particular

sheet or come from other sources, as explained below.
Column A (PSU No.) is a short identifier for the
primary sampling unit for the purposes of a specific

sitting.

household

Notes on the Characteristicsof the Surveyin the Primary
SomplingUnits Form
In cases in which one community questionnaire is
filled out for each primary sampling unit, it is best to
integrate this form (which gathers information on
costs specific to the primary sampling unit) into the
community questionnaire. If several community questionnaires are filled out for each primary sampling unit,
this sheet can be treated as a separate form. However,
such separate forms are less likely to be filled out thoroughly or to be key-entered into computer files, since
they are often not viewed by the survey team as one of
the major tools of the survey. Thus, wherever possible,
questions on costs specific to the primary sampling
unit should be included in the community questionnaire rather than collected on a separate form.
Questions 1-4 may have to be modified to fit the
fieldwork plan. According to the wording used here,
for example, the teams are assumed to travel from one
primary sampling unit directly to another without vis-

survey. It is convenient to use mnemonic,
three-digit identifiers such as these rather than the
long chain of "geocodes" that statistical agencies
sometimes use to identify the units in the sample
frame. In this case the identifier is a simple serial number within each stratum (for example, 101 to 125 for
the 25 sampling units selected in stratum 1 and so
forth), but it would be equally appropriate to use a
straight serial number from 1 onwards to identify the
primary sampling units across all strata.
Columns B and C are for the stratum codes and
names.
Columns D to L are for the geocodes used by the
statistical agency of the country surveyed. The situation depicted in the spreadsheet may be oversimplified
because: sometimes the names of the hierarchical subdivisions differ between urban and rural areas; in some
countries intermediate categories between "urban"
and "rural" are used; and although larger geographic
subdivisions usually have names and codes whereas
smaller ones have only codes, the specific definitions
of "larger" and "smaller" are country-specific. In the

iting the headquarters of the survey team in between.
If this is not how the fieldwork is organized, these
questions should be changed accordingly.
Similarly, the version of this form given in the
third section of this chapter assumes that each team has
the use of its own vehicle to ferry the interviewers to
the various places within the primary sampling unit

spreadsheet presented in Volume 3, space is given for
the codes and names of the region and county; however, if smaller geographical subdivisions have names,
these should also appear on the spreadsheet.

that they need to visit. If the interviewers have to travel by other means (such as by public transport, boat,

cartography.This method is less precise than using global positioning systems in the field, but it still enables

Columns M, N, and 0 are for recording the longitude, latitude, and altitude from the approximate center
of the primary sampling unit as taken from the sampling
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some approximate

merging of these data with other

nonresponse

recorded on the questiornaire.

sources of geographical data. These colunms can be
deleted if global positioning systems are used in the field.
Columns P to T are for recording the details of

In most
previous LSMS surveys the sample was designed so
that the same number of households in each primary
sampling unit was interviewed, which would thus

the first sampling stage, assuming that it is done with
probability proportionate
to size-which
is almost
always the case. In practice, columns P and Q would
be headed "Number of households in the stratum" and

make columnV almost constant. In the example given
in the spreadsheet (in Volume 3) the sample was
designed so that 12 households per primary sampling
unit were selected in the second stage, although this

"Number of households in the PSU" (or "Number of
dwellings" or "Population" or whatever actual measure
of size was used in the selection with probability pro-

number could be different (for example, 16).
Columns X and Y are formulae. X=V/U is the
probability of selecting each particular household in
that primary sampling unit in the second sampling
stage, while Y= 1/X is the contribution of the second
sampling stage to the raising factor of households in
the primary sampling unit.

portionate to size). Note that column P (the size of the
stratum) is a constant for all primary sampling units
within a stratum. Column R (the number of primary
sampling units selected in the stratum) is also a constant within the stratum.
Columns S and T are formulae. S=Q(R/P) is the
probability of selecting the PSU in the first sampling
stage, while T= 1/S is the contribution of the first sampling stage to the raising factor of households in the
PSU (in other words, how many hlouseholds in the
total population the sampled households represent).
Columns U to Y record the details of the second
sampling stage. U is the number of households actually
recorded by the listing operation in the PSU.8 It should
be completed by survey managers as the results of the
listing operation come in to the survey headquarters.
If the measure of size used in the first stage is the
number of households, it may be useful to compute an
auxiliary column with the ratio U/Q and use it to
monitor the quality of the listing operation. If both the
listing operation and the census that originated the
sample frame are carefully carried out, U/Q should be
a little larger than 1.0 almost everywhere (except in
areas depopulated by natural disaster, war, or other
unusual events). On average, U/Q should approximate
the expected population growth rate for the country.
If it measures less than 1.0 in a lot of primary sampling
units, this may be the result of sloppy work during the
listing operation.
The entries in columns V and W should come
from the survey's data set.This underscores the importance of leaving room to record refusals and other
kinds of nonresponse in the household identification
page of the household questionnaire and of actually
completing and key-entering the data from the household identification pages of all of the questionnaires,
even those from nonresponding households. It may be
useful to split colunin W into the various kinds of
88

Columns Z and AA are also formulae. Z=SX
gives the final selection probabilities, while AA=TY
gives the raising factors for households in the primary
sampling unit.
Columns AC, AD, and AE are the distribution of
the sample across teams and throughout the year. AC
records the time period during which the primary
sampling unit should have been visited according to
the original schedule. AD is the actual date of the first
interview in the primary sampling unit, and AE is the
date of the last interview in the area. Analysts will want
to verify that the pattern of actual interviews does not
depart too much from the prescribed pattern in cases
in which the fieldwork is meant to be spread evenly
over the year and across the country to eliminate seasonality effects. Survey administrators will want to
note whether the expected pace of fieldwork was
maintained in the field.
Notes on the Staff InformationForm
Information about field staff is essential for analyzing
how interviewers
affect respondents'
answers.
Therefore, all field staff positions should be included
on the staff information sheet. It may also be worth
including nonfield staff here if the information is likely to have other administrative uses.
A. Each staff member should have a unique
staff number, which might be a number used in personnel records. Alternatively, a number may be
assigned for the purpose of this survey, starting with
001 for the first staff member and continuing upward
as more staff are hired. If a staff member leaves, his or
her replacement should be assigned a new staff numCOLUMN
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ber rather than being assigned the number of the staff
member who has departed; reusing numbers might be
confusing for analysts.

3. This informationcan be recordedon the questionnairein several ways. Ideally it would be done by an automatedprocedurein the

centralofficeto reducetranscriptionerrors.For example,labelsmight
be printed directlyfromthe samplingfilesandthen peeledandplaced

COLUMN F. During

fieldwork, staffmay do jobs that are
not their primary function. For example, anthropometrists may pitch in to help fill out community
questionnaires or supervisors may conduct an interview or two to keep the team on schedule. By comparing the roles listed here with who actually fills out
the various parts of the sittings grid, it is possible to
determine how much of this substitution occurs.
Evaluating this after the fact may yield conclusions
that would be useful inputs for designers of future surveys regarding workloads and training needs.
The levels of education and the terminology used will need to be tailored to the country of the
survey. If interviewers in a given country have commonly had post-secondary training, for example, it
may be worth noting the main disciplines from which
interviewers are drawn.
COLUMN G.

COLUMN I.

The terminology

for contractual

status

should also be tailored to the country studied. The
main distinction to be made is between the permanent
staff of the survey agency and workers who are contracted only for the duration of one survey.

on the questionnaire.
Of course,thisassumesthat both electronicfiles
and facilitiesfor prindng labels are available,which is not always the
case.Thus either the information from the sampling filescan be transferred to the questionnaires in the head office before the questionnaires aregivento the interviewteamsor the supervisorscan transfer
the information from the "assignment roster" onto the questionnaires.
The codes for the region (rural/urban or agrocimatic zones) can also
be placed on the questionnaire or drawn from admninistrative
files.
4. Moreover, if geopositioningsystemsare used during the list-

iilg operationi prior to the initerviewvingphase, it msaybecoiiie easier to locate the sampled households.
5. A person-modulewould be, for examnple,
the administration
of the employmentmoduleto one person.A single sittingis likely
to cover the administrationof severalmodulesto one person,and
a singlevisit by the interviewerto the householdis likelyto involve
sittings with different individuals.
6. It is alsointeresting to study how these vary by the characteristicsof the population.Moreover,sincethe assignmentof interviewers
israrelytotallyrandom(forexample,interviexvers
postedin ruralareas
williniterviewinorc farimiers,
while interviewersthat speakai edlmic
language wvillinterview more respondents than average who speak
only that language), it is important to control for the characteristicsof
the respondents when studying interviewereffects.However, no extra
data about respondents are likely to be required since the typical con-

trol variables(suchas region,age,sex,ethnicity,and occupation)are

J. The main ethnic groups prevalent in the
country should be used.
COLUMN

Notes
The authors would like to express their gratitude to Martha
Ainsworth,Didier Blazeau,andTeresaParsleyEdwardsfor the assistanlceprovided.
1. Occasionallya household has so many members that two
questionnaireforms are requiredto record the necessaryinformation about allof the householdmembers.in this casethe two questionnaire forms shouldhavethe same householdID code,but the
identifier codes for the people within them should be different;
household members 1-12 would be in the first booklet, while
members 13-24 would he in the second booklet.

2. If the sample is drawn in three stagesrather than two, the
information is required on both primary and secondarysampling
units.This chapter assumesthat the sample is drawn in tevostages,
but the examples can easily be extended to cover an additional
stage of sampling.

gathered in the course of administering the other modules.

7. It is assumedhere that interviewersare paid fixed monthly
salaries(which has usuallybeen the case in previousLSMS surveys).If interviewersarepaid on an interviexv-by-interview
basisor
if they receivebonuses for completinginterviews fully or before
some target date,that information shouldalso be recorded.
8. In the listing operation,field staffshouldconduct an inventory of all of the dwellingswithinithe boundary of each sampling
unit. The resulting list of dwellings is the basis for selecting
dwellingswithinthe samplingunit.
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Consumption
AngusDeatonandMargaretGrosh

The living standards surveys aim both to measure and to understand living standards. Much of
the focus is on poverty or deprivation-the lack of adequate living standards. Standard economic
measures of deprivation are concerned with the lack of goods or the lack of resources-income
or assets-with which to obtain goods. But it is always important to keep in mind that many of
the most important aspects of deprivation go beyond purely material deprivation. Deprivation of
health, deprivation of education, deprivation of freedom from crime, and deprivation of political
liberty are all important-often
more important than deprivation of material living standards. The
role of development in freeing people from deprivation in a wide sense has been forcefully
argued by Amartya Sen. (See Sen 1999 for a recent and comprehensive account.) Data from the
living standards surveys, particularly from the modules on health and education, often help us
take a broad view of poverty. Other important aspects of living standards, such as life expectancy,
infant mortality, and the threat of crime, must be examined using other types of data.
Nevertheless, measuring the material basis of living standards will always play an important role
in the assessment of levels of living. This chapter explores ways to collect data for a consumptionbased measure.
The measurement of consumption has been a central
objective of the LSMS program since the program's
inception in 1980 and has remained so throughout
some 50 surveys, all of which have been used to document living standards and poverty. Although the program has always acknowledged that living standards
have many dimensions and has taken care to measure

establishment
of the LSMS, such as RAND's
Malaysian Family Life Survey. However, many earlier
surveys, including the Indian National Sample Survey,
had long used per capita household expenditure as the
measure of living standards and the basis for measuring poverty.
The basic ideas underlying the measurement of

them in its surveys, the narrowly economic aspect of
living standards in the program title was taken to mean
not income, as had been the case in many previous

consumption are straightforward. Nevertheless, there
are various practical complexities, many of which are
discussed in this chapter. Although income and wealth

surveys, but consumption.This consumption focus differentiated the LSMS surveys from some surveys in
developing countries that immediately preceded the

are what enable people to obtain goods and services,
it is those goods and services themselves that directly
generate economic well-being. The consumption
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module of the LSMS survey is designed to measure
the consumption of these items in some detail and in
the aggregate (with the aggregate being the total value

Much of the literature on the design of surveys in
general is concerned with how best to estimate means
and totals and can be seriously misleading when

of consumption at suitable prices). At its simplest, the
module collects data on how much people spend on

applied to LSMS-type surveys, which have different
concerns. This is particularly true of consumer expen-

various goods and services. How best to gather such
information and in how much detail, how to deal with

diture surveys, which are most often designed to collect weights for consumer price indexes.

goods that are not obtained through the market, and
how to obtain accurate data on prices are among the
topics discussed in this chapter.
The LSMS surveys differ from many other house-

The first section of this chapter briefly reviews the
arguments for using consumption rather than income
both to measure living standards and to measure
poverty and inequality. The first section goes on to dis-

hold surveys in that their primary concern is not the
estimation of means or totals. The most important
concern of the LSMS surveys is documenting the dispoverty
tribution
of living standards-measuring
(often, but not exclusively, the fraction of the popula-

cuss the principal uses to which consumption data
have been put, including the documentation of living

and, to a lesser

standards (still the central aim of LSMS surveys) and
the illumination of a number of other important policy issues. Finally, the first section reviews some of the
experience of more than 10 years of LSMS surveys in

extent, inequality.The LSMS data are also used to illuminate a wide range of policy issues from descriptive
tabulations to econometric modeling.
This emphasis on poverty and distribution must
constantly be kept in mind because it has implications

collecting consumption data.
The second section discusses the data needed to
construct a consumption-based measure of living standards and reviews the design issues that affect both the
cost of collecting data and the data's eventual accura-

for the design of any LSMS survey. A survey that yields
accurate estimates of average levels of income or con-

cy. The third section presents a draft consumption
module. The fourth section provides explanatory notes

sumption may nevertheless do a poor job of documenting income and consumption among the poor or
of estimating the inequality of incomes. For example,
if people have difficulty remembering high-frequency
purchases (for example, food) after a day or two, asking respondents about the purchases they made on the
previous day will yield more accurate data than asking
them about the purchases they have made over the
previous week or month. If the main concern is to
estimate mean expenditure for the population, it may
be sufficient to collect data on the average of the presince this figure would
vious day's consumption
include all purchases both for those who purchased

regarding the draft module.

tion in the left tail of the distribution)

nothing the previous day and for those who purchased
several days' supply. In contrast, the average of the previous week or month's purchases will be biased downward if the longer recall period implies that some purchases will be forgotten and thus not reported.
However, for measuring poverty, the previous day's
measure will not be sufficient because all those who
did not purchase anything would be counted as poor.
This means that to measure poverty it might be better
to ask people about purchases they made over the previous week or month, despite the resulting downward
bias.
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Policy Issues
In many cases consumption
data are better than
income data for measuring living standards. In addition, consumption data have a number of important
analytical uses in their own right.
Why Use Consumptionto Measure Living Standards?
Although the LSMS surveys, like many surveys in developing countries, give primary emphasis to consumption
rather than income, a considerable number of other surveys concerned with well-being do not attempt to collect consumption data. Many of these surveys are in
industrialized countries, but the income focus is also
standard in most surveys in Latin America. There are
both theoretical and practical considerations that affect
the choice of income or consumption, and the balance
in favor of one or the other may be different in different
circumstances. Thus it is useful to start by rehearsing the
main arguments for and against each measure.
THEORETICAL
MEASUREMENT.

ISSUES

AND

IMPLICATIONS

Income and consumption

FOR

are different

CHAPTER
5 CONSUMPTION

concepts, not just two different ways of measuring the
same concept. Some economists prefer income as a
measure of living standards because they follow a
"rights" approach. According to this approach,
income, togethcr with asscts, measurcs the potential
claims on the economy of a person or family. Other
economists prefer to use consumption because they
consider the level of living a measure of economic
input, and consumption data show the level of living
by measuring what people acquire. Both can be
defended as approximations to utility. The "indirect"
utility function expresses welfare in terms of resources
(positively) and prices (negatively). In practice this
usually means income or resources deflated by a price
index: real consumption or income, not money consumption or income. Whether consumption or
income is measured, measures of prices are needed
whenever analysts wish to compare people who face
different prices, which will be whenever they make
comparisons over time or space.
Another consideration about whether to use
income (including income from assets) or consuimiption is the time period over which living standards are
to be measured. At one extreme is a lifetime living
standard, measured either by average consumption
over a person's lifetime or by the person's total lifetime
resources; apart from any bequests, these two concepts
are the same. The issue here is that some poverty is
only temporary (for example, students are poor in the
short term but not over their lifetimes, while the elderly may be poor but have not been poor throughout
their lives) so short-term measures of inequality can
overstate lifetime inequality. One influential theory of
consumption and saving is the "life-cycle hypothesis,"
which asserts that a person's consumption at any age is
proportional to his or her lifetime resources. If this is
true, measuring consumption is not only useful in its
own right but also provides an indication of lifetime
resources. However, the evidence for this hypothesis is
controversial to say the least; for many people, the
promise of resources in the future will do little to pay
bills today. Policymakers have to deal with current
poverty regardless of the long-term prospects of the
poor; saying "Don't worry, they will be OK later"
about poor children or "Don't worry, they've had their
turn" about the elderly are not acceptable responses.
If a lifetime is too long a reference period, a day,a
week, and a month are all clearly too short. Arguments
can be made in favor of using a season as a reference

period; there is a substantial literature on seasonal
poverty (see, for example, Sahn 1989). However, there
seems to be a general consensus that a year is a sensible reference period over which to judge people's living standards, even if this is inevitably a compromise
that is too long for some purposes and too short for
others.There is also a good deal of empirical evidence
that even people in poor agricultural societies and
people without the ability to borrow much can
smooth their incomes within a particular year and perhaps over a series of years, so that consumption will
reflect living standards at least throughout one year
and perhaps over a series of years. (For a review see
Bhalla 1979 and 1980, Musgrove 1978 and 1979,
Paxson 1992 and 1993, Wolpin 1982, and Deaton
1997, chapter 4.)
If a year is chosen as the standard for assessingliving standards but the survey in question can only hope
to measure flows over a shorter period, consumption
data will yicld a more accurate estimate of living standards than will income data. Most people do not
receive inconie every day, and many do not receive
income every season-or at least not an equal amount
every season. So while consumption over a week, two
weeks, or a month is likely to be a reasonable indicator of living standards over a year or over a few years,
income will not be. If analysts are interested in measuring averages,income variation will not matter much
if the survey itself is spread over a year, since some
people's zero incomes will balance out others' high
seasonal incomes. However, analysts are usually interested not only in means-LSMS surveys are rarely the
instrument of choice for estimating mean income or
consumption-but
also in inequality and poverty,
which are sensitive to the tails of the distribution,
especially the lower tail. Gathering data on the previous month's income will overestimate inequality in
annual living standards and, provided the poverty line
is below the mode of the distribution, will overstate
the fraction of people below the line. Although there
are also randoimiirregularities and seasonal patterns in
consumption, they are typically smaller than those in
income, because consumption is less tied to seasonal
and weather-related patterns in agriculture than is
income. Even so, consumption measured over a reference period of less than a year is likely to overstate
poverty and inequality. In addition, the overstatement
may not be constant over time if seasonal patterns
change with time, because one year is different from
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another-or

over the long run, because agriculture

In the

United

States, the

Consumer

Expenditure

accounts for a shrinking share of household income as
economies become richer.

Survey costs about five times as much per household
as the Current Population Survey, which is the main

These arguments provide a persuasive case that,
given the choice, (perfectly measured) consumption is

source for data on income, earnings, and employment.
Even so, the concept of expenditure-giving

a more useful and accurate measure of living standards

money in exchange

than is (perfectly measured) income.These theoretical
advantages of consumption are likely to decrease as the

both to interviewers
concept of income,

period

employment

over which

it is feasible to gather data gets

for a good or service-is

clear

and interviewees, whereas the
especially income from self-

or own-business

activity, is not. For own-

longer. If it is feasible to visit households on many
occasions throughout the year this will clearly capture

account workers in agriculture and small businesses,
their personal and business accounts are often hope-

any seasonality in the household's income. Moreover,
if the survey has a panel element so that income can

lessly entangled. Thus, in agriculture and elsewhere,
the only practical way to estimate income is to gather

be averaged over a series of years, it makes little difference whether income or consumption is measured, if
one can be measured as accurately and as cheaply as
the other.
PRACTICAL

IssuEs. The choice between income and
consumption is often determined more by practical
considerations than by theoretical considerations. In
the United States poverty is assessed by income, not by
consumption; consumption cannot be used because
the United States does not have a consumption survey

data on all transactions-business
as well as personaland to impose an accounting framework on the resulting information. This process is extraordinarily timeconsuming, and the results are subject to large margins
of error. Such difficulties in calculating income are not
specific to developing countries; even in the United
States and Britain, the various surveys-the
Current
Population Survey and the Consumer Expenditure
Survey in the United
States and the Family
Expenditure Survey in Britain-do
relatively poorly
in gathering data on income from self-employment.

of adequate size and quality to permit the estimation
of the poverty numbers. In general, however, whenever a new or reformed survey is being planned, the
designers have to choose whether to collect data on

(See Coder 1991 for the Current Population Survey,
Branch 1994 for a comparison of the two U.S. surveys,
and Atkinson and Micklewright 1983 for the Family
Expenditure Survey.) The difference between devel-

household income or consumption. Much hinges on
the relative costs and relative precision of the data col-

oping and developed countries is that formal sector
wages and salaries are much less common in the devel-

lection required.
Neither consumption data nor income data are
easy to collect. For consumption, the need is for data
on total household expenditure on goods and services. As will be discussed in the next section, these usu-

oping countries.
The income of many households-particularly
but
seasonnot exclusively agricultural households-varies
ally throughout the year. In these circumnstances, measuring households' annual income (which is the mini-

ally have to be gathered item by item. In some
substantial fraction of consumption does not
through the market, so imputations have to be
In industrialized countries such as the United

cases a
come
made.
States

mum amount of data needed to adequately determine
poverty and distribution) would require many visits to
the household or reliance on the ability of household
respondents to remember their income from many

and Britain, the detail and the associated time and
effort of asking dozens or sometimes hundreds of
questions often make it seem relatively more attractive

months earlier. However, if consumption is smoothed
over the seasons-and
much of the literature already
cited suggests that this is done in most households-

to collect income data, especially in situations where
income comes from one or two sources (for example,
wages and pensions) that are easily recalled or for
which independent documentation exists. By contrast,
consumer expenditure surveys are seen as among the
most "difficult and expensive surveys" to field in the
statistical system (McWhinney and Champion 1974).

consumption will vary less by season than income does.
It may also be possible to collect useful data on annual
consumption without making multiple visits.
It is generally thought that respondents are more
reluctant to share information about their income and
(to an even greater degree) their assets than about their
consumption. Thus they are more likely to lie about
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their income than about their consumption. In many
countries income is taxable, at least in principle, and it
may be hard for the survey interviewers to persuade

describe other dimensions of living standards. For
example, they collect data on health outcomes and
facilities and on educational attainments and facilities.

respondents that the information

These measures are frequently used not only to docu-

they give will not be

passed on to tax authorities. Rich households may
refuse to grant interviews to the survey team and, if a
rich family does grant an interview, the respondent,
who may be a family member or a servant, will frequently be more knowledgeable about the household's
consumption than about its sources and levels of
income. Income from assets is likely to be particularly
hard to capture because the ownership of assets is
highly unequal, and the wealthy-who own the most
assets-are typically thought to be the least likely to

ment living standards but also to explore their determinants in studies, for example, of the relationship
between income, assets, and consumption, between
earnings and schooling, or between health status,
income, and consumption.
In addition to being used to construct a single
summary measure of the economic welfare of households, the consumption data that can be collected in
LSMS surveys have other important uses, some of
which are discussed briefly below. For a much longer

cooperate. Given that most of the survey interviews in

account with applications see Deaton (1997).

developing countries must be conducted in a semipublic place, respondents

are often reluctant to state

EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF PRICE, SUBSIDY, AND

their wealth in the presence of relatives and friends.

TAxATiON POLJCIES AND THE PROVISION OF PUBLIC

These problems of measuring assets and asset income
are likely more severe for measuring inequality than
for measuring poverty, since households below the
poverty line typically have few assets.

GOODs.

WhatAnalysesare Consumption
DataGoodFor?
The consumption data that can be gathered in LSMS

Analysts are often concerned with the effects
of price changes caused by changes in tax or subsidy
policies or by fluctuations in world prices.
Consumption data are invaluable for assessing these
effects-in particular, who gets hurt by a price
increase and to what degree. Many developing country governments collect a large share of their revenue

surveys have a number of important analytical uses.

through

MEASURINGWELFARE.The

policy importance of meas-

while simultaneously subsidizing the provision of
many goods and services ranging from basic foods

uring living standards is indisputable. Household budget analysis has been used to document and to publicize
poverty since the late 18th century.While consumption
generally cannot measure noneconomic components of

(such as bread, wheat, or rice) to transportation,
health, and education.To a first approximation, a price
increase hurts consumers
in proportion
to the
amount of the good that they purchase, so in order to

living standards-health,
access to education, political
freedom-it
is the best measure of the economic component of living standards. Formally, consumption is
valuable as an approximation to utility, or "money-

know the distributional effects of a price change, analysts need to know who consumes what and where
consumers are in the overall welfare distribution. For
example, do transport subsidies benefit the poor as is

metric" utility, according to which an indifference curve
is labeled by the amount of money at constant prices
that is required to reach it (see Chapter 5 of Deaton and
Muellbauer 1980).Total household expenditure adjust-

often claimed, or do they actually benefit people who
are much better off? Improving the quality of clinics
or increasing the number of teachers in schools will
not help the poor if the poor do not use these clinics

ed by a price index and divided by the number of people in the household (or by some more sophisticated
count such as the number of equivalent adults) is a
measure of the living standard of each member of the

or attend the schools where these teachers are
employed. Even simple cross-tabulations can establish
results that, if not necessarily surprising, can resolve
major policy controversies. (See Grosh 1997 on

household and is the measure recommended in this
book for analyzing poverty and inequality. (See Deaton

kerosene
Guyana;

and Zaidi 1999 for a more comprehensive discussion.)
LSMS surveys also collect data on a wide range of
other household and community variables that help

Thailand.)
More complex modeling of price reform requires
estimates of how consumers respond to price changes,

tariffs or through

taxes on consumption,

pricing in Ghana and health care use in
see Deaton
1988 on rice pricing
in
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so analysts can calculate

dead-weight loss and the
tradeoffs made between equity and efficiency. Once
again, data on consumption, income, and prices that
are needed to estimate these responses (Newbery and
Stern

1987; Ahmad

and Stern

1991; Deaton

1997,

chapter 5).
NUTRITION AND POVERTy LINES. There is a long tradi-

deflate these figures by the prices of the commodities
(as obtained in the community or price
questionnaires). Standard conversion tables are then

in question

used to convert quantities into a count of the number
of calories contained in the food purchased-a
measure known as "caloric availability."
Data on caloric availability have been used

tion in development economics of counting calories
and of defining poverty in terms of malnutrition, for
example by counting people whose caloric intake falls
beloxv some recommended standard. This tradition is
misguided; nutrition is not an accurate measure of

together with data on household income or expenditure to calculate Engel curves that plot the average
household
calorie consumption
at each level of
income or expenditure. Following work that was done
in India over 25 years ago (see Dandekar and Rath
1971a and 1971b and Government of India 1993 for

welfare because people consume more items than
food and people often make tradeoffs between food
and other goods.Thus collecting data on calories consumed is no substitute for estimating consumption.
Nevertheless, documenting nutrition is of considerable interest for other reasons.
In some surveys a household's calorie consumption is estimated directly by nutritionists who enter
the household and observe what is eaten by each
household member, either by weighing and measuring

a review), income or total expenditure poverty lines
are obtained by calculating the income or total expenditure level at which the calorie Engel curve gives the
recommended
calorie intake. If the calorie Engel
curve has a relatively high slope, increasing household
income will eliminate hunger relatively rapidly. If, as
some recent writers have suggested, the elasticity of
calorie consumption with respect to income is close to
zero, economic
growth alone will not eliminate
hunger. This means that poverty can only be reduced

foods as they are consumed or by asking the members
questions about their dietary intake during the previous 24 hours. It is possible to imagine a module ofthis
sort that could be added to a multitopic survey,
although, because it would be lengthy, it might displace other modules in the questionnaire as a whole.
Swindale (forthcoming) provides guidelines on how
to collect dietary intake data.

by direct intervention, an approach which is closer to
the basic needs philosophy.
(See Behrman
and
Deolalikar 1987 and Bouis and Haddad 1992-wvho
also argue that estimates are biased when caloric availability is used rather than direct dietary surveys-as
well as a contrary position from Subramanian and
Deaton 1996. A review is provided by Strauss and
Thomas 1995.)
The demand analysis discussed in the previous
subsection can also be applied to calories to calculate
the effect of price changes (caused by, say, the elimination of subsidies on basic foods) on calorie intake
(Laraki 1989).

Many writers believe that dietary intake surveys
are necessary to obtain accurate estimates of calorie
intake (Bouis 1994; Bouis and Haddad
1992).
However, dietary surveys also involve a number of difficulties. The survey techniques are invasive and may
cause people to alter their behavior.A household's dayto-day

consumption

may vary enough

to make

a 24-

INTRAHOUSEHOLD ALLOCATION AND GENDER BLAs.

hour recall period too short to yield accurate data with
which to estimate poverty, yet longer periods may be
too expensive or too invasive.A more common-albeit
probably less accurate-way
to count calories is the
"indirect" method, which is most often used in expen-

Expenditure

diture surveys. Figures for the quantity of each good
that the household has consumed can be obtained in
two ways.The survey interviewers can ask direct questions about both the physical quantity consumed by
the household and the household's expenditure on the
good, or they can collect data only on expenditures and

boys and girls, within the same household. In some
countries infant mortality is higher among girls than
among boys, and in even more countries educational
outcomes are worse for girls than for boys. Several
scholars have explored the possibility of using data on
household expenditures to cast light on these different
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data are an important tool for researching
the allocation of resources within the household and
for testing different models of how that allocation
might work. In recent years many studies have found
different outcomes for males and females, particularly
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outcomes for boys and girls, as well as to compare
other pairings-adult women and adult men, the elderly and prime-aged adults, or widows and other
household members. (For a fuller discussion see
Chapter 24 on intrahousehold issues, as well as Deaton
1997, chapter 4.)
It is costly and time-consuming for surveys to collect complete data on every item consumed by every
family member. In fact, this may be impossible for the
many joint (or household public) goods that are shared
by all household members. As a result, most multipurpose surveys, including the LSMS surveys, have collected household-level data on consumption and have
made little effort to collect individual data.
Nevertheless, there are some cases where consumption
at the individual level can be inferred from household
data. Such cases include health expenditures that are
linked to an identified episode of illness on the part of
one member or expenditures on men's clothing when
there is only one man in the household. In some surveys data on expenditures have been collected using
the diary method, in which each adult family member
has been asked to keep a diary about his or her own
expenditures, from which we can see who spends
what in the household, even if not who consumes
what. Even when data are collected by interviewers, it
is probably possible to collect more individual data
than has typically been collected in the past if the
interviewer can find out who consumes how much of
such obviously private goods as tobacco, transportation, clothing, or entertainment.
Even when individual-specific data are not collected, it is possible to examine the effect of household
characteristics-including household compositionon the way households allocate their budgets. For
example, it may be that household expenditures on
food and children's clothing are higher when there are
relatively more women in a household or when a large
share of household resources are earned by, and thus
putatively controlled by, women. There is also a developing literature (Bourguignon and Chiappori 1992;
Bourguignon and others 1993; Browning and others
1994) that has identified sharing rules within the
household. If some goods can be identified that are
consumed exclusively by one group within the household or if analysts have data on who consumed how
much of each good, it is possible to infer whether or
not income is shared equally across the groups.
Related to this is the examination of expenditures on

"adult goods" (usually alcohol, tobacco, and adult
clothing) for signs of gender bias in the treatment of
children. Since the total household budget is not
increased by the presence of children, parents typically reduce their expenditures on adult goods to make
room for the costs of the children. If the parents cut
back on their own consumption more for their sons
than for their daughters, this is evidence of discrimination against the girls in the household. Surprisingly,
analysts have consistently failed to find such differences, even in places where there is other evidence of
bias against girls-such as differential infant mortality
(Deaton 1997, chapter 4).
FAMrLy STRUCTURE, CHmLD COSTS, AND ECONOMIESOF

SCAiF.The most commonly used measure of living
standards is household total expenditure per capitatotal household expenditure divided by the number of
household members. This measure, while convenient,
ignores the fact that the needs of one household
member differ from those of another household member, particularly between adults and children, and that
there are likely to be some economies of scale in
household size. Larger households, which usually
include many children, are likely to benefit most from
economies of scale.Thus measuring living standards by
per capita total household expenditure almost certainly overstates the number of large households that are
poor and understates the number of small households
that are poor. In some countries-most notably the
United States-there is a different (official) poverty
line for each type of household; these lines embody
both economies of scale and the different needs of
adults and children.
There is a long history of economics studies that
have attempted to use consumption data to derive the
cost of living for families of different types by inferring
equivalence scales acrossage groups and estimating the
extent of economies of scale. If such calculations were
feasible and credible, they would have a key advantage
over dividing resources by the number of people in
the household because they would take into account
country-specific and local differences in the costs
faced by different types of families. For example, it is
often argued that children are relatively more expensive in rich countries than in poor agricultural societies. Unfortunately, all procedures for estimating
equivalence scales are controversial, and many economists would argue that the task is misguided or even
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impossible. (See chapter 4 of Deaton

1997 for a dis-

Using data from an expenditure

module to con-

cussion of both sides of the argument.)

tribute to a measure of credit use may not be such a

Nevertheless, consumption data have a more limited but less controversial role to play in helping ana-

daunting prospect. Supplier credit constitutes a large
share of households' total use of credit. A convenient

lysts check the implications
of various models.
Although all methods for measuring economies of
scale or estimating equivalence scales must contain

way of eliciting information about supplier credit is to
add questions in the consumption module about purchases on credit (see Chapter 21).

untestable identifying assumptions, most have stronger
implications that can be tested using the data. The

Do LSMSSurveysCollectAccurateConsumptionData?

results can reveal a great deal about the plausibility of

In most developing countries there are no independent

the models. For example, Deaton

estimates

and Paxson 1998

of poverty

and inequality

against which

used a number of LSMS data sets to show that the
relationship between food expenditures and house-

LSMS data can be checked. However, it is possible to
compare estimates of per capita consumption from the

hold size contradicts most of the obvious notions
about how economies of scale might operate.

surveys with similar estimates from the National
Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). Although the

Without consumption data it is impossible to
make any progress on the extremely important policv

main purpose of the LSMS is not to measure means, if
the LSMS data are enormously different from NIPA

issue of how to factor differences in household size or
structure into the assessment of household welfare.
Until some agreed basis is established to correct for

estimates, pubhc confidence in the survey is likely to
erode-particularly
public confidence in the survey's
estimates of consumption. While it is important to

cost of living differences faced by households of different size and composition, there is no way to address
such issues as the relationship between poverty and
fertility or whether children are more likely to be poor
than adults or the elderly.

make these comparisons, it should not automatically be
assumed that the NIPA estimates are correct and that
discrepancies are wholly due to errors in the survey
data.The quality of NIPA accounts varies widely across
the world and, while some items of consumption are
well estimated (for example, when consumption is

CREDIT AND SAVING.

A traditional use of expenditure
data in analysis is to combine these data with income
data to derive estimates of saving at the household
level. The role that saving plays in economic development has alxvays been an important intellectual issue,
and both public and private saving are rarely absent
from the policy debate. Unfortunately, the generallv
poor quality of data on savings collected through
household surveys has limited their contribution to
this debate, except perhaps in countries like Taiwan,
where household
saving rates are very high.
Microeconomic
income data have typically been
poorly measured, and even if consumption measures
tend to be more accurate, the estimate of saving is the
relatively small difference between two large and inaccurately measured numbers, and as such, may be most-

from imports and there is good recordkeeping at the
border), the data on other items are often no more than
educated guesses (Srinivasan 1994). Even when this is
not the case, there are frequently important differences
in the definition of consumption between the NIPA
and the household survey. If these definitional differences are not corrected for, the comparisons may not
be valid. (For evidence from the United States see,
among others, Gieseman 1987 and Branch 1994.)
Table 5.1 presents a number of LSMS survey estimates alongside their NIPA equivalents. (As far as the
authors of this chapter are aware, LSMS survey data
were not used to construct any of these national
accounts.) This comparison should not be taken too
seriously, for two reasons. First, no detailed investigation of NIPA practices for the countries in the table

ly measurement error. It is not clear that having such
measures of saving is worth the effort of obtaining

has been undertaken, so there is no rigorous information about the accuracy of their estimates. Second, the

them.To the extent that it is the owners of small-scale,
household-based activities who are doing the saving, it
is even more difficult to measure saving because data

survey numbers were taken from the various survey
reports rather than from the original microeconomic
data (which would have been prohibitively expensive).

on income from these activities are extremely hard to
measure accurately.

As a result, there may be some incomparabilities
their calculation.
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Table 5.1 LSMS and NIPA Estimates of Average Per Capita Consumption, Selected Surveys
LSMSannual
meanper capita
expenditure
50,436

NIPA annual
per capita
consumption
90,021

Ratio of
LSMS/NIPA
0.56

184,935
i94,554

1.29
1.i5

Sources
Authors'calculationsfrom data on
LSMSWeb-site;staffestimates
Grootaert 1993,p.30;1IMF1995
Grootaert i993, p. 30;IMP 1995
1993,p.30;1IMF1995
Grootaert
.....................

Country
Bulgaria

Dates
5/95-7/97

Currency
levas

Coted'lvoire
Cote divoire

2185-1186
2/86-ii8i

CFAfrancs
CFAfrancs

dIvoire
C6te
................................
Ecuador

190,032
216.965
CFAfrancs
3/87-2188
................
....................... 1.14
................................
.......................
........ .............................
0.91
190,203
173,072
CFAfrancs
5/88-4/89
0.91
2;230,392
2,032,560
suc;es
6/94-9/94

Ghana

9/87-8/88

cedi

56,645

45,568

1.24

GlewweandTwum-Baah1991,
p. 17;IMF 1995

Guyana
Jamaica
Jamaica

1/93-11/93
8/88-9/88
11/89-3/90

Guyanandollars
dollars
Jamacian
dollars
Jamacian

91,602

53,750
5,210
6,568

1.70
0.90
0.96

Jamaica

11/90-4/91

dollars
Jamacian

7,616

7,869

0.97

World BankI 994a,p.]:; Baker1996
28
World Bank1996,p.
28
World Bank1996,p.
World Bank1996,p.28

Jamaica

11/91-2/92

dollars
Jamacian

10,384

11,092

0.94

Jamaica

8/92-3/93

jamaciandollars

16,998

17,718

0.96

23,684
35,819

0.99
0.91

907
6,384

2.50
1.08

Coted'lvoire

237,853
223,905

4,700
6,304

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

23,408
dollars
Jamacian
11/93-3/94
Jamaica
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
32,712
dollars
Jamacian
i 1/94-1/95
Jamaica
2,273
som
10/93-11/93
Kyrgyz
6,870
dirham
10/90-11/91I
Morocco
........

............................................................................................................................................................

Nicaragua

2/93-6/93

cordobas

4,079

2,312

1.76

Pakistan

1/91I12/91

rupees

6,835

6,037

1.13

Peru
... ...

...

.......................................................
..

...

...

7/85-7/86
.. . . .

................

.........

intis
. . . .

.........................
. . ..

. . . . . .

. ..

....................

................................

4,616

. . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . ..

0.73
. . . . .

Peru

10/9i- 11/91

new soles

750

1,178

0.64

Peru

7/94-8/94

new soles

2,190

3,539

0.62

lei

Romania

4/93-12194

ussia
.......................
Tanzania
Venezuela

rubles
iO/93.2/94
.......................................................
...........
schillings
9/92-11/93
bolivares
1/92-12/92

1,126,558
1,071,312
..........................
129,708
69,684

1,348,055
497,512
.....................
37,718
142,104

World Bank1996,p. 28
28
World Bank1996,p.

j......................

6,359

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..

Grootaert 1993,p.30;1MF1995
Lanjouwand Lanjouw1996,table
3; IMF 1996

0.84

. . ..

.

World Bank1996,p. 28
World Bank 1996,p. 28
World Bank 1995a,p.60
World BankI1994b,volume11,
annex I, table 2
World Bank 1995b,volume 11,
p.46; IMF 1996
Lanjouwand Lanjouw1996,
table 4; IMF 1995
-...........................
Glewwe 1987,p.9:;IMP1995
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Webb and Baca1993,p.266;
IMF 1995
from data on
Authors'calculations
LSMSwebsite,1996;IMF1996
World Bankl1987,annexl, table4;
NationalCommissionfor Statistics

Poiey 1996;IMF 1996
2.15
6.......
......
..... ..........................................
World Bank 1995c,p.30
3.44
1995
Scott 1994,p.1I5;1IMP
0.49

.

....

Note:Adjustmentswere madefor inflationasfollows.Ifthe countryhad lessthan I5 percent inflation,andthe surveyperiod coveredthe whole year no adjustment
was made,If the country had lessthan 15 percentinflationand the surveyperiod coveredonlypart of the year the surveyfigureswere adjustedto correspondto
midyearprices.If the country hadgreaterthan 15 percent inflation,the monthlyconsumerprice index was usedto adjustthe NIPAnumbersto the month for which
the surveysdata arepriced.
Author'ssummary
Source:

The table shows average per capita consumption
for 26 LSMS surveys. The ratio of the LSMS to the
NIPA estimate has a median of .96. Though these
summary measures indicate an impressive consistency between the survey and NIPA estimates, there are
large discrepancies for some countries and years.
Nevertheless, the survey estimates provide no evidence that expenditures are generally understateddefying the common belief among survey experts
(backed up by substantial literature) that the understatement of expenditures is the major problem with

consumer expenditure surveys in industrialized
countries.
Looking at some of the cases with large discrepancies between the household survey data and the
NIPA estimates illustrates the difficulties involved in
making comparisons between these surveys. Several of
the countries surveyed were undergoing major economic changes at the time. For example, the som had
been introduced as a national currency just five
months before the Kyrgyz survey was carried out in
October 1993. While the ruble had lost its status as
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legal tender in the Kyrgyz Republic, it was still used in

Venezuelan survey, and, as a result, consumption

neighboring countries, with which it
had substantial formal and informal trading relation-

probably underestimated

was

ships. In this rather chaotic situation, inflation rose to
772 percent per year, and the dollar became a de facto

(see the next section). Why
surveys' consumption estimates were
substantially lower than those of NIPA is a puzzle,
although it may have been that the recall periods used

most reliable store of value and
unit of account-the
sometimes the unit of transaction for large purchases

were too long given prevailing rates of inflation. Yet
the sample for the 1991 LSMS survey in Peru omitted

or purchases of imports. The planners of the Kyrgyz
survey had been perplexed about whether to use the
som, the ruble, or the dollar as the survey's unit of
account and about what would constitute reasonable
recall periods, especially for nonfood items.

some sizable rural areas, which means that the survey
estimate should have been higher, not lower, than the
NIPA estimate.

the Republic's

The same changes that complicated surveying also
complicated
national accounting
in the Kyrgyz
Republic.The national statistical office had just begun
to calculate the international NIPA numbers rather

the Peruvian

The Data Requirements of a Consumption
Survey and How to MeetThem
This section discusses the data needed to obtain a
consumption-based mneasure of livinlg standards as well

than the Gross Social Product numbers that used to be
calculated in the Soviet Union. With such complica-

as to analyze the other policy and research issues outlined in Part 1.To the extent that this section focuses

tions in the measurement of both numbers, it is not
surprising, nor even particularly alarming, that the survey data are not very close to the NIPA calculations
for the Kyrgyz Republic. Similar (though somewhat
for
less dramatic) issues plague the comparisons
Russia, Romania, and Bulgaria, also contributing to
very high discrepancies between LSMS and NIPA

measureon the main purpose of this chapter-the
disment of a single aggregate for consumption-the
cussion is driven less by what to measure than by how
to measure it. In this respect, this chapter differs from
many of the other chapters in the book. This section
discusses conceptual issues, the measurement of prices,
and the design issues that have loomed large in analyses of LSMS data and in the previous literature.
Thereafter, the section presents the current best practice on each of the issues, based in part on the con-

estimates.
An anecdote about Guyana further illustrates the
problems of comparing household survey data with
NIPA estimates. When the first tabulations were
becoming available from the survey, they yielded a
mean per capita expenditure about twice the amount
estimated in the official NIPA figures. This caused
some consternation among the team working on the
survey analysis. However, within hours, they discovered that an effort was concurrently being made to
adjust the NIPA for various flaws and biases. The new
estimate for NIPA xvas within $30 per capita of the
survey data (van der Gaag 1994).
The teams working on the surveys in both
Tanzania and Nicaragua also noticed that the estimates
of consumption from their surveys were much higher
than the estimates in the national accounts. However,
they were not disturbed by this, because national
accounts in those countries had a reputation for being
inaccurate (Tsoflias 1996; Scott 1997).
As can be seen in Table 5.1, LSMS estimates for
Venezuela were lower than NIPA estimates. In this
case, it appears to be the survey that was wrong.A very
short list of consumption items was used in the
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sumption literature but also on LSMS experiencesurveys that were
and results from experimental
specifically conducted to study points discussed here.
This task has been a difficult one, and there are
several important issues on which thcre is little to
report. Even for consumer expenditure surveys in
industrialized countries, which have been extensively
documented and which have featured a good deal of
experimentation, the literature has not produced a satisfactory synthesis between theory and practice. The
literature is difficult to find and is scattered across various disciplines, including economics, marketing, psychology, sociology, and statistics. Much of it is contained in poorly catalogued government reports and
conference proceedings, rather than in academic journals. Even so, there has been a good deal of recent
progress in understanding how to measure consumption, particularly from interactions between survey
statisticians and cognitive psychologists.There are now
several topics, reasonably well understood by analysts,
in which conclusions can be extrapolated from previ-
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with some confidence (see Sudman
and others 1996 and the 1991 volume edited by
Biemer and others). The discussion presented here will
ous experience

draw on this work.
Even so, it should be kept in mind that there are
many design issues where there is evidence of problems but little understanding of their causes nor solid
recommendations for solutions. As Sudman and others
(1996) point out, "The theoretical basis of interviewing is still less rigorously developed than the theoretical basis of sampling."Thus the wording and design of
questionnaires has largely remained an art governed by
in-house tradition and personal experience. In his useful discussion of the sources of measurement error in
expenditure surveys, Neter (1970) gives the following
typology of (nonsampling) errors that remains relevant
today (with applicability that goes well beyond consumption data):
d Recall errors associated with the fading of people's
memories.
* The "telescoping" of reported events by incorrect
dating.
* Reporting errors associated with respondents being
overwhelmed either by the length of the survey or
by the number of items covered.
other words, misreporting
* "Prestige" errors-in
due to various social pressures.
* Conditioning effects from being in the survey.
effects, in which the respondent's
* Respondent
identity affects the answers he or she gives.
* Interviewer effects.
* Effects associated with the design of the instrument.
Another nonsampling error that could be added to
Neter's list is biases in the data due to nonresponses or
to the use of an inadequate sampling frame. All of
these issues have been extensively discussed in the subsequent literature, but only for the first two-fading
the causes and treatmemory and telescoping-are
ments reasonably well understood 30 years later.
The literature on expenditure surveys in developis even thinner.While findings from rich
countries
ing
countries often carry over to poor countries, there is
always reason to be cautious. For example, response
always
rates in LSMS surveys are very high-nearly
higher than 80 percent, and often closer to 100 percent. This is higher than response rates for surveys in
many developed countries; response rates are 85 percent for the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey, about
70 percent for the British Family Expenditure Survey,

and typically lower for surveys in much of western
Europe. As a result, if the difficulty of surveying
wealthy households is one factor that causes average
in industrialized
to be understated
consumption
countries, there is likely to be less underestimation
from surveys in poor countries. While the high
response rates are good in themselves, those who
choose to respond will not necessarily be attentive and
cooperative, say, in terms of tolerating long questionnaires or taking enough time to try to remember the
information they are asked to provide.
The LSMS program of surveys has contributed
little to the methodology of measuring consumption.
Systematic experiments have been conducted only
recently and are still largely not written up in places
of survey
easily available to the community
researchers. The emphasis on collecting data rather
than on furthering methodology may be inevitable
given that the countries and country departments
(within the World Bank) that fund the surveys are
more interested in increasing their understanding of
development policies than in increasing survey knowhow. Nonetheless, it is lamentable that the LSMS program has not done more in this area and desirable that
it should do more. Good survey practice should
include the continual evaluation of methods, just as
good social policymaking includes evaluation of the
impact of government programs. The LSMS program
has been remiss by not more strongly supporting
investigations into survey methodology.
Even while maintaining its principal focus on data
production, the LSMS could make useful contributions to survey methodology in four areas. First, it
would be helpful and not too costly for the LSMS surof their
vey teams to produce fuller documentation
including the different
pretests of questionnaires,
options that were tested, the process and lessons of the
field test, and the reasons for making the choices that
were made about the questionnaire. A great deal is
learned in this process and never made systematically
available to others.The record might include taping of
interviews and debriefing of respondents about the
interviews.
Second, by more rigorously collecting and disseminating metadata on the process of interviewing (as
described in Chapter 4), analysts will be able to systematically study survey methods, costs, and quality.
Third, more controlled experiments with alternative
as those that were set up or analyzed
modules-such
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as part of the background research for this chaptershould be done. These are particularly appropriate in
countries where the new survey will use a different
consumption module than has been used in past sur-

the estimates must be converted to real terms by
adjusting them by a price index to account for differences in prices among different regions or interview
dates. It is important to note that this accounting

veys. In such cases the experiments would not only
increase knowledge about measurement of consumption but would also allow the host country to make

should be done after the data are collected because it
is neither necessary nor advisable for the respondent to
understand the economic concept of consumption (or
of income). The questionnaire should be designed
around items familiar to the respondent-typically,

adjustments in comparisons between its older surveys
and the new one, so that the differences in results due
to method could be identified.
Fourth, although the consumption modules used
in most surveys are increasingly standard, there is
much to be learned from talking through design issues
in "cognitive laboratories" in survey organizations (see
Sudman and others 1996). In these sessions, potential
respondents are brought into a laboratory, asked sample questions, and then de-briefed on how they interpreted the questions and how they went about
answering them. The results of these sessions are then
used to modify the questions in the module as necessary. Sudman, Bradburn, and Schwarz (1996) wrote,
"In questionnaire design, we strongly recommend the
use of think-aloud interviews for determining what
respondents think the questions mean and how they
retrieve information to form a judgment."

What ConsumptionData are Needed?
The measure of living standards that analysts wish to
construct is a real value of total household consumption on a per capita or per equivalent basis. Thus they
need to have available information on three things:
consumption,
household
size (including-for
the
equivalence scales-the
age and sex of household
members), and prices. Data on household size (and age
and sex of household members) can be gathered in the
household roster (see Chapter 6); consumption and
prices are discussed here.
A measure of total household consumption is
built up from several components. First it is necessary
to add up all reported expenditures on individual
goods and services or groups of goods and services (for
a fuller discussion see Deaton and Zaidi 1999).Then a
value for consumption that does not go through the
market-in
other words, consumption out of home
production
or in-kind received from employersmust be added in. In countries where households hold
significant stocks of goods, particularly
expensive
durable goods, it is necessary to correct for the difference between consumption and expenditures. Then
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cash flows or flows of goods-while
gathering enough
information to allow total consumption to be calculated. However, consumption questionnaires often collect additional data on cash flows that are not part of
the economist's definition of consumption but that are
of interest in themselves and that the respondent sees
as outlays of cash similar to purchases of goods. Such
cash flows include taxes, contributions
to savings
accounts, or loan repayments.
To measure welfare accurately, the consumption
concept must be comprehensive. All goods and services that contribute to people's standard of living need
to be included in the measure, which can be thought
of as a practical approximation to an indirect utility
function or money-metric
measure of welfare. While
it is often tempting-and
economical-to
collect data
on only a subset of consumption (or sometimes even
a single good or group of goods, such as housing or
food), the relationship between the part and the whole
can vary a great deal from one household to another
and from one place or time to another, so that rankings or living standards obtained using the shortcut
measure may not be universally valid.A good example
comes from the spatial differences in relative prices
that cause people to substitute cheaper goods for relatively more expensive goods. Poor urban dwellers
must often live in poor housing in order to have access
to income-earning
opportunities in the city, but the
standard of their housing will understate their overall
standard of living.
As will be seen in the following sections of this
chapter, there is not a clearly "right" or "wrong" way
to resolve many issues about how to measure consumption. Rather, there is a range of good practice
techniques and not enough empirical evidence about
which is best. However, it is true that the estimates of
consumption
are sensitive-sometimes
markedly,
sometimes only slightly-to
which method is used to
formulate the estimate. In addition, survey designers
will often wish to ensure that the new survey data are
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comparable with previous survey data in that country,
which is a powerful argument in favor of whatever
method was used in all (or most) of those previous
surveys. However, this may sometimes conflict not
only with the interests of accuracy and best practice
but also with standards that would allow the survey
data to be compared with equivalent data from other
countries. Comparability over time within a country is
useful for monitoring poverty, which often takes
precedence over other considerations. In addition,
international agencies and researchers value international comparability, and because they often provide
the funds or technical assistance for surveys in developing countries, this consideration is frequently influential. Even so, the past survey practices in a given
country may be far from sensible or standard; when
this is the case, it may be better for a new survey to be
the first in a new series of consistent and potentially
comparable surveys than for it to replicate a flawed
method of measuring consumption. At the very least,
experiments should be conducted to test whether the
previous surveys actually collected the data they purported to collect. Comparability of nonsense is no
great virtue.
For measuring welfare, consumption is ultimately
a more useful measure than expenditures (purchases).
For most perishable goods it is safe to assume that a
person's or household's consumption is closely tied to
their purchases. A kilo of tortillas or a bunch of
bananas must be consumed soon after they are purchased; for such goods, expenditure and consumption
will approximate each other over a short period. Even
for less perishable commodities, some averaging across
goods may occur in a fairly short period of time. A
person may buy a pound of coffee one week and consume it over a month, but the next week he or she
may purchase a pound of sugar that will also last for a
while, the next week he or she may purchase a bag of
flour, and so on.
In the case of major durable goods, expenditures
and consumption are not closely related in the short
run and household expenditures on durable goods will
be a poor guide to the consumption of durable goods.
(In some cases, where grains can be stored for substantial periods of time, the same may be true for
goods that are not conventionally classifiedas durable.
Rice or dried pasta may be stored for a long period of
time, so their consumption and the expenditures made
to purchase them may deviate considerably.) For major

durable goods (and in some cases for stocks of grain or
fuel), consumption should be linked to stocks rather
than purchases; thus the submodule that deals with
durable goods needs to compile a list of the household's durable goods. Some sort of consumption flow
needs to be imputed from this list.To impute the consumption flow sensibly, analysts need to know both
the age of the good and its original (and perhaps current) value. In the case of housing that has no adequate
rental market, analysts need to know any characteristics of this good that can be used to impute its rental
value. Of course, such imputation is at best a hazardous
undertaking in countries where there are few rental
units to judge by, and the quality of the resulting data
may not be worth the effort to collect them. Great
care must also be taken to avoid erroneous interpretations of the results in cases where such imputations
have an important effect on the total consumption
measure or on the welfare rankings of households. If
there is no rental market and possibly only a limited
housing market, an imputed rental value may overstate
the value of the housing to its inhabitants. Particularly
in an emergency, it may be hard if not impossible for
them to turn this imputed value into urgently needed
cash. It is unwise to let policy decisions rest on often
arbitrary and contentious imputations.
The policy issues discussed in the first section can
mostly be analyzed with data that are the byproduct of
the need to construct an estimate of total household
expenditure. There are, however, some exceptions
where more data will need to be collected to allow
analysis of a particular issue.
First, the decision about the level of disaggregation at which to collect the data must be guided by the
needs of analysts to have data on specific items of
expenditure. For example, an analyst might wish to
have data on goods of particular nutritional significance, such as rice or milk. Likewise, when different
goods are taxed or subsidized at different rates and
analysts want to use the survey data to investigate tax
reform, the different goods must be distinguishable
from each other. If flour is subsidized in the country
where the survey is to be fielded, then it would be a
good idea to include a separate question on the consumption of flour rather than including it in a broader question about "staples" or "flour, rice, and cornmeal." Where analysts are concerned with the
relationship between consumption and the environment, it is necessary to distinguish consumption items
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that were gathered or hunted from consumption items
that were grown at home or bought in the market.
Second, analysts may wish to collect data that are
disaggregated so as to yield information about intrahousehold allocations, even if such disaggregation is
not required to estimate the total of all expenditures.
Items that are exclusively consumed by different
groups are an obvious example; for example, rather
than having a single item for clothing, data on men's
and women's clothing and footwear can be collected
separately from data on children's clothing. For at least
some goods it is also possible to include questions
about who consumed what. Tobacco and alcohol are
consumed individually, not jointly, and it is probably
possible to obtain reasonable
estimates
of the
individual-level consumption of these products. Other
examples of goods that are consumed individually are
tickets for entertainment and transportation. One difficulty is that these may be the items for which the
best-informed
overall respondent for the household
gives the least accurate answers. For example, the
homemaker may know a lot about the household's
food consumption but relatively little about individual
members' expenditures on alcohol, tobacco, or entertainment.This problem can be dealt with by conducting individual interviews on consumption of some
goods-a
feasible but costly solution.
Third, some of the research topics, such as the calculation of calorie availability or the estimation of
price elasticities, ideally require data on quantities of
individual items at the household level, whereas the
welfare measure makes do with expenditures, deflating
when necessary by a price index. The issue of quantities will be addressed in the next subsection.
CollectingPrice Data
The conversion of money values to real expenditures
requires the construction of a price index; to construct
a price index, price information must be available.This
price information must not only capture temporal
variations in prices but also accurately represent the
price level faced by each of the households in the survey sample.While adequate price indices may already
be available in some countries, such cases are few and
far between because many price surveys exclude rural
areas. Urban prices are only useful for nationwide
analysis when spatial price variation is limited-for
example, where there is a good transportation network
and markets are well integrated (although even in this
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case there may be marked regional variation in housing costs).
When there is no other adequate price information, data must be collected in the household survey.
This may be done at the household or community
level. At the household level, the survey may be
designed to ask each household how much was paid
for each unit of an item purchased, the quantity of the
good purchased, and total household expenditures on
the good.When households report physical quantities
(such as kilos, sacks, or numbers), it is possible to divide
their reported expenditure by the reported quantity to
yield a price
or more precisely a unit value-for
each good; these values can be weighted together to
create household-specific price indexes.
In most previous LSMS surveys, designers opted
to collect price and quantity data from local markets
in a community-level
questionnaire, with few LSMS
surveys collecting such information from households.
However, many other surveys around the world collect quantity information from households-including
the Indian National Sample Survey, the Pakistan
Household Income and Expenditure Surveys, and the
Indonesian National Socio-Economic Survey (SUSENAS).While the LSMS survey in Vietnam did collect
price data from local markets, it also collected quantity data at the household level. This was also the case
for LSMS surveys in Brazil, Ecuador, the Krygyz
Republic, Nicaragua, and Russia. The LSMS surveys in
Pakistan, Bulgaria, and Ecuador included questions
about expenditures per unit. Apart from the Pakistan
survey, where the unit cost data had serious problems
(probably for local reasons, almost certainly from inadequate interviewer training), so far there has been no
systematic evaluation of household-level
price and
quantity data collection.
There are several advantages to collecting price
data by asking household respondents about their
expenditures and the quantities of their purchases.This
procedure yields measures of physical quantities that
are useful in their own right for such purposes as computing calorie availability or estimating the elasticity of
quantities relative to changes in taxes or subsidies. It
also yields the raw material for a price index for each
household without requiring the formulation
of
assumptions about where the household buys its
goods. A price index constructed in this way, however, covers only those goods-typically but not exclusively foods-for
which quantity data can be well
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defined in the questionnaire. Such price indexes are
automatically tailored to the consumption patterns of
the households in the survey, so there is no discrepancy between the price data and the goods that people
buy. Having price data for individual goods at the
household level is also useful for analyzing demand
patterns and policy issues-such as price reform-that
depend on the results of demand analysis. One of the
authors of this chapter has satisfactorily matched
household data on unit costs from the Indian National
Sample Survey to the prices that the Government of
India regularly collects from local markets around the
country, at least in cases where the local markets are
located near the survey households. Not only do these
data match across districts, but the unit values from the
survey reflect the appropriate seasonal patterns of agricultural prices (see Deaton 1997, chapter 5).
There are also disadvantages to collecting price
data this way. Unit values are not prices, and they vary
even among households that purchase from the same
sources, because better-off households typically buy
higher qualities even of fairly homogeneous commodities like rice or sorghum, and certainly so for heterogenous categories such as meat. One way this problem can be dealt with is by averaging the unit values
over all the households in a primary sampling unit; the
Indian evidence quoted above suggests that averaged
unit values are not likely to be misleading as indicators
of price. A more serious problem is that, with a few
exceptions such as fuels and tobacco, it is not easy to
define physical units for goods other than foods.
Gathering data on the price of food may be enough in
some cases-particularly in very poor economies
where food consists of two-thirds or three-quarters of
the budget of most households-but this is clearly not
true in general. In many past LSMS surveys, even the
definition of physical units of some food items was
unclear or subject to error. For example, the respondents may not have understood whether to report the
price they paid per egg or the price they paid for a
dozen eggs. Moreover, goods are often sold locally in
amounts or units that are often not very precise and
thus can be hard to interpret at the analytical stage; a
"bunch of vegetables" is much less clearly defined than
a kilogram of rice.
LSMS surveys have had less difficulty in defining
useful units for consumption than for production,
where respondents often cannot provide any precise
quantities (saying,for example, "I sold three sheets of

this and five baskets of that"). Since most of these difficulties were experienced in Africa and since successful experiences cited regarding quantities are largely
Asian (though they also include Latin American countries and countries of the former Soviet Union), there
may be a "continent effect" here, perhaps reflecting the
degree to which the economy is monetized or to
which nonstandard prices or units prevail.
The alternative to collecting prices from households is to collect prices at the community level at village and local markets in the primary sampling unit.
This option is cheaper because prices are collected
only for each primary sampling unit and not for each
household. This option also has the advantage that, in
principle, the prices in the market are the prices that
consumers actually face. The fact that observed prices
are the same for everyone in the primary sampling
unit is thus an advantage, not a disadvantage. Most
countries have some sort of regular method for collecting data on consumer prices and aggregating them
into a price index, at least in urban areas; survey
designers may be able to make use of or at least adapt
these well-established procedures.
However, there are also a number of difficulties
with collecting price data at the community level.
One problem is that in some circumstances it is difficult for a survey team to replicate the sort of transactions that locals engage in; haggling is often an important factor in defining the prices actually paid by local
consumers, which may mean that the prices vendors
quote to survey enumerators are different from those
paid by long-standing or regular customers.
A second problem is that the price questionnaire
can only collect prices on items that are available in
the local markets-which may exclude many nonfood
items as well as those food items only consumed seasonally, or consumed regionally rather than nationwide. To solve this problem as well as the problem of
defining a suitable unit, price collection in the survey
may be biased toward manufactured or processed
items that can easily be defined, such as a can of
standard-brand tomato paste, a two-gallon plastic
bucket, or a two-pound packet of sugar from the
national refinery. Geographic problems remain. In
countries where consumption patterns differ radically
across regions (for example, between northern and
southern areas of India), there may be conceptual difficulties that are as serious as the difficulties involved
in comparing prices across countries.
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A third problem is that in some (but not all) countries, it can be hard to know what is meant by a "local
market." The image of a primary sampling unit as an

questionnaire with the average of households in the
primary sampling unit. In Vietnam the correlations
between the reported unit values from market pur-

isolated rural village with a single market is an appealing one, but it is not accurate in all parts of the world.
In urban areas, people may buy goods far away from
where they live. (The obvious solution to this problem

chases and the directly observed market price vary
from 0.77 (for noodles) and 0.76 (for pork) to -0.07
(for cassava) and -0.34 (for mangoes). For the 16 foods

would be to use the urban price indices that are often
available and that are sometimes of acceptable quality.)
Even in rural areas primary sampling units are defined
by statistical and often ultimately administrative criteria that may not accurately represent actual villages or
village markets. So there is no guarantee that the prices
in any given local market are the prices actually faced
by households in the survey. This problem can be
exacerbated when there are several different types of
outlet in a given community-such
as markets, corner
stores, supermarkets, and subsidized government ration
shops-all with different prices and clienteles.
Fourth, in at least a few past LSMS surveys, the
procedures for entering data from the community
questionnaire
into the computer
were not well
enough established, and the data from many questionnaires or (in extreme cases) the whole community survey were lost to analysts.The recommendations in the
new LSMS implementation
manual by Grosh and
Munioz (1996) should overcome some of the problems, but community questionnaires will continue to
be more novel to most survey agencies than household
questionnaires, and therefore may be managed less
well.
In the LSMS surveys for Pakistan (1991) and
Vietnam (1992-93), price data were collected at both
the household level (on expenditures and quantities in
Vietnam and on quantities and unit values in Pakistan)
and the community level, and the results for various
goods were compared. The comparison is clouded by
the fact that, for the reasons given above, the two data
collection procedures measured different things, so
that it is unclear exactly how close the unit values
from the household questionnaires could be expected
to be to the market prices from the community questionnaires. For both countries the two sets of estimates
are similar at a sufficiently high level of aggregation;
for example, there is little difference between the unit
values and prices at the all-province level in Pakistan.
However, the unit values and prices in both countries'
data sets differ markedly at the primary sampling unit
level when one compares the estimate from the price
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in the comparison,

cassava and mangoes are the only
two negative correlations, and the median correlation
is 0.34.The correlations are similar, if somewhat lower,
for Pakistan-perhaps
reflecting the problems with the
unit value data.
Since any household survey requires some estimate of price variations, and since households cannot
usually provide price (or unit value) data for most
nonfoods or even for some foods, the survey always
has to include a price (community) questionnaire of
some kind. If the household questionnaire does not
collect data on quantities, meaning that it will yield no
unit values, the community questionnaire must gather
data on the prices of food as well as nonfood items.
When, as for many foods, both approaches are available, it is unclear from these two examples or from the
literature whether the community
or household
method is preferable for any given survey. Of course,
duplicating the collection of some data is an insurance
policy; in at least one LSMS survey respondents were
mistakenly given the option of reporting either quantities or expenditures, so that without the community
questionnaire it would have been difficult to construct
the essential consumption expenditure aggregate for
each household.
It is useful for analysts to have data on quantities
for reasons that go beyond the construction of price
indices. Thus most surveys with objectives similar to
those of an LSMS survey will want to collect data on
quantities if it is feasible and economical to do so. If
previous surveys in a country have yielded good data
on quantities, or if it proves possible to gather data on
quantities in an exploratory field test, questions about
quantities should be included in the consumption
module of the household questionnaires-at
least for
quantities of food.
Levelof Disaggregation
The number of items about which data are collected
is one of the central issues in designing the questionnaire for a consumption module. On the one hand,
longer consumption modules are more costly and
crowd information out of other modules of the ques-
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tionnaire. On the other hand, asking about more spe-

groups, along with a single question about their total

cific items in detail is generally assumed to yield fuller
reporting and greater accuracy than would asking

expenditure during the previous month. The consumption totals from the questionnaire with the broad

about shorter, more general lists of items. There have,

commodity

however, been suggestions that a survey can try to
gather data in too much detail. Respondents may
become bored or despondent. Or, believing that they

groups were only slightly lower than the
totals from the detailed questionnaire, while the
single-question method gave consumption estimates
that were 25 to 30 percent lower than the estimates

are being uncooperative or showing themselves to be
inadequate consumers if they have nothing to report

from the full NSS list-although
ed (0.98).

in response to a long list of questions, respondents may
invent purchases to be "helpful" or to enhance their

There is also some different evidence from the
United States Consumer Expenditure
Survey, in

prestige. However, there has been a validation using
crop and trade data of food estimates from the Indian
National Sample Survey which uses a very long list of

which certain households are asked to keep detailed
product diaries of their purchases of food, while others (who are in the interview section of the survey for

items (Minhas 1988; Minhas and Kansal 1989), and,
although there is some slight evidence of overestima-

which food is not the main focus) are asked to report
their total expenditures on food at home and away

tion for cereals (about 3 percent), this seems well with-

from home for each of the previous three months.

in reasonable bounds.
Traditional expenditure
surveys in developing
countries (for example, the National Sample Survey in
India) use very long lists of consumption items, naming
each food with great specificity. Lists of 200-300 items

According to Gieseman (1987), the amount that
respondents said they spent on food at home was larger in the interview part of the survey than in the diary
part of the survey-and
also closer to the NIPA estimate. For the estimates of the amount spent on food

are not unknown, and the Brazilian budget survey uses
a list of 1300 items. LSMS surveys, however, have been

away from home, the diary appears to be quite close to
NIPA's estimate, whereas this expenditure was sub-

less detailed; the 33 foods and 20 nonfood items listed
in the Pakistan survey in 1991 and the 45 foods and 46
nonfood items listed in the 1993-94Vietnam survey are
typical. As has already been discussed, some disaggregation is necessary to obtain information on certain specific items of interest; however, the precise level of dis-

stantially underestimated in the interview part of the
survey.
Even more positive results were reported by a
World Bank (1993) test survey in Indonesia. Both a
short and a long questionnaire were administered to
8,000 households. In the short questionnaire the num-

aggregation that survey designers choose for any given
survey will depend on their views about the tradeoff
between costs and accuracy
There is a good deal of debate about whether
short (or at least shorter than standard) consumption
questionnaires can save time and money and still deliver accurate estimates of total consumption. The issue
does not seem to have been settled in the literature.
One set of results suggests that short lists of items will
yield reasonably accurate data. A study by Reagan
(1954) of farm operators in the United States found
that total consumption was only modestly lowerabout 10 percent overall-for
a condensed list of 15
items than for a list of over 200 items. For developing
countries, Bhattacharya (1963) reported on a small-

ber of food items was reduced from 218 (in the long
questionnaire) to 15 and the number of nonfood items
was reduced from 102 (in the long questionnaire) to 8.
While total measured food expenditures differed little
between the questionnaires in terms of means and distribution, the long questionnaire showed about 15
percent more nonfood expenditure.
These results have not been replicated elsewhere.
A similar experiment in El Salvador which reduced
food items from 72 to 18 and nonfood items from 25
to 6 resulted in ratios (long-to-short) of 1.27 for food
and 1.40 overall Jolliffe and Scott 1995). A 1994
experiment in Jamaica, comparing modules with a
total of 119 items to modules with a total of 37 items,
produced a long-to-short ratio of 1.26 for both food

scale experiment on 44 households in two villages in
West Bengal that were presented with the usual

and nonfood items (Statistical Institute and Planning
Institute of Jamaica 1996, appendix 3). In Ecuador in
1993 two versions of the submodule on food items
were piloted, one with 122 food items and the other

detailed National Sample Survey questionnaire as well
as with a questionnaire covering broad commodity

still highly correlat-
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with 72.The ratio of total food expenditures

reported

accurately remember how much they spent in individ-

in the long module to those reported in the shorter
module was 1.67 (see Steele 1998). Shorter question-

ual stores than how much they spent on individual
goods or groups of goods. One experiment in Jamaica

naires sometimes

compared

dramatically

reduce

both

survey

botanical

aggregates

and "point-of-pur-

costs and times compared to the longer questionnaires;

chase" aggregates and found little difference between

in West Bengal survey time dropped from 180 minutes
to 90 and in Indonesia it fell from 80 minutes to 10.
Howvever, it seems that such savings are often gained at
the expense of accuracy.

the two sets of means and variances (Statistical Institute
and Planning Institute of Jamaica 1996, appendix 3).
There is also related evidence from the literature on
diaries; Sudman and Ferber (1971) tested diaries that
used itemization by purchase, groupings by product

There

are alternatives

to having either

a long

questionnaire or a short questionnaire. One alternative, which has never been used in an LSMS survey,
would be a hierarchical scheme in which respondents
are asked if they have purchased anything within a
broad class of goods, and they are only asked the
detailed questions about items in that class if they say
they have bought a good in that class. For example, if
a household responded that it had not bought any
dairy items, it would not be asked specific questions
about milk, yogurt, butter, and ice cream. Something
like this may already happen in practice when interviewers and respondents are faced with lists of several

type, and groupings by outlets, finding that respondents
were more likely to agree to cooperate with the survey
and maintained their diaries for longer if a product
diary was used.The relevance ofthis evidence to LSMS

hundred items that are inevitably grouped into broad
categories. This kind of approach has obvious advantages when interviewers use computers to administer
questionnaires to respondents, in which case the
detailed questions about each item would never come
up in the interview unless the respondent first indicated that they were relevant. The risk is that the categorical approach will cause consumption to be underestimated because respondents forget purchases that
they might remember if they went through the list in
detail. There is evidence from diary surveys in industrialized countries that preprinted diaries identifying
more categories of consumption cause respondents to
report more consumption, presumably due to this
prompting effect (Tucker 1992; Tucker and Bennett

disaggregation is required in order to obtain appropriate units.
In summary, it seems that using drastically shorter
questionnaires is likely to be risky and lead to the
under-estimation
of total consumption. Three hundred items are probably too many and 10 are probably
too few but it is difficult to be more precise. The draft
module presented in this chapter includes only the
approximately 70-100 items that have commonly
been used in past LSMS surveys, on the grounds that
many more items would increase costs noticeably and
that the comparisons to NIPA have not shown huge,
systematic biases. Using a much smaller number of
items would increase the risk of underestimating total
consumption and would certainly decrease analysts'
ability to calculate rough estimates of caloric content
(which are sometimes used to calculate the poverty

1988).
There are many different ways of turning a list of

interview surveys is a matter for conjecture.
Finally, there are implications for the degree of
aggregation if the survey is attempting to collect data
on physical quantities. Some foods, including many
cereals, can be grouped together, and a meaningful
total weight can be calculated. However, this is not the
case for such items as canned goods, vegetables, or
many processed goods; for these items considerable

several hundred items into a list of only a few dozen.
The traditional procedure, which might be referred to
as the "botanical" method, groups together cereals, as
well as pulses, root vegetables, or leafy greens. Since

line).

botanically similar foods often contain similar amounts
of calories per kilogram, this way of aggregating the list
of items ensures that analysts can calculate calorie
counts when necessary Other criteria can also be used
for aggregating these items, such as where the consumer typically buys the goods. Consumers may more

must be given a recall or reference period. The questionnaire may ask how much rice the household purchased during the previous week, two weeks, or
month, or it may ask about the household's expenditure on clothing during the previous two weeks,
month, or year. The recall period is sometimes tied to
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a particular event-most commonly the interviewer's
last visit. Another option is to have respondents report
how much they "usually spend" over a month or a
year.While it makes obvious sense to use longer reference periods for items that are rarely purchased and to
use shorter periods for high-frequency purchases, this
guideline leaves a great deal still to be decided.
The choice among recall
periods is one of the most important and difficult
design issues for the consumption module. It is also an
issue that cannot be dealt with in isolation because it
interacts with other elements of the module (such as
whether expenditures are collected by diary or by
interview) and with the survey's design more generally (in particular, whether the design permits multiple
visits at least a week apart).The ultimate objective is to
obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of the rate of
each household's total consumption expenditure over
the previous year. There are many different ways to
fulfill this aim.
One possibility is for the interviewer to make a
single visit to the household during which the respondent is asked to recall how much the household spent
during the previous 12 months, either in total or on a
list of items.This is likely to lead either to an underestimation of household expenditure (because it is difficult for people to remember their expenditure from so
long ago) or to educated guesses (in which respondents estimate their expenditure over the whole year
from their current rate of expenditure).
Another alternative is for the interviewer to visit
the household many times throughout the year and
ask the respondent for details of the household's
expenditures over shorter periods. However, if people's
memories of their expenditures fade quickly, many
visits may be required to ensure that accurate data are
collected on high-frequency purchases, and such visits
can be prohibitively costly. The diary method was
designed to minimize reliance on respondents' memories because the diaries are supposed to be filled out
at or near the time when the purchase is made.
However, diaries clearly pose special problems when a
substantial fraction of the population is illiterateproblems that will be discussed more fully below.
One of the special features of LSMS surveys is the
requirement that each survey provide an estimate of
annual expenditures at the household level. Most consumption surveys do not make this demand and are
RECALL PERIOD

CHOICE.

content with estimating aggregates or averages over
households, for example, for weights for a consumer
price index. If the only problem with reporting were
progressive forgetting (the fact that respondents' memories of their expenditures fade as the time since the
purchase grows longer) and if there were no other systematic biases (but there are, as will be discussed
below), averages could be obtained accurately with
short reporting periods. However, this is not adequate
for measuring welfare at the level of the individual
household. Longer recall periods are better than shorter ones for measuring the distribution of consumption
because averaging consumption over many days eliminates the randomness of some of the household's dayto-day purchases that have nothing to do with its standard of living. However, if people find it harder to
remember more distant events, longer recall periods
will miss more consumption, and lead to downward
bias. If short recall periods are used, and if people
report accurately, not everyone will purchase every
item every day or every week, because many goods
can be stored, because many goods that the household
consumes regularly do not have to be consumed every
day,and because some items of consumption have seasonal patterns. Provided that the survey's fieldwork is
spread throughout the year and provided that the
respondents' reports are accurate, short reference periods will yield unbiased estimates of the mean for the
population. Those households that do not purchase
anything during the reference period will be averaged
with those who happen to make purchases for several
periods, or those interviewed about their consumption
during a festival are averaged with those interviewed
about non-festival consumption. However, such data
(for periods when some households spend nothing
while others spend a lot) do not give an adequate picture of the annual consumption of individual households nor of the distribution of consumption across
households.
Using a shorter recall period in the consumption
module than the period over which living standards
are defined in analysis will inevitably cause error in the
measurement of living standards. Because adding variance always increases the apparent inequalityeffectively a mean-preserving increase in spreadmeasurement error exaggerates inequality and, if the
poverty line is below the mode of the distribution,
exaggerates estimates of poverty. In the extreme case,
using a single day as the recall period would, while
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effectively eliminating

bias in the mean, classifies as

first week.Thus

expenditures

reported seven days later

poor anyone who did not go shopping the previous
day. Since the LSMS surveys are at least as concerned

were 87 percent of what they were for a single day.
After two weeks reported expenditures were another

with the dispersion of households across the distribution as with means, single-visit consumption modules
with very short recall periods should be avoided-

five percentage points lower. Annual recall based on
explicitly normative questions ("How much do you
usually spend on xx?") gave a total 91 percent of that

except when purchases are known to be evenly spread

of one-day recall, while annual recall based on osten-

(say, as a result of rapid inflation that causes people to
make frequent, regular purchases). This is not to say
that short recall periods and multiple visits can never
work well. Several African expenditure surveys use a

sibly factual questions ("How much did you spend on
xx?") gave a total 113 percent of the one-day recall

daily recall period for seven daily visits. In Singapore
consumer expenditure surveys use this kind of design
in conjunction with diaries (see Silberstein and Scott

affects expenditure estimates is "telescoping," whereby
respondents include in their reports events that happened before the beginniing of the recall period. Asked

1991).
The difficulties that can arise with overly short

about expenditures during the previous year, respondents may include a car that they bought 13 months

recall periods are not confined to the estimation of
poverty and inequality. lf the recall periods for reporting consumption are shorter than the period over
which living standards are defined in the analysis, the
measurement error in each individual expenditure will
be transmitted into the total expenditure estimate,
which is the sum of all of the individual expenditures.

ago. (Neter and Waksburg 1964 identified such effects
in the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey for home-

As a result there will be a nonstandard measurement
error bias in the estimation of Engel curves, including
calorie Engel curves (Cramer 1969; Bouis and Haddad
1992). If this is not corrected for, estimated Engel elasticities will vary with the length of the recall period
(Ghose and Bhattacharya 1993, 1995).

about the date this event occurred. If uncertainty
about dates increases as the event recedes, such telescoping errors will cause an increasingly upward bias

figure.
A second important

bias caused by memory that

owners' alterations and repairs.) According to the formal models of Rubin and Baddeley (1989) and
Bradburn, Huttenlocher, and Hedges (1994), because
people do not remember dates very well, they may
remember an event (or expenditure) but be unsure

THEORY AND EVIDENCE IN TfII LITERATURE. People do

in the resulting data. The further in the past the event
is, the greater is the uncertainty about its date; thus the
probability of a less recent event being misplaced into
a more recent recall period is higher than the probability of a more recent event being misplaced out of

not forget all events at the same rate, and they can
rememriber some "flashbulb" events (for example, the
death of President Kennedy in the United States) in
great detail for many years.Yet people generally forget
more events the further such events slip into the past.
Purchases of consumer goods are no exception to

such a recall period.
Short recall periods are more affected by telescoping than by recall bias-leading
to overstatement of
purchases. As the recall period increases, recall bias
becomes more prevalent, resulting in a downward bias
1991).
(Eisenhower, Mathiowetz, and Morganstein

these rules; there is a large body of evidence in industrialized countries on "recall bias" or increasing underestimation as the recall period is increased. (See Neter

These effects will work differently for different goods;
telescoping has a greater effect for purchases that are
highly salient to the respondent-such
as durable

1970, Eisenhower and others 1991, Silberstein and
Scott 1991, and Sudman and others 1996; for evidence
from developing countries see Mahalanobis and Sen

goods purchases, wedding or funeral expenses, or purchases of grain stock for the year-while
highfrequency smaller purchases on such items as food and

1954 and Ghosh 1953.) Scott and Amenuvegbe
(1990), who ran experiments using households from
the Ghanaian Living Standards Survey, found that for
13 items frequently purchased by these households,

household supplies are more likely to be forgotten
altogether.
Neter and Waksberg (1964) proposed dealing
with telescoping using "bounded recall," a method

reported expenditures fell at an average of 2.9 percent
for every day added to the recall period, within the

that appears to be reasonably effective.The first step in
this method is to conduct a preliminary interview in
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which respondents are asked about the household's
expenditures in, say, the previous month. Although
these data are not used because they are subject to
telescoping bias, the process of noting them provides a
record that prevents their being reported again in the
first "real" interview-and thus eliminates telescoping.
In the second interview, respondents are asked about
their purchases since the first interview. Bounded
recall is only possible when the interviewer makes at
least two well-separated visits to the household. Recall
bias is more difficult to deal with, but if respondents
are willing and able to keep an accurate diary, both
recall bias and telescoping are eliminated.
Cognitive psychology and questionnaire "think
aloud" interviews are yielding insights into how people answer questions. It seems that as long as an interview is well conducted, most respondents do their best
to provide accurate and truthful answers.At the same
time, most respondents also try to minimize the effort
they must make to respond to the interviewer's questions, thus acting as "cognitive misers."As a result, they
may switch their tactics for answering expenditure
questions as the difficulty of the task increases. Over
short recall periods or for rare but important events in
their lives, their answers are based on counting; they
recollect individual events and then add them up. Over
long periods, for unimportant events that happen frequently, or for aggregates containing large numbers of
items, they often resort to a more approximate way of
estimating their answer: estimating the frequency of
the occurrence and multiplying this number by the
length of the reference period. The frequency that
they choose may or may not be accurate; it may, for
example, be overweighted toward their current or
recent behavior, with the respondent ignoring or giving inadequate weight to exceptional events. Sudman,
Bradburn, and Schwarz (1996) stated that their "tentative finding is that estimation is unbiased but counting
methods, although reducing variance, may be biased
either up, for short time periods, or down, for long
periods." In this sense, respondents' estimation strategies can be thought of as an alternative to diaries as a
means of dealing with recall and telescoping biases.
Indeed, there is some evidence from consumer expenditure surveys in Canada (McWhinney and Champion
1974) that diaries and interviews with annual recall
periods gave closely similar results.
The U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey,a survey
that could be seen by statistical offices in developing

countries as a model to emulate, has changed its design
to accommodate the findings in the hterature (see
Jacobs and Shipp 1993). Although the Consumer
Expenditure Survey is fielded in an industrialized
country and although its primary function is to collect
weights for the price index rather than to monitor
welfare, it collects detailed and aggregated consumption measures, and its experience is relevant for
designers of LSMS surveys.There is good documentation on this survey's experience with telescoping,
recall bias, seasonality, and the advantages and disadvantages of diaries compared to interviews.
In Consumer Expenditure Surveys up to
1960-61, expenditures were obtained by interview
using questions with an annual recall period. (An
interesting feature of this methodology was a "balancing" procedure whereby a household was revisited for
cross-checks if the household's reported expenditures
and reported income differed by more than a prespecified limit.) However, in the decade before the next
survey (in 1972-73) came the work on telescoping by
Neter and Waksburg (1964), as well as influential
experiments on diaries and interviews by Sudman and
Ferber (1971). The annual recall period was abandoned, as was the "balancing" procedure-which was
considered arbitrary and unworkable in the absence of
an annual recall period. Available literature does not
provide any evidence that the annual recall procedures
were unsatisfactory or that the balancing procedure
failed to work-only that such techniques had been
superseded.
In the current design of the Consumer
Expenditure Survey, introduced in 1980, one set of
households keeps diaries that cover expenditures on
food and minor household items (mostly grocery
items), and a different set of households is interviewed
on five separate occasions. The data from the first
interview, which uses the recall period of the previous
month, are used only to eliminate telescoping bias. At
each of four subsequent quarterly interviews, households are asked to recall their expenditures during the
previous three months.The evidence from these surveys is entirely consistent with previous evidence
about the significance of telescoping bias. According
to Silberstein (1990) the (discarded) rates of expenditure from the first interviews are much higher than
those from subsequent interviews; for clothing the first
interview totals are 40 percent higher than the average
of the subsequent four interviews. However, there is
I II
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or recall bias in the data

any of the foodstuffs on the list. If the answer is "yes;'

from the subsequent interviews, with respondents
consistently reporting higher expenditures in the most
recent (third) month of each quarter than in the two

a further question is asked about the value of any purchases that the household made since the interviewer's
last visit (a time that in the prototypical LSMS field-

months preceding it. There are also pronounced

work plan is 14 days). Second, the respondent

also "internal"

telescoping

sea-

sonal effects in the reported expenditures in the
increased
Consumer Expenditure Survey-especially
consumption associated with the year-end holidays
(Silberstein and Scott 1992).The U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics doubles the size of the sample over the holiday period to deal with these and other (largely nonresponse) effects; the effectiveness of this measure is
not clear.
EXPERIENCE

FROM PAST LSMS

SuRvEys.

Past LSMS

surveys have used a range of recall periods for consumption items, depending on both the item and the
survey. For food purchases the ongoing Jamaican survey uses 7-day and 30-day recall periods. In South
Africa in 1993 respondents were asked whether they
bought each food item on a weekly or monthly basis,
and were then asked to report their purchases during
the last such period. The survey in Ecuador (1994)
took a similar approach in that the respondent chose
the recall period for food items. The recall period was
one week in the Kyrgyz Republic (1993), Nicaragua
(1993), and Russia (1993-94) surveys and two weeks
in Brazil (1996). In China (1994; Hebei and Liaiong
provinces only) the period was specified simply as
"1994." In many surveys nonfood items have often
been separated into two categories: high-frequency or
"daily" items and "occasional" items. Daily items have
a short recall period-perhaps
a week or twowhereas occasional items may have recall periods of
one month, three months, six months, or a year. For
nonfood items, some surveys have two recall periods;
the Jamaica survey uses a month and a year. Other surveys sort different items into different single recall
periods; expenditures on soap may be reported on a
monthly basis, clothing on a quarterly basis, and vacations on an annual basis.
One design is frequently thought of as an LSMS
standard, in part because it was used in several of the
earliest and most widely analyzed LSMS surveys. In
this protocol, respondents are asked whether the
household has consumed a particular food item during the past year. Each respondent who answers "yes"
is asked a series of follow-up questions. First, the
respondent is asked whether the household
112

purchased

is asked

in how many months of the year the household purchased the food item, how often it purchased the item
in each of those months, and how much it usually
spent each time. Data on the value of home-produced
food are collected in a separate set of questions that ask
food is consumed; the
how often the home-produced
recall period for these questions has varied from country to country in previous surveys, ranging from "each
food is consumed" to each
time the home-produced
day to a typical month.
This design makes it possible to compute two different estimates of the monthly rate of expenditure

for
each food item. The "last-visit" measure is zero if no
purchases were reported; otherwise it is the amount
reported since the last visit divided by the number of
days since the last visit and multiplied by the number
of days in an average month (365 over 12).The "usualmonth" measure is zero if nothing was purchased in
the previous year; otherwise it is the reported usual
monthly expenditure multiplied by the number of
months in which purchases were made and divided by
12. Most analysts of the data, whether constructing
poverty profiles or conducting research, have used the
usual-month figures.
In some surveys the respondent has been offered
only a single recall period for some nonfood
week, the time since the interviewer's
expenditures-a
last visit, a month, or a year, depending on the presumed frequency of expenditure. Frequently purchased nonfood items such as newspapers and tobacco are usually collected with a recall period of the
previous seven days or the time since the interviewer's
last visit. However, for a substantial number of items, a
dual procedure similar to the procedure used for food
has often been followed, with a last-visit measure constructed as before (although the alternative is now
expenditures "in the last year" rather than usual
monthly expenditure). In this case a monthly estimate
can be constructed by dividing the response
The last-visit measure can be thought
explicitly bounded measure that elicits
respondent an answer based on his or her
counting of events, while the "usual-month"
is an attempt to elicit from the respondent

by 12.
of as an
from the
recall and
question
an answer
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based on a rate or frequency. Of course, these are generous interpretations. In the standard protocol, no consumption questions are asked at the first visit. Thus,
although the first visit may be fixed in the respondent's
memory, it is not clear that this will help to reduce
telescoping errors at the second visit.The respondent
may remember the previous visit of the interviewer
very well but still be unable to recall whether his or
her trip to the market occurred before or after that
visit.
There is also a serious question about whether the
usual-month recall is likely to be independent of the
last-visit recall. If respondents are "cognitive misers"
casting about for the easiest way to estimate the
"usual" rate, the answer to the "last-visit" question will
give them one. Omitting the "last-visit" question
might not even solve the problem, since the respondent's answer to the frequency question could also be
unduly influenced by his or her recent behavior.
In background work for this chapter, data from
the LSMS surveys in Cote d'lvoire (1986), Ghana
(1988), Pakistan (1991), and Vietnam (1992-93) were
used to compare the consumption estimates from the
different recall periods used in the consumption modules. The aim was to look for evidence that reported
mean expenditure rates decline with the length of the
recall period and to check whether the same is true for
the dispersion of the estimates.
For purchases of food (excluding the value of home
production), the estimates are very similar for the lastvisit and usual-month methods of calculating monthly
food expenditures.Where there are differences,they do
not conform to the expected pattern in which both
mean and dispersion are lower in the usual-month figurc. Indeed, the diffcrences are most marked in C6te
d'lvoire, where the last-visit measures have a lower mean
(by 5 percent) and median (by 8 percent) than the usualmonth estimates,and the measures of dispersion are very
close.For Ghana the two sets of numbers are effectively
identical, a finding that extends to the complete distributions so that no poverty or inequality measure would
be different if one kind of data were used to calculate it
rather than the other. InVietnam the last-visitmeasures
are slightly lower than the usual-month measures, and
the dispersion in the latter is perceptibly lower.A close
inspection of the details revealed that there are fewer
very low reports in the usual-month data than in the
last-visit data. (The Pakistan data cannot be used for this
comparison due to the problems discussed above.)

For nonfood items, for which the frequency of
purchases is generally lower than for food, the differences between the two measures are more marked. For
the means, the usual-month measures are lower than
the last-visit measures for C6te d'Ivoire, Pakistan, and
Ghana but not forVietnam.The dispersions are lower
for the usual-month measures than for the last-visit
measures in all four surveys. Except forVietnam, the
decline in means is consistent with the syndrome of
increasing forgetfulness over a longer period, and all
the dispersions are consistent with the view that the
last-visit (two week) measure of these items is too
short to give an accurate measure of households'
annual standards of living.
When food and nonfood are put together with
other items to give a consumption aggregate, dispersion of total per capita household expenditure from
the usual-month data is less than for the last-visit data,
but the difference is not very marked, given the fact
that the item with the biggest drop in dispersionnonfoods-is a relatively small share of most households' budgets. Nevertheless, the differences are large
enough that the headcount ratio measures of poverty
will all be lower when usual-month data are used
rather than last-visit data.
These results can be seen as encouraging, since
they show only slight sensitivity to the choice between
two of the most obvious reporting periods. An optimistic interpretation is that food expenditures are frequent and stable enough that the last-visit and usualmonth estimates are similar.While this is not true for
infrequent expenditures for which the choice of
reporting period affects both bias and variance, the
total expenditure on such items is usually too small for
their net effect on total consumption to be very large.
There are some caveats to this finding. If respondents forget about their food purchases at the sort of
rates suggested by Scott and Amenuvegbe (1990), the
last-visit measures may be substantially underestimated. In addition, the consistency between the usualmonth and last-visit measures for food may simply
reflect households using their responses to the last-visit
questions to guide their answers to the usual-month
questions, which would not then constitute any sort of
independent check on the validity of either measure.
And there are some nonfood items in these surveys
(mostly frequently purchased items) for which there
was only a single recall period. While it might be
hoped that these nonfood items would not be sensiI1 3
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tive to the choice of recall period, the inclusion
these items in the consumption

of

totals mutes the effects

of using different recall periods.
OPTIONS

FOR FUTURE

SURVEYS.

There are no defini-

ity. Moreover,

the two-visit structure

is being

used

increasingly less frequently; when this structure is not
used the last-visit question has to be replaced by a
question with an unbounded
chances of telescoping.

recall-increasing

the

tive answers about the optimal recall period. In the
meantime, however, surveys must be designed, so we

The other point of view is that the LSMS standard questions are far from best practice. One of our

provide

options

reviewers, the late Chris Scott, said, "the use of the

to another

question, 'How much do you usually spend on mangoes in one of the months that you purchase man-

a brief discussion

of the various

together xvith some suggestions.
If a survey is meant to be comparable

survey, it makes sense to use the same recall periods
that were used in the other survey? provided that the
previous survey conformed with best practice standards as outlined in this section of the chapter.

goes?' appears to fall far outside of reasonable best
practice." Scott, who had extensive experience carrying out consumption surveys in Africa and elsewhere,
believed that only a more in-depth approach would

Beyond this consideration, there are two main
routes to follow. The first is essentially the "status quo"

yield adequate data. According to Scott, respondents
should be interviewed several times, separated by the

of the design of most recent LSMS surveys, while the
second is a more extensive revision based on the supposition that the current design is unsatisfactory. The
preference of the authors of this chapter (which is
reflected in the draft questionnaire) is to make only
minor modifications to the status quo and to experiment with the components of any revision before putting it into practice.

most accurate recall period, perhaps as little as a day.
The number of interviews should be as many as are
needed to cover the reference period (say, a week or
two), with a bounding interview at the outset. Some
or all of these interviews can be replaced by diarykeeping by the respondents themselves, by proxy
recordkeepers in the household, or by interviewers
who complete the diaries with help from the respon-

The "status quo" design is to use two recall
periods-one
that is the amount of time since the
interviewer's last visit and the other that is for "usual"
expenditures. As already argued, the first yields estimates that have a minimal amount of telescoping,
while the second is a calculated, unbiased estimate.
The evidence of the comparisons with NIPA data can

dents, an alternative that blurs the line between diary
and interview procedures. There is some evidence
(reviewed below) that diaries can capture some expenditures that may be missed in interviews, and with a
sufficient number of such diaries, the substantial additional cost of conducting interviews can be translated
into high-quality data. Nevertheless, even with a two-

also be cited; these do not show the gross and systematic under-estimation
of expenditures that might

week reference period (requiring 10 or more interviews), seasonality is not captured, nor are other fluc-

be expected if the recall data missed a very large fraction of expenditures. Finally, an important characteristic of LSMS surveys has been their coverage of many
topics, which would be threatened by including a
vastly more extensive consumption
module. Consumption is already one of the longest and most
expensive modules of any LSMS questionnaire, and to
extend it further (even if the resources were available

tuations in consumption
over the year. It is
conceivable that usual-month responses capture some
of this variation, but this is probably little more than a
hope.
Every survey should have a budget for experimentation. Questions should occasionally (if not regularly) be subjected to cognitive laboratory techniques
and revised and updated in the light of the results.

to do so) would inevitably crowd out other important

Even more importantly,

topics. Nevertheless, these are not strong arguments.
The NIPA comparisons are weak, the consistency
checks in the surveys are capable of many interpretations (not all of which support the validity of the
data), the last-visit recall period contains no bounding
questions, and arguments in terms of expediency are
much weaker if the data are of uniformly poor qual-

and diary techniques, as advocated by Scott, urgently
need to be compared against the standard last-visit and
usual-month
responses, preferably using randomly
selected subsets of households within the same survey.
Finally, it cannot be overemphasized that the
wordings of the recall periods must be unambiguous
and well understood by interviewers.Wordings such as

1 14
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"since my last visit, two weeks ago" arc obviously

ories are a problem, accurate estimation of annual con-

ambiguous if the visit did not occur exactly 14 days
ago. There are also possibilities for confusion in
recording the units of a purchase. Where quantity or

sumption flows will require multiple, seasonal visits
just as does the accurate estimation of income.
The seasonality of consumption does not neces-

price data are sought, it must be clear what units the

sarily follow from the seasonality of income, and may

questions refer to. Obtaining the units for quantities
purchased may work better than obtaining the units

have a quite different seasonal pattern. In theory, farm
households have strong incentives to untie their con-

for prices or unit values; this is reflected in the draft

sumption from the seasonal patterns of their incomes.

consumption

Harvests may generate income for only a few weeks or
months, while consumption has to be maintained

module.

the year. It is not necessary to accept the

Multiple VisitsThroughoutthe Year

throughout

In most past LSMS surveys, primary sampling units
and the households within these units have been vis-

permanent income or life-cycle hypothesis of consumption to believe that households can smooth their

ited on two occasions two weeks apart, with the consumption data collected only during the second visit.

consumption over the year. Even without access to
credit markets, farmers can store some output or save

Thus there is a single record of consumption over
whatever recall period is selected. This has also necessarily been the case in the increasing number of LSMS

some income from the harvest to support consumption throughout the rest of the year. Of course, there
will be still be seasonal patterns in farmers' consump-

surveys where only a single visit is made to the primary sampling unit. Even if the surveys were to adopt
a more intensive program of multiple interviews, conisumption data would still be collected over only a relatively brief period-say, a week or a month. No proposed design of the LSMS consumption
module
would capture variations in household consumption
over a whole year; therefore, the consumption data
currently collected may not reflect the annual consumption flows in which analysts are fundamentally

tion; festivals such as Tet and Christmas are associated
with higher-than-normal
expenditures. And because
storage is costly prices will generally be higher just
before the harvest than just after it, with some effect
on consumption. Nevertheless, seasonal variation in
consumption is neither closely tied to, nor less than,
seasonal variations in income. Reliable evidence on
the relative seasonal smoothness of consumption
comes from Paxson (1993). Rice farmers in Thailand
who double-crop (with irrigation) have quite different

interested. To collect better data it would be necessary
to revisit households on several occasions throughout
the year, collecting consumption data during each
visit. Such data could be used to increase the accuracy
of the consumption aggregates, allowing for variation
in households' consumption over time; the data could

seasonal patterns of income than do farmers with only
one crop, yet their consumption patterns are almost
identical and exhibit little scasonal variation. The same
is true when one compares farm and nonfarm households or farmers in different agroclimatic zones.
For the purposes of this chapter, an attempt has

also be used for a number of analytical exercises.
One reason for multiple visits throughout the year
would be seasonality. The collection of agricultural
data and agricultural income typically requires that
survey interviewers visit households (farms) in different seasons of the year. Farm incomes are seasonal, and
it may not be possible for a respondent to remember
all of the transactions that went into a calculation of
net income many months afterwards. In consequence,
it is widely believed-and
suggested in Chapter 19 of

been made to look for seasonal patterns in consumption data from three LSMS surveys. Cross-sectional
surveys are not well suited to this task, since what is
required is not a large number of households observed
throughout a single year but rather a large number of
years over which seasonal patterns can be established.
Nevertheless, the consumption totals for Ghana, C6te
d'Ivoire, and Vietnam were examined for differences
across months. In any one survey for a single year,
there tended to be significant differences in the con-

this book-that

sumption

accurate farm surveys require multiple

seasonal visits. The concern in the current chapter is
with consumption, but it is conceivable that consumption expenditures-like
incomes-vary
systematically with the seasons, so that if respondents' mem-

total

from

one

month

to another-

differences probably not driven by seasonal patterns in
consumption. (In the Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana surveys, which include data for more than one year, the
monthly patterns in the consumption total are quite
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different across the survey years.) Some of these differences-such
as those caused by Tet in Vietnam-are

the intrahousehold and interhousehold components of
dispersion. Although this is not explicitly allowed for

easy to explain, but others are not, even though their
effects are sometimes considerable. The progression of

in Scott's formulation, his corrections
to a better estimate of dispersion.With

the survey teams through

vations of the same households, there are a number of

the country may generate

should still lead
repeated obser-

some variation as they move from poorer to richer villages. Random measurement error is also likely to be
an important factor. Nevertheless, this limited analysis

techniques that would make it possible to assess the
size of measurement errors (see particularly Griliches
and Hausman 1986).

provides no grounds for supposing that consumption
would be better measured by including multiple, seasonal visits to households in LSMS surveys in the
future.

Finally, in some circumstances multiple consumption measures can be useful at the analytical stage.
Multiple visits generate a type of longitudinal or panel
data that can be useful for studying changes over time

However, there are other reasons why multiple
visits might be useful. The average of two consumption totals, each for a two-week recall, will give a bet-

and for sorting out cross-sectional variation from
time-series
variation, as in Scott's work above.
However, if the visits are separated by only a few

ter, lower-variance estimate of longer-term consumption. More radically, Scott (1992) and Central
Statistical Office of Zambia (1995) advocate using the
correlation between consumption across multiple visits to correct measures of inequality to bring them
closer to what would have been measured had it been
possible to collect consumption data over a full year
for each household. The idea is as follows. Suppose
that analysts are interested in annual consumption
measured at a monthly rate but the only observations
they have are of consumption
over the previous
month. At one extreme, each household may consume
the same amount in each month so that the monthly
totals are correct and can be correctly used to give a

months, the changes that have occurred may not be
large enough to be interesting, and the measured
changes are likely to be dominated by measurement
error.
The recommendations made here are again tempered by the increased costs of extending the consumption module of a typical LSMS survey, in terms
of both money and the consequences for the rest of
the survey. Because consumption is smoothed within
the year, measuring it over two weeks or a month may
yield a sufficiently accurate picture of annual consumption to make it not worth incurring the cost of
adding yet more visits. However, if the detailed agricultural module is included in the survey with multi-

measure of dispersion over households. At the other
extreme, suppose that each household's consumption

ple visits during different seasons, there would be little
additional cost involved in collecting at least some

is uncorrelated from one month to the next. The "last
month" totals are then correct on average, but their
dispersion over households is larger than the dispersion in which analysts are interested because it has a
"within-household"
component in addition to the

consumption data at each visit. Such cases aside,
including multiple visits throughout the year is probably not the highest priority for improving the typical
LSMS survey.

"between-household"
component with which analysts are concerned. With multiple observations for at
least some households and under some reasonable
assumptions, it is possible to estimate the size of the
within-household
dispersion and to correct the mcas-

ImputingValues
In nearly all LSMS surveys, calculating a comprehensive measure of consumption will require at least some
imputations. Not all consumption is obtained through
market purchases; if analysts want to calculate con-

ures of the total. The

sumption in monetary

Central

Statistical Office of

units, they must find some way

Zambia (1995) uses such a procedure to correct dispersion measures for a Zambian survey; the technique

of pricing its unmarketed components. In many ofthe
poorest countries, and especially for the poorest peo-

could usefully be applied elsewhere.
As always, measurement error will add dispersion
to measured consumption, so that if measurement
error is random, the dispersion it causes will be in
addition to the genuine dispersion that comes from

ple, a large share offood comes from home production
or from hunting, fishing, or collecting wild foodstuffs.
These imputations for food are likely to be those that
are most important for the totals. However, there are a
number of other commodities obtained by the house-
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hold's nonmarket labor, such as homemade
wood

and water

fetched

by children

clothes or
or women.

consumed, since these are magnitudes that the respondent observes, at least in principle. The value or price

Household members often receive gifts or in-kind
payments that need to be priced before they are added
in to the consumption total. And it is necessary to

of these quantities can be obtained in several ways.
Farmgate prices, defined as what the household could
get for its production, set a lower bound on valuation,

obtain information on the consumption that comes
from using durable goods. For nondurable goodseven those that are partly durable-it
is probably safe

since it is usually presumed that consumption is evidence that the good is valued beyond what it would
fetch. Market prices, by contrast, are likely to be too

to assume that consumption and purchases are one and
the same. However, for large durable goods that are
expensive and last for many years, such as houses, cars,

high because they include transport and distribution
margins and because the commodity traded is often of
higher quality than its home-grown
counterpart.

or bicycles, it is important to try to make some
adjustments. This subsection reviews the data required

However, once the quantity has been obtained, the
respondent could be asked to report one or both of

to make these imputations.

these two prices or simply to estimate the value of the

It should first be noted that imputation is an
inherently
difficult
and error-ridden
process.
Imputation is likely to work best where there is relatively little need for it-when
the economy is highly

commodity directly. Some degree of cross-checking is
possible from the quantities and prices of purchases
reported in the agricultural module or from the prices
gathered in the community questionnaire.

monetized but there is a relatively small amount of
own-production
(such as vegetable gardens) involving
goods that have clear market equivalents. Imputation
works badly in economies in which a large share of
transactions do not pass through the market. LSMS
procedures for estimating welfare stem from a theory

In some circumstances it may be possible (or
important) to carry out a similar exercise for nonfood
items. Clothes and furniture are often made at home,
and household labor is used to collect firewood, dung,
or water. These items have usually been omitted from
past LSMS surveys, probably because of difficulties in

of a consumer with well-defined preferences operating in a market where prices are well defined and
unaffected by the agent's behavior. Where these markets do not exist, analysts are in effect imposing an
accounting framework on the physical data, a framework of dubious relevance to the lives of the people
being studied.
Food that is either home-produced or received as
gifts or payment in kind has been the most important
imputed item in LSMS surveys to date. In principle, the

valuation. One danger is that the welfare of poor
households might be overstated by using inappropriate prices or wages to value their production or their
labor. For someone with no other employment
opportunities who ekes out a living gathering firewood or coal, it would be adding insult to injury to
impute a high standard of living to them by valuing
their time in terms of the market wage in a formal sector to which they have no access. In some circumstances the wage data from the community question-

calculations are straightforward. The respondent is
asked to report the values of any home-produced food
items consumed by the household during the reference
period, and the sum of these values is added to the consumption total. Given the seasonality of production, the
recall period probably has to be a year, or at least a typical month over the last year. It may be possible to do
better than this when there is a multiple-visit agricultural module in the survey. However, the major difficulties are with valuation, since the respondent is being

naire may be a better basis for imputations based on
the value of time, but these data do not eliminate the
dangers inherent in the procedure.
It is incorrect to compute an extended concept of
consumption by adding "expenditure" on leisure (in
other words, the value of leisure at the market wage)
to total consumption. This "full-income" concept has
its uses, but it is a nominal measure and, like other
nominal measures, must be converted to real terms
before being compared across households or individu-

asked a purely hypothetical question about the sale or
purchase of an item that is rarely traded or that may
have been traded sonie time ago.
The draft module (presented inVolume 3) reconimends collecting data on physical quantities of goods

als.The problem here is that even if everyone in the
comparison faces the same (or similar) prices for
goods, they do not face the same price of leisure,
because wage rates differ. As a result, before full
income can be used as an indicator of welfare, it must
1 17
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be deflated by some price index that includes the price

ical corrections

of leisure. Alternatively, if the value of leisure is to
added into the value of total expenditure, the same
wage rate should be used to value everyone's leisure.
For durable goods, the consumption flow is best

usually require arbitrary and untestable assumptions
that further compromise the credibility of the process.
This is a difficult area. In general, survey analysts

thought

of as a rental equivalent or "user cost." This

for the selection, these corrections

should make sure that indefensible imputations are not
dominating

welfare comparisons.

The data required

has two components: the opportunity cost of the funds
tied up in the good (that could be realized through its

for rent imputations are gathered in the housing module (and to sonie extent in the communlity question-

resale) and the value of the physical depreciation of the

naire) and therefore are not discussed further in this

good (through use of the good or passage of time). To
estimate these magnitudes, some measures of depreciation and current value are needed. Perhaps the simplest way to obtain this information, at least for goods
purchased in the previous five to ten years, is to ask
respondents when they purchased the good and how

chapter.
A number of imputations come from other modules in the survey The employment module gathers
information on in-kind income provided by employers, including (free or subsidized) transport to and
from work, food at work, and housing.

much it cost at that time. These are both factual matters and will often be clearly remembered, at least in
the case of large, important items. Provided that the
good has been available for some time and purchases
have been made relatively evenly over time, an estimate of the average lifetime of the good can be

Respondentsfor the ConsumptionModule
Most LSMS surveys have interviewed a single respondent for the whole of the consumption module or for
each part of it. The household is asked to determine
the "best informed individual" who will respond to

obtained by doubling the average age over all similar
goods for all households in the survey. Once this

questions. This has the appealing feature of not prejudging the division of labor in a household, either by

approximate lifetime is known, the depreciated value
of the good can be estimated given its age and original value, which is then used to calculate the first component of the user cost. It is also possible to ask
respondents for direct reports of the current market

gender or by age, as would be the case if it were
assumed that the wife does the shopping (or if any
similar assumption were made). In many-perhaps
most-countries,
the single-respondent
approach
works well. In particular, this approach is satisfactory

value of the used durable, though there is no evidence
on the accuracy of such (hypothetical) reports, and
field tests are likely to be useful.

where food is a large share of the budget, where there
is a common cooking pot, and where most of the
household resources are pooled.

For housing, the largest of the durable goods, the
imputation approach again starts from the rental
equivalent. Unlike the value of most other durable
goods, rents can sometimes be observed directly, and
these are the correct numbers to add into the consumption aggregate. For households that do not report
rents, the standard procedure is to impute a rent based
on the characteristics of the house, as reported in the
housing module.This is typically done through "hedonic" regressions in which reported rent is regressed on
the house's characteristics (such as size, number of
rooms, construction material, and location) and the
results are used to calculate rents for other properties
where rents are not reported. The credibility of these
regressions is compromised if only a small fraction of
the sample reports rents and, more generally, if those
who report rents are unrepresentative of the popula-

Even within resource-pooling households, it may
be useful to have multiple respondents for some
expenditures or different household members reporting on different categories of expenditure. While the
person who does most of the shopping for food will
know about this large share of the household's budget, another large share could be most accurately
reported by the person who pays the housing and utility bills (who may or may not be the shopper). And
there are other expenditures of which no one single
person may have a very accurate picture. Individuals
may not know how much "walking around" money
other household members have, much less how they
spend it-whether
on bus fares, meals away from
home, newspapers, tobacco, alcohol, or entertainment.
Also, there may be larger items, such as clothing, that
individuals purchase without any other household

tion as a whole. While it is possible to make mechan-

member knowing how much was spent. This is partic-
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ularly true where several adults live in a household,
each contributing some amount of their income to
the household's joint expenses and reserving the
remainder for their own use. For example, in a household with a mother and grown sons, the mother may
pay for all the household expenses, including food and
utilities, using her pension and the regular monthly
sums given to her by her sons. However, she may have
little or no idea about her sons' incomes or other
expenditures, which could account for most of the
household's total income and outlay. In this situation,
no one person can give an accurate report of the
household's income and expenditure, nor is the
"household" really the relevant unit for analysis.
The LSMS has little experience in procedures for
dealing with these situations. The literature discussed
in the next subsection describes cases where each
adult membcr of the household kept a diary of at least
some categories of expenditure. It is possible in principle to interview each member of a household about
at least some expenditures, such as those paid for by
"walking-around" money. A more ambitious prospect
would be to try to record incomings and outgoings for
each member of the household who spends money.
This would probably be prohibitively expensive for a
general multitopic survey,although as alwaysthere are
potential benefits from conducting experimental work
either on a few households or within a special survey.
Multiperson accounts are likely to provide a fascinating picture of how intrahousehold transfers of
resources take place, who gets what, and what makes a
group of people function as a household. This is an
important research area but not a prime candidate for
immediate incorporation into standard LSMS surveys.
DiariesVersus
OralInterviews
The use of consumption diaries, in which households
are asked to record their purchases as soon as they
make them, is common in full-fledged single-purpose
consumption surveys. The ideal diary would yield a
record of each purchase immediately after it takes
place, thus eliminating the need for respondents to rely
on their memories and removing any associated
errors, including telescoping. The diaries may be kept
by a single respondent or by several or all members of
the household, so they can potentially help resolve the
question of who is the best respondent for the whole
household while simultaneously yielding information
on intrahousehold allocations. Diaries may be organ-

ized on a product basis,on an outlet basis, or on a purchase basis, and the forms can be designed to allow a
large degree of prompting (for example, by listing
many types of products) without the associated tedium
of a long interview,
The use of diaries has some practical implications;
the most obvious is that a person filling out a diary
must be literate. Nevertheless, the diary approach has
been used in household expenditure surveys in a large
number of countries where literacy is not universal.
This has been achieved by having the most literate
member of the household (sometimes a child) help
the one who does the purchasing fill out the diary, or
by having the interviewer visit the household
frequently-perhaps even daily-to help the household fill it out (Blaizeau 1998). In such cases, the distinction between a diary and an oral interview
becomes blurred. This blurring occurs even in literate
households, in which the members of the household
may either forget to fill out the diary or get tired of
doing so; in the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey
substantial numbers of diaries are completed by the
interviewer at the time of collection based on the
respondent's memory. When collecting a diary, the
interviewer examines it briefly and, if it appears to be
incomplete, tries to prompt the respondent to fill it
out more completely-essentially transforming the
situation into an interview. To the extent that these
"diaries" rely on respondents' memories, telescoping
and recall bias again become potential problems.
A second logistical issue is that the diary must be
both left with the household and picked up after its
completion. If the diary period is relatively short-say,
a week or two-this does not necessarily pose a problem in an LSMS survey, since the completion of the
whole questionnaire typically involves multiple visits
by the interviewer to the household so that each
member can be interviewed and the length of each
interview can be kept reasonable. However, leaving a
diary with a household for a long period of time, such
as a month or a quarter, would be more difficult and
would not be possible within the current design of
most LSMS surveys. Thus diaries are only usable for
studying items for which a relatively short recall is
appropriate-and not for a large proportion of nonfood expenditure.
Third, the use of a diary alters interviewing. A
diary reduces the amount of time that the interviewer
has to spend interviewing households that fill out the
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diary completely. However, using a diary may increase
the time that the interviewer must spend traveling,

circumstances, and there is considerable variation in
practice among different kinds of surveys. For exam-

since it requires an extra trip to the household to collect it; considerable time may also be spent helping
illiterate households fill out diaries.

ple, in the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey there is
a single household diary, while in the British Family
Expenditure Survey all adults in the sample keep indi-

Using a diary also shifts the burden of response on
to respondents.The effect of this shift is unclear; some
survey statisticians speculate that households may

vidual diaries. There is also evidence on the use of
multiple diaries from Hong Kong (Grootaert 1986),
Papua New Guinea (Gibson 1998), and surveys in

enjoy the novelty of filling out diaries, and some think
that diaries allow households to participate in generating survey data at a time and place that are convenient

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, Mali, Niger,
Senegal, and Togo (Blaizeau 1997).This literature finds
that multiple diaries can be useful for obtaining

for them.

records

If these two speculations are true, then diaries may
reduce the burden of surveys on households, making

missed, but that because it is difficult to get all household members to cooperate, attempting to collect

the households more willing to participate in surveys.
Yet evidence from industrialized countries shows that
keeping diaries is likely to deter households from participating in surveys and that the burden of keeping a
diary causes respondents to drop out of a survey over
time. There is also evidence that the rate of reporting
declines with time, so that, in two-week diaries, more
consumption is recorded in the first week than in the

multiple diaries can reduce response rates. It is also
clear that for some household members-certainly
children and perhaps some of the elderly-proxy
or
household-level reports are more accurate than individual diaries.
To the existing literature can now be added evidence from experiments in three former Soviet
republics: Latvia, Armenia, and Ukraine. In the Latvian

second. This has also been true for the Consumer
Expenditure Survey in the United States, and for surveys in seven West African countries, as documented
by Blaizeau (1998). In the 1995 and 1996 income and
expenditure
surveys in Belarus, the expenditures
recorded in the second week werc about 15 percent

experiment (analyzed by Scott and Okrasa 1998), a
nationally representative set of 300 households was
given oral interviews and asked to keep diaries covering a comprehensive lists of foodstuffs as well as a
selection of nonfood items. In half of the sample, the
diaries were administered first; in the other half, the

lower than those recorded in the first week of diary
keeping (Martini and Ivanova 1996). In Armenia the
diary was kept for four weeks, and the downward
trend continued over this longer span. The second
week's expenditures on food were 26 percent lower
than those of the first, the third week's xvere 35 percent lower than those of the first, and the fourth
week's were 40 percent lower than those of the first
(calculations done for this chapter). This could be
caused by respondent fatigue or by the fact that the
novelty of diary keeping wears off. Also, the fact that

interviews were done first. The order of the instruments had virtually no effect on the results. Overall,
food expenditures were about 46 percent higher for
the diary than for the interview; the coefficients of
variation were quite similar.This pattern also held for
13 of the 15 subgroups of food and generally for the
quiantities as well as for the expenditures. For nonfood,
the results were much more mixed. For one of the
four categories, the expenditures reported in the
diaries were significantly greater than those reported
in the interviews, for two of the categories, the oppo-

they are keeping a diary may cause people to spend
more or to shift their expenditures forward into the
diary keeping period. Keeping a diary may cause peo-

site was the case, and in the fourth category, the differences were not significant.
In Armenia, as part of nationwide survey, one-

ple to think more about their consumption and perhaps take the opportunity to buy some items that they
needed anyway.To the extent that diaries are not filled
out every day, there is also scope for telescoping and
recall errors within the diary period.
Having several members of the same household

quarter of the households in each cluster were given
diaries for 30 days and interviews with 30-day recall
periods were conducted with the remaining threequarters of the households. The only diary data available to the authors in usable form are from the food
sections of the diary, so the comparisons done for this

each keep a diary is also an attractive option in some

chapter were limited to those items.Total expenditures
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for food recorded in the diary were about one-third

recorded in the diary, rather than each individual pur-

higher than those resulting from the interview, a result
similar to that in Latvia. However, this pattern did not
hold as strongly for the subgroups of food. Of the 15

chase of it.
In the Ukrainian experiment the expenditures for
the subtotal of food items that could be matched

groups (which each included between 1 and 19
items), the diary yielded significantly higher expenditures than the interviews in eight cases, significantly
lower expenditures in two, and not significantly different expenditures in the other four cases. There is no

between the two instruments are 10 percent lower in
the diaries than in the interviews-a
difference that is
significant only at the 10 percent level of confidence.
In only 3 of the 11 categories are expenditures significantly different between the diary and the interview.

noticeable pattern to these results in relation to the
mean expenditure, the number of items in the sub-

The category that covers bread and flour accounts for
about two-thirds of the total differences found in the

group, or the average frequency of purchases. The
coefficients of variation for the diary were twice as
large as for the oral interviews. The same pattern of

food subtotals. For the subtotal of nonfood items that
could be matched between the two questionnaires, the
diary subtotals were 7 percent lower than those for the

results generally held when the whole sample was
divided into rural and urban areas, although the differ-

interviews, a difference that was not significant.
There arc several features of these three experi-

ences were slightly larger in rural areas. The diary estimates for total food expenditure were 43 percent

ments that limit the extent to which they can be generalized to other contexts and countries.The popula-

higher than the interview estimates in rural areas and
31 percent higher in urban areas,

tions of Latvia, Armenia, and Ukraine are literate, so
these experiments cannot indicate what would hap-

In Ukraine a diary was administered to about 5(30
households in selected locations as an experiment in
conjunction with a national survey that used interviews.The diary used a recall period of four weeks for
all items. The oral interview used a recall period of
two weeks for food items and four weeks for nonfood
items. The lists of items in the two instruments were
not the same. The comparisons made here were limited to those categories that were either identical in
diaries and interviews or that could be clearly mapped
into each other. For instance, "butter" was an item list-

pen if diaries were used in largely illiterate survey populations. All three countries have long traditions of
household expenditure surveys that use diaries. In
Latvia and Armenia the experiments were carried out
by the statistical office using regular interviews, so the
experiments used experienced staff who were thoroughly familiar with the procedure. This was not the
case in Ukraine, where the experiments were done by
a private survey organization; this difference may
account for some of the disparity between the two sets
of results.

ed as
tained
other
items

Past LSMS
than they could
made of them
statistical office

such on both lists, but the interview list cona single question about "smoked sausage and
smoked meats" while the diary had separate
for "smoked sausage" and "other smoked

surveys have made less use of diaries
have, and perhaps more use should be
in the future. Certainly an ambitious
in a developing country, looking to

meats."Thus, in this experiment, there are two possible effects that will work in opposite directions. On
the one hand, the diaries might yield higher expenditures than the interviews, partly because of the greater
disaggregation of the items on the diary list. However,
the shorter recall period in the interview may have
caused the interviews to yield higher expenditure
numbers due to the greater proportional influence of

industrialized countries for inspiration, would use
diaries. It is less clear whether, even in wealthy countries, there is indisputable evidence of the superiority
of diaries to interviews that might justify such a decision.While diaries would produce better results if they
were used in ideal circumstances, it is unclear whether
their practical superiority over interviews has ever
been convincingly demonstrated. And given the sig-

any telescoping. Moreover, if diaries are kept less rigorously as time goes on, the shorter recall period of

nificant illiteracy rates in many poorer countries, the
argument for switching to diaries is weakened even

the interview may mean that higher numbers are
reported in the interviews than in the diaries. These
effects cannot be disentangled because data available to
the authors contain only the subtotals for each item

further. While there is no doubt that diaries can be
used in situations where interviewers make many visits to the household to help them remember their purchases and complete the diaries, this is closer to diary121
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keeping by the interviewer

than diary-keeping

by the

respondent. In countries such as Armenia and Latvia,
where diaries have been routinely used in the past,
there is every reason to incorporate
diaries into
LSMS-type surveys. However, at present there is no
compelling case for introducing the standard use of
diaries in LSMS surveys.
Data from Other Parts of the Questionnaire
While a great deal of the data required to calculate
consumption aggregates come from the consumption
module of the household questionnaire,

other impor-

tant data are usually collected in other modules of the
survey. These are reprised briefly here to serve as a
checklist for the overall survey design. If survey
designers decide not to collect data on the items mentioned here in the other modules, the designers should
ensure that data on these items are collected in the
consumption module.
RoSTER. Analysts need to know the number of house-

hold members in order to compute per capita expenditure measures. If analysts intend to calculate equivalence scales, they need data on the age and sex of the
members as well. Data on age, sex, and number of
household members are never omitted from rosters.
HOUSING,

WATER,

SANITATION,

AND FUEL MODULES.

The housing module will collect most of the information needed to imnpute the use value of owneroccupied housing. It is also the usual place to gather
information on utilities (such as electricity, piped gas,
and telephone service) and on expenses for water, sanitation, and some kinds of fuel-although
it is now
being suggested that in some surveys these expenses
may be moved to separate extensive water, sanitation,
and fuel modules. (Such modules are discussed in
Chapter 14.)
MODULE.
Detailed data on household
expenditures on school fees, uniforms, textbooks, supplies, bus fares, and so on are usually collected in the
education module for each student, using recall periods that are considered to be appropriate for the category of expenditure. These expenditure data are used
to compute consumption aggregates. Collecting this
information in the education module makes it easier
for the questions to refer to specific individuals, which
is necessary for much of education
analysis. The fact
EDUCATION
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that detailed information

is collected also means that

the information
is more likely to be complete.
Conceptually, there may be some overlap between
some of the items recorded in the education and consumption modules. For example, does the category on
children's clothing in the consumption
module
include or exclude school uniforms? Few LSMS questionnaires have been careful to specify this in the questionnaire itself, although it may be addressed during
the interviewer training process.
HEALTH

MODULE.Detailed data on health care expen-

ditures such as payments to doctors or other medical
professionals for prescription medicines and for lab
tests are usually collected in the health module for
each person who incurred such expenses during the
recall period, which is usually the previous four weeks.
Data on expenditures on health insurance and overthe-counter
medicines are usually collected in the
consumption module. Some surveys have also included a general question or two in the consumption
module about expenditures on the items covered in
more detail in the health module. In the consumption
module the coverage is for the whole household and
for a reference period of up to a year.The detailed data
that are usually collected in the health module will
generally give higher means than the aggregate questions in the consumption module, but the shorter
recall period in the health module will result in higher variances. Analysts may then choose which method
best suits their particular analysis. However, survey
designers must ensure that at least one of the two data
sets is included. If only one is to be included, the detail
provided in the health module is probably preferable
because it will yield more accurate means and support
many health sector analyses.
The employment module is
usually the place to gather information on households'
consumption of goods provided in kind as a part of
wages, as well as on household members' commuting
expenses. Different analysts tend to handle commuting
and otherjob-related
expenses (such as child care, uniforms, and fees for professional associations) differently. Some even exclude these expenses altogether from
the consumption total on the grounds that they do not
increase the household's welfare. At any rate, it is useful to gather data on commuting expenses to give anaEMPLOYMENT

lysts the choice.

MODULE.
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ENVIRONMENT

MODULE.

Households

sometimes

obtain

important resources from the environment.
Firewood and water for household use are perhaps the
most familiar examples, although a wide range of
plants, animals, and minerals can be gathered from
wild or common property for use as food or fodder or
as inputs into the household's enterprises, agriculture,

bor income (Chapter 11) and a page on outgoing
transfers is included in the draft consumption module
introduced in the following section of this chapter
(and provided in Volume 3).
Draft Modules

or housing. To gather a full range of data on households' use of such resources would probably require a
special purpose module and the modification of the
consumption, agriculture, household enterprise, and
housing modules to ensure full accounting while

Volume

3 presents one version of a consumption

module

to be included

avoiding double-counting. This has yet to be done in
an LSMS survey, though it has been done in some
interesting single-purpose
surveys (see Cavendish
1998). However, several past LSMS surveys have gathered information on at least a few of these resources,
especially water and firewood. Such questions have

more detail.When and how to make such adjustments
is explained in the fourth and final section of the
chapter.
Survey designers need not organize the submodules in exactly the order in which they are presented

typically covered the quantities used by the household,
as well as in some cases the time spent collecting or
carrying the goods or the distance traveled to find
them. Survey designers need to decide how much
emphasis to give to this issue in the survey; they also
need to review all pertinent modules to ensure that
modifications have been made where needed.
comare the places to gath-

COMMUNITY AND PRICE QUESTIONNAIRES. The

munity and price questionnaires

er data on prices at the community level. If neither a
community nor a price questionnaire is included in
the survey, it is critical that either adequate regional
price indices are available from some other source
or-more
likely-data
on quantities of food and fuel
consumed by households are obtained in the consumption module. It is also vital that the survey
designers be willing to base regional price adjustments
only on food, not using nonfood in the price index.
MODULE.
Data on any regular saving by
households can be gathered in either the savings module or the consumption module.
SAVINGS

surveys have
included a separate module to elicit data on flows of
transfers in and out of the household. In general, it
makes sense to put the questions about inflows and
outflows of transfers together and to elicit parallel
information about them. In this book, the inflows are
discussed in the chapter on transfers and other nonla-

in an LSMS-type household

survey. The draft module finds a middle ground in
terms of length. Some questions could conceivably be
deleted, and other areas could be explored in much

here. There seems to be no rigorous evidence about
how different systems of organization affect the
answers given by respondents. However, there are a
few principles of organization that survey designers
should bear in mind, as discussed below.
Organization
There are different ways of grouping items together:
by type of item (such as food, fuel, or clothing), by
place of purchase, by recall period, or by the kind of
follow-up questions asked (about quantities, prices, or
home production).The exact layout will depend upon
the circumstances in the country of the surveyincluding what people consume and how they acquire
it-and
on the objectives of the survey. The survey
designers must draft one or more versions of a questionnaire and field-test them rigorously to determine
whether the proposed module actually works.
Comprehensiveness

The questionnaire should cover all types of consumption. It is often pragmatic to define some categories
that contain groups of items (for example, "canned
goods") in order to produce a comprehensive list of
expenditures without making the list unduly long.

INTERHOUSEHOLD TRANSF.ERS. Many

Specificity
It is important to list certain items individually. As a
rule, items should be listed individually if they are
important sources of calories or are particularly interesting to analysts in their own right. Examples include
subsidized fuels and goods whose consumption is par123
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items, the inventory of durable goods should not list
"stoves" since it would not be clear whether stoves
were included among "major kitchen appliances." In

Box 5.1 Cautionary Advice
*

How rnuch of the draft module Is new and unproven?

The draft consumptionmodule presentedhereclose-

this case the durable goods inventory should either use

ly follows the approach taken in many previous LSMS

the same category-"major

surveys.

omit all such items. This rule applies for cross-checks
within the same module or across two modules.

* How well has the module worked in the post. The consumption modules in most previous LSMSsurveys have
produced data that have appeared to many analyststo
have reasonable magnitudes and to show expected
patterns of consumption by categories of items and
over types of households. However field tests of this
module in some countries in Africa showed that
respondents had difficultyreporting data on quantities
of goods purchased,so questions about quantities purchased were deleted in those countries. In some surveys respondents have seemed to be confused about
whether to report a total value and a quantity or a
value per unit of purchase and a quantity Where this

kitchen appliances"-or

Customization
Each questionnaire must be customized to reflect the
circumstances in the country ofthe surveyThe lists of
consumption

items must be customized to reflect local

consumption patterns and local terminology. The
recall periods for these items should depend on the
shopping patterns of the local people.

Annotations to the Questionnaire

confusion arose, it was necessaryto delete some
observations from the resultingdata set or even to discard all of the data with a short recall period.To minimize this risk the questions should be clearlyformulated, the order of the questions should be thoroughly
fieldtested, and the interviewers should be fullytrained.
However,the most effectiveinsurance would be to use
two recallperiods,at least for food-thus ensuringthat
there is always a backup measure of consumption in

This section consists of a series of notes and annotations to each of the draft submodules introduced in
in
and presented
inVolume
the to
ection
the previous section and presented inVolume 3.These
notes are followed by several general guidelines for
dealing with some special circumstances within which
a survey may operate. The section ends with some
advice about how to keep the module as short as possible, consistent with the need to gather sufficient data

the data set.

to support the analysis of the most important policy

Which parts of the module most need to be customized?

Survey designers should base the r decisions about
which items to include in the different submodules on
localconsumption patterns. Ifa comparable surveywas
previouslyfielded in the country and if the consumption module in that survey was designed broadly in
accordance with the best practices described in this
chapter,the designersof the new survey should use the
same recall periods and the same degree of item dis-

issuesi

agg-egation
as in the previoussurvey.

with their "walking around money." As such, this is

the country.

PartA: DailyExpenditures
The items included in this submodule will vary from
country to country. The idea is to capture (using a
short recall period) the small, repetitive miscellaneous
transactions that many people engage in almost every
day. Individuals often purchase the items listed here

Double-Counting

one of the places in the consumption module where
it would be feasible to collect individual-specific data.
The list of items used in the draft submodule is a
mixture of the lists from various previous LSMS surveys. Other items that could be included are: khat,

ticularly favored or disfavored
("merit" goods and "sin" goods).

by

policymakers

It may sometimes be useful to create a cross-check by

flowers, gasoline, firewood, haircuts, shaves, baths, and

gathering data on the same items in more than one
place in the questionnaire. In these cases, the questions
should be worded carefully so that the analyst knows
how to exclude one or the other to avoid double-

tips.

counting these data in the estimate of total consumption. For example, if purchases of "major kitchen
appliances" are listed among consumption expenditure

bers reported will be. In Jamaica the 1993 survey used
questions that were individual-specific, and the estimate
of expenditures on food purchased away from home
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In this submodule, there is a special grid for meals
consumed away from home. Experience has shown that
the more detail appears in the grid, the higher the num-
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accounted for 5 percentage points more total food consumption than the 1992 survey, which used a single
question on the daily expenditures grid (Table B-6 in
Statistical Institute and Planning Institute of Jamaica
1994; Table B-4 in Statistical Institute and Planning
Institute of Jamaica 1995). If the grid is individualspecific it is generally best for each person to respond
for him or herself rather than to use a single respondent
as specified in the draft submodule. Such an individualspecific page should be adjacent to other individualspecific modules. Care may also be needed to avoid
double-reporting subsidized lunches in the factory canteen or the schoolyard,as these may also be captured in
the employment or education modules,
This draft submodule is modeled after the one
used in the Kazakhstan questionnaire because the submodule from Kazakhstan yielded mostly answers that
made intuitive sense. The number of meals reported
was mostly divisible by five,indicating regular patterns
associated with the work week, and the unit value for
the meals seemed plausible.
Part B:Foodand Fuel
This submodule gathers information on the food and
fuel consumed by the sample households.
LIST OF ITEMS. The

list of items that should be included in this submodule will vary from country to country. The full-scale expenditure survey done every five
or ten years in most countries to provide weights for
the consumer price index has served as the basis for
the development of the lists of foods in past LSMS
surveys. Special care should be taken to itemize goods
that contribute substantially to the total number of
calories consumed and to expenditures, as well as
goods that are (or are most likely to be) subsidized.
Thus, in Central America, rice, beans, and tortillas
should each be listed separately rather than in a group
of "starches" or "basic grains."
To prevent the hst of items from becoming
unwieldy (in the order of hundreds), there will have to
be some grouping of items, using categories such as
"canned foods" or "vegetables." These groupings,
while necessary, can pose problems for interviewers in
eliciting answers about quantities of the item consumed and for analysts in trying to establish the nutrient content of the items. There is no perfect solution
to this problem. For some items it may be pragmatic
to black out the quantities question, thereby eliminat-

ing a source of confusion in the interview at the small
cost of losing a piece of ambiguous data. For other
items, taking care to keep the subgrouping reasonably
homogenous may help resolve the issues of establishing quantities and estimating caloric content. "Leafy
green vegetables" and "potatoes, sweet potatoes, and
other tubers" are more internally homogenous categories than "vegetables." Whether or not they adopt
these approaches, survey designers need to bear the
problems of grouping in mind.
It is usual, and probably helps respondents
remember the necessary information, to list similar
items together. In past surveys this has usually meant
placing botanically similar items side by side-in other
words, all meats together and all fruits and vegetables
together-and, within each group, placing first the
items that are more commonly consumed. Such placement probably reflects people's shopping patterns in
most countries; vegetables may be in one section of
the market and meats in another, or people may buy
their vegetables from the greengrocer and their meat
from the butcher. If a very long list of items is used, it
might make the interview more manageable to divide
the list into subgroups in a more explicit way than is
shown in the draft submodule, with subheadings for
each subgroup. Then each subgroup could have a filter question such as "did your household purchase any
meat since my last visit?"After that, separate questions
on each kind of meat would follow. Some surveys supplement this general filter question by showing the
respondent a card that either lists or illustrates
(depending on the degree of literacy in the country)
the various items in the subcategory as a prompt.
However, no past LSMS survey has tried this.
The list of foods used in the draft submodule as an
illustration came from the Pakistan LSMS questionnaire (with the addition of beer and other alcoholic
beverages, which are important items of consumption
in many countries, though not in Pakistan).Thus the
list is specific to Pakistan and includes items (dal, gur,
and ghee) that may be inappropriate to list in other
countries. The list also omits some other items that
should be included in other countries, such as pork,
cassava,yams, tomatoes, papayas,and bananas. The key
point is that the list must be customized to reflect local
patterns of food consumption.
The recall period used in this submodule is the time since the interviewer's last visit to
RECALL PERIOD.
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the household. Questions in the food submodule pre-

If questions were in the reverse order, a respondent

sume that the interviewer's last visit to the household
was about two weeks before the interview on consumption; this was generally the case in the old proto-

might give the interviewer an answer that referred to
the household's expenditure per unit of quantity rather
than for the total purchase. Instead of"I spent 50 pesos

typical fieldwork

on meat. I bought two kilos," the informant

plan where each primary

sampling

unit was visited by the survey teams twice, two weeks
apart, and different sections of the questionnaire were
administered in each visit.The two-visit routine served
a number of functions other than providing the recall
period; however, now that data entry operators often
travel with the field teams rather than remaining in a
regional office, the logistical reasons for the two separate visits are being eroded. Moreover, in many surveys, especially ones that have shorter questionnaires
than the full LSMS survey, only one visit is ever made
to the primary sampling unit and the entire questionnaire is used in that visit. In single-visit scenarios the
recall question (Question 2) should be changed from
"since my last visit" to "in the past two weeks." In
countries with high inflation rates or where other
expenditure surveys use a shorter reference period,
survey designers may shorten the recall period to a
week or to whatever period matches that of the other
survey.
BARTER. If barter is common

in the country of the
survey, it can be included in the wording of the purchase question (Question 5). If barter is very important, survey designers may wish to give it a question of
its own. It will be particularly important to pilot-test
the wording of the purchase question as this can often
be awkward.
QUANTITY.

The quantity question (Question 4) applies

to the short recall period question, so that when a urnit
value is derived from this data, it refers to a specific
time period. To have a unit value (quasi price) for
some indeterminate month during the year is not very
helpful where there is even modest inflation or seasonal variation in prices.

might

answer "I bought two kilos" and "I paid 25 pesos."The
respondent would mean 25 pesos for each kilo, not in
total, and the true response would be misrecorded. In
Pakistan this problem occurred often enough to call
into question the accuracy of all of the short period
data. However, in the Panama field test, the questions
seemed to work better with the quantity question
placed before the expenditure question.
FUEL. Fuel is placed in the same submodule as food
because it is the main category of nonfood that is purchased in convenient, standard units. This follows the
principle that wherever quantities can be collected
easily and accurately, they should be. Hence it is convenient, though not usual, to put fuel in the food submodule so that the follow-on questions on quantities
will apply.
There are several options about
how to arrange the questions on home prodtiction
(Questions 7-9). The option most commonly used in
previous LSMS surveys has been to place these questions either together with food purchases, as is done
here, or in a separate submodule on home production.
Occasionally the consumption of home-produced
food has appeared in the agricultural module as part of
the means by which a crop is disposed of. Since agriculture modules are becoming increasingly infrequent
in LSMS surveys and since they may not always
HoME PRODUCTION.

OF QUANTITY AND EXPENDITURE. There is
some debate about the proper ordering of these two
questions (Questions 3 and 4). Essentially, the field test
should be the guide. Expenditure has been placed first
in the draft submodule for two reasons. First, it is the
more important piece of data. Second, collecting

include crop disposal questions, the following discussion concentrates on the first two options.
Whether the questions on households' consumption of home-produced
food should be placed adjacent to the questions on their purchases of food or in
a separate submodule is an issue that will be affected
by both the percentage of households that produce
their own food and the range of goods produced in
this way. If questions on home-produced
goods are
placed in a separate submodule, it is simple to add the
filter question, "Has your household consumed any
food produced at home?" Then it is possible to avoid
asking a long list of inapplicable questions to house-

expenditure first is likely to reduce the risk of ambigulity or misunderstanding on the part of the respondent.

holds that do not produce any food at home.This will
be most appropriate when home production is not

ORDERING
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very common. Ultimately, what works best should be

from employers.This

determined

by the field test. Do respondents find it
easier to think about all of the sources of a single food-

module, because it already appears in the various
employment submodules.

stuff together? (For example, I bought some tomatoes,
I grew some tomatoes in my garden, or my coworker

USE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY

gave me some tomatoes?)

designers wish to try to put an explicit value on the use

Or is it easier for them to

is not included in this draft sub-

PROVIDED

GOODS.

If survey

think about their food budget in terms of the source

of all environmentally

of that food? (For example, when I shop I buy beans,
tortillas and milk, but in my garden I grow tomatoes,
papaya, and bananas.) The decision about whether to

food items should include any food items that are like-

put these questions in a separate submodule

al questions may be added to clarifr that environmen-

will not

materially affect the length of the interview, although
separating home production

provided resources, the list of

ly to be gathered, fished, or hunted. In addition, the
wording of the questions may be changed or additiontally provided items are included in the questioning.

from purchased food may

take up more paper and make the questionnaire

phys-

ically longer.

Part C:Nonfood Consumption
Again, the list of items to be included in this submod-

It is not necessary to have a home

production

ule is country-specific

and can usually be derived from

question for every food item in the list, since some are
industrially manufactured items that cannot be made

the survey used to weight the consumer price index.
The list is likely to contain more groups of items (for

in people's homes.

example, "clothing")

industrially

Even some items that are not

manufactured

are not

commonly

pro-

list.The nonfood

than were contained in the food

list should be designed with the fol-

duced in people's homes and can likewise be omitted
from the list of home-produced
items. In the draft of
the submodule inVolume 3, the boxes are blacked out

lowing objectives: to cover all aspects of the household's budget that are not covered elsewhere in the
household questionnaire; to cover these in a logical

in the home-production
unlikely to be produced

for items that are

manner that respondents find congenial; to gather
information on specific items that may receive heavy

The quantities of food produced at home should
be regarded as the most important data gathered about
home food production.The quantity of a good is a factual, observable piece of information. Questions about

subsidies or attract heavy taxes (for example, kerosene,
gasoline, tobacco, or alcohol); and, sometimes, to gather the data in a manner that will enable analysts to
study intrahousehold issues.

value are more hypothetical, since by definition a
home-produced item does not pass through the market.
Theoretically, a farmgate price would be too low and a
market price too high. There seems to be no evidence

For most items it will not be practical to collect
data on quantity (or, implicitly, unit values) due to the
difficulties of establishing meaningful units, especially
for groups of goods. For items where meaningful units

as to which price the consumer of home-produced
food is likely to know more often or which answer he
or she would give in response to a general question on

can be established (usually fuel), data on the quantity
consumed should be gathered.

columns
at home.

Note

that the boundary

the "value of home production." The draft submodule
includes a general (ill-defined) question on the "value of

between consumption
items and durable goods is somewhat fuzzy. Many of
the items usually listed in the consumption module

home production" on the grounds that-for goods that
have markets-the
food purchases questions, communi-

(and included in this draft submodule) may actually
last for more than a year. Kitchen equipment (includ-

ty questionnaire, or both gather information on prices
or unit values from food purchases and may gather data
on farmgate prices in the agricultural module (if there
is one). Thus the "value of home production" contributes a different set of information, at least on the

ing cups, forks, plates, and saucepans), furniture
(including beds, tables, cupboards, chairs, and rugs),
and linens (including sheets, towels, and blankets) all
appeared in the consumption module of the Cote
d'lvoire questionnaire rather than in the durable goods

aspect that the respondent feels is most pertinent.

module, even though all of these items were likely to

In some past LSMS surveys, the gifts section
included the value of food received as payment in kind

last for more than a year. Nonetheless, so many different items may be listed that it seems pragmatic to
measure their consumption via the flow into the

GIFTS.
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it.

Part E Durable Goods
The items in the durable goods list should be items
that last substantially longer than a year and are so large

The list of items in the draft submodule is derived
from several different questionnaires from previous

in relation to the household's standard of living that
they can be separately enumerated and respondents

LSMS surveys, principally the surveys in Jamaica and
Nepal.
The same consideratioins that apply for food apply

can accurately remember information about their purchase after several years have gone by. A car would
nieet this definition of a durable good but a shirt

to the barter and gift of nonfood goods and to nonfood goods (such as firewood) gathered from the environment. Home production is theoretically of interest

would not-even
though both may last for several
years.
The durable goods page in this submodule is

but has rarely been specifically enumerated in past
LSMS surveys. If survey designers decide that homeproduced nonfood goods are important, they can be
handled in a manner similar to that for home-pro-

divided into two blocks so that households can report
on the value of two of the same kind of item (for
example, two bicycles). Most past LSMS questionnaires
have included a list of a dozen or two different kinds of

duced food.

PartD: Expenditureson PrivateInterhouseholdTransfers

durable goods, though the lists have usually been
longer in the surveys fielded in the countries of the
former Soviet Unionr. The most appropriate items to

Respondents may find it most logical to be asked
questions about their income from and expenditures
on interhousehold transfers in the same place in the
questionnaire. In this book, however, questions on
household expenditures on private interhousehold
transfers are included here and questions on income
from interhousehold
transfers are included in the

include in the durable goods list will vary from country to country.What is considered expensive enough to
be a durable good will also vary from country to country. For example, cooking pots were on the durable
goods list in the survey in Kagera, Tanzania, whereas
the list in the Jamaican survey included satellite dishes.
The most common durable goods may also vary by cli-

module on transfers and other nonlabor income
(introduced by Chapter 11). The two submodules
were developed together and can be positioned adjacent to one another in the household questionnaire in
a separate module.
Two versions of this submodule are included.

mate. In tropical countries air conditioners or fans will
often be on the list, whereas in cold climates various
sorts of heaters will be listed. Culture also plays an
important role. Jewelry, carpets, and guns were listed in
Pakistan but are unlikely to be listed in the durable
goods submodule in many other countries.

household rather than trying to enumerate the whole
stock item by item and then compute a use value for

The short version is designed to obtain basic informodule is being
mation when the consumption
shortened as much as possible and the study of private safety nets is not deemed important. The longer
submodule includes questions about the recipients
and their relationship to the donor or head of the
household, as well as on the amounts, regularity, and
purpose of the transfers. The answers to these questions supply analysts with a lot of information for
studying transfcrs.
For Question 12 it would be useful to get as much
detail on the destination as can easily be coded-for
example, to the district or county level. For Questions
12 and 13 the codes should coincide with those used
in the migration module. Questions 6 and 7 use the
same codes as are used on the roster, which is why
code I is missing. (On the roster module it is for the
head of household.)
128

SpecialCircumstances
This subsection provides survey designers with advice
on how to deal with various special circumstances that
they may face in planning and designing a survey in
their particular country.
WITH INFLATION. In countries
with high
inflation it may be necessary to modify the questionnaire. (However, if inflation is very high, it is not clear
how well these suggested modifications will work.)
First, the recall period should be shortened to the
shortest period that is reasonable for the type of item
in question. The recall period on food might change
from the previous two weeks to the previous week.
The "usual-month"
questions on food might be
DEALING

dropped altogether, since it would be unclear to which
time period they referred, making it impossible to
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deflate the expenditures appropriately.The recall period for nonfood items might be shortened from a year
to three or six months. Shortening the recall periods
could increase the variance of the estimates,but in any
case it would be impossible to interpret any means for
data collected when prices were very different.
Moreover, inflation will cause people to make more
frequent purchases (so that the real value of their
money does not diminish), so the tradeoff between
biases in the mean and variance may be less than in
places where inflation is low.
The second modification that can be made to take
inflation into account involves asking respondents
about the dates when they made certain large purchases so that analysts can deflate these figures appropriately.Third, if a currency other than the national currency has become a de facto unit of account, survey
designers might allow respondents to give their answers
in either the local or the international currency.
If the use of consumer credit is of particular
analytical and policy interest in the survey country, a
short module on households' use of credit (particularly for purchasing food) could be inserted after the
food submodule, and questions on purchases on credit could be added to the durable goods submodule, as
is suggested in Chapter 21 on credit.
CREDIT.

SUPPORTING INTRAHOUSEHOLD ANALYSIS. If supporting

intrahousehold analysis is a special goal of the survey,
the consumption module can be reorganized so that at
least some of the information is individual-specific.
The main principle is to classify all items according to
two criteria. The first criterion is whether they are
consumed individually (like a taxi fare or a shirt) or
jointly (like washing powder or television use). The
second criterion is whether it is easy to distinguish if
the item was consumed by one household member or
another. Food eaten at home is individually consumed, but, since it is usually purchased and prepared
for the household as a whole, it is difficult to distinguish how much is consumed by each individual. On
the other hand, it is easier to assign the consumption
of food consumed in restaurants or food stalls to particular individuals. After the items that are individually consumed and easily distinguished as being consumed by a given individual have been determined,
these items can be listed on a separate grid that the
interviewer fills out for each individual.

Keepingthe Moduleas Shortas Possible
It is important to avoid tiring or annoying respondents
with an overly long interview. However, there are relatively few options for shortening the consumption
module, aside from using the shorter of the two versions of the submodule on interhousehold transfers.As
explained in the second section of this chapter, reducing the number of items or categories for which information is collected can easily lead to an underestimation of consumption. Also, getting a comprehensive
measure of consumption requires inquiring about
purchases, home production, and gifts of all commodities consumed by the household, so it is not easy
to reduce the number of questions about each item.
There are a few questions that could be cut in the
draft submodules, though this would result in a loss of
important data in each case. Probably the most
expendable question is Question 7 of Part E, the last
of the series for durable goods. Removal of this question would mean that the valuation of durable goods
would rest solely on the assumption that the average
life of the good is twice the average age reported
across all households.
It would be possible to drop Question 9 in the
food submodule, and instead to value home production using data from the expenditure questions as
well as the community questionnaire.There is an element of risk in this, since households would no
longer have the option to express their answers in
value terms, which they may have found easier to use
than quantity terms. Of course, this option is only
available if there are questions on quantities in the
food expenditure submodule of consumption or if
data on prices are gathered in the community questionnaire for all items on the home-produced list.
Alternatively, survey designers could drop the quantity questions about purchases and home production.
(Note that the quantity and the value questions on
home production cannot both be dropped simultaneously.) However, quantity is an important piece of
data in its own right, so dropping quantity questions
reduces analytical potential. Most importantly it
means that prices from some other sources are
required to derive a calorie-based poverty line from
the data set.
A final option would be to drop the dual recall
periods in the food submodule or the nonfood submodule. Doing this would be risky, since if something
wventwrong in the fieldwork analysts would be unable
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to use the data set to calculate what is arguably the
most imiportant variable in the whole enterprisetotal household consumption. Because food is more
important in the total than nonfood, it is preferable to
drop the dual recall periods for nonfood items before
dropping those for food items.
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HouseholdRoster
PaulGlewwe

Almost every household survey instructs interviewers to make a list of all the members of each
household in the survey.This list is often called the household roster. In LSMS and similar multitopic surveys,the household roster serves three distinct functions. It determines who is and who
is not a member of the household. It collects some basic information on each member of the
household. And it can be used to collect information on close relativesof household membersparents, children, spouses, siblings-who are no longer, or have never been, members of the
household. The collection of information on these household "associates"is unusual, and thus
distinguishesLSMS-type surveys from most other household surveys.
This chapter provides advice on how to design the
household roster of an LSMS-type household survey.
The first section discussesthe three basic functions of
the household roster.The second section introduces
the draft household roster module (which is provided
in Volume 3 of this book).The third section presents
detailedexplanatorynotes on the draft module.
The Three Main Functions of the Household

Roster
The household roster has three basic functions in
LSMSand other multitopic household surveys:determining householdmembership,collectingbasicinformation on household members, and collecting information on nonresident familymembers.
Membership
Household
Determining
Perhapsthe most important function of the household
roster is to determine which individualsare members
of the household.This function is important because

the vastmajority of information collectedin the other
modules of the household questionnairepertains only
to householdmembers.If a householdmember is mistakenly classifiedas not belonging to the household,
no information of any kind will be gathered about
that person in the rest of the household questionnaire.
The first stepin determining household membership is to definewhat is meant by a household.For the
purposes of conducting a household survey,the standard definition of a household is a group of people
who live together,pool their money,and eat at least
one meal together each day (United Nations 1989).'
While most people who live together do pool their
money and eat together, there are some exceptions.
For example, unrelated individuals may share a
dwelling to minimize housing costs but may eat separatelyand not pool their money.In this caseeach individual should be considered as living in a separate
household.A second example is when two distinct
familieslive in the same dwelling but allocate some
rooms to one family and the rest to the other.They
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may or may not eat together, but if they do not pool

recall period. To be consistent with these modules, it is

their income they should be considered two separate
households. A third example is household servants.

recommended that LSMS and similar multitopic surveys define household membership over the previous

Servants

12 months.

are

generally

not

considered

household

members because they keep their income separate
from the income of the household that employs them,

How long must a person reside in a given household in order to be considered a member of that

even though they may eat some meals with the fami-

household?

ly. A final case is individuals who rent a room in a
dwelling that belongs to one family. A renter may eat

whether someone has been a household member during the previous 12 moinths is the numiber of mointhis

some meals with the family, but as long as the renter

the individual has lived in the household

keeps his or her income separate from that of other
household members, he or she should be considered a

time. A person who has lived in the household for all
of the past 12 months should certainly be considered

separate household.
The definition given above of what constitutes a
household is clear for the vast majority of living situ-

a household member. A person who has lived in the
household for more than six months should also be
considered a household member, since it is not possi-

ations. However, unusual situations arise in many
countries. For example, in some polygamous societies
a man may have several wives, each of whom has a
separate dwelling. In this case each wife (and her children) constitutes a separate household. Which household the man belongs to is difficult to say. In this and
other unusual cases flexibility is needed; one course of
action is to adopt the definition of a household used
in previous surveys in the particular country. An

ble for that person to be a member of any other
household for more than six months. One potential
problem is people who have lived in one household
for exactly six months and in another household for
six months. If household membership includes people
who have lived in a household for 6 of the past 12
months, such persons have, in theory, a double chance
of being surveved. In practice this problem is probably
minor because it applies to only a very small percent-

important principle to follow in these situations is that
each person in the population should be assigned to
one, and only one, household.
After a definition of what constitutes a household
is settled, the next step is to assign each person in the

age of the population.
A more troublesome case is an individual who has
lived in three different households during the previous
12 months-spending
4 months in each household. If
household membership is defined as living in a house-

population to one, and only one, household. If some
people are not assigned to any household, they will
not be represented in the survey; if other people are

hold for 6 or more of the past 12 months, such individuals will never be sampled in the survey. However,
if the threshold is 4 months or less, these people will

assigned to two or more households, they will be overrepresented in the survey. The main difficulty is that

be three times as likely to be included in the survey as
people who lived in only one household during the

over long periods of time, many people move from
one household to another. The longer the period of
time, the more common this is. To avoid these poten-

previous 12 months. The prudent thing to do here is
to err on the side of caution by setting a relatively low
number of months as the threshold for considering a

tially troublesome situations, survey designers may
wish to define household membership over a relatively short period of time. At one extreme, this might be

person to be a household member. The threshold set
in many past LSMS surveys has been three or more
months. This is prudent because as long as the number

the previous 24 hours-in
effect, those who spent the
night at the household surveyed-which
would make

of months each person lived in the household during
the previous 12 months is recorded in the household

the number

roster, analysts can decide for themselves whether

of ambiguous

cases quite small. On the

The

main

criterion

for

determining

during that

to

other hand, many socioeconomic
phenomena
of
interest to policymakers involve activities and situations that last for a considerable period of time. For

include as household members people who have spent
6 or fewer months in the household.
A related problem arises when people move

example, several modules described in other chapters
of this book, including the modules on consumption,
income, employment, and agriculture, use a 12-month

between two or more households on a regular basis.
For example, the main income-earner
of a given
household may work away from home during the
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week but return home on weekends. In general, the
rule to apply is to calculate the percentage of time that
the person has been in the household during the previous 12 months, express this in terms of a number of
months, and then apply the rule described above. One
exception to this rule is a person whose time away
from the household was clearly spent in an institutional setting, such as a workers' dormitory. Since that
person is not in danger of being double-counted
(because he or she did not live in any other household
during the previous 12 months), he or she can be
counted as a household member.
There have been some exceptions to the rule commonly used in past LSMS surveys that any person who
has lived in the household for 3 or more of the past 12
months is considered to be a household member. First,
a newly born infant is typically considered to be a
household member even if he or she is less than three
months old because the infant was obviously not a part
of any other household during the other months.
Second, any household member who has died during
the previous 12 months is generally not considered a
household member. The reason for this is that this person cannot provide answers for himself or herself, and it
is often uncomfortable for other household members to
answer extensive questions about someone in the
household who has recently died. (An exception is that
the fertility module introduced by Chapter 15 does collect information on any children who have died.)
Another possible exception is someone who has
recently become a member of the household and
clearly has not been a member of another household
during the previous 12 months because he or she was
living in some kind of institutional setting (for example, student housing, a military barracks, or a prison) or
in a foreign country. For example, in the 1992-93
Vietnam LSMS survey, all recently demobilized soldiers were counted as household members even when
they had only been members for one or two months.
Another exception to the rule is that the person designated as the head of the household is alwaysconsidered a household member regardless of the amount of
time that he or she has spent in the household during
the previous 12 months. A final exception that has
been used in some previous LSMS surveys is that a
new spouse, usually a wife, who has joined a household is a member even if he or she joined only one or
two months ago. InVietnam this rule was used because
Vietnamese culture dictates that this person is a house-

hold member. Classifying these people as nonmembers
may offend some members of the household.
Members
CollectingBasicInformationonHousehold
been identihave
members
household
the
of
Once all
fied, what information should be collected about
them? The information should be limited to the most
fundamental characteristics of each individual; data
that pertain to other modules should be collected in
those modules.The standard information to collect in
the household roster is:
* The person's name.
* The person's date of birth (if known).
* The person's age (in years for adults, in months for
children age 12 and under)
* The person's sex.
* The person's relationship to the head of household.
* The person's marital status.
* The number of months that the person has lived in
the household during the previous 12 months.
This information is straightforward and uncontroversial. However, a few comments are required. The
main purpose for obtaining the name of the person is
to allow the interview to proceed smoothly and naturally. There is no reason to provide the names of
household members to analysts who want to use the
data.2 This would violate the statistical regulations
governing almost all official household surveys, which
typically guarantee the confidentiality of information
provided by respondents.
The reason for collecting data on the respondent's
date of birth is that many people in developing countries, especially elderly people, have some difficulty
remembering their exact ages. If a person's birth date is
obtained, that information, along with the date of the
interview, enables analysts to calculate the person's
exact age (see Chapter 4 on metadata). Another reason
for collecting both age and birth date information is
that occasionally a person may unintentionally make an
error when answering one of these questions. This
information is sufficiently important that the responses
to these two questions should be compared to check
the accuracy of the ages of all household members.
It is important to obtain a record of the number of
months that the person has lived in the household in
question during the previous 12 months in order to
ascertain who is, and who is not, a household member.
Many households include married couples, and it
is useful in analysis to match each household member
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to his or her spouse. In some households this will be
obvious, but in households that contain extended families it may not be clear. Therefore, in general, each
person

who is married should be matched to the
household member who is his or her spouse. If the
spouse is not a household member, this can also be
indicated

in the household roster.
It is sometimes useful to collect other information
about household members in the household roster,
such as information on ethnicity, religion, and nationality. In countries where intermarriage between members of different ethnic groups is rare, questions about
ethnicity need be asked only once, for the household as
a whole. In this case the information should not be collected in the household roster but in the household
identification page (see Chapter 4). If intermarriage
between members of different ethnic groups is common, each person should be asked about ethnicity separately in the household roster-and
a "mixed" category may be needed for the children of interethnic
marriages. The same is true for religious affiliation; if it
is rare to find people of different religions in the same
household, this can be asked once for the whole household, but if it is common, each person should be asked
individually in the household roster. Finally, in some
countries a substantial fraction of the population may
have migrated in from another country and thus consist of people who are not citizens. Data about citizenship can be collected in the household roster if noncitizens constitute a sizable fraction of the population.
Before moving to the next topic, it is useful to
consider two other types of information that some
survey designers may want to collect in the household
roster: languages spoken and the recent location of
household members. In some countries many people
speak a language other than the official language of the
country. Information on languages spoken may be
particularly relevant for analyses of education and
employment. One or two questions could be added to
the household roster to record the languages spoken
by each household member above a certain age.
However, in most cases it is more convenient to collect this information in the education module. In particular, the standard education module in Chapter 7
asks household members to read a short sentence, and
the notes to that module suggest that this could be
done for more than one language. This is a natural
place to ask a couple of questions about the languages
spoken by household members.
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Another piece of information that may be useful
in analysis is whether each respondent is currently living in the household-more
specifically, the number
of days he or she has lived in the household during the
past week or month.This xvould be useful for explaining why a particular individual could not answer questions for himself or herself, but it is even more useful
for analyses of migration. In most surveys such questions should be included in the migration module.
CollectingInformation on Nonresident FamilyMembers
Most LSMS surveys collect information on the parents
and children of household members regardless of
whether these people are household members. This
information is collected because it gives analysts and
policymakers a better understanding of parent-child
relationships within the household, because it illustrates the links between the household surveyed and
other households, and because the data can be useful
for applying certain econometric techniques, particularly the instrumental variables method.
Consider first the case of parents. As with spouses,
when extended families live in the same household it is
not always clear which children are associated with
which adults.Thus it is useful to ask each person explicitly whether their mother and father are household
members and, if so, which household members they are.
If a person's mother or father is not a household member, the roster should gather some basic information on
that individual-in
particular, whether the individual is
still alive, the individual's highest level of education, and
the individual's main occupation. Survey designers may
also want to ask respondents where their parents live if
they are still alive. Such information is useful because
parents' education levels are strongly associated with
their children's levels of education, because the occupations of (adult) children are often correlated with their
parents' occupations, and because many households
depend on relatives to help them in times of need.
(Thus a household's vulnerability to economic hardship
may depend on whether household members' parents
are alive or dead, as well as on where they live.)
Another issue is how to treat stepchildren and
adopted children. Most stepchildren have one parent in
the household and another who is dead or lives elsewhere. This situation will become clear from the information given on the child's parents, and thus needs no
further discussion. Whether the parents of adopted
children should be treated as their real parents depends
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on the incidence and nature of adoption in the country surveyed. If adoption is common, survey designers
may specifically want to ask if a child is adopted.

Volumie 3.) The

Now consider the issue of children who are not
household members, whether minors or adult children.

to the interviewer, along with some questions to be
asked of the head of household.The second page con-

In many developing countries it is common for parents
to send their children to live with other families, partic-

tains the actual roster. Part B collects information
about the parents of household members-and
a small

ularly for the purpose of sending them to school.While
children in this category will be sampled in the house-

bers whether they have any children who live away from
the household. It is also useful to gather information

amount of information on the siblings of adult members. Part C collects data on children of household
members who do not reside in the household, and
Part D collects more detailed information on the siblings of adult household members.
Like many of the other modules in Volume 3,
the household
roster module has three versions:

about any adult children who live away from home.This
is useful for studying poverty because adult children may

short, standard, and expanded. The short version is
simply Part A by itself. The standard version consists

support their elderly parents even when they live in a
separate household. As a result, it is useful to know how

of Parts A, B, and C. The expanded version consists
of all four parts, and also provides additional questions about nonresident
spouses that should be
added to Part A.

holds where they currently live, it is often useful to link
them to their parents' households for purposes of analysis.This can be done by asking all adult household mem-

many potential sources of support each household has in
the form of adult children living away from home. 3
Finally, along the same lines, it may be useful to collect some information on the absent spouses and siblings of adult household members, because such spouses and siblings can often be counted on to support the
household in times of need. This information is relatively easy to collect for absent spouses, since most
households will not have any absent spouses and few
households will contain more than one person with an
absent spouse. In contrast, the number of potential siblings is very large. One option is to ask only about the
number of siblings alive, perhaps distinguishing between
men and women (as this may affect the probability of
receiving support). Only a few surveys have attempted
to collect information on each sibling of all household
members; one example is a survey done in Cartagena,
Colombia in 1982 (see Bamberger, Kaufinann, and
Velez 1984). The basic approach is to ask about such
people in a survey form similar to the one on nonresident children in Volume 3 (Part C of the Household
Roster module).The two main problems are that the list
of people could be very large, especially for households
with several adult members, and that people could be
siblings of more than one household
member.
However, neither problem is insurmountable.

draft module

is composed

of four

parts. Part A is the list of household members. It consists of two pages. The first page provides instructions

Notes and Comments on the Draft Modules
To help the interviewer

correctly record all the information in each of the other individual-level modules
in the household questionnaire, the part of the roster
that contains
each individual's
name and sex
(Questions 1 and 2 of Part A) should be visible and
aligned with each individual-specific grid in those
modules. (See Chapter 3 for a discussion of ways to
design a fold-out roster page.) It is also useful to have
two extra columns immediately
to the left of
Questions Al and A2 that can be used to write each
person's age (in years) and indicate whether the person is a household member.This is useful because the
individual-level sections that follow apply only to
household members, and in some cases they apply
only to persons of certain ages.
A7. For some studies of migration it is useful to add
the year of marriage. Such a question should come
immediately after Question A7, and should be asked
only of persons currently married.

Draft Module

A8. If the spouse does not live in the household, one
may want to ask some questions about his or her

This section briefly introduces the draft household
roster module. (The module itself is provided in

whereabouts, since absent spouses can be a source of
support in time of need. Such questions should be
added for the expanded version of the household ros139
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ter. They should be asked immediately after Question

ple, a child who lives with her uncle or aunt will

A8. The questions to ask are the same as the questions

have already provided

for nonresident siblings in Part D of the household
module, particularly: age, years of schooling and

her parents-one
of whom is the sibling of the
uncle-in
Part B. Or a person 21 or older who lives

degree completed, current employment
or other
activity, and current location. Another possible ques-

with his or her parents may have a sibling whose
existence has already been recorded in Part C. In

tion is when

such cases one may not want to repeat the informa-

the person

left the household

(to be

some information

on his or

asked of individuals who were previously members of
the current houselhold).

tion, so an extra question should be added after
Question D4 asking if this person is a parent or child

A1O. If ethnicity

varies within a substantial fraction

of a household member. If the answer is "YES," the
ID code of the person as indicated in Part B or Part

of the households in the country, the ethnicity question in the Household Identification and Control

C should be provided here, and then the interviewer should go on to the next person. However, in

Information
page of the metadata module (see
Chapter 4) should be removed, and a question about

some cases one may want to ask more about the person, in which case all of the questions should be

ethnicity

asked of such persons.

should

be

added

immediately

after

Question A10. The same point applies to religious
affiliation.
All. It is best to ask about the number of months
spent away from the household because this type of

Dl. It is possible for a nonresident sibling to be the
brother or sister of more than one household member.
In such cases that sibling's name should be written
down only one time, and the ID codes of brothers and

question is usually easier to answer than a question
about the number of months during which the mem-

sisters in the household to whom he or she is related
should be recorded in Question D5.

ber was present.
Dio. The codes here should include countries
A12

(INSTRUCTIONS

PAGE).

As explained

in the text,

if it is

common for siblings to live overseas.

other excluded categories (beyond the head of household and newly born infants) could also be treated as
household members. Such categories might include

D12. In addition to some basic occupation codes, the
following "activity" codes could be added: retired,

recently

housewife, student, unemployed, unable to work.

household

demobilized

soldiers

or new

spouses

of

members.

Notes
B. Survey designers may want to ask a question
regarding where each parent currently lives. They may
PART

The author would like to thankJere Behrman, Margaret Grosh, and

also want to ask the child's age when he or she first
lived away from his or her parents. This should be
asked separately for each parent.

Courtney Harold for commentson a previousdraft of this chapter.
1. Not every country followsthis standard definition.In some
European household surveys the requirement that household
memberseat at least one meal together each dayis dropped;other

Bi, B8. The decision about whether to treat adoptive

surveysrequiresomekind of kin relationshipamong the household
members.Thus there is some room for flexibilitywhen defining

parents as the real parents will depend on countryspecific factors. See the text for further discussion.
C13. This question should include codes for foreign
countries if it is common for children to live overseas.
This was the case in Vietnam.
D. In addition to being the brother or sister of
a household member, this person could also be a
parent or child of a household member. For examPART
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household membership in specific countries.

2. One possibleexceptionto thisis if an analystistrying to construct a panel data set by matching names(and other information)
betweendifferentsurveys.A well-plannedpanel surveyshould not
have to resort to this crude and error-prone method. For further
informationsee Chapter 23 on panel data.
3. Whether any supportis ever receivedfrom these childrenis a
separatequestionThis te of data is collectedin the transfers and
other nonlaborincome module (which is introduced in Chapter 11).
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Education
PaulGlewwe

In recent years a consensus has developed among agencies and individuals working in economic
development that investments in human capital, particularly investments in education, are crucial
for economic growth (World Bank 1990; UNDP 1990; Becker 1995).Yet many developing countries continue to have serious problems with their educational systems, and many observers argue
that the provision of education in most developing countries is highly inefficient (Lockheed and
Verspoor 1991; Hanushek 1995).
In order to devisepolicies that improve their educational systems,policymakersin developing countries
need accurateinformation on education.However,in
many countries the only data that policymakershave
at their disposalis a smallamount of informationcollected from public schools.Thesedata give only a partial picture of how,and how successfully,
students are
educated.School-baseddata provide no information
on children who do not attend school or on what
happensto studentsafter they leaveschool.
Household surveyscan fill this gap by supplying
basicdescriptiveinformationon which childrengo to
school, the characteristicsof the schools they attend,
how long they attend, the costsof their schooling,and
what happens after they leave school. Such information providesa better foundation for researchon how
to improveeducationsystemsin developingcountries.
Householdsurveyscan alsoprovide policymakerswith
importantinformation on the impactsof specificgovernment policies.
However,household surveys can perform these
importantfunctionsonly if they are well designed.The
purpose of this chapter is to explain how to design

LSMSand other multitopic householdsurveysto collect data that can be used to investigatea wide variety
of educationpolicy issuesin developingcountries.
The first section of this chapter reviews major
policy issueson education.The second section examines how data on education from household surveys
can be used to addressthese issues.The third section
introducesdraft modulesfor collectingdata on education in multitopic household surveys.(The modules
themselvesare presentedinVolume3.)The fourth and
final section provides explanatorynotes on the draft
modules introduced in the third section.
EducationPolicyIssuesin DevelopingCountries
Policymakerswho work on education issues need
information on the current situation and estimatesof
how the current situationwould changein responseto
changesin government policy.More specifically,they
need accurate information on educationaloutcomes,
such as school attendanceand skillslearned,and they
need to know what impact government education
policies have on each educationaloutcome. In addi-
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tion, policymakers would like to know the impact of
these educational outcomes on other socioeconomic
outcomes, including income, migration, and health
status.
LSMS and other multitopic household surveys
can provide data that meet all of these needs. In such
surveys the education module of the household questionnaire is the main source of information on educational outcomes. This module is also an important

with skills and knowledge. It is also likely that years of
schooling and diplomas received are correlated with
the values and norms acquired in school, especially the
values that are explicitly part of the curriculum.
The six types of educational outcomes listed
above can be thought of as the main "outputs" of the
education process. Other schooling variables can be
thought of as "inputs," including years of schooling,
grade repetition, daily attendance, and household
expenditures on school supplies. The number of years
of schooling is perhaps the most important input, but

source of information on many of the determinants of
educational outcomes. Information on other socioeconomic outcomes is collected in other modules of
LSMS-type surveys.

daily school attendance
clearly matters as well.
Repetition
indicates whether sufficient learning is

This section reviews the most important policy
issues concerning education in developing countries,
focusing primarily on the impact of government

occurring and also affects learning directly; thus it can
be thought of as both an output and an input. Finally,
household expenditures on schooling consist of school

actions on educational outcomes. A final subsection
discusses whether the education module should collect additional data to investigate the impact of education on other socioeconomic outcomes.

fees and the amounts (and prices) of books and other
school supplies purchased by the household.
In this chapter, "educational outcomes" will be
used to refer to both outputs and inputs.Thus the following schooling variables comprise the basic set of

TheBasicEducationalOutcomes

educational outcomes of interest to policymakers:
basic cognitive skills, complex cognitive skills, general
knowledge, specialized technical skills, diplomas and
certificates, values and norms, years of schooling completed, daily attendance, grade repetition, household
expenditures on schooling, and current enrollment.
Current enrollment is technically neither an input nor
an output, but it is important because it allows analysts
to distinguish children whose formal education is fin-

There are several basic educational outcomes of interest to policymakers. In general, a child or young adult
enrolled in school acquires:
* Basic cognitive skills such as literacy and numeracy.
* Complex cognitive skills such as reasoning ability.
D General knowledge
on a wide variety of subjects,
which may include science, geography, agriculture,
and health.
• Specialized technical skills (beginning at the secondary level).
* Diplomas and certificates attesting to the completion of specific levels of schooling,
* Values and behavioral norms, both those that are
part of the curriculum (for example, good citizenship) and those that arise through social interaction
among students (for example, aspirations to a "high
status" occupation).
Measurement
of learning outcomes (in other
words, measurement of the acquisition of cognitive
skills, general knowledge, and specialized technical
skills) can be complicated. Measuring values and norms
can be even more difficult. One way to avoid difficulties in measuring learning outcomes is to collect data
on other variables that are closely related to learning.
For example, it is much easier to collect data on years
of schooling completed and on certificates or diplomas
received, and these data should be highly correlated
144

ished from children who are still in school.
Government policies affect educational outcomes
by influencing their determinants. The determinants
of educational outcomes can be classified into three
types: child characteristics, household characteristics,
and school characteristics. In virtually every developing country, most schools are run by the government,
which means that government policies have a major
impact on the characteristics of schools. (Child and
household characteristics may also be affected by government policies, as discussed below.) Government
policies can be divided into those that affect prices and
those that affect other school characteristics. This distinction is important because prices affect learning
only indirectly by influencing inputs chosen by the
household, such as the number of years a child is
enrolled in school. In contrast, most other school characteristics (for example, basic classroom materials such
as blackboards and desks) have a direct effect on learn-
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ing. These other characteristics of schools can also have

regarding

indirect effects because families may change other
inputs, such as years of schooling, in response to

can at least partially control the total costs of school-

changes in school characteristics.

will be seen in the second section of this chapter, the
distinction between optional and required expendi-

Government
Policies
Regardingthe Priceof Schooling

tures is important when discussing what data are

The total cost to a household

needed for analyzing policy issues.

of enrolling a child in

school is the sum of the direct money costs and the
opportunity

costs.The direct costs include tuition and

other required fees-parents'

optional

expenditures

on schooling,

they

ing (henceforth referred to as school expenditures).As

Many education policy issues in developing countries concern school prices. The levels at which tuition

association fees, exami-

and other required fees are set is a matter of constant

nation fees, sports fees, special fundraising levies-as
well as expenditures on uriforms, textbooks, other

debate. Some countries have provided free public education at virtually all levels for many years, while other

learning materials (pencils, exercise books), transporta-

countries set public school fees at a level high enough

tion, meals at school, and in some cases lodging. If a
student receives a scholarship or voucher, its value can
be subtracted from the household's direct costs.

to reimburse the government for much of the cost it
bears from providing education services. Policymakers
face two opposing pressures in setting school fees. On

Opportunity costs are the implicit costs of the time
that children devote to schooling, including the time

the one hand, increases in school fees tend to reduce
enrollment and eventual school attainment, especially

they spend in the classroom, traveling to school, and

among poor households. On the other hand, budget-

doing schoolwork at home. If a child moves away from
home to attend school, the household typically loses
the use of all of his or her time. In developing countries children's time is valuable because they often help

ary resources in most developing countries are scarce,
which puts pressure on governments to raise fees to
fund the operation of public schools. This creates a
fundamental dilemma for policymakers; there are no

with household chores, work on household agricultural land, assist in operating nonagricultural household businesses, and even work for wages.
The discussion so far has been in terms of "costs,"

easy answers, particularly when reducing poverty is a
key concern.
Many proposals for improving education in developing countries focus on pricing policies. Some edu-

not "prices." In general, cost equals price times quantity. Several different prices apply to schooling. The
first is the mandatory tuition fee per year (or per term)

cation experts have argued that public school fees
should be very low at the primary level and perhaps
the lower secondary level but should be relatively high

of schooling. Other prices include the prices for the
various learning materials that parents are expected or

for upper secondary and postsecondary
schooling
(World Bank 1995). This would increase equity by

even required to purchase, such as uniforms, pencils,
exercise books, and, in some countries, textbooks.
Then there are prices for transportation, meals, and
lodging. In addition, there is the price of an hour or
day of a child's time, which determines the opportunity costs incurred by households that send their chil-

raising primary school enrollment, particularly among
poor households, and by reducing subsidies to betteroff households, whose children are most likely to
enroll in higher education. If the social returns to primary school are higher than the private returns and
there is little difference between the social and private
returns to higher education, this would also be more
efficient.
Other experts recommend
increasing public
school fees but using the funds to improve the quality
of schooling provided, since there is evidence that
many households, even poor ones, are willing to pay
more for higher-quality education services. A third
possibility, often referred to as targeting or price dis-

dren to school. While tuition fees must be paid if a
child is to attend school, other schooling costs may be
optional.' For example, in many developing countries
where parents are expected to purchase textbooks for
their children, many parents do not do so or purchase
only some of the required books, yet still enroll their
children in school. Also, although official policy often
requires children to wear school uniforms, this is not
always enforced in practice.
In general, households cannot usually change the
prices that they face. However, by making decisions

crimination, is to raise fees at all levels of education but
to reduce the fees for poor households in order to
encourage them to send their children to school. A
145
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fourth

chase, such as uniforms,

suggestion is to set fees at fairly high levels

while providing loans to some or all students to ensure
that credit constraints, which are presumably more
common among the poor, do not prevent parents from
sending their children to school. Finally, some have

*

textbooks,

pencils, and

exercise books, were changed?
How would educational outcomes be affected by
changes in the distance from households

to the

nearest school?

argued that government-run
schools are inherently
inefficient and that private schools should be promoted, which could be done by providing families with

* How would educational

vouchers that they could use to send their children to

four

either type of school (West 1996).
The validity of the arguments in favor of these
different policies on1 school fees depends on how

mandatory school fees includes policies on vouchers
and scholarships, since providing a voucher or scholarship changes the effective mandatory school fee.
Second, to address the issue of how increases in school
fees accompanied by school quality improvements
affect educational outcomes, it is necessary to combine
the answer to the first question with estimates of the
impact of school quality on educational outcomes.
Third, when the purchase of uniforms, textbooks,
and other learning materials is required to enroll a

households are likely to react to each policy option.
Thus it is important that the education module in
multitopic household surveys be designed to gather
data that allow analysts to estimate behavioral models
of the educational choices that households make.
There are other prices that parents face when sending their children to school, and government policies
can affect these prices. The price at which uniforms are
available can affect children's educational outcomes,
particularly if government schools require uniforms.

outcomes be affected by a

student loan program?
Several points need to be made regarding these
questions. First, the question

about

changing

child in school, researchers may be tempted to treat the
prices of these commodities as additional mandatory
school fees. However, this is often not advisable. For

Similarly, if the school does not provide textbooks, textbook prices will also affect households' schooling decisions. If textbook prices are high, parents may withdraw
their children from school or send them to school without a full set of textbooks. The same applies to other

example, uniforms usually last more than one year, so
their price is not an annual price. Also, both textbooks
and uniforms can be passed from older children to
younger siblings, so again the price is not necessarily
annual. In general it is best to treat the prices of learn-

learning materials that parents are expected to purchase.
Distance can also be viewed as a price; schools that are

ing materials as separate variables rather than adding
them to tuition to obtain a single price variable.

far from a household's dwelling may discourage parents
from enirolling their children in school because of the
high opportunity costs of the children's time spent traveling to school-and
in some cases due to direct transportation costs. In many developing countries, schools

Fourth, measuring the distance from a household
to the nearest school can be complicated by various
factors. There may be more than one school from
which the household can choose. Some families may
decide to move to a new dwelling in order to be near-

are located quite far from many rural communities,
especially at the secondary level. For example, in rural
areas ofVietnam, the distance to the nearest upper secondary school was more than 10 kilometers in 25 percent of the rural communes sampled. Proposals for providing student loans can also be treated as price policies,
since they aim to provide more children with access to
schooling rather than to change school characteristics.
This discussion of pricing policies suggests that

er to a certain school. Other families may send their
children to live away from home in order to attend a
particular school. Finally, the availability and cost of

household

public and private transportation can alter the impact
of distance on educational outcomes. In each case distance is not a pure price but may be partially under the
household's control. The survey design problems presented by these issues of distance will be discussed further in the second section of this chapter.

surveys should be designed to answer the

following four questions:

Govemment
Policies
Regarding
the Characteristics
of

* How would educational outcomes be affected if
mandatory school fees were changed?
* How would educational outcomes be affected if
the prices of items that parents are expected to pur-

SchoolsandTeachers
There are many important policy issues concerning
school and teacher characteristics in developing countries. (For convenience, the term "school characteris-
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tics" will be used in the rest of this chapter to refer to
nonprice school characteristics.) It is useful to divide

Box 7.1 Using a School-BasedSampleto Examinethe

these characteristics

ImpactofSchoolandTeacherCharacteristics

into two types. The first type is

characteristics that concern what actually happens in
the classroom.These can be thought of as school quality variables. School quality can be defined as all of the
characteristics of classrooms, the teachers in them, and
the teaching methods used that directly affect how
much children learn and what values they acquire.
Tuition fees and other prices are not considered components of school quaty because, although pnrces may
be may be correlated with quality, they do not directly affect learning. 2 Even though this definition of

Much research on the impact of school and teacher characteristics on educational outcomes, particularly on test
scores,is based on data collected from a sample of schools
rather than a sample of households. Such data typically
contain detailed information on schools but only a small
amount of information on schoolchildren's households.
(Thisis because the informationon each child'shousehold
is obtained by asking the child, not by visitingthe household.) The lack of data on the children's households can
lead to serious estimation problems. If some children do
not attend school,as is often the case in developingcoun-

school quality focuses on learning (the acquisition of
skills and knowledge) and values, it affects all of the
educational outcomes discussed at the beginning of

tries,it is best to use a sample of households rather than a
sample of schools to collect education data. Ideally,household surveys should collect data from both schools and

this section. For example, parents are likely to keep
their children in school longer if school quality

households.Such data are essential for the analysisof certain policy questions, such as the impact of school and
teacher characteristics cn the likelihoodthat children will
be enrolled in school.

improves (assuming that other factors, such as school
fees, do not change) because the benefit of a year of
schooling rises while its price remains the same. The
many different aspects of school quality can be divided into two categories:
* Material inputs in the classroom, such as blackboards, textbooks, and the physical condition of
classrooms.
* Teacher characteristics and the pedagogical practices teachers use.
The second type of school characteristics is those
concerned with school management and school policies, which affect student learning indirectly by determining what takes place inside the classroom. These
also can be divided into two categories:
* School management variables, which refer to the
managerial structure of the school, including the
characteristics of the school principal and the overall system of incentives for teachers and other staff.
* Admissions and advancement policies, which determine the schools and classes students may attend.
Material inputs range from the most basic school
supplies, such as chalk, blackboards, textbooks, and
desks, to much more expensive and sophisticated pedagogical tools, such as personal computers. The poorer developing countries lack even the most basic
material inputs (see Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin
1999 on Kenya andWorld Bank 1997 on India). By far
the most important policy question in these countries
in this context is: which material inputs are most costeffective?3 In other words, which inputs bring about

the largest improvement in educational outcomes per
dollar spent? Answering this question requires information on how each material input affects educational outcomes and on the cost of each input. This information is useful not only for basic inputs but also for
more sophisticated ones.
There are a large number of policy issues regarding teachers and how they teach. Among the most
important are:
* The effect of student-teacher ratios on educational
outcomes.
* The impact of teacher training and the general
educational level of the teacher (including teacher
knowledge as measured by test scores) on educational outcomes.
* The role of teacher motivation and morale.
* The impact of various pedagogical techniques,
such as distance education (radio instruction), on
learning. 4
* The role of female teachers in encouraging parents
to educate their female children.
Some of these issues involve factors that are relatively
easy to measure (such as student-teacher ratios, the
extent to which a teacher has been trained, and the sex
of a teacher), while others are more difficult to observe
(such as teachers' motivation and the pedagogical
practices teachers use). A similar observation can be
made regarding the costs of teacher characteristics and
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pedagogical

practices.

Some

costs, such

as raising

*

teachers' pay to increase their morale, are relatively
easy to measure, while others, such as switching to a
new pedagogical technique, are harder to measure.

*

What impact do different types of school management policies have on learning and other educational outcomes?
What impact do different admissions and advance-

However, in principle, any change involves a cost, and

ment policies have on learning

the changes that bring about the greatest improvements in educational outcomes per dollar spent should

tional outcomes?
In general, households

be given the highest priority.
Key policy issues concerning
management include:
* The impact of the education
rience, and management
on educational

systems of school

levels, training, expe-

styles of school principals

provide

reliable

on school characteristics, since it is
information
unlikely that they will have detailed knowledge of
them. Instead, this information should be collected in
the community
questionnaire
collected

outcomes.

* The effect of decentralized

cannot

and other educa-

questionnaire,

or by adding a school

to the survey. Many past LSMS surveys

community

data, but only three

(Ghana,

decisionmaking (allowing individual schools and teachers to choose curric-

Jamaica, andVietnam) attempted to collect data from
local schools. (The Morocco LSMS survey gathered

ula and allocate resources) on educational outcomes.
private

detailed data on schools as part of the general community questionnaire.) Practical guidelines on how to

schools.
* Methods by which principals can motivate teachers
and increase parental participation in schools.

collect school data will be provided later in this chapter. The point to bear in mind at this stage is that collecting data on school characteristics is not simply a

Finally, the current issues regarding school admissions and advancement policies are: the minimum age

matter of modifying the household

of enrollment into first grade; whether area of residence should determine which public school a child
can attend; policies on grade repetition; and standards
for determining
whether a student is allowed to
advance to the next grade or level of schooling.
To assess the cost-effectiveness of both school

Other GovernmentPoliciesThat Affect Educational
Outcomes
Several government policies not usually thought of as
education policies can have important effects on educational outcomes. Perhaps the most important of
these are policies that affect child nutrition. There is

quality initiatives and practices regarding management, admissions, and advancement, policymakers
need information on the impact of changes in school

ample evidence that children's nutritional status, especially in the first one or twvo years of their lives, can
have a sizeable impact on later school performance

characteristics

information on the costs of those changes. In general,
household surveys can only provide answers on how

(Glewwe and Jacoby 1995; Glewwe, Jacoby, and King
Forthcoming; Alderman and others 1997). Therefore,
all government policies aimed at improving children's

changes in school characteristics affect educational
outcomes; most information on the costs of changes in

health and nutrition, such as immunization campaigns,
nutrition education programs for young mothers, san-

school characteristics cannot be collected using a
school questionnaire in a multitopic household survey
and thus must be collected in a separate data collection

itation programs, school feeding programs, early childhood nutrition initiatives, and food stamp programs,
have potential implications for educational outcomes.

exercise. In particular, a comprehensive study of actual resource costs is needed, which can be quite com-

A second set of policies that can affect educational outcomes are those that influence the opportunity

plex. For an example see Ilon (1992).
In summary, household surveys should be designed

cost of children's time, such as policies regarding child
labor, rural infrastructure, agricultural extension, and

to provide ansxvers to the following four questions:

childcare

* What impact do different material inputs have on
learning and other educational outcomes?
* What impact do teacher characteristics and specific
teaching practices have on learning and other educational outcomes?

source of potable water to a rural community may
reduce the opportunity cost of children's time, particularly for girls, who may no longer need to walk long
distances to obtain water for their families. Of course,
some policies can increase the opportunity costs of

* The
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as well as
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schooling. For example, providing

access to a new

agricultural

cations for the design of the education

module

of

technology may raise the productivity of
child labor on family farms.
Another way in which government policies can

LSMS and other multitopic household surveys:

affect educational outcomes is by changing the returns
to schooling in the labor market. For example, a government that decides to reduce its budget deficit by
imposing a freeze on hiring new secondary school or
university graduates will decrease the private benefits

The first question implies that the education
module should be designed to collect information on
vocational training and other "nongeneral" education,
such as apprenticeships, 6 and on postsecondary educa-

of schooling (particularly if government jobs pay higher wages to well-educated workers than do comparable private sector jobs). Such a policy will tend to

tion pertains to the impact of education on socioeconomic outcomes, which will be discussed in the
next section.

reduce school attainment. 5 Alternatively, allowing for
direct foreign investment may increase job opportuni-

PoliciesConcerning the Effect of Educational Outcomes on

ties for educated workers, leading
demand for education.

Other Socioeconomic Outcomes
The discussion so far has focused on the determinants

to an increased

* Who receives this type of education?
*

What are the benefits of this type of education?

tion, including the subject studied. The second ques-

This means that household surveys should gather
data that can help answer the following questions:
* What is the impact of child nutritional status on
educational outcomes?
* What impact do child wage rates and child productivity in self-employment and household chores
have on educational outcomes?
* How do labor market conditions affect educational
outcomes?

of educational outcomes, but an equally important use
of data from the education module of a multitopic

Policieson VocationalTrainingand PostsecondaryEducation

surveys. In addition, almost all past LSMS surveys have

The discussion so far has implicitly focused on primary education and general (as opposed to specialized) secondary education.Yet almost all developing
countries also provide technical training and postsecondary education. In many developing countries it is
difficult to use household surveys to collect data on
these types of educational services because very few
people receive technical training or study at the postsecondary level. Thus those who do receive vocational training
or postsecondary
education
are
unlikely to appear in the sample in sufficient numbers to make it possible to draw reliable conclusions
from the data. Nevertheless, a brief review of these
policies is worthwhile.

collected

Many policy issues at the postsecondary level
involve pricing, and the discussion above on pricing
policies still applies. Several of the policy issues with
respect to vocational training are discussed in this
book in Chapter 9 on employment (and therefore
need not be discussed here). However, there are two
general questions regarding both postsecondary education and vocational training that have specific impli-

household survey is analysis of the impact that educational outcomes have on other socioeconomic factors.
This raises the question: what kind of educational outcome data should be collected in the education module to support these kinds of analyses? The indicator
most commonly used in studies of the impact of education on other socioeconomic outcomes is years of
schooling, which has been collected in all past LSMS
information

on

certificates

or diplomas

obtained by household members, which household
members are currently enrolled in school and, for
those who are enrolled, household expenditures on
education. However, most previous LSMS surveys
have not collected data on basic cognitive skills, general knowledge, specialized technical skills, values, or
grade repetition. Also, only about half of these surveys
have collected any information on daily attendance
(and these have usually asked only about attendance
during the seven days prior to the interview).
There is one educational outcome that has usually not been collected in past LSMS surveys but could
be collected relatively easily in future surveys: grade
repetition. This information is useful for computing
actual years of school attendance, which in turn can
have implications for estimating rates of returns to
schooling (Behrman and Deolalikar 1991).Therefore,
this variable should be routinely collected in surveys in
those countries where grade repetition is common.
Information on daily attendance over a short period of
time (such as the past one or two weeks) would also
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be reasonably easy to collect. However, this informa-

this question. In general there are only two ways to

tion is less important for understanding the impact of
schooling on socioeconomic outcomes because atten-

collect information
on past school quality: asking
respondents to recall characteristics of their schools

dance is primarily an input into other outcomes (such
as skills learned or diplomas received), instead of being

and finding data on past school quality from some
other source. In either case the chance of obtaining

an output in its owIn right.
Thus the major question is whether

useful data are small. Respondents' recollections on
the characteristics of the schools that they attended

information

should be collected on skills, knowledge, and values.
This will be discussed fully in the second section of
this chapter. However, four comments can be made at

decades ago are likely to be highly unreliable, especially given the complex nature of school quality.
Similarly, in the vast majority of developing countries

this stage. First, as discussed above, collecting informa-

there is unlikely to be much useful information

tion on skills is a major undertaking. Collecting information on values is probably easier, but is rarely done
in nationally representative surveys in developing
countries. Second, information on the skills, knowl-

school quality in previous decades, and the few who
do have such data probably only have a small amount
of inforimiation) for each school. However, one
approach to this issue, pursued by Glewwe (1999), is to

edge, and values of adults can be extremely useful for

examine the impact of current school on cognitive

examining the impact of education on various socioeconomic outcomes. (See Murnane and others 1995

skills, and then to examine the impact of those skills
on labor market outcomes. This was done using the

for an example from a developed country and Knight
and Sabot 1990 for an example from a developing

data from the 1988-89 LSMS survey in Ghana. The
only alternative is to begin collecting panel data today

country.)
Third, information on children's skills can be used
to investigate the determinants of other socioeconomic outcomes using an indirect approach. 7 For example,
it would be possible to examine how education policies affect adult socioeconomic outcomes by combining estimates of the impact of education policies on
children's skills with estimates of the impact of the
skills of adults on the socioeconomic outcomes of

and follow individuals for decades, which implies a
wait of many years before results can be obtained.
Moreover, it may be difficult to collect panel data in
developing countries; see Chapter 23 for a discussion
of collecting panel data as a part of LSMS surveys.
Finally, analysts may want surveys to collect data
on variables that predict educational outcomes, such as
years of schooling. The reason for this is that estimation problems can arise if an educational outcome

adults. (See Glewwe 1999 for an example.) Fourth, in
school systems in which skills are highly correlated

variable is used instead of its predicted value.8 Some
"predicting" variables are likely to be collected already

with years of schooling, there is little reason to collect
skills data. Sclhool systems in whiclh childreii nust pass

in an education module that focuses on the impact of
various governmenit policies on educational
out-

standardized examinations to continue to the next
grade are particularly likely to produce such a high
correlation. However, the school systems in many, if
not most, developing countries do not operate in this
manner, which implies that there is a strong argument
for collecting data on skills, both for adults and for
children, in such countries.
One line of research of recent years that deserves
specific discussion is the impact of school quality on
wages and other labor market outcomes. After controlling for years of schooling, do individuals who
attend relatively high-quality schools have higher
wages and other desirable labor market outcomes? The
discussion of school quality data in the previous subsections focused on current school quality, but
researchers need data on past school quality to answer

comes, as will be seen below In addition, one generally useful variable for predicting the educational outcomes of an individual, especially of an adult, is the
education level of the individual's parents. Data on
parents' education should be collected regardless of
whether the parents are members of the individual's
household or even whether they are alive. Such data
have often been collected in past LSMS surveys, usually in the household roster. See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the household roster module.
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Data Needed to Address the Major Policy
Issues
This section discusses the data required to address the
policy issues raised in the previous section. It also dis-
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cusses some methodological issues concerning the

Figure 7.1 Determinants and Consequencesof Schooling

estimation of relationships that provide answers to policymakers' questions, although this discussion has been

Outcomes

kept to a minimum. Before turning to the issue of
what data are needed, it is useful to review briefly, in
nontechnical terms, what determines educational outcomes. This will provide a framework for comparing
the advantages and disadvantages of collecting differ-
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ent kinds of data.

TheDeterminants
of Educational
outcomes
Figure 7.1 provides a visual framework of the determinants and consequences of educational outcomes.
Although these could be presented
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as mathematical

\outomes

equations, most survey designers probably prefer a
visual representation. This subsection describes the
"model" on which this figure is based.
At the top of Figure 7.1 are three boxes, labeled
child and family characteristics, school characteristics,
and school prices. These three kinds of causal factors
ultimately determine all educational outcomes. School
characteristics and school prices were described in
detail in the previous section. The characteristics of a
child's family that determine

Educatonol
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outcomes
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his or her educational

outcomes are: the education of the child's parents; the
household's wealth, income, or both; the value that the
child's parents place on schooling (including attitudes
towards educating girls); the existence of family farms
or businesses (which may affect the opportunity costs
of a child's labor); the size of the family; and the family's access to credit. The characteristics of a child that
affect his or her educational outcomes are the child's
"learning ability" (which includes both genetic and
environmental factors), sex, motivation for schooling,
position in the birth order, and past and present nutritional status.These three groups of causal factors influence three fundamental educational outcomes that are
directly controlled by parents (and sometimes their
children): household expenditures on schooling, daily
attendance, and years of schooling. These causal relationships are indicated by the arrows in Figure 7.1.
One level down in Figure 7.1 are skills learned
and values acquired. All of the three educational outcomes that parents can directly control-school
expenditures,
daily attendance,
and years of
schooling-are
important determinants of skills and
values. Child and family characteristics and school
quality also directly determine skills and values.These
causal influences are indicated by arrows in Figure 7.1.

Source.Authors summary

Two points are particularly notable. First, there are no
arrows from school prices (both mandatory school
fees and the prices for various learning materials) to
skills learned or values acquired because the former
have no direct effect on the latter. They only have an
indirect effect through years of schooling, school
expenditures, and (possibly) daily attendance. Second,
the five groups of factors that directly affect skills
learned-child
and family characteristics, school quality, school expenditures, daily attendance, and years of
schooling-can
be thought of as a "production function" for skills learned in school (Hanushek 1986).
This concept of a production function, discussed in
the next subsection, has had a strong influence on
studies of education done by economists. In principle,
a similar "production
function" exists for values
acquired, but little research has been done on how
schooling affects values in developing countries.
The next level of Figure 7.1 has only one educational outcome: grades completed. If children never
repeated grades, there would be no need for this level,
because grades completed
would equal years of
schooling. However, grade repetition is common in
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many developing

countries

(Lockheed

and Verspoor

1991). Perhaps the most important determinant of
grade repetition is skills learned, because many schools
do not allow a child to advance to the next grade until
a certain degree of proficiency is reached in various
skills. Thus the figure for the number of years repeated, which is the difference between years of schooling
and grades completed, depends on skills learned.
Repetition can also affect skills learned since some
classroom time may be redundant when a child repeats
a grade. This is indicated in Figure 7.1 by the small
arroxv going from repetition to skills learned and values acquired.
The last level of educational

outcomes in Figure

school characteristics and school prices are no longer
at the highest level of the diagram. Child and family
characteristics remain at the highest level and are still
causal factors, but the other causal factors are the characteristics of three schools from which the family can
choose. (The number 3 is purely illustrative; actual
numbers of choices vary by country and by household.) The boxes on the characteristics and prices of
the school attended are labeled to show that these
variables are determined by households' choices.
Some Basic Econometric Concepts
The rest of this section discusses what data are needed
to provide answers to the policy questions in the first
section of the chapter. Some reference to research

7.1 shows that schools grant diplomas and certificates
to students who successfully complete a certain grade
or pass a certain examination (hence the arrow from
skills learned to diplomas). In some countries, people

in this discussion.
is inevitable
methodologies
Therefore, this subsection provides a brief, nontechnical discussion of three different econometric relation-

who complete a grade but do not pass the associated
examination are officially considered as having completed that grade. In these countries it is important for
survey questionnaires to distinguish between finishing
the grade and passing the examination.
At the bottom of Figure 7.1 are socioeconomic out-

ships that researchers may want to estimate. For a fuller
and more technical discussion of basic econometric
concepts see Chapter 26.
Household survey data can be used to estimate
three types of socioeconomic relationships.The first is
a reduced form relationship, in which an educational

comes (which include employment, wages, farm productivity, health status, fertility, migration, and the nutrition-

outcome is determined by exogenous, causal factors.' 0
These causal factors are a subset of the child, family,
and school variables (characteristics) discussed in the
previous subsection. Some child and family variables
are generally accepted by economists and other social
scientists as exogenous. Other such variables are generally accepted as being endogenous. Finally, there are

al status of children). These data come from other
modules of a multitopic household survey questionnaire.
The dashed hnes in Figure 7.1 show the causal relationships that determine these socioeconomic outcomes.
Figure 7.1 assumes that school characteristics and
is, beyond the conschool prices are exogenous-that
trol of the household. However, in many developing
countries, parents have several schools from which to
choose. Even when only one local school exists, parents may decide to send their child to a boarding
school or to live with relatives located near a "good"
school. 9 This implies that school characteristics and
school prices are not exogenous but are determined
by the parents when they select a school for their children. However, the schooling options them-lselves-in
other words, what local schools, and possibly boarding
generally beyond the conschools, are available-are
trol of the parents. (In some cases, even the choice of
schools may be endogenous. This is discussed in later
subsections.) Thus the characteristics of each schooling
option do not depend on a choice made by the household. Figure 7.2 demonstrates this situation. Figure 7.2
is the same as Figure 7.1 except that the boxes for
152

some variables for which no consensus has been
reached. School variables fall into the third category;
whether they are exogenous or endogenous is a matter of much debate. At the simplest level, there are the
two scenarios depicted in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. If there
is only one school from which to choose (Figure 7.1),
it may be reasonable to assume that the school's characteristics are exogenous to the household. In Figure
7.2 there are several schools from which to choose. In
this case, while the characteristics of the school chosen
are not exogenous, the characteristics of the three
choices are. However, further problems of endogeneity may arise under each scenario, because households
may migrate to live near desirable schools, households
may take actions to change local school characteristics,
and governments may make decisions regarding public schools based on specific local conditions, which in
turn often affect households' choices. To fully address
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Figure 7.2 Determinants and Consequencesof SchoolingOutcomesWhenThere Isa Choice of SchoolstoAttend
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these potential problems, special data and estimation
techniques are required. These will be discussed below,
A second relationship that can be estimated is a
production function for educational outcomes. In
general, skills learned is the only educational outcome
that has been depicted as a production process.'" The
two differences between reduced form estimates and
production function estimates (also known as structural estimiates) of skills learned are: reduced form relationships use only exogenous variables to explain
learning while production functions quite often use
endogenous variables, and reduced form relationships
include both direct and indirect causal relationships
while production functions are concerned only with
direct causality. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the second difference. The direct causes of skills learned are
shown by the five arrows that lead directly to skills
learned, while, in contrast, indirect causes affect learn-

ing by first affecting some other variable, such as
school expenditures or years of schooling. Because
school fees and other prices affect learning only indirectly, there is no direct effect (that is, no arrow going
directly from school prices to skills learned), so the
learning prodluction function excludes school prices.
It is much harder to estimate production functions
than to estimate reduced formi relationships. However,
the production function is useful for understanding
the mechanisms by which school quality improves
educational outcomes. Production function relationships are generally assumed to be fairly stable over long
periods of time, while reduced form estimates can
change as socioeconomic conditions change. This is
because reduced form estimates reflect household
behavior, while production function relationships are,
by assumption, "technological
relationships"
not
altered by household behavior. For example, the
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reduced form impact of parental education

on learn-

endogenous

variables but do not directly affect the

ing may diminish

wealthier

educational

outcome

because

parental

as a society
education

becomes

usually leads to higher

incomes, which, in poor societies, implies that parents

called instrumental

of interest. (Such variables are
variables.) The advantage relative

to estimating production

functions is that the number

buy more basic learning materials such as textbooks

of endogenous

for their children.As national wealth increases, all par-

smaller, so fewer instrumental

ents are able to purchase textbooks, which diminishes
this indirect impact of parental education on learning.
The third type of relationship is a conditional

UsingCross-Sectional
Data to Investigatethe Determinants
of EducationalOutcomes

demand relationship. It examines the impact of selected exogenous and endogenous variables on educa-

The data collected in most previous LSMS surveys
have been cross-sectional data-data
gathered in sur-

tional outcomes. In particular, it concerns the estimation of the deterrninants of educational outcomes
conditional on certain variables of interest that may

veys in which households were visited only once. (A
household's interview may comprise two or more visits over a week or two, but the resulting "picture" of

not be exogenous.

Conditional

the household is for a single point in time.) Thus most

can be thought

of as an intermediate

between

form relationships

reduced

demand relationships
category

and production

functions. They are not reduced
because they include endogenous

form relationships
variables as causal

factors, yet they are not production

functions because

they include some variables that affect educational
outcomes only indirectly.
An example may make this clearer. Suppose a
researcher is interested in studying the impact of
household income on a particular educational outcome. If household income were exogenous, he or she

analyses done

variables in the regression is generally

on education

variables are required.

issues using data from

LSMS surveys have used cross-sectional data.This subsection examines how cross-sectional data can be used
to understand the impact of government policies on
educational

outcomes

and, more generally, to under-

stand the determinants of educational outcomes. The
subsection makes specific recommendations
on the
data needed to analyze the likely impacts of the different types of education policies discussed in the first
section of this chapter.
Before beginning

a detailed discussion

of data

could simply estimate the reduced form.Yet household
income is, to some extent, a household choice, because
removing a child from school and putting him or her
to work increases household income.Thus one cannot

needs, a general point must be made. Accurate estimates
of the determinants of educational outcomes require
data on all variables that are believed to be causal factors.
This is true for all three types of relationships discussed

estimate the impact of income as a reduced form relationship. On the other hand, one cannot estimate the
impact of income as part of a learning production

in the previous subsection (reduced form, production
function, and conditional demand). Figures 7.1 and 7.2
show that child characteristics, family characteristics, and

function, because income does not directly affect
learning; its effect is indirect through the goods and
services purchased with that income. Conditional

school variables jointly determine the three educational
outcomes most directly under parents' control-school
expenditures, daily attendance, and years of schooling.

demand estimates attempt to measure the impact of an
exogenous increase in income. Such an estimate of the
impact of income on educational outcomes could be
used to assess the impact of economic growth on par-

These three educational outcomes, along with child,
parent, and school characteristics (but not school prices),
then determine all other educational outcomes. Many of
these variables will be correlated with each other, and

ticular educational outcomes, such as learning or grade
attainment. As explained above, this is neither a
reduced form relationship nor a production function,

statistical theory shows that estimates of the impact of
the different variables based on regression analysis are
likely to be biased if causal variables left out of the

but rather a conditional demand relationship.
Conditional demand relationships are, in general,
harder to estimate than reduced form relationships but
not as hard to estimate as production functions. The
difficulty in estimating conditional demand relationships is the need to find variables that predict the

regression are correlated with causal variables that are
included (an estimation problem known as omitted variable bias). Thus, in order to understand fully the determinants of any educational outcome, the researcher must
have information on all child, household, and school
variables that affect that educational outcome.
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A simple

example

demonstrates

this point.

several schools in the community

from which parents

Suppose a researcher is trying to estimate the impact
of children's nutritional status on educational outcomes, but he or she lacks data on the distance to the
nearest school. Estimates done without distance information can yield biased estimates of this impact
because children's nutritional status may be correlated

can choose.
If a linear model can be assumed (with no interaction effects between school characteristics and child or
family characteristics), the combined effect of all school
characteristics for each community can be captured by
a dummy variable for that community. Variation of

with the distance they have to travel to the schools

household

they attend. Households that live far away from
schools may also live far away from health clinics.

munity can be used to estimate the impact of these
variables on educational outcomes. One disadvantage

Living far from a school could lead to unfavorable

of this technique

educational outcomes, while living far from a health
clinic could lower nutritional status. This raises the
possibility that an apparent negative impact of nutri-

of school variables on educational outcomes.' 2
To summarize, in nonrandomized
settings there
are two ways to estimate the determinants of educa-

tional status on educational outcomes may simply be

tional outcomes

due, at least in part, to the fact that households that live
far from schools also live far from health clinics.
The need to collect data on all child, household,
and school variables, particularly variables related to
school (and teacher) characteristics, implies that a very
large data collection exercise is needed.There are three

First, after collecting detailed information on child,
household, and school characteristics, including school
fees, for all local schools in each community, the
researcher can do a "full" estimation of the determinants of educational outcomes. The second option is
to dispense with the collection of school-level data

exceptions to this general need for detailed school
data. First, if the main objective of the household survey is to assess the current state of affairs and to exam-

and instead use a fixed effects procedure to estimate
the impact of family- and child-specific variables (but
not school variables) on educational outcomes. The

ine correlation but not necessarily causation, it is only
necessary to collect data on the variables of particular
interest to the researcher, most of which can be collected at the household or child level. For example, if
what is being studied is simply which socioeconomic
groups have the lowest levels of school enrollment,
there is no need to collect data from schools to meas-

remainder of this subsection discusses what can be
learned about specific policy issues using cross-sectional data.

ure this. Second, if school characteristics can be altered
as part of a randomized evaluation, it is not necessary
to collect data on all variables thought to be causal fac-

cies posed in the first section of this chapter? The first
question is the impact of school fees on educational
outcomes, which raises issues that apply to the other

tors. (Randomized evaluations are discussed in detail at
the end of this section.) Third, in nonrandomized settings there is one approach that can be used to estimate the impact of child and family characteristics on
educational outcomes in the absence of data on school
characteristics and prices. This approach will work for
any household survey that uses a two-stage (or threestage) sample design (which is by far the most common method for drawing a sample of households).
Such a sample design makes it possible to use community or school "fixed effects" estimation techniques
on a single cross-sectional data set. The idea is that all
households in the community face the same school

questions.The above discussion suggests that to estimate
how mandatory school fees affect educational outcomes, it is necessary to collect data on both the quality and prices of local schools and then to estimate a
model in which educational outcomes are determined
by child and family characteristics, school quality, and
school fees. If households have a choice of schools, it is
still possible to estimate a similar model after correcting
for selectivity bias due to school choice, as in Glewwe
and Jacoby (1994). Reduced form relationships are the
least difficult to estimate, but it may also be useful to
estimate a production function (if the educational outcome of interest is learning) or a conditional demand

variables. This approach can be used both when a
community has only one school and when there are

relationship to probe deeper into the ways in which
school prices determine educational outcomes.

and child characteristics within each com-

is that

it

cannot estimate the impact

using a single cross-section

of data.

CONCERNING THE PRICE OF SCHOOLING. What
kind of cross-sectional data should be collected to
examine the four questions on education pricing poli-

IssuEs
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It may be tempting to collect only price data from
schools if the researcher is interested only in education
pricing policies. However, price data are not sufficient

relationship ofthe impact of these variables on educational outcomes can be estimated. It may also be feasible to estimate some conditional demand functions.

for analyzing these issues. Data on many other school

The second option is to collect data only on the dis-

characteristics must also be collected to avoid omitted
variable bias. Schools that charge high fees may well be

tance or travel time between each household and the
local school or schools, and use differences in travel

high-quality schools, and looking only at prices could
lead to the (mistaken) inference that high prices lead
to high school enrollment rates because the (unmeasured) characteristics that make a school good per-

time or distance to estimate a reduced form relationship. If the assumptions underlying these estimates are
accurate, which is debatable, the estimates will measure hoxv educational outcomes change when manda-

suade parents to enroll their children in that school.

tory fees are changed.

Most previous LSMS surveys, the exceptions being
surveys in GhanaJarnaica, Morocco andVietnam, have
not collected detailed data on school quality and
school prices. Collecting these data is not a trivial task.
Even with data on local school prices and school quality, the omission of some aspects of school quality that
are difficult to observe and measure, such as teacher
motivation, can lead to omitted variable bias.

Using distance within a community to understand the impact of prices on school attainment leads
to the third pricing policy issue-the impact of school
distance on educational outcomes. Taking the first
route described in the previous paragraph-full
explanatory variables already include
estimation-the
distance (or travel time), the various prices, and other
school variables. It is then possible to estimate the
impact (reduced form or otherwise) of all these
explanatory variables. If it is reasonable to use variation
in distance or travel time to estimate price effects, the
impact of distance (or travel time) and mandatory
school fees should be the same (after assigning a monetary value to children's time). Thus this method can
be tested. Taking the second route (based on variation

Is there any way to examine the impact of school
fees on educational outcomes without collecting
detailed data on schools? Yes, if the researcher is willing to make some assumptions about travel time costs
and the price of schooling. The idea is that each
household in the community lives a different distance
from the local school, and this variation in distance is
equivalent to variation in tuition costs within each
community. If this equivalence holds, it is possible to
estimate how school fees affect educational outcomes.' 3 Using data on hourly child wage rates, the
amount of time it takes a child to xvalk to school can
be transformiied into a price that varies among children
within the community due to variation in distance.
Child wage rates can be obtained from either the
community questionnaire or, in some cases, the labor
section of the household questionnaire. Note, however, that the assumptions that must be made to use this
method may be false, so there is some risk involved in
using it. There is little empirical evidence on the
extent to which estimates based on this method can be
misleading. For examples of the application of this
method see Gertler and Glewwe (1990, 1992) and
Selden andWasylenko (1995).
To summarize, there are two ways to estimate the
impact of mandatory school fees on educational outcomes using cross-sectional data. First, detailed information can be collected on child and family characteristics and on both the characteristics and the fee
structure of local schools, from which a reduced form
156

in distance within communities), the answer is already
clear, but it is not possible to determine whether the
price and distance effects are two distinct effects or
two different ways of measuring the same effect.' 4
The second question posed in the first section
was: what is the impact on educational outcomes of
changes in prices for specific learning materials not
provided by the school, such as textbooks, pencils, and
extra classes? To answer this question it is necessary to
regress the educational outcome being studied on
child and family characteristics and the full set of
school quality and school fee variables. In contrast to
the situation concerning school fees and distance,
there is no way to avoid collecting detailed school data
to answer this question. The simplest approach is
reduced form estimation, but again it may also be useful to try to estimate a conditional demand relationship.The school fee variables should include mandatory school fees and the prices of the specific inputs.This
kind of estirmation is rarely done because prices on
specific educational inputs are seldom collected in
household surveys-an
oversight that should be corrected in future surveys.
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The fourth question about pricing educational
services involves the effects of introducing a student
loan program, including who would receive the loans
and what impact receiving a loan would have on the
educational outcomes of the recipients. Student loan
programs are fairly rare, so it is not possible to evaluate them in most countries. Even where such programs exist, in most cases they are national programs
and thus do not vary across households at a single
point in time. Therefore it is not possible to evaluate
student loan programs using cross-sectional data.' 5
Before turning to the next set of issues, an important caveat must be recognized with regard to the use
of cross-sectional data to analyze the impact of pricing
policies on school outcomes. The methods discussed
above for estimating the impacts of school prices on
educational outcomes assume that none of the prices
associated with schools can be changed unless the parents have a number of local schools from which to
choose (the scenario in Figure 7.2).Yet this assumption
might be challenged using the three potential problems discussed in the previous subsection-household
migration for schooling purposes, household actions
that change local school characteristics, and government consideration of local conditions when making
decisions on local school characteristics and prices. In
general, these problems cannot be resolved using
cross-sectional data (the exception being the migration problem; see the discussion of panel data in
Chapter 23).They will be discussed below in the subsection on panel data.
A final practical matter should be discussed
regarding the collection of school price data as part of
a household survey.While it is appropriate to collect
data on schooling expenditures in the household
questionnaire, it is important to collect information on
mandatory fees and other prices directly from schools
in either a community questionnaire or a school questionnaire. There are several reasons for this. First, it is
likely that information gathered from households
about the prices they paid will contain recall errors,
and such measurement error can lead to biased estimates. Second, there is often more than one school
available in a local community, and it is difficult to
ascertain which prices reported by households apply
to each school.Third, in poor communities it is possible that no one in the households surveyed is enrolled
in secondary school, so no information on secondary
school fees can be obtained from the household ques-

tionnaire. Of course, it is still important to collect
expenditures on school fees in the household questionnaire to calculate total household expenditures
and to check the accuracy of the data collected from
the community or school questionnaire.
ISSUES CONCERNING SCHOOL AND TEACHER CHAR-

Investigating the impact of school and
teacher characteristics on educational outcomes
requires detailed information on both school characteristics and school prices. There is no way to avoid
collecting detailed data on local schools (unless one
undertakes a randomized evaluation, a major activity
that is discussed in detail below). Before turning to the
four types of policy questions regarding school and
teacher characteristics posed in the first section of this
chapter, it is useful to consider whether to estimate a
reduced form relationship, a conditional demand function, or a learning production function. Estimating a
reduced form relationship amounts to regressing the
educational outcome of interest on all exogenous
determining factors, which consist of school characteristics, school prices, and the child and family characteristics that can reasonably be assumed to be exogenous. A full set of school quality variables should be
used to minimize omitted variable bias. However,
there are potentially serious problems regarding
whether local school variables are endogenous. These
problems will be discussed further in the panel data
section below.
In some cases the researcher may be particularly
interested in estimating a learning production function. This implies regressing skills learned on school
attendance, school quality, years of schooling, child and
family characteristics, and expenditures on "optional"
items (such as textbooks, exercise books, and extra
classes). School expenditures are clearly endogenous,
so instrumental variables-variables that determine
school expenditures but do not directly affect
learning-need to be found; obvious candidates are
the prices of the specific items. Daily attendance is also
clearly endogenous, and an added difficulty is that
attendance data over long periods of time are hard to
obtain. Possible instruments for attendance are household wealth, distance to the school, and the productive
assets relevant to self-employment. (If data on daily
attendance are not available, production function estimates will suffer from omitted variable bias, so one
must turn to either reduced form or conditional
ACTERISTICS.
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demand estimation.) The number of years of school-

into the equation

ing is clearly endogenous,

but the number of years of

textbook

schooling of the children who are currently in school
may not be. In particular, if virtually all children in the
survey begin their schooling at the "normal" age (usu-

variable

ally, six years) and very few have already finished their
schooling

(if, for example, the estimates are for pri-

to be estimated, which means that

prices cannot
for textbooks.

be used as an instrumental
Overall, economists

do not

agree on whether

conditional demand estimation is
likely to be feasible in general, and each case must be
judged on its own specific circumstances.

mary school students in a country where children
rarely drop out while in primary school), years of

Returning to the distinction between the four
types of school characteristics, it was pointed out in
the first section that, in theory, school management

schooling can be considered exogenous. 1 6

practices

In practice, it is difficult to collect information on
daily attendance and, in some cases, on school expenditures. Thus it may be necessary to choose between
reduced form and conditional demand relationships.

policies

For example, it would be very useful to know how
textbooks affect learning, but in school systems in

enter the classroom. Thus, if data are available for all of
the important material input and teacher variables,

which parents purchase (or decide not to purchase)
textbooks for their children, this cannot be estimated
as a reduced form relationship because possession of a

only the material input and teacher variables are needed in any regression estimated to assess the impact of
these school quality variables on educational out-

textbook is a decision made by parents. A reasonable
instrumental variable, such as the price of textbooks,
raises the possibility of estimating a conditional

comes. This implies that it is not necessary to collect
data on school management practices or admissions
and advancement policies if these aspects of schooling

demand relationship even in the absence of data on
school attendance, and perhaps even in the absence of
data on expenditures on other school supplies. This
can be done by replacing ("substituting out") the vari-

are not being studied.
However, there are three reasons why data on
school management, admissions, and promotion policies should be collected (and why the school questionnaire introduced in the third section of this chap-

ables for which there is no information

(such as school
attendance) or no particular interest with the exogenous variables that determine those variables, and then
predicting ("instrumenting")
any remaining endogenous variables.This

yields an estimate of the impact of

and school

admissions

have only indirect

and

advancement

effects since their only

effect is to change what happens in the classroom-by
changing material inputs, teacher characteristics, and
pedagogical techniques-and
to regulate who can

ter does collect them). First, it is probably impossible
to collect data on all material input and teacher variables (indeed, it is hard to imagine how data could be
collected

on a variable such as teacher

motivation),

textbooks on learning that is conditional on current
household circumstances and behavioral responses to
those circumstances. Although this is not a production
function, if the estimates are accurate they can be used
to predict the impact on learning if schools were to
provide textbooks free of charge.
Unfortunately, there is a serious problem with
conditional demand estimation. Replacing endogenous variables such as school attendance and school
expenditures with the exogenous variables that deter-

and school management variables may pick up some
of the effects of these variables-reducing
omitted
variable bias.1 7 Second, many policymakers
and
researchers are very likely to be interested in these
issues, either now or in the future. Third, there is very
little cost to collecting data on school management
practices and admissions/advancement
policies if the
survey has already been designed to collect data on
material inputs, teacher characteristics, and pedagogi-

mine them may use up all the instrumental variables
that were available to use as instruments. For example,
if the researcher wants to estimate the impact of textbooks but there are no data on school expenditures,
the school expenditures variable will have to be "substituted out." Total school expenditures
probably
depend on the price of textbooks. Thus substituting
out that variable will introduce the price of textbooks

few questions to the school questionnaire.
Finally, it is possible to combine estimates of price
effects with estimates of school and teacher characteristic effects.This is useful for assessing the feasibility of
simultaneously raising school fees and using the funds
to pay for improvements
in school quality. "Full"
reduced form estimates of educational outcomes will
use both price and school quality variables. This will
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provide parameter estimates that can be used to predict the net effect on those outcomes of changing
prices and school quality (more specifically,changes in
material inputs and teacher variables) simultaneously.
In many cases, it is useful to interact the school and
price variables with household income in order to see
whether the effects depend on household income levels. For examples and discussion of this approach see
Gertler and Glewwe (1990, 1992) and Selden and
Wasylenko (1995).
In summary, analyzing the impact of school and
teacher variables on educational outcomes requires
detailed information on school (and teacher) characteristics and school prices. It is impossible to avoid collecting detailed data from local schools (unless one
implements a randomized evaluation). Information
should be collected both on what takes place inside
the classroom and on school management and admissions/advancement policies.
OTHER

POLICIES THAT AFFECT

CoMES.

The first section of this chapter listed three

EDUCATIONAL

OUT-

Regarding policies that affectthe value of children's
time, community questionnaires in multitopic household surveys should collect data on child wage rates.
The conimunity questionnaire introduced in Chapter
13 does collect such data.A problem often encountered
when collecting such data is that some communities
have no wage labor market for children. However, in
most communities and in almost all rural areas, many
children work on the family farm or for the family
business.It may be possibleto estimate the value of children's time by estimating a profit function for a farm or
business-for example, using the approach of Jacoby
(1993) or Newman and Gertler (1994). Such estimates
are particularly useful because they are based on variation within the community, so they can be estimated
even when using a community fixed effects estimation
procedure to control for unobserved school and community characteristics. For the data needed to estimate
profit functions for farms or nonfarm household enterprises, see Chapters 18 and 19.
Another way in which government policies can
affect the opportunity

cost of children's

time is by

other government policy areas that can affect educational outcomes in developing countries: policies related to child health and nutrition, policies that affect the

altering the amount of time children spend doing
household chores-say,
by providing a well (which
would reduce the time that children, especially girls,

opportunity cost of a child's time,
affect the returns to schooling in the
not clear that a single cross-sectional
can shed any light on the last type

and policies that
labor market. It is
household survey
of policy. This is

spend fetching water) or changing the prices of
kerosene and cooking fuel (which would affect the
time that children spend fetching firewood). In general, this type of information should be collected in a

because a single household survey identifies relation-

community or price questionnaire (see Chapter 13).

ships based on variations across households

The

and com-

empirical

techniques

are little different

from

munities at one point in time. Most government policies that affect labor market outcomes (for example, a
freeze on hiring new government workers) usually do
not vary much across regions and communities at a sin-

those already discussed above. However, if a community fixed effects estimation procedure is used to control for unobserved community variables (such as
school quality), it is not possible to address these kinds

gle point in time. However, some policies may pertain
to specific regions or zones. For example, if a country
declares some areas to be export promotion zones and
if employment opportunities in these zones generate a
higher payoff for schooling, it may be possible to estimate the impact of the existence of these zones on the
demand for schooling and thus to investigate what
would happen to educational outcomes if these export
promotion zones were extended into other areas.

of questions unless there is variation in the relevant
distances (for example, the distance from each household to a well) within a community.
Finally, government policies that affect child health
and nutritional status can also affect educational outcomes. Clearly, data on health and anthropometric status must be collected in the respective modules of the

However, this kind of estimation has few implications
for designing the education module or any other part
questionnaire. All the
of a multitopic household
researcher needs to know is the location of the communities sampled in the survey.

as sex, innate ability, and birth order), child health is not
exogenous. Parents and their children make choices
that affect the children's health. Thus estimates of the
impact of child health and nutrition on educational
outcomes must be either conditional demand relation-

household questionnaire (see Chapters 8 and 10 for
details). Unlike many other child characteristics (such
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ships or learning production

functions, and the kind of

pricing policies and of classroom and teacher char-

instrumental variables needed are those that predict
child health but that have no direct impact on educational outcomes." 8 Some obvious instruments are the

acteristics (including pedagogical practices) on educational outcomes.
In examining school fees it is important not to

availability, quality, and fee structure

depend only on the expenditure

of local health

clinics and the prices of common medicines. However,
if community fixed effects are used to control for
unobserved school quality, these variables cannot be
used as instruments. The exceptions

are distance or

*

travel time, which require data from each household on
the distance to the local health facilities.Alternatively, it
is possible to use variations in parental height. For a
fuller discussion of what predicts child health and
anthropometric status, see Chapters 8 and 10.
A final word of caution is in order regarding child
health and schooling. Recent research has seriously
questioned whether cross-sectional data can be used to

data on education

collected in the household questionnaire; information on school fees must also be collected from a
school or community questionnaire.
In general, it is not possible to analyze the impact
of student loan programs on educational outcomes
using cross-sectional data, even if detailed data are
collected on local schools.
*

*

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to estimate a production function for learning using cross-sectional
data, and some would argue that the same is true for
estimating conditional demand relationships.
As long as a household survey is designed to collect

estimate the impact of child health on educational
outcomes. In particular, it is hard to find instrumental
variables that predict child health status but do not also
directly affect educational outcomes. For example, the
prices of medicines should, like all other prices, direct-

detailed data on what goes on in the classroom
(material inputs, teacher characteristics, and pedagogical practices), it should also collect information
on management and admissions/advancement
policies, even if policymakers at the time are not par-

ly affect parental decisions regarding child schooling.
Many researchers have tried to overcome these problems by using panel data. This method will be discussed in the next subsection.

ticularly interested

SuMMARY. The

main conclusions

have been as follows.
* If the researcher is interested
the impact of educational

in analyzing how school management and admissions/advancement
policies
affect educational outcomes.
A single cross-sectional data set cannot shed light

of this discussion

only in understanding
outcomes on other

socioeconomic

on the impact of government labor market policies
on educational outcomes unless the policies vary by
region; however, a series of cross-sectional data sets
over a period of time in which those policies
change may be able to do so.
Information should be collected on the education

outcomes, there is no need to collect data from local schools, since such data are useful only for understanding the impact of school
policies on educational outcomes.
* If the researcher is interested only in the impact of

*

child and household
factors on educational
outcomes-and
not in the impact of school or
community variables on educational outcomesthere is no need to collect detailed data on schools.
* If the researcher is interested only in the impact of

Using PanelData to Investigate the Determinants of
EducationalOutcomes
Additional estimation techniques can be used if panel
data have been collected-in
other words, if the same
households have been interviewed at more than one

mandatory school fees or distance to schools on
educational outcomes, this relationship can be estimated without collecting detailed school data, by
collecting data on the distance from each household to local schools (although this requires making
certain assumptions that may be false).
* It is necessary to collect detailed data on local

point in time over a period of months or years. Panel
data are relatively rare in developing countries, but this
need not be the case in the future.
Many problems arise when basic multiple regression techniques, such as ordinary least squares, are used
on cross-sectional data because some of the variables
included in the regression are correlated with variables

schools in order to examine
160

the impact of other

levels of the parents of all household members,
regardless of whether the parents live in the household or are even alive.

that are not included. The most obvious way to solve
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this problem is to collect information on the missing
variables, which will reduce this omitted variable bias.
In theory this should be effective, but it is rarely possible to collect all possible variables, either because of
cost limitations or because some variables (such as parents' tastes,children's innate ability and teachers' motivation) are inherently difficult to measure.
In principle, instrumental variable methods, such
as two-stage least squares, can overcome the problem
of an explanatory variable being correlated with
unobserved terms. Instrumental variable techniques
can also resolve many problems of measurement error,
Unfortunately, finding credible instrumental variables
is not easy.(See Strauss andThomas 1995 for a detailed
discussion.) Another approach is to use fixed effects
procedures to control for differences across commnunities or, in some cases, across families.Yet community
fixed effects procedures cannot eliminate problems
due to variation in unobserved variables within the
community, and even family fixed etfects cannot deal
with variation within the family (such as variation in
the innate abilities of siblings). Some of these problems
can, under certain assumptions, be circumvented by
using panel data. Chapter 23 provides a general
overview of the advantages and problems associated
with the collection and analysis of panel data.The current subsection discussesfour ways in which panel data
can be used to examine education issues in developing
countries.
VALUE-ADDED

SPECIFICATION

OF THE DETERMINANTS

Estimating the determinants of learning
(whether production functions, reduced forms, or
conditional demand relationships) is of great interest
to policymakers. Many problems arise when trying to
estimate these determinants using cross-sectional data.
One problem is that learning is a cumulative process
in that what a child has learned up to a particular
point in time depends on an entire "history" of school,
household, and child variables. Collecting data on past
events and conditions is difficult, but omitting these
variables may result in serious problems of omitted
variable bias. Specifying an equation of the determinants of learning in "value-added" form can alleviate
some of these problems. To see this, consider a simple
linear model of learning in, say,the first three years of
school:
OF LEARNING.

(7.1)

Al = PO+ RX

A, = PO+
±lXl
+ 12
A3 = PO+ lXl + PA + PA
where A,, A , and A3 represent achievement (for
example, test scores) at the end of grades 1, 2, and 3,
respectively.19 The constant term P.represents what, if
anything, the child has learned before entering first
grade. The Xi, X,, and X3 variables refer to the values
of all child, school, and household variables in grades
1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The relationships shown in equation 7.1 imply
the following relationships:
A2 - Al
A3 - A2

(7.2)

=

PAX

=

133X3

Estimation of the relationships in equation 7.2 implies
much simpler data collection. For example, to understand the effects of the child, household, and school
characteristics that prevail when children are in third
grade (in other words, to estimate P3), the X 3 variables
can be regressed on A3 - A2. No information is needed on X, or X2 . More generally,if data are available on
test scores from a particular past period in time, there
is no need to collect any data for any previous time
periods. Estimating equation 7.2 requires panel data
because it requires that each child be tested at two different points in time.20
Finally,some economists have suggested that using
panel data to estimate a value-added production function has the added advantage of eliminating all unob-

served fixed effects (Hanushek 1992). This is true
under certain functional form assumptions, but it is
somewhat risky because it requires the assumption
that the unobserved variables affect total learning but
do not affect increments to learning, which seems
implausible.
IMPACT

OF EARLY

CHILDHOOD

NUTRITION

ON

It is widely thought that poor nutrition in
childhood leads to poor school performance (Del
Rosso and Marek 1996;Pollitt 1990).This implies that
policies improving children's nutritional status may
also improve their school performance. However,
using cross-sectional data to estimate the impact of
childhood nutrition on educational outcomes is difficult or even impossible,for two main reasons. First, the
crucial factor governing a child's nutritional status may
be the conditions that prevail in the child's household
SCHOOLING.
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during his or her first two to three years of life rather
than the conditions at the time the child is in school.
Cross-sectional

data can provide

measure of nutritional
height for age-and

only a summary

status over a child's life-say,

this summary measure is likely to

contain substantial measurement

school cannot be done in the classroom. Thus panel
data are needed.

error. Second, chil-

ENDOGENOUS

pointed

out

SCHOOL

above,

CHARACTERISTICS.

school

characteristics

As was
can be

dren's nutritional status is clearly endogenous, which
means that instrumental variables would be needed in

either because of selective migration or
because households' characteristics or actions determine local school characteristics. In general, as long as

order to obtain unbiased estimates. Finding credible

some cross-sectional

instrumental

selective migration

variables is not an easy task.

endogenous

data already exist on migration,
does not necessarily imply that

Panel data can overcome both of these problems.
By definition, they can provide information on nutri-

panel data must be collected. In contrast, if local school
characteristics are determined in part by unobservable

tional status in the first years of life and on subsequent

community

school performance for the same child. In addition,
panel data can provide a rich source of instrumental

would be difficult to overcome without panel data.
Both of these points are explained in the discussion on

variables that are more plausible than those based on

evaluating social sector programs in Chapter 23.

cross-sectional

data;

such

instrumental

variables

characteristics,

problems

may arise that

Only one empirical study on educational outcomes

include price shocks (Alderman and others 1997) and
indicators of health during early childhood (Glewwe,
Jacoby, and King Forthcoming).
More generally,
because a child's nutritional status is determined in

has used panel data to examine the impact of changes in
local school characteristics on changes in those outcomes: an analysis of Indonesian
data by Pitt,
Rosenzweig, and Gibbons (1993). Several comments are

part in the first two to three years of life-before
he
or she starts attending school-the
process by which
child nutrition affects school performance is inherently dynamic, which leads to the need for panel data (see

in order regarding this study. First, the authors were able
to implement their methodology using a district-level
panel data set constructed from a series of cross-sectional household surveys; thus they did not need panel data
on households. Second, the data sets used contained wedl

Chapter 23 for further discussion of this point).
SKmILsLEARNED. One issue that has

over 100,000 households-many
more than in even the
largest LSMS survey. Third, in principle, such panel data

received little attention in the past is the retention of
skills acquired in school. Some educators claim that a
minimal number of years of school attendance, such as

are not needed if retrospective data exist on the availability of schools.A final, more general, comment is that
methods to avoid bias brought about by endogenous

four or six, is needed for children to avoid lapsing into
complete illiteracy after leaving school. In addition,
the jobs young people take after leaving school will
result in loss, retention, or increase of the skills learned

school characteristics are still quite experimental; more
research is needed on how to reduce such bias.

RETENTION

OF

in school, depending on the type of job. Exactly what
happens to skills after students leave school is unclear
and may have important policy implications. For
example, if a certain number of years of schooling
guarantees lifelong literacy for nearly all those who
leave school, a reallocation of educational resources

While these four examples show how panel data can be
useful in analyzing education issues in developing countries, panel data may also have some disadvantages. First,

may be needed to ensure that all children acquire this
minimal level of schooling.
To analyze students' skill retention after leaving

because panel data tend to magnify the bias brought about
by measurement error, careful thought must be given to
which instrumental variable techniques to use-which
may dictate that the panel should extend over three time
periods-when
making plans to collect panel data.
Second, collecting panel data can lead to serious problems
of sample attrition.Third, panel data may be more expen-

school, it is necessary to measure the skills of the same
individuals at two or more points in time-at
the time
they leave school and at one or more later points in
time. Unfortunately, few examples of such data exist

sive to collect, relative to a series of cross-sectional surveys.
On the other hand, the expense will be relatively low if
individuals or households that move are not followed; see
Chapter 23 for a detailed discussion of the costs of col-

because measuring cognitive skills after students leave

lecting panel data under different scenarios.
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Using Randomized Trials for Program Evaluation
For researchers interested in collecting data that make
it possible to assess how government policies affect
educational outcomes, the discussion so far may have
been discouraging. Many problems can arise regardless
of whether cross-sectional or panel data are used,
which raises serious questions about whether it is possible to estimate the effects of changes in educational
policies with any accuracy. Economists have become
more aware of these problems in recent years, and
some now argue that randomized trials offer the best
hope for overcomning these problems (Newman,
Rawlings, and Gertler 1994; Burtless 1995).
The concept behind randomized trials is quite
simple and persuasive. If a researcher wants to examine
the impact of a particular educational policy, he or she
should choose a representative sample of schools or
communities and randomly divide the sample into

on human beings for decades and have developed rigorous procedures that meet contemporary
ethical
standards. Finally, randomized trials can be costly. This
is mainly a problem if the trials cannot be carried out
as part of the implementation of a policy or project,
which forces the program being evaluated to be
financed out of scarce research funds. However, in
many cases randomized trials can be designed as part
of an existing government

project (Dow and others
1997), reducing costs substantially.Working with nongovernmental organizations is another way to reduce
costs by evaluating existing projects; this was done by
Glewwe, Kremer, and Moulin (1999).
A final issue to consider when conducting randomized trials is whether a multitopic household survey is needed. Randomized
experiments
can be

admit that they do not know what works best; they
are not patient enough to wait for the results; the
results may go against entrenched political interests;

designed to evaluate specific educational policies without conducting a household survey. In particular, data
need be collected only on the socioeconomic outcomes that the policy is expected to influence. For
example, it may not be necessary to collect information
on household consumption expenditures because the
policy was not expected to change them. However,
there are three reasons why a multitopic survey should
be implemented in the context of a randomized evaluation. First, it may be useful to perform separate comparisons for different socioeconomic groups, such as
poor and nonpoor households. Second, it may also be
useful to compare results from a randomized evaluation

they do not want to be seen as making their citizens
subjects in "human experiments"; and they do not

with results from cross-sectional or panel surveys,
which implies the need to collect additional data as

like that fact that random trials inevitably involve
denying assistance, at least initially, to some people

explained in the previous subsections.Third, the policy
being examined may affect more socioeconomic out-

who are thought to be particularly needy. A second
problem is that it may be difficult to prevent some of
the people assigned to control groups from participating in the "treatment" group. For example, in a recent
study of primary education in Kenya (Kremer and
others 1997), the schools that received assistance
experienced large increases in student enrollment,
especially in the lower grades-which
may have
"contaminated"
the experiment. (The problem of
getting a clean comparison
is highlighted
by

comes than initially expected.
This being said, it may not be necessary to organize a nationwide multitopic household survey to
accompany a randomized evaluation. In practice, randomized evaluations often cover a relatively small
geographic region in order to contain costs. If the
evaluation is not designed to be nationally representative, there is no need for the accompanying survey
to be nationally representative either. On the other
hand, randomized evaluations can sometimes be per-

Heckman and Smith 1995.)
A third difficulty is the ethical issues that some
people claim are involved in using human beings as
participants in experiments. However, many things can
be done to overcome such objections; indeed, medical
researchers have been conducting randomized trials

formed for a large geographic region or even a
nationwide sample. One example of this is the random phasing-in of a new pricing policy over several
years, as was done for health care services in Indonesia
(Dow and others 1997). In such cases a household
survey that covers several provinces or even an entire

two groups. The education policy of interest will be
implemented in one group (the "treatment" group)
while the other group will serve as a comparison
group (the "control" group). This approach is theoretically sound, but there are some problems with putting
it into practice.
First, governments are often reluctant to allow
randomized trials because: they may be unwilling to
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country

may be the best way to assess the impact of

Proposed Draft Education Modules for LSMS
Surveys
This section introduces three draft education modules
that can be used in future multitopic household surveys: a short version, a standard version, and an
expanded version. (The modules themselves are provided in Volume 3.) The section also introduces two
draft questionnaires for collecting data from local
schools. Each draft module or questionnaire should be
tailored to meet the overall objectives of the survey
and the characteristics of the education system in the
country where the survey is being conducted.When
designing household questionnaires, survey designers
may want to incorporate features from more than one
of the three draft modules. For example, they may
choose to use the short module as the basis for the
survey but add several questions from the standard
module. Ultimately, the objectives and constraints will
be different in each country, so these modules should
be thought of as starting points rather than finished
products.
Box 7.2 summarizes the capacity of each of the
different modules to answer the policy questions raised
in the first section of this chapter. The box does not
address the short education module, because this module is designed primarily for investigating the impact
of household members' educational outcomes (grade
attainment, years of schooling, repetition, and diplomas obtained) on other socioeconomic outcomes.
Other chapters in this book examine in detail how to
conduct such investigations.
Finally,as was mentioned several times above, certain data from other parts of a typical multitopic
household survey are very important for analyzing
the determinants of educational outcomes.These data
wage

rates

(from

the

community

questionnaire).
* Schooling and occupation of the parents of all
household members (from the household roster).
* Prices of optional educational inputs-textbooks,
exercise books,
questionnaire.
* Anthropometric

slates, pencils-from
measurements

tors of child health.
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sources of

water and fuel (to calculate the opportunity cost of
children's time).

the new policy or program.

are:
* Child

* Distances and travel times to community

the

price

and other indica-

Comments and Notes on the Draft Education
Modules
This section provides detailed comments and notes that
explain why the modules introduced in the previous
section (and presented inVolume 3) take the form that
they now have.The first three subsections discuss each
household-level module in detail, including how each
can be altered to fit specific needs and constraints. The
fourth subsection discusses the collection of school
data using school and teacher questionnaires.
ShortEducation
Module
The short module is designed for a survey that focuses on a topic other than education and for which the
standard education module is too large. The short
module collects data on the most basic educational
outcomes: years of schooling completed, degrees or
diplomas obtained, current school attendance, repetition, and expenditures on schooling. This module is
appropriate if policymakers and researchers have little
or no interest in estimating the determinants of educational outcomes, in which case education data are
needed primarily to provide basic descriptive statistics
such as current school enrollment rates and the distribution of education across the adult population, as
well as estimates of the impact on other socioeconomic outcomes of years of schooling, repetition, and
certificates and degrees obtained. In such situations
there is no reason to collect data on education from
either the community questionnaire or a school
questionnaire.
The following notes explain several details of the
short module
Q3-4, Q6-7. These questions are almost identical,
except that Questions 3 and 4 are asked of people
who have finished their schooling while Questions 6
and 7 are asked of people currently in school. This
distinction (made in Question 2) is important to
ensure that the response from individuals currently in
school is their current grade rather than the "highest
grade completed," which, precisely interpreted, would
be the grade immediately
grade.

preceding

their

current
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Box7.2 PolicyIssuesandHowthe Draft ModulesCanAddressThem
Stondard
ModulewithoutSchool
Questionnaire
* Impactof schoolfeeson alleducationaloutcomesexcept
learning(assuming
that distanceto schoolsaffectseducational choices in the same way that money costs of
schoolingaffectthosechoices)
* Impactof schoolmanagement
on alleducational
outcomes
except learning(assuming
differencesin schoolmanagementcan be summarized
usinga simplevarable-such as
public/privatestatusof schools-that can be col ected in
the educationmodule)

*

Impactof governmentpoliciesthat affectthe valueof children'stime on all educationaloutcomes

Standord
ModulewithSchoolQuestionnaire
* Impactof schoo feeson all educationaloutcomesexcept
learning
* Impactof the pricesof optional schoolinginputs on all
educationaloutcomesexcept learning
* Impactof distanceon all educationaloutcomesexcept
learning
* Impactof materialinputsandvery basicteachercharacteristicson alleducational
outcomesexceptleaming,assuming
(unobserved)
teachingpracticesandmore detailedteacher
characteristics
areonly weaklycorrelatedwith (observed)
materialinputsandbasicteachercharacteristics
* Impactof governmentpoliciesthat affectthe valueof children'stime on alleducationaloutcomesexcept learning

Issues
andMethodologies
ThatRequirePonelData
* Impact of student loan program-if country recently
introduceda studentloanprogram,andthe collectionof
paneldatabeganbeforethe programwasintroducedand
continuedafter it wasintroduced
* Impact of school characteristics on educational
outcomes-if endogenousprogram placement biases
conventionalestimates
* Impactof schooladmissions
andadvancement
policieson
educationaloutcomes-if the policieschangedrecently
and paneldata were collectedboth before and afterthe
policychange
* Impact of labor market policies on educational
outcomes-if policieshavechangedin recent yearsand
paneldatawere collectedboth beforeandafterthe policy change
* Impact of child health and nutrition on educational
outcomes
* Estimated
valueaddedspecification
of learningproduction
function
* Estimated
retention of cognitiveskillsafter childrenleave
school

Expanded Module (Including Cognitive Tests, School
Questionnaires,
andTeocher
Questionnaires)
* Impactof schoolfeeson alleducationaloutcomes
* Impact of optional schoolinginput priceson all educational outcomes
* Impactof distanceon all educationaloutcomes
* Impact of material inputs, teacher characteristics,
and
teachingpracticeson all educationaloutcomes
* Impactof schoolmanagement
on alleducationaloutcomes
* Impactof schooadmissions
andadvancement
policieson
all educationaloutcomes (assumingthat these policies
vary acrossschools)

Issues
ThatCannotBeAddressed
UsingHousehold
SurveyData
(Exceptthrougha Randomized
Evaluation)
Impactof studentloanprograms(if country hasneverhad
a studentloanprogram)
* Impactof schooladmissions
andadvancementpolicieson
educationaloutcomesif the policieshave not changed
recentlyor if they havechangedbut paneldata were not
collectedboth beforeandafterthe change
* Impactof labormarketpolicieson educationaloutcomes
if policieshave not changedin recent years or if panel
data are not availablefor both before and after a policy
change

Source:
Author'ssummary

Q4, Q7. Most diplomas are sequential, so that if a
respondent has a higher diploma (for example, a diploma certifving completion of upper secondary school),
this implies that he or she has also attained a lower
diploma (for example, a diploma certifying completion of lower secondary school). However, there may
be some ambiguous cases. If such cases are common, it

Q8. The main purpose of this question is to see who
really benefits from public education. For example, if
most children from wealthy households go to private
schools, the provision of public schooling may disproportionately benefit poorer households. Some policymakers and researchers may also be interested in seeing whether the impact of education on some other

may be that two or even three responses should be
allowed for Questions 4 and 7.

socioeconomic outcome, such as wages, also varies
across public and private schools. If this is of interest, a
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of calculating total household expenditures. A simple
question in the household consumption module is

Box 7.3 CautionaryAdvice
I-lowMuchof the Draft ModuleIs New and Unproven?
The short versionof the educationmodulefollows a
similarapproach to past practice in LSMSsurveys,and
thus is based on proven methods. In the proposed
standard education module, a few elements are new or
have been used in only two or three past LSMSsurveys,but none of these innovationsisvery complicated.
Askingrespondents to read a short sentence and perform s mple written mathematical exercises has been
tried in Morocco,SouthAfricaandVietnam.AskingseptredinMooco,SothAfic an Vita.Aigsp
arate sets of questions for persons now in school and
for persons no longer in school (Question 6 of Part A)
and asking separate questions for different levels of
school (Question 7 of Part A) have been tried twice
before (Jamaica1990,Vietnam I997-98).The questions
on grade repetition (Questions 41-46 of Part A) have
been tried in about four previous LSMSsurveys.Part D
on distancesto local schools has been tried in two previous LSMS surveys (Ghana 1988-89, Vietnam
1997 98).
* How Well Has the ModuleWorkedin the Past?In general, the educaton module has worked quite well.The
only problems in past LSMS surveys have been in
expanded modules,particularly ones that have administered achievement tests to household members and
ones that have tried to match household members to
specificschools. Much was learned from these exercises, and those essons have been incorporated into the
adic given
gie in
advice
In thschpe
this chapter
* WhichParts ofthe ModuleMost Need to Be Customized?
Severa points need to be watched closely.First,a clear
distinction between training and apprenticeship needs
to be made.This definitionmay vary across countries.
Similarly,
a clear distinctionneeds to be made between
general education and technical or professionaltraining.
Second, wher defining schooling levels and diploma
codes, clear instructionsare needed on how "old" systems of education,which willbe reported by older individualsin the sample, are coded, Third, in many countries there are kinds of school expenditures that are
rarely found in other countries. Unusual categories in
any given country can be obtained by asking officials
from the ministryof education and participatingin the
pilot test of the questionnaire.

question similar to Question 8 should be inserted after
Question 4; this new question would refer to the last
school attended by the respondent.
Q9. The main purpose

of this question is to obtain

accurate data on school expenditures
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for the purposes

likely to result in serious underestimation
of actual
spending. The exact categories of expenditure must be
adapted to fit the country in question; these should be
carefully checked during the pilot test of the questionnaire.
QI-1 1. These questions on repetition can be dropped
if repetition is relatively rare. However, when repetition is not rare it is useful to distinguish between years
toisntre,itsueflodsinihbtw
nyar
in school and grades attained. Simple estimates of rates
of return to a year of education may be seriously overestimated if they do not account for repetition
(Behrman and Deolalikar 1991).

StandardEducation
Module
The standard education module is designed to gather
the information needed to answer most of the policy
questions discussed in this chapter. It is therefore
designed to allow researchers to investigate not only
the impact of education on other socioeconomic outcomes but also the determinants of most educational
outcomes.The main omission from this module is that
no effort is made to collect detailed information on
cognitive skills. Collecting cognitive skills data will be
discussed further in the following subsection.
Before discussing this module

in detail, several

general points need to be made. First, a cursory glance
suggests that this module is substantially longer than
the standard education modules used in full LSMS
surveys in the late 1980s and early 1990s.This appearance is deceptive. The main reason there are more
questions is that people who have already finished
their schooling answer a set of questions that is differ-

in school. The former answer Questions 7-24 of Part
A while the latter answer Questions 25-40. Having
these two sets of people answer different questions
should make the interview go easier; in particular. it
should avoid any confusion about whether the grade
indicated for a person still in school is the current
grade or the "highest grade completed," which, technically speaking, is the previous grade. On the other
hand, there are a few additional questions on repetition, and Part D is completely new. However, some
questions have also been deleted, and Part D has to be
filled out only once for the entire household rather
than once for each individual

(and households

that
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contain no school-age children do not fill it out at all).

A3-A4. For Question A3, a simple sentence of six to

Overall, there is a small increase in the number

of

eight words in one or more languages should be prepared

questions asked but this increase is not nearly as great
as initial appearances may suggest. 21
Another general point is that one may want to
add a few qualitative questions asking households why
they made the schooling decisions they did. While
some might argue that these explanations are rational-

based on the primary-school curriculum. It is best to
have three or four variants to prevent some people in a
household from doing well because they overheard
someone else read the same sentence. If the language
used by the household members is not the official
national language, A3 should be applied twice, once for

izations and thus are not very accurate, others may find
such information interesting, if for no other reason
than to see what households claim- are the reasons for

the national language and once for the language used by
the household. Mathematics problems should be simple
addition or subtraction at a level consistent with two to

the choices they have made. In particular, a question

three years of primary education. In some countries

could be inserted after Question 5 in Part A asking:
"Why have you never attended school?" Possible rea-

(Bolivia is one example) students receive scores on
national examinations each year, and this information is

sons are the same ones given for nonattendance in the
education module of the community questionnaire
(see Chapter 13). It may only be useful to ask this

commonly kept by the household. In such cases, for children currently in school, Questions A3 and A4 should be
replaced with the scores on these examinations.

question for relatively young individuals. A similar
question could be added after Question 6 of Part A:

A8, A26, A49-A50. These questions on preschool can

"Why are you no longer attending school?"Again, this
may only be appropriate for younger individuals. A
third place to ask a qualitative question is immediately after Question 30 of Part A; for persons who were
absent from school in some of the past seven days one
could ask: "Why were you absent from school during
the past seven days?"
A third general point is that any survey that uses
the standard version of the education module should
also collect anthropometric data, since there is strong

be dropped if preschool education is rare. It is important to clarify the difference between preschool and
daycare; most surveys only investigate preschool.

evidence that early childhood nutrition affects educational outcomes. 2 2 The collection of anthropometric
data is discussed in Chapter 10. A final point is that
two school questionnaires-the
questionnaire
for
administrators and the questionnaire for teachers-

finishing a grade and passing an examination on the
one hand and finishing a grade and not passing the
examination on the other. A student who finished a
grade but did not pass an examination should still be
classified as having finished that grade.

could be used with the standard module. This is not
necessary, but it will increase substantially the range of
issues that can be analyzed (as seen in Box 7.2).
The following notes on specific questions in the
standard module are useful for understanding the
module's design and thinking about how to modify
the module to fit particular interests and constraints.
Al. In general, it is strongly advisable to interview a
subject directly, with thc possible exception of children age 10 and under, because asking someone else
greatly increases the chance of errors and missing data.
By indicating whether a person was interviewed
directly, this question
accuracy of the data.

provides

information

on the

A12,A34. If there are 10 or fewer postsecondary institutions in the country, it is useful to add a question
requesting the institution's name and to include in that
question explicit codes for each institution.
A13, A17, A21. It is important to distinguish between

A15, A19, A23. These questions on when schooling is
finished are important for two reasons. First, if a person
dropped out after only one or two months, it is important not to credit him or her with an entire year of
schooling. Second, combining this information with
the information on the time when the respondent first
entered school (Questions A47 and A48) makes it possible to verify grade repetition using a computerized
data cntry package. (See Grosh and Munoz 1996 for a
detailed discussion of computerization of data entry.)
A17-A18,

A21-A22.

If no diploma is associated with

lower secondary or primary education, the interviewer can simply ask the second question of each pair.
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A27. It is important to know whether a student lives
away from homiie while attending school because this
implies a large opportunity cost to the household in

A47-A48. To verify the accuracy of the information, it
is imaportant to ask both questions.

terms of the time that the student could have been
spent working for the household after school or on
weekends.

B1-B2. These questions include professional and technical training.An alternative is to exclude such activities from the information collected here and to add to
Part C a question on expenditures on professional and
technical training during the past 12 months.

A28. Finding out the name of the school is important
for matching data from the school or community
questionnaire. Codes should be assigned as soon as
possible, preferably before any household interviews
have started (so that interviewers will already have a
list of codes when filling out the questionnaire) and
certainly before the team leaves the community. If
official school code numbers are used by the ministry
of education, these codes should also be added in a
separate column. It is not advisable to depend on
national codes alone because new schools and private
schools often do not have official code numbers.
A29-A30. Ideally, it would be useful to know about all
absences during the entire school year and even in past
years. Absences during the previous week are a very
rough indicator of the necessary information, but it is
unlikely that children or their parents will be able to
accurately recall absences over a longer period of time.
In some countries schools may keep records, at least
for the current year. If so, serious thought should be
given to trying to obtain that information. This would
involve a significant amount of work and would
require pretesting. Finally, combining information on
absences during the previous seven days with information on class time as given in the school questionnaire allows researchers to calculate time spent in
school in the previous week. However, if it is common
for children to attend school for only part of the
school day (because they arrive late or leave early), a
separate question should be asked regarding the number of hours the student missed in the previous seven
days due to arriving late or leaving early.

B2. This question has tvo purposes: accurately collecting total educational expenditures by a household
and collecting child-specific information
on how
household resources are allocated across siblings and
across different types of educational expenses.
B3-B5. This information

on assistance received from

people who are members of other households should
bc coordinated with information from the transfers and
other nonlabor income module on income transfers
received from other households (see Chapter 11).
Rules need to be set to avoid double counting income
that goes directly to the household. These rules may
vary according to country-specific
characteristics.
Payments made directly to schools, such as tuition payments, should probably be counted only here, and not
in the transfers and other nonlabor income module.
B6-B7. If a voucher scheme of some kind exists, separate questions along the lines of Questions B6 and B7
should be added. If there are different kinds of vouchers, another question should be added to determine
which kind the child receives.
C1-C3. The definition of an apprenticeship needs to
be carefully worded in order to reflect the system of
apprenticeship that prevails in the country where the
survey is being carried out. If apprenticeships are quite
rare in the country-involving
less than 2-3 percent
of the population-Questions
Cl, C2, and C3 can be
dropped.

A41-A46. These questions could be condensed or
eliminated for any level of schooling in which repetition is rare-in other words, if fewer than 2-3 percent
of students repeat. Condensing these questions simply
involves asking whether the individual repeated any
grade in primary or secondary school and, if so, which
grades were repeated (allowing for Up to three

Cl, C4. It may be easier to obtain accurate responses to
these questions by dividing each into two distinct questions.The first question would ask whether the respondent has ever been an apprentice (or had technical
training) and the second would ask whether the respondent is currently an apprentice (or currently being
trained).The best wording for these questions should be

responses).

checked during the pilot test of the questionnaire.
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C4-C6. It is important to distinguish between professional and technical training at the postsecondary level

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS.

and equivalent training that does not require the student to have finished upper secondary school. Only

achievement

chapter

There is not enough space in this
to discuss how to design and administer
tests as part of a multitopic

household

the second kind of training is considered here; the first
kind is addressed in Part A as general postsecondary
education. Particular attention should be given to
teacher training. In some countries teacher training

survey. The next few paragraphs will discuss major
testing issues and the advantages and disadvantages of
the different testing choices. It is strongly recommended that a highly qualified local or international
expert be hired to develop the tests. (For a good dis-

always takes the form of postsecondary education, and
thus should be dealt with explicitly in Part A. In other

cussion of literacy tests in the context of household
surveys see UNNHSCP 1989 and Wagner 1993.) The

countries at least some types of teacher training are
not considered postsecondary; these types should be

basic decisions that must be made are: who is tested;
which skills are tested; the length of the tests; the rela-

explicitly identified in Part C.
D. These questions are intended to obtain a picture of what choices parents have when they send (or
do not send) their children to school.When combined
with information on the date when a school opened,
these questions can be used to get around the problem
of nonrandom placement of schools by the government. The ID codes are needed to match this information with the school that is chosen (obtained in
Question A28) and with the detailed information
obtained in the community questions or the school
questionnaire. Since respondents may not be adept at

tionship between the tests and the national curriculum; and where the tests take place.
There are essentially two types of household
members that can be tested: children of school age and
adults who have finished their schooling. Children are
tested to find out how their characteristics, along with
household and school characteristics, affect the skills
that they acquire. Adults are tested to study the impact
of skills learned on socioeconomic outcomes. It is
often useful to test both groups in order to study the
impact of determinants of learning among children on
their socioeconomic
outcomes in adulthood. For
example, if a certain schooling improvement costs $20

providing distance information, this information can
be augmented with data from GPS (global positioning

per student and raises the average student's mathematics achievement 10 points, the value of those 10 points

system) measurements of the location
holds and the schools.

can be estimated in terms of the students' increased
incomes in adulthood.This is one way (although not
the only way) of determining whether the school
improvement is a good investment. If policymakers
and researchers are interested in making such evaluations, it is crucial that the same test be given to both
school-age children and adults or, alternatively, that
when different tests are given they can be "scaled" to
each other to enable direct comparisons between
scores across different tests.
Which skills should be tested depends upon the
specific interests of the policymakers, but in almost all
cases they will include basic reading comprehension
and mathematics. In addition, if the interest exists and
resources are available, it would be useful to test for the
following skills: science, health knowledge, innate
intelligence, reading comprehension in another language, values and behavioral norms, agricultural
knowledge, and basic practical knowledge. Testing
intelligence is controversial, but there are several commonly used tests for this purpose, including the
Raven's Progressive Matrices test. The skills covered

PART

of the house-

ExpandedEducationModule
The education module in the household questionnaire can be expanded in two general ways. First, relatively simple achievement tests can be administered
to household members, both members currently in
school and members out of school. This is a major
undertaking, but one that when done correctly can
yield rich data that will deepen policymakers' understanding of what makes schools perform effcctively
and how skills learned in school contribute to a wide
variety of socioeconomic outcomes. (If this route is
taken, Questions A2 and A3 in the standard module
can be dropped.) Second, more information can be
collected on children currently in school-which
amounts to adding questions to Part B of the standard
module. In this subsection some practical tips on
administering tests are discussed, and some questions
are presented that can be added to Part B of the standard education module.
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need not be limited to skills taught in the school curriculum; indeed, it may be interesting to see how people acquire skills that are not taught in school.
In general, the tests should be quite short; 10-20

adults-to
come take the tests. One way to reduce this
problem is to compensate subjects for being tested, but
even this may not work with many adults. Although
some testing specialists may have serious reservations

questions should be sufficient for most purposes. In
some cases it may be useful to have a basic test and an
advanced test, allowing only people who achieve a
"passing" score on the basic test to take the advanced
test. The length of the test or tests should be thoroughly discussed with the consultant hired to develop
the test. Many testing consultants are accustomed to
long tests that are administered in classroom settings

about testing done in respondents' homes, there are
several measures that can be taken to minimize the
problems involved. For further practical advice see
UNNHSCP (1989) and Wagner (1993).

with few time constraints, so it may be necessary to
impress upon the consultant the impracticality of
administering long tests in a survey setting.
One yardstick for measuring school performance
is how well students acquire the skills that the national curriculum is designed to teach. This implies that
the tests should be designed to fit that curriculum.
However, there may be reasons not to design tests this
way. First, the curriculum itself may be outdated or
irrelevant, and thus have little impact on many socioeconomic outcomes. Second, many skills of interest,
such as agricultural skills or knowledge about health,
may not be taught in schools.Third and finally, it is not
clear that the precise skills that make workers more
productive are the skills taught in schools. In general,
the national curriculum may be a good place to start,
but serious thought should be given to measuring
other skills as well.
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of administering
achievement tests as part of a household survey is finding a good place to administer the tests. If the tests are
administered only to children currently in school and

naire module page, to which the following comments
apply.

ADDITIONS

TO

THE

HOUSEHOLD

QUESTIONNAIRE.

Some additional questions to expand Part B of the
standard module are given in the expanded question-

B11-B13. These questions can be used to investigate
how important textbooks are under different circumstances.These circumstances include whether the child
owns a full set, whether the child can take the textbooks home (if they are provided by the school),
whether the books are shared with others, and
whether they are new or used. In principle, similar
questions can be asked about other student-specific
inputs such as exercise books, slates, pens, and pencils-but it is not clear whether it is feasible or worthxvhile to collect detailed information on these items.
Which items to include in detail may depend on the
circumstances in a particular country.
B14. In principle, homework is one input into a learning production function, but it is clearly endogenous
and it would be hard to find instrumental variables
that can be excluded from the production function. If
such instrumental variables can be found, it might be

the data are collected when schools are in session, the
tests can be administered in schools.2 3 However, if
adults or children not currently enrolled in school are
to be tested, they must be tested either in the home or
in some community center.
Testing in a community center has several advantages. There are minimal distLrbances and it is easier

worthwhile to add a question about whether the child
was assisted by an adult household member, as well as
perhaps a question on the number of hours of tutoring the child received per week-distinguishing
between assistance received from family members and
assistance received from paid tutors.

than in other settings to prevent test takers from assisting each other. Test administrators have relatively more
control over factors that may affect the test, such as adequate lghting and enough tables to write on.And there
should be relatively few comparability problems with
other tests that are administered in a similar setting.
The main disadvantage of testing in a community

B16-B18. These questions gather information on participation in school feeding programs in order to yield
descriptive information on who benefits from these
programs. More ambitiously, it might be possible to
measure the impact of school feeding on educational
outcomes such as attendance and test performance, or
even on nutritional outcomes such as height and

center is that it is difficult to get people-especially

weight.
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SchoolandTeacherQuestionnaires

All. The answers to this question may vary by grade.

As explained

If so, separate answers should be allowed for each

in the second section of this chapter,

most methods for estimating the determinants
of
educational outcomes require information
on the

grade. Also, if two or more languages are used for certain subjects, codes should be developed for combina-

schools that are available for children to attend. LSMS
surveys in the 1980s and 1990s have typically relied
on information
collected
in the community
questionnaire-information
that has been much too
brief. It is necessary to collect a large amount of information on school quality to reduce problems of omit-

tions involving more than one language.

ted variable bias. Thus in the case of a standard, fullsize multitopic household survey it is recommended
that a school questionnaire be used for each local primary or secondary school. This may not be feasible in

Questions BI and B2 in the school questionnaire.

Bl-B5. An alternative to these questions, which would
involve more resources, is to administer teacher questionnaires, an example of which is discussed below. In
such cases it would probably be necessary to retain only

B3. In some countries certain teachers may have an
explicit credential that others do not have. In such

urban areas, so a reasonable rule of thumb is to take
the five mnost commonly attended primary schools,
the three most commonly attended lower secondary
schools, and the three most commonly attended

cases this question should ask specifically about that
credeintial.

upper secondary schools. The basic school questionnaire, introduced in the third section of this chapter,
is provided inVolume 3 of this book. Roughly speaking, it should only take about 30 minutes to complete
for one school.

used. It is possible to draw a finer distinction by asking
whether a blackboard is sufficiently legible to be seen
by all students or only by some students (either
because some students have poor eyesight or because
they sit at the back of the classroom).

The following notes apply

D2. In countries in which several languages are spoken, information on the number of books in the
school library should be collected separately for each
language.

SCHOOL

QUESTIONNAIRE.

to the school questionnaire:
A3. In some countries schools may be combinations
of these categories, such as a combined lower and
upper secondary school. Additional codes for such
cases should be created as needed.
A6. Information on when the school first opened is
useful for analyzing the nonrandom placement of
schools, as in Pitt, Rosenzweig, and Gibbons (1993).
A8-A9. If the number of shifts (Question A8) or the
amount of class time per day (Question A9) varies by
grade, extra columns should be created, as in Question
A7, to get the information by grade.
A9. Class time per day is a critically important input
into the learning production function. It also measures the opportunity cost of children's time spent in
school.
A10. If many schools are open for fewer than the standard number of weeks per year, it may be useful to add
a question on the reasons why this is the case.

C3. A legible blackboard is any blackboard that can be

D3. In most countries, the question on science laboratories need not be asked in primary schools.
El-E4. These questions apply only to school levels
that have national examinations. In some cases the
school principal may be able to provide more detailed
information, such as how many students scored at several different levels.
Fl. Obtaining accurate figures on school fees is in
practice much more difficult than might be expected,
since there are many different fees and the line
between voluntary and mandatory is often unclear. It
is best to list as many fees as possible by their exact
names. If there is substantial variation by grade, it is
best to obtain this information separately for each
grade.
F7-F9. School uniforms can be a major cost to households, so relaxing the requirement to purchase a uni171
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form may greatly reduce the real price of schooling

Q39-40. If achievement

tests are being administered to

for poor households.

students on subjects other than mathematics and read-

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE. If the main focus of the

ing, it may be useful to add similar questions for those
subjects.

survey is on education, it is important to collect information on individual

teachers using a teacher

ques-

tionnaire, a prototype

of which is provided inVolume

Q43-45. If a new kind of in-service

program is being used, the questions should specifical-

3. In most countries teachers should be able to fill out
the questionnaires themselves-vastly
reducing the

ly ask whether

amount

Notes

of time interviewers

need to spend adminis-

teacher training

this training was of that type.

tering these questions.Yet even when teachers can fill

these questionnaires out, the interviewer should check
all of them on the spot to see if any errors have been
made, and then ask the teachers to fix those errors.
If a school has more than, say,10 teachers, it may be
useful to choose two or three teachers per grade at random and administer the questionnaires only to them.
One way to choose teachers at random is to ask all of
them their dates of birth and then select the two or three
with the earliest dates of birth within the calendar year.
A final possibility to consider when collecting
information from individual teachers is to administer
achievement tests to the teachers. In many developing
countries, teachers' knowledge of the curriculum has

The

serious deficiencies, and one would expect that the

section of this chapter.

students of weaker teachers would do worse in school,
other things being equal. However, this information
can be quite difficult to collect. Teachers may resist
being tested because they may think that the results
will be used against them. Assurances that the data are
being collected purely for research purposes may
prove unconvincing (though not requiring the teachers within a given school to write their names on the
tests might improve cooperation). Thus, if everything
else is in place for the survey, it is worthwhile to

3. For material inputs that are child-specific,such as textbooks,
an additionalissue is whether the school should provide them or

author would
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Marlaine
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Schultz for comments on earlier drafts.

1. Even tuition is not alwayspaid.In some countriesa childmay
attend school temporarilywhile the teacher or principalxvaitsfor
the child'sparentsto pay If the parentsneverpay,their children are
usuallyforced to withdraw from the school (althoughsometimes
poor children are allowed to stay).

2. There is one important exceptionto this statement.Distance
to schoolscan directlyaffectlearningif long distancesleadto more
absencesor increasedtardiness.This will be discussedin the next

households should be required to purchase them. For most purposesthis can be thought of as a price question,xvhereprovisionby
the school impliesa price of zero.However,when schoolsprovide
these inputs,rationing may well take place,complicatingeffortsto
understand the impact of such a policy

4. Distanceeducationcan be viewedas a pedagogicaltechnique
because teachers turn on the radio, may participate as directed by
the radio program,and are expected to follow up when the pro-

explore the possibility of testing teachers, but if signif-

gram is finished.

icant resistance is encountered, it may be best to drop
this in order not to jeopardize the rest of the survey.
The following comments apply to the teacher
questionnaire:

5. In this case,reduced school attainmentmay not be causefor
alarm.It may be that high-payinggovernmentjobs were generating private ratesof return to higher educationthat exceededsocial
ratesof return.

Q12-16, Q17-21.

6. Informationabout on-the-job trainingis best collectedin the
employmentmoduleof a multitopichouseholdsurvey.SeeChapter

If achievement tests are being

administered to students on subjects other than math-

ematics and reading, similar sets of five questions can
be added for those subjects.
Q34-35. If these tasks are primarily

done during class

time, Questions 34 and 35 should be part of the previous set of questions (Questions 24-33).
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9 for details.
7. Collecting information

on schoolchildren's

values may

also be useful,but to the author's knowledge this has never been
done for a representative sample of children in a developing
country.

8. One estimationissuehere is that the educationvariablemay
be endogenous.Another issueis measurementerror in the educa-
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tion variable. Both problems lead to biased estimates, and both are

example, matching children from the 1990 Jamaican LSMS survey

discussed further in the next section of this chapter.

to national examination records proved impossible.

9. A local school can be defined as any school within walking

21. Consider two people-one

who attended only primary

distance (more generally, within daily commuting distance) of a

school many years ago and another, currently in upper secondary

household.

school, who repeated one year of lower secondary school. Assume

10. Recall that causal factors are exogenous if they cannot be
affected by household behavior (choices).

that neither has been an apprentice or had any technical education or training. Using the 1987-88 Ghana Living Standards

11. In theory, there could also be a production fuinction for val-

Survey for comparison, the number of questions asked of the first

ues, but to the author's knowledge no one has attempted to esti-

person increases from 13 to 15, while the increase for the second

mate such a relationship and interpret it as a production function.

person is from 17 to 26.The second person's increase is due most-

12. There are tsvo exceptions to this statement. First, distances

ly to four questions on grade repetition and tsvo questions on the

to local schools can vary across households. Second, Hausman and

age and year when the person entered first grade. (This compar-

Taylor (1981) provide a general method that, under certain condi-

ison ignores the questions in Part D, which are asked only once

tions, can be used to estimate school effects, community effects, or

for each household and only if the household has children of

both. However, to the author's knowledge, this method has never

school age.)

been used to analyze educational outcomes, and, in practice, the
assumptions required for it to be valid may not be plausible.
13. Two implicit assumptions are made here: that the distance to
the school attended is exogenous and that each child attends school

22. The main exception to this recommendation is that anthropometric data need not be collected in a country with very low
rates of malnutrition. If the incidence of malnutrition is unclear,
anthropometric data should be collected.

nearly every day (which implies a fixed opportunity cost of travel

23. This does not mean that all children in a given school will

time for each year of school enrollment). Both of these assumptions

be tested; if only a few sampled children attend a given school, they

can be questioned.

can be asked to remain at school after classes are over or permission

14. This raises the issue of howvto collect accurate data on distances. Households' estimates may not be very accurate, which will

can be obtained to withdraw them during the school day (as was
done in the 1990 Jamaican LSMS survey).

lead to bias due to measurement error. One recent development in
survey design involves use of global positioning system technology,
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and PaulGlewwe
PaulJ.Gertler,Elaina

Health is a critical factor in the development of any country, for two reasons. First, health status is a
key indicator of a population's welfare (Sen 1985). Second, improving the health status of the population leads to greater economic productivity (Strauss andThomas 1995). In almost every country,
governments play an active role in the health sector, and there are sound economic reasons for their
doing so. The main reason is that there are often "market failures" in the purchase and provision of
health services, including incomplete health insurance markets and imperfect information on the
part of the population about the nature of health problems and their treatments.
vided in Volume 3 of this book.) The fourth

To reduce the adverse effects of these market failures,
policymakers

need information

presents annotations

on health outcomes,

on household behavior that affects those health outcomes, and on the effects of government policies on

section

to these modules.

Major Health Policy Issues in Developing

both outcomes and behavior. In recognition of this
policy need, almost all past LSMS surveys have included a health module, and the data from these modules
have been used to study several important health sector policy issues (for example, the study of willingness
to pay for health care by Gertler and van der Gaag
1990). Although data from the LSMS health module
have been put to productive use, it is time to re-examine the module to see how well the information it collects meets the current challenges in the health sector.
The purpose of this chapter is to help survey
designers develop a health module for LSMS and similar household surveys that will yield the information

Countries

needed by health sector policymakers.The first section
discusses key health policy questions. The second section outlines the data needed to analyze those policy
questions. The third section introduces three modules
designed to collect these data. (The modules are pro-

prevent the effective use of available resources in the
health sector. For example, when health insurance
markets are incomplete, this means that many families
whose members develop a serious illness either cannot
afford to pay for treatment or, if they can afford to pay,

Every government intervenes in the health sector to
some extent, but the nature and size of those interventions varies from country to country. Economic
theory gives three main reasons for governments to
intervene in the health sector. First, health is, in many
respects, a public good. This means that an individual's
good health benefits not only him or her but also
other members of society. For example, when a person
with a contagious disease decides to seek treatment,
this reduces the probability that others will get that
disease. Second, there are many market failures that
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will incur major financial losses by doing so. Third,

ment officials have to make many decisions about the

equity in health outcomes is an important

allocation and mobilization

of many governments,

social goal

and one way for governments

of resources, including the

location of different types of facilities (such as hospi-

to increase equity is to support health care services.

tals or clinics), which

For further

discussion of the economic

rationale for

should provide (for example, inpatient care, x-rays, sur-

government

intervention

in the health sector see de

gery, drugs, family planning, and preventative care), the

Ferranti

(1985), Hammer

Hammer

(1997).

(1997), and

Gertler

and

quality of these services, and the fees to charge for
these services. Household

These general reasons for government

involve-

services each type of facility

surveys can collect much of

the data needed to study the consequences

of these

ment in the health sector raise a large number of more

different kinds of policy decisions. Such data are criti-

specific

cal for deciding

questions

concerning

how

governments

how to finance and operate public

should be involved. The first step in addressing these
questions is to identify specific health policy issues.
This section begins with a brief description of how

health care facilities. For example, policymakers can
use household survey data to assess how health outcomes and utilization patterns would change if user

health care is provided

fees were increased

in developing

countries

and

or if the quality of health

care

then reviews the most important policy issues concerning health in developing countries.

services were improved at publicly operated facilities.
Most countries' governments allow-and
in some
cases actively encourage-the
private sector to deliver

HealthCare Provisionin DevelopingCountries

some health care services. In such countries, for the
government to develop effective public sector policies,

Governments

in developing

countries

provide health

care services in many different ways. One

common

it needs accurate information

on the extent to which

way in which governments are involved in the health
sector is through public health programs.These include

the private sector complements or substitutes for the
public sector in meeting government objectives. For

immunization programs, other programs to prevent the
spread of highly infectious diseases, treatment programs
for individuals already infected, and public education
programs on such subjects as smoking, risky sexual
activity, hygiene, nutrition, and preventative health

example, it is useful to know the extent to which individuals switch from using the public sector to using
the private sector in response to increases in user fees
in the public sector, or from the private to the public
sector when the quality of public sector care improves.

care. The distinguishing characteristic of these programs is that they include activities designed to reach

Information gathered in household
used to analyze these relationships.

out to people in their communities, homes, and work-

Finally,

many

governments

surveys can be
are

introducing

places, as opposed to reaching only those people who
visit health care facilities. Policymakers can use infor-

mandatory social health insurance in the formal wage
sector. This social insurance is typically financed

mation collected in household surveys to make these
programs more effective. For example, household sur-

through a payroll tax that goes into a fund used to pay
for workers' medical care when they are ill. This fund

vey data can reveal which households participate in or
are otherwise affected by public health programs-and
thus indicate whether those programs are reaching

insures workers against the financial cost of their illnesses or injuries and also reduces the government's
health budget by requiring workers to contribute to

their intended beneficiaries.
Governments also provide preventative

and cura-

the social insurance fund. However, when people are
fully insured, they tend to use more health care than is

through publicly operated hospitals,
health care facilities. The prices for
services are often heavily subsidized
revenues. These subsidies are provid-

socially optimal. This phenomenon is known as moral
hazard. Knowing the likely extent of moral hazard
helps policymakers to set copayments and premiums at
a level that ensures the financial viability of the insur-

ed to reduce individuals' financial risk, to increase the
access that disadvantaged groups such as women, children, the poor, and the elderly have to health care, and

ance fund. Moral hazard is measured by the price elasticity of demand, which can be estimated using household survey data.

to improve the overall health status of the population.
In financing and operating health facilities, govern-

These different ways in which governments intervene in the health sector do not necessarily achieve

tive medical care
clinics, and other
these health care
using general tax
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their intended
negative

objectives,

consequences.

countries,

the

and they may even have

Indeed, in some developing

overall health

care system functions

poorly

and thus does little to improve

health

status of the population

the overall

(World Bank

1993;

the effectiveness of government
ticular, information

tion, and causes of both
within the population,
serious

interventions.

In par-

is needed on the level, distribuchild and adult mortality

on the incidence

diseases among

different

of specific

demographic

Peabody and others 1997). The ability of the govern-

socioeconomic

ment to improve its policies depends on the accuracy
and timeliness of the information that the government

people are unable to carry out their usual activities
because of poor health.

has at its disposal regarding current circumstances
the health sector and the likely impact
interventions

on households'

in

of different

choices and outcomes.

groups, and on the extent

and

In some countries access to medical care may not
be the crucial issue.The key to the population's
status may be household-level

The rest of this section reviews in more detail the most

supply, sanitation,

important

tices, or individual-level

policy issues in the health sector.

to which

health

factors such as water

waste disposal and cooking

prac-

behavior such as diet, infant

feeding practices, exercise, use of seatbelts, tobacco use,

CurrentHealth PolicyConcerns

alcohol consumption, and sexual behavior. The relative

Health policy concerns may be grouped by category of

importance

disease or by category of people with health problems

behavior varies from country to country. Policymakers

(for example, children, women, or the elderly).Yet for
the purpose of trying to understand the impact of dif-

in each country need to know the prevalence of different kinds of health-related behavior, the extent to

ferent policies, it is more useful to divide policy issues

which the population

according

kinds of behavior

to the type of policy. This section divides

of each of these factors and kinds of

is aware of the impact that these
can have on health, and which

health policy concerns into eight different categories:
* Assessment of health problems and associated

groups within the population are engaging in behavior that can adversely affect their health.

behavior.
* Equity in health status and in access to health serv-

EQUITY

ices.
* Provision of public health programs and services.
* Pricing policies for health services.
* Maintenance and improvement of the quality of
health services.
* Regulation of privately provided health services.
* Health insurance policies.
* The impact of health on other socioeconomic outcomes.
These categories are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

IssuEs. Many policymakers and governments
are concerned not only with the overall incidence of
health problems and the provision of health services
but also with the distribution of both health problems
and the use of health services among the population.
In almost every country the poor are more likely to
suffer from bad health and less likely to receive health
care services. While governments cannot fully compensate poor households for their lack of income, they
can implement or adjust health care policies in ways
that will help the poor increase their use of such
health care services as immunization, prenatal care, and
medical treatment for specific illnesses.

cussing almost any health policy issue is a good understanding of current health problems and the types of

The first thing that policymakers need is information on the incidence of specific health problems broken down by income groups in the population. This
will give them an idea of the degree of inequality that

behavior associated with those problems. Thus accurate assessment of the current situation can be thought
of as a distinct health policy concern. For the population as a whole and for particular disadvantaged
poor, women, children-policymakers
groups-the
need baseline information on the level and distribu-

exists under current policies.The second type of information that policymakers need is who receives medical care under the current system, disaggregated by
the type of care provided (for example, preventative,
curative, or prenatal), the type of provider (for example, public, private, or traditional), and the level of care

tion of health problems to identify which groups are
most at risk and to provide benchmarks for judging

received (primary, secondary, or tertiary). 1 This information allows policymakers to examine the relation-

ASSESSING
ASSOCIATED

HEALTH
BEHAVIOR.

PROBLEMS

The

AND

MEASURING

starting point for dis-
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ship between

differences in the use of health services

among subgroups of the population
health outcomes.

and differences in

Equity involves more than just health status and
who gets health care services. It also involves how
much individuals and households pay for those servic-

policies to reduce air pollution, which should lead to
improved
health, although
there has been little
research in this area. For each of these examples, policymakers need to know how changing the availability
of the relevant

es. Thus a third useful piece of information

government programs and services
affects individuals' health and health-related behavior.
Another way in which the government
can

out-of-pocket

improve the health status of the general population is
though public education campaigns that provide the
public with information on the consequences of indi-

for analyzing equity issues is data on individual and household
expenditures on health care. Households make private
expenditures on outpatient visits for
preventative purposes (including prenatal care, immu-

vidual

and

household

health-related

behavior.

nizations, and checkups), on services during childbirth, on outpatient visits for curative purposes, on
inpatient stays, on medicine, on travel to and from
health care facilities, and on food during their inpatient stays. Policymakers would also like to know

Publicity campaigns can inform individuals about the
hazards of activities such as smoking, alcohol consumption, and unsafe sex practices, as well as the ben-

whether

long time-lag between the introduction of a campaign
and any changes in the population's health, it is difficult to find direct evidence that public education campaigns lead to improvements
in the population's
health. It may be more useful to look at the effects of
these campaigns on behaviors-for
example, in the
case of an anti-smoking
campaign, by examining
whether there has been a reduction in the number of
smokers-or
on people's knowledge of the risks associated with different types of behavior.

households increase their expenditures on
private health care services in response to a reduction
in publicly provided health care services.
A final equity issue is how government subsidies
for health care are distributed across different socioeconomic groups. When the fee charged for a given
health care service is lower than the cost of providing
that service, the government is subsidizing that service.
Policymakers need to know who really benefits from
these subsidies, and this means they need to have an
accurate picture of how public subsidies are currently
being allocated. Benefit incidence analysis can be used
to calculate the distribution of public subsidies among
beneficiaries, giving governments the opportunity to
assess whether the current distribution of subsidies is
consistent with its policy priorities.
One action governments
can take to improve the health status of the population
is to provide public services that directly improve people's health or alter people's behavior in a way that
results in an improvement in their health. The bestknown example of these services is child immunization campaigns, in which health workers visit homes
and schools to immunize children against a variety of
serious childhood diseases (such as diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, measles, and polio). A second example is
the opening of a new water treatment facility, which
directly improves the health of the local people by
increasing the quality of their public water supply. A
third example is the provision of public garbage collection services, which results in more sanitary garbage
disposal. Finally, there is the example of government
PUBLIC
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PROGRAMS.

efits of activities such as breastfeeding, seat belt use,
exercise, and good nutrition. Because there may be a

PRICING

POLICIES

FOR HEALTH

CARE

SERVICES.

Many

governments charge fees for publicly provided health
care services to help finance the provision of these
services. However, as the fee charged for any service
increases, the demand for that service tends to
decrease. There may also be switching from one kind
of service to another; for example, an increase in the
price of publicly provided services may lead people to
switch from public services to private services.
Changes in the use of health care services can have
serious health implications, so policymakers need to
know the net effect of a change in user fees on households' use of health care services.They would also like
to know the effect of changing user fees on government revenues. This depends on the impact of price
changes on the utilization of health care services-that
is, the price elasticity of demand for these services.2
More generally, policymakers would like to know the
impact of changing the user fee charged for a particular health care service on the utilization of that and
other health care services, on households' health care
expenditures, on which service providers they use, and
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on government revenues. Ideally, policymakers would
like to have this information for each type of health
care service provided by the government.
Another factor that may explain why certain
groups have low utilization rates is that they may have
to travel farther than other groups to reach the nearest health care facility. Distance can be thought of an
additional "price" that households pay to use health
facilities. The location of facilities can affect households' choices of which provider to use, the extent to
which households use any health care services, and the
costs that households must incur to obtain treatment.
Thus policymakers need to know how the location of
public health facilities affects the utilization of thoese

ty can be simultaneously increased in such a way that
the increased revenues from the higher prices will pay
for the increase in the quality of the services. In some
cases the increase in utilization rates due to improved
quality may outweigh the reduction in utilization rates
due to the increased prices. If this is the case, utilization will increase, or at least will not decrease-thus
the health status of the population.
improving
Whether this fortuitous result can actually be realized
in several recent studies (such as
1993 and Peabody, Gertler, and
Leibowitz 1998). Further research is needed to see
how likely it is, and under what conditions, that price
increases can finance improvements in quality without
has been examined
Litvak and Bodart

facilities, household expenditures on health care, the
service providers that households choose, and govern-

reducing health care utilization.

ment revenues from health care fees.
A final way in which governments

POLICIES

can use pric-

ing policies to influence health is by affecting healthcan
related behavior. For example, governments
impose taxes on the purchase of goods such as cigarettes and alcohol, which is likely to reduce the consumption of these goods.To ensure that such a policy
is having the desired effect, a government needs to
know how the imposition of (or change in) such taxes
affects the consumption of these goods as well as how
it affects household expenditure patterns and government revenues.

CARE

REGARDING

SERVICES.

providers

PRIVATELY

PROVIDED

HEALTH

There are several reasons why private
be allowed, and perhaps even

should

encouraged, to provide some types of health services.
The main reason is that the private sector can often
provide goods and services more efficiently than the
government can. Yet allowing the private sector to
provide certain types of health care services does not
necessarily imply that the government has no role to
play. For example, the government can play an important role in informing the general public about the
efficacy of particular treatments for specific diseases

QUALITY OF HEALTH

CARE SERVICES. Another determinant of the utilization of health care services is the qual-

and about the reputations of private providers.
Perhaps the most important role the government
can play is to regulate private providers so the public

ity of the care provided. If certain groups within the
population rarely use health care services, it may be
because the quality of these services is low. In general,
households will increase their use of services if the quality of the services increases while the price remains

is assured that private services provide a minimum
level of competence and quality. This can be done in
several ways. First, governments can implement a system to train and license health care providers. Second,
governments can monitor the quality of health care

unchanged. This implies that household expenditures
on health care services (and, consequently, government
revenues from user fees) will increase in response to an
improvement in the quality of health care facilities.Thus
the quality of the care provided by a facility has both a

facilities on a regular basis, focusing on both the quality of the facilities (such as whether they have the
proper equipment and whether the environment in
which they operate is hygienic) and the process of care
(such as whether proper prenatal care practices are

direct effect on health and an indirect effect through
changing the utilization of services. Policymakers need
to know how changing the quality of care affects utilization patterns, households' choice of provider, household expenditures on health care, government revenues

being followed). A third area in which the government
can be involved is in the regulation of pharmaceuticals; governments must decide which drugs should be
banned, which should be available only by prescription (and who should be allowed to prescribe them),

from user fees, and, ultimately, health status.
A particularly important issue regarding the quality of health care services is whether prices and quali-

and which can be sold over the counter. Fourth, the
government can regulate the prices charged by private
providers, although some economists advise against
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regulation of prices in the private sector.A fifth way in
which the government can usefully intervene is in the
market for private insurance, where it may want to
regulate certain practices that can be detrimental to
consumers, such as the refusal to provide coverage to
particular individuals or groups.
Another reason why governments need information on private health care facilities is to know the
extent to which individuals change from the public to
the private sector in response to policy changes at public health facilities.A related issue is the extent to which
private providers adjust the price and quality of their
services in response to changes in the price and quality of public services. Performing such analysis requires
that information

be collected from both private and
public providers using a health facility questionnaire.
HEALTH

INSURANCE

AND

EMPLOYER-PROVIDED

Thus there is an increasing need for governments in
developing countries to think about the roles played
by insurance and employer-provided health benefits in
determining health outcomes.
The increase in insurance coverage will bring
about several changes in the health sector in developing countries. First, this increase is likely to raise utilization rates because individuals covered by health
insurance

pay less for treatment than do individuals
who are not covered. While this outcome may seem
unambiguously desirable, it is possible that the moral
hazard problem associated with insurance will lead to
overuse of health care services. Second, insurance coverage will affect household expenditures on health
care by increasing the demand for health care.Third,
individuals with health insurance may reduce their
rate of (precautionary) savings because they no longer
have to save to be able to pay for large, unexpected
medical costs.
Given the increased availability of insurance, and its
likely impact on health behavior and outcomes, policymakers need to know which individuals and households
are covered by health insurance, whether through public, private, or employer-provided plans. Detailed data
can be used by researchers to analyze the impact of
health insurance schemes on the use of health services.
In particular, researchers need information on the benefits provided by each insurance plan, the services covered, and the copayments, deductibles, and benefit caps
associated with each plan.This will enable them to study
how health insurance coverage affects health care uti-

Health insurance is a program or
contract in which part or all of the cost to an individual of obtaining medical treatment is paid for by the
insurer. This insurance may be provided by the person's employer or by another source such as the government or private providers. Health benefits are provided by employers to their employees and thus are
not available to self-employed workers. Such benefits
consist of sick pay, sick leave, and maternity pay and
leave. Some employers provide health care at the place
of employment, but this is best understood as a type of
health insurance rather than a health benefit.
Insurance coverage and employer-provided health
benefits are less common in developing countries than
in industrial countries, but they do exist in many lowand middle-income
countries. For example, 14 percent of Indonesians working in the wage sector are
covered by health insurance (World Bank 1993).Also,
9 percent of all Jamaicans and about 25 percent of all
Brazilians have health insurance (Gertler and Sturm
1997; Lewis and Medici 1995). In developing countries as a whole, formal health insurance is growing
and will become increasingly important as these countries complete the demographic transition whereby
chronic diseases-which
are expensive to treatbecome a bigger problem than infectious diseaseswhich can be prevented and treated at low cost.

OUTCOMES. As mentioned in the introduction,
an
individual's health status can affect his or her economic productivity (Deolalikar 1988; Strauss 1986; Strauss

Similarly, as the economies
of low- and middleincome countries develop, there is likely to be an
increase in the number of both public and private
employers that offer health benefits to their workers.

and Thomas 1995; Dow and others 1997). It can also
affect education outcomes (Behrman and Lavy 1992;
Glewwe and Jacoby 1995; Glewwe, Jacoby, and King
Forthcoming) and consumption and savings decisions
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BENEFITS.

lization, household spending on health care, government
revenues, and other household behavior such as consumption expenditures and savings. Over time, the
increased availability of insurance may mean that government subsidies for health care can be reduced.
However, these subsidies should not be eliminated altogether because there are other reasons to subsidize health
care, such as the need to subsidize public goods and the
desire to promote more equitable health outcomes.
HEALTH

STATUS

AND

OTHER

SOCIOECONOMIC
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(Kochar 1995,1997; Gertler and Gruber 1997).When
governments decide how many resources to devote to
health, they should account not only for the direct
benefit of increasing the population's health status but
also for the impact of health on other socioeconomic
outcomes. Thus governments need to know how the
health status of the population affects worker productivity, education outcomes, and consumption and savings. LSMS surveys are well suited for addressing these
issues because they collect data on all of these topics,
as seen in the other chapters of this book. Moreover,
much of the data collected in LSMS surveys, such as
information on worker productivity and education
outcomes, is collected at the individual level (as
opposed to the household level), which allows for a
more disaggregated analysis of the relationship
between health and other socioeconomic outcomes.

questions (drawn from the discussion in the first subsection) and indicates which parts of the health module, as well as which other sources of relevant data,
yield the information needed to answer each of these
questions.
This section, and the rest of this chapter, assumes
that the survey designers have already decided to collect health data as part of an LSMS-type multitopic
household survey. Another alternative might be to
design a survey devoted exclusively to health issues.
Box 8.1 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
each option.

Data Needs for Policy Analysis
This section describes the data that policymakers and
researchers need to address the health policy issues
presented in the previous section. The first subsection
discusses how to assess health status using data from a

employ doctors, nurses, or other health professionals to
member a complete health
give each household
examination, including laboratory tests. However, the
expense and logistical complications of doing this
would be very high. Thus only household surveys that
focus almost exclusively on health issues, as opposed to

household questionnaire. A thorough discussion is
necessary because health status is complex and difficult
to measure. Data on health status can be used not only
for assessing current health problems but also for analyzing the impact of health status on other socioeco-

multitopic surveys such as LSMS surveys, can devote
the resources required to collect such complete health
data. Because of the costs and complications involved,
most developing countries collect very little data on
the health status of the general population; what these

nomic outcomes.The second subsection discusses how
to use a household questionnaire to collect data on
health-related behavior, the utilization of health facilities, health expenditures, insurance status, and access
to services. Household data on health status, the uti-

countries do collect tends to be limited to mortality
data (which may or may not include information on
cause of death) and, in some cases, anthropometric
data. In most cases multitopic surveys must organize a
new data collection exercise to gather the data needed
to analyze the health policy questions discussed in the

lization of health facilities, and health expenditures are
essential for examining equity issues.
The third subsection turns to the community,
examining what
price, and facility questionnaires,
data are needed to analyze issues concerning pricing

HealthStatus Usingthe Household
Assessing
Questionnaire
Health status can be very difficult to measure in the
context of a household survey (McDowell and Newell
1996; Stewart and Ware 1992).The ideal survey would

policies, quality of health services, public health programs, and regulation of private health care services.
The fourth subsection provides a short discussion of
how to use the data collected for policy analysis. The

first section of this chapter.
There are two issues to consider when measuring
health status. First, health is multidimensional.
Nutritional status, morbidity, physical functioning, and
mental functioning (mental health and cognitive ability) reflect different aspects of a person's health. These
different dimensions of health may respond differently
to policy changes and may have different effects on

fifth subsection briefly examines two important sampling issues. The sixth and final subsection links the
policy issues discussed in the first section of this
chapter to the short, standard, and expanded versions
of the draft health module presented in Volume 3.
Specifically, the sixth subsection presents 37 policy

other important outcomes such as an individual's
earnings and productivity and even his or her sense of
well-being. Second, because people's perceptions of
their own health are likely to be related to their eduincome, selfand household
cation, occupation,
reported information on health obtained from house183
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Box8.1 CollectingHealth Data in a MultitopicSurveyor in a Single-Topic
Survey
The first decisionthat survey designersneed to make is
whether to collecthealthdata as part of a multitopichousehold surveysuchas an LSMSsurvey or as part of a survey
devoted almost exclusivelyto health issues,such as a
Demographicand HealthSurvey.(For informationon these
surveysseethe Demographicand HealthSurveywebsiteat
http://w\ww.macroint.com/dhs.)
The two main advantages
of
specializedhealthsurveysare the detailed informationthat
they can coilect on healthstatusandtheir largesamplesizes,
which will yield data that can be usedto study a wide range
of health problems,includingrare eventssuch as maternal
mortality.However healthsurveyshavethe seriousdisadvantage that they rarely collect the basicsocioeconomicinformation neededto describehow health variesaccordingto
householdincome.This is prmarily due to two constraints.
First,collectinghouseholdincome information addsto the
cost of the survey Second,collectingsuchinformationtends
to put an unreasonable
burdenon households'time. Facilitybased health surveyshavethe additionaldisadvantage
that
they cannot obtain informationon the health statusof the
generalpopulationbecausethey cancollect informationonly
on individualswho visit healthfacilities,
and not on individuals
who nevervisit any healthfacility.
Multitopic householdsurveysdo not sufferfrom these
disadvantages
becausethey collect data not only on health
but alsoon manyother topics,suchasemploymentand earn-

hold surveys must be interpreted with caution. In
most previous LSMS surveys, each individual's health
status was assessed by asking whether he or she was
sick or injured at any time during the previous four
weeks and, if so, whether his or her usual activities
were limited by this illness or injury. Some LSMS surveys also asked respondents to self-report symptoms
and to diagnose specific illnesses for themselves and
their children. In contrast, and as explained more fully
below, a better approach is to collect several objective
measures of health status to avoid relying entirely on
subjective (self-reported) data.
Self-reported measures of health status include
general health status, limitations in daily activities, current morbidity, activities of daily living, and mental
and emotional health.These will now be examined in

ings,education,and incomeand expenditures.
Yet multitopic
surveyshavetwo seriousdisadvantages.
First,the information
that they collect on healthstatusis limited,andmuchof what
they do collect is reported by the respondentsthemselves
rather than recorded by a trained observerThis relianceon
self-reportingby respondentsis causefor concernbecause
such data tend to be less reliable. Second,for reasons
explainedin Chapter l, multitopicsurveyssuchas LSMSsurveys tend to have samplesthat are usuallyno more than
5,000 households,
which is too smallto yield data for calculatingmost disease-specific
measures
of health,suchas levels
of coronaryheart diseaseandcancer(An important exception to this point is diarrhealdiseasein children;this is well
definedandhighlyprevalentin most developingcountries,so
LSMS-typesurveysshould collect data on it.) On the other
hand,a smallmultitopichouseholdsurvey is a good vehicle
for collectingsummarymeasuresof health status,such as
anthropometricmeasurements
of children,body massindex
of adults,and physicaland cognitiveabilitiesof the elderly.
These summary measuresprovide good benchmarksfor
measuringchangesin overallhealthstatusover time.Theyare
alsousefulfor analyzinghow the financingandaccessibility
of
healthcare servicesaffecthealth outcomes.Finallythey can
be usedas summarymeasures
of healthstatusin analyses
of
the impactof healthon labor marketproductivityeducational performance,andother socioeconomicoutcomes.

SELF-REPORTED

GENERAL

HEALTH

STATuS.

Self-

reported general health status is an index of overall
health based on the respondent's answer to the question, "In general, how is your health at this time?"The
possible answers to this question are excellent, very
good, good, fair, poor, and very poor. This measure of
health status is correlated with future mortality, even
after controlling for many other variables (see Idler
and Benyamini 1997 and Ferraro and Farmer 1999).
Even so, there are potential biases because respondents'
answers tend to depend on their subjective standards
of what constitutes "healthy" and on the extent to
which they have had contact with the health system.
For example, Dow and others (1997) reported that
serious bias was revealed when this measure was used
in models of labor supply.

turn.This

will be followed by a brief discussion of several objective measures of health, including anthropometric status, mortality, directly observed physical
functioning, clinical diagnosis of illness, information
from medical tests, measures of cognitive functioning,
and observed activities of daily living.
184

SELF-REPORTED

LIMITATIONS

IN

DAILY

ACTIVITIES.

Questions on limitations in daily activities include
whether the respondent was able to perform his or her
usual activities, the number of days during which his
or her normal activities were limited, and whether he
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or she was confined to bed because of illness. The
main problem with these kinds of questions is that the
responses to them will depend not only on the person's health but also on what his or her normal activities are and on how easily he or she is able to curtail
those activities. The direction of the bias is uncertain.
For example, if individuals who earn low wages tend
to have more physically strenuous jobs, they are more
likely to be constrained by a given illness than higher
wage earners. On the other hand, since individuals
who earn low wages may be less able to "afford" to rest
when they are ill relative to those who earn higher
wages, they may be less likely to limit their activities
because of illness.
Many household surveys,
including several LSMS surveys, have asked respondents whether they are currently ill. For respondents
who report being ill, some of the surveys have also
asked what illness they were suffering from.
Unfortunately, such self-reported information on
morbidity may be biased by variation in respondents'
perceptions and by differences in their knowledge of
specific illnesses. It has often been found that the incidence of reported adult sickness increases with income
and education. (Two examples using LSMS data are
Schultz and Tansel 1997 and Dow 1996.) Because of
this problem, self-reported data on symptoms and
diagnoses for adults are of limited usefulness in assessing health status.
A similar problem arises with the way in which
mothers report their children's illnesses. Using data
from a health survey done in Peru, Sindelar and
Thomas (1991) found that the probability of a mother reporting that her child has a respiratory illness
increases with her education. On the other hand, the
authors also found that the reporting of children's
diarrhea declines with the mother's education, which
suggests that reported diarrheal disease is more accurate than reported respiratory illness. Thus data from
mothers on the incidence of diarrhea among their
children may be reliable, but the value of asking mothers about their children's other illnesses or symptoms
is doubtful.
SELF-REPORTED

SELF-REPORTED

MORBIDITY.

ACTIVITIES

OF

DAILY

LIVING.

Activities of daily living are derived from a series of
questions regarding respondents' physical ability to
carry out a number of activities.They are divided into

two categories. Intermediate activities of daily living
consist of the following abilities: carrying a heavy load
for 20 meters; sweeping the floor or yard; walking for
5 kilometers; drawing water from a well; and bending,
kneeling, or stooping. Basic activities of daily living are
the ability to bathe oneself, feed oneself, put on
clothes unaided, stand up from a sitting position in a
chair, go to the toilet unaided, and rise from sitting on
the floor.
Activities of daily living are less subjective than
other self-reported measures of health because they
are well-defined, are not expressed in terms of respondents' normal activities, and do not require respondents to provide general opinions about their own
health. Initially developed to study levels of disability
among the elderly, these measures are used increasingly to study the health status of all adults. These measures of physical functioning have been tested extensively for reliability (consistency across tests and
among different interviewers) and validity (consistency among individual assessments of different skills). In
the United States, Jamaica, and Southeast Asia, they
have been found to be reliable and valid self-assessments with a high degree of internal consistency
(Andrews and others 1986; Guralnik and others 1989;
Ju and Jones 1989; Strauss and others 1993; Ware,
Davies-Avery, and Brook 1980). Moreover, they are
the key measures of health status in the new U.S.
Health and Retirement Survey (Wallace and Herzog
1995).
Activities of daily living have been used as
dependent variables in many analyses of adult health
and as explanatory variables in analyses of the consequences of ill-health.They are often used in studies of
labor supply in the United States (for example, Bound
and others 1991; Bound, Schoenbaum, and Waidman
1995; and Stern 1989) and have recently been used in
Indonesia (Dow and others 1997). Gertler and Gruber
(1997) used changes in activities of daily living to
investigate whether families are able to insure their
consumption against major illnesses. If activities of
daily living are gathered using carefully worded questions, they will not be subject to the same reporting
biases that are common in data on self-reported illness.
They also have the advantage of being relatively easy
to collect. Thus self-reported activities of daily living
are an important measure of adult health status. In fact,
a number of studies in both developed and developing
countries have shown that, unlike with self-reported
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morbidity, well-educated

individuals in high brackets

can be used to detect maternal deaths associated with

report fewer problems with activities of daily living

childbirth (see Graham, Brass, and Snow 1989).

than do poorer, less educated individuals (Strauss and
others 1993; Gertler and Zeitlin 1996; Kington and

In contrast, data on child mortality data can be
collected by obtaining fertility histories from mothers,

Smith 1997).

which has been done in many previous LSMS surveys
(see Chapter 15 for several examples). Because infant

SELF-REPORTED

MEASURES

OF MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL

and child mortality rates are much higher than adult

HEALTH.

Self-reported measures of mental or emotional health can also be obtained from household surveys

mortality rates, the sample sizes needed are not as
large. Also, children rarely live alone, so panel data are

by asking respondents about how often they have
experienced insomnia, fatigue, moodiness, impulsive

not necessary.The use of these data to study infant and
child mortality is discussed in detail in Chapter 15, and

anger, malaise, or sadness. While these measures have
been validated in the United States and other developed countries, little evaluation has been done of their

thus will not be considered further in this chapter.

appropriateness for developing countries. More experience is needed on the feasibility and usefulness of col-

way to improve upon self-reported activities of daily
living is to have a survey interviewer watch household
members perform several relatively simple activities of
daily living, such as standing in various positions, sitting

lecting such data in developing countries.

DIRECTLY

OBSERVED

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING.

One

ANTHROPOMETRIC

MEASURES. Turn now to objective
measures of health status. For adults, body mass index
can be computed from data on weight and height,

up from a chair, and wvalking a short distance. Direct
observation of activities of daily living often yields
more accurate data than recording respondents' reports

which are relatively easy to collect. Among adults,
body mass index is associated with malnutritioni and
poor health. For children, nutritional status can be
measured by standardized weight-for-height
and
height-for-age. This implies that weight and height

of activities of daily living. Directly observed activity of
daily living imieasures have been used extensively in
national health surveys in the United States and were
recently used in the Matlab Health and Socioeconomic
Survey in Bangladesh (Rand Corporation 1998).

data should be obtained for all household members in
a multitopic household survey.Arm circumference and
birth weight are additional indicators of health status.
Chapter 10 discusses anthropometric
measures in
great detail, so there is no need for further discussion
in this chapter.
ADULT AND CMHLD MORTALITY.

Although mortality is

DIAGNOSIS. Clinical diagnosis can be used to
measure health status in a way that avoids many of the
CLINICAL

problems

associated

with

self-reported

illness.

However, measurements obtained from clinical diagnoses involve substantial data collection problems. A
sample of people who visit a health facility in a given
day will be too small to be useful, which means that it

invariably a concern of policymakers, data on adult
mortality is difficult to collect. In general, at least two
surveys are needed to accurately measure adult mortality. The problem with relying on a single survey,
which would require retrospective questions on adult
household members who died in recent years, is that

is necessary to rely on health providers' memories of
events for additional information.
If the survey budget can bear the substantial costs
involved, some relatively simple medical tests can be

many adults live alone; deaths of adults who lived
alone cannot be obtained retrospectively because the
households in which they lived no longer exist. Also,

been given a small amount of training, while lung
capacity, which reflects people's long-term health status, can be evaluated relatively easily by nonmedical

adult mortality is a relatively infrequent event in
households, so the samples needed to measure this
precisely are much larger than those typically used in

personnel who have been trained to use peak flow
meters. Finally, finger-prick blood tests can detect anemia and micronutrient deficiencies, and HIV can be

LSMS surveys. One exception is the use of sisterhood
methods, which involve asking women whether any of
their sisters have died in recent years. These methods

detected from saliva samples; both of these tests can be
after they have
done by nonmedical
personnel
received a modest amount of training.
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conducted. For example, individuals' blood pressure
and temperature can be measured by anyone who has
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An important point to consider when contemplating the collection of such clinical data is the sensitive nature of medical tests, particularly HIV tests.
Clinical data should not be collected until clearance
has been obtained from government agencies, particularly any agencies that deal with research on human
subjects. Some organizations require that people who
test positive for particular diseases be treated. Testing
for HIV is a particularly sensitive issue; some organizations mandate that counseling be given to all people
who receive HIV test results, even individuals who test
negative for HIV
COGNITIVE TESTS.

respondents can be asked to give retrospective as well
as current information about their health status. For
example, as part of the self-reported activities of daily
living,respondents could be asked to say how long they
have been unable to perform the activity in question.
However, retrospective data can be very inaccurate; a
second, more accurate method is to collect data on a
person's health status at two different points in time.
This implies administering the same survey to the same
households at two or more points in time-in other
words, collecting panel data. See Chapter 23 for a general discussion of when to collect panel data as a part
of an LSMS or similar multitopic survey.

Simple tests can be administered

that measure the cognitive functioning of adults and
the cognitive development of children. (See Chapter 7

When household surveys are used to measSuMMARY.
ure health status, survey designers should bear in mind

on education for a brief discussion of cognitive tests.)
Cognitive functioning measures for older adults can
also be measured using tests of memory or tests of the

the following points. First, health status is difficult to
measure in household surveys, especially in multitopic
surveys such as LSMS surveys, because it is usually not

ability to perform simple calculations or other mental
tasks. These tests can be used to capture cognitive
problems associated with aging.

possible to use health professionals to give respondents
thorough health examinations. Second, self-reported
assessments of general health status can provide useful
information, but they are also subject to bias. Third,

PRoxY RESPONSE. In some past LSMS surveys (for
example, South Africa and Bulgaria), the health modules asked one individual in each household to answer
questions about the health of all household members.
Unfortunately, such data are likely to be very inaccurate. In particular, proxy responses can generate meas-

self-reported assessments of current morbidity are not

urement error in the data, so it is extremely important
that each adult in the household respond to questions
about his or her own health status, utilization of health
services, and health-related behavior. The only exception is that mothers should respond to questions about
the health of any of their children who are too young
to answer for themselves. The age at which older children can answer for themselves will vary from country to country, but a general range is somewhere
between 10 and 15 years.
CHANGES IN HEALTH STATUS. It

is sometimes desirable

reliable, with the exception of reports of diarrhea.
Fourth, self-reported activities of daily living are potentially very useful indicators of adult health status. Fifth,
anthropometric measurements are reliable indicators of
the health status of both children and adults, and have
been used successfully in many developing countries.
Sixth, if adequate resources are available it may be possible to perform a few simple medical tests; however,
this is somewhat experimental and raises ethical issues
concerning the use of human beings for research purposes. Finally, survey designers should ensure that each
individual provides the interviewer with information
about his or her own health; if proxy respondents are
used, the results are likely to be unreliable.

to MeasureHeolthUsingthe HouseholdQuestionnaire
HealthExpenditures,
the Useof Facilities,
Related Behavior,

to measure changes in health status rather than the level

and InsuranceStatus

of health status at only one point in time. A person's
health status at a given point in time reflects past events
that have occurred over an individual's entire lifetime,
while a change in a person's health status between two
points in time is primarily due to events that occurred
between those two points in time. There are two pos-

As explained in the first section, collecting information on health status is only the starting point for analyzing health issues in developing countries. Data are
also needed on health-related behavior, the use of
health care services, health care expenditures, and
insurance coverage. This subsection discusses how to

sible ways to measure changes in health status. First,

obtain these kinds of information.
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BEHAVIOR. A person's health status
is closely related to his or her health behavior. The
types of health behavior of most concern to policymakers, the health behaviors of the population, and
the best ways to mneasure health behaviors all vary

12 on housing
issues.

from country to country.Yet in most countries, two
important kinds of health-related behavior are smoking and the consumption of alcoholic beverages.A relatively simple assessment of each can be done by ask-

Information on preventive care should be collected
together with data on utilization of health care facilities. Data on infant feeding should be collected in the
fertility module (discussed in Chapter 15). Diet infor-

ing respondents

whether they have ever smoked or
consumed alcoholic beverages, how old they were
when they began, whether they are still doing so
today, and how much they typically smoke or drink.

mation for other household members is very difficult
to measure in household surveys and thus probably
should not be collected in most LSMS surveys. For
further discussion of this see Chapter 5, which dis-

Such data provide not only current information but
also retrospective information
on changes in these
kinds of behavior over time, and on differences in

cusses the collection of food consumption
data.
Finally, it is relatively simple to ask questions on the
use of seatbelts (and the use of helmets among motorcyclists), on work-related physical activity, and on personal exercise. An example of this is the LSMS survey
done in Brazil in 1996, which had seven questions on
personal exercise.

HEALTH-RELATED

behavior across population cohorts for a given age
range.
Another type of health-related behavior that concerns policymakers is sexual practices. Because of the
sensitive nature of this topic, collecting data on it is
difficult. In particular, it is likely that respondents will
underreport any risky behavior they engage in, such as
failure to practice safe sex.The best way to collect data
on sexual practices will vary across countries and
across cultures. In many countries it may be impossible to collect such data as part of an LSMS-type
household survey. Therefore, the draft health module
does not include questions on sexual practices. For an
example of surveys that do collect such data see the
standard questionnaire used by the Demographic and
Health Surveys (Macro International 1995a), which
collects a small amount of data on sexual practices.
Some Demographic and Health Surveys, including a
1994 survey in Tanzania (Macro International 1995b),
have collected more detailed data on sexual practices.
Demographic
and Health Surveys collecting more
detailed data on sexual practices have also been done
in Brazil, Burkina Faso, the Central African Republic,
C6te d'Ivoire, Haiti, Kenya, Uganda, and Zimbabwe.
Household-level
behavior that affects the epidemiological environment of the household includes
cooking practices (the type of fuel used, the extent of
ventilation for the smoke, and whether there is a separate room for cooking), waste disposal, sanitation
practices, and the sources of water used by the household. LSMS surveys typically ask for this kind of
information in the housing module. For a detailed
description of how to collect such data, see Chapter
188

and Chapter

14 on environmental

Other types of health-related behavior include the
use of preventive medical care, diet (including infant
feeding practices), exercise, and the use of seatbelts.

AND EXPENDITURES.
Most previous LSMS
surveys have collected incomplete data on utilization
rates and expenditures. Individuals have typically been
asked whether, in the month preceding the survey, they
have seen a health care provider to be treated for an illness and, if so, how much they spent on that visit.
However, individuals, particularly individuals with serious illnesses, may make several visits to receive health
care over one month and may obtain treatment from
more than one provider. Since most previous LSMS
UTILIZATION

surveys have not been designed to capture this comprehensive information, the data from such surveys
probably underestimate
both utilization rates and
expenditures. This is why most studies of the demand
for health care that use LSMS data are studies of
provider choice rather than studies of expenditures or
general studies of the demand for health care services.
Data on all health care consultations and expenditures are required for many kinds of policy analysis.
Analysts need data on all visits to medical facilities to
see which socioeconomic groups use which facilities,
and they need data on all expenditures to obtain an
accurate measurement of the costs to households of
obtaining health care. Ideally, data should be collected
by the level of care (primary, secondary, or tertiary), by
the type of provider (public, private, or traditional), by
the purpose of the visit (preventative, curative, or prenatal care), and by the kind of services received. To
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avoid problems of recall bias, questions on any outpatient care received should be limited to the previous
30 days. Since inpatient care is less common and easier to remember, the recall period for questions about
care can be the previous 12 months.
inpatient
should include not only fees but also any
other expenses incurred by the respondents, such as
purchases of medicine and transportation costs. It is
also useful to ask about the amount of time spent in
obtaining the care (including travel time and any time
spent waiting to see the provider), since this is anothExpenditures

er cost of using these services. Finally, for households
or individuals that have health insurance, it is important to distinguish between charges paid for or reimbursed by the insurance and charges paid for by the
respondent.
As mentioned in the first section of this chapter,
one of the most important uses of data on the utilization of health care services is to study the incidence of
government health subsidies.This is done in two steps.
The first step is to measure the unit subsidy provided
by the government for each type of health care service (such as inpatient care, lab tests, primary care, prenatal care, and immunizations). The unit subsidy is the
incremental cost of providing the service minus the
fee charged. Estimates of the incremental cost can be
obtained from cost function estimates based on facility data, either obtained from the ministry of health or
3
collected in a survey of health care providers. A recent

asked whether they are covered by some sort of insurance or health benefits. However, in many countries
that have health insurance and employer health benefits, the nature of both varies widely according to the
type of insurance policy or the type of employer.Thus
analysts also need data on the benefit structure to be
able to measure how health insurance or employer
health benefits affect an individual's health status,
health behavior, and utilization of health care services.
For example, the fact that an individual is covered by
health insurance is unlikely to cause him or her to
make greater use of outpatient services if the insurance
policy covers only inpatient care. Thus, for health
insurance, data should be collected on the services
covered by the insurance, including whether the policy covers private as well as publicly provided services.
People may also base their health care decisions on
their policy's structure of deductibles, co-insurance
(that is, required copayments), and benefit ceilings.
Information is also needed on which household members are covered by an individual's health insurance;
some policies cover only the individual while others
cover all (or some) of the members of the individual's
family. Two studies that examine the impact of insurance are Brook and others (1983) and Gertler and
Sturm (1997). Similarly, for employer-provided health
benefits, data are needed on the number of sick days
allowed, the wages received for those sick days, and

example of such estimates, done in the Philippines, is
given byAlba (1998).
The second step in this benefit incidence analysis
is to calculate the amount of the overall subsidy
received by different population groups. This calcula-

4
analogous information for maternity benefits.
There is another aspect of insurance and employer health benefits that policymakers should consider.
Doing a full analysis of benefits requires complete
information on the financial risk associated with bouts
of illness. This in turn requires data on all of the

tion can be done by multiplying the unit subsidy by
the utilization rate of that service by each group in the
population. Thus benefit incidence analysis enables
policymakers to know how public subsidies for specific types of health care services are distributed among
location,
the general population by geographical
socioeconomic status, education, age, and sex.

expenditures made by an individual for treatment of a
specific episode of illness-in other words, the expenses associated with all consultations with health care
providers from the onset of the illness until the illness
is cured. This is a complex task because expenditures
on health care can vary greatly during the course of
treatment. Also, in some cases the utilization of health

can use data on insurance and employer-provided
health benefits to explore how these benefits affect
health status, health behavior, and the utilization of
health care services. The structure of health insurance

care for a specific illness may have started before, or
may continue after, the 30-day recall period recommended for LSMS-type surveys, especially in the case
of individuals who have severe illnesses. Unfortunately,
it is practically impossible to collect this type of information by asking these respondents to remember

and of employer-provided health benefits differs from
country to country. At minimum, respondents must be

details of their treatment over a long period of time, so
it is probably impossible to make a full calculation of

INSURANCE

AND EMPLOYEE

HEALTH BENEFITS.

Analysts
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the benefits of insurance using LSMS-type surveys.5
For an idea of the difficulty involved in doing such a
study, see Gilleskie (1998).
To understand the determinants of the use of
health care services, analysts need data on the extent to
which the population has access to health care facilities. This can be done by asking households about
ACCESS.

nearby facilities and perhaps about more distant facilities that they may use regularly, and then gathering
data on those facilities using a facility questionnaire
that is part of the overall survey or using an existing
source of data unrelated to the survey (such as data
collected by the ministry of health).The main problem
with this method is that it omits any nearby providers
whose existence is unknown to the sampled households.This problem leads to the more general issue of
sampling health care providers (discussed further
below in a separate subsection).
It is important to stress
that doing a causal analysis of how health status affects
other socioeconomic outcomes (as well as how nonhealth factors affect health status) requires not only the
health status variables discussed above but also data on
other household characteristics and behavior.
DATA FROM OTHER MODULES.

Consider first the impact of health status on other
socioeconomic
outcomes. Common
outcomes
of
interest to policymakers include income (especially
labor income), education, labor force participation,
migration, and fertility. Data on these outcomes are
collected in the questionnaire modules discussed in
the analogous chapters of this book. For example, data
on wages, which indicate worker productivity, are
found in all versions of the employment module introduced in Chapter 9 (and presented in Volume 3).
Turn now to the effect of other characteristics on
health outcomes. Possible causal factors are housing
characteristics (such as source of water, type of toilet,
and method of garbage disposal), the education levels
of adults, labor force outcomes, characteristics of the
local environment, household income, fertility history,
and perhaps access to credit.Which income measure is
most useful will depend on the particular issue being
analyzed. In some cases the best measure xwillbe some
type of permanent income that is less subject to yearto-year fluctuations than annual income. In other cases
it may be more desirable to measure only nonlabor
income. If several years of data are available, permanent
190

income

can be approximated by averaging income
over several years, and in some cases permanent
income can be proxied by per capita consumption. See
Chapter 17 for a discussion of the issues involved in
measuring income and Chapter 5 for a discussion of
household

consumption data, which can be used as an
of permanent income. Chapter 7 discusses
the collection of data on education outcomes. Finally,
data on prices are needed to draw causal inferences
about how all of these characteristics affect health outindicator

comes, as explained in Appendix 8.1. Price data are
collected in the price questionnaire, which is discussed
in Chapter 13.
Finally, a word of caution. Using household survey
data to estimate causal relationships must be done with
great care; many pitfalls and complications
are
involved. In general, simple techniques such as ordinary least squares regressions are likely to produce
biased results.This is discussed further below.

Prices,Quality,and PublicHealthPrograms:The
Facility,
Price,and Community Questionnaires
Policy issues related to the price of health services, the
quality of health services, and public health programs
can be analyzed by combining data on health status,
health behavior, utilization of health services, and
expenditures on health care (all of which are collected
in the household questionnaire) with data on local
health facilities and programs. The need for data on
health facilities and programs moves the discussion
from collection of household data to collection of data
that characterize the community in which the households live. Although this type of information could be
collected at the household level, doing so would be
inefficient (because much of the information does not
vary across households living in the same community)
and probably inaccurate (because many households
may not be familiar with some of the information
being sought) ,6 A better approach is to collect this type
of information at the community level. Data on the
quality and prices of health services can be obtained
from a sample of local health facilities, including both
private and government-operated
facilities. Information on public health programs can be collected in
the community questionnaire. Finally, the prices of any
medicines that can be purchased from pharmacies or
other vendors can be collected using the price questionnaire.This subsection discusses each of these types
of information in turn.
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In order for policymakers to understand the
financial pressures of health care on households, they
must have information on the full range of costs that
PRICES.

households face when using health care services. The
most obvious costs are payments to health care
providers, which are determined by the prices charged
can be
care facilities. This information
obtained from health facility questionnaires, yet several issues arise when calculating the price of health care
services. First, visits to health care facilities vary widely in terms of what takes place during those visits. For
by health

An alternative approach, of which Goldman and
Grossman (1978) offer an early example, is to use
hedonic pricing models to control for differences in
quality from provider to provider that are reflected in
the prices that the providers charge. This approach
involves estimating how a variety of dimensions of
quality affect the prices charged by a sample of
providers for a range of different services. The difference between the actual price and the predicted price

example, a single visit may involve both diagnostic and

from this regression is the quality-adjusted price. If one
assumes that the predicted price from the regression
reflects all differences in quality, then the difference

treatment services.
One common approach to measuring the prices of
health care services is to calculate the mean or median
expenditures per visit, but this approach does not
account for variation in the types of visits. A better

between that price and the actual price reflects differences in price that are not due to quality differences.
In general it is possible to estimate the impact of
prices on health outcomes only if data are collected
from individual health care providers using a facility

approach is to collect prices from health care facilities
for specific types of visits. One use of such data is to

questionnaire, although there are some exceptions (for
example, if all health facilities are operated by the gov-

construct a price index of health care costs that summarizes the average "price" charged by each facility.Two
types of data are required for these price indices: data on
the prices of the services provided and data on average
household expenditures on each service. The data on
health care expenditures can be used to calculate

ernment and there is no variation in price among
them). The same is also true for analyzing how the
quality of services affects health outcomes; such analysis cannot be done unless data are collected from

weights for the health care price index, just as household expenditure data on all goods and services can be
used to calculate weights for general price indices.
A second issue regarding the prices charged by
health care providers is that prices may be higher for
health facilities that provide higher quality
understand the pure effect of prices on
choices and health outcomes (in other
effect of a change in price for a given level
it is necessary to remove any variation in

services. To
household
words, the
of quality),
prices that

simply reflects variation in quality. If this is not done,
estimates of the effects of prices on health outcomes
and on demand for health care are likely to be biased.
However, estimating such quality-adjusted prices is
not an easy task. It can be done only at the data analysis stage, not at the data collection stage.
There are several ways to adjust prices for quality
differences at the data analysis stage, all of which use
facility data on service quality. (Such data are discussed
further below.) One way is to specify quality as a
provider fixed effect, which makes it possible to purge
the impact of quality from the prices of specific services. (See Deaton 1988 for a specific example; see
Chapter 23 for a general discussion.)

health care facilities.
A third issue is that fees paid to health care
providers are not the only costs of obtaining health
care, even after including unofficial charges such as tips
and bribes. There are also the financial and time
(opportunity) costs of traveling to and from a facility
and the cost of the time spent obtaining treatment.
The financial costs are simply a person's expenditures
on transportation. The time cost includes the travel
time to a facility plus the time spent at the facility,
multiplied by the value of the time of the person treated (and of anyone accompanying him or her).To compute these time costs, analysts need data on respondents' travel times and waiting times, as well as their
wage rates.
Travel times are best collected from each household, although one could collect this information at the
community level if all households in the sampling unit
live very close to each other. 7 Wage rates can be
obtained from the employment module of the household questionnaire (see Chapter 9). It is useful to collect
data on waiting time in a facility questionnaire as well
as in the household questionnaire. Collecting data on
waiting time in the facility questionnaire is useful for
calculating quality-adjusted prices and also avoids inaccurate average waiting times based on only one or two
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households

who actually used the facihty. Yet asking
about waiting time in the household questionnaire can
be useful for estimating simple averages across different
types of health facilities.The effects of any insurance on
prices paid can be captured by including information
on deductibles and copayments when calculating
prices. This insurance information must be collected in
the health module of the household questionnaire.

children whose mothers received that care-after controlling for variation in households' socioeconomic
characteristics and in risk factors.
Information
on the structure of care can be
obtained

A final cost of health care is the cost of purchasing medicines from outlets that are not health care
providers, such as pharmacies and small vendors. The

by asking about equipment, personnel, and
the availability of different kinds of medicines.
Information on the process of care can be obtained by
asking about the protocols followed for different types
of commonly provided health services. Several examples are in the draft facility questionnaire introduced in
the third section of this chapter (and presented in

best place to collect this information is in the price
questionnaire (see Chapter 13 for a full description),
which can be used to collect price data for many kinds

Volume 3 of this book). For a more detailed discussion
see Peabody, Gertler, and Leibowitz
(1998) and
Peabody and others (forthcoming).

of commonly

purchased medicines.
PROVIDING

The data necessary to evaluate how
the quality of care affects household behavior and
health outcomes should be collected in the facility
questionnaire. The best approach is to ask providers
what actions they take under various circumstances
and what resources they use in providing health care
services. Some households may be able to provide this
information, but others may not or may provide inaccurate information.
The quality of the care provided by each facility
or provider depends on both the structure of care and
the process of care.The structure of care is the quantities and types of inputs (such as equipment, personnel, and medicine) used by the provider in providing
its health care services.The process of care is the way
in which services are provided during a patient's visit,
including the way in which professionals diagnose and
treat patients with specific health needs. For example,
in the Jamaican LSMS survey conducted in November
1989 process measures were collected from both facility and household questionnaires to assess the quality
QUALITY OF CARE.

of prenatal care.
There is evidence that the process of care varies
substantially among developing countries. Peabody
(1996) noted that inaccurate diagnoses and inappropriate treatment are common in rural Vietnam; diarrheal disease is often inappropriately
treated with
antibiotics rather than with oral rehydration therapy.
Using data from Jamaica, Peabody, Gertler, and
Leibowitz (1998) found that a better process of care
(measured by how actual care compared to optimal
diagnosis, treatment, and advice protocols) was associated with a 500-gram
192

increase in the birthweights

of

PUBLIC HEALTH

SERVICES TO THE GENERAL

Public health services and programs are
generally outreach programs and thus are not necessarily associated with particular health care facilities.
This implies that data on all public health services and
programs available in a given community, such as
immunization programs and information campaigns,
should be collected in the community questionnaire.
Data should also be collected in the community quesPOPULATION.

tionnaire on the existence (and quality) of public
water supply and garbage collection services. In addition, it is useful to collect information on air and water
pollution, although it is difficult to collect this accurately. The community questionnaire introduced in
Chapter 13 collects all of this information in detail,
except for data on air and water pollution, which can
be gathered in the relevant submodules presented in
Chapter
14. Finally, the household
questionnaire
should include explicit questions on who in the
household participated in these public health programs-for
example, who was immunized, received a
pamphlet, or was otherwise affected by an information
campaign.
REGULATION

OF PRIVATELY

PROVIDED

HEALTH

CARE

As explained in the first section of this chapter, the main role of the government regarding privately
provided health care is the regulation of private health
care facilities. Data from LSMS surveys can be used to
measure the extent to which these facilities comply with
the relevant regulations, especially if a health care facility questionnaire is included as part of such a survey.
Specifically, data from a facility questionnaire can show
xvhether the staff at the facility have the required trainSERVICES.
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ing and licenses, whether the facility's equipment meets

reduces the extent to which these facilities are used,

certain standards (for example, whether each piece is
clean and in working order), whether proper procedures

one would like to know how much of this is due to
people switching to private providers and how much
is due to people receiving no professional health care

are being followed for specific types of examinations and
treatment, and whether regulations regarding drugs and
prices are being followed.
Additional

information

gathered from the household
can be used as an independent
regulations and of whether

on compliance
questionnaire.

can be
Such data

check of drug and price
certain procedures are

being followed. (This is particularly

useful if health

at all. Second, private providers may alter their behavior in response to public health care policies. In theory, this could

be analyzed

providers-ideally

using

data on

private

using estimates of the supply curve

of different kinds of privately provided health care.Yet
such analysis would be fairly experimental. It is difficult to say whether

such analysis is feasible using data

facilities provide misleading information about their
compliance with government regulations.) It may also
be possible to check some regulations about insurance

from an LSMS-type household survey.
Fifth and finally, if detailed cost data are collected
from private health care facilities, these data can be

using data from the household

used to estimate the cost of providing different services. Such information might be used to assess the effi-

questionnaire.

A second general use of data from the health facilto a lesser extent, from the
ity questionnaire-and,
to provide a picture of the
household questionnaire-is

ciency of the public sector, as well as to undertake
cost-benefit analysis. However, this is also a new area

private health care system. For example, these data may
reveal deficiencies in the provision of private health

of research, one for which there may be many unforeseen analytical problems.

care, and they may also suggest to policymakers specific regulatory actions to resolve these problems. Such
information can be useful to policymakers when they

UsingData for PolicyAnalysis
The discussion up to this point has said little about

are considering new regulations on private facilities.
A third use of data from private health care

how to use these data to analyze health policies and
programs.A detailed discussion would require a sepa-

providers is to examine how regulations affect these
providers' services and even their patients' health out-

rate chapter, if not an entire book.Yet a brief discussion can highlight some fundamental points that sur-

comes.At minimum, the extent to which private facilities comply can be assessed, as discussed above. In
addition, if data indicate that some providers comply
while others do not, it may be possible to use the vari-

vey designers should bear in mind when designing the
health module for an LSMS survey. This subsection
briefly reviews some methodological issues that arise
in policy analysis in the health sector.

ation in compliance to estimate the impact of compliance on health outcomes. However, such estimation is
not straightforward and could lead to biased results.
Finally, if panel data are collected and new regulations
are put in place during the time spanned by the sur-

In general, policy questions can be divided into
two categories:
* Questions about overall levels of outcomes and the
distribution of those outcomes across subgroups of
the population.

veys, it may be possible to estimate the impact of regulations on the phenomena that are being regulated
and perhaps even on health care outcomes. Yet here
too the estimation problems are considerable, and analysts should be cautious about drawing causal inferences. For further discussion of estimation problems
see Appendix 8.1 and Chapter 23 on panel data.

* Questions about the effects of policies on outcomes, both in the aggregate and within subgroups.
Table 8.1 lists 37 policy questions. Of these, questions
1-14, 18, 25, and 28-33 concern the overall level and
distributions of outcomes, while questions 15-17,
19-24,26, 27, and 34-37 pertain to the effects of policies on outcomes. The research methods needed to

Investigating the behavior of households and of
private providers is a fourth way to use data on private
health care facilities. First, policymakers need to know

answer the first set of questions are straightforward.
The questions can be addressed by describing the cur-

how changes in the public provision of health care
services affect the use of private health care providers.
For example, if increasing prices at public facilities

rent situation. All that is needed is descriptive information, such as the means of the outcome variables
both in the aggregate and by population subgroup.
Analyzing the second set of policy questions raises dif193
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Table 8.1 Policy Questions and Data Sources

Minimal
dataneedsfrom
Expanded
dataneeds
Sources
otherthan
Policy
question
a household
survey
froma household
survey
ahousehold
survey
I.Who isgettingthe mostserious
Diarrhea
only:short4 8,
Vitalregistration
data
diseases?
standard
A6 A 10
2.Wnois unable
to performtheir usual Short1,standard
A3
activities
because
of poorhealth?
3..Whatistne levelanddistrbutionof
Standard
AlI -A29
Expanded
G -GI I
healthintermsof physical
functoning
withinthe population?
...........
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................
4.Whatis the evelanddistribution
of
Adult expanded
Hl-H32;
healthintermsof cognitive
functioning child:Education
module
withinthe population?
5.Whatisthe ieveianddistribution
of
Expanded
A30-A47
healthintermsof mentalhealthwithin
the population?
.... ..... ~.....................................................*..........................................................*................................................
6,What.sthe level,cause,
anddistribution
Vitalregistration
data
of adultmortalityin the population?
7.Whatis the ievel,causeanddistribution Fertilitymodule
Vitairegistrat
on data
of childmortalityinthe population?
8.Whois engaging
in individual
healthStandard
B2-B23
Fertilitymodule(breastfeeding
relatedbehavior
of particular
concern?
andweaning)
Whatis the degreeof participation
in
suchbehavior?
9ouseholds
areengaging
in
Housing
module
sanitation,
wastedisposal,
andwater
supplypractcesthatadversely
affect
the healthof theirmembers?
Il0OWho
is obtaining
healthcareby
Short9-35 (onlyprovider
type),
Expanded
EI-E90 (verydetailed,
purpose,
provider
type,andlevelof care? standard
EI-E54 (moredetail,
including
by purpose)
butno dataon purpose)
................................................................................................
:.............................................................................................................*..............
I .Whatproviders
andservices
do
Community
questionnaire
Standard
FI-F8
households
haveaccess
to?
12.
Whatareprivateexpendiitues
on
Short 11-37(brieD,
Expanded
E8-E94
Special
interviews
or
careby purpose,
provider
type,and
standard
E3-E58(moredetailed)
(verydetailed)
calendars
for severe
levelof care?
illness
....... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
I3.Whatis tne utlizationof each
Short9-35(brief),
Expanded
EI-E90
subsidized
service,
inthe aggregate
standard
EI-E54(moredetailed)
(verydetailed)
andby subgroup?
4......
.
S..~.....
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
14.Wnatatne unitsubsidy
for
Expanded
E8-E90,
Estimates
of
providing
eachservice?
facilityquestionnaire
84,B9,BI I
incremental
costfrom
costfunction
5.* Howdoesachange
in public
Measures
of health:
short
Additional
healthmeasures:
education,
healthpromotionactvities,
1,4-7,standard
A3,A6-A9,AIII-A29:
expanded
A30-A47,CI-GIl,
andotherpublichealthactivities
affect
anthropometric
data:Anthropometry
HI-H32
health?
module;
education
andactivities:
Community
module
I16.*What isthe effectof the quality

of the airor watersupplyon health?

Measuresof health:short 1,4-7,

Additionalhealthmeasures:

standard
A3,A6-A9,A I I-A29;
expanded
A30-A47,GI-G I 1,
anthropometric
data:Anthropometry
H l-H32.
module;
environment
data:
Environment
modules
.............
..... .........
*...............................................................................................................................................................................................
I7.*W at arethe effects
of government Healthbehavior:
standard
82-B23;
Otherinformation
on
heathpromotionactivities
on individual government
activities:
Community
module
healthpromotion
health-related
behavior
andon knowledge
activities
of the healthrisksassociated
withcertain
behavior?
8.Whatisthe pricethat households
Standard
E3-E58(onlyby provider
type), Expanded
E8-E94(fulidetail)
payfor carebytypeof service,
level
facilityquestionnaire
B4,B9,B1
of care,andprovider
type?
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Table 8.1 PolicyQuestionsandData Sources(continued)
Policyquestion
in user
19.*Whatisthe effectof a change
of that
on utilization
feesfor a service
of otherservices,
utilization
service,
expenditures
household
providerchoice,
revenues
on healthcare,andgovernment
fromuserfeesby service?
in userfees
20.*Howdoesa change
affecthealth?

2 i * Whatisthe effectof program
of services,
locationon utilization
expenditures
household
choice,
provider
revenues
on healthcare,andgovernment
byservice?

dataneedsfrom
Minimal
survey
a household
EI -E54,facilityquestionnaire
Standard
B4,B9,BII

dataneeds
Expanded
survey
froma household
El-E90 (more
Expanded
and
detailon utilization
canalsouseto
expenditures,
imputeprices)

otherthan
Sources
survey
a household

short I,4--7.
of health:
Measures
A3,A6-A9,A I1-A29:
standard
data:Anthropometry
anthropometric
fees:facilityquestionnaire
module;
B4,B9,BII
iocation:
EI-E54;program
Standard
F -F8
standard
module;
Community

healthmeasures:
Additional
A30-A47,GI -GI1,
expanded
H I -H32;canalsouseEI-F91
to imputeprices

Userfees

El-E90(moredetail
Expanded
andexpenditures)
on utilization

22.* How doesa changein program

Measuresof health:short 1,4-7, standard Additionalhealtnmeasures:

locationaffecthealth?

A30-A47,G I-GI 1,
data:expanded
A3,A6-A9,A I I-A29:anthropometric
location: H l-H32
program
module;
Anthropometry
FI -F8
standard
module;
Community

23.* How do changesin the availability

Healthbehavior:standardB2-B23;

Community
services:
affecthousehold government
services
of government
FI-F8
standard
module:
behavior?
health-related
B2-B16;prices:
standard
Healthbehavior:
in
24.*Whatisthe effectof a change
module
alcoholor tobaccotaxesonconsumption Community
expenditures
of thosegoods,on household
andon government
onthesegoods,
fromthetaxes?
revenues
25.What is the qualityof care available

StandardFI-F8, facilityquestionnaire

levelof
bytypeof service,
to households
type?
careandprovider
26.* What lsatheeffectof a changein the

StandardEI-E54; servicequality:facility

ExpandedEI-E90 (moredetail

of that
qualityof a serviceonutilization
household
choice,
provider
service,
on healthcare,and
expenditures
byservice?
revenues
government

A-F)
(Parts
questionnaire

andexpenditures),
on utilization
(PartsG-K)
facilityquestionnaire

27.* How does a changein the quality
of healthcare affecthealth?

Measuresof health:short 1,4-7,
standardA3,A6-A9, A I I -A29;
anthropometricdata:Anthropometry
module;servicequality:facility
questionnaire(PartsA-F)

Additionalhealthmeasures:
expandedA30-A47, G I-G I 1,
HI -H32; facilityquestionnaire
(PartsG-K)

Facilityquestionnaire(PartsA-F);
some pricedata alsofrom standard
E3-E58

Facilityquestionnaire(PartsG-K);
price dataalsofrom
ExpandedE8-E94

availablefrom privatesectorproviders?
29.Are privatesectorprovidersfollowing
governmentregulationsregardingservice
prices,the qualityof services,andthe use
of pharmaceuticals?
30.Are privateprovidersof insurance
followinggovernmentregulations?
3 i What isthe impactof government
regulationson the qualityof care
in the privatesector?
32.Who is coveredby healthinsurance?
What are the benefits,servicescovered,
and benefitcaps?
deductibles,
copayments,

Specialstudyon
insuranceproviders

StandardDIl-D 17

Informationon
government
regulations

Facilityquestionnaire
(PartsA F;paneldata)

Facilityquestionnaire
(PartsG-K; paneldata)

Short 38,39 (coverageonly)

StandardDIl-D 17
(detailon costs,benefits,and so on)

...................................................................................................................................................

*.............................................................................

on nextpcge.)
continues
(Tloble
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Table 8.1 Policy Questions and Data Sources (continued)

Policyquestion
33.Who hashealthbeneftsat the place
of employment?
What are these health
benefits?

Minmaldata needsfrom
a householdsurvey
Employmentmodule

Expandeddata needs
from a householdsurvey

34-c Howvdoesthe presenceof nsurance StandardEI-E58;

ExpandedE-l-E94(more detaii

coverage affect health care utilization

on utilization and expenditures);

for insurance:short 38, 39

patterns,expenditureson healthcare,
and governmentrevenuesfrom userfees?
35 What is the effectof healthon
Measures of health:short 4-7,
worker and farm productvity?
standardA3, A6 A9,A I I A29;
anthropometricdata:Anthropometry

Sourcesother than
a householdsurvey

for nsurance:
standardDI-D 17
(detailon costs,benefts)
Additional health measures:

expandedA30-A47, G I-G I 1,
H .- H32

module: for worker and farm productivity:
Employment module, Household enterprise
module, Agr culture module
36.* What s the effect of health on
education and cognitve outcomes?

Measures of nealtn: short I, 4-7,
standard A3,A6-A9,AI I -A29;
anthropometric data: Anthropometry
module; educat on outcomes: Education
module

Addit onal health measures:
Expanded A30-A47, Gl-l
H I -H32

37* What is she effect of heath on
consumption and savings?

Measures of health: short , 4-7,
Additional health measures:
standardcA3,A6-A9,Al I A29:
expanded A30-A47, G -G 1,
anthropometric data: Anthropometry
H .- H32
module; savings and consumption:
Savingsmodule, Consumption module
Note. Questons markedw th a ()
qire causaianayss.The numbersin the secondand third columnsindcatequestionnumbersfrom the differentversons ofthe
heath modue in the householdquestionnaire.Fortne stardardand expandedmodues the letters referto the 'Part" ofthe modue. For example,"standardA6" refers
so Question6 of PartA of the standardhealtr module.
Source:
Authors' summary

ficult estimation issues because it requires estimation
of causal relationships-assessing
how specific policies
affect complicated behavioral choices.
This subsection briefly discusses some methodological issues that arise in answering the second set of
questions. A detailed (and more technical) discussion
of these methodological
issues can be found in
Appendix 8.1 .Analysts may want to know how a specific health program affects a specific health outcome,
such as the incidence
of diarrhea. One simple
approach is to compare the mean incidence of diarrhea among communities that benefit from the program with the mean incidence in communities that do
not benefit from the program. Unfortunately, this
approach cannot be used to determine the causal
impact of the program. Suppose a simple analysis of
means indicates that communities benefiting from the
health program have a lower incidence of diarrhea.
This may not be due to the program, because communities that benefit from the program may also have
higher income levels, and higher income levels may be
responsible for all or part of the lower incidence of
diarrhea. Thus, while a causal relationship may exist, it
can easily be obscured by other factors that have not
196

been controlled for. Another example is user fees.
Suppose that user fees are higher in areas where
households' incomes are relatively high. In this case, an
analysis of the relationship between user fees and the
utilization of health care services that does not control
for households'income
levels may show that higher
user fees are associated with higher levels of health
care utilization, because higher income leads to greater
utilization. The basic statistical tool for estimating
causal relationships is multiple regression analysis,
which controls for the effects of all variables that can
potentially affect the health outcome being studied.
For the analysis of health issues, the two most
important relationships to estimate using multiple
regression analysis are health input demand equations
and health demand equations. 8 Estimates of health
input demand equations measure the determinants of
health care utilization, expenditures on health care,
and health-related behavior. Each of these healthrelated outcomes is determined by a set of causal variables, namely prices (both for health services and for
goods unrelated to health), prevailing wage rates,
household income, other household characteristics
(such as the education levels of household members),
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and a variety of community characteristics, including
the characteristics of locally available health services.
In addition, households vary in their "tastes" for health
and in the "innate healthiness" of individual household
members.
The data required to use multiple regression
analysis to estimate a health input demand equation
are the health input of interest (such as the use of
health care services, expenditures on health care, or a
specific health-related behavior) and the entire set of
variables that determine the demand for that input.
While it is possible (though not necessarily easy) to
collect data on prices, wages, income, and many other
household and community characteristics, it is much
harder to measure tastes for health and the innate
healthiness of individuals. This inability to observe
some of the variables that determine households'
demand for these health inputs leads to a serious estimation problem: omitted variable bias (discussed further below). In fact, the two examples above (diarrhea,
user fees) on the problem of using simple comparisons
of means can be thought of as cases of omitted variable bias, in which the omitted variable is household
income.
Health input demand equations can be used to
estimate how specific policies or programs, such as
public health programs and price changes, affect health
care utilization, provider choice, and health-related
behavior. Of course, the price that really matters is the
effective price paid by the consumer. This means that
in addition to the data on the price charged by the
health care facility, data are needed on taxes, travel
expenses, waiting times, wage rates, and insurance
copayments.The effects of travel and waiting times can
be accounted for either by including time costs in the
calculation of the price or by including distance in the
equation as an additional determining variable.
Estimates of the effects of specific policy changes on
government revenues from taxes and user fees can also
be calculated from estimates of how prices affect utilization rates.
What about the impact of government policies on
health status? Clearly, health status is strongly affected
by health care utilization, expenditures on health care,
and health-related behavior. Thus the same variables
that determine these demands for health inputs also
determine health. This relation is a health demand
equation (also known as a health demand function).
Since current health can depend on past health, it is

often more useful to estimate changes in health status
as determined by prices, wages, household income,
and other household and community characteristics.
For example, a child's nutritional status at 12 months
of age can be thought of as being determined by his
or her nutritional status at 6 months of age and the
health inputs that he or she has received during the
intervening 6 months.
Perhaps the most important lesson for survey
designers from this discussion of methodological issues
is that if they want to analyze the causes of health status and related activities (health care utilization, health
care expenditures, and health-related behavior), it is
necessary to collect data on all of the characteristics of
households and communities that determine these
health outcomes. Not having all of these data can lead
to omitted variable bias. The magnitude of the bias
will depend on the correlation of the omitted variable
and the included variables and on the magnitude of
the omitted variable's true effect on the outcome.
Omitted variable bias can arise for several reasons.
First, it can arise if one of the observable determinants
of the health outcome is omitted, as in the above
examples in which household income was omitted
from studies of diarrhea and user fees. Second, omitted
variable bias can also arise because some of the determining variables, such as tastes and innate healthiness,
are almost impossible to measure. A third source of
omitted variable bias arises in the case of a dynamic
model, as explained in Appendix 8.1. For further discussion of omitted variable bias and how to avoid or
at least minimize it, see Appendix 8.1 and Chapter 26.
SamplingIssues
Two issues need to be considered with respect to sampling. First, LSMS surveys should continue their practice of not subsampling individuals within a household.
This would yield samples that would be too small to
draw reliable inferences about the utilization of health
care. For example, in the 1987-88 LSMS survey in
Ghana, 5,746 individuals (39 percent of the sample)
reported being ill or injured during the previous four
weeks, and 2,398 (17 percent of the sample) had
received medical attention. Disaggregating these visits
by type of provider shows that 1,106 were treated by
doctors, 292 by nurses, 654 by medical assistants,84 by
midwives, 70 by pharmacists, 109 by healers, and fewer
than 100 by other providers. These Ghanaian households had an average of 4.68 members, so randomly
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sampling two individuals per household would have
yielded numbers less than half of those reported above.
Such samples are too small to generate reliable estimates of expenditures and utilization rates, particularly
by provider.The sample sizes for rare illnesses and their
associated treatments would be even more miniscule.
A second issue regarding sampling is the selection
of the health care facilities to which to administer the
facility questionnaire. In rural areas there may be few
facilities to visit, so all nearby facilities (and possibly
even some that are far away) should be visited. In contrast, in large urban areas the number of facilities that
households could potentially visit is so large that it is
not feasible to visit them all or even most of them. In
such cases survey designers must choose a sample of
facilities. In an LSMS-type survey the facilities of
interest are those that are available to the households
in the sample. Thus the general principle is to ensure a
good deal of overlap between the facilities interviewed
and the facilities that respondents know about and use.
The best method for choosing such facilities, discussed
in more detail in Chapter 13, is to compile a list of
facilities based on those mentioned most often in
responses given in the household questionnaire. If the
number of facilities on the cumulative list is small, or
if the survey budget is large, all facilities on the list can
be included in the sample. Otherwise, a sample of
facilities should be drawn from the list. The sample of
facilities can be selected either randomly or according
to some other criterion, such as using a probability
proportional to the number of times they are mentioned by household respondents. Once selected, the
list of facilities and their associated code numbers is
recorded in the community questionnaire.

LinksBetween PolicyIssues and Data Needs
This subsection links the policy issues discussed in the
first section of the chapter to their specific data
requirements, with reference to the draft modules
introduced in the third section of the chapter. For
convenience, this information is summarized in Table
8.1, which identifies the minimal data needs, expanded data needs, and data sources other than household
surveys required to answer the policy questions.
There are two differences between the minimal
and expanded data needs.The first is precision. Minimal
data needs are based on relatively few questions and thus
do not measure the particular phenomena of interest as
accurately as do the expanded data needs, which are
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based on more, and more detailed, questions. The second difference is that expanded data needs measure
more dimensions of the phenomena of interest. For
example, expanded data needs measure health outcomes
that are not measured by the minimal data needs, such
as mental health and cognitive functioning.
Another feature of Table 8.1 is that it distinguishes between policy questions that require causal analysis and policy questions that do not. Questions that
require causal analysis are marked with an asterisk next
to the number pertaining to the question. As pointed
out above, the data requirements for causal analysis are
quite large. In particular, all the determining variables
that belong in the demand equations for health or
health inputs, such as prices, wages, household income,
and other household and community characteristics,
are needed. There are some circumstances in which
reliable estimates can be obtained without some of
these variables. The issues involved in deciding which
variables must be included are complex and beyond
the scope of this chapter. However, a brief discussion
and some useful references are provided in Appendix
8.1.
ASSESSING

HEALTH

STATUS

ASSOCIATED

BEHAVIOR.

Questions

AND

MEASURING

1-9 in Table 8.1

refer to policy issues associated with assessing health
status and measuring associated behavior. Because of
measurement problems associated with self-reported
morbidity data, LSMS surveys are, in general, not very
useful for gathering information on the incidence of
specific diseases. Yet there are cases in which selfreported symptom data may be helpful, and carefully
worded questions can provide useful measures for policy analysis. An important example is diarrhea; several
questions about the incidence of diarrhea are contained in all three versions of the draft health module
(for the standard and expanded module these questions are in Part A: Self-Reported
Health Status). In
some countries additional data on symptoms may be
useful in assessing morbidity with self-reported symptoms, yet better data on the incidence of most diseases
can be obtained from facility data and from official
government statistics on deaths (which often include
the cause of death).
In addition to data on morbidity, policymakers
often want data on both adult and child mortality.
Because adult mortality is a relatively infrequent event,
household
surveys with samples of 2,000-5,000
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households-the

recommended

size for an LSMS-

not yield sufficiently precise meastype survey-will
ures of adult mortality for use in policy analysis.
Official government statistics are a better source for
On the other hand, because child
mortality is more frequent, some useful estimates can
be obtained from data collected in the fertility module
this information.

health module
utilization

and

collects very detailed information on
expenditures in the previous four

weeks.
Equity is also affected by differences in the availability of health care services and the extent to which
people know that these services are available. The
community questionnaire presented in this book asks
of community representatives and leaders
about what health care providers exist in their community. In addition, in Part F (Health Provider
Knowledge) of the standard and expanded versions of
the health module, each household is asked to name
the closest health care providers of different types of

(see Chapter 15).
The only information on health outcomes in the
short version of the draft health module is for diarrhea
among young children. The standard and expanded
versions collect both diarrhea information and selfreported activities of daily living in Part A (Self-

a group

Reported Health Status). The expanded version also
collects mental health information in Part A. In addition, the expanded version collects data on observed
activities of daily living in Part G and on cognitive
functioning in Part H. Both the standard and the

which they are aware.
Finally, studying the
health care expenditures
groups requires not only
each service (which are

on health
expanded versions collect information
behavior related to the conbehavior-specifically,
Part B (Healthsumption of alcohol and tobacco-in
Related Behaviors). Because the behavior of concern
will tend to vary by country and the wording of the

module) but also data on the unit cost of providing
each service. Rough estimates of the unit costs for
some services can be obtained from the facility questionnaire. More precise measures of unit costs require
estimates from a cost function for the
econometric
care, which entails collecting a subof
health
provision

questions will be culturally specific, Part B will probably need to be modified to reflect the health priorities
in each country. Other kinds of behavior that might be
addressed in Part B include exercise, the use of seat
belts, and safe sex practices. Information on infant and
child feeding practices can be collected in the fertility
module (see Chapter 15). Information on sexual practices is much more difficult and thus is not attempted
in this module. Finally, some information on knowledge of sexually transmitted diseases is collected in
Part B of the standard and expanded modules. Similar
information could be collected on knowledge of the
risk of cancer from smoking or the risk of liver disease
from consumption

of alcohol.

10-14 in Table 8.1 address
equity issues.A key equity concern is the utilization of
health services and associated expenditures. The short
version of the health module collects basic information on utilization and expenditure in the previous
four weeks but does not disaggregate expenditures by
EQUiTY IssuEs. Questions

type (such as clinic fees, purchases of medicine, and
transportation). The standard module collects significantly more information on utilization and expendiand
Care Utilization
tures in Part E (Health
Expenditures). Part E of the expanded version of the

distribution

of government

across different population
data on the utilization of
gathered in Part E of the

stantial amount of additional facility-level data.
Questions 15-17 in Table
8.1 address three policy issues regarding public health
programs. The first two questions concern how public
health policies affect health outcomes. At a minimum,
answering these questions requires some measure of
health and a measure of the policy variable that varies
over the sample. The data needed for assessing health
status were discussed above.The policy variables are colPUBLIC

HEALTH

PROGRAMS.

lected primarily in the community questionnaire, and
perhaps also in the facility and price questionnaires.
Question 17 in Table 8.1 concerns health behavior and health knowledge. Data on specific types of
behavior and knowledge of the health risks are found
in Part B of both standard and expanded versions of
the health module. Data on government health promotion activities should be collected in the community questionnaire.
PRICING

POLICIES

FOR

HEALTH

CARE

SERVICES.

Questions 18-24 in Table 8.1 address health care pricing policies. In general, the short version of the health
module contains only a small amount of data on these
issues, while both the standard and expanded modules
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collect much more information. There are several
options for measuring health care prices. Communitylevel prices for commonly available medicines can be
collected in the price questionnaire. Prices for common health services can be obtained from the facility
questionnaire. In the standard version of the health
module, expenditures on treatment by provider type
are gathered in Part E (Health Care Utilization and
Expenditures). Part E in the expanded version of the
health module gathers more precise measures, measures
that can be used to construct prices by provider and by
type and level of service, to calculate the costs of service in travel and waiting time, travel costs, and in-kind
payments, and to adjust expenditures to account for
insurance payments. Finally, information on travel time
from Part F, which is included in both the standard and
the expanded modules, is useful for calculating the time
costs involved in obtaining treatment.
Question 19 in Table 8.1 regarding the impact of
user fees involves estimating the effect of a change in
prices on the use of health care services. A minimal
analysis requires data on utilization and provider choice
from Part E of the standard module, along with some
measure of user fees that varies over the sample. Ideally
the effects should be estimated from a fully specified
health input demand equation, which requires data on
utilization from Part E as well as data on all the variables that belong in the health input demand function.
Because the questions essentially involve estimating
price elasticities, particular attention should be paid to
the construction of price variables.
User fees and the location of government health
programs can have an effect on health outcomes (see
Questions 20 and 22 in Table 8.1), which implies a
need to collect data on health status. The difficulties
involved in doing this were discussed above. As always,
causal analysis requires estimation of a health demand
equation, which in turn requires data on all the variables that belong in that equation.
Analyzing the impact of the location of government programs on the utilization of services, on households' choices of providers, on household expenditures
on health care, and on government revenues (Question
21 in Table 8.1) requires, at minimum, data on the location of those programs. Of course, data on utilization
rates and household expenditures are also needed to
answer this question. Data on the location of programs
are collected in the community questionnaire and in
Part F of the household questionnaire (standard and
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expanded versions).As discussed above, data on utilization and expenditures are collected in Part E of the
standard and expanded versions of the health module
for the household questionnaire.
Similar data are needed to analyze the impact of
the location and availability of government services on
health-related
behavior (Question
23), using the
health behavior data collected in Part B of the standard
and expanded versions of the health module. Finally,
the impact of alcohol and tobacco taxes on the consumption of those goods and on government tax revenues (Question 24) can proceed similarly. In particular, analysts could make use of data on taxes or prices
that vary over the sample and data on consumption of
the goods from Part B (Health-Related
Behavior).
Price elasticities can be obtained from estimates of
demand functions for the goods, which again would
require data on all of the variables in the demand
equation.
Policy issues
concerning the quality of health care services are
shown in Questions 25-27 in Table 8.1 .There is really only one way to measure the quality of care, which
is by using data collected in a health facility questionnaire.This information can be linked to the household
using the information provided in Part F (Health
Provider Knowledge) and the data on local health
facilities in the community questionnaire. Sources for
data on utilization rates, expenditures, and health status were discussed above.
QUALITY

OF HEALTH

CARE

PoLIcIES

REGARDING

PRIVATELY PROVIDED

Questions

SERVICES.

HEALTH

28-31 in Table 8.1 consider private sector health care providers and government
policies toward them. The main issues are the quality
of health care given by these providers and whether
their services are in compliance with government regulations. Data from the facility questionnaire, in particular data collected
from private health care
providers, are essential (except for Question 30, which
is discussed in the following paragraph). Parts A-F of
the facility questionnaire collect data on quality of
services as measured by the equipment and services
available, while Parts CK collect information on the
process of care (that is, whether certain protocols are
followed when examining patients). Data on prices,
which are relevant for Question 29, are also collected
in the facility questionnaire, and prices can also be
CARE SERVICES.
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Box8.2 CautionaryAdvice
How muchor the draft moduleis new and unproven?
The
three versions (short, standard,and expanded) of the
healthmoduleintroducedinthischapter(andpresentedin
Volume3) aremuchlargerthan,andin most respectsvery
differentfrom,the healthmodulesusedin past LSMSsurveys.But not everythingis different;past LSMSsurveys
focusedon utilizationrates and householdexpenditures
on healthcare,andsincethe short module andPart E of
the standardand expandedversionsof the module have
the samefocus,they are likelyto work well becausethey
are basedon the experienceof past surveys.However,
most of the rest of the module collectsdata that have
rarely beengatheredin pastLSMSsurveys(suchas data
on self-reportedhealthstatus,health-relatedbehaviorand
insurancecoverage).These
partsare basedmostlyon the
experienceof non-LSMSsurveys,but are also basedto
someextent on the 1990JamaicaLSMSsurveyand the
1996 BrazilLSMSsurvey.Theseparts should work well
but will probably require extra attention from survey
designers.In partcular,collectingdata on self-reported
healthstatus,especiallyactivitiesof daily living,is experimental.Healthfacilityquestionnaires
have been administered in a variety of LSMSand non-LSMSsurveys,and
thusthe designof the facilityquestionnaireis basedon a
largeamountof experience.
Hovl well has the moduleworkedin the past? The health
modulein pastLSMSsurveysworked well in achieving
its

*

main objective,the study of the choiceof health care
providers.Evenso,the designwasnot well suitedfor cases
in which individualsvisited severalhealth care providers
duringthe referenceperiod.The main criticismof past
LSMShealthmodulesconcernswhatthey did not attempt
to do.Theycollectedalmostno dataon healthstatus,
health
behavioror insurancestatus.
The standardand expanded
versionsof this moduledirectlyaddressthesedeficiencies.
Whichparts of the modulemost needto be customized?
Severalparts of the module need to be customizedto
reflectthe circumstances
in the countrywhere the survey
will be fielded.First,the types of facilitiesvisitedcan vary
widelyacrosscountries,so questionson the utilizationof
thosefacilitiesmust be substantially
modified.Second,the
questionson health-relatedbehavior must be adapted
becauseof the sensitivenatureof certaintopics,aswhat
is sensitivevariesfrom countryto countryThird.the activity list in the self-reportedand the observedactivitiesof
dailylivingmayneedto betailoredto ensurethat theyare
culturallyappropriate.Fourth,severalaspectsof the facility questionnaireneed to be changedto fit local conditions,sincetypes of facilities,
kindsof personnel,andservicesoffered can vary substantially
by country.After both
the healthfacilityquestionna
re andthe healthmodulefor
the householdquestionnaireare customized,the draft
questionnaires
shouldbe discussedin detail with officials
from the ministryof health.

inferred from information on expenditures given in
Part E of the standard and expanded versions of the
health module for the household questionnaire.
The topic of Question 30 is whether private
insurers are abiding by any government regulations

33) is provided in Part D of the standard and expanded health modules.A very small amount of information
on the proportion of the sample population with
insurance coverage is collected in the last two questions
of the short module. Information on employer-provid-

that apply to them, such as whether they unlawfully
drop individuals who have high medical costs or
whether they comply with laws regarding their financial integrity. Panel data on insurance coverage may be
able to detect whether household members' insurance

ed health benefits is collected in the employment module, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
Estimating the impact of insurance on utilization
rates, expenditures, health behavior, health outcomes,
and government revenues again requires estimation of

coverage is illegally terminated, and to study similar
issues regarding compliance with regulations pertaining to the treatment of insured individuals, but in gen-

the health demand function. As before, this requires
data on all of the variables that belong in that function.

eral household survey data cannot provide information on the financial soundness of private insurance

HEALTH

providers.

(35-37)

STATUS

OuTcoMEs. The
focus

AND

OTHER

last three

on how

SOCIOECONOMIC

questions

health

in Table 8.1
status affects other

in Table 8.1

socioeconomic
outcomes. Answering each of these
questions requires, at a minimum, data on health status

address policy issues related to health insurance.
Information on who is covered by health insurance
and what the specific benefits are (Questions 32 and

and on the outcome of interest.The sources of data on
health status were discussed above. A discussion of
methods for estimating the determinants of consump-

HEALTH

INSURANCE.

Questions

32-34
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tion, education

and cognitive outcomes, agricultural
productivity, and savings can be found in Chapters 5,
7, 19, and 20, respectively.

as many as were used in the health modules of the first
LSMS surveys in the mid to late 1980s. However, the
health information gathered in those first LSMS surveys was of very limited use. Moreover, when the short

The Health Module

module presented here is administered, most respondents will be asked far fewer than 39 questions, since
most probably will not have visited a health care
provider in the previous four weeks. The field test
should verify that the time required to fill out the

This section introduces both a health facility questionnaire and three versions of a health module to be
included in the household questionnaire. The three
versions of the health module vary by length: short,
standard, and expanded. Draft versions of all three
health modules, as well as the draft facility questionnaire, are presented in Volume 3.
Table 8.2 summarizes the kinds of data collected
in each version of the health module for the household questionnaire, and also shows the relevant data
collected in the health facility questionnaire, the community questionnaire, the price questionnaire, and
other modules of the household questionnaire.
The Short Module
The short version of the health module is designed for
countries in which policymakers have some interest in
health issues but health is not one of the most important policy topics in the survey. In this context, the
short health module does four things. First, it collects
some cursory information
on the health status of
household members. Second, it gathers information
on all outpatient visits to health facilities by household
members during the previous four weeks and on all
inpatient visits in the previous 12 months.This information on utilization can be used to perform relatively simple analyses of the incidence of public health
spending among different population groups.
Third, the short module collects some information
on the household's expenditures on visits to the different providers.This provides a more accurate measure of
the household's total expenditures on health than
would be obtained by asking a single general question
about these expenditures in the consumption module.
This expenditure
information also gives analysts a
rough idea of the out-of-pocket
cost of obtaining
health care by type of service provider. (If more detailed
expenditure data are required, the standard module
should be used.) Fourth, the short module gathers very
brief information on insurance coverage-just
enough
to indicate who is covered by insurance and who is not.
Even this short version of the health module may
seem quite long. It contains 39 questions, about twice
202

short health module
minutes.

in a typical household

is 10-15

A final point regarding the short module is that
there is no need to administer a health facility questionnaire as well. However, it is still useful to collect
some summary information about health facilities in
the community

questionnaire.

The Standard Module
The standard version of the health module should be
used when health is one of the main policy issues in
the country of the survey, but not necessarily the most
important issue. The standard module collects data on
self-reported health status (including self-reported
activities of daily living), health-related behavior, child
imnmunization, health insurance coverage, health care
utilization and expenditures, and knowledge of local
health care providers. Analysts can use these data to
answer questions about the level and distribution of
health policy outcomes, including how changes in
policy affect various outcomes in the health sector. Of
particular interest are estimates of the price elasticity
of the demand for health care, which can be done
using the standard or expanded version of the health
module.
In most cases data on health service providers
should be collected in the health facility questionnaire.
Anytime the standard (or expanded) version of the
health module is used, anthropometric
data should
also be collected, both for children and adults.The collection of anthropometric data is explained in detail in
Chapter 10.
The average duration of an interview using the
standard module should be approximately 5-1 0 minutes
per individual. However, the length of these interviews
is likely to vary substantially, since individuals who did
not use any health care services during the previous 30
days will be able to skip many of the questions.
Finally, whenever the standard or the expanded
health module is used, the survey team supervisor must
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Table8.2 HealthData in the HealthModuleandin Other Modules
Variable
AdultSelf-reported
Self-reported
healthstatus
Health-re
atedbehavior
Utiizationandexpenditures
Insurance
coverage

Respondents

Shortversion

Standard
version

Expanded
version Othermodule

People15or older
People15or older
People5 orolder
People15or older

1,2

A3,A4,A II-A29
BB
I 523
E- E58
D I-D 17

A3,A4,A I I-A47
B -823
Ei-E94
D I-D 17

. ......................................................................................................................................

9-37
38,39

............................................................................................

Empiomn
~mpI?Xee
health
benefits
Employedindividuals
E nphe
........
.............................
d.....a..................
................................................................................................................
men

AduilObjectivemeasures

Bodymassindex
People15or older
Directlyobserved
activities
of
dailyliving
People
40 or older
.....................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Cognitive
functioning
People
40 or older
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Anthropometry
Gl-GCI
HIl-H32

Child:Mother/guordion
reported
....
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Self-reported
healthstatus
Peopleunder I5
i-B
A3- A10
Ci- iI
Immunization
People
under
6
lmuiz..............................
atn
..............

Utilization
andexpenditures
Peopleunder15
.......
*.......................
* *.........................................................................................
Insurance
coverage
People
underI5

9-37
38,39

El-E58
D,I,-D.17

A3-A1I0
Cl-Cl
,,,C
., ll......................

Ei-E94
DD
I- 7

*.........................................................................................................

,

Child:
Objective
meosures
Height/age
andweight/heght
Birthweight

.................

Anthropometry

*............... .................................................................................................................................................

Infantmortaiity
co nitive
development
..... .......................
I..............................................................

.................................................

Fertiity
Education
*...............................................

.....................................................................................

Household
Health-related
behavior

~~~i
h.....F

K.nowedge
of healthcare providers Wife of head

Other
Communityhealthinformation

i

El-ES

Fert iity

i

Housing

El-ES

Community

Faciiitydata

Director of facility

Faciity

Pricesof medicines

Marketvendors

questionnaire
Price
questionnaire

Source:
Authorssummary
draw up a master list of codes for all of the health service providers in the community.This list is used to match
different information from different parts of the ques-

The ExpandedModule
The expanded version of the health module takes the
standard version as its starting point and adds more

tionnaire. In particular, these codes are entered in the
section of the community questionnaire that gathers
information on health facilities, in Part F of the standard
module (which asks about the distance from the household to thc nearest health facilitics), on each health facility questionnaire, and in Part E (detailed utilization and

questions. It should be used in countries where health
is the most important topic of the survey. Facility questionnaires should always be used when the expanded
module is used.The expanded version goes beyond the
standard version in two ways. First, it collects more data
on health outcomes, specifically, observed data on

expenditures) in the expanded module. Merging this
information is very useful for policy analysis. For example, combining the information in Part F of the standard

mental health and data on activities of daily living and
cognitive functioning. Second, it collects more detailed
information on health care utilization and expendi-

module with the data from the health facility questionnaire not only provides analysts with the distance

tures, which allows for more precise estimates of the
demand for health and the demand for health care

between the household and the nearest health facilities

services. The detailed data gathered on utilization and

but also yields a wide range of information about those
facilities from the facility questionnaire.

expenditures includes information about the respondent's most recent visits to health care facilities, includ203
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ing the purpose and cost of their visits, the treatment

In household

surveys in which health issues are a

they received, their expenses on travel and medicines,

top analytical priority, survey designers should also

and the time they spent traveling to the facility and

gather some facility data on the process by which

waiting for treatment.
The amount of time required to complete

the

health care is given. Such data can be gathered in Parts
C-K. In each of these parts the interviewer describes

expanded version of the health module is approximately 10-20 minutes per individual. Again, this will

a hypothetical patient with a particular illness or health
care need. The respondent for the facility question-

vary widely across individuals, since some household
members will have very few health problems and no

naire is asked a series of questions to find out how
such a patient would be treated by the health facility.

recent visits to health facilities while others will have
more of both.

The five scenarios presented to the respondent are:
* The treatment of an adult with a cough and a fever.
0 The treatment of an infant with vomiting and

HybridVersions
A final point regarding

diarrhea.
these three versions of the

* A pregnancy cxamination.

health module is that survey designers should feel free
to put together "hybrid" versions that fit their specific

*

data collection needs. For example, they could put
together a module halfway between the short and
standard versions or halfway between the standard and
expanded versions. The standard and expanded versions are made up of several different submodules that
are mostly independent
of each other, so survey
designers could construct a health module that consisted only of those submodules that covered issues of

The precise scenarios used should vary by country
depending on what health problems and issues prevail
in each country. Developing new scenarios may be
warranted in some countries, but survey designers
doing so should consult a public health specialist who
has experience with collecting this type of data.
In any country, health care service providers come
in many shapes and sizes, from drug peddlers selling

particular interest to policymakers in that country.

over-the-counter
medicines to large urban hospitals.
There are two types of approaches to designing ques-

HealthFacilityQuestionnaire

tionnaires to fit the different kinds of providers. The

The draft health facility questionnaire is designed to
collect information on the resources and practices of
local health care facilities, both public and private. The
information collected by this questionnaire can be

first approach is to have one questionnaire that can be
used for a wide variety of providers. The judicious use
of skip codes can facilitate the use of such a questionnaire by instructing the interviewer not to ask ques-

used to construct health care prices and to assess the
quality of care. Part A collects some basic information
about the facility, such as its ownership, its sources of
electricity and water, and its hours of operation. Part B
asks about the medical services offered by the facility
and the prices charged for them. Part C gathers infor-

tions that are irrelevant. The second approach is to
design separate questionnaires for each kind of health
care facility-a pharmacy questionnaire, a public clinic questionnaire, a private clinic questionnaire, and a
hospital questionnaire. The draft facility questionnaire
presented here is of the general type, but it can be

mation about health center employees. Part D collects
data on medical equipment, including whether the
equipment is in working order. In Part E the interviewer asks for a quick tour of the facility to evaluate

modified and split into several different types if the
second approach is used.
A final point regarding the facility questionnaire is
how to select the facilities-a
particularly important

the cleanliness and the availability of the equipment

in

issue in large urban areas where there are usually many

*

The provision of an IUD.
The provision of oral contraceptives.

the different rooms (for example, the examination

facilities from which to choose.This is discussed in the

room, the injection room, the vaccine storage area, and

second section of this chapter and also in Chapter 13.

the room for doing laboratory tests). Part F asks
whether different types of medicines are in stock. The

Annotations to the Health Module

information from Parts A-F can be used to construct
measures of health care quality based on the structure
of care.

This section contains specific notes on particular parts
of the three versions of the draft health module intro-
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duced

in the

previous

section

(and presented

in

health practitioners

are always outpatient

services. If

Volume 3).

this is not the case, these questions must specify that
information is only required for outpatient services,

Short Health Module

along the lines of Questions 9-11, which collect analogous information for outpatient visits to public hos-

Q2. This is a general measure of the health status of

pitals. In addition, questions on inpatient services from

each individual. It is measured as the change over the

private individuals and traditional

past year to minimize bias caused by the influence of
socioeconomic characteristics on respondents' assess-

tioners should be added, along the lines of Questions
27-35 on inpatient services.

health care practi-

ments of their health status.
ages

Q38-Q39. If insurance is relatively common, survey
designers may want to collect more detailed informa-

0-6, so this is not asked of anyone 7 or older. If diarrhea is a serious problem for older people in a partic-

tion. In particular, it may be of interest to find out how
much the insurer is reimbursing specific health care

ular country, the age range can be changed accordingly. No questions are asked on any other specific

providers. (Note that household members are asked to
report only costs that they pay, not costs paid by insur-

diseases because, as explained in the second section of
this chapter, subjective information on other diseases is
likely to be very inaccurate and may well be biased.

ers.) This would entail asking additional questions for
each of the six kinds of outpatient providers, as well as
for the three kinds if inpatient providers. Again,

Q9-Q35. These questions assume that there are six
kinds of outpatient care providers-public
hospitals,
public health clinics, private hospitals or clinics, private
doctors, private nurses/paramedics/midwives,
and tra-

whether this is worth the potential increase in interview time depends on the interests of policymakers.
More detailed insurance questions are provided in Part
D of the standard and expanded versions of the health
module. One potential problem here is that a substan-

ditional health practitioners-and
three kinds of inpatient care providers-public
hospitals, public health
clinics, and private hospitals or clinics. This can vary

tial proportion of respondents may not know how
much the insurer pays if the costs are directly to the
provider by the insurer, as opposed to reimbursing

from country to country, so the number of both types
should be adjusted depending on the circumstances in

payments made by the individual.This can be checked
during the field test of the draft questionnaire.

Q3-Q8.

Diarrhea

is most serious for children

the country surveyed.

StandardHealthModule
Qll, Q14, Q17, Q20, Q23, Q26. These questions
exclude transportation costs (since transportation is

A1-A2. It is useful to know if the information

is being

not a direct form of medical care) but include purchases of medicines elsewhere. For some purposes survey designers may want to include transportation
costs. In other cases policymakers may want more disaggregated expenditure information, such as separate
questions on payments to the provider, payments for
medicine purchased elsewhere, and payments for
transportation. This would effectively add 12 more
questions, and thus lengthen the interview time. This
additional time may be worthwhile, depending on the
interests of policymakers. Alternatively, even more

provided by the person in question or if someone else
is providing the information because the person in
question is not available or is too young to answer for
himself or herself As discussed in Chapter 4, data collected directly from the person in question are likely
to be much more reliable than data provided on this
person's behalf by someone else.

detailed information could be gathered, along the lines
of Part E in the standard module.

socioeconomic characteristics
ments of their health status.

Q21-Q26. These questions assume that services from
private individuals other than doctors and traditional

A5. This question directs people to different questions
depending on their age. Questions A6-A10 on diar-

A4. This is a general measure of the health status of
each individual. It is measured as the change over the
past year to minimize bias caused by the influence of
on respondents'

assess-
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rhea are usually only relevant for children ages 6 and

module. Questions about expenditures

younger. Further comments on Questions A6-AI0 are
provided in the previous subsection; see the comments

ed in this version because price data are collected in
the price questionnaire for tobacco and alcohol; for

on Questions

most purposes analysts could multiply those prices by

3-8 in the short module.

Questions

are not includ-

Al I-A23 are only relevant for individuals ages 40 and
older, and Questions A24-A29 are only relevant for

the quantities provided here to obtain a reasonably
accurate measure of expenditures on alcohol and

individuals ages 15 and older.

tobacco. The price information

A11-A29.

These questions address the self-reported

activities of daily living. The particular self-reported
activities of daily living that should be collected, and

on tobacco and alco-

hol collected in the price questionnaire should be in
the same units used here for quantities consumed.
B15-B16. If bottles vary in size, it may be better to ask

how they should be interpreted, will vary across countries. The easiest activities of daily living are those in
Questions Al 1-A16 (dressing oneself, standing from a

this question in terms of ounces.

sitting position, using a toilet). As indicated in
Question A17, anyone who has difficulty doing any of
these activities need not answer the remaining ques-

status of all children younger than 7. As explained in
Chapter 3, this information could also be collected in
the anthropometry module or the fertility module. If

tions because he or she will not be able to do these
more strenuous activities.
B. This part contains questions on smoking, alcohol consumption, and exercise, as well as on knowledge

the standard version of the health module is used, it is
more convenient to collect this information here than
in the anthropometry module, since anthropometry
measurements are often done by individuals who are
not trained interviewers. If there is a fertility module

of the health consequences of sexual behavior.The particular behavior to be examined and the specific way in

in the survey, it is useful to collect immunization data
in the fertility module because such data will also be

which this behavior manifests itself will vary over countries; for example, in countries where travel by car or
motorcycle is common, survey designers may want to
ask questions about use of seatbelts and motorcycle helmets. Because of this, Part B may need to be substan-

collected for children who have died.

tially modified to reflect the circumstances that prevail
in certain countries. Ideally it would be useful to ask

does not appear on the card. If the card is unavailable
or incomplete, the mothers are asked to recall their

questions not only on knowledge of the consequences
of sexual behavior but also on respondents' sexual
behavior, particularly risky sexual activities. However, in
most countries the sensitive nature of these activities
makes it difficult to ask such questions. See the second
section of this chapter for further discussion.

children's entire vaccination history.

PART

B2-B13.

In addition

to the kinds of tobacco

PART

C. These questions ask about the immunization

C1-C2. Mothers are asked questions about their children's vaccination history based on their vaccination
cards and are asked to recall whether any information

C4, C6, C8. The way these immunizations are given
will vary by country. Survey designers should consult
knowledgeable officials in the ministry of health to
find out how immunizations are given, and change the
wording of these questions accordingly.

asked

about here, survey designers might choose to ask
about the use of pipe tobacco, if pipe smoking is common in the country surveyed.

PART

B7, B8, B13, B15, B16. In addition to asking about
quantities consumed, survey designers may want to ask
about expenditures. Such questions should be asked
immediately after the questions on quantities. This
may provide more accurate information on expendi-

Dl. Health insurance includes health care provided by
the government or an employer without charge or for
a reduced charge. Some respondents may not think of
this as insurance. In this case the wording of Question
Dl must clearly indicate that such health care is con-

tures than would be obtained

sidered to be insurance.
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D. This schedule asks about any insurance coverage that the members of the family may have, the
source of the coverage, and the benefits provided.
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D3.

In some countries

members

it is possible for household

to have more than one kind of insurance.

For example,insurancein the form of free health carc
provided to government workers may be deemed
inadequate,and in response some of them may also
visitprivate health care providersand purchaseprivate
health insurance.In this case Part L) must be expanded to allow for two kinds of insuranceper household
member, which in general will entail repeating
QuestionsD5-D17 for a second type of insurance.
PART E. This part

collectsbasic information on selftreatment and on inpatient and outpatient treatment
by type of facilityduring the previousfour weeks,as
well as on the total costs associatedwith each type of
treatment.These questions assume that there are six
kinds of outpatient care providers-public hospitals,
publichealth clinics,privatehospitalsor clinics,private
doctors,private nurses/paramedics/midwifes,
and traditional health practitioners-and three kinds of inpatient care providers-public hospitals,public health
clinics,and private hospitalsor clinics.This may vary
from country to country,so the number of both types
should be adjusteddependingon the circumstancesof

live in the household
more knowledgeable

or if an adult male is clearly
than any of the adult women, the

most knowledgeable adult male should be interviewed. This information can be used to measure
accessto health care and to estimatehealthcare prices.
The kinds of health facilitiesfrom which to collect this information will vary from country to country.For the health facilitiesthat are most common,the
nearesttwo or three (withinsome radiusof the center
of the community)should be covered.The questionnaire lists only three facility types-public hospital,
public clinic, and private hospital or clinic-but in
most casesmore should be included, such as private
pharmacies,itinerant drug peddlers,traditionalhealers,
and familyplanning centers.The specifictypes to list
should be discussedwith officialsfrom the ministryof
health.
F2-F3. The codes associatedwith the names of the

facilitiesshould be taken from a master list of health
facilitiesin the community.Thislist is drawn up by the
survey team supervisor,as explainedin the third section of this chapter.

a given country.

AdditionalQuestions
forthe Expanded
HealthModule

E5, Ell, E17, E23, E29, E35, E41, E47, E53. One easy

A30-A47. The wording of these questions, which per-

way to check whether a person is insured is to add
another column onto the fold-out sheet with the
names of all household members (see Chapters 3 and
6) that indicates whether the person is covered by
insurance.

tain to mental health,will haveto be adaptedto reflect
the prevailingculture in the country of the survey.In
some countries the prevailing culture may prevent
people from answeringthese questions accurately,in
which casethere is little use in askingthem.

E25, E26,E31, E32.These questionsassumethat services from private individuals and traditional health
practitioners are alwaysoutpatient services.If this is
not the case,these questions must specifythat information is only required for outpatient services along
the lines of QuestioinsEl and E2, which collect analogous information for visits to public hospitals.In
addition,questionswill have to be added that ask for
inpatient visits (hospitalizations)with these kinds of
health care providers.

PART E.

PART F. These

questionsask about providersthat are
known to the respondent.The respondent should be
the adult woman in the household who knows the
most about local health care providers.In most cases
this will be the wife of the head. If no adult women

This version of Part E is nearly twice as long
as the version in the standardmodule becauseit collects more detailed expenditure and utilization data,
This level of detail allows for a wide variety of
descriptiveanalyses,and can also be used to construct
prices in the health and health input demand equations.The schedulecollectsinformation on the particular provider used by the respondent,along with the
purpose of the respondent'svisitand measuresof time
costs,distance,types of servicereceived,and monetary
or in-kind paymentsmadefor the service.Thetypes of
provider will vary from country to country.
El-E57. This long set of questionscan accommodate

up to threevisitsin the previousfourweeks.If,say,more
than 1 percent of the samplehave had more than three
207
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visits, questions could be asked about up to four visits.
In either case there will inevitably be a few individuals

needed, until the arm is extended behind with the
palm down. If the person has to bend his or her arm

whose visits exceed the number that the questionnaire
can accommodate. For these respondents, extra blank

to do this, the "partial" response should be coded.

sheets or a blank questionnaire should be used to record
all the visits.The data entry program should be designed
to allow for a large number of visits.

PART

E58-E90. These questions cover inpatient stays (hospitalizations) in the previous 12 months, allowing up to
3 inpatient stays per individual. See the comment

Family Life Survey (which was supported by the Rand
Corporation). Some of the questions are culturally
specific, so pretesting will be needed. Some respon-

above regarding Questions E1-E57 for what to do
when individuals make more than three inpatient
stays.

dents may find the questions so simple that they are
annoyed or insulted, yet most such respondents should
be satisfied by an explanation of the purpose of the
questions.

G. Interviewers should ask all people 40 and
older to perform directly-observed activities of daily
living as one measure of their health status. For more
detail on the protocols used see Guralnik and others
(1989).

questions on cognitive functioning
should be administered only to people aged 40 and
older. They should be administered by the interviewer. They are based on tests used in the Bangladesh
H. These

PART

G3-G5. These questions measure difficulty in standing
from a sitting position. Individuals who can rise from
a chair without using their arms answer the first part
of Question G3 and proceed to G4, where they are
timed on their ability to do this five times.They then
proceed to G6. Individuals who are unable to rise
from a chair without using their arms are asked to try
doing so using their arms. If they can do so, they pro-

H8. For countries in which there is no prime minister
or the prime minister is not the best-known political
leader, replace "prime minister" with "president" or a
similar appropriate term.
"orange" and "cat" should be
appropriate, but in some countries another common
fruit and animal may need to be used. "House" should
be appropriate in virtually any country.
H9. In most countries

H14, H15. The term "dollars" should be
replaced with the name of the local currency. In
Question H-14, "dime" should be replaced with the
HIO, Hit,

analogous term.

ceed to Question G5, in which they are asked to do
this as many times as they can, up to five times. If they
cannot do so they proceed to G6.

appropriate

G9. In this activity participants are asked to pick up a
pencil from the floor and return to a standing position.
They may bend over or squat or do whatever they like
to pick up the pencil.

mon staple grain or tuber.

Glo. The respondent is asked to tap his or her foot 10
times for each foot. For those who can tap their foot
10 times, the time is recorded (and the number of taps
is recorded as 10). For those who cannot do this 10
times, the number of times they can do it is recorded,
and no time is recorded.
The respondent is asked to hold his or her arm
straight out in front and then slowly raise it up over his
or her head. He or she should continue the motion,
keeping the arm straight while rotating the shoulder as

In countries in which rice is not a common
staple, the word "rice" should be changed to a comH11-H13.

FacilityQuestionnaire
As explained in the third section of this chapter, Parts
A-F of the facility questionnaire collect information
on the structure of health care, while Parts CK collect information on the process of health care.The first
type of information is essential, but the second type is
more experimental and thus may be regarded as
optional. If resources are scarce, Parts G-K can be
dropped, but if finanicial constraints are less tight, it will
be useful to collect this information.

Gll.
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ed in the community

questionnaire.

See the discus-

PART

D. The types of equipment

sion of sampling issues in the second section of this
chapter.

modified to fit the country
being carried out.

A4. It is important for analysts to know when a facility first opened to understand how its appearance in
the community may have changed health outcomes,
As discussed in Chapter 23, methods of analysis that
use panel data often use this information.

PART E.

listed here must be

in which

the survey is

The text in lowercase consists of the statements and questions made by the interviewer to the
person being interviewed.The text in uppercase is not
to be read aloud. Instead, the interviewer needs to fill
in this information based on what he or she observes.

each individual who visits a clinic, regardless of what

As much as possible, the interviewer should not indicate to the person being interviewed what he or she is
observing.

treatment he or she receives. In most cases extra fees
are added for particular services. In countries in which

El, E2, E4, E20, E21. During the training of the inter-

registration fees do not exist, these two questions can
be dropped.

viewers, clear definitions need to be established
regarding what constitutes "clean" and what consti-

A13-A14. Registration

PART

fees are general fees charged to

B. The list of the types of services offered must

be modified to reflect the services in the country of
the survey. For example, in East Asian countries survey
designers may need to add acupuncture.
C. If the questionnaire is applied to a large
facility such as an urban hospital, it will not be practical to ask questions about each individual. In this
case a set of questions should be asked about how
many employees or different types of employees (for
example, doctors, nurses, or technicians) work there.
To get more detailed information on hours worked,
a random sample of perhaps four doctors, four nurses, and four technicians could be drawn up, and all of
the questions in Part C could be administered to
them.
PART

C2, C5. The types of medical pcrsonncl and the kinds
of degrees that they may have must be modified to fit
the circumstances of the country. Survey designers
should consult officials at the ministry of health when
drawing up these lists.
C11-C12. TFhese questions are intended to find out
the extent to which health workers in a public facility also provide services in some kind of private
practice. This is an important but sensitive issue, so
these questions need to be field tested and used with
care. It may not be necessary to ask these questions
for private facilities, but in some countries even
workers in private facilities may have separate private practices.

tutes "dirtv."This should be included in the interviewer manuals prepared for the team members who fill
out this form.
PART F. The list of medicines must be adjusted to fit
the ones commonly used in the country. Survey
designers should consult officials at the ministry of
health when drawing up this list.

GK. The scenarios used must be modified to
fit the particular characteristics of health and health
care in the country. This can be done only by an
expert in public health, preferably one with experience gathering this type of information.
PARTS

Appendix 8.1 Estimating the Effects of Policy
on Outcomes
Many of the policy questions discussed in this chapter
involve estimating the effect of a change in some
health policy, such as the price or quality of health
care, or taxes on health related goods, on policy outcomes such as utilization of (or expenditures on)
health care services, health-related behavior-or
on
health itself. Answering questions of the form "what is
the effect of a change in some variable on an outcome?" involves undertaking
a causal analysis.
Specifying data requirements for this type of analysis is
not simple. There are often a variety of options for
choosing the set of variables required for the analysis,
and evaluating the merits of each of these options
requires an understanding of the methodological issues
involved. This appendix is designed to provide detail
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that goes beyond the brief methodological discussion
in the second section of the chapter. Readers interested in collecting data for the purpose of undertaking a

causal analysis should also consult Chapter 26 on economic models and econometric
23 on panel data.
The approach

methods and Chapter

Figure A8. I The Health Production Function
Fxed individual/

Variable

Endowment

household(Y)

inputs(X)

(A)

and community
(Z)

characteristics
for estimating

the

effects of a

change in a policy on a health outcome involves multiple regression analysis in which the dependent variable is some measure of utilization of health care,
demand
for health-related
goods, health-related
behavior, or (change in) health status. An economic
model of the demand for health provides guidance for
determining which variables are to be included as
explanatory variables in the regression equation.
The foundation of this model is the health pro-

/
Health
(AH)

Fixed individual and household characteristics that
affect the productivity of health inputs, such as edu-

duction function, which describes the biomedical
process through which inputs (for example, medical
care, nutrition, and smoking) are transformed into
health.The health production function is illustrated in

cation, age, gender and family background. For
example, better-educated individuals may be better

Figure A8. 1; examples of inputs for adult, child, and
newborn health production functions are listed in
Table A8.1. The inputs into the health production
function are only those factors that directly affect
health, such as nutrition and medical care. Factors that
indirectly affect health by altering behavior, such as
medical care prices, are not inputs.
Following Grossman (1972), health can be thought

from medical services.
* Fixed community
characteristics that are exogenous to (beyond the control of households, such as
quality of available medical services and community programs concerning sanitation, water, and vector control.
The first three types of factors are variable health
inputs. The fourth type (individual and household

of as a form of human capital. An individual's health
stock at any point in time is determined by an initial
genetic endowment, subsequent behavioral choices (for
example, diet, medical care, smoking, and exercise), and
factors that are beyond the control of the household.

characteristics) and the fifth type (community characteristics) include fixed inputs and all other inputs into
the production function that the household cannot
control. The most important community variables are
government policies that dircctly influencc health

Over a given period of time the change in an
individual's health status is determined by the health
production function. The health production function
makes explicit the mechanism that transforms inputs

outcomes (and thus are inputs into the production
function) and policies that indirectly affect health outcomes by influencing other input decisions. For example, environmental efforts to reduce pollution have a

consumed during a period of time into changes in
health during that period of time. There are several
types of factors that directly influence health:
* Health input choices such as food (diet), medical
care, and physical activities.
* Individual behaviors that are not motivated by health

direct influence on health and belong in the health
production function. But these policies also have an
indirect influence on health because pollution affects
the risk of getting ill and consequently the utilization
of preventative care. Similarly, the quality of care affects
health outcomes both directly, by changing the mar-

considerations but nevertheless affect health, such as
smoking and engaging in risky sexual activity.
* Household behavior that affects health by affecting
the household
disease environment,
including
cooking, sanitation and waste disposal practices, and
water supply decisions.

ginal product of medical care, and indirectly, by inducing individuals to seek additional care.
The health production function does not include
all policies that affect health outcomes. A number of
policies have no direct impact on health outcomes but
have indirect effects through their influence on the
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able to follow a recommended medical treatment
and thus obtain greater improvements in health
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TableA8.1 InputsandOtherVariablesin Health ProductionFunctions
Adult

Input

Child

Newborn
foodduringpregnancy
Mother's

Voriableinputs

Nutrition

Food

Food

Physicalactivity

Amount and intensityof work

Amount and intensityof work

Healthcare inputs

checkups
Preventative

Mother'samount and intensityof

workduringpregnancy
checkups
Preventative

Immunization
Immunization
care
curative
Inpatient
care
curative
Inpatient
care,drugs
curative
care,drugs Outpatient
curative
Outpatient
Smoking
Smoking
behavior
health-related
Individual
Alcoholconsumption
Alcoholconsumption
Safesexpractices
Safesexpractices
practices
Sanitation
practices
Sanitation
behavior
health-related
Household
practices
Cooking
Cookingpractices
practices
Wastedisposal
practices
Wastedisposal
Watersupplydecisions
decisions
supply
Water
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Fixedinputsandchoroctenstics

Mother'sage
Age
Mother'seducation
Education
Gender
Gender
Familybackground
Familybackground
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................
Sanitation
Sanitation
Community-level
Water
Water
Vectorcontrol
Vectorcontrol
education
Public
education
Public
andhousehold-level
Individual-

Quality of care

Qualityof care

Prenatalcare

Delivery

of mother
Smoking
of mother
Alcoholconsumption
of mother
Safesexpractices
practices
Sanitation
practices
Cooking
practices
Wastedisposal
Watersupplydecisions
age
Mother's
education
Mother's
background
Family
Sanitation
Water
Vectorcontrol
education
Public
Qualityof care

summary
Authors'
Source:
choice of variable inputs. Most of these purely indirect
policies are financial variables that affect the cost of the
inputs. For example, the monetary price (including
insurance coverage benefits), travel costs, and opportunity cost of time affect how much preventative and
curative medical care an individual can obtain.
Another indirect policy is information about prices
and the availability of care. (Information about the
productivity of care may directly enter the production
function as it influences the efficiency of the input.)
Other policies typically have both direct and indirect
effects. The distinction between policies with direct
and indirect effects has important implications for the
methods used to measure the impact of policy measures on health outcomes.
The health production function can be expressed
in terms of an equation. The amount of health produced during a given time period is:
(A-1)

AH = H(X; Y, Z, p)

where AH is the change in health over the time period, X is the set of variable inputs chosen during that
characterperiod, Y is the set of individual/household
istics beyond the control of the household, Z is the set

of community

characteristics

that

directly

affect

health, and pt is the individual's health endowment at
the beginning of the period.
In the health production function, the dependent
variable, AH, is the change in health status over the
period. The health production function shows how
behavior during the period (X), exposure to community environment (Z), and factors beyond the control
of the household (Y) affect the flow of (that is, the
changes in) health. If the left-hand side were the stock
of health, H, all of the input decisions and exposure to
factors over the individual's lifetime
environment
would belong on the right-hand side. This has important implications for the measurement of health status
because most of the measures are really stocks of
health as opposed to flows.
In principle, it is possible to apply multiple regression analysis to data on health and on all of the inputs
and individual and community characteristics to estimate the effects of each of the inputs on health. That
is, it is possible to estimate the health production function. While estimates of the health production function can be useful in improving our understanding of
health production technology, direct estimation of the
production function is not the ideal way to evaluate
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the effectiveness of policies, for two reasons. First, to

FigureA8.2 The Health Input Demand Function

obtain reliable estimates of the effects of inputs on

outputs it is usually necessary to have data on all of the

Fixedindividual/

inputs, which is rarely possible in practice. Second, the
production function approach captures only direct

household(X)

constraint

andcommunity(Z)

(EPC,WI)

effects; it does not allow for estimates of the effects of

characteristics

indirect policies, such as policies that affect prices, on

\

and health

input

demand

equations.

(Y,Ti)

,'

health.
An alternative is to estimate reduced form health
demand

Preferences Endowment

Budget

-

Variable

(I)

-

A

inputs(X)

The

reduced form approach (illustrated in Figure A8.2) is
more useful for policy evaluation purposes because it
captures both the direct and indirect effects of policies
on outcomes.The reduced form approach models the
effect of all fixed factors on both input choices and
health outcomes.

Health

(A
Soarce:
Aurhors'summary

Consider first the household's choice of variable
inputs, which depend on the household's preferences
for health relative to other goods and leisure, the
household's budget constraint, other fixed inputs and
the endowment. 9 Preferences are related to observable
household characteristics, such as education, as well as

individual and household level characteristics, Z is the
set of community
characteristics, $1 is the health
endowment from the production function, and rl
reflects unmeasured preferences in favor of allocating
resources to health. Both direct and indirect policies

to unobservable characteristics. The budget constraint
is determined by the household's income (I) and all of

are included in the determinants of input demands.
It is from the input demand equations that we are

the prices that it faces, including the prices of goods
that directly affect the health production function (P),

able to determine the effects of policies such as public
health and education programs and prices (all of

the prices of nonhealth consumption goods (Pd), and
the market wage rate (W). Indirect policies and prices
affect input choices through the budget constraint. So
which variable health inputs to use, and how much of
each input to use, depends on all of the exogenous
variables potentially
observable
to researchershousehold characteristics, prices, wage rates, income,
and fixed household- and community-level inputsand two factors that cannot be directly observed by

which are community characteristics) on health care
utilization and health-related behavior. Because prices
are defined as the effective price paid by the consumer,
they incorporate taxes, subsidies, travel expenses, and
insurance copayments as well as the prices charged by
health facilities.The effects of travel and waiting times
can also be included in the effective price by allowing
time costs to enter the calculation of the price.
Alternatively, distance can be specified as a distinct
type of price variable. Estimates of the effects of policy changes on expenditures are obtained by comput-

researchers: the household's preferences (Ti) and the
individual's health endowment (j). The relationship
between these observable exogenous variables and the
demand for a variable health input is the health input
demand equation for that input.10
The health input demand equation is described
by the dashed arrows in Figure A8.2 and, in equation
form, is:

ing the effects of each change in policy on utilization
by type of service, and multiplying the level of utilization of each service by the price of each service.
Using a health demand function (Figure A8.3) it
is also possible to make a direct estimate of the effects

where P is the set of prices for the health inputs, P. is

of the observed exogenous variables, including both
direct and indirect policies, on health outcomes.
The health demand function is obtained by substituting the input demand functions in equation A-2
into the health production function:

the price of consumption goods not related to health,
W is the wage rate, I is income, Y is the set of fixed

(A-3)

(A-2)
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Xn = X(P, PC, W, I, Y, Z, , i)

AH = HD(P, Pc, WI, Y, Z, , i).
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FigureA8.3

The Health Demand Function

Fixedindividual/
household
(X)
and community
(Z)
characteristics

Budget
constraint
(PP,,IWI

Preferences Endowment
(Y',r)
(g)

ed in c,. The dynamic health production function is
recursive in health since the lagged stock of health is a
determinant. That is, all of the previous years' input
choices plus the lifetime of exposures to environmental risks and the individual's genetic health endowment are subsumed in Htj. Repeated substitution of
the health production function into equation A-4 for
\HIX Ht,, H t 3, and so on, until lagged health variables

Health

are no longer on the right-hand side, yields an equa-

(AH)

tion in which the change in health during this time
period is a function of lifetime input choiccs, individ-

Source:Authors'
summary

ual/household
and community
characteristics,
shocks, and the endowment of health:

Both direct and indirect policies are included in the
health demand function whereas only the direct policies were included in the health production function.
Estimates of the health demand equation are used to
estimate the effects of both the direct and indirect
policies on health status.
Under ideal circumstances, answers to most questions regarding the effect of policies on outcomes can
be obtained through multiple regression analysis, based
oni equations A-2 and A-3, with cross-section data.
However, there are several different estimation problems that complscate the empirical work. These
methodological problems can often be addressed using
techniques that require panel data (data from repeated

(A-5)

surveys that interview the same households) or other
additional variables (such as instrumental variables).
For further discussion see Chapters 23 and 26.
Dynamic Issues
In the static model presented

above, it was assumed
that the household's choices are made at one point in
time and that the stock of health in the previous period is exogenous and represented by Vt.An alternative
to this is a dynamic formulation of the health production function in which the change in health over a
period of time is determined in part by the health at
the beginning of that period. In other words, the efficacy of medical care depends in part on the severity of
sickness and general frailty. The dynamic health production function can be expressed as:

H(X

X0 ;

H - H,A=
Y0, Z.Z,,

,, ... ,

the

'o).

If the dynamic production function is appropriate,
the input demand and health demand equations should
also contain lagged health, as well as lagged household
wealth, A, 5 (vwhich reflects a potential source of
income).The input demand equations, then, are:
(A-6) Xn = X,(HT A,,, Pt PC" 1",
W,I It,

It, Ti,e,1)

and the health demand equation is:
(A-7)

H, - H, 1 =

HD(H, , A,,, P, PC,,

I,,Y,AZ,, [t,TI, EQ

This approach makes it possible to see how an individual's health status modifies the impact that other
determinants of health have on health status. More
importantly, by conditioning on lagged health status,
the reduced form health and input demand functions
depend only on contemporaneous resources and policies, as opposed to past resources and policies, because
the rest of the individual's health history is captured by
H,_l.
If it is not possible to condition on lagged health
status, the interpretation of the model is quite different and indeed there may be serious omitted variable
bias. To obtain a specification of equations A-6 and A7 that does not depend on lagged health, all of the
determinants

of lagged health must be substituted into

H, - HHI = H(H,l, X,; Yt, Z,, E).

equations A-6 and A-7. These include the whole his-

Unmeasurable random factors (shocks), varying
over time, that affect the change in health are reflect-

tory of resources and policies. Therefore, the model
should include not only current values of P, PC, W, L,
Y, and Z, but also the whole history of these variables.

(A-4)
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This discussion of dynamics highlights the problem of modeling stocks versus modeling flows. An
individual's stock of health is a function of a lifetime
of decisions and exposure to environmental factors.
Therefore, in the reduced form, health depends on the
influences of the entire history of the exogenous variables.The flow or change in health from one period to
the next depends on current influences and health status at the beginning of the period. Estimation of the
health and health input demand equations in this
framework poses the additional requirement that
lagged health and wealth data be collected.This is only
possible with true panel data.

dent fills in utilization data for each day) or conducting a special
survey for the subsample of respondents who report severe illness
or an illness that started before or ended after the recall period, The
issues that arise in developing such surveys are similar to those that
arise in other studies involving calendars, such as time use and food
consumption studies. Such questionnaires are beyond the scope of
this chapter.
6. There are other problems as well. If the number of services or
number of health care providers is large but the number of households in the community that are interviewed is small, one may not
get information for some kinds of services or for some providers
because none of the sampled households are familiar with them.
This is particularly the case if one uses information only from

householdsthat actuallyused a service.Another problemwith col-

Notes
The authors gratefullyacknowledgefinancialsupport from the US

lecting data only from householdsthat used a service is that the
health care facilitiescoveredare not necessarilya random sampleof
the population,which could leadto biasedestimatesof the charac-

National InstituteofAging and commentsfrom Girindre Beeharry,

teristicsof healthserviceprovidersand communityhealthprograms.

Ricardo Bitran, Eduard Bos, Mariam Claeson, Margaret Grosh,
Gerry Hendershot,Peter Heywood,PrabhjatJha, EdnaJones,John
Peabody,AlexanderPreker,and LauraShrestha.Researchassistance

the distancesto local facihties.One alternativeis to use globalpositioning systemdevices to pinpoint the latitude and longitude of

was providedby Debra Fogarty.

each householdand each health facility.

1. Primaryhealth care is the provisionof basic outpatientservices, such as services one xvouldfind in a simple health clinic.

8. A third relationship is a health production function.
However,this is more difficultto estimateand does not account for

Secondaryhealth care providesmore advancedoutpatient services
and also providesseveralkinds of inpatient services.This level of

indirect effectsof healthpolicies.Thus, for most purposes,such estimates are not recommended.For further discussionsee Appendix

health care would be offeredby large clinicsand regionalhospitals.
Tertiary health care pertains to the best hospitalsin the country,

8.1.
9. Formally,the household maximizesutility,which is a func-

which may provide specializedservicesand may serveas teaching
hospitals (hospitalsin which doctors are trained and medical
researchis conducted).
2. The price elasticityis the percentagechange in an outcome

tion of health, leisure,and consumptionof other goods subject to
the budget constraintand the health production function.
10. Technicallythis would be a conditionalhealthinput demand
equationif someof the inputsxverechosenby the household,which

variable(in this case,use of health careservices)that resultsfrom a
given percentagechange in the price of that variable.

may be the casefor householdincome.For the same reason,equation A-3 may be a conditionalhealth demand equation.

3. The specific data needed would be the total cost plus the
costs of each of the following:wages (and other staff benefits),
drugs, supplies,maintenance,utilities,and capitalcosts.The facility
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Employment
JulieAnderson
Schaffner

Most households in developing countries earn most of their incomes from the productive
employment of their members. Thus the employment module in a multitopic household survey
collects information that is crucial for diagnosing the causes of poverty and inequality-and for
guiding policymakers in their attempts to improve living standards.
The first section of this chapter providesan overview
of the key policy issuesthat can be addressedwith data
from the employmentmodule.The secondsection discussesthe specificdata needed to addressthese policy
issues.The third section introduces three prototype
designsof the employmentmodule-a short,standard,
and expanded version. (All of these versions are presented in Volume 3.) The fourth section is a list of
annotationsto the three draft modules.

*
*
*

*

*
Policy Concerns

What share of the working-age population has
gainful employment?
Which productivesectors of the economy employ
large fractionsof the work force?
What is the relationshipbetween employmentand
poverty,and what typesof work are most common
among the poor?
How do work activitiesdiffer across region, age,
sex, and ethnic or racialgroup?
How common is child labor and what is its relationship to poverty?

The employment module collects information that
describesfour main sets of labor market outcomes:
employmentand unemployment,earningsfrom wage
employment,on-the-job training, and conditions of
employment.This section highlightsthe policy issues
that can be illuminatedby the descriptionand analysis of these outcomes.
Employment
andUnemployment
Policymakersin developingcountries need accurate,
up-to-date information on who works, the type of
work they do, and the extent of unemployment,in
order to answerimportant policy questionssuch as:

* Which workers are employed in sectors of the
economy that are directly affectedby government
rules and regulationssuch as minimum wage laws?
* Who participatesin rural public works programs?
* Who works in the economlicsectors that are mlost
likely to be affectedby changesin the international economy?
* Who is looking for work, how long havethey been
unemployed, and what are they doing to find
employment?
Without a basic understanding of the nature of
employment and unemployment,policymakersin a
country will not be able to judge the importance of
specific policy concerns.This subsection shows how
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the employment module of multitopic surveys like the
LSMS surveys can be used to answer a variety of
important questions about the nature of employment
and unemployment.
PARTICIPATION.
Determining whether
each survey respondent of working age is employed,
unemployed, or "out of the labor force" (that is, neither employed nor seeking employment) makes it possible to estimate the size of the labor force and the size
of the unemployment problem. Finding out why indiLABOR

FORCE

viduals are out of the labor force-for
example,
because they are caring for children or attending
school or because they are handicapped-can
also be
useful for identifying and measuring which groups are
most likely to be drawn into the labor force as economic conditions change.When questions about labor
force participation are included in the employment
module of a household survey, analysts can link the
answers to these questions with data from the household roster and consumption modules to answer such
diagnostic questions as: Are poor households poor
because they have few able-bodied workers or because
their workers earn low incomes? Are the nonworkers
in poor households actively looking for work? If those
who are currently unemployed were to receive unemployment assistance, would this have a greater effect on
poor or nonpoor

households?

CHOICES.
At least as useful as measuring
whether individuals are employed or unemployed is
identifying which individuals and households are
involved in particular economic activities.Asking questions about the work people do and the employers for
whom they work is relatively easy (compared to measuring wages and income), and such data make it possible to answer a wide range of diagnostic questions pertaining to the size of specific employment sectors. Even
when the survey is administered only once, data on
sector choices make it possible to answer such questions as: How large are the groups likely to be hit hardest by a decline in agricultural prices? How large is the
group not covered by labor standards legislation and
how large is the group outside the scope of payroll taxation? Do individuals in public sector employment
have higher living standards than individuals with similar education in the private sector (which would raise
the possibility that public sector wages could be cut
without loss of employees)? How successful are rural

public works programs in targeting the poor? How
many people are likely to be directly affected by an
increase in the minimum wage, and would the beneficiaries be from the poorest households?
When the surveys are undertaken in more than
one year, they illuminate how economic activities are
changing over time, making it possible to answer additional questions such as: Do structural adjustment
policies appear to be successful in shifting employment
from import-competing
to export sectors without
greatly increasing unemployment? Did many households shift their economic activities into the informal
sector after the income tax rate was increased? Is
unionization
rising or declining? Answering such
questions can be an important first step in analyzing
the costs and benefits of policy changes.'
When data are available on a particular household's
economic activities at more than one point in time
(either because a survey was fielded more than once to
produce panel data or because it asked respondents to
answer retrospective questions), it is possible to answer
more "dynamic" questions about labor market flexibility. For example, when adjustment policies cause the distribution of workers across sectors to change, do workers from declining sectors move into growing sectors or
do they move out of employment while new entrants
to the labor market take up the new jobs in the growing sectors? When workers lose their public sector jobs,
what sorts of alternative employment do they find?

SECTOR
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OF WoRK. Finding out not only whether individuals work but also how many hours they work
helps quantify the intensity of participation in various
sectors, and sheds additional light on the nature of
poverty. It allows answers to such questions as: How
high is the rate of labor utilization in the economy?
For how many households engaged in agriculture
have nonagricultural activities come to occupy a large
share of their time? Are poor households poor because
they find few hours of work, or are the poor already
working long hours?

HouRs

JOB

SEARCH

METHODS

AND

THE

DURATION

OF

Asking the unemployed about the
ways in which they search for jobs (for example, by
reading newspapers, visiting potential employers, visiting public job service offices, or talking to friends)
UNEMPLOYMENT.

makes it possible to quantify the use of various search
methods and helps policymakers
determine
the
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potential for getting information
through

newspapers

to the unemployed

workers face.Wages provide a good description

both

or job services. Such data allow

of how attractive jobs are to workers and of how cost-

analysts to answer the question: Which sorts of job
referral programs, if any, reach the largest numbers of
people with information about new and better jobs?
Asking the unemployed how long they have been
unemployed allows researchers to assess the relative
importance of long-term and short-term unemployment.With a large enough set of data on the duration

ly labor is to employers. Information on earnings from
wage employment
and hours worked in wage
employment can be gathered in the employment
module of multitopic household surveys like the
LSMS surveys. When used to produce measures of

of unemployment, a researcher can answer questions
such as: How long is the typical period of unemploy-

* How high are average wages in various sectors of
the economy?

ment? What characteristics
ployed tend to have?

*

do the long-term

unem-

Some
workers may have jobs that give them too few hours
UNDEREMPLOYMENT

AND ON-THE-JOB

SEARCH.

wages, this information can be used to address many
pohcy issues, including:

How skewed is the distribution of wages?
* How are wage levels and the distribution of wages
changing as the economy opens to international
trade, or as the economy undergoes structural
adjustment?

of work, make poor use of their skills, or earn them
incomes that are lower than some subsistence level.
Household survey data can be used to measure at least
two sorts of"underemployment":
employment in jobs
that do not yield earnings above some predetermined
level and the search by employed workers for additional or alternative jobs. Data on underemployment
as defined by income are useful for answering the
same questions that are raised about poverty. Data on
underemployment
as defined by the search for additional or alternative work are much harder to interpret, but nonetheless are used in some countries as
broad indicators of labor market conditions. It can also
be useful to identify the job search methods used by
workers who are looking for additional or alternative
jobs. Such data might help answer questions such as:
What is the best way for the government to disseminate information that will prompt workers to move
out of declining sectors and into growing sectors?

agricultural and nonagricultural household enterprises, this information can also be used to address the
questions raised in Chapter 17 related to the level and
distribution of total income.
It is not possible to begin to answer such questions without data on earnings from wage employment. Such data are not, however, easy to collect. The
second section of this chapter will discuss in detail the
steps that can be taken to increase the accuracy with
which data on income from wage employment can be
collected.
Having data from a single survey makes it possible
to answer questions about the wage employment sector such as: How attractive to workers are the average
jobs in the wage employment sector of the economy?
How unequally distributed are wages in this sector? In
addition, combining these data with data from other

Earningsfrom Wage Employment
Income levels are a key determinant of a household's
living standards and poverty status. In developing
countries, income from work activities is by far the
most important source of income for most households. An important component of work activities in
most developing countries is wage employment, in
which people work outside their homes for firms, the
government, or other individuals, in exchange for
payments in cash or kind. Thus policymakers need to
know how much income workers earn from such
activities. It is especially useful to know the wage (or,
more precisely, the "average hourly earnings") that

modules makes it possible to analyze which workers
receive high and low wages. (This is discussed further
below, in the subsection
on "Analyzing
the
Determinants of Labor Market Outcomes.") When
wage data are available from a series of cross-sectional
surveys, this can show how the level and distribution
of wages is evolving over time. An especially interesting question in recent years has been: How have the
level and distribution of wages changed in the wake of
reforms to open the economy to international trade
and capital flows? When a panel of wage data are available, it becomes possible to address more detailed
questions such as: How frequently do high-wage earners experience dramatic reductions in their wages or

When combined with information from other
modules on nonlabor income and income earned in
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do low-wage earners experience

dramatic increases in

tors do on-the-job

training rates in the country stud-

jobs at higher wages or at lower wages?
Though many previous surveys (both LSMS and

ied differ most from on-the-job training rates in developed countries? When questions about training are
asked in a series of cross-sectional surveys, the evolution of training can be traced over time. This may be

others) have attempted to collect information on
activities in the
earnings from self-employment

especially useful in countries that are becoming
increasingly involved in the global economy or coun-

employment module, this is unlikely to produce adequate income data, for reasons discussed in Chapters
18 and 19 on agriculture and nonagricultural household enterprises.

tries in which the government has attempted to
encourage on-the-job training through subsidy or tax
rebate programs. When panel data on training are
available, it is possible to assess differences in the career
paths of workers who do and do not acquire training.

On-the-JobTraining
Many workers improve their skills and acquire new

Though a household-based multitopic survey like
the LSMS can shed light on these questions, it cannot

training. Skills
skills by participating in on-the-job
thus acquired mav be important for making workers
more productive and causing their wages and living

provide all the information needed for a thorough
evaluation of training. For example, only employers
could provide detailed answers to questions about the

standards to rise.Yet so far little information is available
on such training in developing countries. A variety of
data about on-the-job training may be collected in the

costs of on-the-job

employment module of multitopic household surveys,
allowing policymakers to address such questions as:
• How prevalent is on-the-job training, and in which
sectors do workers find the most opportunities for

Wages are not the only characteristic of work that is of
interest to policymakers. Policymakers are also concerned about other features of employment such as
sick leave, pensions, health insurance, and job security.
Governments would like to know the extent to which
such nonwage benefits exist and what policies the
governments can adopt to encourage these benefits.
Governments often attempt to legislate these benefits,
but in developing countries such laws are difficult to
enforce and, in some cases, may have unintended neg-

their wages? Do workers who lose jobs in sectors
forced into decline by economic reforms find new

such training?
* How does the prevalence

of on-the-job

training

change when the economy opens to international
trade or when the government attempts to subsidize training?
* Do low rates of on-the-job training suggest that the
economy faces obstacles to entry into modern
manufacturing and service activities (in which onthe-job traininag is important)?
ment

Even when collected in a single survey, employmodule data on training can shed light on

training.

Conditionsof Employment

ative consequences

on workers. Information collected
in the employment module of a multitopic household
survey allows policymakers to address such questions
as:
*

How well enforced are regulations regarding non-

whether workers have received or are currently
receiving some training, what kind of training they

wage benefits?
* When regulations

have received (for example, learning by doing, learning informally from others, on-site formal training,
off-site formal training, or apprenticeship), how long
the training lasted, in which occupations they have

benefit change, how does the prevalence of that and
other nonwage benefits change in response?
* How stable are jobs in various sectors of the economy, and how is job stability affected by job secu-

received training, how much they paid for their
apprenticeship, and what sorts of employers provide
training. With this information it becomes possible to
answer such questions as: How large is the stock of
human capital that was acquired through on-the-job
training? What sorts of training appear to be most
important? In which sectors and in which sorts ofjobs
is on-the-job
220

training most prevalent? In which sec-

regarding a particular

nonwage

rity legislation?
NONWAGE

BENEFITS

AND

WORKING

CONDITIONS.

Finding out about workers' nonwage benefits (such as
paid holidays, paid sick leave, and pensions), working
conditions, the costs of their commute to work, and
the location of their homes (whether at the work site
or elsewhere) can be useful for answering such ques-
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tions as: To what extent do employers comply with
laws requiring them to provide specific nonwage benefits? If nonwage job attributes are taken into account,
is there more or less inequality in worker well-being
than when only wages are taken into account?
When such data are available for two or more
time periods, they are also useful for answering questions such as: How are living standards, defined more
broadly than mere measures of wages or incomes,
changing over time? When regulations increasing specific nonwage benefits take effect, does the incidence
of these benefits increase, and do the wages or other
benefits of the recipients appear to decline in compensation for the increase in nonwage benefits?
JoB TENuRE AND TuRNovER.One

important feature of
employment,job stability,is difficult to observe directly, but analysts can draw inferences about it by asking
workers how long they have worked for their current
employer. Analyzing data on job tenure can produce
answers to such questions as: How long do jobs in various sectors of the economy typically last? H-ow does
job tenure in the country studied compare with job
tenure in other developed countries? (See Hall 1982
for a method involving a single cross-section dataset;
see Schaffner 1999 for methods involving single and
repeated cross-sections.) When data are available from
a series of cross-sectional surveys, it becomes possible
to answer the question: What has been the apparent
effect of changes in job security legislation on the typical length of a job?
In order to find out what the labor market is like
for workers, it is useful to know not only how quickly jobs end but also how they end. Clearly, the labor
market is very different if most workers that lose their
jobs are unemployed before finding other jobs than if
most workers quit their jobs in order to take up better jobs that have become available.
CONTRACTS.
In many countries the law specifies what kinds of employment contract an employer can offer; each allowed contract
must satisfy certain requirements regarding nonwage
benefits and job security. For example, workers hired
under contracts of "indefinite duration" may be entitled to a variety of nonwage benefits and to large severance payments if they are dismissed without legally
defined "just cause."Workers hired under contracts of
"fixed duration" may be entitled to no such benefits or

TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT

severance payments, but the legal use of such contracts
is often severely restricted to very short durations, to
limited shares of firms' work forces, and to specific sectors. In an attempt to assessthe role that such laws play
in labor markets, it is useful to ask: How many workers have explicit or written employment contracts, and
how many workers remain outside the scope of the
legislation?Which legal contract types predominate in
which sectors? Do workers with written contracts
have better mandated nonwage benefits than workers
without written contracts and to what degree? Do
patterns of job turnover differ between workers with
explicit, written contracts and workers without such
contracts?
Data on types of legal contracts can be collected
in the employment module of LSMS-type surveys,
allowing researchers to answer these questions. When
such data arc collected in two or morc years, it
becomes possible to answer such questions as: Did a
reduction in the severance payments required upon
dismissal from contracts of indefinite duration appear
to increase the use of such contracts?
Analyzingthe Determinantsof LaborMarketOutcomes
Descriptive information on the existing state of the
labor market, such as that discussed above, is useful
for policy analysis. Policymakers would, however,
like to know even more about how policies are likely to affect employment, sector choice, wages, training, and other labor market outcomes. This usually
requires estimating econometric
relationships
between labor market outcomes, on the one hand,
and a variety of individual, household, employer,job,
and community characteristics, on the other. If a
reasonably complete list of potential determinants is
included in the estimated relationship, the estimates
allow the policymaker to assess what would happen
to wages, sector choice, and other outcomes if the
government intervened to change one determinant
while all others remained the same (see discussion of
multiple regression in Chapter 26 on econometrics).
Such analyses help policymakers answer questions
such as:
* How big is the impact of expanded primary education, or of improved health care, on the incomes of
the poor?
* Could the wages of some public sector workers be
reduced (improving the government deficit) without losing these workers to private sector jobs?
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* Does minimum wage legislation appear to help an

the time when the individual was entering the labor

elite among workers, while driving down wages for

market allows study of the role of financial constraints

the rest?
* Should the government consider developing training loan programs or industry training consortia to

in determining workers' career paths. Financial constraints may play an important role in determining
career paths and lifetime earnings, because individuals

promote on-the-job training?
* By how much is the income

sometimes need to sacrifice earnings in the early years
of their careers to get on a career path that will bring

tax base likely to

shrink (as workers leave the sectors in which
income tax law is enforced) when the income tax
rate rises?
This subsection will discuss the usefulness for pol-

them higher earnings later in life. Families with little
disposable income or access to credit may not be able
to make such an investment in a good career.2 Having
these data on families' financial constraints helps poli-

icy analysis of including measures of a variety of determinants in relationships that study the determination
of labor market outcomes. Where an empirical litera-

cymakers answer the question: What evidence is there

ture has emerged, one or two key references will be
cited; in some areas the potential for useful empirical

wage growth and low lifetime earnings?

research remains untapped.

EMPLOYER,

Estimating the effects
on wages and other labor market outcomes of indi-

The main reason policymakers are interested in knowing how the characteristics of a worker's employer,
workplace, and job affect his or her wages is that labor

INDIVIDUAL

CHARACTERISTICS.

vidual characteristics such as schooling (of different
levels, types, and qualities), training, health, age, gender,
and ethnicity helps policymakers answer the questions:
How large are the returns (in the form of increased
earnings) to investments in schooling, training, health,
and nutrition? At which schooling level do investments have the highest returns? Which dimensions of
school quality are most important for improving students' earnings potential? Do differences between the
productive characteristics (such as number of years of
schooling) of men and women explain male-female
differences in average wages,
training, and participation in
there reason to worry about
tion against womeni? (Strauss

labor force participation,
high-wage sectors-or
is
labor market discriminaand Thomas 1995 review

much of the relevant literature.)

that financial constraints early in individuals' working
lives cause them to go into occupations with little

WORKPLACE,

AND JOB

CHARACTERISTICS.

markets in developing countries are often thought to
be severely "segmented." Such segmentation would
mean that even among workers with identical interests, abilities, and training, some get much higher
wages and better benefits than others. Segmentation
implies that labor is allocated inefficiently in the market (because too few workers are employed in the
high-wage, high marginal product sectors) and that
some earnings inequality is of an especially troubling
sort, in which luck and connections play a large part
in determining income. Determining whether labor
markets are segmented is important because, as discussed in Bulow and Summers (1986), the best policies for welfare when labor markets function well may
be very different from the policies that are best when

OF PARENTS'
HOUSEHOLD.
Estimating the effects on wages and other labor market
outcomes of the education and occupations of the
worker's parents makes it possible to answer such questions as: Does the worker have a better job and a higher level of education than his or her parents (Heckman

labor markets are segmented.
Segmentation can take many forms. Segmentation
can arise between public and private sector workers if
the public sector sets wages higher than necessary to
attract workers. Segmentation
among geographic
regions may arise if workers have difficulty acquiring
accurate information about wages in other regions, or
if moving between regions is costly. Segmentation

and Hotz 1986)? Are better-educated parents able to
provide their children with better "connections," thus
increasing their children's prospects of finding highpaying jobs (Lam and Schoeni 1993)?
Collecting information that describes the financial constraints that the family may have been facing at

between union and nonunion workers may arise if
labor unions are able to obtain higher wages for their
members through bargaining. If minimum wage legislation is imperfectly enforced, this may cause segmentation between workers at firms that comply and
workers at firms that do not. Finally, some (larger,

CHARACTERISTICS
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more modern)

employers may choose to pay higher

er in urban areas (even in low-wage employment)

than

wages than others, for example, to give their workers
an incentive to work hard (Bulow and Summers 1986)

in rural areas, as in Harris and Todaro's famous 1970
model, rural-urban migration will tend to be excessive

or to reduce the frequency with which their workers
quit and must be replaced (Stiglitz 1974).

and policies to promote agricultural employment
be called for.

Data in LSMS surveys can help identify the
nature, severity, and causes of segmentation. Estimating

TRAINING

the effects on wages of sector (public versus private),

policymakers not only as an outcome variable but also

region, coverage by collective bargaining agreements,
and coverage by minimum wage legislation-as
well
as employer size and sector-allow
one to begin

as a determinant
of wages and sector choice.
Estimating the effects of training on other labor market outcomes can show whether workers must accept

answering

such as: Which public sector
workers receive wages that are particularly out of line
with private sector wages? Would improving trans-

lower wages to obtain jobs that give them training. If
this is the case, financial constraints on workers from
poor households might prevent these workers from

portation and communication networks reduce segmentation among regional labor markets? To what

obtaining training and better careers, and experimentation with training loans might be justified.

extent do labor unions drive their members' wages up
relative to the wages of those nonunion workers who

TENURE

questions

have comparable skills? How large are wage differentials caused by incomplete enforcement of minimum
wage legislation? Do labor markets appear segmented
between large, modern firms and other employers, for
the more complex reasons discussed above? (See
Schaffner 1998.)
Some questions about labor market segmentation
are beyond the scope of multitopic household surveys
like the LSMS. For example, probing more deeply into
the causes of some sorts of labor market segmentation
would require detailed information from employers
about technology, supervision difficulties, training, and
searches for job candidates.
PREvious

LABOR

RESIDENCE.

If the probability of a worker obtaining a
urban job varies depending on his or her

high-wage

FORCE

STATUS AND LOCATION

OF

ON CURRENT

IN

JOB,

may

JOB. Training is of interest to

OCCUPATION,

AND

INDUSTRY.

Do

wages rise as workers' length of tenure on the current
job rises? If so, there is reason to think that employers
increase labor productivity by encouraging workers to
remain in the same job for a long time. Increasing
wages to keep workers may economize on training
costs or provide the workers with an incentive to work
hard. Unstable macroeconomic policies or other policies that make it difficult for workers and employers to
reach long-term employment agreements may hinder
such improvements in labor productivity.
Do wages rise with tenure in some industries,
regardless of whether workers are still with the
employer from whom they received training? If so, fear
of poaching may make employers in that industry
reluctant to provide training. However, encouraging
the development of training consortia within those
industries might overcome this disincentive to provide

status in the labor force or on where he or she lives,
this can have important policy implications. For example, if the probability of getting a high-wage job is
higher if one searches while unemployed than if one
searches while working in a low-wage job, some
workers may choose to be unemployed (and let their
labor go to waste) even when low-wage jobs are available. This makes labor market segmentation (which
underlies the existence of both high- and low-wage
jobs for identical workers) more costly to the economy than it otherwise would be, and suggests the difficulty of reducing unemployment without first tack-

training. Do wages start lower and rise more rapidly
with tenure in some occupations than in others? If so,
borrowing
constraints may prevent some workers
from entering into occupations with better career
potential for which they are qualified and motivated.

ling the causes of labor market segmentation. Similarly,
if the probability of obtaining a high-wage job is high-

infrastructure, prices that affect microenterprise profits, ease of transportation to major wage employing

CHARACTERISTICS.
Many policy effects
on wages and labor supply can be estimated by comparing outcomes across communities that have been
affected in differing degrees by the policies of interest
(see Chapter 13 on the community questionnaire).
Gathering data on community-based measures of
COMMUNITY
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regions, quality and cost of local schools, and availability and attractiveness of rural public works programs
allows researchers to address such questions as: How

labor would be rendered less productive as recipients
reduced their labor supply or shifted into less productive sectors in which their earnings were "off the

support programs
big an impact do microenterprise
have on the choice to become self employed? To what

books" (and thus could not be used to reduce the size
of their transfers)? Unfortunately, the estimation of

extent would the construction of better roads affect
commuting behavior? How would the incidence of
child labor be affected by improvements in the quality of schools? How do changes in rural public works
program eligibility and in program wages affect both
program participation and allocation of participating

labor supply responses to wage changes is complicated
and often yields results that do not inspire confidence
(Mroz 1987). For reasons discussed in the second section of this chapter, wage effects on labor supply and
sector choice are best estimated in repeated cross-section or panel data. Even with such data, however, wage

households' labor to other wage employment and to
household enterprise activities? (If these other activities drop off when participation
in the program
increases, the program's effect on household income is
diluted.) As discussed in Chapter 23, repeated crosssection or panel data on the same communities might
be preferred to single cross-section data for estimating
these effects when programs are endogenously placed
or migration is selective.

effects can be estimated only if one is willing to make
very restrictive assumptions about how people make
labor supply decisions.The necessity for such assumptions renders current methods especially unattractive
for the study of developing economies.

An increase in

Summary
Box 9.1 summarizes the most important policy issues
pertaining to labor markets in developing countries.
The table indicates which issues can be addressed with
just one set of data, which issues can be addressed with

the income tax causes the effective wage (the amount
by which the worker's income increases when he or
she works an additional hour) to fall, at least in sectors
in which the income tax law is enforced. By reducing

a series of data sets from several cross-sectional surveys,
which issues need panel or retrospective data, and
which issues are difficult to study effectively with data
from LSMS-type surveys.

INCOME TAX AND TRANSFER

PoLICIEs.

the effective wage in such sectors, an increase in the
income tax may reduce work hours, cause workers to
move to jobs in sectors in which the income tax law
is not enforced, or reduce overall participation in the
labor force. Such a tax increase has the same effect on

Data Needs
This section discusses the implications of the research
objectives listed in the first three sections of Box 9.1

labor supply as a decrease in the actual wages that
causes the effective wage to change by the same

for the design of multitopic household

amount. Similarly, many income transfer programs that
aim to alleviate poverty have the same effects on labor
supply and sector choice as do comparable changes in
effective wages and household nonlabor income (see

SurveyDesign Issues
Before discussing how to collect data to answer the specific policy issues that were raised in the first section,
some general survey design choices must be discussed.

Chapter 11 for definitions of nonlabor income).'
Good estimates of the effects of wages and nonlabor income on labor supply and sector choice would
allow policymakers to answer such questions as:When

These involve choice of reference periods, handling of
multiple activities, data collection over time, and linking
of the questions in the employment module to the
questions in the household enterprise module.

the income tax is increased, by how much does the tax
base shrink and what happens to total tax revenue?

REFERENCE

When the income tax is increased, how much labor
becomes less productive as workers leave the labor
force or move to less productive sectors of the economy where the income tax law is not enforced? If a
means-tested income transfer program were introduced as part of a new "social safety net," how much

culture in most developing countries, it is common for
the economic activities of individuals and households
to vary during a given year. As a result, the answers that
respondents give to questions about whether or not
they worked, the sectors in which they worked, and
their average hourly earnings will depend upon which
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Box9.1 LaborMarketPolicyIssuesandData from MultitopicHousehold
Surveys
Issuesthat con be addressedwith a singleroundof survey
data
I. Measuringlabor force participation,employment,and
unemployment,
and reasonsfor beingout of the labor
force.
2. Measuringparticipationin varioussectorsof the economy andtypes of economicactivity.
3 Identifyingthe labor marketstatusof the poor andthe
sectorsin whichthey are employed.
4. Measuringhoursof work, both in total andby sector
5. Measuringthe duration of periods of unemployment
andwhat searchmethodsareusedby the unemployed.
6. Measuringunderemploymentand on-the-job search
methods.
7. Measuringthe meanand distributionof averagehourly
earningsamongthe employed.
8. Estimating
the meanand distributionof averagehourly
earningsamongthe self-employed
(usingdatafrom the
householdenterpriseandthe agriculturemodulerather
than the employmentmodule).
9. Measuringthe mean and distribution of total annual
earningsfrom wageemployment.
10 Measuringthe mean and distribution of total annual
earningsfrom self employment(againusingdata from
the household enterprise and agriculture modules
ratherthan the employmentmodue).
I1. Measuringcurrent and past participation in formal
training.
..,
12. Measuringcurrent and past participation n informal
training.
13. Identifyingwhichemployersprovideandwhichworkers
receiveformaland informaltraining;describing
workers'
occupationalexperience,
14. Measuringthe incidenceof various nonwagebenefits
anddescribingworkingconditions.
15. Measuringthe distributionof jobs by the length of the
job andstudyingthe natureof job turnover
16. Measuring
the incidenceof varioustypesof employment
contracts.
17. Analyzingthe effectsof schooling,health,and nutrition
on wagesandother labormarket outcomes.
18. Analyzingthe effectsof trainingandwork experienceon
wagesandother labormarket outcomes.
to
19. Analyzingthe relationshipof contractualrelationships
wagesandother labormarketoutcomes.
20. Analyzingthe likely mportanceof labor marketdiscrimination by estimatingwage differentialsby race or gender after controllingfor such complicatingfactors as
skillsandworkingconditions.
labor market
21. Analyzingthe degreeof intergenerational
and earningsmobility.

22. Analyzingthe effectsof early-lifefinancialconstraintson
careerpaths.
23. Assessing
the likely importanceof labor market segmentationacrossregions,sectors,and employertypes
by estimatingwage differentialsby region,sector,and
employertype aftercontrollingfor suchfactorsasskills
andworkingconditions.
24. Assessing
the likely importanceof differencesamong
communitiesin infrastructureprices and location on
labormarketoutcomes.
Issuesthat can be addressedusingrepeatedcross-sectional,
panel.or retrospective
surveydata
25. Describingchangesover time, possiblyassociated
with
policychanges,
in laborforceparticipationin varioussectors of the economy and participation in training
(repeatedcross-sectional,
panel,or retrospectivedata).
26. Describingchangesover time, possiblyassociatedwith
policy changes,
in the level and distributionof average
hourly earningsin wage employment(repeatedcrosssectionalor paneldata).
27. Describingchangesover time, possiblyassociatedwith
policy changes,in the incidenceof nonwagebenefits
(repeatedcross-sectional,
panel,or retrospectivedata).
28. Describingchangesover time, possiblyassociatedwith
policychanges,
in the incidenceof variousemployment
contracttypes (repeatedcross-sectional,
panel,or retrospectivedata).
29. Measuringhow expectedwagesaffectlabor force participationandsectoralchoicein simplemodels(repeated cross-sectional
or paneldata).
30. Assessingthe degree of occupationaland sectoral
mobility in the labor market (panel or retrospective
data).
31. Measuringthe relativesuccessof various job search
methodsin obtaininghigh-wagejobs (panelor retrospectivedata).
incomemobility (paneldata).
32. Assessing
33. Identifyingwinners and losers associatedwith policy
changes(paneldata).
34. Assessinghow career paths differ between workers
who acquiretraining and workers who do not. Also,
how career pathsdiffer betweenworkers who obtain
"good"jobs earlyin life andworkerswho do not (panel
or retrospectivedata).
the effectsof riskand shockson labormarket
35. Assessing
choices(paneldata).
36. Assessing
the relativesuccessof workers'searchesfor
high-wagejobs by their labor force statusand by the
locationof their residencein orderto shedlight on the
(Boxcontinues
on nextpage.)
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Box9.1 LaborMarketPolicyIssuesandData from MultitopicHousehold
Surveys(continued)
causes of open unemployment and on whether ruralurban migration is excessive (retrospective data or a
panel that followsmigrants).
Issuesthat are difficultto addresswith multitopichouseholdsurvey data
37. Measuringthe costs of on-the-job training(for which an
employer survey is needed, possiblyIn corjunctionwith a
household survey,so that workers' wages can be examined in lightof both worker and employercharacteristics),
38. Quantifying nonwage benefits (which would require a
more focused survey).

39. Examining in detail how wage levels are related to
employers'technological conditions (which again would
require an employer survey,possiblyin conjunction with
a household survey).
40. Measur ng the effects of temporary and permanent
wage changes on labor force participation, hours,
and sector choice in dynamic models that acknowledge the potential effect of today's choices on tomorrow's opportunities (which would require panel
data of sufficient length, and methodological development, as discussed n the second section of this
chapter).

Source:
Author's summary.

reference period is given in the question. In other
words, their answers will depend upon whether the
questions refer to the previous week, the previous
month, or the previous year. Thus choosing the most
appropriate reference period is of great importance.
The survey designers must first decide which refer-

First, most labor force surveys around the world use a
7-day reference period to collect data on labor force
participation, employment, and unemployment. Thus,
if analysts want to compare labor market performance
in the country of the survey to performance in other
countries, it is essential for the survey to use a 7-day

ence periods will yield data of the most use to analysts.
Having made this decision, they may elect to use different reference periods in some particular questions-which
is acceptable provided that the module
also contains questions that elicit data required for
converting measures into the reference periods of
most use to analysts.
For many analytical purposes, the reference period of greatest interest is one full year (either the previous 12 months or the previous calendar year). For
example, when attempting to identify households who
depend on agriculture for a large fraction of their living, it is important to avoid asking respondents questions about their sector of employment that refer to
the previous day or to the previous 7 days; if the interview occurs during the agricultural slack season,
respondents might report no involvement in agriculture, even though they may devote a large portion of
their time to agriculture each year. Similarly, if households know that their earnings fluctuate over the year
and if they are able to save enough during their highincome seasons to cover their consumption during
their low-income seasons, annual earnings data would
be a much better indicator of their living standards
than data on their earnings during the previous 7 days.
Nevertheless, analysts may sometimes prefer to
use the 7-day reference period for at least two reasons.

reference period. Second, questions that use shorter
reference periods tend to elicit more accurate responses than questions that use longer reference periods,
both because they do not stretch respondents' memories and because it is easier to design brief sequences
of questions when a shorter recall period is used. The
7-day reference period is usually the most appropriate
short reference period to use, because it captures the
effects of weekly days off on hours and earnings.
This chapter recommends that survey designers
aim to use both the 7-day and the 12-month reference
period, as has been common in past LSMS-type surveys. However, unlike in many earlier LSMS-type surveys, it is recommended that the questions that use the
12-month reference period should be less ambitious
than those that use the 7-day reference period, because
it is harder for respondents to recall details of their
work experience from up to 12 months before than to
recall equivalent details from the previous week.
The costs of using a 7-day reference period can be
minimized if random samples of households are interviewed in each month or season of the year, as has
been done in many past LSMS-type surveys. It is
strongly recommended that survey organizers maintain this feature, and the rest of this discussion assumes
that this will be the case. When this intrayear sample
design is used, the answers to the questions using the
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7-day reference period can be used to answer some
questions about annual earnings. For example, the

ural to them, interview time will be reduced and data
yielded will be more accurate. In order to turn these

sample average of 7-day reference period earnings for
a group with a particular level of education is an esti-

responses on earnings into average hourly, weekly, and
annual earnings figures that are comparable across

mate of the average (across weeks of the year as well as

individuals, it is necessary to include additional ques-

across individuals) of earnings for this educational
group in the population as a whole. Therefore, multi-

tions in the module.To construct average hourly earnings figures, reported earnings in cash, food, and other

plying the result by 52 provides an estimate of average

forms of remuneration

annual earnings in that educational group. Repeating
this exercise for groups of people with other levels of

ber of hours worked during the reference period that
the respondent chose. Adding together these average

educational attainment will show whether and how
annual earnings differ across workers with different

hourly earnings in cash, food, and other forms of
remuneration will produce a measure of the respon-

levels of education.

dent's total average hourly earnings for a particular job.

Although interviewing random samples of households in each month of a year reduces the costs of

This figure must then be multiplied by the number of
hours worked during the previous 7-day or 12-month

should be divided by the num-

using the 7-day reference period, it does not eliminate

period to produce measures of earnings that are com-

these costs. Questions that use a 7-day reference period do not yield good estimates of the share of house-

parable across individuals or households.
There are two ways to estimate the number of

holds that ever participated in a particular activity during a specific year, even when they are administered to
households over the course of 12 months. Nor do
these questions yield sufficient data to make possible a
complete analysis of wage or income distribution or of

hours worked during the reference period chosen by
the respondent. First, the interviewer can ask respondents directly how many hours they worked during
the time period for which they reported their earnings. Second, the interviewer can ask respondents a set

poverty (measured using income rather than consumption data). Although the data that these questions
yield make it possible to study how average annual
earnings vary across groups with different observable

of questions about their average daily hours, average
weekly hours, and weeks worked per year, which will
allow analysts to construct rough estimates of the
hours worked by respondents in almost any reference

characteristics (like schooling levels and locations), it is
not possible to use 7-day reference period earnings
data to study inequality in annual earnings within

period.The first approach is likely to yield more accurate estimates of average hourly earnings but would be
difficult to use to calculate every component of earn-

groups. The problem is that when annual earnings are
studied by examining 7-day reference period earnings
of similar (but not identical) households in different

ings on an hourly basis. Because respondents are
allowed to choose a different reference period for each
component of their earnings, it would be necessary to

months of the year, it is impossible for analysts to tell
if the individuals and households that have high
incomes in one month also have high incomes in
other months. Therefore, it is recommended that the
module collect data using 12-month as well as 7-day
reference periods.
Even though the objective of thc draft employment modules introduced in the third section of this
chapter (and presented in Volume 3) is to measure
labor market outcomes using 7-day and 12-month ref-

follow each question about one component of the
respondent's earnings with a question about the number of hours he or she worked during the reference
period that the respondent chose for that component.
The second approach is less accurate, but asking one
short set of questions about hours makes it possible to
convcrt all of the respondent's earnings components
into an hourly figure.
It is suggested that, for the purpose of converting
reported cash wages into an hourly figure, the inter-

erence periods, respondents are allowed to report their
cash and in-kind earnings in whatever reference period they like (from one hour to one year). This is
because earnings are especially difficult for respon-

viewer should ask respondents directly about the
number of hours that they worked during their chosen reference period. To convert the in-kind components of respondents' wages into an hourly figure,

dents to report accurately, and it is hoped that by
allowing respondents to respond in the way most nat-

however, the interviewer should ask them a short set
of questions about the number of hours worked per
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day, hours worked per week, and weeks worked per
year, from which analysts can construct rough esti-

hourly earnings from a particular employer. However,
because it may also be important to measure respon-

mates of the number of hours worked in any reference
period. This requires adding only one more question
(on hours worked in the reference period chosen for

dents' total earnings from all employers, the draft module also asks respondents about the total number of
hours they spent working in the occupation (for any

reporting cash earnings) than has been included in
most previous LSMS surveys, and it is likely to increase

employer). CoUlecting this information makes it possible to estimate respondents' total earnings from all their

the accuracy of estimates of average hourly earnings
substantially, because cash earnings are the most
important
component
of earnings in most wage
employment.

employers in that occupation by multiplying their total
number of hours by their average hourly earnings from
the main employer.
Second, survey designers must allow respondents
to give information about more than one occupation.
They must decide the number of occupations in each
rcfercnce period on which they will collect various

MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES. In most developing

countries it
is common for households to be involvcd on an ongoing basis with more than one economic activity. Not
only might different household members work in different activities, and some or all household members
work in different activities in different seasons of the
year, but many individuals are involved in more than
one economic activity in any given week. Thus,

amounts of information, and define a rule for choosing which activities should be described in detail
when individuals are involved in more activities than
are allowed in the detailed questions. Most previous
LSMS surveys have allowed respondents to choose
what they consider their "main work" and their "sec-

whether the 7-day or 12-month reference period is
used, survey designers need to be aware that these

ondary work."Then the respondents have been asked
a complete set of questions about their main work, a

individuals are involved in multiple activities. This has
two implications for survey design.
First, because workers may perform a certain type
of work for more than one emplover (or for an
employer and in a household enterprise), survey
designers must be careful to distinguish between questions about occupations (in other words, work of a certain type performed for any employer or enterprise)
and jobs (in other words, work of a certain type performed for a particular employer or enterprise). For
example, if the questionnaire asks respondcnts about

shorter set of questions about their secondary work,
and only a single summary earnings question about
any other work. The surveys have typically asked
respondents about the existence of any secondary
work only after asking them a long list of questions

the number of hours that they spend working in their
main occupations (possibly for more than one employer) but asks them about their earnings only from their
main employer, this may result in average hourly earnings being greatly understated for individuals who perform their main work for several employers.The wording in previous LSMS surveys has not been very clear
in distinguishing between jobs and occupations. The
draft modules introduced in the third section of this
chapter attempt to be more careful about making this

7 days and 12 months.Then the interviewer picks the
two most "important" activities in each referenice period based on the number of hours that the respondent
worked in those occupations. More detailed questions
are asked about the work that the respondent has done
for the main employer in each of these two activities.
It is hoped that this approach will reduce any inaccuracies that might be introduced by respondents' reluctance to report secondary and tertiary activities and
will increase comparability across respondents by mak-

distinction. Because it is important (for the analytical
purposes discussed above) to associate average hourly
earnings with particular types of employers, the module specifies earnings and hours from the "main
employer" in a particular occupation, which should
make it possible to measure respondents' average

ing the definition
more concrete. 4
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about their main work, which may have made respondents reluctant to report another job on which they
might have had to answer a battery of questions.
In contrast, the draft module begins by asking
respondents to describe briefly all of the occupations
in which they have becn engaged during the previous

COLLECTING

of "main"

REPEATED

and "secondary"

CROSS-SECTIONAL,

jobs

PANEL, AND

Collecting data on employment variations over time is of great value to analysts
RETROSPECTIVE

DATA.
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and ultimately to policymakers. Collecting these data
can be done in three ways. An original survey can be
repeated using the same sample (panel data) or a new
sample representative of the population at that later
date (repeated cross-sectional data). Or a survey fielded only once can include questions about respondents'
economic activities at some time in the past (for
example, 5 years ago) as well as in the past 7 days or 12
months (retrospective).
To address issues 25-28 in Box 9.1, which pertain
to broad changes over time in various labor market
outcomes, it is necessary to have data from more than
one time period using any of these methods.When a
"before" survey has been conducted, the best way to
examine these issues is to conduct repeated cross-sectional surveys. Retrospective data are likely to be less
accurate than data gathered from an original cross-sectional sample,because respondents may have difficulty
remembering detailed labor market outcomes over
periods of one or more years. Panel data may provide
a poorer picture (than would repeated cross-sectional
data) of how labor market outcomes are changing over
time in the population, because after the first sample,
panel data are unlikely to be representative of the population as a result of sample attrition (although
Chapter 23 discusses how this problem can be mitigated). When no baseline cross-sectional survey was
fielded at the beginning of the period in question, retrospective data are the only option.
While the need for data from various time periods
is clear in the case of issues 25-28, it requires some
explanation in the case of issue 29, which pertains to the
effect of wages on labor force participation, hours, and
sector choice. Estimating such effects is unfortunately
quite complicated. A key problem is that the analyst
would like to estimate the effect on labor force
participation-and participation in various sectors of the
economy-of potential wages in each sector of the
economy in which the worker might choose to participate. For example, the analyst would like to estimate the
effect on participation in the private sector of the wages
the worker could expect to receive in both private and
public sectors.That would require measuring potential
public sector wages even for individuals who chose to
work in the private sector or not at all.Because it is nearly impossible to collect such information, researchers
must attempt to estimate the wages workers could hope
to obtain in various sectors, and then include these estimated or predicted wages as explanatory variables.

Estimating the effects of predicted wages on labor
supply and sector choice is possible only when the
predicted wage variable used on the right-hand side of
the labor supply and sector choice equations is a function of some observed variables that affect labor supply and sector choice only through their effect on
wages. That is, the dataset must contain some variables
that affect wages but do not affect labor supply by
changing workers"'preferences" toward staying home
to perform household tasks or toward avoiding certain
kinds of working conditions.5 Unfortunately, most
individual, household, and community characteristics
that influence wages might also influence preferences.
If workers' preferences do not change much from year
to year, year indicators (in repeated cross-section or
pancl data) might fulfill the requirement of being
important determinants of wages that do not affect
labor supply and sector choice in any other way.Thus
repeated cross-section or panel data might be useful
for estimating wage effects, but only if a sufficient
number of years of data, and thus a sufficient amount
of independent wage variation, is available.6
To address issues 30-36 in Box 9.1 it is necessary
to follow the same individuals over time either by
building a panel of data on the same respondents or by
collecting retrospective data. Collecting retrospective
data has several advantages over colleting panel data for
studying these questions. First, retrospective data are
based on samples that are not subject to attrition-a
factor that often renders panel datasets unrepresentative of the population. Second, retrospective datasets
tend to contain fewer spurious changes over time
(induced by measurement errors) than panel data.7
Finally,it is possible to use retrospective data to study
changes over periods for which no "before" data are
available.As mentioned above, the major disadvantage
of retrospective data is that is that they tend to be full
of recall errors, although these are probably less severe
in qualitative measures (such as answers on the sector
of activity) than in quantitative measures (such as
answers on earnings). Thus the draft module contains
retrospective questions about qualitative outcomes
(pertaining to the nature of activities) but not quantitative outcomes (such as hours and earnings). Panel
data must be collected to study the changes in hours
and earnings experienced by individuals over time.8
Survey designers should decide the best time
interval to span with panel or retrospective data
according to the main measurement objective of the
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survey. For describing the short-term

effects of a struc-

To make

explicit

links

between

employment

tural adjustment program, an interval of one year may
be appropriate. For studying long-term development

module data on labor supply and household enterprise
activities, questions can be included in the employ-

concerns over periods during which there have been
no significant changes in government policy or in the

ment module that ask respondents who have characterized themselves as self-employed to identify in

country's economic circumstances, five-year intervals
may be preferable.The draft module contains five-year

which household enterprise (reported in the brief
household enterprise roster module) this work was

retrospective questions, which can easily be modified

performed.This

to cover a shorter period.

employment activities that should be included in the
household enterprise roster, and thus serve as a check
on the accuracy of the household enterprise roster, as

LINKS TO THE HOUSEHOLD

ENTERPRISE

MODULE.

In

is likely to reveal some additional self-

most past LSMS surveys, analysts could study the profits of nonagricultural household enterprises only after
linking data from the household enterprise module

well as a means of linking the modules. (This places an

with data from the employment module for the same

checking will become easier as questionnaires

households, because data on hours worked in house-

computerized.)

hold enterprise activities were collected only in the
employment module. However, making this link was
extremely difficult (see Chapter 18). The draft modules
introduced by the third section of this chapter (and presented in Volume 3) include questions that facihtate
making that link, but these difficulties can also be
reduced by including questions about work in household enterprise activities in both the employment and

Designing Questions about SpecificLabor Market
Outcomes
This subsection addresses how to design questions that
elicit complete and accurate information about the
four main sets of labor market outcomes that were discussed in the first section: employment and unemployment, earnings from employment,
on-the-job

extra burden on the interviewer, who must do some
cross-checking
during the interview; the crossbecome

household enterprises modules. Questions on the supply of labor should be asked in both modules, because
the labor supply measures needed for employment

training, and conditions of employment.

analysis and for analysis of household enterprises are
quite different. For comparability with labor force sur-

International Labor Organization guidelines, individuals are employed if they worked for at least one hour

veys from around the world, and for other reasons, labor
supply measures for employment analysis must refer to
7-day (and 12-month) reference periods, and should be
asked of the individual who performed the work. For
reasons discussed in Chapter 18, labor supply questions
used for analysis of household enterprises should refer
to 2-week (and 12-month) reference periods, and
should be asked of the manager of the enterprise.
Therefore, the employment module must be preceded by a brief section that identifies all of the household enterprises in the household. To ensure that the
survey collects earnings data for all jobs, the questions
used in that introductory section must be phrased so
as to prompt the respondent to include any activities
for which earnings data are not collected in the
employment module. For example, they should be
phrased so as to include the activities of itinerant carpenters, whose earnings are better measured in the
household enterprise module but who may not think
of themselves as operating an "enterprise."

during the previous 7 days, either for a wage, in a
household enterprise, or as an unpaid apprentice or
trainee. Individuals also count as employed if they did
not work during the previous 7 days but had a permanent job from which they were temporarily absent.
Individuals are unemployed if they were not employed
and were looking for work during the previous 7 days.
They are participating in the labor force if they were
either employed or unemployed during the previous 7
days.
Measuring employment is especially difficult in
developing countries, where many income-generating
activities are performed outside of markets and may
not be thought of by respondents as "work" or
"employment."
(For a detailed
discussion see
Hussmanns and others 1990.) In an effort to elicit
accurate data on labor force participation, the proposed employment modules include a sequence of
questions that ask about three kinds of work (own
farm, nonfarm
household
enterprise,
and wage
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employment)

as well as about job searches and tempo-

asked specific questions about any in-kind payments

rary absences from permanent jobs.The questions also
provide examples with the aim of helping respondents

that they may have received in various forms.The draft
employment modules are designed to collect a full set

understand

the range of activities to which the interviewer is referring. In an effort to assess the extent of
underemployment and on-the-job searches, the proto-

of data on respondents' jobs in the 7-day reference
period but only summary data about cash wages and
in-kind payments from respondents' jobs in the 12-

type module contains

(as optional extensions) questions on whether respondents with jobs were looking
for additional or replacement work during the previ-

month reference period. Less detail is justified when
studying earnings in the 12-month reference period,
both because the 12-month reference period data have

ous 7 days. The wide range of sector distinctions of
analytical interest are discussed above. For detailed

seldom been used in detailed wage studies and because
experience shows that respondents find it difficult to

notes on specific questions see the fourth section of
this chapter.
Care must also be taken in measuring hours of
work. With the aim of allowing researchers to construct measures of hours for any reference period a
respondent might use for earnings reports, previous
living standards surveys have asked respondents about

remember detailed earnings information that far in the
past. Including more detail in the 12-month reference
period section of the employment module also contributes to respondent fatigue, increasing the probability of inaccurate or missing information later in the
interview. 10 Concern about respondent fatigue may

days worked in the last week, hours worked per day in
the past week, weeks worked in the past year, and usual
hours worked per week during weeks worked in the
past year. U.S. validation studies (which compare
workers' reports about hours and earnings in household surveys with employer records) suggest that one
should try to avoid the use of questions about "usual"
or "average" hours, because (even in the less seasonal
U.S. environment) responses to such questions contain
a great deal of error as measures of the average hours
researchers hope to measure (Rodgers, Brown, and
Duncan 1993). In light of this, the draft employment
modules replace the question on average hours
worked per day in the past 7 days with a question on
total hours worked in the past 7 days. Researchers can
calculate average daily hours themselves if they wish.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to avoid the use of "usual"
weekly hours questions when attempting to measure
12-month labor supply, without expanding the number of questions greatly.Thus the prototype retains the
usual weekly hours question. 9
To accurately measure
earnings it is essential to phrase questions carefully (for
example, referring exphcitly to the last pay period
rather than to "usual earnings") and to include the full
range of questions needed to pin down the responEARNINGS

FROM EMPLOYMENT.

dent's earnings both in cash and in kind. For cash
earnings it is vital to ask explicit questions about
respondents'income
and payroll taxes, tips and gratuities, and bonuses. In addition, respondents must be

also lead survey designers to decide to ask detailed
questions about only one of the respondents' jobs in
the 7-day reference period.
TRAINNG.
The few questions about onthe-job training that were included in previous LSMS
surveys were in the education module. They are better
included in the employment
module, however,
because in this module reports of training can be
linked with the employers that provide training and
the occupations that require training, as well as with
the individuals who receive training.
Measuring training is inherently difficult. Because
ON-THE-JOB

much on-the-job training is very informal, recipients
might respond "no" if they were simply asked
whether
they had ever received
any training.
Although asking this simple question is nevertheless
useful for identifying formal training, less direct questions should also be asked that shed light on whether
workers are in jobs in which their productivity
increases as they watch others and practice their skills.
The proposed module contains some questions for
assessing the importance of informal training (associated with both getting better at doing a particular
occupation
and progressing to new occupations).
However, it should be noted that these questions have
not been field tested in developing countries and are
in great need of pretesting. They are designed with an
eye to avoiding the ambiguities in similar questions
on informal training that were included in some U.S.
surveys about which researchers have complained
(Sicherman 1990).
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CONDITIONS

OF EMPLOYMENT.

Given the multipurpose

school the individual attended was public or private,

nature of LSMS surveys, the employment module
restricts itself to qualitative measures (for example,

whether it was rural or urban, and perhaps what language was used in that school. It may also be possible

whether the individual is entitled to a pension) of a few
nonwage benefits and working conditions. Collecting
quantitative data (such as size of pension and vesting
requirements) is beyond the scope of the survey.With

to ask simple questions about the availability of textbooks and running water in the last school attended

regard to job tenure, care should be taken to word
questions so as to make clear that the desired response

education module of a multitopic household survey.

pertains to the amount

EARLY CAREER FINANCIAL, CONSTRAINTS.

of time the respondent

has

and whether the school was a completely enclosed
structure.AIl of this information can be collected in the

As indicated in

spent working for his or her current employer (in any
occupation) and not the time he or she has spent doing

the first section of this chapter, collecting indicators of
the financial constraints facing the household in which

the current sort of work. Finally, the draft module contains questions both about types of formal legal con-

the individual lived when he or she entered the labor
market would give analysts the chance to assess the the-

tracts (which must, of course, be modified to account
for local employment contract law) and about informal
arrangements between workers and employers.

ory (which has not been studied very much) that poverty tracks workers into careers with little potential for

of LaborMarket
Facilitating
Studyof the Determinants

would provide analysts with valuable and rare "instru-

Outcomes
The first section indicated the potential usefulness for
policy analysis of empirical studies of the determinants
of wvagesand other labor market outcomes. This section briefly discusses hoxy to facilitate such studies by

ments" to use in some econometric procedures for dealing with simultaneity biases (see Chapter 26 on econometrics), because in some contexts financial constraints

collecting adequate information on potential determinants. While some of the determinants mentioned in

In an attempt to assess the severity of financial
constraints in the family that launched the individual

the first section (such as gender, ethnicity, and geographic location) require little comment, two of
them-the
individual's schooling and the financial
constraints the individual faced when entering the
labor market-deserve
further comment here. In addition, this section discusses several potential determinants of labor market outcomes that were not mentioned in the first section. These determinants-the
individuals' labor market experience and innate abili-

into the labor market, it might be useful to modify the
parental background section of the household roster to
incorporate several indicators of the financial circumstances in which the individual found him or herself at
the age of 15. (In some countries a younger age may
be appropriate.) Assuming that the questionnaire
already contains questions on parental education, (an
important determinant
of household earnings), it
would be possible to control better for per capita dis-

ty, characteristics of the individuals' current households, and working conditions of the individuals'
jobs-are
seldom of direct policy interest, but are useful for getting good estimates of policy-relevant
effects, either because they help avoid omitted variable
bias in the estimation of policy-relevant effects or
because they can serve as valuable instruments in
attempts to control for endogeneity (see Chapter 26

posable income by adding a question sequence such
as:;'Now I would like to ask you a few questions about
when you were 15 years old. Was your father alive?
Was vour mother alive? How many brothers and sisters were living with you?" Other potential questions
include questions about whether at that time house-

on econometrics).

other simple indicators of wealth. Such questions have
not been included in previous LSMS surveys, but
experimenting with such questions would be valuable.

Quality of schooling received is often as
important as years of schooling in explaining labor
market outcomes. Simple measures associated with
school quality include indicators of whether the last
SCHOOLING.
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advancement. In addition, collecting such data could be
useful for a technical econometric reason; such measures

variables could be expected to influence occupational or
sectoral choice but not affect current wages directly.

hold members wvere in good health, what land holdings the family had, the size of the family's house, and

Individuals'labor market
experience is thought to be an important determinant

LABOR

MARKET EXPERIENCE.
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of wages and other labor market outcomes, because it
reflects the opportunities individuals have had to

developing countries seems to suggest that controlling
for the abilities captured by feasible ability measures is

acquire skills informally on the job, to increase wages
by moving between jobs, and to improve their labor

unlikely to change inferences on many wage regression coefficients (Strauss and Thomas 1995). Thus,

market standing in other ways. Failing to include good
measures of experience in studies of wage determina-

while it might be interesting to collect ability measures
occasionally, collecting them in all surveys is probably

tion can lead to misleading inferences about the effects
of other characteristics on wages, with potentially seri-

not warranted.

ous consequences for policy analysis.For example, in

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

countries where schooling attainment has been rising
over time, the simple empirical relationship between

HOUSEHOLD.

wages and schooling in cross-sectional data, which
assesses how much higher wages are for individuals
with more schooling, would tend to understate the
effect of schooling on xvages.This is because the indi-

of dependents and of male and female workers) and on
nonlabor income may be of great use in helping
researchers deal with two econometric problems that
plague studies of wage determinants: endogeneity of

viduals who have more schooling also tend to be
younger and have less experience (see discussion of
omitted variables bias in Chapter 26). A regression that
controls for experience as well as schooling would
give a more accurate picture of the schooling effect.
Researchers studying the determinants of labor
market outcomes who lack good measures of individuals' labor market experience often construct a measure of "potential labor market experience," which is
equal to the individual's age in years minus the years
he or she spent in school (including years repeated)
minus the five or six years before entering school.This
is an accurate measure only for individuals who have
worked every year since leaving school and is probably much less accurate for women than for men. The
draft employment modules allow for collection of
more accurate experience measures.

wage equation regressors such as indicators of sector
or employer type and endogeneity of selection into
the wage-earning subsamples on which wage regressions must be run (see Chapter 26 on econometrics
and Schaffner 1997). In dealing with both problems it
is crucial to find variables that might affect whether or
not the workers are wage earners, the sector in which
they work, and the employer type for which they
work, but that do not affect wages directly. Household
structure variables are likely to satisfy such requirements.They are unlikely to be known by employers or
taken into account during wage setting, but, by influencing the value of potential workers' time in the
home, they are likely to affect labor supply and sector
choice decisions.Variables describing household structure may be derived from household roster information. For discussion of the measurement of nonlabor
income see Chapter 11.

INTELLIGENCE.
Inn11ateintelligence can influence wages and occupational choices for obvious reasons. Not being subject to policymakers' influence, the
effects of innate intelligence on labor market outcomes are not of direct interest to policymakers.
Again, however, failure to include measures of innate
intelligence may lead to misleading policy inferences.
For example, if individuals with higher innate intelligence tend to get more schooling, simple empirical
relationships between wages and levels of schooling,
which do not control for differences in innate intelligence, might overstate the wage effect of schooling.
Measuring workers' innate physical, mental, and
social abilities is inherently costly, and even the best
measures fall far short of measuring all of the traits
valuable to emplovers. Research from developed and

INDIVIDUALS

CURRENT

Information on the structure of the individual's current household (for example, the numbers

INNATE

WORKING CONDITIONS. Some employer, workplace.
and job characteristics are not themselves considered
lines along which segmentation takes place but are
potentially important controls in studying segmentation. For example, wages for comparable workers may
be higher in an industry to compensate workers for
working conditions that are less attractive in some way.
Without controlling for working conditions, analysts
might incorrectly conclude that there is segmentation
along industry lines. Thus having data on working
conditions (as well as on worker productivity factors
such as schooling, training, and experience) to include
in the wage regression allows analysts to make more
accurate inferences about the potential severity of segmentation (Schaffher 1998).
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The Employment Module

steer younger xvorkers into a shorter sequence of questions more relevant to them.

This section introduces

three potential

employment

modules: a short module, a standard module, and an

Respondent

expanded module with a variety of possible extensions.When survey designers are planning a single survey, they should not include all extensions simultaneously, as that would make the questionnaire too long.

As in previous LSMS surveys, interviewers should
attempt to obtain information about each individual
directly from the individual himself or herself. After, say,

All questions should be pretested to ensure that they
are meaningful for a wide range of workers (agricultural, rural nonagricultural, urban self-employed, and
in both small and large establish-

two unsuccessful attempts to do this, interviewers may
obtain information from a parent or another household
member.Analysis of several previous LSMS surveys suggests that such "proxy respondents" are, hkely to be less

ments) in the country studied. The words and phrases
in italics must be replaced by (lowercase) phrases relevant in a particular country before pretesting.

accurate and less complete than the individuals themselves. Proxies appear less likely to report the individual
as working or as having a second job and less likely to

urban employed

Linksto ResearchQuestions
Table 9.1 links each issue in the first two sections of
Box 9.1 with the relevant questions in the prototype
modules and indicates how well the issues can be
addressed using data from short, standard, and extended modules.The objectives listed in the first column of
Table 9.1 are abbreviated references to the objectives
listed in the first two sections of Box 9.1. Question
numbers indicated under "Data needs" refer to questions in the "All extensions" version of the module.
Separate notations arc made under the standard module heading only when the standard module contains
additional questions beyond those contained in the
short module. The standard module column lists only

supply complete wage information. Among people
who are reported as working, however, reported hours
of work are higher for individuals whose hours are
reported by proxies than for individuals who report
their own hours.This is consistent with the hypothesis
that individuals whose information is reported by proxy
work more than other individuals (perhaps because
their work keeps them away from home when the
interviewers call) but that proxies are more reluctant to
report the individuals as working, either because they
do not want to answer a large number of questions
about someone else (after possibly already answering all
the same questions about themselves) or because they
are uninformed or have a different perception about
what constitutes the individual's work.

the questions available in the standard version but not
the short version. The table contains notations under
the extensions column only when the extensions
improve on the attainment of a research objective, and

Time Use Questions

lists in this column only the additional questions available in the expanded module.

The employment module should be administered to all
household members above a specified age. Age limits in
past LSMS surveys have ranged from 6 to 14. Survey
designers shonld set this limit in accordance with local
circumstances. Setting the limit at 10 or 12 years of age
may be appropriate in many countries. Survey designers might occasionally want to lower the limit to 6 to

self-employment, but also by engaging in unremunerated child care, cooking, cleaning, and other
household
production
activities. Understanding
household demands for such activities may be especially important for understanding household choices about education and work activities of children
and about women's employment and self-employment activities. Chapter 22 discusses the merits of
collecting data on time used in such activities within a broader time use module. When such a module
is not included in the survey, the employment module is a natural place in which to include several

stLdy child labor,"1 in which case they might also want
to include questions that check the respondents' age and

short questions on housework. Indeed, many previous LSMS employment modules have included such

Age Limit
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Table 9.1 Summary of Data Requirements by ResearchObjective

Shortversion
Prospects
Data
Research
objective
for analysis needs
I. Laborforceparticipation,employment,Excellent
A2-A 12
unemploymentpast7 days:employment
in past 12months
2. Participationin varioussectors
.
xcellent
Bl-B3,
of the economy
C2-C7,
Cl14,
C24-C29,
C34,
D2-D7,
D12,
D2 1-D26,
D31
3. Economicactivitiesof poor.xcellent

Standardversion
Prospects Data
for analysis needs

Excellent

Extensions
(expandedversion)
Prospects Data
for analysis needs

B3,B6

Sameas
for I and 2

Consumption
module
measures
of
poverty

~]oo...d................
B7...... Bl...0..............................................................
Good
B7-BI0
None
Good

........................................
4..............
Hours off...........
work
5, Unemploymentdurationand
searchmethods

...........................
l~--'ent
andon ...
the...
...
jo...b..........
N...one...........................*..............
6. Underemployment
and on-the-job
None
searchmethods
7..Average
houriyCearnings
in
Good
Cl2 C2i ,
wageemployment
C32-C4 1,
D10-D 18,
D29-D36

*............................................*.......................

A18-A22

Goo...d.................

Good

F21-F24

Mayneed
relatively
largesample
for accuracy

Al'... .................................................................................
17
A14-A17

Good

Excelient
Ci 0-C3i7
for 7-day
C58-C74
reference
period:good
for 12-month
re'erence
period

8.Averagehourlyearnings
in self-employment

Must be
done in
Household
enterprise
and
Agriculture
modules.

9.aAnnual
earnings
inwageemploymentGood

...........................

Other
requirements

Same
as7

Excellent

plus B7-B10,
C43-C44,
D38-D39
.............................

...............................................................................................................................................................

10.Annualearningsin self-employment

Mustbe

donein
Household
enterprise
and
T l.............................................................................................I..........................................

II. Participation
informaltraining

None

12.Partic
pationin informal
training
None
........ .....................................................................................................
13.Linking
training
with employer
and None
workertypes
........................................................

..........................................

14.Nonwage
benefats
andnonwage
job features

None

.....................

Good

........................

C 13,C48,
C49

.................

Agriculture
modules.

*....................................*.............*.........

Good

C69 C73

.....

None
Good
C66-C68
*..............................................
I................................................................
Goodfor
Same
asfor Good
C6I -C65 Roster,
formal
2 and12
Education
training
............................................................................................................................
Good
C38-C40, Good
C19-C21
C75-C77

(Table
continues
onnextpoge.)
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Table 9.1 Summary of Data Requirements by ResearchObjective (continued)

Research
objective
15.Joblengthand natureof turnover

Short version
Prospects
Data
for analysis needs
None

16.Participationin variouscontractual None
relationships

I i7Labormarketeffectsof schooling,
health,nutrition

Good

i 8.Laor marketeffectsof tra ning
and experience

None

.........................

...............

I.....................................

Sameasfor
1,2, 4, 7, 9

............

None

20.Discrim.nation

Fair

Sameasfor
1,2,4,7,9

21, Intergenerational
mobility

Fair

Sameas for 2.

........................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fair

Extensions
(expanded_version)
Prospects Data
for analysis needs
Excellent
F40-F42

Excellent

Excellent

Sameasfor
2, 5, 7, 11,
14,15

Excellent

Good for
formalfor II
training
None

Sameas

Excellent

Good

Sameasfor
2,5,7, 11,
14,15

Other
requirements

C6,C7,
C15-C 18,
C34,C80,
C85-C87,
D6, D7, DI ODI 3, D3839,Fl I-F 3,
F35-F36
Sameas
Roster
for 5, 11, Education,
12,14, 15, Health,
16
Nutrtion
A25-A29, Roster
C57-C65 Education

I..............................................................................................................................

9. abormarket implicationsof
contractualrelations

22.Labormarket effectsof inancial
constraints

Standardversion
Prospects Data
for analysis needs
Excellent
C41-C42,
C78,D15D 16, D20D23
None

Sameasfor
1,2, 4, 7, 9

Good

Excellent

Sameasfor
2,5, 7, 11,
14,15

Excellent

Excellent

Sameas
for 16
ard 17
Sameasf r
5, 11, 12,
14,15,16

Roster,
Education
Roster
Education

Rosterparental
occupation
Sameasfor Roster
5, 11, 12,
Education,plus
14,15,16 expanded
parental

.............................

...............................................................................................................................................................................

23.Labormarket segmentation

Fair

ma............ ..........................................................................................................................................................

24. Labormarketeffectsof
communitydifferences

............................................................

25.Changeover time in labor
forcestatusand sector

Good

Sameas for
1,2,4,7,9

Good

Sameasfor
2,5,7, 11,
14,15

Excellent

Sameas for
I, 2, 4, 7, 9

Excellent

Sameasfor
2, 5, 7, 11,
14,15

Excellent

............................................

...............................................................

Excellent

..................................................................................................

Sameas for
1,2

Possible
without

Sameas for Roster
5, 1 1, 12, Education,
14,15, 16 plus community
module;better
with panelor
with repeated
cross-section
usingsame
communities.
F2-F12
Retrospective,
repeatedcross-

repeating

section or parnel

cross-section

data

or pane
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background
( ncluding
proxiesfor
financial
constraintsat
age 15).
Sameasfor Roster
5, 11, 12, Education,
14,15,16, Parental
plus C19- variabes
C21
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Table 9.1 Summary of Data Requirements by ResearchObjective (continued)

Research
objective
26.Changeover time in average
hourlyearnings

Short version
Prospects Data
for analysis needs
Good
Sameasfor
7

27.Changeovertime in nonwage
job features

None

28.Changeover time In contractual
relations

None

29.Wageeffectson laborsupply
and sectorchoice

Fair

Sameas for
I, 2, 4, 7

30.Occupationalandsectoraimobility

Good

Sameasf r
i, 2

.........................

Standardversion
Prospects Data
fcr analysis needs
Excellentfor Sameas for
7-day
7
reference
periodjobs,
goodfor
12-month
reference
periodjobs
Good
Sameas for
14

Good

Sameasfor
16

Good

Sameas for
2, 7

Good even Fi 4-F 16
without
repeated
cross-section
or panel
Good even FI I-Fl13
without
repeated
cross-section
or panel

Good even F2-F6
wthout panel.

................................................................................................................................................................................................

31. Relatvesuccessof job search
methods.
32.Incomemobility

None

Good

Sameas 9

Good

33.Winnersand losersassociated
with policy change

Good

Sameas
1,2,7, 9

Good

34.Careerpatheffectsof training,
andearlygoodjobs

None

...........................................
.

Extensions
(expandedversion)
Prospects
Data
for analysis needs

.

........................................................................

35.Labormarket effectsof risks
andshocks

Good

Good

Good

Sameas
1,2, 7,9, II

Good

Sameas
11, 12,
plus F17

.......................................................................................................................................

Sameas
1,2,7, 9

..........................................................................................................................................................................

36.Relativesuccessof job searchby
laborforcestatusand location
of residence
Source:
Author's
summary

Sameas
1,2, S,6, 7
Sameas9

None

questions. Housework
questions could be added
after Question A12 in the short version of the module, and in conmparable locations in the other versions. They might read: "During the past 7 days, have
you done any work around the house such as cook-

Good

Sameas
I. 2, 5, 6, 7

Other
requirements
Repeatedcrosssecton or panel
data

Retrospective,
repeatedcrosssecton,or panel
data
Retrospective,
repeatedcrosssecton,or panel
data
Repeatedcrosssecton or panel
with sufficient
wagevariation
Retrospective
or panel
Panel
Panel,aswell as
completedata
on incomenot
from wage
employment
Panel,ras
well as
completedata
on incomenot
from wage
employment
Retrospective
or paneldata
.

Panelof
sufficientlength;
goodagriculture
andhealth
modulesfor
characterizing
shocks
..................................................
Panelthat
follows migrants

ing, cleaning, washing clothes, fetching water or firewood, or performing maintainance work on your
home?" (If the answer is no, the next question is
skipped.) "During the past 7 days, how many hours
did you do this kind of work?" "During the past 7
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days, have you at times been the main person caring
for or watching over one or more young children?"
(If the answer is no, the next question is skipped.)
"During the past 7 days, for how many hours were
you the main person caring for or watching over
one or more young children? DO NOT COUNT
TIME WHEN

CHILDREN

ARE SLEEPING."

QuestionCounts
As indicated by the skip codes in the prototype questionnaire, many questions are relevant only for certain

identification code in the first column identifies the
individual by the number assigned to him or her in the
household roster.
Al. This qucstion indicates which responses are supplied by proxies rather than by the individuals themselves. Keeping a record of proxy responses is useful
not only for assessing the quality of the survey but also
because in some econometric

applications researchers

may want to test whether their results are affected by
the inclusion or exclusion of proxy data.

subsets of the sample.Table 9.2 provides rough calculations of the average number of questions to which
individuals of various kinds should respond based on
LSMS survey data for Peru and Cote d'Ivoire in
1985-86. Details of the assumptions on which this
table is based are available from the author. The most
important assumptions are that:
* 60 percent of individuals in the age range worked
in the previous 7 days.
* 20 percent of those who did not work in the pre-

A2-A7. These questions determine whether workers
were employed in the previous 7 days and during the
previous 12 months. To prevent underreporting
of
employment,
the interviewers
give respondents
detailed prompts that are likely to make them think
about and report some activities that they might not
ordinarily consider "work" or "employment."As in past
LSMS surveys, this draft module uses the International
Labor Organization's definition of employment, but to
improve accuracy the questions here have been ampli-

vious 7 days had a permanent job.
* 80 percent of those who worked in the previous 7
days-and
10 percent of those who did notworked five years ago.
* 70 percent of jobs are in self-employment.
* 20 percent of all workers had some work in the

In response to
this set of questions, interviewers fill out one line for

fied. They could be amplified even further. For example, the phrase "for at least one hour" could be inserted into each question to prevent the underreporting of
activities that are only carried out part-time. Questions
A2 and A3 could be amplified by adding a sentence
such as: "This work might have been for paymenit in
cash or in kind, in exchange for labor or a reduction of
debt, or as part of an apprenticeship or on-the-job
training program." Even if such a sentence is not
included, interviewers should be trained to recognize
this wide variety of activities as "work."
Questions A6 and A7 should contain as many
phrases as is necessary to cover the wide range of
potential self-employment activities. The draft questionnaires use just two: "work on own account" and
"work in a household business enterprise." Both here
and in the household enterprises module, careful preliminary research should be done to determine which
phrases best capture all self-employment activities.
Because standard definitions of employment use a
reference period of the previous 7 days, this is the reference period used in the draft module. An alternative
would be to refer to "last week, from Sunday through
Saturday." However, this leads to longer recall periods
for respondents
interviewed
later in the week.
Questions A3, A5, and A7 are abbreviated relative to

each household member over the designated age. The

A2, A4, and A6, but the same comments

previous 12 months that they were not performing
in the past 7 days.
The question counts include checking questions, which
the interviewer must answer but which are not read
aloud to respondents. The first column averages over all
individuals, wvhether they are employed by others, selfemployed, unemployed, or out of the labor force.
Notes on Proposed Questionnaires
This section gives detailed instructions about administering each set of questions included in the prototype
employment module. It begins with the short version
of the module and then discusses the additional questions asked in standard and expanded versions.
Short Version
PART A. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION.
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Table 9.2 Estimated Question Counts per Individual

Individualswith
one job in wage
Average
employmentand
over all
the samejob five
Version
individuals
yearsago
Short
30.7
40.2
Standard
39.7
62.0
............
............
_-.................................................................................................................................
Standardplus Extension1
39.8
62.0
(how found currentjob,A24)
Standardplus Extension2
43.4
67.4
(experience,
A25-A29,C57-C60)
Standardplus Extension3
51l.7
72.3
(five-yearretrospective,
A30-A3 1,
EI-E5,F`I-1`42
Standardplus Ex ension4
4. 5
68.3
(contractand relationshipwith
employer,C6-C7, C15-C 18,C80,
C85-C86,D6-D7, DI 0-D 13,
D38-D39)
Standardplus Extension5
40.1
64.0
(workingconditions,C19-C21,C87)
Standardplus Extension6
40.3
64.8
(skillacquisition,
C6I -C65, C0113-C011I5)
(siil- -acr--u~si-io C6
n -s-C6
.. ...............
C 3n1 5
- .I...............
...0........
Standardplus Extension7
40.1
64.0
( nformaltraining,C66-C68)
Sandardplus Extension8
39.7
62.6
(lengthof formaltraining,070, 071, 073)
Source:
Authorscaculations
fromC-ted'ivoireandPerusurveydata.

Individuals
with
Individuals
wth
Indvidualswith
one job in wage
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A8. This question asks the interviewer to identify
which respondents did and did not work during the
previous 7 days, so that each group can be asked

respondents to focus too narrowly on wage employment. The question could be amplified by including
the phrase "whether
by consulting newspapers,

appropriate questions.

employment

A9. This question asks individuals who did not work
during the previous 7 days whether they have a permanentjob. Individuals who have a permanentjob but
were absent from work during the previous 7 days
should be counted as employed according to the
International Labor Organization's definition.

A12. This question asks individuals who did not work
and did not search for work why they did not search
for work (that is, why they were not in the labor
force). Qualitative research and pretesting should be
used to refine the list of potential responses.

A10. This question

asks individuals who were absent
from a permanent job why they were absent. This
helps analysts interpret the report that a respondent
has permanent job but worked no hours during the
previous week. It also serves as a check on that report,
because the answer may reveal that the respondent
misunderstood the previous question.

agencies, employers, friends, or relatives."

A13. This question is used to determine what the
interviewer should do next. If the respondent has
worked in the past 12 months, the interviewer should
proceed to Part B and continue interviewing that person. If the respondent has not worked in the past 12
months, no more employment questions need to be
asked of that person.

All. This question is necessary for identifying individuals who are in open unemployment by standard

PARTB: OvERVIEW
OFWORK IN THEPREVIous 7 DAYS
AND THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS. In response to the
questions of this section, interviewers fill out one line

definitions. Sometimes survey designers replace the
word "work" with "paid work," but this may cause

for each work activity reported by each individual who
was identified by QuestionA8 as having worked or had
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Box 9.2 Cautionary Advice

How muchof the suggested
moduleis newandunproven?
Most ofthe questions inthe short and standard modules
are similarto those used in previous LSMSsurveys and
in many labor force surveys around the world. Some
questions have been modified slightlyto increase specificity and clarify distinctions between occupations and
jobs.The questions relatedto experience, contracts,relationships with employers,skillacquisition,and trainingare
new and largelyunproven.Thedraft modules are organized somewhat differentlyfrom previous LSMSemployment modules. Previous LSMSemployment modules
have allowed respondentsto identifytheir main and secondary work in the past 7 days and past 12months,and
asked detailed questions about each of these jobs immediately after they were identified-so that secondary
jobs and I 2-month reference period jobs were identified
onlyafter workers had already been asked many detailed
questions about the mainjob of the last 7 days.Thecurrent modules contain brief overviewsectionson allwork
(not just main and secondary jobs) done in the past 7
days and in the past 12 months before asking detailed
questions about main and secondary jobs inthe past 7
days and 12 months; in addition,the current modules
require interviewers,rather than respondents,to identify
main and secondary activitiesin each reference period,
The only potential difficultythat this introduces is that
interviewers must calculate the number of hours
worked by household members in each occupation in a
given reference period in order to know which two
occupationswere most important duringthat reference
period.They must then refer the respondent to his or
her previousanswers to questionsabout occupation and
industry.In light of these challenges,it is important to
train interviewers carefully
* How well has the moduleworkedin the post? As far as
we know,the employment module has worked reasonablywell in the past.Validationstudies mentioned in
this chapter suggest,however that the greater specificity in the phrasing of questions in the draft modules
should be useful for improving accuracy Also, asking
respondents to give brief overviews of work activities
before asking them to answer many more detailed
questions should leac to more complete and accurate
description of work activities.
mosivitieedsto.he
ustozd
Whacriptiorof thewmodule
* Whot parts of the modulemost needto be custom-zed?
Phrases rendered in italics in the prototype modules
are especially in need of customization. In addition,
qualitative research would be useful for determ ning
the in-kind payments, nonwage benefits, and working
conditions about which specific questions should be
asked.

a job during the previous 7 days, or by Question A13

as having worked in the last 12 months. Lines are also
filled out for any work done in the past 12 months that
was not done in the previous 7 days. The interviewer
must fill in the identification code of the individual and
must use the "activity number" column to number
sequentially the activities reported by the respondent.
Part B briefly identifies all the kinds of work
(occupations) in which respondents have been
engaged during the previous 7 days. The interviewer
determines which two of these occupations were the
most important (in the sense of having the most
hours devoted to them). Part C then asks more
detailed questions about the respondent's main job
(that is, work done under the employer or household
enterprise for which the respondent has worked the
most hours) in each of the two most important occup
pations during the previous 7 days. Part B has been
kept quite short in the hope that this will increase the
probability of respondents giving a complete account
of the work they did during the previous 7 days. If,
however, survey designers plan on asking only a few
more detailed questions about 7-day reference period
jobs, and if they are willing to ask those questions
about all work activities in the reference period
(rather than just the two most important ones), the
questions could be added to this section and Part C
could be eliminated.
Part B also determines which occupations were
the most important in the past 12 months. If they are
the same as the most important occupations in the past
7 days, the information on them is gathered in Part C.
If data are not collected on either of those jobs in Part
C, the information is collected in Part D.

nent jobs they may have held during the previous 7
days even when they actually did no work during that
time. It is important to include these questions in the
section dealing with the 7-day reference period rather
than the section dealing with the 12-month reference
period because only in the 7-day section can detailed
information about these jobs can be obtained. It seems
likely that jobs from which workers might be temporarily absent are systematically different from other
jobs. Paid vacations, for example, are likely to be associated with relatively high-paying,
formal jobs.
Analysis of wages and other labor market outcomes
would be incomplete without detailed information on

such jobs.
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Bl-B2.

These

occupation

and

questions
industry.

identify

the

respondent's

Interviewers

write

out

descriptions; the responses are coded later.
B3. The main purpose of this question is to identify
nonfarm
self-employment
activities so that the
respondents involved in such activities can be asked to
match

the

activities to the household

described in the household

enterprises

enterprise module.

jobs during the previous 12 months. If survey designers decide to ask detailed questions about all of the
respondents' jobs rather than just their main and secondary jobs, this question is unnecessary. There would
also be no need for this question if this objective way
of picking the two most important jobs were replaced
by a more subjective method-for
describing

example, if after

all their work activities, respondents

were

simply asked which two were the "most important."

B4. This question links data on self-employment in
the employment module to data on self-employment

B13. This question determines whether another row
in this table pertaining to 7-day reference period

in the household enterprise module.This is important
both for linking the data in the two modules that per-

activities should be completed for a particular respondent. If not, the interviewer should move on to B14.

tain to the same activities and (perhaps more importantly) for checking that detailed data are being col-

B14. This question asks the interviewer to flag the two

lected in the household enterprise module for all
activities that are considered to be "self-employment"
activities in the employment module (because the
employment module elicits very little information
about self-employment

activities to which the respondent devoted the most
hours during the previous 7 days.The interviewer will
later refer to this column when determining which
activities should be the subject of Part C.

activities).
R15.

B5-B6. Question 135 helps the researcher verify any
cases in which the respondents claim that the number
of hours that they worked overall in an activity
exceeded the number of hours that they worked for
their main employer in this activity during the previous 12 months (which is only possible if they have
more than one employer in this activity). B6 does the
same for the past 7 days. These questions are also useful for identifying casual workers who work for several employers during one 7-day period.
B7-B10. These questions describe the amount of time
the respondent spent working in this occupation during the previous 7 days and the previous 12 months,
This enables a rough estimate of the number of hours
that the respondent worked in a variety of reference
periods. Weekly and annual earnings in this occupation can be estimated by multiplying the respondent's
average hourly earnings from his main employer in
this occupation by these total labor supply numbers.
Interviewers should be trained to prompt respondents
who find these questions hard to answer and to help
respondents add up hours or weeks.
Bll. This question asks interviewers to calculate numbers to which they will refer in Question B16 when
they ask respondents about their main and secondary

This question determines

whether

another row

in this table pertaining to 12-month reference period activities should be completed for a particular
respondent. If not, the interviewer should move on
to B16.
B16. This question asks the interviewer to flag the two
activities to which the respondent devoted the most
hours in the last 12 months.The interviewer will later
refer to this column when determining which activities should be the subject of Part D. Note that this
question requires the interviewer to consider all activities the individual reports in this section, whether relevant to the 7-day reference period or only to the 12month reference period.
B17-B22. In answering these questions, the interviewer is determining which sections of Parts C and D
must be admninistered to this respondent and is recording the results in one place.The answers to these questions appear only on the last line of Part B for each
respondent.The interviewer will refer to these answers
later when determining whether to administer various
sections of Parts C and D to each respondent. When
questionnaires are computerized, these answers can be
filled in automatically. When they are not, interviewers will require training to understand the intent and
to be able to complete them quickly.
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PART C: MAIN AND SECONDARYJOBS IN THE PREVIOUS

questions to paid workers in household

enterprises,

7 DAYS. Interviewers should fill out one line for each
person who has worked (or had a job that he or she

the skip codes should be adjusted accordingly.

was temporarily away from) during the past 7 days.
Part C collects information on the activities marked in

C4. The answer to this question should indicate the
respondent's broad sector of employment.Where
rele-

B14 with a 1 or a 2.
Questions about the 7-day reference period have
been split into two sections: the overview in Part B and
the detailed questions of Part C.There are three reasons
for this split. First, the overview elicits information

vant, a large rural public works program (such as the
Employment Guarantee Scheme in India) should be
designated by name.

about all work activities of the past 7 days, while the
detailed questions are asked about only two jobs.

some countries employer size is an important legal distinction, with certain regulations applying only to

Second, it is useful to keep the overview section short
so that a complete accounting of activities may be

employers with at least some minimum number
vorkers. Even where there is no legal exemption

recorded before respondents become weary of a long
list of questions. Finally, the focus in the overview is on

small firms from regulations, size is often taken as an
important indicator of likely compliance with regula-

occupations, while the focus in the detailed questions
is on the main job within each occupation. Similar
points can be made about splitting questions about the
12-month reference period in Parts B and D and splitting the retrospective questions into Parts E and F.

tion. In many past LSMS surveys this question was
addressed only to workers employed in the private
sector. Such a limitation could be imposed by adding
an appropriate skip code to C4. No such code is
included in the draft module because information on

Cl. This question is used to establish which occupation mentioned in Part B will be discussed in the

size may be just as important for studying wage determination in the public sector as it is in the private sector. Rather than asking for an exact number, the ques-

questions that follow. (This occupation is specifically
mentioned in C2 to remind the respondent.)

tion could provide several size categories from which
the respondent can choose.

C2. This question does three things. First, it asks the
respondent to return to thinking about one specific
activity that he or she performed during the previous
7 days. Second, it shifts the respondent's focus from an
occupation or activity (which might have been performed for more than one employer) to a job (for a

C6. This is a standard question used to distinguish jobs
that are covered by labor law from those that are not
covered.

specific employer or household enterprise). Third, it
asks where this work was carried out, which some

question "Are you a member of a union?" would be,
because unions often strike wage deals that apply not

analysts and policymakers take as an indicator of the
degree of formality of the job.

only to unionized workers but also to nonunion
workers in the same firm or industry.

CS. This is a standard question about employer size. In

of
of

C7. This question will yield answers that are more useful for studying the effects of unions on wages than the

C3. The main purpose of this question is to differen-

C8-C9. These questions measure the distance between

tiate between jobs for which the rest of the employment module is relevant and jobs for which it is not.
The skip codes here indicate that the rest of the module will refer either to work that the respondent does

a worker's residence and place of work. This is useful
in studies of wage determination because employers
who have to recruit workers from a wide area may
have to pay high wages to attract these workers (who

for an employer who is not a member of the same
household as the respondent or to work that the
respondent does for a household enterprise for which
he receives a xvage (presumably from another household member in charge of the enterprise). If survey
designers prefer not to put the rest of the module's

must incur high commuting costs). These questions
may also be useful for distinguishing temporary
migrants from commuters.
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These questions determine whether the
extensive set of questions on wages should be adminC10-Cll.
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istered and elicit information on why some workers
report receiving no wages. Workers who receive no
payment should skip all questions about cash and inkind payments and about nonwage benefits. If unpaid
workers are not of direct interest to survey designers,
the questions on training, experience, and skill acquisition can also be excluded for these workers by skipping to C18 rather than to C15.
C12. This is the main question about cash earnings.
The accuracy of this measure is greatly increased by
referring to the last payment (or the first one if the
respondent has yet to receive one) rather than to the
"usual" payment.

C24-C41. These questions are asked for all respondents with a second occupation in the past 7 days.
These questions are a subset of Questions C2-C21;
thus the corresponding comments above apply to
them.
C42-C44. Any income from a third, fourth, or higher
number of occupations in the past 7 days is reported
here.
C45-C47. These questions determine whether the
respondent should be asked questions in Part D and, if
so, which question in Part D to begin with.
PART D: MAIN AND SECONDARYJOBS IN PREVIOUS 12

C13. This question is a simple attempt to increase the
accuracy of the calculation of average hourly earnings beyond what was attained in previous LSMS
surveys.
C14. This question provides an additional indicator of
a job's formality by revealing whether the pay is subject to income or social security tax. Previous LSMS
surveys were rather vague about whether they measured before-tax or after-tax pay.
C15-C16. These questions elicit information on any
other payments-for
example, in the form of meals,
housing, and clothing. Qualitative research should be
done to determine the most important types of inkind payments in the region surveyed.
C17-C21. These questions elicit data on hours worked
for this employer during the previous 7 days and 12
months, if the respondent worked in this occupation
for more than one employer in the past 12 months.

(WHEN DIFFERENT FROM JOBS IN PREvious 7
In this section interviewers should fill out one
line for any activity marked with a 1 or a 2 in
Question B16 that has not already been discussed in
Part C. These activities pertain either to year-round
jobs that the respondent has left in the last 12 months
or to jobs performed only seasonally. This section of
the module asks for much less detail about the respondent's earnings than does the 7-day reference period
section, although it still attempts to gather the summary measures necessary for estimating the respondent's annual earnings from wage employment. The
comments on almost all of the individual questions in
this section are the same as those that apply to the corresponding questions in Part C. See the introductory
notes to Part C for a discussion of why 12-month reference period questions are separated into two sections (the overview in Part B and the detailed questions in Part D).
MONTHS
DAYS).

StandardVersion

C18-C21 ditfer from B7-B10 in that they refer to
work for a particular employer rather than work for
any employer in a particular occupation. Analysts need
a figure for the number of hours that the respondent
has worked for this employer in order to measure the
respondent's average hourly earnings from this employer.They need a figure for the number of hours that the
respondent has worked in the occupation to extrapolate the respondent's earnings from this employer to his
or her total earnings in the occupation.

Many of the questions in the standard version are also
in the short version, and virtually all of the questions
in the short version are also in the standard version.
For comments on questions that are in both versions,
see the comments given above in the subsection that
describes the short version. Comments are provided in
this subsection for questions in the standard version
that are not in the short version.

C22-C23. These questions determine whether the
individual had a second occupation in the past 7 days.

A1-A2. These questions indicate which responses are
supplied by proxies rather than by the individuals

PART

A:

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION.
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themselves. They also identify

the proxy (Question

PART B: OVERVIEW OF WORK IN THE PREvious 7 DAYS

A2). Keeping a record of proxy responses is useful not

AND THE PREVIOUS

only for assessing the quality of the survey but also

ments on the purpose

because, in some econometric

above that describes the short version of the employ-

applications, researchers

12

MONTHS.

See the general com-

of Part B in the subsection

may want to test whether their results are affected by
the inclusion or exclusion of proxy data. Keeping such
a record is also useful for studying whether and how

ment module.

proxy responses vary depending on the gender, age,
and education of the proxy respondent. This can help
determine how proxies should be chosen in future
surveys. (See Chapter 4 on metadata.)

where there are large agricultural wage labor markets.
Norms of payments and other working conditionsand their evolution over time-typically
differ by
crop.Thus analysts who want to make sense of data on
agricultural wage labor markets will want to distin-

A14-A15. These questions ask people who did work

guish such workers by crop.

whether

B3. This question will be of greatest interest in regions

they also looked for additional or replace-

ment jobs. Affirmative responses to such questions are
used by some analysts and governments as indicators

B6. This question is relevant only in countries with
social security programs to which the self-employed

of"underemployment."

may contribute. Although the question may seem out
of place in the overview section, this is the most con-

A16. This question checks whether the respondent
conducted any on-the-job search, in which case A17

venient place to put it because the preceding questions
have already identified the group to which the ques-

is relevant.

tion should be asked.

A17. This question asks what methods the respondent

PART C: MAIN AND SECONDARY

used for his or her on-the-job search. Survey designers may want to differentiate between public and private employment agencies. Intermediaries, who are
often known by slang names, may be especially important in rural areas for finding work both locally and far
awvay.

7 DAYS

A18-A22. These questions ask about the duration

work. (This is useful in studies of wage determination

of

JOBS IN THE

PREVIOUS

C8-C12. These questions perform at least three functions. First, they make it possible to calculate the value
of subsidized transport
provided by employers.
Second, they make it possible to measure the distance
between a worker's residence and his or her place of

the respondent's job search and the search methods
used during any period of unemployment
experi-

because employers who have to recruit workers from
a wide area may have to pay high wages to attract

enced in the previous 12 months. In earlier LSMS
Surveys questions about the duration of unemployment and the search methods used were asked only of
respondents who were unemployed during the previ-

those workers in light of the workers' high commuting costs.) Finally, this set of questions is useful for distinguishing temporary migrants from commuters.
Where seasonal migration flows are of special interest,

ous 7 days-which
tends to be a small sample. This
draft module seeks to identify a larger sample by asking about any unemployment experienced during the
previous 12 months.

questions can be added here that are relevant only to
workers who commute sufficiently infrequently or
over sufficiently great distances. For example, such
questions might identifv the municipality in which the
work was done.

A23. This question

is used to determine

what the

interviewer should do next. If the respondent has
worked in the past 7 days or 12 months, the interviewer should proceed to Part B and continue interviewing that person. If the respondent has not worked
in the past 7 days or 12 months, no more employment
questions need to be asked of that person.
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C13-C15. These questions elicit information about
apprenticeship fees.Their main purpose is to increase
the accuracy of estimates of income and expenditures.
In some countries the questions may also be useful for
studying apprenticeships themselves, but in most
countries a typical LSMS sample will not be big

CHAPrER 9 EMPLOYMENT

enough to do this. Qualitative research should be used
to determine local colloquial expressions for apprenticeship arrangements.
These questions provide an additional indicator of a job's formality by showing whether the pay
is subject to income or social security tax. They also
increase the accuracy with which after-tax pay can be
measured. Previous LSMS surveys were vague about
whether they were measuring before-tax or after-tax
pay.The answers to Questions C20-C22 make it possible to calculate take-home pay for all workers but
allow calculation of pretax pay only for workers whose
initial answers reveal pretax pay. (This reflects the
assumption that some workers may find it difficult to
report their pretax pay, which they never see.) When
survey designers believe workers can generally report
both before- and after-tax pay, a question should be
added asking respondents who have provided their
after-tax pay about their pretax pay.
C20-C22.

C23-C24. These questions improve the measurement

of cash wages.
C25. This question is of interest in determining average hourly earnings as indicators of the extent to
which employers can provide direct pay incentives for
hard work.

further. For example, it could be rephrased as "For how
long have you worked continuously for this employer?" or "For how long have you worked for this
employer with breaks of no more than three months?"
This draft module does not use such questions because
the first may be confusing and second is clumsy.
C42. This question identifies seasonal workers who
have multiyear arrangements with employers. The
question is of greatest interest in regions where policymakers are concerned with seasonal migrant groups.
Answers to the question may help researchers confirm
the validity of data from individuals who report having worked for their current employer for many years
but for only a few months during the previous 12
months.
C48-C49. These questions identify whether the worker has completed formal job training or is still in a
"formal training period" in his or her job. Again, this
is useful for studying wage determination. Identifying
the occupations or industries in which formal training
programs are important might be useful for identifying sectors in which analysts might wish to conduct
case studies.
C50-C51. These questions determine whether an
individual had a second occupation in the past 7 days.

C26-C28. These questions improve the measurement
of cash earnings. The periodicity question is asked
somewhat differently here than in previous LSMS surveys, in the hopes of eliciting accurate data.

C52-C83. These questions are asked of all respondents
with a second occupation in the last 7 days.The questions are a subset of Questions C2-C48; thus the corresponding comments above apply to them.

C29-C37. These questions elicit information on several payments made in kind, including payments in the
form of meals, housing, clothing, and "other."
Qualitative research should be done to determine the
most important types of in-kind payments in the
region to be surveyed.

C84-C86. Any income from a third, fourth, or higher
number of occupations in the past 7 days is collected
here.

C38-C40. These questions elicit indicators of nonwage
benefits.

C87-C89. These questions determine whether the
respondent should be asked questions in Part D, and if
so, which question in Part D to begin with.
PART D: MAIN AND SECONDARY JOBS IN PREVIOUS 12

MONTHS (WHEN DIFFERENTFROMJOBS IN PREvious 7

C41. This question measures the length of respondents'
tenure with their employer. This information is useful
for studying job stability as well as wage determination.
Although the question is phrased in a more precise way
than in previous LSMS surveys, it could be amplified

DAYS).In this section, interviewers should fill out one
line for any activity marked with a 1 or a 2 in
Question 1B18.The questions in Part D ask for much
less detail about the respondent's earnings than does
the 7-day reference period section, although Part D
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still attempts to gather the summary measures neces-

A30-A31. These questions determine

sary for estimating the respondent's annual earnings
from wage employment. The comments on almost all
of the individual questions in this section are the same
as those that apply to the corresponding questions in

individuals were working five years earlier. Such questions could be left until the beginning of the five-year
retrospective section, but it is useful to note which
individuals were working five vears ago early in the

whether or not

Section C. See the introductory notes to Part C for a
discussion of why 12-month reference period questions are separated into two sections (the overview in

interview, before the respondents
become tired.
Fatigued respondents may be reluctant to admit having worked five years ago, knowing that such an

Part B and the detailed questions in Part D).

admission is likely to open them up to a new battery
of questions.

D21-D22. These questions aim to find out why the
jobs that were important to the respondent

during the

A32-A33. These questions help the interviewer deter-

previous 12 months were not carried out in the previous 7 days. One reason might be that the respondent
changed from one nonseasonal job to another, in
which case the data will indicate the relative importance of quits and fires and the relative importance of
job separations that do and do not cause workers to
become unemployed. Another reason may be that the
job in question was a seasonal job, in which case the
data will indicate whether the seasonal diversification
of activities is important in the country or region
studied.

mine which sections of the module, if any, to next
administer to the current respondent.
PREVious 7 DAYS
AND THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS. See the general comments on the purpose of Part B in the subsection
above that describes the short version of the employment module. Since all of the questions in Part B of
the expanded version are also in the standard version,
see the comments in the subsection on the standard
version (as well as the comments in the subsection on
the short version).
PART

B:

OVERVIEW

OF WORK IN THE

Expanded
Version
Many of the questions in the expanded version are
also in the short and standard versions, and virtually all
of the questions in the short and standard vcrsions are
also in the expanded version. For comments on questions in the expanded version that are also in the short
or standard versions, see the comments above in the
subsections that describe those versions. The comments in this subsection are for questions that appear
only in the expanded version.
PART

A: LABOR

7

JOBSIN

THE PREVIOUS

DAYS.

C6-C7. These questions ask about aspects of the
worker's relationship with his or her boss. This is useful in some studies of wage determination.
C15. This question is of interest primarily in countries
where certain intermediaries are exempted from various aspects of labor law.

FORCE PARTICIPATION.

A23-A24. These questions ask about channels through
which people found jobs that they held in the past 7
days. (Such questions could instead be asked in Part C,
where they could be associated with particular
employers.)
A25-A29. These questions are used to measure total
work experience, which tends to be an important
explanatory variable in studies of wage determination.
Question A25 ensures that only individuals who
reported having no work during the previous 12
months are asked if they have ever worked.
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C16-C17. These questions provide a more detailed
look at the relevance of labor law. Labor laws typically defines several types of employment contract, making it difficult to fire workers hired under certain types
of contracts and restricting the conditions under
which other types of contracts may be used. In some
countries Question C16 would be phrased quite differently. In Brazil it would be phrased as:"Do you have
a signed workers' card (carteira assinada)?"
C18. This question is a rough attempt to determine the
respondent's perception of how long the job would last
at the time he or she first took the job.This is of inter-

CHAPTER9 EMPLOYMENT

est for dctermining whether jobs outside the scope of

Again, the questions aim to shed light on relationships

job security legislation (whether legally or illegally) are

among different types of enterprises. If workers tend

more or less stable than jobs within the scope of that
legislation. Qualitative research should be used to

to stay with the employers who first provided them
with experience and training, there is reason to think
that training produces "firm-specific" skills that can be

determine the most useful way of asking this question.
C19-C21. These questions yield simple indicators of
working conditions, which are useful in studying wage
determination.
C57-C60. These questions measure the respondent's
experience in his or her current industry (that is, with
any employer in the same line of business, whether the
respondent's work responsibilities were the same or different) and in his or her current occupation (that is,
doing the same kind of work, whether for employers in
the same line of business or a different one). The distinction between the two could be made clearer by
including explicit references to the industry and occupation that the respondent reported in Questions Bl
and B2, but this is cumbersome. The inore important of
the two experience measures is the industry-specific
experience measure. The effects of this measure on
wages are of interest for the light they shed on the nature
of training problems. If experience acquired while
working for different employers in the same industry
increases a worker's productivity and wages in the current job, there is reason for concern that poaching problems lead to underinvestment in training within the
industry, and that policies facilitating industry-based
training cooperatives might help mitigate this problem.
Both industry- and occupation-specific
experience measures are also useful for studying broader
questions about wage determination, because it is
important to control as thoroughly as possible for the
skills that workers bring to their jobs (for example, in
studying possible segmentation or discrimination).

developed
only under
long-term
employment
arrangements. This may mean that labor laws and
macroeconomic
employment
training.

policies
arrangements

that

make

unattractive

long-term
discourage

C66-C68. These questions identify xvhether a worker
is still in a "training period" in his or her job (either
informal or formal), and if not, how long ago that
period was. This is useful for studying wage determination and for assessing the importance of on-the-job
training in the economy.
C69-C73. These questions identify whether the worker is still in a "formal training period" in his or her job
and if not, how long ago such a period was. Again, this
is useful for studying wage determination. Identifying
the occupations or industries in which formal training
programs are important could be useful for identifying
sectors in which analysts might wish to conduct case
studies.
C74-C75. These questions determine
individual has had a second occupation
days.

whether an
in the past 7

C76-C117. These questions are asked of all respondents who have had a second occupation in the past 7
days. These questions are a subset of Questions
C2-C72, so the corresponding comments above apply
to them.
Any income in the past 7 days from a
third, fourth, or higher number of occupations is collected here.
C118-C120.

C61-C63. These questions aim to shed light on the
overall importance of skilled labor, on the relative
importance of formal education in providing workers
with the skills they need, and on whether one kind of
enterprise in effect trains the staff of other enterprises
(for example, informal household enterprises and
small establishments providing skilled labor to larger,

C121-C123. These questions determine whether the
respondent should be asked questions in Part D and, if
so, which question in Part D to begin with.

more formal establishments).

PART D: MAIN AND SECONDARYJOBS IN PREVIOUS 12
MONTHS (WHEN DIFFERENT FROM JOBS IN PREvious 7

C64-C65. These questions identify where workers first
started gaining experience within their occupations.

DAYS).In this section interviewers should fill out one
line for any activity marked in Question B18 with a 1
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or a 2 that has not already been discussed in Part C.
This section of the module asks for much less detail

second most important work activities during the previous 7 days or 12 months. Such a determination is

about the respondent's earnings than does the 7-day
reference period section, although this section still
attempts to gather the summary measures necessary to

useful for two reasons. First, it provides a more accurate way to infer which respondents did and did not

estimate the respondent's annual earnings from wage
employment. The comments on almost all of the individual questions in this section are the same as those
that apply to the corresponding questions in Part C.
See the introductory notes for Part C for a discussion
of why 12-month reference period questions are separated into two sections (the overview of Part B and
the detailed questions in Part D).
PART E:

OVERVIEW OF WoRK

DONE

FrvE

change jobs over the last five years than simply trying
to match industry and occupation codes. Second, it
allows an interviewer to skip some questions about
aspects of the respondent's job that are unlikely to have
changed.
F17-F18. These questions are asked even if the respondent continues to work for the same employer at the
time of the survey, because they pertain to features of
employment that may have changed over time.

YEARS

PREVIOUSLY.In this section, interviewers should fill out

one line for each activity reported by each respondent
who was identified by Question A30 as having worked
five years ago. The interviewer must fill in the respondent's identification code and number the activities
sequentially. Parts E and F are much shorter than the
sections on current jobs because they emphasize

describing the sectors in which the respondents' work
activities took place, rather than quantifying the
respondents' labor supply or earnings (which respondents may have difficulty recalling accurately). The
comments on many specific questions are the same as
those for corresponding questions in previous sections.
E5. Whereas respondents' first and second most

important work activities in the previous 7 days or the
previous 12 months were determined by the number
of hours devoted to each work activity, the respondents' first and second most important work activities
5 years ago are determined simply by asking them.
PART F: MAIN AND SECONDARYJOBS FIsV YEARS
BEFORETHE INTERVIEW.
In this section interviewers fill

F18. This question checks whether the job is still
going on, so that questions about why the job ended
will be asked only of respondents for whom such
questions are relevant.
Notes
The author gratefullyacknowledges research assistance provided by

Meera Mehta andJaana Remes, and comments from many people,
includingJere Behrman, Richard Blundell, Catherine de Fontenay,
Paul Glewve, Margaret Grosh, Anjini Kochar, Tom MaCurdv,

Alberto Martini, Andrexv McKay,Anne Royalty John Pencavel,Jo
Van Biesbroeck, andWX1imVijverberg.

1. Answeringsuch questionsis only a first step.because estabhshing the correlation of a policy change with labor market
changes does not prove that the policy change caused the labor
market changes. Giving careful thought to the timing of the
changes and to the likely importance of other potential explanations for the labor market changes is often helpful in determining

wvhetheror not the policy change was an important cause of the
labor market change.
2. The need for a worker to sacrificeearningsearlyon to obtain
higher earnings later may arise for several reasons. The initial wage

out one line for each activity marked with a 1 or a 2
in Question E5. The comments on most individual
questiorns arc the sanae as those for corresponding

may be low because the worker is also receiving free training that

questions in previous sections. See the introductory
notes to Part C for a discussion of why questions
about this reference period are split into an overview
(Part E) and detailed questions (Part F).

hard or to provide xvorkers with reasons not to quit. Sacrificing

will enhance his or her productivityvAlternatively, employers may
use the promise of higher xvages later to motivate workers to work
early wages by spending more time in open unemployment may
also help workers find higher-paying jobs later in life.
3. The effective xvage lies below the actual wage to the extent

that programtransfersfallas earnedincome rises.Nonlabor income
F4-F5, F29-F30. These questions determine whether

the respondents' first and second most important work
activities of five years ago are the same as their first and
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is increased by the size of the maximum transfer.
4. A potential drawback to this approach is that it is does not
permit collection of detailed information about the individual's
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work in the same occupation for two different employers.

itated by the use of question sequences that require respondents to

Comparing the wagesearned by the same individualin the same
occupation for employers in both the pubhc and the private
sector-or for work in both largeandsmaDlestablishments-can be

make a full accounting of their time use in the referenceperiod
(Hussmans1990).Unfortunately this, too, is beyond the scope of
the employmentmodule of a living standardssurvey.Chapter 22

usefulfor assessingthe likely importanceof segmentation,because
it enablesthe measurementof wage differencesthat cannotbe the
result of differencesin workers'abilities.However,the number of

discussespossiblereasonsfor includingin the survey a time diary
module,which could prompt the respondentto give this complete
accounting.

individuals performing the same job for employers in different sec-

10. Previous I.SMS surveys asked detailed questions about in-

tors is unlikelyto be large in a LSMS sample,so this is unlikelyto

kind payments,employercharacteristics,
and workingconditionsfor

be a major loss.

the respondent'smain and secondaryjobs during the previous 12

5. If wagesdepended only on variablesthat alsobelong in labor

months as well as for his or her main and secondaryjobs during the

supplyandjob choice relationsdirectly,predictedwageswould be
linear functions of other variableson the right-hand side of the
labor supply and job choice relations,and the regressionswould

previous7 days.Requiringrespondentsto providedetailson the 12month reference period jobs came at some cost-increasing the
chancethat respondentfatiguewould lead to poor data qualityin

sufferfrom perfectmulticollinearity.
For more on simultaneityand
the use of instrumentalvariablessee Chapter 26.
6. Becausechangedwagestodaymay influencework and sector
choiceslater in life,one might want to estimate"dynamic"labor

the rest of the questionnaire-and little benefit- as the detailhas
not been used much by researchers.Looking acrossrural and urban
areasin severalLSMScountries,the percentageof individualswith
complete7-dayreferenceperiod data who reportedadditional12-

supply modelsthat allow for the full range of such effects.Only

month referenceperiod activities(and whose observationsin the

panel dataallowestimationof the full set of parametersrequiredfor
tax and transfer policy analysis under such circumstances. Useful
subsetsof those parameters(for example,allowingpredictionof the
effectsof permanent but not transitorypolicy changes)can be estimnatedwith repeated cross-sectionaldata, especiallywhen good

datasetwverethus put at greater risk of fatigueproblemsby having
to provide detailed 12-month reference period information) was
often in the rangeof 5 to 10 percent,and ran as high as 28 percent.
1t. In the Cote d'lvoire surveythe age limit was six years.The
percentageof childrenwho reported havingdone somework dur-

estimatesof consumptionare available(seeMaCurdy 1985).Atthis
point the fill dynamic models requiring panel data are tractable
only under very strong assumptionsthat make them unattractive
for studyingdevelopingcountries.
7. Rodgers, Brown,and Duncan (1993)find that measurement
errors are more likelyto be correlatedover time for an individual,
and thus are less likelyto lead to spurioustransitions,when obser-

ing the previous7 dayswas approximately4 percent at the age of
seven,9 percent at the age of eight,20 percent at the age of ten, 23
percent at the age of twelve,and 40 percent at the age of fourteen.

vations are collected retrospectivelyin one interview than when
they are collectedin interviewsat differentdates.
8. Panel data are sonsetiiisesthought usefulfor a very different
reason.When economic conditions are not changing much over
time, panel data allow analyststo use "fixed effects"econometric
procedures, which under certain strong assumptions eliminate

with Application to Industrial Policy, Discrimination and
KeynesianUnemployment."Journal of Labor Economics
4 (3):
376-413.
Hall,R. E. 1982."The Importanceof LifetimeJobs in the United
StatesEconomy."AmericanEconomic
Revien'72 (4): 716-24.
Harris,J., and M. Todaro. 1970."Migration,Unemploymentand

potential biases in the cross-sectional econometric relationships that

arise out of the failureto measureall relevantindividualcharacteristics.Such methodsare lessusefulthan is sometimesthought.They
aggravatebiasesassociatedwith measurementerror (which aresubstantial), and they are based on assumptions (for example, that the

unobserved characteristicsdo not change over time and that the
relationshipbeing estimatedis stableovertime) that are often faulty.
Thus the more pressing rationale for collecting panel data is interest

in intrinsicallydynamicquestionshke those raisedby issues30-36
ofTable 1. SeeChapter 23 for a discussionof panel datauses.
9. International Labor Organization studies also suggest that
accuratemeasurementof labor supplyin a referenceperiod is facil-
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nw Anthropometry

O

Harold
Alderman

Anthropometry, the measurement of human growth and size, is widely considered to be a noninvasive, inexpensive way to assess the nutritional status of large samples of individuals. By providing information on one dimension of an individual's health status, it can reflect his or her
intake of nutrients and morbidity history. These are important dimensions of welfare that can
influence the consumption and investment choices of the household of which the individual is
a member.
Anthropometrycan be used in clinicalsettingsboth to
make medicaldiagnosesand to assesswhether individuals are eligibleto be included in targeted programs.'
However,the anthropometric measuresof nutritional
status (AMNS) that are derived from multitopic
household surveys differ appreciably from clinical
screening techniques, as the clinical techniques are
directly linked to the individuals being measured
while multitopic household surveysare a researchtool
based on a representativeand anonymoussample.The
data derivedfrom these surveyshavebeen used to raise
public awarenessof particular nutritional issuesand to
inform the analysisand evaluationof policies aimed at
combating the causes of malnutrition (Alderman
1995).
The first section of this chapter reviews the policy issues that can be addressed using anthropometric survey data.The second section deals with what
anthropometric data are needed for effective policy
analysis.The third section discussesthe draft anthropometry module (inVolume 3), and the fourth section provides observations and notes about this
module.

Policy IssuesRegardingAnthropometric Survey
Data

Anthropometric measures of nutritional status can
usefully augment the limited portrait of living standardsthat is revealedby the money valueof goods and
services consumed (UNDP 1990, Ravallion 1993).
For example,Steckel(1995) showshow historicalpatterns in adult height and weight shed light on patterns
of economic growth over periods of up to two centuries.In addition,the fact that there is no perfect correlation between AMNS and either national income
levels or national income distributionis often used to
distinguishcountries that are atypicalor to motivate
researchto account for this atypicality.In places such
as Sri Lanka or the Indian state of Kerela,the provision
of public services has led to higher levels of health
than might havebeen expected given their aggregate
level of income or rates of poverty (Anand and
Ravallion 1993).On the other hand, nutritional status
in some countrieshas not improvedas rapidlyas might
have been expected given the countries' income
growth-perhaps indicating a need to make specific
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investments in human resources (Alderman and Garcia

sibly indicating

1994).

conditions over short periods.

Moreover,

unlike other indicators of living stan-

the impact

of changing

economic

In cases where the heights of adults are reported,

dards for which data are collected only at the house-

these figures are considered

hold

nomic welfare (Fogel 1994; Steckel 1995). Strauss and

level, anthropometric

insights into the distribution
household,

measures

can provide

of resources within the

on both a gender and a birth order basis,

because the data are collected on an individual basis.
While the evidence for gender-specific patterns of
childhood

malnutrition

is mixed, 2 patterns and anom-

Thomas

to be an index of eco-

(1998) show that economic

indicated with cross-sectional

trends can be

survey data by plotting

the heights of cohort groups. Figure 10.1 presents the
usage ofthis approach forVietnam.This illustrates both
the long-run

trend and the leveling off of the trend

alies can both be used to focus attention on questions

possibly due to intensification

of intrahousehold allocation.
This section, a review of policy issues, begins with

indicates a convergence over time between the heights
of individuals in the north and the south part of the

a discussion about using anthropometric

country.

cate both the welfare of a population

data to indi-

or subpopulation

and the success or failure of poverty and health inter-

However,

because

of the civil war. It also

the

use of completed

heights requires a time lag of 20 years, adult heights
tell us little about current economic

ventions. The section goes on to discuss the use of

conditions.

Body mass index (BMI), which is defined

as an

AMNS to indicate the consequences of malnutrition
and analyze the determinants of malnutrition in a
population. Finally, the section examines how these

individual's weight in kilograms divided by the square
of the individual's height in meters, is another measure of adult health that can be derived from anthro-

data can be used to design more effective interventions
to combat malnutrition.

pometric data. BMI is highly correlated with many
health-related
indicators, including mortality risk
(Calle and others 1999; Gibson 1990; Waaler 1984;

UsingAnthropometryto AssessPoverty

Fogel 1994). However, unlike most measures of chil-

Descriptive statistics on the anthropometry
of children are regularly used in poverty assessments and

dren's nutritional
status, BMI values represent
increased health risks at both low and high levels. Low

development statistics, usually to show rates of malnutrition. International comparisons are often cited to

BMI can indicate hunger. High BMI indicates obesity and resulting risks of high blood pressure, diabetes,

argue that a given country needs to pay more attention to the health and nutritional status of its popula-

and stroke. Thus, for some countries, the number of
adults with high BMI levels may be as indicative of

tion. However, the strength of this argument

depends

in part on whether anthropometry provides a common way of measuring health and nutritional status
that is more accurate than the exchange rates (purchasing parities) used to compare income and poverty data.

disaggregated

reporting

of a survey

can often be found

such as a Demographic

a series of

repeated surveys, it is possible to com-

pare the status of a cohort of children over time, pos252

Males,South

=/

s55

Males, North

150
145 -

Females,
South
Females,
North

-

in the

and Health

Survey, which collects little economic data but more
data on child care practices than a household survey
would normally collect. Where results are available

from

Height(cm)

165
160

In many studies, aggregate anthropometric measures are presented for children under five years of age.
However, more disaggregated analysis of AMNS for
this age group can reveal patterns by age-patterns
influenced by factors such as birth weight, weaning
practices, and exposure to pathogens. This degree of
results

Figure 10.1 HeightofAdults inVietnam, 1992-93
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940
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Yearborn
Note: ndividualswere categorizedasfrom the North or from the Southbased
on the r placeof residenceat the time ofthe survey.
Source:
Author'scacu ationsfromVietnamLivingStandardsSurvey
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public health problems as the number of adults with
low BMI levels.
The same measures of anthropometry that can be
used to assess poverty can also be used for targeting
interventions or for assessing whether targeting criteria are adequate. For example, it is a straightforward
process to use survey data to calculate the percentage
of a transfer or the percentage of a subsidized commodity that accrues to households with malnourished
members. However, it is less straightforward to determine how many people would have been malnourished had the transfer or subsidy not been in place.
Moreover, as Glewwe and van der Gaag (1990)
demonstrate, different measures define different individuals or households as poor.Thus,just because a program does not meet its nutritional targets does not
necessarily mean that the program is not meeting the
objectives that its proponents intended it to meet.
Modelingthe Consequences
of Malnutrition
Analysis of AMNS can both demonstrate the consequences of malnutrition and indicate the returns to
investments in health. The value of an investment in
nutrition is most directly evident if the contribution of
malnutrition to other health indicators, such as infant
and child mortality, can be determined (Pelletier
1994). However, it is easier to find an association
between malnutrition and mortality than to find a
causal relationship.
Not only do investments in nutrition directly
contribute to human welfare by improving the health
of their recipients, they also enhance the efficacy of
other government investments. For example, improving children's nutritional status can boost school attendance and enhance students' ability to learn (Pollitt
1990; Behrman 1996).To explore this possibility, it is
necessary to know the relationship between nutrition
and schooling decisions or outcomes (Glewwe and
Jacoby 1995;Alderman and others 1997).
The relationship between nutrition and schooling
decisions or outcomes is most easily shown with data
from samples specially designed to evaluate the effect
of a program.3 Nonetheless, national, cross-sectional
survey data, with suitable controls in the analysis for
simultaneity in households' decisionmaking processes,
can show the association of nutrition status and
schooling decisions or outcomes (Glewwe and Jacoby
1995).These relationships can be explored using either
data from a special purpose sample survey designed to

evaluate specific programs or national, cross-sectional
survey data and analysis techniques that control for
simultaneity in the decisionmaking process.
Similarly,AMNS can be used to show the relationship of nutrition to worker productivity, measured
in terms of wages or agricultural output. Studies that
use household-level data to show this link include
Thomas and Strauss (1997) and Haddad and Bouis
(1991). In addition, Fogel (1994) uses historical patterns to back up his claim that improved nutrition
accounts for an appreciable share of income growth in
the past two centuries.
These studies of the consequences of malnutrition
generally require analyses that place nutrition on the
right-hand side of regressions. While height is generally taken as predetermined in wage regressions, it is
harder to justify treating weight as exogenous in such
equations or to claim that any measure of nutrition is
not simultaneously determined with schooling choices. This imposes analytical challenges that crosssectional data only partially address. These challenges
are discussed in greater detail below.
UsingAnthropometry
to AssessInterventions
and Policies
Anthropometric measures of nutritional status can be
used to demonstrate the success of a program or policy in reducing malnutrition in a given country. They
can show whether there is a need for explicit investments in nutrition to augment the gains that might be
expected from a labor-intensive growth strategy or
find out whether a proposed transfer program would
have an appreciable impact on the nutritional status of
the population. Alternatively, they can be used to predict how general changes in economic conditions will
affect health status or how expanding access to education can change the population's nutritional status. In
all of these cases,it is first necessary to derive from the
survey data an estimate of the impact that increased
income or improved education have on nutritional
status.That parameter is then multiplied by the size of
the gain expected in income from growth or from the
hypothetical welfare program.4
Similarly, causal models of malnutrition can be
used to measure how price changes affect malnutrition
and, thus, to assess how removing a subsidy or changing the exchange rate will affect it. Analogously, such
models can be used to ascertain whether certain types
of infrastructure or specific programs contribute to
reducing malnutrition (Strauss and Thomas 1995).
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Since an individual's nutritional
come of a complex
data on nutritional

status is the out-

process of household

decisions,

status can also be used to make

inferences about how a household
allocates its
resources. For example, Horton (1988) explores how
birth order affects malnutrition, providing both specific insights on nutrition and general insights on household resource
explores
AMNS

constraints.

the difference
of the amount

Similarly, Thomas

in the impact
of household

(1994)

on a child's
income

con-

trolled by mothers and by fathers and how this impact
differs if the child is a boy or a girl. The study by
Thomas presents strong evidence that resources are
not fiflly pooled within a household but rather that
some members may retain control over the disposition
of resources that they bring into the household.
Another study in which AMNS are used to model
general issues of household decisionmaking is Pitt,
Rosenzweig, and Hassan (1990). This study uses a
weight for height production function to derive an
individual's health endowment.The
study is longitudinal, meaning that it uses data collected from a number
of successive rounds of the same survey. Once the
individual health endowment is derived, it is used to
indicate how households reduce internal inequality by
transferring output from the household members with
the highest
endowments

endowments

These have only exogenous
on the right-hand

(predetermined) variables
side and are less data-intensive than

properly modeled production

functions.They

provide

the net impact of the exogenous (predetermined) factors and are often suitable for determining the effect
of a particular intervention or service. For example,
they can show the net impact of the availability of a
prenatal clinic in the community without actually
modeling who uses the clinic or the direct impact of
people's use of the clinic.
Other studies of the determinants
in children

adopt production

of malnutrition

function

approaches,

which use household

decisions about health care to
explain health outcomes. These approaches can be
used to study the impact of specific behaviors such as
smoking, breastfeeding, or using oral rehydration salts.
More than most approaches, production
function
approaches are stable over changing economic circumstances and amenable to making extrapolations
beyond existing conditions (Rosenzweig and Schultz
1988). However, these approaches require specific,
detailed data on all the elements in the production
function. While multitopic household surveys often
contain sufficiently detailed estimates of prices to
identify the inputs into production
functions, the
identification process is not always precise. Production

to members with lower
(see also Filmer 1995).
In another study using AMNS, Foster (1995) creates a model for weight changes in Bangladeshi children over several survey rounds. This model is used to

function approaches are most informative when they
have well-defined inputs. Many key inputs into nutrition are not collected in the short LSMS questionnaire, including individual nutrient intakes, breastfeeding practices, the timing and frequency of feeding, and

indicate

how sensitive households are to income
shocks caused by flooding. Although the primary contribution of this study is in terms of understanding
credit markets, it also provides a useful perspective for
understanding child health.
Foster and Rosenzweig (1994) use adult nutrition
as an outcome measure in their study of contractual
arrangements for workers in the Philippines. Unlike
most of the studies cited above, this paper does not aim
to improve health policies but rather investigates the
incentives to work provided by different labor con-

the use of oral rehydration

tracts. However,

ing (low height for age), which is considered a measure of long-term or chronic malnutrition, and wasting
(low weight for height), which is considered a measure of acute malnutrition. A third category, weight for
age, contains some of the information from both these
measures and is still commonly reported. 5 There is no
apparent correlation between levels of stunting and

the underlying hypothesis of the
authors' discussion is that work effort is reflected in
AMNS. Thus the authors use AMNS as an objective
measure of a personal choice that is otherwise difficult
to observe.
Many of the studies that use LSMS data to model
nutritional outcomes use reduced-form
estimations.
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salts.

Data Needs
This section discusses what data are needed for
anthropometric analysis and the extent to which data
from LSMS-type surveys can fill these analytical needs.
What Measures for What Ages?
Since the publication of Waterlow and others (1977),
a distinction has generally been made between stunt-
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levels of wasting in a population (Victora 1992). This
is a bit of a puzzle since a cumulative measure of
health such as height should reflect the sum over time
of short-term health status, which wasting should
measure.There have been few attempts to use household survey data to solve this puzzle.
HEIGHT FOR AGE.

indicator

Stunting (low height for age) is an

of long-term

or chronic

malnutrition.

All

LSMS surveys to date that have collected AMNS have
included the height for age measure, and all analyses of
AMNS data have discussed height for age results.
Therefore, it is not necessary to address here whether
height for age should be included in modules on
anthropometrics.
The measurement of height will be further discussed below in the context of age-specific concerns.
However, it should be noted that it is strongly recommended not to seek self-reported heights or to ask parents to indicate the heights (or weights) of their children. Strauss and Thomas (1996) report that even with
high-quality data from the United States there is a systematic bias in heights reported by parents. Lowincome households underestimate their children's
heights more than do higher-income parents-which
can result in an exaggeration of the impact of income
on height. Strauss and Thomas also indicate that height
variance appears much greater when it is self-reported.
Wasting (low weight for height)
is, in principle, an indicator of acute malnutrition and
WEIGHT FOR HEIGHT.

thus

may be a sensitive

indicator

of short-term

response to changing conditions. However, this is not
desirable
in cross-sectional
analysis.
necessarily
Multipurpose
household surveys are not generally
designed to differentiate short-term fluctuations from
long-term
conditions. The variation in prices and
infrastructure in a cross-sectional data set has shortterm and long-term components that are hard to distinguish from each other. To overcome this and make
the most of the information on short-term nutritional status contained in weight for height measures, it
may be necessary to adopt panel approaches.
Weight for height measures probably work best
when there are repeated measurements over relatively
short periods of time. One of the few studies to
explicitly choose weight for height for its sensitivity to
and Hassan
short-term
health (Pitt, Rosenzweig,
1990) uses repeated observations of this measure as

well as of two other measures of nutritional status (skin
folds and upper arm circumference). Foster (1995) also
specifically examines short-term nutritional status, but
he uses changes in weight, not weight for height.
The importance of data from the community
modules is highlighted by comparing the results in
Tables 10.1 and 10.2. These tables show that regressions using height for age or weight for height as a
dependent

variable fail to explain much of the vari-

ance in the sample, as indicated by the low values of
R2 unless cluster fixed effects-which capture the
effects of community infrastructure-are included.
(Cluster fixed effects will be discussed later in this
chapter.) Moreover, the coefficients on income are
quite different between the weight for height and
height for age regressions. In two cases the signs on the
variables for the impact of maternal education differ
depending on which measure of nutritional status is
used. While differences in results do not, by themselves, indicate that one measure is more accurate than
the other, the regressors used to produce Table 10.2
were not tailored to the measurement of acute conditions, so it is presumed that the height for age longrun measure is more suitable for the analysis reported.
Although weight for age is still a
commonly used indicator, its use has declined, in part
because it is viewed as unable to distinguish between
chronic and acute malnutrition. It may,however, regain
some favor with wider use of accurate battery or solarpowered digital scales.Such scales are particularly useful
WEIGHT FOR AGE.

for young children, whose weights can be calculated
conveniently by first weighing the mother or caretaker with her child and then weighing her alone. Often
the scale performs this calculation, and hence the suberror.
traction
does not introduce
additional
Nevertheless, relatively few analyses of weight for age
have been done linking this measure with economic
data from LSMS surveys. Table 10.3, which uses the
same sample and models as Tables 10.1 and 10.2, indicates that the results from analyses of weight for age data
correspond more closely to results based on height for
age than to results based on weight for height. Even if
weight for age provides little information beyond that
already provided by height for age, there is little additional cost to collecting weights along with heights.
Moreover, as discussed below, in a number of analyses,
weights can be used as additional instrumental variables
to increase the accuracy of height coefficients.
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Table 10.1 Sensitivity of Coefficients in Three Models to Explain Height for Age, Selected LSMS Surveys

Coefficient
logarithm Coefficient
of
Coefficient
of
Ftestfor
of income
maternal
education paternal
education pricecoefficients
Vietnam
(1992-93)
Community
fixedeffectsmodel
Model without fixed effects

R2

0.232
(3.132)

0.018
(1.722)

0.016
(1.726)

0.283

0.373

-0.003

0.008

0.225

(6.422)
Modelwithoutfixedeffects
but
0.284
including
commodity
prices
(4.6i4)
............
......... ....................................................................

(0.273)
(0.870)
0.005
0.013
3.59
(0.475)I.......................I................................................I.......................................
(1.496)
[6,2.594]
I.......................

0.232

SouthAfrica(1994)

Community
fixedeffects
model

0.273
(5.517)

0.012
(1.282)

0.007
(0.826)

0.239

Modelwithout fixedeffects

0.355
(8.276)

0.015
(1.565)

0.002
(0.185)

0.125

Modeltw.tnout5fixed.effects
but
includingcommodity
prices
................................
I................................................

0.337
0.015
(7.661)
(1.582)
.........................................
I............................

0.002
2.51
(0.207)
[6,
3,277]
.......................................
...............................

0.129

0.189
(2.641)
0.325
(5.390)
0.382
(5.968)

0.012
(1.638)
0.021.
(3.003)
0.01
(2.483)

0.304

Pakistan(/991)
Communityfixed effectsmodel
Modelwithout fixed effects
Modelwithout fixedeffectsbut
includingcommodity prices
............................

.................

..............................

0.057
(5.247)
0.060
(6.328)
0.061
(6.253)

.......................................................................................................................................................

0.142
5.24
[7, 3,749]

0.148

Morocco(1991)
Communityfixed effectsmodel

0.239
0.038
0.005
0.338
(2.168)
(2.137)
(0.150)
Modelwithout fixedeffects
0.296
0.040
0.006)
0.192
(3.172)
(2.423)
(0.153
Note:Numbers
in parentheses
aret-statistics
andnumbers
in brackets
aredegrees
of freedom.
Regressions
include
variabesfor agegenderandthe interactions
betweenageand genderParentalheightsare modeled
where available.
Regressions
forVietnamadditionallyincludevariabes for race.
.. .....................

'"e"d...e..........................................................

0

...96

..............................

0.'040.............................

0... 006)................................................................0.

'192

Source:
Author's calcuationsfrom LSMSdata for eachcountry

CIRCUMFERENCE. Mid-upper
arm circumference
is a measure that gauges both fat reserves and muscle
mass. In contrast to the bulky scales and measuring
boards needed to collect other measurements,
it
requires little equipment other than a calibrated tape
measure (Zerfas 1991). Thus, in places where interviewers have to carry anthropometric equipment long
distances to sample households, it may be more practical to measure mid-upper arm circumference than to
measure weight and height. Moreover, in longitudinal
surveys mid-upper arm circumference has at least as
strong a correlation with subsequent mortality as do
other measures (Vella and others 1993).
The World Health Organization (WHO; 1995)
recommends against using unadjusted mid-upper arm
circumference
because it is not age-independent.
However, conceptually it is a simple matter to adjust
the measurement for age using the data provided in
WHO (1995). Since this standardization is routinely
done for heights and weights, by itself it does not seem
ARM
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a compelling reason to prefer one measure over another. Indeed, Zerfas (1991) claims that mid-upper arm
circumference adjusted for age is relatively insensitive
to errors in recording age. In practice, standardizing
mid-upper arm circumference for age is less convenient than standardizing height or weight for age, since
no prepackaged software that makes the adjustment
easily is yet available.
A few studies have indicated that mid-upper arm
circumference is not strongly correlated with weight
for height (WHO 1995). However, the absence of
such a correlation does not seem to rule out the validity of mid-upper arm circumference as a measure of
nutritional status; height for age, also not strongly correlated with weight for height, is widely used as such
a measure. So farVietnam is the only country where a
LSMS survey has included mid-upper arm circun-ference. In Table 10.4, both individual correlations of
anthropometric
measure for children in Vietnam and
the correlation of rates in the 148 sample clusters are
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Table 10.2 Sensitivity of Coefficients in Three Models to ExplainWeight for Height, Selected LSMS Surveys
Coefficientlogarithm
Coefficientof
of income
maternaleducation

Coefficientof
paternaleducation

Ftest for
price coefficients

RI

Vietnom (1992-93)

0.290
(0.701)
0.208
(0.541)

-0.073
(1.363)
-0.037
(1.086)

-0.074
(1.800)
-0.058
(1.280)

0.383
(0.953)

-0.095
(1.106)

-0.066
(1.506)

0.085
(1.627)

0.001
(0.093)

0.004
(0.570)

0.250

Model.without.fixed.effects

0.047
(1.062)
0.023
(0.512)

0.004
(0.415)
0.008
(0.889)

0.05-3

Modelwithout fixed effectsbut
includingcommodity prices

0.005
(0.602)
0.01
(1.088)

0.155
(2.547)

0.001
(0.156)

0.009
(1.454)

Communityfixedeffectsmodel
Mo

without fixed effects

Modelwithout fixed effectsbut
includingcommodity prices
SouthAfrica(1994)
Communityfixedeffectsmodel

Pakiston(1991)
Communityfixed effectsmodel

..............................
..... 9-,......................................,"
0.001
0.198
(1.453)
(3.801)
.........................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
0.165
-0.006
Modelwithout fixedeffectsbut
(0.722)
(2.980)
includingcommoditypnces

.........................................
without fixed effects
Model................................

O....................
0.009
(0.505)
0.003
(0532)

0.128
0.080
0.080

0.96
[6,2.594]

0.077

13.28
[6, 3,277]

0.256
..6

025
0.025

..............................................

8.23
7, 3,749]

*...........

0.044

Morocco (1991)

0.267
-0.008
-0.041
0.072
(0.301)
(3.055)
(0.836)
0.018
0.004
0.219
-0.027
Modelwithout fixed effects
(0.141)
(2.158)
(2.988)
for age,gender,
andthe nteractions
Regressions
includevarables
aredegrees
of freedom.
inbrackets
aret satisticsandnumbers
Note:Numbersin parentheses
Communityfixedeffectsmodel

between ageand genderRegressions
forVietnamalsoincludevariablesfor race.
Source:
Author's calculations
from LSMSdatafor eachcountry.

and Hassan (1990) use this measure, not
that

reported. While cluster rates are based on very small
numbers and thus only roughly indicate similar corre-

Rosenzweig,

spondences in larger samples, available statistics show
that rates of low weight for age are poorly correlated
with other measures at the cluster level.Thus the table
reinforces the view that weight for height reflects a
very different dimension of community nutrition than

instrument. Table 10.5
requires an over-identifying
repeats three of the regressions reported forVietnam in
Tables 10.1-10.3, using mid-upper arm circumference
standardized for age as the dependent variable. The
coefficients of income and maternal education in the

is reflected in height for age or weight for age. Midupper arm circumference may be a more short-term
measure than height, as muscle mass and fat reserves
can both decrease as well as increase. Height, however,
is as much a measure of past nutritional shocks as of
current circumstances, and does not appear to be as

preferred fixed effects estimates are moderately similar
to the corresponding regression with height for age as
a dependent variable.The same bias can be seen in the
coefficient of income relative to the fixed effect esti-

closely related to weight for height as it is to other
measures.
There is little evidence on how mid-upper arm
circumference correlates with the economic variables
collected in integrated household surveys, since this
measure has rarely been collected in LSMS surveys.
Nor is mid-upper arm circumference often used in
studies linking economic data with nutrition. Pitt,

to study such links but in a statistical technique

mate observed in other AMNS.
It is not possible to take these comparisons further
since the other LSMS data sets do not include midupper arm circumference as a variable (although a survey currently being prepared in Paraguay will do so).
However, many of the analyses that have been carried
out to date with other LSMS data could easily have
been undertaken using mid-upper arm circumference
data as well. Given this possibility, the strongest argument against the widespread use of mid-upper arm
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Table 10.3 Sensitivity of Coefficients in Three Models to ExplainWeight for Age, Selected LSMS Surveys
Coeffcientlogarithm
Coefficientof
of income
maternaleducation

Coefficientof
paternaleducation

Ftest for
price coefficients

R2

Vietnam (1992-93)

Communityfixed effectsmodel

0.167
(0.370)
0... 98 ..............................
0.198
(4.036)
0.154
(3.592)

0.019
(2.517)
_0.'0.............................
-0.01
(1.488)
0.10i7
(2.403)

0.001
(0.011)
-O."02......................................................................wihu.ie
-0.002
(0.247)
0.002
4.36
(0.253)
[6,2,594]

0.412

0.223
0.008
0.010
(4.740)
(0.944)
(1.267)
............
h"o....ut........ed.......................................*.....................
0...239
0...013 ..............................
0.'004.................................................................
Model
without
fixedeffects
0.239..............................
0.013
0.004
(6.046)
(1.565)
(0.587)
.............................
.................................................................................................................................................................................
Modelwithout fixedeffectsbut
0.210
0.016
0.008
8.89
including
commodityprices
(5.135)
(2.01
1)
(1.028)
[6,3,277]
.....................................................................................................................
I................................................I............................................................

0.277

................................................................................
fet
Model
witnoLt fixedeffects

Modelwithout fixedeffectsbut
includingcommodityprices

.5
0.351

0.357

SouthAfrico(/994)
Communityfixed effectsmodel

0.I28

0.128
0.144

Pakistan(1991)

Communityfixed effectsmodel

0.220
(3.958)

Modelwithout fixed.effects

0.330
(7.170)
0.335
(6.718)

.................................................................................

Modelwithout fixed effectsbit
includingcommodityprices

Morocco(/991)
Communityfixedeffectsmodel

0.033
(3.952)

0.016
(2.955)

0.347

0.025
0.016
(3.134)
(0.016)
*.................................................................................................*........................................
0.030
0.014
(3.677)
(2.558)

0.146

0.215
(2.463)

-0.014
(1.118)

7.44
[7, 3,749]

0.158

-0.009
(0.358)

0.346

Mode without fixed effects

0 366
-0.002
0.002
0.i80
(5.163)
(0.191)
(0.088)
Note: Numbers in parentheses
are t-statisticsand number in bracketsaredegreesof freedom.Regressions
includevarablesfor age,genderandthe nteractions
betweenageand genderRegress
onsforVietnamalso nclude variablesfor race.
Source:
Estimatefrom LSMSdata.

Table 10.4 Correlation ofAnthropometric Measuresfor Children 0-60 Months,Vietnam, 1992-93

Variable
Heiht
age
...... ..for
.........
.........

Correlationover individuals
Correlationof ratesover clusters
Height Weight Weight Mid-upper Height Weight
Weight
Mid-upper
Mean
Rateof
for
for
for
arm
for
for
for
arm
value malnutrition age
age
height circumference age
age
height circumference
-1.89
.........................

Weight for age

-1.62

..49.9
2 ...................1.00

40.8

0.75

........................................................................

1.00

-

Weight
for
heignt
-0.59
5.8
-0.02
0.62
1.00
.. .......
"" -rn...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1.00 I..............................................................
1.00
-

-

0.68

-

0.07

0.21

0.42

0.53

Mid-upperarm
circumference
-1.84
49.7
0.42
0.67
0.50
1.00
-These correlationsare the sanie asthe conrespordng correlationsbeow the diagonalof this 4x4 matrix.

............

i.00

0.21

1.00

Source:
Estimatefrom LSMSdata.

Table 10.5 Three Models to Explain Mid-UpperArm Circumference,Vietnam, 1992-93
Coefficientlogarithm
Coefficientof
of income
maternaleducation
Community fixed effects model

Modelwithout fxed effects
Modelwithout fixed effectsbut

Coefficientof
paternaleducation

0.183

0.026

0.007

(3.144)
0.351
(7.394)
0.251
(4.931)

(2.841)
0.006
(0.689)
0.012

(0.922)
-0.008
(0.397)
0.000
(0.006)

Ftest for
price coefficients

R2
0.384

0.277
4.42

0.284

including commodity prices
(1.473)
[6,2,594]
Note: Numbersin parentheses
aret-statisticsand numbersin bracketsaredegreesof freedom.Regressionsncludevariablesfor age,genderand interactionsof age and

gender
Source.
Estimate
fromLSMSdata.
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circumference data appears to be that it has not been
used widely so far. In other words, this measure cannot be used as a poverty indicator because there are
too few examples for cross-country comparisons to be
made. And mid-upper arm circumference statistics are
rarely used to inform policy probably only because the
indicator is relatively new. Thus it would be appropriate in the future to more frequently include this indicator in household survey questionnaires .
While it is well known that birth
weights are a strong predictor of the subsequent size of
children (Adair 1989), it is generally not possible for
multitopic household surveys to gather birth weight
information in any systematic way. Birth weight data
are occasionally recorded on health cards that are
issued by clinics and kept by a baby's parents, but in
most developing countries the percentage of children
born in a clinic is usually too small to provide a reliable indicator without correcting for sample selection.
In countries where these data are available for a significant portion of the population, it would be advisable
to take advantage of this opportunity to collect them.
However, in most cases, designers of LSMS surveys
should assume that this will not be the case.
BIRTH WEIGHTS.

AMNS collection is
most important for preschool children since these
children are particularly at risk of malnutrition.
However, certain difficulties arise when measuring the
nutritional status of very young children. Because children under 2 years of age are too young to stand properly, their length must be measured while they are
lying down.The international reference tables accommodate this difference in measurement techniques
(Dibley and others 1987).
There are also some practical considerations
regarding the measurement of very young children.
Cultural taboos related to the evil eye and negative
feelings regarding strangers visiting a child are most
common in the case of the very young. In five data sets
investigated-Ghana, Morocco, Pakistan, South Africa,
and Vietnam-the
probability of a missing height
measurement for a preschool child declines significantly with age, with most of this decline coming
between the first and second year of life. In some cultures, dead children are buried on boards that resemble the measuring boards used by interviewers, which
makes parents understandably reluctant to see their
MEASURING YOUNG CHILDREN.

live children lying on these measuring boards. Other
considerations in measuring very young children are
the timing of the most recent feeding or the fact that
parents may not allow their child's swaddling or diapers to be removed.While the failure to remove clothing can affect the recorded weights of older children
too, clothing represents a higher percentage of the
weight of a very young child. Also,while misreporting
of age can throw off the interpretation of the anthropometric measurements of all children, it is especially
problematic for very young children; because very
young children grow extremely rapidly, even a small
error in assessing their age can result in a significant
error in assessing their nutritional status.
These problems justify treating children younger
than one year old differently than slightly older children, in analysis as well as in data collection. However,
the problems do not justify excluding younger children from the sample for which anthropometric data
are collected. Indeed, given the long-lasting impact of
early childhood nutrition, identifying and understanding the determinants of nutrition for this age group is
one of the most important tasks for analysts.
At times a lack of resources or technical capacity
makes it difficult to collect weight and height information. In such cases it is sometimes suggested that the
problem be addressed by measuring only children
under the age of 36 months. The proponents of this
solution justify it on the grounds that peak vulnerability occurs in these years. However, while this may be
an appropriate way to prioritize in clinical work, it is
not as appropriate in survey work because the costs of
locating other, shghtly older, children are not high. The
key issue for determining the appropriate age cutoff is
not how easy it is to take the relevant measurements
but international comparability and correlation with
observable prices and infrastructure.
There is little experience
with collecting data on individuals between the ages
of 6 and 20. At the low end of this range, these data
differ only slightly from data on younger children and
can be useful, for example, to explain why some children are enrolled in school at the age of six and others are not. However, by the time a child reaches the
prepuberty growth spurt (at approximately age 9), analyzing his or her nutritional status becomes more
problematic. While international growth reference
curves are availablefor the height of children up to age
MEASURING ADOLESCENTS.
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18, they are only available for weight for height of girls
up to age 10 and boys up to age 11. Moreover, little
work has been done on assessing international patterns
or ethnic differences within a given country in the
timing of the onset of puberty.

Another problem with measuring adults is that it
may be more difficult to find all adults in the vicinity
of the household during the time of the interview.
The better educated (as well as healthier) adults are
liable to hold jobs that prevent them from being pres-

adolescents

Thus the value of collecting anthropometry
for
in housheold
surveys is unproven.

ent when the field team visits the respondents' home.
Or these adults' jobs may have caused them to

However, two arguments can be made in favor of
including it in multitopic household surveys. First,
increasing the amount of data available on this age

migrate. There is a gender bias in availability of adults
to be measured; while only 4.7 percent of mothers
were missing in the Morocco sample, over 30 percent

group may indicate the data's usefulness with high relative returns, particularly in the case of panel studies
that might shed light on how nutrition and schooling

of fathers were. Even in the Vietnam

affect each other or on whether adolescent children
can overcome stunting that occurred when they were
younger (Golden 1994; Martorell and others 1992).
Second, if the cost of collecting anthropometric data
largely consists of the fixed cost of finding the household, including adolescents when measurements are
being taken of preschool children and adults is relatively inexpensive.
Since rates of childhood malnutrition are a more widely monitored indicator of welfare than adult BMI or height, measuring adults is often
regarded as of secondary interest for policymaking purposes.Yet measuring adults is useful both for analyzing
policy (for example, assessing the impact of nutrition
on labor productivity) and for understanding the determinants of the nutritional status of children and other
members of the family. Cross-tabulations or multivariMEASURING

ADuLTS.

ate regressions that explain child nutrition may be misleading if adult heights are not available, since parental,
especially maternal, heights are significant explanatory
variables in many studies of children's nutrition.
Moreover, adult stature may correlate with the income
and welfare of populations. And adult heights and body
mass indexes can be used to provide information on
the long-term returns to investments in nutrition.
In multitopic
household
surveys, stature and
weight of adults are less frequently collected than
stature and weight of children. One possible reason for
this is that it may be more difficult to collect such
measures from adults. If children are weighed using
hanging scales, the
the team carry an
scale. However, as
currently available
and adults.
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measurement of adults requires that
additional, somewhat less portable,
mentioned above, digital scales are
that are accurate for both children

LSMS-a
data
set with a remarkably low number of missing measurements overall-more
than five times as many
fathers as mothers were not measured. Missing height
measurements

were especially high for males between
20 and 25; in this age group over 10 percent of the
sample was missing.
As a result of the relative scarcity of adult measurements in the field, there is less existing evidence on
adult health, as represented by BMI, than there is on
child malnutrition. (Studies of adult BMI are included
in Thomas, Lavy, and Strauss 1996 and Lavy, Thomas,
and de Vreyer 1996; a few studies, such as Pitt,
Rosenzweig,
and Hassan 1990, pool children and
adults.) Adult BMI models are conceptually similar to
models of child nutrition, although children may be
more passive recipients of care than adults. However,
some additional factors can be measured for adults.
Total family income (or expenditure) is more clearly
simultaneously determined with adult BMI than it is
with nutrition of children. In a related vein, Higgins
and Alderman (1997) indicate that since the energy
outlay of labor affects BMI, the failure to include a
measure of time allocation or energy intensity in a
study of adult health may result in biased income coefficients. And pregnancy and lactation need to be
included in models of female BMI.
Table 10.6 shows the differences in income and
education coefficients derived from three LSMS surveys with and without parents'heights, using the cluster fixed effect models (with relevant coefficients
repeated for convenience). 6 It is apparent that in both
Vietnam and Morocco excluding the parental height
variable leads to an appreciable bias in the coefficient
of per capita expenditures, while the education coefficients do not seem to be affected. In the case of
Pakistan, for which only mothers' heights are available,
the difference in the coefficient of income is relatively small when the mother's height is excluded.
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Table 10.6 Effect of Omitting Parental Height in Three Models of Height for Age, Selected LSMS Surveys
Coefficient
Coefficientof
logarithmof income maternaleducation
Vietnam(I 992-93)
Communityfixed effectsmodelwith both parents'heights

Coefficientof
paternaleducation

R'

0.232
(3.132)

0.018
(1.722)

0.016
(1.726)

0.283

0.257
(3.495)
Communityfixed effectsmodelexcludingparents'heights
0.283
(3.816)
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0.018
(1.707)
0.019
(1.791)

0.017
(1.792)
0.017
(1.739)

0.276

0.189
(2.641)

0.057
(5.247)

0.012
(1.638)

0.304

0.204
(2.834)

0.057
(2.196)
..............................

0.015
(2.098)
..................................

0.299

0.239
(2.168)

0.038
(2.137)

0.005
(0.150)

0.338

0.25-3
(2.277)
0.358
(3.263)

0.036
(2.025)
0.039
(2.136)

0.004
(0.112)
0.004
(0.116)

0.326

Communityfixedeffectsmodelwith motner'sheightonly

Paoiston
(1991)
Communityfixed effectsmodelwith mothers heightonly
Communityfixed effectsmodel excludingparents'heights
..................................................
I..................................................*.....................

Morocco(1991)
Communityfixed effectsmodelwith both parents'heights
Communityfixed effectsmodelwith mother'sheightonly
Communityfixed effectsmodel excludingparents'heignts

0.259

0.305

Note:Numbersin parentheses
aret-stat stics.Regressionssnclude
variablesfor age,genderandthe interactionsbetweenage and genderRegressions
forVietnamalso
Incude variablesfor race.
Source:
Estimatedfrom LSMSdata.

The inclusion of parents' heights does not appear

OTHER

HEALTH

INDICATORS.

Many

aspects

of

to be as important in preventing bias in the mid-upper
arm circumference
regression. When heights were
omitted in the regression reported in the first row of

micronutrient status or deficiencies that affect mortality and productivity are not revealed by anthropometric measurements. Therefore, to do a full study of the

Table 10.5, the coefficient of income rose only to
0.191. Using parental arm circumference as a regressor

nutritional status of a population, it is necessary to collect data on the levels of vitamin A or iron in the

is not appropriate

blood. Collecting this data is not usually cumbersome

since, unlike height, parental

arm

circumference
is affected by the same factors that
determine child arm circumference and thus will contribute to biased results. 7

or costly, as there are some cheap and convenient field
collection methods. Iron status, for example, can be
indicated using a blood sample taken by means of a
single pinprick.

However,

experience

suggests that

What Data ComplementAnthropometric Data?
Anthropometric data alone are not sufficient to analyze
a number of key nutritional issues.Therefore, the anthropometric data collected in most multitopic household

research protocols are not always strictly observed by
all survey interviewers in the field. The consequences
of such deviations can be particularly serious when
blood is being collected. Moreover, informed consent

surveys need to be supplemented by data either from
other parts of the survey or from outside sources. The
LSMS surveys have an advantage over many other
sources of anthropometric data in that they gather information on other aspects of the household's well-being,
including total expenditure and educational attainment. 8
As is increasingly recognized by epidemiologists and
nutritionists as well as economists, this feature makes it
possible to be discriminating in making causal statements

becomes both more important and more difficult to
obtain when even marginally invasive techniques are
used. Thus the collection of blood samples is more
suited to specialized clinical studies than to living standards surveys such as the LSMS.
The consumption of micronutrients is, in general,
hard to indicate in multitopic household surveys, in
part because most food-related data are collected at
the household level and thus have to be aggregated

about observed correlations (Briscoe, Akin, and Guilkey

over all household

1990). This subsection of the paper reviews what kinds
of data are needed to complement the AMNS.

important as the preparation of the food and the timing of its consumption influence the absorption of

members

and all meals. This is
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micronutrients.

However, it is possible to test for the

ting objective

measurements

in the same module

as

iodization

of salt by asking households to provide a
small amount of salt to be tested in the field (as was

questions that require reported answers makes it clearer which data have been reported by the individual

done in Peru in 1995) so that researchers can ascertain
within reasonable bounds whether the household is
receiving an adequate amount of iodine.

him or herself and which have been reported by other

Some inferences on nutrient intake can be made
using food recall data. To provide this data, respondents

often included questions on breastfeeding and immunization that are important for anthropometric analy-

attempt to remember what food the household has
eaten during, say, the past 24 hours. Although LSMS

ses (see Chapter 15). The general practice is to put
these questions in the fertility module because they

surveys have not traditionally

recall

refer not only to living children but also to any chil-

questions, it would be feasible to include them in a
multitopic household survey. Moreover, these data

dren who have died. If a survey does not include a fertility module, it would be useful to include questions
on breastfeeding
and immunization
within the

included

need not be collected on a household

food

basis; they can

family members.
The fertility modules within LSMS surveys have

also be collected on a per meal basis or for an individual or subset of individuals in the household. Indeed,
food recall data collected on an individual basis may
measure household
consumption
more accurately
than do food expenditures (Bouis and Haddad 1992).
If so, they may help identify the contributions
of
household
resources and public health measures
toward preventing malnutrition.
A number of new techniques for assessing adult
health have recently been introduced into household
surveys. These include self-reported assessments of
respondents' ability to perform daily activities ranging

anthropometry

from walking one kilometer or lifting heavy objects to
simple activities such as eating, bathing, or dressing.
Other techniques
include measuring respondents'
lung capacity. The various techniques are discussed at

tions about breastfeeding
was given to the child.

length in Chapter 8.
It is possible to include the anthropometric

are included in all multitopic household surveys, while
income questions are included in most such surveys.

meas-

module.

A simple yes or no question is seldom sufficiently
informative about breastfeeding; interviewers must ask
when the breastfeeding began and ended, and whether
the child was exclusively breastfed during this period.
As the phrase "exclusive breasffeeding" is ambiguous,
the wording of the question should distinguish among
various means of providing fluids (both milk and
water) and elicit the date on which the child was first
introduced to solid foods. For times when a child was
not breastfed, a distinction should be made between
cup and spoon feeding and bottle feeding. Often ques-

INCOME

also ask whether

colustrum

Consumption

questions

AND CONSUMPTION.

ures discussed in this chapter in the health module
rather than in an independent module. Conceptually,
it matters little which choice is made.The main issues

When consumption and income data are analyzed in
combination with anthropometric measures of nutritional status, a few issues need to be considered.

that should determine this have to do with the organization of the fieldwork. LSMS surveys often involve
anthropometrists
who collect only anthropometric
data, are well trained in the technique, and are each
issued a set of field equipment. If the anthropometric
module were incorporated into the health module,
either anthropometrists would need to be trained in
general interview techniques or interviewers would
need to be trained (and equipped) for anthropometry.

Some difficulties may arise if researchers are interested in calculating the availability of nutrients (and if
food consumption recall is not included in the module). Generally, food consumption in LSMS surveys is
recorded in terms of expenditures. Using community
prices to calculate quantities of goods consumed by a
household requires researchers to make a tacit assumption that no differences in quality exist. To the degree
that prices vary by income level-as they might if a

Linking the two modules might make it easier to use
the time of all the members of the field team more
efficiently, reducing the chance that one team member

household can chose a commodity from a range of
similar commodities of different qualities (for example, with grains or meat)-using
average prices will

would have to wait while his or her colleagues completed the other aspects of the survey. Moreover, put-

underestimate the quantities obtained by low-income
consumers. Recent analysis has shown that the quality
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range is limited in the case of commodities that are
defined more precisely-rice, for example, rather than
the broader category of grains. The bias in measurement of calories will thus be smaller if the consumption module lists individual foods rather than classes of
foods (Subramanian and Deaton 1996; Alderman in
Lipton and van der Gaag 1993). Nevertheless, if there
is a possibility that prices differ by household characteristics-for example, with poor households buying
in small quantities and thus unable to get bulk discounts-the module on food consumption should ask
about the most recent price paid by the household.
Some LSMS surveys have inquired about households' recent purchases of food, the number of
months households rely on home production, and
households' average consumption from home production. Such inquiries do not allow an accurate
assessment of current consumption because they do
not indicate if home production was being consumed
during the period covered in the survey recall.
However, most LSMS surveys have collected data on
purchases for and consumption from production (as
well as in-kind wages), using the same recall period in
both cases.
Income and expenditures are often measured
imperfectly, in some cases leading to underestimation
of the effect of income or expenditures in regressions
of the determinants of nutritional status. Chapters 5,
11, and 17 in this book discuss ways to improve the
measurement of income and consumption. Yet even
without improving income and consumption measurements, it is possible to correct for errors in income
and consumption using other information in the multitopic survey.
The main way to do this is to use the data on
household assets from various parts of the questionnaire (such as the modules on durable goods, housing,
household enterprises, agriculture, and savings) to
apply instrumental variables methodologies. These
techniques can also help overcome another problemthe biases in the regressions of the determinants of
nutritional status sometimes introduced by income or
income proxies due to simultaneous choices. Not only
is adult health likely to be dependent on income,
income may also reflect the health (and size) of the
household members. While such reverse causality is
less obvious in the case of the nutrition of young children, it can be hypothesized that household earnings
decrease when a child is ill because adult members of

the household must stop their income-earning activities to care for the sick child.
Community data are very important for nutritional analysis.Yet they remain a part of
data collection that needs to be strengthened. (See
Chapter 13 for a broader discussion of collecting community data.)
In the community questionnaire, LSMS surveys
have typically collected a range of data pertaining to
nutritional status, including prices of food and medicine and distance to clinics and doctors. Alternatively,
summary variables have been constructed for these
indicators by taking the means or medians of the
observations (from households within a sample cluster)
from various parts of the household questionnaire.
However, more specialized questions are needed to
monitor disease pathogens or prevalence rates or to
gauge the quality of services at health centers. Also,
without measuring the availabilityor rationing of services, the data on prices of medicine may be misleading.
The importance of community data can be seen in
the fact that their availability changes the estimated
impact of other factors such as income and education. If
wealth correlates with the availabilityof services that are
excluded from the regression, some of the effects attributed to income or education may in fact be due to these
services. Table 10.1 uses four LSMS data sets to give
some indication of this bias.The regressionsinTable 10.1
are run with different specifications.One model includes
community fixed effects-community means of both
observed and unobserved variables.A second model, the
conventional model, does not include community information.The coefficients of per capita income in models
that regress children's standardized heights for age on a
number of regressors in the two models are dramatically different. If the fixed effects models are considered to
be unbiased, the bias in models without fixed effects can
be as high as 70 percent (as in the case of Pakistan).In
other cases the bias is smaller,but these models include
race and rural-urban distinctions that may also proxy for
service availability.(These results differ somewhat from
those reported in Gertler, Glewwe, and Ponce 1998, as
the age grouping differs.) In the examples in Table 10.1
the bias on income is alwaysupwards, as it should be if
the availability of types of social infrastructure that
improve nutrition are positively correlated with income.
Thus it is important to include questions on infrastructure in the survey.
COMMUNITY DATA.
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The relative magnitudes of the Ri values of the
fixed effects regressions in Table 10.1 also indicate that

it may occasionally be possible to link multitopic survey data with other databases such as geographic

a great deal of information

information

is shared among the clus-

ters. The cluster fixed effects approach, however, does
not make it possible to infer much beyond the presence of some common factors such as prices, altitude,

ly underway

disease vectors, health and sanitation infrastructure, the

health

quality of staff and management

in the local clinics,

and information

and preferences shared among households. More likely, the cluster effects reflect a combination of these common elements.
COMMUNITY

DATA

ON HEALTH

SERVICES.

LSMS sur-

veys have not usually contained much information on
health infrastructure, which has made it difficult for
analysts to use LSMS data to devise specific policy recommendations in this area (see Chapter 8). Although
some attempts have been made to measure access
(usually as defined by distance) to health services, so
far only a few multitopic surveys have sought information on the quality of health services.The main rea-

systems. For example, efforts are currentto link the South African LSMS to the

South African Health Management
(GIS), a comprehensive

database

Database System
of the

country's

facilities and these facilities' staff. In general,
however, GIS databases contain limited information
on staffing and even less on the quality of services.
COMMUNITY DATA ON PRICES. Various policy measures

that influence prices (of food, of drugs, or of medical
services) also indirectly influence nutrition because

son for this omission is that quality is often difficult to

the levels of these prices determine what products and
services people can afford. A number of studies have
used LSMS data to determine how consumers respond
to changes in the price of services.These studies have
measured how price changes affect demand for health
care and the use of alternative service providers, rather
than measuring impacts on health status. Nevertheless,
anthropometric data from multitopic surveys can also
be used to estimate the net impact of prices or service

define and clear and accurate information on quality
may be hard to get from individual respondents
(unlike, say, information
on prices or distances).
Moreover, for modeling purposes, information
is
needed not only on the facilities used by the house-

availability on nutrition.
While the prices and availability of services often
have an effect on a population's nutritional status,
including these factors in the regression does not necessarily mean that there are no biases in the coefficient

hold but also on facilities the household could have
chosen to use. Such information is particularly problematic in urban areas, where there may be a range of

of income. For example, the coefficients of income in
the third row for each country in Table 10.1 differ
appreciably from the community fixed effects esti-

facilities from which households can choose.
Two studies of nutritional status-Thomas,
Lavy,
and Strauss (1996) and Lavy, Thomas, and de Vreyer
(1996) study the determinants of malnutrition using
data from special modules that contain measures of
service quality. Even with such modules, however,
quality (or even availability) measures must be handled
judiciously. For example, Thomas, Lavy, and Strauss
(1996) compare two measures of staffing in C6te
d'Jvoire: the number of staff members listed in official
records and the number present in the 24 hours preceding the interview.While the actual number of doc-

mates.This may be because the information on prices
and clinic availability that has been collected in most
LSMS surveys to date explains only a small share of
the cluster-specific information. (An alternative way of
looking at this issue is to regress the residuals from
regressions sinilar to those in the third row for each
country in Table 1O.1 against the cluster fixed effects.
When this is done, the F tests for the regressions are
significant at conventional levels of significance.)
Moreover, the estimated impact of service availability or prices can be biased if no account is taken of
differences in service quality. The measures of travel

tors present was found to affect child health favorably
and significantly, the number on the books appeared to
have no impact on child health. Failing to take this
into account may mean that incorrect inferences will
be made about which policies are most effective.
In addition (or as an alternative) to collecting better data on the availability and quality of infrastructure,

time contained
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in short LSMS data sets often do not
indicate the quality of the services available at the destination (Strauss 1990). If, for example, higher prices
or greater distances are associated with better-quality
services, it is likely that the estimated impact of prices
on the utilization of health care services or on nutritional status will be understated.
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As in the case of

Bhargava (1995, 1997). Bhargava's studies of adult and

health infrastructure, most LSMS surveys have not collected enough information on sanitation infrastructure

child nutrition aim to determine the effects of malnutrition on worker productivity and cognitive develop-

to allow researchers to carry out nutritional analyses.
Although it can be hypothesized that the quality and

ment, respectively.These two studies, along with Foster
(1995), use data collected as part of multiround longi-

quantity of water delivery and waste removal affect
nutrition, most household survey data allow for only

tudinal surveys that differ appreciably from LSMS surveys. Nevertheless, with the possible exception of

broad testing of such hypotheses. This is sometimes

credit flows, the variables used in Foster's study are

done from housing modules by deriving dummy vari-

commonly

ables that indicate the source of water or the type of
latrine; these analyses generally highlight the impor-

Bharvaga's studies use information on individual food
intake and, in one of the studies, psychological tests.

tance of sanitation. While such dummy variables are
not included in the example presented in Table 10.1,

Occasionally it is desirable to model how past
growth
affects current
growth-say,
to test the

including them would not appreciably close the gap in

hypothesis of catch-up growth or model the impact of

COMMUNITY

DATA

ON SANITATION.

2

collected

in

LSMS-type

surveys.

the coefficients of expenditures or in the R values.As
with health care, the quality of such services is often

short-term economic shocks. Since it takes two observations on the stock of height or weight to indicate

hard to gauge unless the survey includes specific mod-

the

ules covering service providers or the analysis is car-

growth may require a panel that provides at least three
observations. LSMS surveys have occasionally carried

ried out using additional

data sources. Chapter

14

flow or change,

questions

about

dynamics

of

contains a discussion of how to enhance the tradition-

out repeat observations

al treatment

holds but have rarely provided more than two observations from each household.Thus
only a few existing
LSMS surveys are well suited to address issues of child

of water and sanitation in LSMS surveys.

PANEL DATA ON NUTRITION.

There are several types of

analysis that would become possible with or could be
enhanced by panel data on nutrition. If nutritional status is considered a stock variable and income is considered a flow variable, a regression of height on
income really measures the cumulative impact on the
stock of height of the flow of income over time. A
model that examines flow (growth in height) regressed
on other flows, such as income, might be more
informative, but growth in height could only be calculated by taking the difference in height between
two points in time
economic studies
growth in weight)
markets.
Panel data can
a child's response

in a panel data set. One of the few
that model growth (in this case,
is Foster (1995), a study of credit
be particularly useful for modeling
to interventions. This response is

often age-specific (Lutter and others 1990; Sahn and
Alderman 1997). Few cross-sectional regressions are
likely to measure these differences.While it is standard
practice

to include

age variables in the analysis of

nutrition or to run regressions by age group, neither of
these approaches is entirely effective for exploring
whether the effects of a household resource or government program differ by age group.
Another approach to modeling the dynamics of
nutrition using lagged dependent variables is taken by

of the same panel of house-

growth or sequential consequences of health shocks.
Even when levels of nutrition, rather than growth,
are being studied, having panel data allows analysts to
address errors in measurement. It also allows analysts to
distinguish the effects of nutrition from the effects of
other human capital investments. Because household
health and schooling investments are determined by
the same allocation processes that the household
applies to the use of its resources, in models of the
demand for schooling conditional on nutrition it is a
challenge to distinguish the effects of health from the
effects of other household characteristics. One way of
approaching the problem is to use prices in an instrumental variables method. However, all current prices
arguably belong in a household's budget constraint,
and thus are not useful as instrumental variables in this
context. As such, it is not possible in a cross-section to
use current prices to identify nutrition in a simultaneous model of schooling decisions; this may be possible
in panel data sets. (Glewwe

and Jacoby

1995 use

maternal height as an identifying variable.)
Taking height as a stock variable, one alternative
to cross-sectional analysis is to use past shocks to identify the impact of nutrition on current conditions.This
approach depends on the availability of panel data that
include repeated measurements of nutritional status
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and prices, varying over time and space. 9 This above
approach must also assume, consistent with most evidence, that catch-up

growth is imperfect.While

there

iS limited evidence

on the difference between

using

Box 1O.
1 Policy Issuesand Anthropometric Data
Issuesthat canbe analyzedusding
LSMS
surveydata
* Monitoringthe nonincome dimensions of poverty.

current prices as opposed to lagged prices to identify
nutrition
in models of current decisionmaking,
Alderman and others (1997) provide an example for
which the bias is shown to be appreciable.

* Assessingthe nutritional status of the population over
time and space.

Summary

*

There

are two main advantages

* Indicatingand analyzingthe distribution of resources by
age and gender within a household.
* Providingperspective on targeting errors.

to anthropometric

Gaugingthe role of incomes and prices in nutritional

status.
* Gaugingthe role of education in nutritional status.
* Estimatingthe labor productivity returns to nutritional
investments .

data
multitopic
gatherein nationa,
household
veys like the LSMS. The first advantage is the broad
range of analysis that can be done with these data
because data on many other topics are gathered in the
same survey at the same time. The second advantage
is that these data come from a nationally representa-

Issuesthotcon be analyzedusingLSMSsurveyswith specializedmodules(including
a communityquestionnaire)
* Demonstrating the impact of the quality of health and

tive sample. In contrast, clinic-based

sanitation infrastructure.
* Measuring the degree to which private and public
resources (including education) complement each
reore.icuigeucto)cmlretec
in raisingthe nutritional status of the population.

anthropometric

data are biased because the children who attend din-

iCS are not a random sample of the population.

Mcsoareover,
oth axtenrandom sa let of the population.
clother
Moreover, the extent and direction of the bias in clinic data is not generally known (Grosh, Fox, and
Jackson 1991).
There are also limitations to the anthropometric

Issuesthat requireanolysisof additionalnon-LSMS
data or
speciaol
samples
* Estimatingthe educational returns to nutritional invest-

data gathered from LSMS-type surveys. For example,
it is not practical to take blood samples to measure
micronutrient levels in this kind of survey.And the rel-

*
*

ments.
Conducting project evaluations.
Distinguishing between short-term and long-term
responses to income, price, and health shocks.
Identifyingcredit constraints.

atively small samples (2,000-5,000 households) used
by these surveys make it inappropriate to disaggregate

*

malnutrition rates to local levels such as the province
or district-limiting
the extent to which these data
can be used to prioritize regions or districts for pro-

Issuesthat connotbe analyzedusinghousehold
surveydata
* Providingthe necessary informationto target interventions at community or district levels.

grams to reduce malnutrition.
Note: To paraphrase Griliches ( 1984), mperfect data has the virtue of

Box 10. lists the policy Issues that can and cannot be analyzed with the anthropometric data from
LSMS-type surveys.

allowinga nesearchertoshowhisor hercreativity.
Whilethis boximplies
that LSMS surveys are relatively unsuited for shedding light on some
issues,a researcher can often transcend these limitations with novelsolutions. Some of the illustrations given in th s chapter are exceptions to the
classifications in this table.

The Draft Anthropometry

Module

As is virtually always the case, the choice of which
variables to collect in a multitopic survey will be
determined by country-specific factors such as what
information already exists, what policy debates are
current, and what resources are available. However, it
is possible to make a few general suggestions based on
previous analytical work carried out using LSMS survey data:
* Since the range of analysis that can be undertaken
with any data set exceeds the imagination of any
266

single researcher, it is desirable

*

to collect both
weights and heights, even though the conceptual
advantages of having both measures have not been
fully realized in existing research.
To promote the use of weight and height measures
as indicators of community health, these measures
should be collected for all children under the age of
60 months and preferably also for older children.
The descriptive statistics that use this information
should be disaggregated by age and gender.
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* Adult height and weight should be measured, at
Box 10.2 CautionaryAdvice
least in full-length multitopic surveys.Without data
regression
analyHowmuchof the draftmoduleis new and unproven?
on parents (particularly mothers),
None. Data on the height,weight,and age of children
ses explaining height and weight indicators for chiland other surveysin many
havebeen gatheredin LSMS
dren are likely to be seriously biased. Collecting
countries.It has been less commonfor surveysto coldata on parental height and weight also provides
lect these data for adults.Nevertheless,this has been
useful insight into household decisionmaking.
done in enoughcountriesthat it is now a straightfor* Any module studying adult health should measure
ward process.Mid-upperarm circumference
has been
weights as well as heights. However, since BMI can
measuredin LSMSsurveysonlyinVietnam,but no difbe very sensitive to intensity of labor, fertility
ficutieswere encounteredinthat country.
choices, and sample selection, analysis of adult
weights will needtocosiderthesHowwellhas the moduleworkedin the past? Where
data havebeen gathered,they haveproved
high-quality
weights will need to consider these factors.
anthropometric
However,collecting
valuablefor analysis.
* If it is to be possible to analyze the determinants of
implications
exercisewithlogistical
data is a painstaking
both height for age and weight for height and to use
instrumented anthropometric variables in analysis,
that must be carefullyexamined.Qualitycontrol,supervariables cur-

vision,and extensivetrainingfor interviewers are essen-

rently collected by LSMS surveys will have to be

tial.Scalesand measuringboards must be procured(a

expanded. One possibility would be to add modules
on health delivery services or community programs
to healthmmdeliveryservices qor scommunitys,programs
to the community or facility questionnaires, but two

process that can sometimes take a surprisinglylong
time) and these items must be carried around by the
team members responsible for anthropometry. (Team
members often complainabout carryingthe measuring

other approaches could also be considered. First, in
some countries it may be possible to make use of
GIS and other regional administrative databases as
well as LSMS data. (For communities living at high
altitudes, the GIS data should include altitude infor-

boards, since these boards can be heavy and awkward.)
Evenafter logisticshave been taken care of,in some surveys the resultingdata have not been of adequate quality.The final section of this chapter discusses how to
maintainqualityof anthropometric data; United Nations

mation.) Second, a search for price series data can be
undertaken concurrent with the preparation of the

(I 986) is the standard handbook on the topic.
Whichparts of the module most need to be customized?
The module is more standard than most in terms of
what items of data to collect for each person.The main
decision iswhether to measure all household members
or only young children.This decision should take into

the range of price and infrastructure

is
multitopic survey. Neither type of iformation
likely to correspond precisely to the survey's sample
clusters, but it may be possible to determine which
data collection points for prices should be associated with which sample clusters.
It is better to use a relatively uncommon measuring
mechanism, such as mid-upper arm circumference,
than not to collect anthropometric measurements
than not
anthropometnthecges
to collect
at all. The information that can be obtained with
that technique, while not perfect, provides analysts
with a sound basis from which to draw conclusions
about child welfare. It is possible that the main reason why the mid-upper arm circumference measurement is unpopular with survey analysts is that
they are not used to using it. If some future LSMStype surveys take arm circumference measurements
in addition to weight and height measurements, this
will provide experiential evidence on the use of this
measurement that can be taken into account in
designing subsequent surveys.
Box 10.2 provides cautionary advice about the extent
to which this module has been used in previous LSMS

account both the analyticalobjectives of the survey and
any logisticalconstraints. Ifthe survey is done in a country where many people do not know how old they are,
it may be necessary to devise a local calendar of important events and their dates to help accurately identify
ofarepondents
the ages of respondents.
surveys, and the extent to which it has provided useful data in these surveys.
Notes

on the Anthropometry

Module

This section addresses issues of how the LSMS survey
questionnaire should be applied in the field and how
descriptive data from the module should be presented.
MeasurementIssues
measurements are believed
Although anthropometric
to be unbiased, objective indicators of the health of a
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population, in fact these measures are by no means
error-free. Kostermans (1994) illustrates that even random errors in measurements can lead to biased esti-

pendent

mates of malnutrition

Kostermans (1994) and Gibson (1990) list the
sources of the most common measurement errors,
most of which could be solved by improving the
training of interviewers. (An extensive discussion of
field techniques can be found in United Nations

rates.The most common problems at the interview stage include: a household or
community setting in which individuals are unable or
unwilling to remove their clothes when they are
weighed; the infrequent recalibration of scales; a tendency for interviewers

to round weights up or down
to the nearest kilo or half-kilo (less of a problem for
height measurements since they are taken in centimeters, a unit that comprises a small portion of total
height); and a tendency for interviewers to underrecord the lengths of children under the age of two
because the children are not extended to their full
length while being measured.
In addition, errors are often introduced by imperfect age measures. Ages are frequently rounded up or
down to the nearest year or half-year. And in some
cases interviewers may record children as above the
age cutoff for measurement-if
there is such a
cutoff-in
order to reduce their own workload.This is
less of a problem where birth or health records are
available, as these provide a fairly reliable measure of
age even if the registry of birth is delayed and somewhat inaccurate.This error declines as a percentage of
actual age because the time since the original entry on
the health record is usually known with certainty by
the parent. In a longitudinal study the time interval
since first measurement is subject only to error in an
interviewer's recording of dates, and not to errors in
parents' memories of birth dates.
Other than improving the training ofinterviewers
or going back to households to check outlier meas-

validation

of similar approaches,

is needed.

The author is not familiar with any examples of such
a rule.

1986.) LSMS survey teams often include staff who
in anthropometric
measurements;
these

specialize

people can be given intensive training. Another way to
reduce error is for interviewers to repeat their measurements, taking the second measurement
either
immediately after the first measurement or at a later
date. Repeating

the collection

of height and weight

measurements (usually after two weeks) need not be
very costly if the repeat visit coincides with the fielding of the expenditure module. The costs of repeat visits may also be minimized by repeating only a subset
ofthe initial visits or revisiting only households whose
observations were questionable. Nevertheless, repeating these measurements may yield fewer gains than
might be anticipated. If, for example, interviewers
repeat the same measurement mistakes they made the
first time, or if they record the initial measurement a
second time without actually taking a second measurement, the error will not be corrected.
An additional approach, inherent in LSMS surveys
but seldom used in analysis, is to use redundant information as instrumental variables. Repeated measurements of height can be used as instrumental variables
when height is a right-hand-side variable. Even in the
absence of repeated measurements, heights can be
instrumented for weights or mid-upper arm circum-

urements, there are no easy solutions to these problems. The United Nations' suggestion to improve age
recall by constructing community events calendars to
temporally situate births (United Nations 1986) is of
limited use in a national sample as it is unlikely that
such calendars will be equally pertinent for all households in a national sample. However, age recording can
be improved by recording data in months rather than
in years and months (which often leads to inconsistency in units) and by including a question on an individual's date of birth in order to double-check his or
her current age. When the age determined from the
community
events calendar conflicts with the age
determined
from the given birth date (and clinic

ference. However, age standardization presents a problem, as age error will be common across measurements. And weight for height is not an appropriate
instrument for height for age, as the two are not
expected to be correlated.Worse, the two may be correlated due to a common measurement
error in
height.

records are unavailable), a decision rule, based on inde-

terms of an international
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The Presentationof Malnutrition Rates
Given that heights and weights of children are highly
age-dependent, it is seldom useful to study anthropometry means and distribution of height and weight
measures that have not been standardized for age.
Summary

statistics are most commonly
reference-which

presented

in

is includ-
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ed in the commonly used nonproprietary software
produced and distributed by the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta and by the WHO.' 0
Although WHO (1995) advocates using a single
international reference, the use of references based on
a population of American children is often criticized
as an inappropriate benchmark for assessing the health
of children in developing countries. This criticism is
not justified. It is often found that children from privileged or middle-class families in developing countries
have height and weight distributions that do not differ
from international references (WHO 1995; Habicht
and others 1974; Graitcher and Gentry 1981).Also, the
heights and weights of refugee children from Asian
countries have been shown to converge rapidly with
those of children in United States as the refugee families face fewer economic constraints (Yip, Scanlon,
and Trowbridge 1992). Moreover, the use of international references is consistent with the fact that across
many countries there is a relationship between mortality risk and malnutrition as measured using such references (Pelletier 1994)."1
Height data are often reported in terms of Z
scores for height for age, derived from the unit normal
curve after subtracting the age- and gender-specific

be substantial; data from the 1987 Ghana Living
Standards Study show that the rate of malnutrition
among rural (urban) children was 34.8 (22.0) using -2
Z scores, while it was 22.8 (12.3) using heights below
90 percent of the reference median (Alderman 1990).
Because low as well as high values of BMI have
health consequences, summary statistics are often presented in terms of ranges. For example, James, FerroLuzzi, and Waterlow (1988) suggest that BMI levels
between 18.5 and 23.0 should be considered normal,
with values above 23.0 indicating that an individual is
over-weight. Individuals falling below 18.5 are assigned
to one of three categories of energy deficiency ranging
from grade I (BMI between 18.5 and 17.0) to grade III
(BMI below 16.0). There is some indication that the
distribution in a population may vary by gender; in
Ghana, women were more likely than men to be classified as undernourished and as overweight (Alderman
1990). This result, in conjunction with the fact that
Waaler's data on mortality do not show increased mortality for individuals with BMI around 23.0, suggests
that 23.0 is a low cutoff point for defining obesity.

means of height from the observation and after dividing by the corresponding
standard
deviation.

The author would like to express gratitude to Nauman Illias for the

Malnutrition rates can then be presented in terms of
the percentage of the population that falls below -2 Z

Pelletier provided valuable advice on technical points. The author

scores. In the reference population 2.3 percent have Z
scores below this level, while 16.0 percent are below

comments on an earlier draft.

-1 Z score. These levels might be expected for a normal population, and provide a basis for comparison.
However, there is no sharp difference in risk of mortality or functional impairment at this or any other
commonly used cutoff level. Thus there is a need to

anthropometric assessment of individuals and populations can be

Notes

assistance provided in preparing this chapter. Jere Haas and David
also thanks John Strauss, Duncan Thomas, and Alfred Zerfas for
1. Excellent discussions of a broad range of issues regarding the
found in WHO (1995) and Gibson (1990). A review of the ways
anthropometry has been used in monitoring or promoting the
growth of children can be found in Ruel (1995).
2. In Africa the nutritional status of girls is as good as or better

determine and present the distribution of anthropometric status and not just malnutrition rates.
Malnutrition rates are often reported in terms of
the number of children below a stated percentile of

than that of boys (Svedberg 1990), while in Asia girls often appear

the reference distribution
or the number whose
heights are less than a certain percentage of the median height. The second way of reporting is not as useful as the first since it does not allow a comparison to
be made with an expected distribution. For example,
a point at 90 percent of the reference height will rep-

country do not indicate that girls have higher rates of malnutrition

resent a different percentile
tion depending

of the reference popula-

on the child's age (Waterlow and oth-

ers 1977).The difference in reported malnutrition can

to be disadvantaged. Yet even within Asia the evidence is by no
means uniform (Harriss 1995). Nutritional data from the Pakistan
Integrated Household Survey and most other studies from that
than boys (Alderman and Garcia 1994), even though the evidence
is clear that girls have higher mortality rates than boys. Globally,
there is some evidence that girls are more resistant to stress than
boys (Yip 1996). Overall, equal levels of malnutrition in environments with periodic food shortages and high morbidity patterns
may reflect the fact that households allocate more of their resources
to boys than to girls. However, this conjecture has not yet been subjected to rigorous testing.
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3. The problemsassociatedwith evaluatingprogramsusing reg-

Alderman, Harold. 1990. "Nutritional Status in Ghana and its

ular LSMS samplesare that few programs are sufficientlywidespread for beneficiariesto be represented in sufficientnumbers

Determinants." Social Dimensions of Adjustment in Sub-

within an LSMS sampleand that it is hard to control for site and

SaharanAfricaWorkingPaper 3.WorldBank,Washington,
DC.
.

1993."New Research on Povertyand Malnutrition:What

individualselection using cross-sectionaldata. It is often necessary

Are the Implications for Policy?" In Michael Lipton and

to introduce an element of experimentaldesigninto the surveyto

Jacques van der Gaag, eds., Includingthe Poot Washington,

addressthese issues.See Newman, Gertler,and Rawlings(1994).

D.C.:World Bank.

4. Examplesof studiesthat have used LSMS data to model the
determinants of nutrition include Alderman (1990), Glewwe

1995."Information as an Input into Food and Nutrition
PolicyFormation."In Per Pinstrup-Andersen,David Pelletier,

(1995),Piwoz (1995),Sahn (1992),and Strauss(1990).For a survey

and Harold Alderman, eds., EnhancingChild Growth and

of the wider literaturesee Straussand Thomas (1995).

NVutrition
in DevelopingCountries:Priorities
for Action.Ithaca,

5. A further distinction is made between being small and
becoming small (Beaton 1989).Becomingsmall is an indication of

.

N.Y: Cornell UniversityPress.
Alderman, Harold, and Marito Garcia. 1994."Food Security and

stress,which affectshealth and is of particularimportance in a clin-

Health Security:Explainingthe Levelsof Nutritional Statusin

ical setting where repeated measurements are conmnonly used, for

Pakistan." Economic Development and Cultural Change 42 (3):

example, in growth promotion programs.

485-507.

6. Rather than exclude children with missing parents, dummy

Alderman, Harold,Jere Behrman,Victor Lavy, and Rekha Menon.

variables are included for mnissingparents. The coefficients of such

1997. "Child Nutrition, Child Health, and School Enrollment:

variables should equal roughly the product of average height and

A Longitudinal Analysis." Policy Research Working Paper

the coefficient of parental height. Hoxvever,if the absence of a par-

1700. World Bank, Poverty and Human Resources Division,

ent has a direct impact on child health due to changes in caregiv-

Policy Research Department,Washington, D.C.

ing or an indirect impact through sample selection, this calculation
may become less accurate.

Anand, Sudhir, and Martin Ravalion. 1993. "Human Development
in Poor Countries: On the Role of Private Income and Public

7. If parental mid-upper arm circumference is included, the
coefficient of income [inVietnam?] drops to 0.104 (t=1.833).The

Services."Journal of EconomicPerspectives7 (Winter): 133-50.
Beaton, George. 1989. "Small but Healthy? Are We Asking the

coefficients of both maternal and paternal arm circumference have

Right Questions?" Human Organization 48 (1): 11-15.

t scores above 6, while only maternal height is sigrnificant in the

Behrman, Jere R. 1996. "Impact of Health and Nutrition

analogous regression.

Education."

8. For a wider discussion of the range of analyses that use
anthropometry modules from LSMS surveys in conjunction with
other data, see Strauss and Thomas (1995).
9. Current observations on nutrition could plausibly be taken as
the function of current and lagged prices. Thus, in principle, a
cross-sectional data set could be linked with a time series on prices.
However, this has not yet been explored.
10. Kostermans (1994) indicates that further information can be
acquired from the Division of Nutrition, The Center for Disease
Control, 2600 Clifton Rd., MS A08, Atlanta, GA 30333, and from
the Nutrition Unit,WHO, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland.
11. WHO

(1995) recommends

that the reference data be

updated to correct some technical drawbacks including a discontinuity in the standards at the age of 2 (Dibley and others 1987).

on

World Bank Research Observer 11 (February):

23-37.
Bhargava, Alok. 1995. "Econometric Analysis of Psychometric
Data: A Model for Kenyan Schoolers." University of Houston,
Department of Economics, Houston, Tex.
.

1997. "Nutritional Status and the Allocation of Time in

Rwandese Households."Journal of Econometrics77 (1): 277-95.
Bouis, H., and L. Haddad. 1992. "Are Estimates of Calorie-Income
Elasticities Too High? A Recalibration of the Plausible Range."
Journal of DevelopmentEconomics39 (2): 333-64.
Briscoe, J., J. Akin, and D. Guilkey 1990. "People Are Not Passive
Acceptors

of Threats

to Health:

Endogeneity

and Its

Consequences." InternationalJournal of Epidenmiology19 (1):
147-53.
Calle, Eugenia, MichaelThun,jennifer

Petrell, Carmen Rodrigues,

Howvever,this recommendation makes it quite clear that the organ-

and Clark Heath. 1999. "Body-mass Index and Mortality in a

ization still endorses a single international standard.

Prospective Cohort of U.S.Adults." TheeNew EnglandJournalof
Medicine341 (15): 1097-1105.
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andOther NonlaborIncome
Transfers
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McKay

This chapter discusses sources of household income that are not covered in Chapters 9, 18, and
19 (on income from wage employment and self-employment in household enterprises or agriculture), in Chapter 12 (on ways to estimate imputed rent from owner-occupied dwellings), or
anywhere else in this volume. The income sources covered by this chapter will collectively be
referred to as miscellaneous income. Miscellaneous income consists predominantly of current
transfers, but it also includes rental income and other income such as interest or lottery winnings.
There are two main reasons for collecting data on
transfers and other nonlabor income. One reason is to
construct an estimate of total household income when
the questionnaire also gathers sufficiently detailed data
on housing, agriculture, economic activities, and non-

Policy Issues

farm enterprises. A second reason is that many of the

tural or other household

income sources covered in this chapter are themselves

households also receive income from a variety of other

of considerable interest to policymakers

sources, including

Most of the income received by households in developing and transition countries comes from the wage
employment of their members or from their agricul-

and analysts;

public

enterprises. However, many
transfers, private

transfers,

particularly interesting to policymakers and analysts

and rent.

are households' incomes from public transfers and private interhousehold transfers.
The first section of this chapter sets out some of
the main policy issues that can be analyzed with data

Households receive rental income if they rent out
their assets (land, dwellings, farm equipment) to others.' Since only wealthy households usually own sufficient assets to rent these assets to others, wealthy
households are the only households likely to receive
rental income. Similarly, only well-off households are
likely to earn incomes from such sources as interest,
which in any
dividends, or lottery winnings-incomes

on transfers and other nonlabor income.The second
section discusses the kind of data on these income
components
that must be collected to analyze the
policy issues identified in the first section. The third
section

introduces standard and short versions of
modules designed to collect these data in an LSMStype multitopic household survey. (The modules are
presented inVolume 3.) The fourth and final section
provides
modules.

notes

and

comments

on

the

case are usually not very substantial.
The vast majority of households

receive

their

most significant miscellaneous income from transfers
of various kinds. These may be private transfers from
other households (possibly in the same extended family) or government transfers such as state pensions,

proposed
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unemployment

benefits,

or

family

allowances.

Households

may also receive transfer income from
companies, possibly in the form of pensions or dividends, or from nongovernmental
organizations
(NGOs), which may also provide transfers in the form

Because some sources of income covered by this
chapter-such

as transfers

from

government-are

highly sensitive to policy interventions,

survey design-

ers may wish to include questions on transfers and
other nonlabor income for policy reasons, irrespective

of food or other goods. Some transfers, especially
transfers from other households or from a company,
may be sent from outside the country.

of whether the survey aims to measure total household
income.

Although transfers and other nonlabor income
sources are not generally as important as income sources
resulting firm labor, for some households miscellaneous

Studyingthe Incidenceand Impact of PublicTransfers
Government transfers can represent a significant pro-

sources are very important.These

example, households

households are often of

portion of the total income of some households-for
in which

no member

is work-

particular interest to policymakers. For example, this may
be because many households that rely heavily on miscellaneous income are poor, or receive the vast majority of

ing. On

their income from government transfers, or are economically vulnerable due to their reliance on uncertain pri-

holds take different forms from one country to another, but some common examples are state pensions,
unemployment
benefits, food stamps, and disability
payments. Some of these transfer payments, such as
disability payments, reflect the particular circumstances of the recipient (which may be an individual

vate transfers. Thus it can be very important to identify
and, if possible, measure such sources-especially in circumstances where policymakers and analysts are interested in exploring the determinants of poverty.

the other hand, many other households
receive no transfer payments from the government at
all. Public transfers from the government to house-

Box 11.1 discusses the importance of transfers and
other nonlabor income sources for households in
three developing countries. The data in this box suggest that these sources are quite important even for
average households (Box Table 11.1), and very important for some households.
Table 11.1 summarizes
issues that can be

rather than a household), while other transfers, such as
food stamps, may be intended specifically for poor
individuals or households.

addressed using data on transfers and other nonlabor
income. These are discussed in turn below.

households' behavior.

Two policy questions are of interest regarding
government transfers: their incidence-who
receives
them and in what amounts-and
their impact-how
receiving government transfers affects individuals' or

INCIDENCE OF PUBLIC TRANSFERS. Studying

the inci-

MeasuringandAnalyzing
TotalHouseholdIncome

dence of public transfers involves examining the rela-

Estimates of total household income can be used to
address various policy and analytical issues, as discussed
in Chapter 17.When survey planners decide they want
to estimate total household income, the questionnaire
must, as far as reasonably possible, collect data on all of
the household's prospective sources of income. To
accomplish this it is necessary to comprehensively
identify income sources for each household and to
measure income from these sources as accurately as
possible within a suitable reference period. If the goal

tionship between receipt of a given government transfer and the relevant characteristics
of recipient
households or individuals (such as ages and standards
of living). A number of descriptive poverty studies
have examined which income groups benefit from
public transfers and to what extent these groups benefit. One way the studies have done this is by dividing
the population
into quintile (or similar) groups
according to their standard ofliving or into poor/notpoor categories, and investigating how receipt of
transfers varies among the different groups. This kind
of technique has been used in studies of the incidence
of food stamp programs (Grosh 1992, 1995a), studies
of the extent of targeting error associated with such
programs (Cornia and Stewart 1995), and studies of
the distributional incidence of social security benefits
Jarvis and Micklewright 1995).

is to rank the income sources in terms of the size of
their contribution to the household budget (possibly
for subgroups of households), the data must be collected at as disaggregated a level as possible. Such disaggregation is also desirable to ensure that, as far as
possible, no potential sources of income are missed
because they were not explicitly mentioned.
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Box 11.1 The Contributionof Miscellaneous
Sources
to HouseholdIncome
The degreeof detailto whichmiscellaneous
incomesources
needto be measureddependspartly on how muchincome
they contribute to all householdsand to specifictypes of
households.
If suchsourcescontributelittleto averagehousehold incomeor to the vastmajority of individualhouseholds,
it maynot be necessary
to measurethe sourcesaccuratelyor
in detail.
The table below explores miscellaneoussources of
income as measuredin three LSMSsurveys:C6te d'lvoire
1988,Ghana 1988-89,and Peru 1994.(Householdincome
was measuredfairlyaccuratelyin the C6te dIlvoireand Peru
surveys;in the Ghana survey the estimate of household
income is more questionable.)Data are presentedfor the
two categoriesof miscellaneous
incomedistinguished
in the
third section of this chapter-income from private interhouseholdtransfersand"other income"(whichincludespublic transfers,rental income,and incomefrom other sources).
Private interhousehold transfers are transfers between
households,
often consistingof gifts of moneyor goodsfrom
familymemberswho live elsewhere.The
precisecomposition
of the "other income"categoryvariesfrom one country to
another,reflectingthe differentinformationavailable
from the
three differentsurveys.

While the relativeimportance of these two miscellaneous income componentsvaries between the countries,
taken together they contribute significantlyto household
incomein eachcountry. Miscellaneous
income accountsfor
nearlyone-sixthof householdincomein GhanaandPeru,and
just lessthan one-tenthof householdincomein C6te d'lvoire.
More importantly,miscellaneous
incomecontributesgreatly
to the total income of certain households.In these three
countries,as in manyothers,a few householdsderive all of
their (measured)incomefrom privateinterhouseholdtransfers or "other income"sources.Eachof these countriesalso
contains a significantminority of householdsfor which
incomefrom one of thesesourcesaccountsfor one-quarter
or more of total householdincome.
Suchhouseholdsare liableto be systematically
different
from householdsthat rely on wage incomeor self-employment income;some are probablyricherthan average such
ashouseholdsthat derivemost of their incomefrom rent and
investments-but others are probablypoorer or more vulnerablethan average-suchas households
that rely predominantlyon private interhouseholdtransfersand other transfers to meettheir consumptionneeds.Policymakers
may be
particularlyinterestedin findingout aboutthe latter group.

BoxTable11.1 Miscellaneous
Sources
of HouseholdIncome:ThreeCaseStudies
Shareof income
Frompnvateinterhousehold
transfers

Coted'lvoire
1988

Ghana
1988-89

Peru
1994

Morethanzero
31.4
63.0
38.3
...............................................................................................................................................
I....................I.............................I.........................
10%or more
14.3
26.7
21.2
..................
more ......................................................................
6.'8..................................................16.'4..............................*...................
'8......*...............
25%
or more
6.8
16.4
1.1.8
.... or......
m..............................................................................2.'7..........*.............................*...........8...0........
50%
ormore
2.7
8.0
l'00%iO
0.4
1.9

Meancontribution

'''' 5.''''''''
6 '''''1''

'''''

*...........................................4.

''''2.7'

'l......................
..................
,,,,,4,..

.

'

'''''

0.1
'' 7.7'''
'i '

'''

..........................................................I.............................................................................................................................................................. *.....
Samplesize
1,556
3,405
3,589
From "other" sources
More than zero
26.5
27.6
38.0
..................................................................................... *.....................................................................................................................................
or more
7.2
8.2
18.1
.... or
'r...more
m....................................................................................4,2....................................................
3.6
.................. *.................................9. '2......................
25%
4.2
3.6
9.2
50%or mome
i.2
1.3
3.8

.......................................................................................................
............................................
*.....................................................................

100%
0.4
0.1
0.3
`.1ean.......................
utio...n..............................................................2.'9....................................................
3."....................................................6.
'5......................
Mean contribution
2.9
3.1
6.5
.........................................

Samplesize

*...................................................................................................................................

*.................................................

1,559

3,415
3,568
Source:
Author's computationsfrom the data derivedfrom:Cote dilvore LivingStandardsSurvey(1988);
GhanaLivingStandardsSurveyRound2 (1988-89);
Encuesto
Nocional
deHogrres
Sobre
Medicion
deNiveles
deVido,Peru( 994).

THE IMPACT OF PUBLIC TRANSFERS. Studying the
impact of public transfers requires investigating how
households or individuals alter their behavior as a

One relevant issue is whether and how receiving government transfers affects a household's
continued
receipt of private interhousehold
transfers or the

result of receiving public transfers and whether

amounts of such transfers. (This issue will be consid-

such

behavior changes reduce the benefits of these transfers.

ered in more detail below.) Another important issue is
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whether

transfers affects the

this person can earn a higher income and send some

incentives for household members to seek employment, especially in instances in which these transfers

receiving

government

of the income back to his or her original household.
There are several other circumstances in which private
transfers are made, for example, between friends or

are targeted. Sahn and Alderman (1995) found that a
targeted rice ration program in Sri Lanka reduced the
work effort of recipient household

members by up to

between

neighbors.

In many low-income

and lower-middle-income

two or three days per month. (See Kanbur, Keen, and

developing countries, private transfers between house-

Tuomala

holds are the most important

arguments

1995 for some of the underlying
about how targeted

theoretical

transfers affect labor

supply.)
A further issue is how households act in response
to government

programs targeted to particular mem-

bers of the household.

Haddad

and Zeller

(1997)

sources of income for a

considerable number of households.This

is most often

the case in countries where social security systems and
other mechanisms for distributing public transfers are
not well-developed;

in such cases these private trans-

fers can provide a vital informal safety net for vulner-

argued that when a school meals program is targeted

able or poor households.

toward girls (perhaps because girls have been found to
be more malnourished than boys), households may

household transfers are the most important source of
transfers fulfilling this function in Ghana; see Box

respond by reducing the amount of food girls receive

11.1.) Therefore,

at home. However, the impact of public transfers is not
always deleterious. Food stamp programs that require
recipient households to use primary health care facilities, and school feeding programs that require recipi-

private transfers in poor countries is of considerable
analytical and policy interest.The survey questionnaire

ent households to send their children to school in
order to qualify for a transfer have additional benefits
for recipients (Grosh 1995b).

households' expenditure
on these transfers (Table
11.1). Having data on net flows of these transfers,
rather than simply gross flows, ensures that the analyst

The difficulty in modeling all of these issues is
working out how recipients of government transfers
would have behaved had they not received transfers.

takes into account the full effects of these transfers on
household behavior and welfare.

When a given survey sample includes both recipients
and nonrecipients of government transfers, it becomes

PATTERNS

possible to include the receipt of government

groups: net recipients of private interhousehold

transfers

(For example, private inter-

studying the nature and effects of

should collect information on not only households'
income from private interhousehold transfers but also

OF FLOWS

TRANSFERS.

Households

OF PRIVATE

INTERHOUSEHOLD

can be classified into three
trans-

as one of the explanatory variables in a model-say, a
model of labor supply. This allows analysts to use the

fers, net donors of such transfers, and households that
neither give nor receive such transfers. A useful start-

resulting data set to draxv preliminary conclusions
about the impact of government transfers on the vari-

ing point is to know which households belong to each
of these groups and how this status relates to the char-

able in which

acteristics of these households-most

they are interested

(in this case, labor

obviously their

supply). This is essentially the procedure used by Cox
andJimenez (1992,1995) to model how the receipt of

standard of living but also factors such as their vulnerability or dependency.2

government transfers affects private interhousehold
transfers and also by Sahn and Alderman (1995) in
their Sri Lanka study.

Evidence from a wide number of studies (for
example, Bamberger
and others 1991, Cox and
Jimenez 1995, and Knowles andAnker 1981) confirms

StudyingPrivate Interhousehold
Transfers
Some households in developing or transition countries receive private transfers of income from other

the hypothesis that transfers between households generally flow from richer to poorer households, although
this obviously needs to be investigated or confirmed in
each specific case. However, the available evidence also

households whose members may or may not be a part
of the same family. A common example of a private
interhousehold transfer occurs when a young member

suggests that large numbers of poor households do not
receive such transfers (see Cox and Jimenez 1992,
Bamberger and others 1991) and thus lack the infor-

of a household leaves home to seek work in another
location-perhaps
in an urban area or abroad-where

mal safety
Policymakers
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net such transfers
may provide. 3
should know the limits of the coverage
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Table I 1.1 Policy IssuesRegardingNonlabor Income Sources and the Data Needed to AnalyzeThem

Data requirements
Specificarea
from miscellaneous
Generalissue
of interest
incomemodules
Measurementof
Estimates
of household
total household
incomres
from current
income
transfers,rent,and other
miscelaneoussources
Government
Incidenceof
Informationon
transfers
governmenttransfers households'
receiptsof
differentcategoriesof
publictransfers
Impactof
Informationon
governmenttransfers households'
receiptsof
differentcategoriesof
publictransfers
Private
Patternsof flows
Householdreceiptsfrom
interhousehold
privateinterhousehold
transfers
transfers

Householdsales
of capitalassets

Canthis issue
be analyzed
using
datafrom the
standardmodule?
Yes

Canthis issue
be analyzed
using
datafrom the
shorter module?
No

Relevanthousehold
characteristics-forexample,
standardsof livng and
demographics

Yes

Yes

Dataon the variableaffected
by the transfer(suchas
laborsupply)

Yes

Yes

Householdexpenditureon
privateinterhousehold
transfers;measures
of such
indicatorsas standardof living,
vulnerabiity,and dependency

Yes

Yes

Datarequirements
from other modules
Datato estimateall remaining
componentsof household
income

Characterizing
flows

Householdreceiptsfrom
privateinterhousehold
transfers,plusinformation
on donorssuchastheir
reasonsfor giving
transfers

Householdexpenditureon
Yes
privateinterhousehold
transfers:informationon
characteristics
of thesetransfers;
measuresof suchindicatorsas
standardof living,vulnerability,
and dependency

To someextert

Modeling
determinants

Householdreceiptsfrom
privateinterhousehold
transfers;informationon
donorssuchastheir
reasonsfor giving
transfers:(ideally)
informationon households'socialnetworks

Characteristics
of households
suchastheir standards
of living,demographics,
andassets

To someextent

To someextent

Crowdingout of
publictransfers

Householdreceiptsfrom
privateinterhousehold
transfers;informationon
donorssuchastheir
reasonsfor giving
transfers:informationon
receiptsof publictransfers

Relcvanthousehold
characteristics-forexample,
standardsof livingand
demographics

Yes

To someextent

Household'sability
or willingness
to
payfor projects

Magnitudeof transfers,
reasonsthey were sent,
and (ideally)how they
changein responseto
changingeconomic
circumstances

Possibly

Possibly

Impacton
householdbehavior

Householdreceiptsfrom
privateinterhousehold
transfers;informationon
donorssuchastheir
reasonsfor giving
transfers
Households'receiptsfrom
the saleof their assets
(if not collected
clsewhere)

Dataon variablesaffected
bytransfers(for example,
laborsupply)

Yes

To someextent

Salesof assets,
purchases
of assets,
andgeneral
householdcharacteristics
includingstandardof living

Yes

Yes

(Toblecontinues
onnextpage.)
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Table 11.1 Policy IssuesRegarding Nonlabor Income Sources and the Data Needed to Analyze Them (continued)

Generalissue
Intrahousehold
allocaton

Datarequirements
from miscellaneous
incomemodules
Estimates
of receiptof
governmentand private
transfersby individual
householdmembers

Specificarea
of interest

Can this issue
be analyzedusing
Data requirements
data from the
from other modules
standardmodule?
Remainingincomesat individual To some extent
level (where possible),
individualcharactenstics
(suchas genderand age)

Can this issue
be analyzedusing
data from the
shortermodule?
No

Source:
Author'ssummary.

of this net and the types of households that it does not
cover.

Anker 1981 for Kenya; Cox and Jimenez 1995 for the
Philippines), but the answers to the above questions

When examining the flow of these transfers, analysts must be able to quantify the magnitudes involved.

may differ in each different set of circumstances. Even
within any given country, the answers to questions on

Are transfer flows stifficient to lift significant numbers

transfer issues differ from one household

of households out of poverty? How much do the transfers alter patterns of income distribution or poverty? To

depending on the characteristics of the household. For
some households-especially
poor households-

properly study this issue, analysts not only need data on

private interhousehold

transfers, they also need enough data to estimate total

degrees) as an informal safety net. Such transfers tend

household income-a
fact that has implications for the
design of the survey questionnaire.

to be a more reliable source of income for households
that receive them from close family members than

A final concern in collecting data on private
interhousehold transfers is the accuracy of information

they are for households that receive one-off transfers
from more distant relatives or from nonrelatives.

obtained

on the existence

and magnitude
borders,

4

(to varying

of such

transfers. In circumstances where most such transfers
do not cross international

transfers function

to another

an initial check

MODELING

THE

INTERHOUSEHOLD

DETERMINANTS
TRANsFERS.

OF

A descriptive

PRIVATE

analysis

can be done by comparing the aggregate receipts of
and aggregate expenditures on such transfers to see if

provides a certain amount of information on the pattern of (net) private transfer flows between households.

they are of similar magnitudes. Where they are not
(and assuming that the sample is representative of the
population), this suggests that there has been a signifi-

However, more (and more reliable) information can be
gained from modeling the determinants of these transfer flows using multivariate techniques, particularly

cant underestimation of one variable or an overestimation of the other. (Even where the magnitudes are
similar it is possible that both are underestimated or

when it is possible to include the factors that influence
why certain households receive transfers while others
do not. In order to identify these factors, analysts are

overestimated to the same extent.)
CHARACTERIZING

FLOWS

HOLD

It is highly desirable for analysts to

likely to need information about the social networks to
which households belong, as some households may not
receive any private transfers because they do not
belong to social networks (such as an extended family

understand the nature of private interhousehold transfers and their role in the household economy. To what
extent are such transfers flows between members of

or a community) that might give them access to such
transfers.A household may not expect to receive transfers from relatives in another household because of a

the same family living in different households (for
example, transfers to elderly parents from their sons or

family breakup or because nonresident family members are as poor as the household residents.

daughters)? Are these transfers mostly one-off payments or are they regular and ongoing? Are these
transfers mainly sent for specific purposes (for example, to finance a child's education) or simply to provide
general financial support to the recipient household?
A number of studies have investigated some of

An analysis of the determinants of private interhousehold transfers was undertaken by Bamberger and
others (1991) using data from a survey conducted in a
poor district of the city of Cartagena, Colombia. The
survey collected information on the social networks to
which households belonged.The authors used this and

these issues for particular

other information
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countries

INTERHOUSE-

(Knowles

and

to model the determinants

of
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* The

likelihood

of a household

"socially interactive

belonging

to a

network," implying that it had

potential access to transfers.
* The likelihood of a household

having received a

vate transfer flows less likely or smaller. If a shock has
an adverse effect on a household

that receives private

transfers, this may prompt the households that donate
the transfer to increase the amount or frequency of

transfer in the previous month.
* Total transfers received by a household.

transfers, thus cushioning the effect of the shock on
the recipient household. Alternatively, when the

* Net transfers received by a household.

household

Each of these factors was related to potentially relevant

shock, it may not be able to continue

the transfer-

characteristics of the recipient households (for example, demographic
factors, household income, and

thus adversely affecting the household
ously benefited from the transfer.

that had previ-

household

assets). The

authors

undertook

a similar

analysis of payments of private interhousehold
fers, relating

these to the characteristics

Consider

the case of an urban-based

household

trans-

that derives much of its income from wage employ-

of donor

ment in the formal sector and that makes regular trans-

households.
tion

that donates a transfer suffers an adverse

fers to relatives who live in a poorer household

Many household surveys do not collect informaon the social networks to which households

in a

rural area. If a contraction in the urban formal sector
caused one of the members of the urban household to

belong, making it difficult for analysts to model the
determinants
of a household's receipt of transfers.
However, a number of authors have attempted to

become unemployed, the income of the household
would decrease. This could reduce the magnitude of
the transfer that the urban household sent to the rural

model

household. Thus the impact of the contraction

the determinants

of total and net transfers

in the

received by a household even without information on
social networks. Cox and Jimenez (1995) used data
from the Philippines to model the determinants of the

urban formal sector would be felt not just in an urban
area but also in a rural area. In summary, flows of private interhousehold transfers may respond to changes

net private transfers received by a household as a function of the household's characteristics. As the model
was estimated by ordinary least squares, it is not clear
how zero values were treated in this study. (There may

in the circumstances of either a household that makes
a transfer or the household that receives this transfer. If
these changes result from policy decisions, their effects
on transfers should be considered when the effects of

be a selectivity bias if the model is based only on
nonzero values, and there may be issues of conceptual

policies are being evaluated.

consistency if zero values are treated in the same way
as nonzero values; see Heckman 1990 and Greene

PRIVATE

1993, section 22.4.) In their 1992 study of Peru, Cox
and Jimenez used a probit model to model the deter-

In situations where public and private transfers are close
substitutes for each other, increasing the public transfers

nilnants of whether a household received transfersand also to model the transfer amounts using
Heckman's generalized tobit framework (Heckman
1979). And in a more recent study based on the
Cartagena data set, the same authors used an ordered
probit model to investigate the factors that influenced

received by a given group may result in this group
receiving fewer private transfers. Households that had
given transfers to this group may feel that it is less imperative to do so. Households that had received private

whether

public transfers do "crowd out" private transfers in this
way, the distributional incidence of the public transfers
(allowing for indirect as well as direct effects) will be different from what it initially appears to be. Assuming that

a household was a net recipient of interhousehold transfers, a net donor of interhousehold
transfers, or neither (Cox and Jimenez 1998).
By modeling the determinants of both payments
and receipts of private transfers between households, it
may be possible to better understand how these transfers change in response to a shock in the economy. An
important issue in such circumstances is whether private interhousehold transfers cushion households from
the effects of shocks or whether the shocks make pri-

INTERHOUSEHOLD TRANSFERS

AND

THE

EFFECTTvENESSor REDISTRIBUTVWE
PUBLICTRANSFERS.

transfers may put less effort into maintaining and developing their social networks.Whatever the explanation, if

the donors of private transfers are better off than the
recipients, the benefits of public transfers to poor households may at least partially accrue to richer households.
This issue has been examined in a series of studies
by Cox and Jimenez (1990, 1992, and 1995). In the
1992 and 1995 studies the authors used multivariate
279
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regression techniques to model the determinants of the
amount of net private transfer income received by a

transfers can have an effect on recipient households'
behavior. These changes can take a number of differ-

household

as a function of the relevant characteristics
of that household. Among these relevant characteristics

ent forms that may or may not have been intended by
the donor. Unfortunately, it is very difficult and com-

are the type and magnitude of any public transfers
received. If public transfers are crowding out private
transfers, the terms representing the receipt of income

plex to model

from public transfers would be expected to have statistically significant negative coefficients; the coefficients
of the regression could be used to estimate the response
of private transfers to specific changes in public transfers. In the case of Peru (Cox and Jimenez 1992) the
authors found that private transfer payments from the
young to the old would have been nearly 20 percent
higher in the absence of social security pension payments-which
suggests that some crowding out was
occurring. The authors' study of the Philippines (Cox
andJimenez 1995) suggested that private transfers were
strongly responsive to the recipients' income levels.
Thus, if unemployment insurance were to be introduced, there would be a significant-though
not
complete-crowding
out of private transfers.
USING INFORMATION ON PRIvATE TRANSFERS TO ASSESS
INDrvIDuALs'

ABIuTY AND WILINGNESS

TO PAY

FOR

PROJECTS. One aim of the study in
Cartagena, Colombia (Bamberger and others 1991) was
to assess how private transfers could be expected to
respond to an urban development project in the area of
the city where the survey was conducted. Private transfers were clearly an important source of income for
households in this area. The authors argued that when
the local community perceives a project ofthis type as a
desirable investment, private transfer income to households in the vicinity of the project can increase substanDEVELOPMENT

the way in which

receiving

private

transfers affects the behavior of recipients, not least
because the magnitude and even the existence of a
private transfer flow might be endogenous (in other
words, within the control of the recipient household).
This is much less of an issue in modeling the impact
of public transfers because the amounts of public
transfers and the criteria for their provision are more
clearly predetermined.
One example of the complexity of this process is
how problematic it is to model the effects of private
transfers on the participation of members of the recipient household in the labor market. It is conceivable
that the donor would withdraw or reduce the transfer
if members of the recipient household stopped working or stopped looking for work as a result of receiving the transfers. Thus both the receipt of private
transfer income and the amount received are probably
linked to the behavior of the recipient household's
members with regard to the labor market. In principle, therefore, the model should make both labor supply and the receipt of private transfers endogenous.
However, some effects of receiving private interhousehold transfers are easier to model. While controlling for household income and other relevant factors, Bamberger and others (1991) use multivariate
regression analysis to examine how receiving private
transfer income affects a household's expenditure on
basic and nonbasic needs. In this case, the possible
endogeneity of the transfer income as an explanatory
variable may be less important, in that it may be diffi-

tiaily. In fact this was not observed in Cartagena-a
result the authors attributed to the perception of locals
that the project did not represent a good investment for
the community. But for positive evidence to support
their argument, the authors cited cases from El Salvador
and the Philippines (Bamberger and others 1991, chapters 6 and 7). In cases where it seems likely that private

cult for the donor to observe how the transfer income
is being spent.5

transfer income will increase when a development project is introduced, policymakers should bear this factor in
mind in assessing the ability and willingness of the local
community to pay for the project.

in a multitopic household

STUDYING THE IMPACT ON HOUSEHOLDS
PRIVATE
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transfers,

private

Studyingthe SaleofAssets by Households
Revenue from the sale of household assets should not
be regarded as income because these sales are capital
transactions. Nevertheless, the nonlabor income module
survey may be a good place
to collect information on such asset sales to the extent
that it is not collected elsewhere in the questionnaire. 6
Sometimes households sell offtheir assets simply to
buy other assets. Thus selling assets does not necessarily
imply a drop in the household's long-term sustainable
standard of living; the reverse may in fact be true. On

CHAPTER
II TRANSFERS
ANDOTHERNONLABOR
INCOME

the other hand, households sometimes sell their assetsto
finance consumption, reducing both the net worth of
the household and its long-term sustainable standard of
living. Gathering information on asset sales can help
analysts identify and study those households that sell
their assets to stabilize their consumption levels in
response to either a fall in income or a large unexpected expenditure.7 As discussed by Corbett (1988), this
strategy is usually a last-resort response to a famine or
other emergency situation, especially when the assets
sold are productive. A household is clearly in a desperate situation if it is engaged in selling its assetsmerely to
finance consumption. Thus, if a survey questionnaire
collects data on the reasons why households sell their
assets, this will enable analysts to identify households
that may be in danger of falling into poverty.
Studyingthe Impactof Transfers
and OtherNonlabor
Incomeon Intrahousehold
Allocations
When users of survey data wish to study intrahousehold dynamics, it is desirable to collect information on
transfers and other nonlabor income sources at the
level of the individual rather than the entire household. For example, because women tend to ensure a
household's food security and improve household
members' nutritional outcomes (Quisumbing and
others 1995; Haddad and Zeller 1997), it is likely to be
a good idea to ensure that transfers (particularly government transfers) are given directly to the women in
the household. The issues involved in studying such
intrahousehold dynamics are discussed in Chapter 17
on measuring total household income.
OtherIssues
In some countries or situations analysts may be interested in looking at the distributional incidence of
other miscellaneous income sources-transfers
received from NGOs or, in Islamic countries, transfers
of zakat (a form of Islamic charity intended to benefit
the poor).The principles involved in performing such
an analysis are similar to those discussed above,
although their relevance to policy may be less clearcut. Some of the remaining nonlabor income categories-such as interest or dividends earnings (which
will almost always disproportionately benefit richer
households) or lottery winnings-may need to be
measured only to construct estimates of total household income, since otherwise they are unlikely to be
of much relevance to policymakers or analysts.

Data Requirements
The planners of any multitopic household survey should
design the survey questionnaire to collect the data needed to analyze the policy issues that they have identified
as most relevant to the country studied. If the planners
have decided to measure total household income, the
data collected on current transfers, rental income, and
other miscellaneous income should be as comprehensive
and accurate as is reasonably possible.Beyond this, whatever data are collected on these income sources will
depend on exactly what the likely policy and analytical
applications of the data will be. In most circumstances
government transfers and private interhousehold transfers are the income sources of greatest interest to policymakers and analysts.In some casesrevenues from the sale
of capital assets are also likely to be of interest.
This section of the chapter discusses some of the
main issues to be addressed in designing modules that
will collect sufficiently reliable data on these transfer
and nonlabor income components. The implications
for data collection of the various analytical and policy
issues discussed in the first section of this chapter are
set out inTable 11.1.
Does the Survey
Aim to Collectthe DataNecessary
for
MeasuringHouseholdIncome?
The issue of whether an LSMS survey should collect
the data necessary to measure total income is discussed
in depth in Chapter 17. In that chapter it is argued that
a standard-length multitopic household survey should
aim to measure total household income, whereas a
shorter survey should not attempt to meet this objective. Thus the standard-length module should aim to
collect data on all the income sources covered by this
chapter, whereas the shorter module need focus only
on sources that are of particular interest to policymakers. (The standard module can still be used in a short
questionnaire if survey planners believe that the additional information that it collects is of sufficient interest in its own right, but the short module should not
be used in a standard LSMS questionnaire.)
When designers wish to measure total household
income, it is necessary to distinguish between private
transfers that need to be repaid and those for which no
repayment is expected. In practice respondents may
sometimes find it difficult to make this distinction,
given the ambiguity that might be associated with
having "an obligation to repay."While in some cases
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there may be no economic

obligation to repay, respon-

dents may nonetheless feel a moral obligation to do so.
Nevertheless,
measuring

this distinction

total household

is important

income.

in

If a household

determinants of private transfer flows and understand
why some households receive or make such transfers
while others do not.
Collecting

information

on social networks

may

receives a transfer that it does not have to repay, the

have extensive implications for the design of the ques-

transfer should be regarded as income. If the household receives a transfer that must be repaid, this is

tionnaire. Some previous surveys have collected such
information-notably
the Cartagena survey studied by

effectively a loan and should be regarded not as
income but as part of the household's capital account.

Bamberger and others (1991). In the Cartagena survey
this involved collecting information on (nonresident)
close relatives, distant relatives, and friends of the house-

What Informationon PrivateandPublicTransfers
Income
InterestsPolicymakers
andAnalysts?

hold head and the head's spouse or partner. Questions
were asked not only about transfer flows between the

Information

household and these people, but also about the charac-

on public

and private

interhousehold

transfers is of considerable interest to policymakers and

teristics of these people (whether or not they gave or

analysts, whether or not it is used to measure total
household income. But how detailed does transfer
income information need to be? The answer to this

received transfers). There were questions about where
these people lived, how their standard of living com-

question depends on how survey data are likely to be
analyzed. If the incidence and impact of government

quency with which members of the sample household
visited them,.The questions yielded information on the

transfers will be studied, information
on transfers
should be collected at as disaggregated a level as possible, with clear distinctions made among the different
types of transfers (such as child allowances and unemployment benefits). As noted above, collecting such

size of a household's social network, the likelihood of
the household receiving transfers from members of its
social network (or making transfers to these members),
and the extent of the household's efforts to maintain its
network (through visiting).

information at a more disaggregated level also has the
benefit of reducing the likelihood that a household's
overall receipt of government transfers will be underestimated because respondents neglect to mention

Having this kind of information
helps analysts
understand why some households give or receive private interhousehold
transfers while others do not.
However, even when this information is available, it

items about which they are not explicitly asked.
The nature of private interhousehold transfers and
the reasons for these transfers are usually harder to

can be difficult for analysts to get a clear and complete
picture of the extent of a household's network (especially of household friends) and to discover to what

identify than is the case for government

extent and in what circumstances

transfers.Thus

pared with that of the sample household, and the fre-

a household

on receiving transfer income
network.

ferred but also on the characteristics of the donor, the
reason for the transfer, and whether the transfer is a
one-off or a regular occurrence. The benefits of this
information
include
enabling analysts to assess
whether or not these private transfers are a reliable
source of income for the household.
The questionnaire should collect data on private

It is also possible to use a simpler questionnaire
design to gather some information on the likelihood of
a household receiving or making private transfers. The
draft household roster module introduced in Chapter 6
(and presented in Volume 3) collects information on
the parents and children of household members who
live in different households. If this information can be

transfers both to and from households. (Chapter 5 on
consumption
collects information
on household

matched with the information collected in the transfers
income module on the donors of such transfers, it can

expenditure

Shouldthe QuestionnaireCollectInformation on a

be used to analyze the determinants of private interhousehold transfers. This information will give analysts
an idea of the extent to which close family provides

Household's
Familyand SocialNetworks?

support to poor or vulnerable households. However, an

Collecting
which
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on transfers.)

information

households

on the social networks

belong

to

helps analysts model the

from members

can rely

for a private interhousehold transfer it is desirable to
collect information not only on the amount trans-

analysis based on this information

of the

alone cannot fully

explain why some households receive (or make) pri-
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vate transfers while others do not; nonresident parents
and children form only part of a household's social network. Moreover, the household roster is not the natural place to ask questions about how close members of
the sample household are to their nonresident parents
or children. If such information is collected, it is almost
certainly better collected in the transfers and other
nonlabor income module than in the roster module. A
final difficulty is that when close family members outside the household do not provide support to poor or
vulnerable households, it is difficult to determine the
reasons why.
Shouldthe Data be Collectedat theLevelof the
or Both?
Household,
the Individual,
Whether to collect some or all income data at the
individual level has already been discussed in the first
section of this chapter and is discussed in Chapter 17
on measuring total income.There are several potential
analytical benefits to collecting data on an individual
basis.The issue of who receives-and thus in principle
transfers may be particularly
controls-government
interesting to policymakers. Also, collecting such data
at the individual level may make it possible to model
the responses of individuals or households to receiving
this transfer (although the difficulties in accurately
modeling these responses should not be understated).
When survey designers decide to collect income
data at the level of individual household members, this
should-to the extent possible-be done for all of the
income sources covered by this chapter. In principle it
may be more feasible to identify some of these income
sources with individual recipients than it would be to
do so with, for example, self-employment income.
When the questionnaire is designed to collect the data
necessary to measure total household income, it
should aim to collect information on whichever
household member is the recipient of each category of
household income. However, survey designers should
carefully consider the logistics of survey design to
make sure that interview time is not wasted asking
respondents irrelevant questions (such as asking young
working household members about income from
pensions). This practical consideration may limit the
extent to which all miscellaneous income can be
attributed to individual household members, but even
where such an exact attribution cannot be made it is
usually still possible to find out which household
members benefited from a given income source.

from
on Revenue
Information
ShouldthisModule Collect
the Saleof Assets?
It was suggested in the first section of this chapter that
the transfers and nonlabor income module may be a
good place to collect information on the household's
revenue from the sale of its assets to the extent that this
information is not collected elsewhere in the questionnaire. For most purposes, all that needs to be collected is information on revenue from the sale of each
category of assets; collecting such information is likely to be possible in both the standard and shortened
versions of the proposed module. However, as noted
above, this is one of several areas where close coordination is needed between the miscellaneous income
module and the other modules in the questionnaire to
ensure that information on revenue from the sale of
each category of assets is collected only once in the
questionnaire.
Draft Module
The draft modules for transfers and other nonlabor
income, presented inVolume 3, are based on the discussion in the first two sections of this chapter. Both
standard and short versions of the module are presented.A distinction is made in the modules between private interhousehold transfers and the remaining miscellaneous income components, which are collectively
referred to as "other nonlabor income." This distinction follows common practice in many previous
LSMS and other surveys (Box 11.2) and it also reflects
the fact that more and different information is likely to
be required (and can be collected) on private interhousehold transfers than on any of the other income
sources.
Submodule
on Income fromPrivateInterhousehold
Transfers
An important issue in collecting data on income from
private interhousehold transfers is whether to collect
such data from each individual household member or
from a single well-informed member such as the
household head. The argument can be made either
way. Simply asking the household head can carry the
risk that certain transfer receipts may not be mentioned because they were not received by the household head or because he or she is not aware of their
existence. However, problems can also arise if each
household member is questioned individually about
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ing the practice adopted in most previous LSMS and
other surveys, the draft module

Box 11.2 CautionaryAdvice

on each separate

collects information

source of private

interhousehold

*Howmuchof the draftmoduleis newandunproven?
The
short verson of the proposed module is largelythe

transfers

same as the module used for miscellaneousincomes in
past LSMS surveys. In the modules presented here
more detail is added in the standard version in terms of
the number of income sources identified.Theproposed
standard version also gets a good deal more information at the individual level rather than the household
level,and asks more questions about donors of private

aggregate).
Separate questions are included in the draft module on transfers received in cash and transfers received
in kind.While this distinction may be of some interest
to analysts, the primary motivation for making the distinction is that it is likely to prompt the respondent to
mention all in-kind transfers received by the house-

interhouseholdtransfers.
How
well has the moduleworkedin the past?Past versions of the module have probably underestimated
flows. In the past, items such as rental income, interest
income, and dividends were asked about in little detail;
to make matters worse, these items are not very
important to the poor and notoriously difficultto collect from the wealthy.Several past surveys had so little
detail about public and private transfers that some
flowswere probably missed.
flw weepoaly7isd
* Whichparts of the modulemostneedto be customized?
The categories of income to be includedand the terms
used for these categories must be reviewed carefully
for each country To write effective questions about
government transfer programs, it is necessary to know
a good deal about how payments are made (periodicity,targets and recipients,whether they vary by case or
use a flat rate) for each program.

hold. However, great care must be taken not to include in-

(rather

than asking about

transfers

in the

kind information twice in the estimate of total household
income, as the consumption module also collects information on the household's receipt of in-kind gifts of
food and non-food commodities (see Chapter 5 on
consumption). Total household income should generaly be calculated using the data on in-kind transfers in
the consumption module rather than the data in the
Income
module, because the consurmpmiscellane
income mode
co
nsumpton data are likely to be more comprehensive.
So why include a question on in-kind transfers in
the private interhousehold
transfers submodule? Its
purpose is to facilitate analvsis of the private transfers
themselves. Asking respondents about in-kind (as well
as cash) transfers in this submodule means that informiscellaneous

mation on the characteristics of these transfers can be

receipt of private transfers. While some transfers are
made to specific members of the household, others

collected that is not available from the consumption
module. Second, it was noted above that analysts and
policymakers are predominantly
interested in net

may be made to the household

flows of private

as a whole, and

interhousehold

transfers. Thus it is

household members may forget to mention these
transfers when questioned individually. Moreover,
questioning household members individually is almost
always more time-consuming than putting a single set
of questions to one household respondent. In most
cases the costs of questioning all household members

necessary to collect exact parallel information on the
monetary amounts ofthe household's expenditure on
and receipts of private transfers, and the consumption
module is the only place in the LSMS household
questionnaire where information is collected on the
in-kind transfers made by households. 8

more than outweigh any possible benefits from such
questioning. Therefore, the modules presented in this

It is desirable to collect information on the characteristics of people who give private interhousehold
transfers to the respondent household.The
respondent
is initially asked to specify the names of the different

section are-like
book-designed
informed

several other draft modules in this
to be administered to one well

respondent

per household.

In both the standard and short versions of the
module, to ensure the accuracy of measurements of a
household's
income
from private interhousehold
transfers, it is best to ask questions about each transfer
in turn. This has the added advantage that data on the
nature and characteristics of each transfer are likely to
be analytically useful in their own right. Thus, follow-
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donors

simply for the purpose

of identifying

each

transfer; this information is of no analytical interest
and need not be recorded. The respondent is then
asked a series of additional questions about the characteristics of the donors, such as their relationship (if
any) to the household, their gender or genders, and
their places of birth.Where the donors are nonresident
parents or children of household
members, the
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responses are collected in such a way that they can be

find out how private transfers affect the intrahouse-

matched with the information

hold distribution

collected on these peo-

of income without asking each indi-

ple in the household roster module.
Information on the nature of transfers received

vidual household member about his or her receipt of
private transfers. The submodule allows for the possi-

and the motivations of people providing the transfers

bility that some transfers may be made to the whole

can be of considerable interest to policymakers. In the
draft standard submodule the respondent in the recip-

household and not to a specific individual.
The standard submodule does not attempt to col-

ient household

lect information

is asked whether the transfer was made

on the social networks

to which

for a specific reason and, if so, what this reason was.
The respondent is also asked whether the donor makes
transfers to the household regularly or only infre-

households belong and thus on the sources from
which they may receive private interhousehold transfers. The only "social" information collected is who

quently.These

gave the household

questions provide some basic informa-

any transfers that they received

tion on the motivation behind the transfers and allow

during the reference period (in this case, the previous

analysts to assess how reliable a source of income the

12 months).

transfers are for the household.
Because the standard submodule

module (introduced in Chapter 6) collects information on the nonresident parents and children of house-

is designed

to

As noted

above, the household

roster

enable analysts to estimate a household's total income,

hold members. This can be matched with the infor-

it is necessary to make a clear distinction between cur-

mation

rent

transfers

household

from

other

has no obligation

households

(which

the

to repay) and capital

transfers or loans made from other households

(which

the household is expected to repay). There are two
ways in which this distinction could be made. One is
for the interviewer to explain to the respondent before
administering the submodule that the questions only
concern transfers that the household is not obliged to

from

the

transfer submodule
these nonresident

standard

private

interhousehold

to establish the extent to which
parents and children of household

members give transfers to the household

in question.

However, this yields only limited information that can
be used to analyze why these nonresident parents and
children did or did not provide transfers to the household. Moreover, the information is available only on
nonresident parents and children of household mem-

repay and that any transfers that the household does
have to repay should not be reported in this module.
However, the problem with this is that the notion of
an "obligation to repay" is not clearly defined; as noted

bers and not on other potential members of the
household's social network, such as more distant relatives or friends. This further limits the extent to which
determinants of private transfers between households

above, respondents may feel a moral obligation to
repay the transfer even if they are under no economic
obligation to do so. Asking respondents to confine

can be modeled.
To collect information on a household's family
and social networks, the submodule would have to be

their replies to those transfers that they do not have to
repay may lead them not to mention some transfers
that should be included as a component of household
income.
An alternative is for the interviewer to ask the
respondent whether there is any obligation to repay
the donor of a transfer directly after the respondent has
reported the transfer. This procedure enables analysts
to distinguish between current and capital transfers. 9
Thus this is the method used in the draft standard

substantially different and much longer. Designing
such a module would be easier for a survey conducted in a specific locality than for a nationwide survey
because the nature of these social networks probably

submodule (following the practice used in some previous LSMS surveys).
For each transfer, the submodule is designed so
that the interviewer asks whether it was given to (or

allow analysts to study not only the influence of social
networks on private transfers but also the extent to
which households use such networks to gather infor-

intended for) a specific individual and, if so, the identity of the principal recipient. These questions aim to

varies-for
example, between urban and rural areasas does the type of information that would need to be
collected. Nevertheless, in certain instances, especially
where surveys are conducted in specific localities, survey planners may wish to collect information on a
household's family and social networks. This would

mation for finding employment or for establishing or
developing household enterprises. Such inquiries are
beyond the scope of the draft standard submodule pre285
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sented here, and are probably best designed on a case-

Submodule
on OtherNonlaborHouseholdIncome

by-case basis.

The submodule

The draft submodule on private interhousehold
transfers, while slightly longer than similar modules
used in some previous LSMS questionnaires, is still not

covers all of the components

very long in terms of the time needed to administer it.
The additional questions in this submodule that are
not used in previous LSMS and other surveys are
intended to yield more information on the nature of
private transfers (such as motivations behind them, fre-

ule to a particular survey situation. One of the most
fundamental issues is whether information on these
other sources of household income should be collect-

quency with which they are given, and intended ben-

income submodule

on other nonlabor household

income

of household income not

discussed elsewhere in the questionnaire.A number of
issues need to be considered in adapting this submod-

ed at the individual level, at the household level, or in
some combination of the two. The other nonlabor

eficiaries) and to enable analysts to match the data on
nonresident parents and children of household mem-

collects some information at the
individual level, although some incomes are only estimated at the household level. The submodule could

bers that are gathered in this module with the data on
these people gathered in the household roster module.

easily be modified to collect more income information at the individual level, but implementing this in

The inclusion of these questions is justified by the fact
that they usefully enhance analysts' understanding of
interhousehold private transfers.

practice might not be straightforward. The short submodule collects all information at the household level
and does not attempt to attribute any of the receipts

The short version of this submodule has the
same basic structure as the standard version but omits
several less important questions. Like the standard
submodule, the short submodule collects data on

to individuals.As argued above, it is unrealistic-and
of
limited analytical interest-to
attempt to collect all
information on transfers and nonlabor income at the
individual level.
A second issue is whether data on household's
receipts from the sale of capital assets should be col-

household

income

from private interhousehold
transfers, to be analyzed in conjunction with corresponding data from the consumption
module on
household
expenditure
on private interhousehold
transfers. However, the short submodule does not ask
respondents whether a given transfer must be repaid
(a difficult question for households to answer in any
case), since any survey that included the shorter ver-

lected in this submodule. Both the standard and shorter versions allow for this. As argued above, the extent
to which these categories of capital receipts are
included in this submodule will depend in each case
on the extent to which this information is collected
elsewhere in the questionnaire. The draft submodules

sion of the submodule would not be aiming to collect the data necessary to measure total household
income.The
short submodule gathers little information on the nature of the transfers or their donors.

introduced here aim simply to list the categories that
should be included somewhere in the questionnaire.
The designers of the questionnaire need to be careful
to avoid omissions as well as double-counting.

Rather it focuses on measuring the magnitude
transfers.

A third issue is how many categories of other
nonlabor income should be covered. The standard
submodule presented in this book covers all such categories because it is part of a questionnaire designed
to collect the data necessary for measuring total

of the

Finally, as has been argued above, whether the
standard or shorter submodule on income from private interhousehold
transfers is chosen, the survey
should include an equivalent submodule on households' expenditure on such transfers. A submodule of
this kind has been included with the consumption
module in this volume, designed alongside and symmetrically with that for incomes from these transfers.
In many questionnaires it will be most natural to have
the questions on transfers received next to the questions on transfers given; this can be done by merging
these two submodules into a larger module called private interhousehold transfers.
286

household

income. However, the short submodule
does not need to be so comprehensive.
Related to the third issue is another issue: what
the categories of other nonlabor income should be,
irrespective of whether the standard or shorter submodule is used. This is very difficult to specify across
the wide range of countries and contexts in which an
LSMS survey might be conducted, for two reasons.
First, the categories and amounts of other nonlabor
income that households receive vary considerably
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from one country to another. In many transition
countries, government transfers of various kinds can
account for a largeproportion of household income,10
but these transfersare a relativelyinsignificantsource
of household income in many of the poorer African
countries. Such differenceshave obviousimplications
for the level of detail in which questionnairesshould
collect information on these categories.Second, the
form taken by any one category of other nonlabor
income may vary from one country to another.
Government transfersmight be given in many different ways including child benefits, food stamps, or
school feeding programs.Thus survey designers must
take care to customize questionnaireto reflectprevailing local circumstances.
Given the country-specific nature of many of
these issues,this chapter does not seek to outline a
precise design for the other nonlabor income submodule, nor does it aim to provide a definitivelist of
income categories that the submodule should cover.
Instead, the chapter aims to provide guidance so that
survey planners can choose the categories and the
overalldesignthat are most relevantto the country of
the survey.
The standard version of the other nonlabor
income submodule consistsof two parts,which canbut do not have to-follow one another in the questionnaire."'The first (Part B1) collectsinformation on
relatively frequent and regular transactions that can
fairly easily be attributed to individuals.While these
are mostly government transfers,private pensions and
other categories of frequent transactionsmay also be
included. Information is collectedon which individuals within a household receive a given category of
income and on how much income they obtained.
Part B2 of the standardsubmodule collectsinformation from one selected respondent per household
on irregular or infrequent income sources. Income
data are collected at the household level-the only

members-which are also the transactionson which
analysts will most likely need individual-leveldata.
Where government transfersand other transfers are
very significantincome sources,it may be desirableto
extend the first part of this submodule.Where such
income sourcesare insignificant,it may be appropriate
to omit Part Bi of the submoduleand simplyinclude
these sourcesas income categoriesin Part B2.
Box 11.3 lists a range of possible income categories that could be included in this submodule and
suggestsin which part they might most naturally be
included.Customizingthe submodulefor the country
studied may require dropping some categories and
adding others. In many instances customization
requiresrenaming categoriesto make them meaningful in the local context (for example,using the precise
local name for categoriesof government transfers).
The short version of the other nonlabor income
submodule coversa limited number of income categories, and covers them only at the household level.
Like the short version of the submodule on private
interhousehold transfers,it omits the question about
which household member was the primary recipient
of a given transfer (asrespondentsmay find it difficult
to answer this question or may not provide reliable
responses).Box 11.4 sets out the categoriesthat might
be covered in a short submodule on other nonlabor
income; as before it is criticallyimportant that survey
planners customize the module to suit specific circumstancesof the country studied.

practical option for these types of income-but

PrivateInterhouseholdTransfers
Submodule

a

question is included askingwhether a given receipt of
income can be attributed to any specific household
member and, if so, which member was the principal
recipient or intended beneficiary.
Which transfersshould be addressedin Part B1 of
the submoduleand which should be addressedin Part
B2 will vary from case to case.Part Bi should collect
information on transactionsthat are both more regular and more easily attributed to individual

Notes and Commentson Draft Modules
This section providesannotationsto specificquestions
within the draft modules on transfersand nonlabor
incomes introduced in the previous section and presented in Volume 3. The question numbering used is
for the standardversions of the questionnaire.

The vast majority of LSMS surveys have included
modules that collected data on income received by
households through private interhousehold transfers.
The format of many of these modules has been similar
to the format of the draft short submoduleintroduced
in the previoussection (and presented in Volume 3).
However,some of the questionsin the draft standard
submodule have only rarely been used in previous
LSMSand similarhousehold surveys,including:
287
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Box 11.3 List of Other Nonlabor Income Categories

The followingare incomecategoriesthat could be included
in the standardsubmodule:
Transfers
* Statepension.*
* Privateand companypensions.*
* Survivor'spension.*
* Unemploymentbenefits.*
* Illnessanddisabilitypayments.*
* Childallowances(suchaschild carebenefitsandchildbirth
benefits).*
* job searchprograms.*
* Educationalscholarships
(only where not collectedin the
educationmodule).*
* Maintenance
payments.*
* Dowry.
* Supplementary
feedingschemes.
* Transfersfrom churches/mosques/other
religiousorganizations.
* Insurancepayments.
* Foodor mealsfrom NGOs.
* Inheritance.

*
*

Officialdevelopmentprograms.
Zakat(aformof Islamiccharityintendedto benefrtthe poor).
Other transfersfrom NGOs (not credit).

Rentalincome
Incomefrom rentingout dwellings,
* Incomefrom rentingout land.
* Incomefrom rentingout equipment.
Incomefrom rentingout consumerdurablegoods.
Revenue
fromsaleof assets
Revenuefrom saleof land.
Revenuefrom saleof livestock.
Revenuefrom saleof durablegoods.
Revenuefrom saleof dwellingsand buildings.
Other
Intereston savings.
Dividends.
Lottery winnings.
* Other gamblingincome.
Other income(specify).

Categorieson whch data canbe collectedin Part BI of the standardsubmodule.(Informationon the other categores should be collected in Part B2 of the
standardsubmodule.)
Source.
Author'ssummary.

Box 11.4 Categories of Other Nonlabor Income to Be Included in the Short Submodule

The followingare categoriesthat could be coveredin a short
submodule:
* Statepensions.
* Company/private
pensionor retirementfund.
* Socialsecuritypayments(specificto country studied).
* Employeewelfareschemes.
* Medical,life,unemploymentinsurance.
* Maintenance
payments.
* Dowry and inheritance.
* Transfersfrom religiousorganizations(country-specific).

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Additionaltransfersfrom nongovernmental
organizations
(includingin-kindtransfers).
Incomefrom leasingassets:land,dwelling,buildings,productiveassets,
durablegoods.o
Revenuefrom saleof land.
Revenuefrom saleof productiveassets.
Revenuefrom saleof jewelry.
Revenuefrom saleof dwellings.
Revenuefrom saleof durablegoods.
Revenuefrom loanrepaymentsreceivedby household.
Other income(specify).

a.Thesetypes of rent can be separatedin some instances.
Source:
Author's summary.

* Questions aiming to identify the purpose of a transfer.

match with data on the same people in the appro-

* Questions on the frequency of private transfers
from a given donor.
* Questions aiming to identify to which household
member a transfer was sent.
* Questions that identify donors who are nonresident
parents or children of a household member to

priate sections of the household roster module.
These questions are not completely untried; the
LSMS survey conducted in Kagera,Tanzania included the first type of question, and the LSMS survey in
Pakistan included the second and third types of
questions.
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Respondents may feel more reluctant to answer
some of these questions (for example, the second and
third questions above) than others. In some cases (such

Q18. The options for responses to this question must
be country-specific.
At the concllsion of this submodule respondents

as the first and third questions) there may not be a
clear answer; the design of the questionnaire allows for
this eventuality. Many of these sensitive questions are
omitted in the short submodule.
It is vital in either version of the submodule on

should be asked if they received any other private
transfers from other households that they have not
already reported. If so, the names of the donors should
be listed under question 2, and the interviewer should
pose questions 3-20 to respondents about these addi-

income from private interhousehold transfers to customize the selection and wording of the following
types of questions for a given country situation:
* Questions that ask where the donor lives (Q12 and
Q13 in the standard module).
* Inquiries into the motivation for providing the

tional transfers.

assistance (Q18 in the standard module).

Other Nonlabor Income Submodule
Almost all previous LSMS surveys have included an
other income submodule. In most cases these modules
have had a format very similar to the format in the
draft short submodule introduced in this chapter (and

In countries where transfers are widespread and
frequent, it may be desirable to use a shorter reference

presented in Volume 3). The types of income sources
covered in these submodules have also been very sirm-

period. (For example, in the Kagera, Tanzania LSMS
questionnaire
a six-month reference period was
used-in
part because households were to be interviewed every six months.) However, for most households the receipt of private transfers is likely to be an
infrequent or irregular event, meaning that survey
designers should choose a longer reference period.

ilar to those suggested in the short module, including
capital receipts. However, the format of the draft standard submodule presented in this chapter differs from
that used in many past LSMS surveys, as it aims to collect more information at an individual level by identifying individual beneficiaries where possible-especially for the transactions covered in Part B1. The
format introduced in the standard submodule is not
totally new, however; some past LSMS surveys, including ones conducted
in South Africa, Tanzania
(Kagera), and Ecuador, have questioned individual
household members about some of these other
income sources.
Two issues are very important in the design of the
other nonlabor income submodule. First, when the
standard version is used, it is important for survey
planners to evaluate whether government transfers and
other frequent transfers are of sufficient importance in
the country of the survey to justify including Part BI
ofthis submodule.Where such income sources are relatively insignificant, Part Bl can be omitted, and information on income from these sources can be collected by adding further categories to Part B2.Where the
income sources covered by Part BI of this submodule
are highly significant, survey planners may wish to
extend the draft submodule.
Whether the standard or shorter submodule is
used, it is critically important that survey planners
choose the categories of other nonlabor income most
appropriate for the country surveyed. These are likely
to vary significantly from one country to another, particularly as sources of income are likely to have differ-

Q2. The list of all donors should be completed
before the interviewer asks questions 3-19 about
each transfer.
Q8-Q9. Where a transfer has been made by a household member's nonresident parent or child, these
questions are designed so the data they collect can
be matched with data collected in Parts B and C
(respectively) of the household roster module. This
enables analysts to identify individuals named in
Parts B and C of the household roster module who
did not send any transfers to the household during
the previous 12 months. It must be clear that the
relationship specified in question 6 is the relationship of the donor to the recipient, and not the other
way around.
Q12-Q13. As noted above, the options for the
responses to these questions must be country-specific.
Q15. The example of in-kind assistance used in this
question-in
this case, food-is
likely to vary in different countries depending on what forms of in-kind
assistance are most common.
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ent names in different countries (for example, different
types of government transfers). The questionnaire in
the standard submodule should attempt to cover as
many of these potential income sources as possible.
Thus the lists provided in Boxes 11.3 and 11.4 should
be thought of as no more than starting points.

1. As discussed above, imputed rent from owner-occupied
dwellingsis not included here. This source of rental income is like-

ly to accrue to poor householdsas well as to rich households.
2. Identifvinga vulnerablehouseholdis both more difficultand
more subjectivethan identifyving
a poor household,especiallybased
on a single cross-sectionof data.This issue is discussedby Glewwe
and Hall (1998)using panel data for Peru.

REGULAR AND FREQUENT INCOME SOURCES (PART B1i).

3. There are many possible reasons why a considerable number

The list of income sources from which respondents
are asked to report their income should include the
items marked with an asterisk in Box 11.3 that are

of poor householdsdo not receiveprivateinterhouseholdtransfers.

applicable to the prevailing circumstances in the coun-

family.

try of the survey.The list of income sources should also
include any similar income that may be received regularly or frequently and that is paid predominantly to
individual household members.

4. This qualificationis important. In some countries,largevolumes of private interhousehold transfersmay cross international

Poor householdsmay not have relativeselsewhere,their relatives
may be as poor as they are,or there may have been a breakup of the

boundaries-for example,in the case of migrant workers from
southern African countries working in South Africa or migrant

In administering this submodule, it is important to

xvorkers from some Asian countries working in the Middle East. In

be sure that payments for or to children are not omitted. Questions about child benefits paid to parents
should be included here. Where benefits are provided
directly to children (such as milk rations given to young

such circumstances, the comparison suggested in this paragraph

children) respondents should be asked a similar set of
questions about these benefits.As the questions (notably
question 3) would need to be slightly differently word-

example, on increased consumption of alcohol), the donor may

ed, an additional submodule might be needed to cover
benefits, with a design very similar to that of Part B 1 of

where in the questionnaire. Sales of agriculmural equipment are

the standard other nonlabor income submodule.

of land in the expanded version. Sales of household business assets

cannot be made.

5. This may not always be the case. If the donor feels the recipient is spending the transfer in a wasteful or inappropriate way (for
choose to withdraw or reduce the transfer.
6. Some information on asset sales is likely to be collected elserecorded in the standard version ofthe agriculture module and sales
are recorded in the standard version of the household enterprise

The

module. However, given that sales of assets may not be covered

income sources covered by this submodule have not
been listed explicitly in the draft module but should

comprehensively elsewhere in the questionnaire, the miscellaneous

include items not marked with an asterisk in Box 11.3
that also apply to the prevailing circumstances in the
country of the survey.

tions about the sale of assets (such as consumer durables) that were

Where this submodule is included in a short questionnaire (which does not aim to collect the data necessary to estimate total household income), the sources
covered here should include items in Box 11.4 that
apply to the prevailing circumstances in the country of
the survey. Similar issues arise in designing the shorter

assets to finance consumption from households that sold one type

other nonlabor inconme module. Here the most important issue will be to ensure that all the most important

tion on the nature and characteristics of outgoing transfers as on

sources for the country in question are covered.

interest to analysts.While the questionnaire in Volume 3 presents

LESS FREQUENT

INCOME

SOURCES

(PART

B2).

income module is probably the most appropriate place to ask quesnot covered elsewhere.
7. It may not be easy to distinguish households that sold their
of asset to acquire another type. However, it should be possible to
make such a distinction when the questionnaire also contains corresponding information on asset purchases (available in the standard
modules for most categories of assets).
8. It may not be as important to collect such detailed informaincoming ones, since incoming transfers are generally of greater
similar modules on incoming and outgoing interhousehold trans-

Notes

fers, the section on outgoing transfers may be shortened if need be.
9. Experience from previous LSMS surveys suggests that where

The author is grateful for the very helpful comments of Donald

the distinction has been made, the vast majority of private inter-

Cox, Paul Glewwe, Emmanuel Jimenez, Margaret Grosh, and an

household transfers reported by respondents have been current

anonymous reviewer on an earlier draft.

rather than capital transfers.
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10. In Bulgariathe 1995 Integrated Household Survey found

.1995a.

"TowardsQuantifRingthe Trade-off:Administrative

that the averageproportion of household income coming from

Costsand Incidence in TargetedProgramsin LatinAmerica.'

state transferswas 37.3 percent.More than 10 percent of the sam-

In D. van de Walle and K. Nead, eds., PublicSpendingand thte

ple derivedall of their measuredincome from this source.
11. This designcombineselementsof designsused in some previous LSMS questionnaires (including questionnaires used in

Poor:Theory and Evidence.Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
UniversityPress.
. 1995b. "Five Criteria for Choosing Among Poverty

Kagera,Tanzaniaand in Pakistan)with some new elements.

Programs"In N. Lustig,ed., CopingwithiAusterity:Povertyand
Inequality in Latin America.Washington, D.C.: Brookings
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Housing
StephenMalpezzi

Housing characteristics, and the process by which housing is constructed and occupied, are key
aspects of the living standards of households in developing countries. Housing is of great importance to households in both developed and developing economies, because it is the largest fixed
capital investment that households make. In developing countries, housing accounts for 10-30
percent of household expenditure, 6-20 percent of GNP, and 10-50 percent of gross fixed capital
formation. Furthermore, as economies develop, the proportion of GDP accounted for by housing
investment rises. Other than human capital, housing and land are the types of capital that are
most widely owned.

There are three main waysthat housing data are used
in policy researchand thus three reasonswhy housing
data should be collectedin LSMSsurveys.First,housing information provides useful direct indicators of
living standards,including access to electricity and
clean drinking water,type of dwelling,toilet facilities,
and livingspace per person.Second,housingis a form
of consumptionthat can be overlookedwhen analysts
estimate overall standardsof living using household
surveydata. For example,familiesthat rent their housing report their rent payments as part of their overall
expenditures,whereasfamiliesthat own their housing
often report incurring little current expenditure on
housing-as they are consumingthe fruits of a previous investment.Thusestimatesof total householdconsumption should include the implicit rent of owneroccupiedhousing.Third, housing data can be used to
understand why particular housing conditions exist
and whether specific government policies can be
adoptedthat will lead to more efficientor more equi-

table outcomes.As is explainedfurther in the firstsection of this chapter, governmentsregulate and intervene in housingmarketsin many ways,and household
surveydata can be used in analysesthat determinethe
effectivenessof these policies.
This chapter discusseswhat policymakersneed to
know about housing and housingmarketsand which
housing issuescan be analyzedusingdata from household surveys such as the Living Standards
MeasurementStudy surveys.The first section of this
chapter discusseskey housingpolicy issuesand shows
how housing market analystscan addressthese issues.
The second section reviewsthe data that would need
to be collected in a multitopic household surveyto
make it possiblefor these issuesto be analyzed.The
third section contains a draftprototype housingmodule that can be customized to match the prevailing
conditions in the country of the survey.The fourth
section providesexplanatorycomments on the draft
module.
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Housing Policy Issues
This section discusses in detail the ways in which data
on housing collected in multitopic household surveys
like the LSMS surveys can be used to analyze some
key issues in the housing sector. Box 12.1 reflects this
discussion in that it shows which issues can and which
cannot be analyzed with LSMS-type data.
UsingHousingCharacteristics
as Indicatorsof Living
Standards
In order to use the characteristics of a household's
dwelling as indicators of the household's standard of
living, analysts require data on those housing characteristics. Exactly which of these characteristics are useful is discussed in the next section of this chapter.

Measuring
HousingConsumption
A second reason for collecting housing data is to
obtain the information needed to derive a correct estimate of a household's consumption of housing. In
principle, households purchase accommodation (or
produce it for themselves) just as they purchase food,
clothing, and other consumption items. As explained
in Chapter 5, total consumption is a crucial indicator
of household welfare, so it is important that it be cal-

culated carefully.For most common purchases, such as
purchases of food and clothing, the cost of the items is
their market price, which is the value that should be
placed on these items. However, some households'
housing may not be purchased, or even rented, in a
directly observed transaction at its true market price.
For example, some housing is inherited, and some is
built by the households themselves. Some households
that rent housing do so at subsidized or controlled
prices. Therefore, to measure housing consumption
correctly, it is necessary to use market prices or an
estimate of such prices.
Another problem is that households that own
their housing incurred much of the cost many years
ago but still use the dwelling today.Yet if two households live in similar dwellings, their standard of living
is similar regardless of when the housing was purchased. Thus it is necessary to estimate each household's current consumption of housing by estimating
what the household would spend to rent an equivalent
unit at market prices.Therefore, the household survey
should collect data on market rent (if observed) or this
should be estimated (if not directly observed) for each
survey household's housing unit.
Virtually every housing unit is unique in terms of
its size, quality, location, and other characteristics. This

Box 12.1 Policy Issuesand Housing Data

Policyissuesthat canbe analyzedwith cross-sectionaldatafrom
LSMS-type
surveys
* The level and distribution of housing consumption
* The distribution of housing assets
* The frequency and distribution of specifichousing characteristics and conditions (such as space, sanitation,age,condition, and crowding)
* Housing tenure, tenure security,and tenure choice
* The demand for housing
* The determinants of price changes
* Upgrading
* The measurement and determinants of vacancies
* The valuation of housing subsidies (for example, from
public housing,or from rent-controlled markets)
* How households finance their housing
* Behavior relatingto housing finance and savings
* Satisfactionwith the neighborhood and the unit
Policyissuesthat canbeanalyzedwithpaneldata froman LSMS
survey
* Housing filtering(changingsupply from the existing stock)
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The determinants of price changes (panel data better than
one cross-sectionof data)
Tenure choice (panel data better than one cross-section
of data)
Upgrading (panel data better than one cross-section of
data)
Vacancies (panel data better than one cross-section of
data)
Policyissuesthat cannoteasilyor directlybe analyzedwithdata
froman LSMSsurvey
(Note:Manyanalyses of these issuesmoke indirectuse of some
household
surveydata)
* The regulation of development (for example, zoning and
buildingcodes)
* The determinants of the supply of new construction
* Changes in the supply of serviced land
* Housing investment and the business cycle
* Net effects of government interventions on producer and
consumer incentives

CHAPTER 12 HOUSING

Understanding
HousingMarket Behavior

* Regulating development by means of zoning, subdivision regulation, and building codes.
* Providing public housing, either directly or through
state-owned enterprises.
* Taxing and subsidizing housing.
Enforcing rent control and other rental regulations.
* Regulating other aspects of the real estate industry,
such as construction and brokerage.

The third reason for collecting housing data in LSMS

*

Providing infrastructure

surveys is to help analysts and policymakers understand
how housing markets work and how government poli-

*

and sewage.
Regulating finance

through

cies affect housing outcomes. In this chapter the dis-

tions, the provision

of credit, and the prudential

cussion of housing market analysis focuses on the
analysis needed for public policy purposes because of

regulation of lenders.
The relationship between

the overall purpose of this book. Nevertheless, analysis

comes can be studied using both descriptive analysis

of market behavior is of interest to, for example, housing providers and academics as well as to policymakers.

and estimations of behavioral relationships. Descriptive
analysis is essentially the tabular presentation of simple

In principle, government interventions in housing
markets can correct for market failures and produce

statistics on housing, such as which households rent or

positive externalities

for society as whole. In most
countries governments define and enforce property
rights, which are the "rules of the game" and the essential element of a successful housing market. However,

rent

there is no guarantee that all public interventions will
have positive outcomes in practice. There are many
examples of public interventions that have exacerbated
market failures as well as examples of interventions that
have been more successful (World Bank 1993a). Much
depends upon the capacity of the institutions in the
country of the intervention and the prevailing process

income and tenure groups.This type of analysis is very
useful for getting an initial snapshot of various government policies and of the general state of the housing market, but it cannot usually provide quantitative
estimates of the effects of government policies on the
housing market. To find out how different housing
policies affect housing outcomes, analysts need to

of housing development and management.
The remainder of this section will discuss several

understand household behavior. The following two
subsections examine these two categories of analysis-

types of housing market analysis. Before doing so, it is

descriptive

useful to review the different ways in which govern-

relationships.

heterogeneity, the durability of most housing, and the
many forms of tenure and payment that exist can
make it a complex process to estimate market prices.
Some of the relevant measurement issues are briefly
discussed in Appendix 12.1; see also Green and
Malpezzi 1998.

'

such as electricity, water,
interest

rate regula-

policies and housing out-

own, which live in subsidized units or units subject to
control, how much households pay for their
housing, and how dwellings were obtained (whether
inherited, purchased, or built). These basic characteristics of housing can also be cross-tabulated by different

analysis and the estimation

of behavioral

ment housing policies can affect housing outcomes,
since this is the most direct way governments can
improve housing conditions in developing (and developed) countries. Of course, the other obvious way that
government policies can improve housing outcomes is
by increasing economic growth, which raises household income, allowing households to purchase or rent

Descriptive Analysis
Good descriptive analysis can provide

better housing.
Besides the general role that governments play in
environment conproviding a stable macroeconomic
ducive to housing investment, there are many types of
government policies that affect housing. The most

ed by changes in construction industry regulations).
Three basic types of data are most usefiil for descriptive
analysis: data on the housing stock, data on housing
expenses (including taxes and subsidies), and data on

important

policymakers

with key facts about the housing market. For example,
it can show which income groups benefit from subsidized housing and which households constructed their
own dwellings (and thus would not be directly affect-

property rights (including rental arrangements).

are:

* Assigning

and enforcing property
rights with
respect to land and real estate, including housing.

Perhaps the most obvious data
to collect on housing is information on the physical
THE

HOUSING

STOCK.
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characteristics of the dwelling, some of which are basic
indicators of a household's living standard. This general use of data was already considered above and will be
discussed in more detail in the second section of this
chapter. However, there are certain dwelling characteristics that have particular significance for policymaking. Descriptive analysis of housing stock data can
be used to examine:
• The characteristics of a dwelling that yield information about the incidence of taxes, subsidies, or
regulations. For example, information on the relative importance of indigenous versus "modern"
construction techniques or single-family homes
versus multi-family housing often provides estimates of how much housing is subject to particular
regulations or taxes. It is often useful for policymakers to know how such characteristics vary by
region and income.
* Dwelling characteristics related to basic quality
standards and building code requirements such as
regulations concerning water supply and sanitation.
* Vacancy patterns and how these vary by location.
* In many countries, the differences in the quality of
the housing between "formal" and "informal" submarkets. How do crowding, vacancies, and other
market outcomes differ in these submarkets?
Malpezzi (1984, Appendix F) provides a convenient
list of descriptive tables and cross-tabulations on housing stock and related variables, which can be a useful
starting point for a descriptive analysis plan. Mayo and
others (1982) provides an excellent illustration of how
household survey data can be used to describe and
analyze basic housing market outcomes such as quality and the policy implications that can be drawn from
such analysis.
HOUSING

EXPENDITURES,

TAXES,

AND

SUBSIDIES.

Obviously, analysts need basic information on housing
expenditures to estimate any meaningful welfare
measure for households and also to analyze the issues
of housing subsidies and taxation, which are discussed
below. Key issues for descriptive analysis are:
* Whether households that own their dwelling are
making payments on loans or mortgages, the size
and term of such payments, and when the loans
will be paid off.
* The amounts that renters pay and the form that
rent payments take (for example, cash, in-kind, or
work) and any utilities included in these payments.
296

Payments by both renters and owners for utilities
and other housing-related services (such as water,
sewerage, electricity, and telephone services).
* The shares of the housing market that are financed
formally and informally, the terms, and how these
vary by income, region, and other household characteristics.
* Direct taxes paid, either by renters or owners.
. Subsidy payments received by (or payments made
on behalf of) renters and owners.
* The proportion of their income that households
typically spend on housing and how this varies by
type of tenure, the household's income level,
region, and other household characteristics.
* The consumer's surplus gains and losses from
subsidies.
The notion of a consumer's surplus is important
and merits a brief explanation. When a government
subsidizesa household by giving it an unrestricted cash
grant, a dollar is worth a dollar, a peso a peso, a ruble a
ruble. However, when the government subsidizes a
household by providing it with a good or service (such
as housing) or if the government requires that a household spend a transfer of cash in a certain way (for example, on housing), the value of the subsidy to the household is usually less than its cash value. Measuring the
household's actual benefit from such a transfer is the aim
of measuring the consumer's surplus. Detailed discussions of the consumer's surplus and related concepts can
be found in Green and Malpezzi (1998), Freeman
(1979), and Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). On subsidies, including the application of consumer's surplus, see
Kim (1991), Sanyal (1981), Mayo (1986), andYu and Li
(1985). For more general analyses of incentives that
examine a wide range of such interventions, seeWorld
Bank (1989) and Malpezzi and Mayo (1997).
*

Until the last decade, property
rights in developing countries had not been analyzed
in much depth, largely because they are well-established in many developed countries and have therefore
been taken for granted. Nevertheless, property rights
are still an issue in many developing countries, particularly in the transition economies of Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union. The most important
kinds of property rights data for descriptive analysis
include:
* How many households own and how many rent,
and how this ratio varies by region and income
PROPERTY RIGHTS.
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group. For owners, information
on the specific
nature of property rights is also useful.

more elaborate treatment seeWorld Bank (1993a) and
Green and Malpezzi (1998).

* For renters, the form of their rental arrangement,
such as the length of the lease (if specified), from
whom the dwelling is rented, and if there is any
relationship between the tenant and the owner.
* For owners, the existence of any official title or

HOUSING

DEMAND.

How much people are willing to

pay for housing is one of the most important characteristics of the housing market that can be examined with
data from a multitopic household survey like the LSMS.
above, and as discussed in some detail in

deed for the house and for the land it is built on,

As noted

exactly who

owns the title to the unit (or, for
renters, who signed the lease) and what kind of title
it is, and the extent to which the household's own-

Appendix 12.1, housing rent (both actual or imputed)
is an expenditure measure and consists of price multi-

ership of the title is secure.

(including Follain, Lim, and Renaud 1980 and Malpezzi
and Mayo 1987a, 1987b) examine expenditure by esti-

* The length of time the household has lived in the
dwelling, whether rented or owned. If owned, how

plied by quantity. The

majority

of demand

studies

mating so-called Engle relationships (for example, actu-

the dwelling was obtained; if rented, the details of
the lease.

al or imputed rent) or sometimes house value (the present value of rent) as a function of income, demographic

Additional discussion of property rights can be found in

variables, and so on. A smaller number of studies have

Kiamba (1989) for Africa, Bromley (1989) for Asia, and
Betancur (1987) and Gilbert (1989) for Latin America.

decomposed housing expenditure into its quantity and
price components using hedonic models (see Appendix

The recent literature is dominated

by analysis of prop-

12.1) or models in which prices vary with the interur-

erty rights in formerly socialst countries; see, for example,Jaffe(1993),JaffeandLouziotis(1996),andPejovich
(1990). Examples of research on forms of housing
tenure and the value of this tenure include Jimenez

ban location of the dwelling. Ingram (1984) and
Malpezzi (1998) are examples of studies that regress
some quantity measure against prices as well as other
factors that influence demand, such as income and

(1982a, 1982b, 1984) andTipple

household composition. Although there are a plethora
of measurement and other issues to be resolved in this
research area, housing demand is generally the most
thoroughly studied and best understood of the major
categories of housing market behavior (Olsen 1987).

andWillis (1991b).

The Estimationof BehavioralRelationships
The above discussion showed how simple descriptive
statistics can be used to get an idea of how government policies may affect housing outcomes. However,
descriptive analysis is mainly concerned with "what
is." To answer "why," it is important to know how
households (and other relevant actors like suppliers
and governments) behave. For example, descriptive

Key policy issues regarding housing demand are:
* How housing expenditures change with household
of demand).
income
(the income
elasticity
Understanding this relationship is the key to understanding the often-misunderstood
set of issues that

statistics can show how much households spend on
housing on average.This description can be extended
by presenting
averages for, say, different income
more about the
groups. However, to understand
underlying behavior of households and other relevant

are loosely labeled "affordability" issues.
* How housing expenditures change in response to
changes in housing prices (the price elasticity of
demand). As housing prices are affected by taxes
and subsidies, this information can be used to show

actors, analysts can go a step further and, for example,
estimate the "income elasticity of demand," a sumrnary numerical measure of how much housing expenditure increases as income increases.1 Analysis of housing
markets can be complicated by many different factors,
including housing's physical and locational heterogeneity, imperfect information about buyers and sell-

how tax and subsidy policies affect households'
housing decisions made by households.
* How demand varies with demographic characteristics. For example, how fast does housing consumption change with household size? Do female-headed households spend more or less than average after
controlling for other demand determinants?

ers, illiquidity, significant

*

environmental

and other

externalities, and time lags in supply. Many, though not
all, of these issues are discussed in this chapter. For a

The determinants

of demand for different tenure

arrangements (owning, renting, or living in government-provided housing).
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* How demand relates to the household's investment
motives,

as well

as its

demand

for

current

consumption.

Figure 12.1 Rent-to-Income by Income (Owners)
Rent-to-income (percentages)

100

* The demand for the individual characteristics of
housing such as space, quality, location, and types of
amenities (such as type of toilet, drinking water, and
electricity). In particular, how the location of a
household's dwelling relates to the location of the
workplaces of the household's members.When pol-

\
60

Manila

oped, and transition economies alike.
Comparative
studies such as Malpezzi

and

country in significant and at least partly predictable
ways. Most studies have found income elasticities of
demand that are less than 1 within markets. (In other
words, housing consumption
has
income, but less than proportionately).

20

_

increased with
Despite the rel-

_
…

0
Incomein 1981U.S.oilars
Note Theauthors comparemarketsby examiningeach market'smedian ncome
househod.Thedotted linesrepresentingCairo,Bogota,Manilaand Seoulslope
down becausewithin markets(for exampe,w[thincitiesorwithin countres)
housingconsumptionalwaysincreasedwith ncomebut generallygrew more
slowlythan income-in other words,the incomeelasticitywas lessthan 1.
ComparingI markets'median income(the soldline;not al 5 ctes are
shown),the average rent-to-income ratio in each market increaseswith the
median ncome- n other words,the ncomeelastcity is slightlygreaterthan 1.
Source:Mapezz and Mayo 987a.

Lim, and Renaud

is spent on housing varies tremendously

others

to market and especially across countries; see Figure
12.1 for an illustration. This relation can be examined
by estimating the cross-market elasticity of average
budget shares with respect to average income in each
market. Malpezzi and Mayo (1987a) found that in a
range of developing countries, the cross-market elas-

-

Cairo

ative stability of within-market elasticity across countries, the average share of the household's budget that
from market

-

Bogota
-_ -

Mayo

(1987a) and many studies of single markets such as
Follain, Lim, and Renaud (1980) have demonstrated
that the parameters of demand vary from country to

14 city average

40

icymakersmisunderstandthe latter relationship,this
can result in empty housing projects, underemployed public housing residents, and large inefficiencies in transport spending in developing, devel-

Seoul

80

(1982),

(1980), Ingram

and Mohan

(1984), Mayo and
(1994) provide useful

examples of how to undertake a demand
tailor it to specific country conditions.

study and

Despite the fact that many studies have already
been carried out, experience suggests it is generally

SUPPLY. Much less research has been done to
date on housing supply, despite the fact that supply
parameters are probably even more important for policymakers to know about than demand parameters. In
broad terms, housing supply comes from two sources:
new construction
and the existing stock. Housing
economists refer to changes in the existing stock as
"filtering." In common parlance, as units "filter down,"

worthwhile to undertake customized demand studies
for a given market. There is a particular need for further research on how consumption
responds to
price-in
other words, price elasticities (which are less
settled than income elasticities). Also, much of the literature on housing demand in developing countries

they pass from richer households (owners or tenants)
to lower-income
households. Units can also "filter
up"-pass
from poor households to richer households-if a neighborhood is being revitalized or "gentrified." Large improvements (upward filtering) in a
particular dwelling are also known as "upgrading."

focuses on demand for housing as a composite good,
while there is much less research on demand for individual housing characteristics such as numbers of
rooms and various measures of quality. See Follain and
Jimenez (1985b) for a review of the literature on

(For further information on upgrading see Strassman
1982, Struyk 1982, and Rakodi 1987.) Key questions
about supply include:
How much of the housing supply consists of new
construction
and how much is from the existing
stock? How much upgrading is done in place and how

ticity was actually greater than 1 (in other words,
housing consumption increased somewhat faster than
income).

demand
298

for specific housing

characteristics.

Follain,

HOUSING
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much is effective supply changed when two or more

* Are land prices increasing

households share (or stop sharing) a dwelling?
* How does supply change in response to changes in
the price of housing? What determines this elasticity? What are the effects of natural (geographical)
constraints

versus

man-made

(regulatory)

rate of inflation? Where are land prices the highest
and where are land prices increasing the fastest?
*

How do changes in land prices affect the costs of
end users? Is the price and affordability of housing

con-

straints on supply?
* What is the role of filtering in the market? In other

faster than the overall

and commercial
*

and industrial space changing and

are real occupancy costs greater now than before?
Is the land market segmented-for
example, divid-

words, how does the supply of housing from the

ed into a formal and an informal

existing stock change to meet demand? During a
given period, how much housing filters up and fil-

households do not have access to housing from the
formal private sector? What regulations govern the

ters down? What are the determinants

use and sale of land?

ing process, and
impediments

are there

of this filter-

regulatory

or other

to it?

* What effects do different government

* What

is the system for providing

sector? Which

infrastructure?

What roles do the private and public sectors play in
policies (such

as rent control, the regulation of real estate industry,
or government provision of housing) have on the

this? Are costs recovered? Does the infrastructure
system respond to demand? Does infrastructure
installed in low-income areas?

get

supply of housing?
* How do these effects differ for different tenure (for

Once again, many of those questions are answered
most directly using aggregate or other collateral data,

example, renting versus owning), by income, and by

but many of these issues can also be analyzed using

type of housing unit?
Some supply issues are best studied with aggregate
time-series data, but many can be studied with household survey data, especially if the survey has collected
panel data, which would make it possible to study

household survey data. For example,
ward to add questions on land prices
sition to household surveys (see Mayo
for examples). Also, cross-tabulations
household survey questions regarding

it is straightforand land acquiand others 1982
of responses to
services such as

housing supply over time. Burns and Grebler (1977)
and Renaud (1980) are examples of aggregate studies

water, sanitation, and transport can yield insights into
the provision of infrastructure. Angel and others

of supply. Malpezzi and Mayo (1987a) presented the
first econometric estimates of supply elasticities from

(1986), Dowall (1991), and Farvaque and McAuslan
(1992) are a few of the many useful studies of land

time-series
data for several developing countries.
Bramley (1993) and Ozanne and Struyk (1978) used
alternative methods to study supply with household

issues. Ingram and Carroll (1981) and Mohan (1994)
give particularly good accounts of the spatial structure
of land markets in developing countries, and Bertaud

survey data. For studies of supply from the existing
stock through filtering, see Green and Malpezzi (1998)

and Renaud

(1994) examine socialist countries where,

for a general review and see Ferchiou (1982) and
Johnson (1987) for developing country examples.

until recently, land prices were not permitted to vary
from place to place (or according to their productivity). Gackenheimer and Brando (1987), Lee (1992), and

Housing supply is inextricably related to the amount of land available for
housing construction and to the availability of infra-

Lee and Anas (1992) discuss infrastructure issues in
general. See Chapter 14 on the environment for a discussion of water supply and sanitation issues in great
detail.

LAND AND INFRASTRUCTURE.

structure. Major policy questions regarding land and
infrastructure that require the estimation of behavioral
relationships include:

HOUSING

Perhaps the most important single
of the quality of the housing of a given

FINANCE.

determinant

Is the supply of serviced land in urban areas
expanding
to meet growing population
and
employment needs? Which land uses are growing

household is its income and, therefore, its ability to
purchase or rent housing. Nevertheless, because all
housing is an expensive and long-term investment, all

the fastest? Where is urban land conversion taking
place? Is the supply of infrastructure keeping up

housing purchases are financed in one way or another. Formal housing finance, provided by a wide variety

with demand?

of organizations, has been the subject of much research
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in recent years. However, in many developing countries, formal housing finance institutions are relevant
only to a small proportion of households. Instead,
households in developing countries often turn to various informal sources of housing finance such as interfamily transfers, but these tend to be very expensive as
outlined in Renaud (1984) and Malpezzi (1996).
Some countries have only small enclave formal institutions that make few loans at very favorable terms.
These often have little relevance to low-income and
rural households whose members earn their living in
the informal sector. In many respects, the challenge
facing the governments of many developing countries
is to encourage the development of formal sources of
housing finance that are sustainable and affordable to a
broad range of the population.
Given the importance of finance for determining
housing outcomes, policymakers should aim to deepen housing finance markets in order to encourage
investment in housing. Key issues in the area of housing finance include:
- What are the sources of housing finance, and how
are these funds used? What is the system of intermediation for housing finance, and how is it connected to financial intermediation in general? What
kinds of mortgage instruments are available on the
lending side? What rules govern institutional features such as mortgage insurance and foreclosure?
- Are subsidies and taxes built into the financial system? If so, what is the nature and extent of these
subsidies and taxes?What are the effects of tax, regulatory, and subsidy policies on the cost of credit?
* What are the mortgage interest rates, and other
terms, paid by households of different types that are
borrowing from formal and informal sector finance
institutions? How do these terms compare to the
financing available for other (nonhousing) investments, and how do they compare to inflation?
* What are the real effects of housing finance-in
other words, the effects that housing finance has on
housing consumption, tenure choice, and mobility?
Does the availability (or lack) of formal housing
finance affect such outcomes, or are formal and
informal finance good substitutes?
Most research on housing finance has used institutional and macroeconomic data rather than household survey data. However, much can be learned about
housing finance from household survey data if the
questionnaire includes carefully chosen questions
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about how the households in the sample have financed
their housing and at what terms. The best example to
date of housing finance analysis using household-level
data is Struyk and Turner (I1986).
ResearchMethodsand DataNeeds
The data needed to analyze many of the policy issues
discussed above can be collected in a multitopic
household survey that includes a module specifically
related to housing. This housing module would gather data on, for example, housing location, housing
conditions (quality and quantity), tenure, and the rents
and prices that households pay.This information could
then be combined with data from other parts of the
household questionnaire (on, for example, household
incomes and characteristics) to answer many of the
questions posed in the first section of this chapter.2 A
well-designed housing module will also collect data
that assists analysts in other ways (for example, to
measure consumption accurately and precisely).
It should be mentioned at this point that there is
very little information on the operation of rural housing markets in developing and transition economies.
In fact, the vast majority of housing market analysis in
developing, transition, and developed countries has
focused on urban housing markets, thus excluding a
significant slice of the housing market in the countries
being studied.3 While this is the case in virtually all
countries, the severity of the problem that this omission presents varies from country to country. For
example, in Asia, Korea is currently about four-fifths
urbanized, while Thailand is about four-fifths rural.
More than one-third of the populations of Poland, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, and Switzerland live
in rural areas. Certainly, one of the biggest contributions of LSMS surveys to housing analysis is their provision of data on rural housing markets, which can be
used to research this much neglected area.
Categories
of Data
This subsection outlines the categories of data that can
be collected in a housing module in a multitopic household survey. It also indicates specific questions that
should be included in the questionnaire, the answers to
which are likely to illuminate the important policy
issues outlined in the first section of this chapter.
The most basic data that
should be collected in the housing module are data on
HOUSING

CHARACTERISTICS.
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the characteristics of the household's dwelling. The
most relevant characteristics for policy research purposes will vary somewhat from place to place, but it is

capitalization rate to each owner-occupied
appraise its value.
Appendix

unit to

12.1 briefly describes hedonic indexes

always important to collect data on the basic structure
of the dwelling (for example, whether it is single-family or multifamily and what material it is built with),

and "cap rates" for readers unfamiliar with these concepts. Each approach has its pros and cons. Generally
although the
these approaches are complementary,

the age of the structure, its size, the number of rooms,
the number and size of bathrooms, and other characteristics related to type and reliability of it water and

hedonic approach can be especially useful. Hedonic
indexes require extensive data on a unit's characteristics (such as size, type, and location) as well as on the

sanitation services.
Other important

amount of rent paid.
Whatever general approach is taken, data must be
collected on arms-length market transactions, which

the neighborhood

questions relate to the quality of
the dwelling is located

in which

and what services are provided in that neighborhood.
Not all of these location data need to be collected by
asking questions of household

respondents.

It would

be better for the interviewers to make their own
observations of these phenomena while they are in a
household's dwelling to conduct the survey interview.
First and foremost, they should record the location

of

are transactions between two parties who have no special relationship that would suggest the price paid is
different from market prices. For example, transactions
between close relatives may not be arms-length. 5 Price
controls, subsidies, discounts to relatives and kin, and
transactions that include in-kind rents (such as services performed in lieu of cash rent) all introduce obvi-

must be asked of the respondent rather than observed
by the interviewer is the distance household members
must travel to their workplaces and the amount of

ous differences between the cash price paid and the
arms-length market price. The questionnaire needs to
differentiate households that are reporting their own
rents and values based on arms-length transactions
from households that are under some form of control
or subsidy, are related to the landlord, and so on.A further complication is that in some markets, very few
market transactions are not affected by some sort of

time it takes them to get there. Also, it may be useful
to find out how far the dwelling is from other places
of employment in the area or from central locations in
the metropolitan area.

price control. For example, in some markets, very few
units are traded at market prices. This can be because
housing is primarily owned by the government and is
rented at very low rents (as in Moscow and, until

the dwelling in a city, town, or other market, since
housing markets are typically analyzed by place.
Within each city or market, they should indicate
where the dwelling is located in relation to the central
business district of a city or town. One question that

One set of issues that must be addressed early
in the design phase of any LSMS housing questionnaire relates to measuring housing prices and consumption. These issues have been discussed briefly

PRICES.

above and

are discussed

again in some

detail

in

Appendix 12.1. Rent is the most obvious measure
needed for any consumption analysis. Because rent can
be observed directly for renters but not for owners, it
is usually necessary to impute the rental value of an

recently, China) or because rent control is very widespread (as in Ghana; see Malpezzi, Tipple, and Willis
1991). Nevertheless, despite the problems that can be
involved in interpreting such numbers in countries
like Russia, it is necessary in these countries to collect
data on the official (nonmarket) rent for the purposes
of policy analysis.
It follows that

the

questionnaire

should

be

unit.
There are several ways to collect these data (Green
and Malpezzi 1998). First, the owner can be asked how
much rent they could charge for their unit. Second,
the coefficients of a hedonic index estimated using a

designed to elicit from the respondent whether the
household receives any housing subsidy and, if so, what
kind and if the unit is subject to rent control. It is also
important that the questionnaire carefully distinguish
between housing and agricultural real estate in rural
areas and between housing and shops, offices, and
other nonresidential uses in both rural and urban areas.

rental sample can be applied to the corresponding
units to
characteristics of individual owner-occupied
impute rent. 4 A third general approach is to apply a

In addition, it should be noted whether any commercial premises are physically attached to the household's
dwelling.

owner-occupied
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When the survey is fielded in countries or regions
with no active housing market, it may be appropriate
to include questions about housing prices in the community module of the household survey.These questions can be put to community leaders or others who
are knowledgeable about what housing units exist of
various standard types.These questions in the community module will supplement the housing questions
asked in the household questionnaire. If the market is
extremely moribund with few similar dwellings being
sold, the questions included in the community module can be about the costs of constructing typical
housing units.
In many countries, property taxes are an important
source of government revenue (Dillinger 1991). Of
course, how great a burden they impose depends on
whether they are levied or enforced. In some markets,
various transaction taxes and registration fees on housing salesare high.Where this is relevant, questions about
such taxes and fees can easily be added to the housing
module. In some markets, questions about condominium fees or maintenance fees will also be relevant.
An issue that can arise when survey
designers are framing the questions about housing
demand is the distinction between gross and net
household expenditures on housing. Some renters pay
for their utilities separately from their rent, but others
pay a monthly rent that includes utility charges. If
more than one household lives in a unit, it is necessary
for analysts to know how much money is passed from
one household to another and how much goes to
third parties such as the landlord. Renters may also
face additional charges-particularly
in controlled
markets-including key money, advance rent, and
expenditures on maintenance and repairs. Malpezzi
(1998) discusses the role of such side payments in
some detail. The questions in the housing module
should cover all of these possible extra charges.
EXPENDITURES.

MOBILITY. Research

has demonstrated that the longer
a household stays in a unit, the lower are rents for a
given level of housing service, even in markets without rent control. This "tenure discount" associated
with longer stays is often motivated by a landlord's
desire to reduce turnover, avoid vacancy losses, and
continue leasing to known tenants.6 Consequently, a
question should be included about the length of the
family's tenure in the unit.
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A related factor that critically affects demand is
the mobility of the household. This can vary enormously among countries. Strassman (1991) found that,
in a given year, fewer than 5 percent of households in
Colombo, Sri Lanka moved, whereas in Bangkok,
Thailand about 20 percent of households moved in a
year and in Seoul, Korea an astounding 43 percent
moved. Including questions about the length of tenure
in the survey can yield data that can be used to study
such behavior. More elaborate housing questionnaires
often add additional questions about previous residences and planned moves (see Mayo and others 1982
and Malpezzi 1994).
SuJPPLY.As

was discussed in the first section of this
chapter, the supply of housing in any given country
consists of the existing stock and of new construction.
In any given year, well over 90 percent of the housing
in a given market consists of the existing stock.
Descriptive tabulations of housing characteristics, both
on their own and cross-tabulated by relevant criteria
such as income and tenure, can yield important
insights into housing in the existing stock.
A more dynamic way to analyze the supply of
housing from the existing stock is known as studying
"filtering."There are three ways of analyzing filtering
(Green and Malpezzi 1997). The first way is to examine the incomes of the changing occupants of existing
housing units over time and whether they "filter up"
or "filter down" (Zais and Thibodeau 1983). The second way is to examine the price per unit of housing
services for different parts of the housing stock-for
example, low quality versus high quality housing
(Lowry 1960).The third alternative is to examine how
the quantity of the stock changes (Malpezzi, Ozanne,
and Thibodeau 1987). For example, what effect does
new construction have on the amount of low-quality
housing? What are vacancy rates like at the bottom of
the market? How fast do units depreciate? Each of
these types of analysis can be done with data provided
that a panel of data is collected. The answers to questions on rents and prices, household income, tenure,
length of stay, housing characteristics, and age of the
unit are key variables for filtering studies. The respondent should also be asked whether the household has
had or currently has any plans to upgrade its dwelling.
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND TENuLRE. Another

set of variables that needs to be collected in the questionnaire is
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the set of variables related to tenure security. First and

other countries),

foremost, analysts need data on how long the housebold has lived in its current dwelling. Information on

fixed interest rate and equal payments, can be completely described by four pieces of information: the

the type of rent control on the dwelling or any sub-

interest rate, the loan amount, the loan term (duration), and any up-front fees. However, many other

sidy received by the household is often relevant for the
study of tenure security since security is often related

a self-amortizing

mortgage

with a

kinds of mortgages are possible. For example, interest

to these regulations. Other questions may need to be
included in markets in which there is squatting or a

rates may be tied to an index or payments and amortization schedules may vary (Buckley 1996; Chiquier

mix of "traditional" and "formal" tenure.
Household surveys have a number

and Renaud 1992).
Much can be learned from household

of uses in

survey data

studying property rights and tenure issues (Daniere
1992; Friedman, Jimenez, and Mayo 1988; Gyourko

about how different kinds of households finance their
housing and on what terms. Discrete choice models

1989;Jimenez 1984; Lim, Follain, and Renaud
Questions relating to property rights and

and cross-tabulations can be used to analyze these outcomes. Another finance issue that can be analyzed

1980).
tenure

should be drafted carefully to ensure that they reflect

using household

the current circumstances in the country of the survey.
Thereafter, at a minimum, rights and tenure should be

of"progressive building" (which is based on the stockpiling of materials and their use from time to time)

categorized in three ways: owning versus renting,
formal/secure
tenure,
and
informal
versus
public/social versus private ownership. These cate-

compared to mortgage finance (see Renaud 1984).
In countries in which financing is subsidized for
some borrowers or some kinds of households face

gories are often continua rather than mutually exclu-

very different finance terms than others, the value of

sive. For example, in Korea renting encompasses several payment systems, including periodic payment of

different "deals" can be calculated in present value
terms and then the distribution of these implicit transfers can be analyzed.World Bank (1989) demonstrated
how to carry out a simple analysis of this type. Struyk

rent, a deposit-based rental system (chionisei),and several mixed forms of deposit and periodic rent (wolsei).
On the other hand, the British system of very longterm leases (99 years or more) is in some ways closer
to owning than renting, even though periodic ground
rent is paid and eventually the property reverts back to
its residual owner.
LAND

Since the provision of
is a core function of all governments, the
of households living on land served by

AND INFRASTRUCTURE.

infrastructure

survey data is the relative inefficiency

another way in
and Turner (1986) demonstrated
which household survey data can be used to study the
effects of finance on the housing market. They developed a simultaneous model of housing investment and
demand for finance that can be used to test whether,
and if so how much, finance availability affects housing investment.
The importance

of loca-

proportion
basic infrastructure

HOUSING

is of great interest to public policymakers. The benefits of the services can often be

tion with respect to workplace and other services was
discussed above.When housing markets do not func-

approximated by how they affect land value. The
LSMS housing module should contain questions
about the value of lots, as well as questions about their
size, location, and the type of infrastructure to which

tion well, this can prevent the efficient functioning of
labor markets in general (Hughes and McCormick
1987;Johnes and Hyelak 1994; Mayo and Stein 1995).
Another issue that must be tackled in some countries
is the fact that in many specific enterprises, both pub-

they have access.
FINANCE. Many of the questions relevant to
housing finance are included in the savings and credit
(see
modules rather than the housing module
HOUSING

Chapters 20 and 21). Of course the questions
described in those chapters have to be tailored to local
conditions. For example, the most common kind of
mortgage

in the United

States (also found in many

AND EMPLOYMENT.

lic and private, employees' housing is provided in conjunction with their employment. Enterprise housing
in China is the most obvious example of this phenomenon, but company housing can often be found
countries as well (Tolley 1991;
in noncommunist
Fishback 1992). For example, company housing is
often associated with mining and other extractive
industries when these are undertaken

in remote areas.
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If relevant, questions should be included in the housing module about employer- or enterprise-provided
housing.
Another issue that arises mainly in rural
areas is the housing of migratory workers, such as itinerant agricultural laborers. This issue also sometimes
arises in urban areas. For example, in China, the government classifiesmany urban households as "temporary."This can make the choice of sampling frame particularly critical. Many obvious sampling frames, such
as household registration lists, may systematically miss
such households. Thus this kind of sample frame may
need to be supplemented to ensure that these households are included in the sample.
MIGRATION.

DATA

FROM

OTHER

PARTS

OF THE

QUESTIONNAIRE.

Much housing analysis, especially studies of housing
demand, relies on data gathered in other parts of the
questionnaire. The main data needed for housing
analysis from other parts of the questionnaire are summarized here so that survey designers will not overlook them.
It is reasonable to assume that the demand for
housing is related to the household's expectations
about its long-term economic situation. Since housing
consumption is related to long-run or permanent
income, this suggests that permanent income rather
than current income is the true determinant of housing consumption. Permanent income is, however, never
directly observable and total household consumption is
usually used to proxy for it (Hall 1978). Thus it is
important for housing demand analysis that the questionnaire contain detailed consumption modules.
It is also useful for housing market analysts to
have data on current income measures as well-for
example, to analyze mortgage underwriting criteria
or to study the targeting of housing subsidies. Because
the qualification process for various subsidies and
mortgage underwriting usually depends on current
income rather than on permanent income or consumption, analysts need to know the household's
marginal propensity to consume out of its current
income as well as its consumption. What would be
even more useful for housing analysts would be a
detailed analysis of the marginal propensity to consume housing out of different kinds of income (by
type of employment, by the head of household versus
the other household members, and so on).Thus these
304

types of data should also be collected in the relevant
modules of the questionnaire.
Estimating patterns of demand requires data not
only on prices and incomes but also on other determinants of demand such as the family's preferences about
housing, the family's composition, and the household's
size (which is the most important single demographic
variable affecting housing consumption). Other data
that would be useful for analysis include the age of
household head, the number of children in the household, and the sex of the head of the household. In some
circumstances it may be appropriate to collect data on
the household's income, type of tenure, religion, or
caste to use as proxies for taste.
SurveyIssues
There are several important issues relating to the
mechanics of implementing the housing module.
SAMPLE. Statistical methods are used to estimate the
sample size required to answer a particular question to
a desired degree of precision (Kish 1965). Experience
suggests that roughly 500 observations are the minimum required from a given "housing market" (for
example, a metropolitan area or a rural region) for useful analysis that cross-classifiesdata by tenure and other
factors and that allows for nonresponses and other data
problems. Because LSMS surveys tend to have national samples of 2,000-5,000 households, they are often
unable to produce large enough subsamples in all but
the largest metropolitan areas.This means that current
LSMS designs are better suited to broad analyses of
"national," rural-urban, or regional housing markets.
However, much research suggests that defining markets so broadly often obscures important differences
among geographically disaggregated markets. Of
course, resource constraints are a fact of life, and much
can be done with surveys on the scale of the typical
LSMS.Yet if housing market analysis is an important
goal of an LSMS and if there appear to be different
market conditions in different cities-or in different
rural regions-in the country of the survey, serious
consideration should be given to increasing the size of
the sample or to over-sampling cities or regions of
special interest. If the latter strategy is adopted, sample
weights must be assigned to reflect this over-sampling.

Analyzing the dynamics of the housing
market over time requires panel data. However, using
PANEL DATA.
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the household

or the

the

fied" deserves special emphasis. Every country is differ-

dwelling as the unit of observation can present com-

individual

rather

than

ent in terms of the physical design of housing, its tenure,

parability problems for housing analysts because
households do not necessarily stay in the same
dwelling between survey rounds. In previous LSMS
surveys the housing unit has generally been used as the

how it is paid for, and so on. The sample questionnaire
introduced here should be considered only a starting
point for designing an actual module.The initial design
of any module should be thoroughly pretested to ensure

basis for the sample frame, which means that the survey followed the housing unit rather than its original

that it is capable of yielding the required data.This sample questionnaire will not repeat questions that appear

occupants over time.While this has complicated analy-

in other modules of the survey and are covered thor-

sis for some other issues, it is preferable for some housing analysis.
In some studies, such as the Mayo and others (1982)
study of Egypt, retrospective questions were used as a

oughly in the relevant chapters. Note that this module
contains a bare minimum of questions on water, sanitation and fuel use, which are suitable for describing basic
living conditions and enumerating households' major

proxy for a prior panel. Of course, this is not as good for

expenditures on these items. If water, sanitation, or fuel

analysis as proper panel data, as respondents often give
inaccurate responses to retrospective questions because

use are of special interest in the survey, the questions in
this draft module should be dropped, and the expanded

their memories of past events are imperfect.
Some key issues that need to be addressed when
designing such a panel include the need to ensure that
units that have dropped out of the stock are clearly
coded to distinguish them from units that are temporarily unoccupied and the issue of how to bring
newly constructed units into the panel over time. It
must be possible to link each unit's data in one year's
file to that in another year's file. It is essential to

submodules

include a unique identifier code for each unit. Units
that have been demolished, held vacant, or otherwise
dropped out of the panel in the past should be identified, along with their current status. With regard to
vacant units, survey designers should devise a short
section of questions to be put to a respondent in a
neighboring dwelling to discover, for example, how

naire in Malpezzi with Loux (1994).
The "long' draft module presented here is somewhat longer than that used in many past LSMS surveys.
This is partly because it will support more analysis of
housing market issues, rather than merely the description of living conditions and calculation of consumption of housing. It also includes water and sanitation

long the unit has been vacant, whether it is slated for
demolition, and the rent at which it is being offered.

questions that are suitable to situations in which households use multiple sources; includes questions on such
transactions as deposits, "key money," and cooperative
fees, which were rarely covered in previous LSMS surveys; and tries to cover the full range of housing market
characteristics that exist in all regions of the developing
world from Eastern Europe to Sub-Saharan Africa. In
practice, only in very few countries will all of these
additional questions need to be included in the module.
In the places where a particular characteristic is rare,
questions about that characteristic can be simplified or
omitted. A shortened version of the questionnaire is
presented after the main version to give an idea of how
it can be shortened. In this case, some of the topics that
allow study of housing market issues have been omitted,

QUESTIONS. The need for survey
designers to tailor the questionnaire carefully to local
conditions cannot be overemphasized. For example, it
is highly unlikely that bamboo would be used to construct houses in Moscow. It is just as important to tailor less obvious questions such as those about tenure
and payment methods. See Malpezzi with Loux (1994)
for examples of more detailed housing questionnaires.
COUNTRY-SPECIFIC

The Housing Module
This section introduces a draft housing module (presented in Volume 3) which, suitably modified, can be
inserted into an LSMS questionnaire. "Suitably modi-

contained

in the environment

chapter

(Chapter 14) should be inserted in their place.
Similarly, the draft module does not contain much
on housing finance, since such questions are contained
in the credit module introduced by Chapter 21 (and
presented in Volume 3). If that module were to be
dropped, some of the questions about credit for housing could be moved to this module. Additional questions can be found in the sample housing question-

and the detail on living standards has been reduced.
Again, the short version shown here is merely indica-
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Box 12.2 CautionaryAdvice

*How Much of the Droft ModuleIs New and Unproven7
Almost all of the componentsof the draft housing
module have been used either in past LSMSsurveys or
in special-purpose housing surveys.
HowWell Hosthe ModuleWorkedin the Past?This module has been used for simpledescriptive sketches ofthe
housing conditions of the households, for which it has
worked fairly well. One exception to this is that the
modules included in past LSMS surveys have often
included only one question on the household's source
of water which in many situations has not reflected the
complexity of household water sources. Also,some of
the housing cost questions have been ambiguous or
insufficient.In particular they have failed to make clear
whetherthe rent includesutilities,and few surveys have
included questions on any additional financialtransactions such as key money or condominium or cooperative fees. However while previous LSMSstudies have
made only limited use of the housing module, many
other studies have been undertaken in developing
countries that have made extensive use of such data.
Mayo and others (1982) is probably the best single
example.
WhichPartsofthe ModuleMost Needto BeCustomized?
A great deal of the module needs to be carefullycustomized to reflect the housing conditions in the country where the survey is to be fielded. Manyaspects of
housing vary greatlyfrom country to country,including
the predominant types of dwellings,the materials that
they are made of, the kinds of amenities that are indicators of livingstandards, and the form in which different housing-related expenditures are made. For exampie, questions on privatization of state-owned
dwellings,on how well elevators operate, and on the
adequacy and costs of heating will be relevant in surveys in Eastern European countries but not in countries
in Sub-SaharanAfhica.

tive; exactly which subset of questions should remain in
a shortened version will depend on the circumstances.
For example, the short version shown here omits questions on key money and other such deposits, but if they
are relevant to a country setting, they should be included, even in a short version of the questionnaire.

Notes on the Housing Module
This section briefly discusses the definition of key
concepts and other specific points in the module, following the numbering system of the longer version of
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the module. When the module is going to be used in
an actual LSMS survey, it is important to produce a
manual that includes a more detailed checklist of definitions both for survev workers and for future users of
the data. The U.S. Census report on the American
Housing Survey 1995 (which can be downloaded
from www.census.gov) provides a general example of
such documentation.
See also Malpezzi, Bamberger,
and Mayo (1982) and Malpezzi (1994) for further
examples.
d

For housing analysts to be able to use the housing

,yi
accurate, reliable information on related topics, such as
household
size and composition
and household
income. It is assumed in this chapter that these key
collateral data are indeed collected in accordance with
the discussion in the other chapters in this book.
It cannot be emphasized enough that survey
designers will need to revise and pretest the questionnaire to bring it in line with local conditions For
example, there are not very many houses in Cracow,
Poland that have felt walls or thatched roofs, and
detailed questions about heating systems will be irrelevant in Accra, Ghana. While this section does not
address the issue of country-specific
relevance with
regard to every question, survey planners should do so
themselves when they are designing the questionnaire
for their particular survey.
Part A: Descriptionof the Dwelling
Part A of the housing module is designed to yield data
that give a basic description ofthe dwelling.
Question Al asks whether the dwelling is the
household's primary residence and, if it is not, redirects
the interview to be about the primary residence. For
measuring living standards, it is most important to
know about the conditions of the primary residence
since those are the ones that pertain to the household
most of the time and best reflect the quality of infrastructure available to the household. If the survey's
purpose were only analysis of housing markets, gathering information about the costs and quality of secondary residences would be a perfectly reasonable
option.
There are at least three ways to deal with secondarv residences. In past LSMS surveys the issue was
completely ignored, and Question Al was not used.
Although this is not technically correct, no complaints
have ever been made to the central LSMS team on the
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subject. One reason this issue has been ignored is that

rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, finished attic or base-

in most countries where LSMS surveys have been
done, secondary residences are rare and pertain onlv to
the extreme upper end of the welfare distribution.

ment rooms, recreation rooms, permanently enclosed
porches suitable for year-round use, lodger's rooms,
and rooms used as offices or for business purposes. A

Moreover, the richest frequently have the highest nonresponse rates and even when they do respond, their
expenditure, income and wealth are probably underes-

divided room is separate if there is a partition from
floor to ceiling but not if the partition is impermanent
or made only of shelves or cabinets. Not included are

timated since LSMS questionnaires

are designed to be

bathrooms, halls, vestibules. balconies, alcoves, closets,

applicable to the broad range of society with special
emphasis on the poor.Thus ignoring this issue in the
past may not have had much empirical impact on most

unfinished attics, or basements, unenclosed porches. If
a room is used by occupants of more than one unit,
the room is included with the unit from which it is

of the analysis done with the data.
A second option is to use just the simple question

most easily reached."
Separate questions should be developed for par-

included here. It will give some information

ticular types of rooms or structural features that are

on how

important the topic is in the country, and will
sampling weights to be adjusted. A third option
deal with the issue of secondary residence much
fully. This will be appropriate where secondary

allow
is to
more
resi-

especially important in the country surveyed. For
example, many questionnaires ask how many bedrooms a unit has. In the Ghanaian survey that was analyzed in Malpezzi. Tipple, and Willis (1990), separate

dences are relatively common and their ownership
extends to a wider range of society (for example, in
Finland, where about 20 percent of households have a

questions were asked about unenclosed verandahs,
because households with this feature tend to make
considerable use of it. It is not important that there is

secondary dwelling). To deal with the issue fully will
mean not only directing the interview on housing
quality to the primary residence, but also adding ques-

double-counting in this case, since a bedroom would
be counted both as a room and a bedroom. What is
important is that the special rooms are either always

tions about at least current expenditures on the secondary dwelling, and probably adding questions on its
value as an asset. Whatever approach is taken in the
questionnaire should accord with how secondary units
are treated in the sample. Are they included or excluded from the sample frame? Are they substituted out if
detected during interviewing?
Are the sampling
weights adjusted for households that own or geographic areas that contain secondary residences?
Each person has a commonsense notion of what is

double counted or never double counted and that the
documentation makes clear which is the case.

meant by such terms as "house," "household," "room,"
and so on, but these notions may differ from person to
person. For example, is a "bathroom" also counted as a
"room"? Accurate use of survey data is only possible if
such definitions are consistent-in
other words, if all of
the survey interviewers have the same definition of
each concept. For this reason, some definitions of common but important housing concepts are presented
here. Many of the sample definitions will have to be
modified to suit country conditions.
For example, consider Question All on rooms.
The definition of "room" will vary from country to
country.A sample dcfinition that can be used as a starting point, adapted from the U.S. Census definition, is:
"whole rooms used for living purposes, such as living

such as a house, an apartment building, or a tent. It
may contain one or more dwelling units.

UNIT. A dwelling is an accommodation
unit
that contains one or more households. It may be a
detached house, a villa, part of a flat, a shack, a tent, a
separate room, or a houseboat. There may be several
dwellings in a structure.
DWELLING

STRUCTURE.

A structurc is a physically separate entity

The number of bedrooms in the unit is
the sum total of all separate rooms that are used regularly for sleeping, even if they are also used for other
purposes. Rooms reserved for guests' sleeping are
counted as bedrooms. On the other hand, rooms used
regularly for other purposes, even though used occasionally for sleeping, are not counted as bedrooms. All
bedrooms are also counted as rooms.
Question A14 asks about the area of the unit. In
some countries, such as Korea, households are likely to
know this area precisely. In other countries they will
only be able to produce a rough estimate.
BEDROOMS.
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A number of questions in this and other sections
are questions for which households may have only
approximate answers. In some cases, such as the area of
the unit, an alternative approach is possible; for example, if there is enough interview time, it may be possible for the interviewer actually to measure the
dwelling unit. For other questions, such as the age of
the dwelling, no such alternative may exist.
Generally, it is better to get an approximate answer
to the right question than a precise answer to a useless
question. This may seem obvious, but census bureaus
around the world mistakenly exclude important questions because they are likely to be measured with
error. It is certainly important to understand the consequences of such errors-in particular to understand
the difference between biased estimates and imprecise
estimates. For example, studies have shown that households tend to give answers to questions about the age
of their unit that contain a significant degree of error.
However, if they are as likely to overestimate as to
underestimate, the statistics based on this data (such as
the mean age of dwellings of a certain type) will be
unbiased, although these estimates will be less precise
than if the respondents had a very good idea of the age
of the unit. A further discussion of this issue can be
found in Follain and Malpezzi (1981).
Part B:HousingServices
If water, sanitation, or fuel use are of special interest in
a given survey, the expanded modules contained in
Chapter 14 on the environment will be better starting
points for questions on those subjects than the questions given here.The questions on such topics included in this housing module can only yield descriptive
information. If the specialized modules contained in
the environment chapter are used, these questions
should be omitted. It would be natural to put the
housing module next to the water and sanitation
modules in the questionnaire and possibly next to the
fuel module as well (though this might just as logically be placed next to the consumption module).
The questions on water sources included in this
draft housing module distinguish between rainy and
dry seasons. In some countries this distinction can be
omitted. The module also distinguishes sources
depending on whether they are used for drinking and
cooking or for bathing and washing. In a few countries that are highly urbanized and have very welldeveloped water systems, this distinction can be
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dropped. However, households in rural areas probably
use different sources for these two purposes until there
is a considerable amount of infrastructure in their
areas, which means that this distinction is pertinent in
most countries.
The questions about "what is the main source of
water..." are a little tricky to word.These questions aim
to yield data on the type of access that a household
has, not on the body of water that feeds into the central pipeline. Thus great care should be taken in translating these questions. Similarly,there are many different possible sources, and they can be called different
things in different places (for example, a standpipe versus a public tap).The basic idea is to devise use answer
codes that convey something about the likely safety
and convenience of each source, without devising so
many codes as to overwhelm the interviewer or the
respondent.
Sanitation systems (flush toilets, pit latrines, bucket systems, and so on) are another example of something that varies tremendously from country to country. A housing unit is classifiedas having a bathroom if
it has a room attached to the house with at least one
of the following: a toilet, and a bathtub, a shower, or a
sink with running water. If a unit has these facilities
but the toilet and at least some washing facilities are
not in the same room, then the unit does not have a
bathroom.
A kitchen is a room set aside for preparing food.
It must have a stove or other facility for cooking and
may have a sink and a refrigerator or icebox as well. A
complete kitchen has all three facilities. A kitchen is
also counted as a room if it is enclosed.
Part C:DwellingExpenditures
Part C of the module focuses on household expenditures on housing. Obviously, how these questions are
asked will vary from place to place. In particular, questions about expenditure are inextricably bound up
with questions about the form of housing tenure, and
this varies from place to place. Often, units are either
owned outright or rented, but there are many other
forms of tenure in some countries. In Korea many
households have a form of tenure called chonshei,
which is similar to renting but, instead of paying periodic rent, the household puts down a large refundable
lump sum as a deposit, often as much as half of the
value of the unit. Other forms of tenure in Korea
include owning outright and renting, but there are
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also mixed forms, such as households that put down a

make clear for the interviewer and for the respondent

smaller deposit and then pay a periodic rent, wolsei.
This section is closely related to the chapter on

which rental income is covered here and which is covered in the transfers and other nonlabor income chap-

credit, which introduces a draft credit module in
which data are collected on mortgage transactions (see
Chapter 21).

ter. Only data on the rental income from the dwelling
to which the interview pertains are captured in the
draft housing module. Income from the rental of other

In addition to collecting accurate, reliable data on
expenditures associated with housing, it is extremely

dwellings where the respondent does not live is covered in the transfers and other nonlabor income mod-

important to get some sense of whether these partic-

ule introduced by Chapter 11 rather than in the hous-

ular households are facing market prices and engaged
in arms-length transactions. For example, it is impor-

ing module.

tant to design the questionnaire to find out whether
the government
provides a household
with its
dwelling. In that case, analysts might want to know

Part D: Household OpinionsAbout Their Houseand
Neighborhood
The purpose of this section is to identify the aspects of

what the rent is for other purposes than as an indication of the state of the market. If a household is renting its dwelling from a close relative, the household

the house and neighborhood with which households
are most and least satisfied. Only a few general opinion questions have been included in the draft housing

may be paying a lower-than-market rent. In some cultures being a member of a kinship group implies that
the household gets a discount. If this information is
collected in the survey, analysts can study the size of
these discounts.
Questions about payments that households make
for their utilities are in this section, and use a recall
period of the previous month. This should work well
in places where most of these items are billed for on a
monthly basis. In places where this is not the case, it
may be preferable to ask respondents about some of
these items earlier in the module when the amenity is
discussed. For example, questions about different
forms of payments for the different sources of water
can be interwoven into that section. Chapter 14 on

module about households' satisfaction with their unit
and their neighborhood. Hedonic price studies of the
United States suggest that such general opinions are

environment covers the most detailed set of water
charges, and differentiates many of the questions
according to the type of source and the different ways
in which charges for it may be made, illustrating this
idea of interweaving expenditure with use and amenity questions. Expenditures on fuel can be included in
the housing module, in the consumption module, or
in a specialized fuel use module, with increasing detail
possible in each case. Naturally they need be put in
only one of those places, though this book illustrates
their placement in each of the three.
Some households rent out part of their dwelling.
It is important to calculate the net costs (payments out
minus rent coming in) of the dwelling. For analysis of

particular location leads to the opportunity to attend a
prestigious secondary school and university. The value
of this may be capitalized into housing prices and may
be highly significant in such a country.
If the list of neighborhood questions is expanded,
Malpezzi with Loux (1994) and especially the
American Housing Survey have many examples of
potential questions. It is possible either to leave open
the list of aspects with which they are satisfied or dissatisfied and then to post-code them or to include a
list in the questionnaire on the basis of a pilot survey.

crowding, it may be useful to get further information
about the number of rooms rented out and the number of persons who occupy them. It is important to

food either up or down by purchasing more or less
food in a particular day or week. Changing a household's consumption of housing is more difficult and

closely associated with housing prices but that once
such general questions have been asked, more detailed
questions (for example, about households' satisfaction
with schools, public safety, and so on) are not generally statistically significant. 7
However, there may be situations in which it is
worthwhile to ask additional questions about housing
and neighborhood satisfaction. For example, it is plausible that different neighborhood characteristics may
be valued differently in different countries. For example, consider a country with a highly stratified educational system, where attending primary school in a

Part E PlannedMoves and Upgrades
A household can easily change its consumption

of
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costly. The household must either move or upgrade
the unit in which it already lives.
Since households move so infrequently and this
moving process is fundamental to understanding the
state of the housing market, it is sometimes useful to
ask retrospective questions about the previous unit in
which the household lived or prospective questions if
the household is planning to move. The usefulness of
these questions and the way they are worded will vary
from place to place. In countries like Korea, households move on average every two years, whereas in
other countries such as Egypt households may move as
infrequently as every 15 years.Also, people in different
cultures have different attitudes about prospective
questions.
Housing-Reloted
Questions
in OtherModules
The strong links between housing finance questions
and the credit module, the transfers and other nonlabor income module, and the specialized water, sanitation and fuel submodules contained in the environment module have already been noted. It has also been
noted that having accurate, reliable information on
income, household size and composition, and commuting from other modules in the survey is important
for housing analysis.Information on housing costs can
be gathered in the community questionnaire.
Questions about household composition in the roster module should be drafted in such a way as to distinguish temporary accommodation from permanent
accommodation. When units are shared by more than
one household, this should be clearly indicated. In some
countries it is important to indicate whether the landlord lives in the building or to clarify kinship relations
between households in the unit. In addition, because
many developing countries have surprisingly high
vacancy rates, at least in some parts of the market (Mayo
and others 1982; Struyk 1988), when this is of particular interest, it can be useful to devise questions that yield
the data necessary for analysts to study the extent and
incidence of vacanciesand their deterriinants.The identification and control page (see Chapter 4 on metadata)
has a question showing why interviews could not take
place in the selected dwelling. One of the response codes
is that the dwelling was vacant. It would be possible to
add follow-up questions there that would be asked of
neighbors to gather some information on vacancies.
For many purposes it is useful-and sometimes
very important-to
include information about the
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location of the unit within a city or other geographical unit. These variables can be coded from the unit's
address. For example, distances to the center of the city
should be coded for urban units. See Ingram (1984)
and Mohan (1994) for examples of the use of locational data in housing market analysis.
Appendix 12.1What is the "Price" of Housing?
There is a difference between the way in which economists use the term "price" and the way in which
housing analysts, real estate professionals, and other
noneconomists often use the term.
Economists generally define rent, the periodic
expenditure for housing, as the product of the price
per unit of housing, P, and the real estate services
yielded by the unit, Q. Thus R = PQ. Rent and this
associated price per unit of service, P, are "flow" (per
period) concepts. The physical real estate itself is
durable, so Q is a "stock" concept. A stock (housing
asset) yields a flow of services over time.
Of course, many readers will know that the flow
"rent" can be translated into the stock concept of
"value": V = R/i, where i is the capitalization rate.
Housing value, the stock analog to rent, is also known
to economists as the asset price of the unit.When real
estate brokers and others use the term house price, or
unit price, they are referring to this present value
measure or asset price, V, rather than the flow price
per unit of service, P, as described above. When economists use the term price, they are often referring to
P. However, even economists sometimes loosely refer
to V as price, although careful economists will usually
use the term "asset price." In any event, the context
should make the distinction clear.
Note that if, by the assumptions of their model or
analysis,analysts standardize the quantity of real estate
services produced (say, in square feet of a given
homogenous level of quality, including location), then
rent and flow price are basically synonymous. More
precisely, rent and flow price P are proportional, since
by assumption Q is fixed.
Housing economists use a number of different
methods to construct indexes of the price of housing.
The main types of methods: simple medians and averages, Laspeyres,Paasche,Divisia, and related time series
indexes, hedonic price indexes, repeat sales indexes,
user cost models, and hybrid methods.These methods
are described briefly in the following paragraphs;
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Malpezzi and Green (1998) provides a more detailed
discussion.
Simple MediansorAverages

Generally, these are time-series indices only. That is, if
there is one housing consumer price index for, say,
Monterey, and another housing consumer price index
for Tijuana, it is possible to compare how fast prices

The most commonly used measures of this type in the

are rising in the two cities but not to discover which

United States are median sales prices for existing
housing (which are published by the National
Association of Realtors) and Census Median House
Prices (values for owner occupiers and rents for

city is more expensive. Also, the results may vary
depending on which "bundle" (typical housing unit) is
chosen. Ideally, analysts would like to hold the bundle
fixed, but as prices change over time, the typical bun-

renters).The

dle consumed

method is, in general, self-explanatory. A

changes in real life, even if not in the

big advantage of this type of measure is its simplicity

index.

and the fact that it allows rough comparisons over
time and across markets. The biggest disadvantage is
that this type of measure does not usually control for

Hedonic Indexes

differences in the quantity of housing services, Q,
across markets or over time.
A number of studies suggest that, while these sim-

against characteristics of the unit and its location.Then
analysts use the coefficients to predict rent or value for
"standard" units. Most often these are done for one

ple indexes are not adjusted for quality differences, quan-

point in time, but they can be done over time as well.

tity generally varies less than price in such a sample.Thus
the studies conclude that these simple measures, while
imperfect, do include valuable price informrationi.

These methods have good theoretical and intuitive
foundations and are discussed in detail in Malpezzi,
Ozann,c, and Thibodeau (1980). However, they involve
substantial data requirements and analytical work.

These are constructed

by regressing

rent or value

TheLaspeyres
PriceIndexand RelatedIndexes
Familiar examples include consumer price indexes and
implicit price deflators
from national
income

Repeat SalesIndexes
These indexes are constructed

accounts, which are available in virtually all countries.
These are generally constructed by taking a sample of
units in some base year and revisiting the units over

that have been sold twice. Although they are constructed using regression methods, intuitively these
indexes are roughly similar to annualizing and averag-

time, appraising them, and computing any percentage
changes.The familiar Laspeyres indexes are constructed as:

ing the percentage growth in sales prices over time.
These indexes are time-series only. They have the
advantagc of being based on actual transaction prices,
but most units are not sold in any given period, so
using repeat sales misses a lot of information. Also,
units that sell are not necessarily representative of all
units, and sometimes it can be hard to tell whether Q
for a unit has changed (for example, due to remodeling). Repeat sales indexes are thoroughly discussed in
Wang and Zorn (1997).

It=

(PtQ0/P 0Q()l00

where I is the index, P is the price per unit of housing
services, Q is the quantity of housing, and subscripts
denote time.Time 0 is the base year or period, and time
t is any year, forward (positive t) or backward (negative
t). Thus the index is the ratio of what is spent in time t
to what is spent in time 0, holding what is purchased
constant to the "bundle" purchased in time 0.
Related indexes, including Paasche and chain
indexes, are discussed in Afriat (1977) and Diewert
(1991). Indexes differ in how the bundle is fixed or
of Commerce
has
varied. The U.S. Department
recently moved from Laspeyres to chain indexes (with
a constantly changing bundle) for most time series.
Laspeyres and related indexes have much to recommend them, but they do have some disadvantages.

after surveying units

The User Cost Method
The idea behind this method is simple: it calculates
what a "user" of the house really pays (or would pay)
net of financing, taxes, maintenance, inflation, and so
on.These measures are generally time-series (for example, Hendershott and Shilling 1982) but can be done
for one point in time (for example, Follain 1982). The
user cost method incorporates a model of what actually determines prices, and it accounts for the effects of
taxation, inflation, and maintenance on prices.
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HybridIndexes

Bromley, Daniel W 1989. "Property Relations and Economic

These indexes combine (usually) two of the above
mnetlhods.Hybrid indexes cain be time-series, for one
and
repeat sales methods can be combined (as in Case and
Quigley 1991) as can hedonic and user cost methods

point in time, or both. For example, hedonic

(as in Follain 1982).
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ElizabethFrankenberg

Multitopic household surveys like the LSMS are designed to gather data to be used for analyzing
household welfare, including analysis of access to and use of social services, the effects of government policies on living conditions, and how households behave in response to changes in the
economic environment or in government programs. To meet these objectives, multitopic household surveys often collect data not only at the household level but also at the community level
and even, in some cases, at the level of facilities (such as health clinics or schools).
Collecting community or facility-leveldata is desirable for two reasons.First,the government programs
and services that affect individualsare often implemented and provided at the community level.Thus
household surveys that collect information at both
the household and the community level yield more
policy-relevant data than those that only collect
householddata. Second,it is efficientto collect information about the shared environment in which
householdsoperate from community leaders or from
community members who are particularly knowledgeable about key subjects rather than from each
household individually.
In LSMSsurveys,these additionaldata are collected in a community questionnairethat is administered
separately from the household questionnaire.The
informants (called"informants" to distinguishthem
from the "respondents" to the household questionnaire) selected for these commiiuinity
questionInaires
vary depending on the specificobjectivesof the survey,but they can include community members,market traders,and staff at relevant facilitiesand institutions,such as nursesand teachers.

The community-levelinformation collected in
LSMSsurveystypicallyincludesinformationon infrastructure,employmentopportunitiesin agriculture,and
the availabilityof credit,schools,and health facilities.
These data can be used in conjunctionwith datafrom
the householdquestionnaireto analyzeaccessto services in terms of the averagedistancea childhas to travel
to attend primary schoolor the proportion of householdslivingwithin 20 kilometersof a hospital.Thedata
can alsobe used to evaluategovernmentprograms.The
price section of the questionnaireis designedto establishthe localcostsof food andnonfood items.One way
in which these datacanbe usedis to devisespatialprice
indicesin orderto accuratelymeasureregionalpatterns
of poverty (Ravallionand Bidani 1992).
Although community-leveldata enhancethe usefulnessof data collectedat the household level,social
scientistshave only limited knowledgeof how to collect cormmnunity-level
data.Too often in the past, the
designersof multitopicsurveysin both the developing
and developed world have hastily assembled and
administereda community and price questionnaire
after the household survey was finalized,giving little
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attention to the wording of the questions, to defining
the entities to which questions refer, or to the selec-

that the services benefit individuals and families living
in that area. Because the community is the level to

tion of the informants

which governments

to whom the questions are to

often target direct interventions,

be addressed. Frequently, no serious effort has been

is sensible to collect data on how government

made to pilot and pretest the community

grams work by measuring

survey. The

weaknesses of the resulting community-level data have
seriously limited the extent to which these survey data
sets can be used to analyze the effects of government
policies on individual welfare.

the extent

to which

and com-

munity aspects of a multitopic household survey
should be regarded as two components of the same

prothe

services they provide actually exist at the community
level.
This section

discusses the various policy issues

that can be addressed with both community-level

This chapter argues that the household

it

household-level

and

data. The availability of data at both

from

levels affects the extent to which these analyses are feasible.The extent to which household data can be used
for policy analysis depends on three factors: the out-

the earliest planning stages of the survey. The policy

comes and behaviors about which data are available;

questions that the household questionnaires in each
survey are designed to answer are equally relevant to

whether
changes

the design of the community

linked to the institutions that they use.The factors that

data-collection

effort and should be integrated

ple for the household

questionnaire. The sam-

survey influences the design of

the sample for the community survey. Also, the field
procedures for the two questionnaires can and should
be coordinated. In some cases alternative existing
sources of community-level information, such as cen-

the data are cross-sectional
or measure
over time; and whether individuals can be

affect the extent

to which

community

data can be

used for policy analysis include the availability of data
on community
characteristics over time and the
degree of detail of the data available on the facilities

community data. In other cases it may be necessary to
design a special facility questionnaire to be adminis-

and institutions that provide services to household
members.
Over half of the LSMS surveys conducted before
1997 included community and price questionnaires.
Topics covered by these questionnaires
typically

tered in addition to the community questionnaire.
This chapter discusses a number of conceptual and

included demographics, the economy and infrastructure, education, health, agriculture, and the prices of

technical issues associated with the collection of community data in the context of a multitopic household
survey such as the LSMS surveys. The first section of

food and nonfood goods (Glewwe and Grosh 1998).
A smaller number of surveys have collected facilitylevel data as well. The LSMS surveys for Ghana, C6te

the chapter describes the policy issues that have been
analyzed using a combination of household and community-level data.The second section discusses how to
define a "community."The third section discusses how
to assemble community-level data both from existing

d'Ivoire, Pakistan, Tanzania, and Jamaica gathered particularly rich community and facility data. Several of
these data sets have been used extensively to analyze
how government
programs have affected human
resources and outcomes.

sources and from community informant interviews or
facility visits. The fourth section introduces draft versions of prototype community and price questionnaires
for the designers of fiuture surveys to consider. (The
prototype questionnaires are presented in Volume 3.)
The fifth section explains why certain choices were
made in the design of these prototype questionnaires.

Other multitopic household surveys have also
included community and facility surveys. For example,
the RAND Indonesian Family Life Surveys collected
data from two groups of community informants, 12
health facilities, and eight schools for the 321 commnunities in which household respondents were located
(Frankenberg and Karoly 1 995).The second Indonesian

sus records or other survey data, may be available to
supplement or substitute for the collection of new

Family Life Survey revisited many of the same health
Policy Issues Analyzed Using LSMS
Community-Level Data
Government

programs often aim to provide services

within a specific geographical
316

area on the assumption

providers and schools as the first, providing panel data at
the facility level.Also, Demographic and Health Surveys
(collected by Macro International), which have been
administered in many countries, have usually included a
short questionnaire about service availability.
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Most existing LSMS data sets contain information
on the availability of sanitation facilities, power, water

the population as a whole
within the population.

supply, and public works such as road and transport
networks and (in some cases) irrigation systems. The

LSMS household questionnaires
use of services, including curative

LSMS data fromVietnam have been analyzed with the
aim of discovering the extent to which basic types of
infrastructure are available to different population subgroups (van de Walle 1995).This analysis has revealed

health care and contraceptive services, as well as on
school enrollment. These data can be combined with
community-level data on access to services to illuminate the relationship between access to services and

substantial differences between

use of services. For example, in Ghana the probability

the rural populations

and to different

groups

collect data on
and preventive

in the north and south, particularly in terms of access
to a post office (far more available in the south) and

that a child age 5-12 has ever attended primary school
increases by 30 percent for every one kilometer

electricity

(far more available in the north). However,

decrease in the distance he or she has to travel to teach

there are only slight differences between the populations in the two regions in terms of access to piped

a middle school. This finding suggests that access to
higher levels of education is an important factor when

water. Fewer than 10 percent of residents of rural areas
have access to piped water, regardless of their region or

parents are deciding whether or not to enroll their
children in the preceding level of schooling (Lavy

their poverty status, although the poor generally have
less access than the nonpoor.
The LSMS community-level
data sets contain
information about whether or not various types of
health facilities and schools exist in the community as
well as information about how far people have to travel to the nearest facility or school (and the costs they
must incur to do so) if these facilities are not located
within the community itself. By combining data on
access to schools or facilities with household-level data
on economic welfare and other basic socioeconomic

1996). A similar phenomenon
was observed in
Vietnam (Glewwe and Jacoby 1998).
Data from the Indonesia Family Life Surveys suggest that the availability and quality of private health
service providers within a community affect women's
knowledge of public facilities in that community, and
vice versa (Frankenberg and Beegle 1998). Data on
access to facilities can be combined with data on individual characteristics such as age, sex, education, and
income level to evaluate whether the relationships
between access and use differ among individuals.

characteristics, it is possible to produce descriptive statistics on households' access to health care and to educational opportunities. Such statistics have been produced using data from the LSMS survey in Ghana in
1988. The statistics show that households were an
average of 0.4 kilometers from a primary school but
were almost 15 kilometers from a secondary school

These relationships may be of particular interest if programs are intended to benefit certain groups.
and Health
In countries where Demographic
Surveys have been carried out, the data sets from those
surveys include data on access to and use of contraceptives. Analyses of Demographic and Health Survey
data from both Tanzania and Nigeria suggest that

(Lavy and others 1996).
Descriptive statistics can also be produced by
region, by rural versus urban location, by economic
strata, or by level of education. For Ghana these statistics show that in 1987, urban residents lived an average
of 0.6 kilometers from a health facilitv, whereas rural
residents lived almost 5 kilometers away (Lavy and
others 1996). Descriptive analysis of LSMS data for
Vietnam show that a high proportion of the population had access to a lower secondary school in the
early 1990s and that about 80 percent of the rural
population lived in communities that contained a
lower secondary school (van deWalle 1995).These statistics can illustrate the extent to which governments
have or have not succeeded in extending services to

increasing the availability of the birth-control pill in
pharmacies is associated with an increased use of contraceptives (Beegle 1995 and Feyisetan and Ainsworth
1994).
Many LSMS household surveys have collected
measures of human resource outcomes as well as
measures of the use of services. Education-related outcomes include grade attainment and, in rare cases
(such as the Ghana survey), achievement scores.
Health-related outcomes include self-reported mormeasures. Communitybidity and anthropometric
level data on access can be combined with outcome
measures to explore the relationship between access to
services and outcomes. For example, in an analysis of
the Ghana data, Lavy (1996) found that an increase in
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the distance that a child has to travel to a middle

of this approach. Frankenberg

school

the Demographic

is associated

with fewer years of schooling

attained.
It is also possible to use the data on labor in con-

Bureau

junction

increased

structure

with community-level

information

on infra-

to explore how activities in the labor force

of

(1995) used data from

and Health Surveys and the Central

Statistics

to analyze

intracommunity

changes in the risk of infant mortality associated with
access to public and private facilities. This

study found that there was a significant decrease in the

vary depending on how much and what kind of infra-

risk of infant mortality as access to private midwifery

structure

services

is available to the

community. Vijverberg

(1995) found that in rural Vietnamese

communities,

undertook

increased.

Gertler

and

Molyneaux

(1994)

a similar exercise using administrative

data

important determinants of the decision to start up a
nonfarm enterprise include the availability of electric-

from the Indonesian
National
Family Planning
Agency with respect to access to family planning serv-

ity and piped water at the community

level, the avail-

ices, and found that changes in family planning pro-

ability of a market that is frequently open, and the
presence of a secondary school. When agricultural

gram inputs were responsible for 4-8 percent of the
decline in fertility that occurred between 1982 and

extension

1987.

services are available in a community, this

tends to encourage farming and to discourage the ini-

This chapter

has so far focused

tiation of nonfarm enterprises.
Most LSMS community questionnaires include
questions about when facilities such as schools and

household

health clinics opened.When data are available from the
community questionnaire on changes in access and

the services provided, and data at this level of detail
can usually only be gathered effectively by designing

retrospective data are available from the household
questionnaire on specific household behavior and outcomes, it is theoretically possible to relate intracommunity or intrafamily changes in behavior or outcomes over time to changes in access to services.

and fielding a facility survey. For example, in the
Ghana, Jamaica, and C6te d'Ivoire LSMS surveys,
interviewers visited schools, health facilities, or both

For example, data on pregnancy, the use of prena-

data on outcomes

on combining

or on use of services

with community informant data on access to services.
However, another important factor is the quality of

and collected data on the quality of services provided.
If analysts have information at this level of detail,
they can analyze particular

aspects of a government

tal care, and the site where the birth took place could
be combined with data on the year in which a government clinic opened in the community to produce

program. For example, Thomas, Lavy, and Strauss
(1996) analyzed the Cote d'Ivoire LSMS data to find
out how various dimensions of the quality of the serv-

statistics on the association between the availability of
the services provided by the clinic and the use of those

ices provided by a health facility (such as staffing patterns and drug availability) affected the height and

services. If the data on pregnancy also contained data
on the baby's birth weight, the analysis could additionally consider the association between the expansion of

weight for height of children. They found that as the
number of doctors at facilities increased, children's
heights (standardized for age) rose as well. The avail-

services and this important infant health outcome.The
same kind of statistics could be calculated using retrospective data on contraceptive use. This author is not
aware of LSMS data having been used in this way.
Some of the disadvantages to using LSMS data this way

ability of drugs for treating common ailments was also
associated with improvements in children's heights and
weights for heights. By combining facility characteristics with household characteristics, the authors showed
that access to immunization
services significantly

include the fact that community informants may not
reliably be able to remember when facilities opened.
Also, analyses using this approach are not likely to be

increases the height of poor children but has no significant effect on nonpoor children.
In some LSMS surveys, the collection of house-

terribly informative unless access to facilities has
changed in a relatively short time, because retrospective
data on outcomes of interest are usually available for
only about five years prior to the survey date.
Nevertheless, two analyses of Demographic and
Health Survey data from Indonesia have used a version

hold and community-level
data was organized so that
data on individuals could be explicitly linked to the
data on the facilities that the individuals knew about
and used. This allowed analysts to examine how individual outcomes are affected by the quality of the
services provided by the facility and how the quality
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of those services affects an individual's willingness to
travel to or pay for those services. In the context of

(1996) used data from the C6te d'lvoire LSMS survey
to analyze the effects of variations in food prices on

education, Glewwe andJacoby (1994) used data from
the Ghana LSMS to show that investing in repairing
classrooms is a more effective way to improve student

children's nutritional

achievement than is providing additional instructional

in urban areas it was the prices of rice, sugar, and plan-

materials or improving teacher quality.

tains that were associated with reductions

Glewwe and others (1995) used the Jamaica LSMS

status. They found that in rural
areas, weight for height was negatively affected by high
prices for fresh fish, eggs, palm oil, and manioc, while
in weight

survey to consider the effects of a range of physical,

for height. The study concluded that the increases in
food prices that typically accompany stabilization pro-

organizational,

grams are likely to cause the nutritional

and pedagogical characteristics

on stu-

status of older

dent achievement. Overall, they found that variables
that measured pedagogical processes (for example, the

children to deteriorate.
In a similar analysis of the Ghanaian LSMS data,

amount

doing written

Lavy and others (1996) found that children's height for

assignments and being tested) were more important
predictors of achievement than variables that measured
input levels or school organization.
When panel data exist for both households and

of time that students spend

age and weight for height were significantly associated
with the quality of water and sanitation facilities in rural
communities. An analysis of infrastructure in Vietnam
(van de Walle 1995) found that although the poor had

communities or facilities, it is possible to conduct
analyses that relate changes in facility characteristics to
changes in the behaviors and outcomes of households

less access to most types of infrastructure than did the
nonpoor, infrastructure was woefully inadequate to
meet the needs of either group, and any increase in

and individuals.These sorts of analyses have been conducted with the Indonesia Family Life Surveys. For
example, between 1997 and 1998 there was a dramat-

infrastructure was not likely to be redistributive.
One important way in which price data can be
used in combination with household-level expendi-

ic decline in the proportion
who had received Vitamin

of children under age 3
A in the previous six

ture data is to make welfare comparisons
across
regions. In most countries price disparities among

months, from 55 percent to 43 percent. Analysis of
facility data from the communities of the survey

regions are considerable,Without
community data on
prices, it would be impossible to compare expenditure

respondents documented a concomitant decline in the
proportion of both public and private facilities offeringVitamin A (Frankenberg and others 1998).
To date the LSMS surveys have not provided
panel data on both households and facilities. The
Indonesian Family Life Surveys demonstrate that with
careful planning and design it is possible to do so.
Perhaps in the future the LSMS and other multitopic

levels among areas with different prices.
The Indonesia Family Life Surveys illustrate this
point. One round of the surveys was conducted in
1997. An additional round was conducted a year later,
in 1998. In the intervening 12 months, the Indonesian
rupiah collapsed and prices changed dramatically.
Welfare comparisons based on expenditure
levels
would have been meaningless without adjustments for

surveys will implemented

that yields

price changes. Detailed monthly data on price changes

panel data at multiple levels.
This discussion has focused predominantly
on
analyses that combine measures of human resources

in a manner

are available from the Central Bureau of Statistics, but
only for urban areas. Price data from the 1997 and
1998 community surveys were used to provide evi-

from the household questionnaire with measures of
access to or quality of facilities from the community

dence that prices had risen more quickly in rural areas,
and that conclusions about changes in welfare levels by

questionnaire. The community questionnaire usually
administered in LSMS surveys contains a number of
other measures of community characteristics, such as

sector of residence depend critically on assumptions
about sector-specific
inflation rates (Frankenberg,
Thomas, and Beegle 1999).

food prices, the availability of agricultural extension
services, wage rates, and transportation and sanitation

Many of the papers discussed in this section have
used sophisticated statistical techniques to analyze

infrastructure.

LSMS household-level

Analyses of these characteristics can also be relevant to policy. For example, Thomas, Lavy, and Strauss

Several problems frequently arise in policy-oriented
analyses of community and facility characteristics for

and

community-level

data.
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which

it is difficult, though often possible, to adjust
statistically. First, there is the problem of omitted vari-

survey. Households

ables. Communities

with access to infrastructure,
health facilities, and schools may well have a number

referred to as clusters. The cluster is the geographical
unit in which the survey households are located.

of other attributes, such as well-maintained

Generally, for each cluster, a "community"

tion infrastructure,

that contribute

transporta-

to positive human

(usually

census

are grouped

enumeration

into sampling units
districts),

which

are

unit is

resource outcomes. If the analysis does not control for

defined that contains the households located in the
survey cluster. The community data collected will be

these other attributes, the effects of access to facilities
will be overstated.

tied to that unit, and there will be a minimum
community-level observation per unit.1

A second problem, particularly with analyses of
facility characteristics, is that measures often tend to be
highly collinear. For example, the facilities that oper-

unit is the most appropriate
of a "community"
in LSMS terms? One
choice is to use the cluster boundaries to circumscribe
an area that would serve as the "community" for the
purposes of administering a community questionnaire.

ate during inconvenient hours are often also understaffed and understocked. Third, missing data at the
individual, household, community, or facility level
often mean that analysts can only use a significantly
smaller and probably nonrandom subset of observations. A fourth problem is the potential endogeneity
between community characteristics and individual or
household-level
behavior and outcomes. Governments may intentionally locate programs or resources
in areas where residents have certain characteristics or
households with certain characteristics may move to
areas precisely because certain programs or resources
are available there (Rosenzweig and Wolpin 1986,
1988). In both of these situations a straightforward
regression of individual outcomes or behavior on
access to programs

will generate biased estimates of

program impact.
Defining a "Community"
One of the two most fundamental

decisions in design-

ing a community
questionnaire
to accompany a
household survey involves identifying a basic geographical area that defines "community." Defining the
term "community"
is difficult because even within
countries, communities are extremely heterogeneous.
A definition appropriate across the range of contexts
covered by LSMS-type surveys will be too vague to be
informative. What can be said is that at a conceptual
level, the term "community" in the context of the surveys discussed in this book refers to a spatial unit that
contains the households included in the survey sample, that has characteristics common to its residents,
and that is of social, economic, or physical significance
to its residents.
In LSMS surveys the definition of the community is inherently
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tied to the design of the household

of one

What geographical

definition

In most survey contexts, clusters are small, contiguous
units that do not overlap. However, the cluster boundaries are typically defined by the central statistical
agency of the country and are often too small or too
arbitrarily determined to be socially, economically, or
physically significant to the people living in those
areas.2 This lack of significance is the main disadvantage
to using cluster boundaries to define the community.
A second possibility is to define the community
solely in terms of its size-for
example, by the area
contained by a radius extending five kilometers from
the center of the cluster.The apparent simplicity of this
method and its uniformity across clusters are the main
advantage of this approach.The biggest disadvantages is
that the selected radius is bound to be arbitrary and
may not correspond to the informants' notion of the
community to which they feel they belong. In addition, this definition is difficult to put into practice if
there is no clear center to the cluster. If the community is organized along a road or stream or if it borders a
body of water, a circle is not an appropriate shape.
Moreover, if informants do not have a good sense of
distance and direction, they may not give clear and
accurate answers to questions about the area.
The third possibility is to define the "community" in terms of the administrative unit or units of government under the jurisdiction of which the survey
households fall. In most countries this can consist of
several different levels of government. 3 In previous
LSMS surveys, clusters have tended to be small
enough to be contained within a low level of government. Therefore, the community questionnaires in
most of these previous surveys have defined the "coinmunity" as the most appropriate low-level administrative unit, for the following reasons:
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*

An administrative

unit is a well-defined

cal area to which informants
* Measuring

geographi-

can easily relate.

access to government

a primary goal of the community

on whether the cluster studied was located

in an urban or a rural area. In several surveys, almost

programs is often
questionnaire

in

LSMS-type surveys, and the benefits of government
programs are often allocated by administrative unit.
* Administrative units are usually run by people
whose responsibilities

depending

imply that they are knowl-

no community-level
5

areas,

which

data were collected

in urban

seriously limited the extent

to which

those data could be used for policy analysis.
One argument against collecting community data
in urban areas is that urban residents have access to
such a wide range of resources that the location

of a

edgeable about many of the topics dealt with in a
community questionnaire.
* Some data broken down by administrative unit may

household is an insignificant determinant
of the
opportunities and constraints faced by its members.
Therefore, it is argued, collecting information on the

already exist at the central government level.
The most sophisticated approach would be to

surrounding area is not very informative.This view is
short-sighted.There
is no conclusive evidence to sug-

define the "community"
particular phenomena

in accordance with both the

of interest to the survey design-

gest that urban residents are completely unaffected by
measurable

aspects of their environment.

ers and the characteristics of the household survey clus-

argument

ter. It is important to bear in mind that it may not be
immediately apparent which definition is most appro-

urban/rural divide is a continuum rather than a clearcut distinction. Thus, rather than deciding in advance

priate in a given situation. Also, one definition of community will not always be equally applicable to all clus-

that community characteristics are irrelevant in urban
areas, survey designers should structure the communi-

ters or to all of the characteristics of interest. Therefore,

ty questionnaire

it is not essential to adhere to one definition of community in all parts of the community questionnaire or
in all contexts. For example, survey designers might
choose to define the "community" using village bound-

respondents answer sections that have little relevance
for the community in which they live.

aries in rural areas and postal codes in urban areas. Some
variables, such as access to piped water systems, may best
be captured at a very local level, while other variables,

surveys is that it is particularly difficult to define what
is meant by a "community" in an urban context. This
is undoubtedly true, although the structure of local

such as distance to the nearest hospital, may be better
suited to a wider definition of community.

government may be a good guide in some countries
while elementary school catchment areas or postal

The best way to measure the effects of communi-

ignores

the

fact

that,

Also, this

in reality,

the

in such a way as to avoid having

A second reason why urban areas may have been
excluded from community modules in previous LSMS

zones (with accompanying

maps) might be appropri-

ty-level characteristics on the outcomes and behaviors
of survey respondents varies depending on the mix of

ate in others.
There may be some situations in which the deci-

characteristics exhibited by the community.This

sion not to collect community-level

vari-

data in urban

ation has consequences for the way in which the questions about each characteristic are worded in the questionnaire. For example, there are more pharmacies
than hospitals in most developing countries, and pharmacies typically serve clients from a far smaller catch-

areas is sound, but this decision should be made on a
survey-by-survey basis and only after careful consideration. When making this decision, survey designers
should bear in mind the policy issues that the survey
is designed to illuminate, the administrative structure

ment area than do hospitals. Consequently, when
information on the availability of pharmacies is being
sought, the most appropriate question to ask community informants may be whether one or more phar-

of urban areas, and the availability of other sources of
information about urban areas.
can also be
The definition of a "community"
unclear in areas where the population is extremely

macies is located within five or ten kilometers from
the community center. In the case of hospitals, it may

sparse and where the survey households are spread out
rather than "clustered." If there is no obvious "com-

how far they live

munitv center" that is a focal point for community life
(perhaps a place where services are provided or goods

Community-level
characteristics were measured
in various different ways in previous LSMS surveys

can be purchased), each household is effectively its
own community, which may mean that there is no

be more relevant to ask informants
from the nearest hospital. 4
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point in collecting community data.This scenario may
seem extreme, but in practice there have been some
cases in which settlements were so scattered that there
was no point in including questions about distances in
the community questionnaire.
Assembling Community-Level Data

obtained from aggregating household responses are
likely to be biased. If the aim is to characterize an area
larger than the sampling unit, aggregating data from
the household questionnaire will not produce an
unbiased estimate of the phenomenon if there is substantial cross-cluster heterogeneity.
This issue can be made more concrete with two

Having established the definition of the communities

examples. Suppose the phenomenon of interest is the
attractiveness of an area to migrants.Wage rates are one

to be studied, survey designers should then investigate

potential

the various possible ways of gathering

households

community-level

information.

ways to assemble community

the pertinent

Broadly, there are three
data:

administrative

archives or previous studies.

data have already been

collected

obtained

from

If the

aggregating

survey

in a relatively

the low community-level
the

wage

household

responses will be an inaccurate measure of the wage
rates and thus the attractiveness

* Conducting community informant interviews.
* Visiting facilities, service points, or markets.
"Secondary"

of attractiveness.

are poor and are located

poor neighborhood,
rate

* Using any existing (or "secondary") data from

measure

of the surrounding

area. On the other hand, suppose the phenomenon of
interest is the degree of exposure to household waste
and

assembled, whereas the other two categories require
the survey team to gather new information. None of

in the immediate

vicinity of the survey households. In
this case, aggregating from the household data may
provide an accurate measure of exposure within the

these data sources alone is likely to provide all the
community-level
information
needed, but, when

small area the analyst wishes to characterize.

combined, they can paint a detailed picture of the
community. The designers of a multitopic household
survey should thoroughly explore the feasibility of
each of these three methods of assembling community data at the earliest stage of planning.
It is also possible to use data gathered in the

Sourcesof SecondaryData
Because serious efforts have been made in many
developing countries to collect or assemble data on a
wide range of topics, there is considerable potential for
supplementing LSMS surveys with secondary data.
Survey designers may find that secondary data

household questionnaire of the survey to generate
some community-level characteristics. For example, by
calculating the average wage of the respondents to the

exist on, for example, weather patterns, food prices,
housing characteristics, wage rates and occupations,
the quality of schools and health facilities, and the dis-

household questionnaire, it is possible to construct a
measure of community-level
wage rates. Another

tribution of family planning methods. In Vietnam, for
example, it was not necessary to collect price data

example would be to construct a measure of the community's access to piped water by calculating the proportion of survey households that have piped water

from urban areas in the LSMS survey because the statistical agency was able to provide these data. It is well
worth exploring whether such data exist and evaluat-

from responses to the household questionnaire.
The usefulness of these community-level
aggregated measures depends on the size of the geographical area to be characterized, the number of respon-

ing whether an existing source can meet the survey's
community-level data needs.When secondary data are
the sole source of community-level data, the choice of
the geographical unit to which those data apply will

dents per community, and the degree
across potential sampling units within
aim is to characterize only the area
the sampling unit from which survey

of heterogeneity
that area. If the
encompassed by
households have

depend primarily on what data are available.
The survey team should take the following basic
steps: identifying relevant secondary data and assessing
their quality; obtaining permission to use the data

been selected, aggregating information from a set of
randomly selected households within that area will
produce an unbiased estimate of the phenomenon of
interest. However, if the number of respondents per
community is small, any community-level
estimates

from the organization that has assembled them; and
ascertaining whether it is possible to merge the secondary data with the data from the household questionnaire of the LSMS-type survey based on a geographical link between the survey cluster and the unit
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to which the secondary data refer. If data are available
at the level of individual institutions (for example, for

include information

on, for example, the bed capacity

each school), survey designers need to decide which

problem

schools are relevant to individuals living in the survey's

since academic researchers have more scope for shap-

sample households.

ing their questions to fit the available data.
A related concern is whether not only the key

IDENTIFYING

RELEVANT SECONDARY DATA. There are
several questions that survey designers should ask
themselves to determine whether the available secondary data will be a useful supplement to an LSMS
household survey. The first question is whether the

program variables but also "control" variables, such as
basic measures of infrastructure and socioeconomic
development, are available in the data. Because there
are often many correlations among the various development indicators, failing to control for other types of

data cover the entire country or only selected geographical areas. If the data are limited geographically,
then the survey designers must assess how close the
LSMS clusters are to the sites covered by the second-

infrastructure in the community may result in misleading results because of omitted variable bias. (See

ary data set. In some cases, the secondary data may be
so valuable that it is worth trying to selcct the LSMS
clusters so that they can be linked to the secondary

whether they contain too much measurement error to
be worth the difficulties involved in using them.
Measurement error, which can be random or system-

data. For example, in a survey focusing on agriculture,
the value placed on having weather data may be so
high that it may make sense to select clusters for the
LSMS survey that are located near a weather station.
Another question to bear in mind is the age of the
available data; some-such
as diennial censuses-may
be so old that they are of little use.Additionally, survey
designers should ascertain whether the data are gathered regularly (as in a monthly price survey) so that a
time series of data is available.
Even when the geographical coverage and collection date suggest that the secondary data will be useful, the quality of the informationi should be investigated further. Many secondary data sets sound better
than they turn out to be in practice. For example, the
fact that every health center is required to turn in a
monthly report of activities is no guarantee that each
center actually does so. There may be weather stations
throughout the country, but their equipment may not
function. If the data are incomplete, the designers
should assess the importance of the missing data and
whether the data are recoverable.

atic, may arise in a number of ways. First, the data may
have been collected at too high a level of aggregation
to capture the aspects of the environment that affect
individuals' behavior and outcomes. For example, it
may be possible to merge administrative data on
regional governments' expenditures oIn family planning into a household survey data set, but those
expenditures may be so weakly correlated with the
aspects of family planning services that affect an individual's contraceptive use that they have no explanatory power in a model predicting contraceptive use.
Second, secondary data may not reflect the conditions that actually prevail in a given community or
facility. For example, using data collected through visits to facilities, Thomas, Lavy, and Strauss (1996)
showed that the estimated impact of health service
infrastructure on child anthropometry is much smaller when the infrastructure is measured in terms of
what is supposed to be available at a health facility
rather than in terms of what is actually available.
Quality issues are particularly troubling when the differences between reality and what is reported are sys-

Secondary data often do not contain sufficient
information from which to construct variables that
enable analysis of the relevant policy questions in a
country. For example, if a high priority in the health
sector is training personnel and assigning them to
remote areas, it may be useful to evaluate whether the
use of facilities has increased or health status has

tematic (nonrandom
measurement
error) because
administrators have an incentive to report conditions
as being particularly good or bad. 6
Finally, survey designers should consider whether
the available secondary data cover only public sector
facilities and not the facilities run by the private sector, which is common. The importance of such an

improved in those areas since the number of staff
increased. However, the secondary data might only

omission depends on the size and geographical distribution of the private sector facilities and on whether

of health facilities. This kind of issue poses more of a
for policy researchers

than for academics,

Chapter 26 on econometrics.)
Another key issue concerning

secondary data is
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the services they provide compete with public facili-

who are knowledgeable

about the environment

ties for clients. For example, in some countries private
elementary schools may be so rare and prohibitively

common to all the households located in the community. This method is easy to implement and has the

expensive that omitting them from an analysis of the
enrollment decisions of low-income families poses

additional

few problems. On the other hand, private health care

SINGLE-INFORMANT

facilities may be an important source of health care for
the populations of many developing countries.

festation, this approach involves the survey team conducting an interview of no more than a couple of

advantage of being cheap.
INTERVIEWS.

hours with the community
GETTING

PERMISSION

TO

USE

SECONDARY

DATA.

tering

the

that is

household

In its simplest mani-

informant

questionnaire

after administo the

sample

Sometimes acquiring secondary data can be time-con-

households

suming and expensive. Agencies may be hesitant to
release data. However, almost all previous LSMS sur-

with whom the survey team would have to meet any-

veys have been implemented

way, as a courtesy or to obtain his or her permission to

agencies of the countries

by the national statistical
studied, which

has usualvy

made it easy for the survey team to at least obtain
information on other sources of official data.
MATCHING

THE

SECONDARY

DATA

TO

HOUSEHOLD

Combining
secondary
data with
household data is theoretically straightforward, but in
practice several problems can arise along the way. A
different geographical coding scheme may have been
used in the secondary data set than the one used in the
LSMS-type survey. Incompatible coding schemes are
more likely to be a problem if the supplementary data
are obtained from an organization other than the one
SURVEY

DATA.

conducting

the household

survey 7 Ideally, both data

sets should record the names of the administrative

in the area. In many surveys the commu-

nity informant

is likely to be the community

conduct the household

leader

interviews.

When the survey designers decide to use informant interviews to collect community data, the community should be defined according to the type of
information needed and the feasibility of identifying
and interviewing informants who are well informed
about that community. Both the geographical unit to
which the community data pertain and the sources of
data should be chosen so as to match the priority topics of the overall survey. A survey with a special
emphasis on infant and child health will require a different set of community-level
data than a survey that
emphasizes secondary school attendance or one that
focuses on poverty.
Although

this method

has its problems, it is a

areas (or facilities if that is the level at which the
matching occurs) about which the data were collected as well as a common set of codes. Even if a com-

good way to obtain a "core" set of comparable information tailored to the purposes of the household survey about the communities in which the clusters are

mon set of codes is available, the matching should be
verified by name.
Secondary data certainly have considerable potential as a source of information on the communities and
the larger administrative
units that surround the

located. It is useful to have this information because
many analysts will want to evaluate the effect of one
community characteristic while controlling for other
characteristics with which it is likely to be correlated.
The biggest determinant
of the success of this

household
numerous

survey clusters. However, because of the
problems that can arise in tapping that

approach is the knowledge level of the informant relative to the questions being asked. It is counterpro-

potential, survey designers should investigate fully the
extent to which existing sources of data can meet the
survey's policy research priorities. It would be fool-

ductive (though tempting) to ask questions at a level
of detail about which the informant is likely to be
ignorant. Thus it makes sense to design informant

hardy to assume at the outset that the existence of secondary data precludes the need to collect communitylevel data in the survey.

selection protocols that anticipate what types of
informants are likely to be knowledgeable
about
which topics.

Conducting
Community
InformantInterviews

GROUP INTERVIEWS.

A second way to obtain community-level
data is to
interview one or more residents of the community

previous LSMS surveys has been to assemble a group
of informants consisting of, for example, village chiefs,
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teachers, government

officials, and health care work-

ers, and to administer one community

questionnaire

coniiiunity

elders), gender, or the length of time peo-

ple have lived in the community. One advantage of

(composed of various modules) to all these informants
at the same time. If retrospective data are needed, it is

interviewing more than one group per community is
that it is then possible for the survey team to compare

useful to include at least a couple of residents who

the different interview

reports to find out in which

have lived in the community

clusters and on what

topics the groups disagreed.

for a number of years.

Interviewing several people instead of just one is a
sound approach because each community member is

These comparisons may suggest which communitylevel variables are particularly subject to measurement

likely to be well informed about a different topic. If
the members of the group represent different areas of
expertise, the most knowledgeable member can take

error (as indicated by disagreement among the different groups) and whether certain clusters (such as those
in urban areas) are more prone to measurement error

the lead in answering the questions about his or her

than others.

topic.
If this approach is used, it should be formalized in
the community survey protocols. Interviewers should

Conducting more than one group interview allows
for a heterogeneity in responses that might not emerge
in one group interview with diverse members. Another

be given explicit instructions about how to identify
informants and assemble a group. They should be
instructcd about what types of informants must be
included (for example, a teacher or someone active in
agricultural extension activities). If there is an obvious
community leader or respected elder, this person may
be enlisted to organize a group of informants. The
questionnaire should provide spaces for recording the
basic characteristics of each informant, including his or
her name, sex, age, education, position in the community, length of tenure in his or her current position,
and length of time he or she has lived in the community. At the end of each module, the interviewer
should record the identities of the informants who
have participated in the discussion.
One problem with group interviews is that they

way to encourage heterogeneity is to allow multiple
answers to some questions in the questionnaire. Often,
community surveys ask about the primary source of X
(for example, drinking water), the main type of Y (for
example, road surface), or whether a Z exists (for example, a pharmacy). If there are many different sources of
drinking water, types of road surfaces, or numbers of
pharmacies, it may be preferable to ask informants both
to specify all the relevant options and to identify and
provide more detail about the primary option.

may be hard to control. If the group of knowledgeable
informants is composed of people with such different
backgrounds or interests that it is unlikely they will
reach any consensus, it may be better to conduct separate interviews with individual informants or to
interview several smaller groups of informants. For
example. a woman who volunteers to distribute contraceptives from her home may be a good source of
information about family planning services in the

access. The content of this part of the questionnaire
depends on the extent to which survey designers want
to learn about residents' options and on how much
detail they want to collect about the services. These
factors also determine whether it is necessary to collect data at the facility level.
First, a question arises: what constitutes "available?" In this chapter, "available" facilities are ones that
most people interviewed by the household survey are

community. However, if she is likely to defer to male
community leaders in a large group interview rather
than speak up, she should be interviewed as part of a
separate group, possibly with other knowledgeable
women in the community.
Groups can be organized according to, for example, employment status (separating government workers from nongovernment
workers), leadership status
(interviewing elected or appointed local leaders or

aware of, if only vaguely, and would at least consider
using. The number of facilities that meet this definition is likely to vary among communities and among
types of facilities, as is the geographical size of the area
that contains them. Other possible ways to define
"available" include facilities that meet some geographical criterion, such as all facilities within a certain
radius of the center of the cluster or all facilities within the administrative unit that contains the cluster.

One of the
principal objectives of a community survey is to establish the number and quality of services-such
as
schools, health facilities, contraceptive outlets, banks,
and markets-to
which community residents have
MEASURING THE AvAILABILITY OF SERVICES.
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This section describes

three ways of measuring

service availability:

center and the serv-

ice facility, this distance obviously does not reflect the

* Asking community

informants

whether

a type of

service or facility is available.

access that the members of these scattered households
have to this facility. In some countries, it may be pos-

* Asking community

informants

to identify the main

facilities to which

households

in the community

have access.
* Combining

distance between the community

sible for survey designers to use Global Positioning
System technology

to make objective

measurements

of distance by visiting the facilities. (This is described
responses

from the household

tionnaire with information

ques-

provided by communi-

further below in the section on visiting facilities to
collect data.)

ty informants.
Questions about the availability of services may aim to

If survey designers want to characterize the extent
of choice community members have among different

establish whether

facilities providing

a particular service is located within

the same service-for

example,

the community's boundaries. Such questions may also
aim to establish how far the service facility is from the

several different health clinics-it
will be necessary to
obtain information about multiple facilities or service

geographical center of the community or the time it
would take to travel that distance and how much it

points. (See Sections 9 and 10 of the draft community questionnaire.) Once designers have defined "avail-

would cost to do so. (See Section 3 of the draft com-

ability," they need to identify all of the facilities in the

munity questionnaire inVolume 3.) In some previous
surveys, community informants have been asked questions about both topics.

community that meet that definition. One way to do
this is to explain the criterion to one or more community informants and ask them to identify the facil-

Generally, it is easier to ask about the availability of
a service within a given boundary than to try to obtain
estimates of distance. However, the significance of

ities that qualify according to this criterion. Each facility that the informant identifies can be listed on a
service availability roster.

whether a service exists within the community boundaries depends on how the boundaries are defined. If the
boundaries refer to a very small neighborhood (as may
be the case for census enumeration areas), the existence

Another possibility is to ask household respondents to identify facilities during their household
questionnaire interview. Their responses can be compiled into a cumulative list for the cluster as a whole.

of a service within those boundaries

This method requires that the household

is less significant

respondents

than if the boundaries refer to a larger area. On the
other hand, if the boundaries refer to a very large area,

identify each facility by its name and address and that
the interviewer compile the responses into one list.

it will not be possible to gauge the true availability of
the service to small communities within that area. For

Both of these activities are time-consuming.
The
cumulative list of facilities for the cluster can then be

each type of service facility (for example, a health clinic versus a hospital), survey designers should carefully
consider which existing administrative unit to choose
in defining community boundaries to ensure that the
resulting data are meaningful.
Another possibility is to ask community informants about the distance either to the nearest facility or
to a finite number of facilities of specific types (see
Section 6 of the draft community questionnaire in
Volume 3). In questions on distance, the term "com-

verified with one or more community informants to
check whether any obvious facilities are missing from
the list and to add information about the distance and
the travel times and prices for each facility on the list.
If this method is used, the list cannot be compiled
until all of the interviews for the household questionnaire are finished.
Which method is preferable depends on the goals
of the survey and on whether data are to be collected
from the facilities themselves. If the community sur-

munity center" is often used to denote a reference
point from which distance is calculated.The more specific this reference point, the better. If communities
typically have a gathering point such as a town hall, a
place of worship, or a market, this location can serve as
the reference point. However, if households in the
community are widely dispersed but it is only a short

vey involves interviewers visiting facilities, it is recommended that households be asked to identify facilities precisely in the household questionnaire and that
these responses be compiled into a list for the cluster.
(The advantages of this approach are described
below.) This list, supplemented by information from
one or more community informants, also provides
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data on service availability. If facilities are not to be
visited, survey designers must decide how thoroughly
they wish to investigate the range of facilities available
to households. Community informants will probably
be able to identify the main services that are easily
accessible to members of that community. They are
not likely to provide a complete list or much detailed
information about those facilities because they simply
will not know everything about all facilities.Analyses
of the Indonesia Family Life Survey data have
revealed that community informants do a better job
of characterizing public facilities than private facilities
(Frankenberg 1998). If detailed information about the
facilities is desired, interviews should be conducted at
the facilities.

select a sample from that list. However, this strategy is
rarely feasible, for the following reasons:
* It is difficult to know a priori what constitutes an
area of appropriate size.
* The listing process is time-consuming, expensive,
and probably impractical to undertake in an area
large enough to cover the distances household
members are willing to travel for services.
. The facilities chosen for the sample may not correspond to the facilities that LSMS households know
about and use.
The strategy recommended here is to compile a
list of facilities in the household questionnaire as
described above. If the number of facilities on the
cumulative list is small enough or if the survey budget is large enough, all the facilities on the list can be

VisitingFacilitiesto Gather Data

visited. Otherwise, a sample of facilities may be drawn

A third way to obtain community-level data is by visiting facilities and administering questionnaires to
staff. The term "facility" is used broadly and includes
markets and sales outlets (for gathering information on
prices) as well as schools, health facilities, banks, other
sources of credit, and employers.
The main advantage to visiting facilities is that it
becomes possible to obtain far more detailed and generally more accurate information about the prices and
content of the services that these facilities offer than
can be obtained just by asking community informants.
By making direct observations of these facilities, it is
also possible to gather information about private as
well as public facilities.8 Potential topics for facility
questionnaires are covered in the respective sectoral
chapters of this book.

from the list. The sample of facilities can be selected
either randomly or according to some other criterion-for example, in proportion to the number of
times the facilities are mentioned by household
respondents.
This was the procedure used to draw a sample of
facilities in the Indonesian Family Life Survey.
Facilities were ranked according to the frequency with
which they were mentioned by survey respondents.
The most popular facilities were visited, and additional facilities were randomly selected until a predetermined quota was reached. This method guaranteed
that all facilities had a nonzero probability of being
selected, while increasing the chance of substantial
overlap between the facilities interviewed and the
facilities of relevance to household residents
(Frankenberg and Karoly 1995). Information on the
number of facilities listed and how often each was

SELECTINGFACILITIES FOR INTERVIEWS. One of the first
issues to be considered when designing a facility sur-

mentioned

by household

respondents

was used to

vey is how to choose which facilities will be visited.
This issue is a logical extension of the discussions
and how to
regarding how to define "community"

generate the sampling weights for the selected facilities (McCaffrey, personal communication, 1995).
From a theoretical standpoint, using a cumulative

measure service availability.In an LSMS survey, facilities of interest are facilities that are "available" to the
households in the LSMS sample. Generally, survey
designers aim for a good deal of overlap between the
facilities interviewed and the facilities that LSMS
household respondents know about and use.
From a theoretical standpoint, the way to select
facilities that parallels the typical procedure for selecting households is to define a geographical area of
interest, to list all the facilities in that area, and then to

list generated from the responses of household members is attractive.The main drawbacks are that the list
cannot be constructed until household interviewing is
finished and that compiling the list may be time-consuming, depending on the number of household
respondents and the number of different kinds of facilities the respondents list.
Other methods that have been used to select a
sample of facilities are to select all facilities within a
certain radius of the cluster center or all facilities with327
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in the administrative unit that contains the cluster.Yet

consuming but it gives a more accurate estimate of the

another

alternative is to choose the facility located
closest to a cluster. This strategy will almost certainly
generate a biased picture of available services in any

distance between a facility and the community
than the straight-line measurement.

community

in which residents have access to multiple
facilities. All of these strategies are flawed from a sci-

data can be used is in conjunction

entific perspective and present analysts with a number
of difficulties.

digitized

USING

GLOBAL POSITIONING

MEASURE

ACCESS

TO

SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

SERVICES.

TO

Visiting a sample of

facilities makes it possible to use Global Positioning
System technology to measure the distance between a
facility and the center of the community

or cluster.
The Global Positioning System is a navigation system

A third way in which Global Positioning

center
System

with digitized maps

of the areas in which the survey is being conducted. If
maps are available, the facility and cluster
coordinates can be added to the map to illustrate the
locations of the services available to households in
each cluster. The more features, such as roads, bus
stops, and markets, that are geocoded into the map, the
more thoroughly it is possible to analyze any geographical factors that may prevent people from using
the facilities located in their community. Survey
designers should explore whether

the country's map-

that can be used to determine a position on the earth
in relation to a set of orbiting satellites. The Global
Positioning System can determine the latitude, longitude, and altitude of the facility, the coordinates of

ping agency produces digitized
of detail. This method of using
System was used by Entwistle
map contraceptive facilities in

which can be labeled and stored for lengthy periods in
the system's memory until a computer is available into

Because a detailed map of the area was available,
researchers were able to calculate the time it took to
travel to these family planning facilities using various
different routes.The analysis revealed that the compo-

which they can be downloaded
directly. Global
Positioning System indicators are now available quite

maps and at what level
the Global Positioning
and others (1997) to
Nang Rong,Thailand.

cheaply. Most are easy to use. The operator finds a
location where the sky (and as much of the horizon as
possible) is visible, turns on the indicator, and holds it
up until three or more satellites have been "acquired."
At this point, the indicator gives a readout and the
operator can mark and label the spot. There are several potential sources of error associated with the system,
such as the blockage or reflection of satellite reception

sition of the road (for example, asphalt or dirt) had an
independent effect on contraceptive behavior.

by buildings or other obstructions.
Global Positioning System data can be used in
several different ways in the context of a communityfacility survey.The most basic application involves taking readings of the latitude and longitude of each
facility visited. Coordinates from the facilities, in combination with readings on the latitude and longitude
of the cluster center, the community center, or (preferably) both, can be used to calculate objective measures

many analysts of community-level
price data have
expressed dissatisfaction with the information
they
have been given. From the analyst's perspective, one
major problem is that price data are often not sufficiently comparable among communities, nor are they
sufficiently precise within communities. Three general
problems account for this lack of comparability. First,
price data typically contain large numbers of missing
values, so that a complete set of price information is
rarely available for any one community. Second, there
are often differences among communities in the quality of the item for which the price is reported. Third,
quantity is often measured imprecisely, making it
impossible to calculate a unit price.
In thinking about how to avoid these problems, it
is useful to start by considering how price data will be
used. There are two major uses for price data. The first
is to develop price indices, which are used to ensure

of distance to each facility.9 However, these estimates
measure the most direct route, ignoring the fact that
people typically travel on roads or paths rather than
overland. Thus another more sophisticated way to use
Global Positioning System technology to measure the
distance from a central point to a facility is to take a
sequence of readings along the route and to add up the
lengths of the various segments of the route traveled
to the destination. This method is more time328

CollectingPrice'Data
It is standard practice

for LSMS surveys to collect

price data by sending survey teams to visit markets.
Prices are an important element of community-level
data, but collecting price data is complicated, and
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that expenditures in different regions can be compared
without being affected by any price differences
between those regions. The second major use for
communitv-level prices is in models predicting behavior such as school enrollment and outcomes such as
health status, because price levels are considered outside the control of households or individuals.
These uses of price data have three implications for
the design of the price module. First, the items in the
the food
community price module-particularly
items-should complement the items in the household
consumption module. Second, the price module
should gather price data on items-which can include
food items, nonfood items, and services-that may
affect the behavior and outcomes of interest in the
household survey (for example, purchases of items such
as aspirin, antibiotics, and condoms). Third, it is important to choose sources of information that accurately
represent the prices community members encounter.
It is possible to design the price questionnaire so
as to avoid some problems of missing values, variations
in quality, and meaningless or imprecise measures of
quantity. However, an equally important way to avoid
these problems is through training and supervision of
the interviewers. The filled-in questionnaires should
be reviewed by field supervisors; if they are incomplete
or imprecise, the supervisors should ensure that the
interviewers clarify the information in question.
The content and design of the price module
should reflect in large part the conditions of the country in which it is being used, including the usual diet
of the population and the ways in which goods are
distributed, marketed, and sold.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON PRICES.

ous LSMS surveys, interviewers

In most previ-

have collected price

interviewer visits. These data, such as the name and
address of the outlet, could be collected on a separate
"outlet roster" form similar to the roster forms used
for schools and health services. Another possible way
to collect prices would be to ask community informants or a sub-sample of household informants about
prices. Given how little is known about how to collect
data on community-level prices and how many problems there have been in past LSMS surveys, it is recommended that both methods be used.
The outlets selected for interviewer visits should
be places that a typical household respondent would
use.The range of possible methods for selecting price
outlets is parallel to the range of methods for selecting
facilities. One method would be to record in the consumption module of the household questionnaire the
market or store where the respondent usually shops
for food. The interviewer could then visit the two or
three outlets mentioned most often. Otherwise, the
outlets could be selected on the basis of proximity to
the cluster center or to some other center of activity,
such as the community center or a major employer.
It is best to administer the price questionnaire to
informants who frequently make purchases and, if possible, to avoid relying on informants who are considerably poorer or wealthier than the household respondents seem to be. A community-level interview
conducted with a group of female informants may
provide a good opportunity to ask questions about
prices and other community-level topics.
COLLECTING

DATA ABOUT

ITEMS

OF A SPECIFIC

When interviewers collect
data on the price of any given commodity, they must
record the price for a particular quantity of the comQUALITY AND QUANTITY.

modity using a well-known

unit of measurement.This

data by visiting markets and vendors and asking the

is straightforward for commodities that are routinely

price of particular goods. For items normally bought
in bulk, interviewers would ask the price for a particular weight, with the item being weighed on scales
and sometimes in containers carried by the interviewer. The interviewer would repeat this process at sever-

sold in known quantities such as liters or grams.
Survey designers should specify to interviewers in
advance their preferred quantities and units of measurement. If the price data are to be collected at markets, interviewers can bring scales and containers to
standardize the quantities of the various commodities.

al sales outlets with the goal of obtaining three price

measurements per item. Because not every outlet sells
every

item

on

the

questionnaire,

the

interviewer

Other commodities tend to be sold in tins, cans,
bunches, bundles, sachets, or packets. In these cases it is

might have visited far more than three outlets to

critical to record the quantity in standardized units

obtain three price measures for every item.
In some instances survey designers may wish to
collect specific information about each outlet that the

such as liters or grams. Some countries or regions use
measurement systems, but this problem
uncommon
can be solved by having the interviewer use his or her
329
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own set of scales and measuring containers to quantify the commodity. The interviewers' training, fieldwork, and field supervision should all stress the importance of obtaining price data in known quantities.
Standardizing

the quality of the commodities for
which prices are collected is also important to ensure
that analysts can later compare like with like. However,
standardizing quality is much more difficult than standardizing quantity. Appendix 13.1 suggests ways for
interviewers to specify the quality of items.

Given that the primary goal of the LSMS is to
monitor poverty trends, the list should probably cover
the items in the food bundle that the government uses
to calculate poverty lines.
In many situations the quality of food and the way
it is processed vary considerably in ways that are
reflected by variations in price. When interviewers

With respect to both quantity and quality, it is
important that any relevant country-specific information be reported on the price questionnaire. If the

collect price data on meat, fish, and poultry, they
should specify whether the recorded price applies to
meat with or without bones. Also, because different
qualities of staple starches, particularly rice, are often
available, it is important to specify the kind of starch to
which the price refers. It may be possible for survey

price of rice varies depending on whether it is an
imported, modern or local/traditional
variety, the
variety should be specified in the questionnaire. The

designers to specify a particular variety that is available
throughout the region or to ask about starches of different qualities. If food prices are known to vary by

question then arises: if a particular variety or brand is
not available, should the price of another variety or
brand be collected instead? The questionnaire pro-

season, it may be useful to try to collect price data for
a specific season and to establish whether an item is

posed in this chapter provides a space in which survey
designers can inform the interviewer about which
quantity and variety they prefer. If the interviewer is
unable to obtain information about that quantity or
brand, he or she should record information about
another quantity and variety while specifying on the
questionnaire sheet the alternative quantity or brand
name.
CONTENT OF THE PRICE QUESTIONNAIRES. There

are

three broad categories for which it is desirable to collect price data: food, nonfood goods, and services.The
items in the household expenditure lists provide some
more detailed guidance, as do country-specific lists of
goods whose prices are used in calculating the consumer price index.
The food price list should cover staple starches,
fish, meat, poultry, beans, lentils, fruits, vegetables, salt,
sugar, milk, and cooking oil. Spices, alcoholic beverages, and tobacco are other items that may be important in some country circumstances. The numbers of
items per category and the specific items in each category will vary by country, but the list should cover
enough items to account for 80-90 percent of households' expenditures on food. Survey designers should
ensure that the list takes into account any regional
variations in dietary patterns. If chicken is the main
commodity in one region while fish is the main commodity in another, the prices of both goods should be
collected in both regions.
330

available year-round.
The list of prices for nonfood items can be long
or short. General categories include prices for public
transport to key locations, the cost of fuel, prices for
basic clothing such as shirts, skirts, and trousers, housing prices (typically the rental and purchase prices for
an average house in the community), prices of household goods (such as soap, cooking fuel, or firewood),
basic medicines, education inputs such as school uniforms and basic supplies, and agricultural inputs such
as fertilizer

and insecticide.

If price data are collected from community
informants rather than from visits to markets or shops,
nonfood prices should be included in other parts of
the community questionnaire. For example, questions
about the price of fuel might be included in the section on transportation,
while questions about the
prices of agricultural inputs could go in the section on
agriculture. This principle is important given that different informants contribute to different sections in
accordance with their specific expertise. There is no
guarantee that the informants who know the most
about food prices also know the prices of insecticide
and kerosene.
It is also worthwhile to collect price information
on such services as schooling (registration fees), health
care, small loans (interest rates), and sewage hookups,
garbage pickup, and electricity, if these vary among
communities. Since services are not sold at the same
outlets as food and nonfood goods, data on the prices
of services may need to come from the community
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informants. For this reason, several sections of the
community survey are likely to contain questions
about prices distinct from the questions in the price
questionnaire.
Summary
This section has discussed three ways of obtaining
community-level data: from secondary data, by interviewing knowledgeable community informants, and
by visiting local facilities and markets. Survey designers should evaluate all of these potential methods during the design stage of the household survey. If there is
an abundance of high-quality administrative or survey
data that designers can use, this will obviate the need
to include a full community survey of informants,
markets, and facilities in the overall household survey.
However, secondary data are often less useful than
they may first appear, so survey designers should
examine their content, quality, level of disaggregation,
and comparability with the household survey data
very carefully before concluding that they need not
field a full community survey. One important question
that should not be overlooked is whether the secondary data include any data about private-sector facilities, as these are an important element in calculating
the effects of government programs on individuals'
human capital investments and outcomes. Fielding a
facility survey as part of the overall household survey
provides an opportunity to collect data on private as
well as public providers of services.
The second way to obtain community-level data
is to interview one or more groups of knowledgeable
informants.This is a cheap and straightforward way of
obtaining information on a basic set of communitylevel variables that are comparable across clusters and
that refer to the time period during which householdlevel data are collected. Therefore, it is recommended
that this practice continue in future multitopic household surveys, although survey designers should make
sure in advance that community informants (either
individually or in groups) will be able to provide the
necessary information. It is also crucial that the community questionnaires be pretested and revised before
they are used in a full-scale survey exercise. In the past,
this important step has often been omitted.
If one of the aims of the household survey is to
collect detailed community-level data on services or
facilities, a third method can be used: sending survey
interviewers to visit local facilities and markets to

gather relevant information. In most previous LSMS
surveys, community-level data on prices have been
gathered by visiting sales outlets. This practice should
continue. Other relevant service points include public
and private health providers (including, where appropriate, traditional practitioners), elementary,junior, and
senior high schools, and banks and cooperatives.
Survey designers must first choose and test a method
for selecting the facilities to be visited. Also, they
should design different questionnaires for the different
types of facilities, striking a balance between using
content that is sensible for a particular type of facility
and obtaining comparable data among facility types.
The main disadvantage of gathering information
by visiting facilities is the high cost involved. Fielding
an in-depth facihty survey is far more expensive than
interviewing informant groups and visiting a few markets. Thus it probably only makes sense to carry out a
facility survey if the main aim of the household survey
is to understand the determinants of investments in
human capital and subsequent outcomes. If this is the
case, the household survey should contain detailed
measures of behavior and outcomes related to human
capital, while the community survey should include
visits to facilities that are thought to influence that
behavior and those outcomes.
The easiest way to think about the costs associated
with collecting facility-level data is in terms of the
interviewer's time; such time calculations are analogous
to those for the household survey. If data are needed
from 10 facilities per cluster, 10 facilities must be
selected and interviewed.This will take at least 10 times
as long as conducting one interview with a group of
community informants, but will take less time than
conducting a lengthy interview with each member of
15 or 20 households. Thus an extensive communityfacility survey might cost up to one-third of the price
of a household survey, while a rudimentary interview
with community informants will cost only about 5
percent of the price of a household survey.
Draft Community Questionnaire
This section introduces a prototype LSMS-type community questionnaire (presented in Volume 3) that
includes a specific set of questions on prices.The questionnaire assumes that a core set of community-level
data will be collected from informants within the
community, but that there may also be scope for
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obtaining data from administrative sources or from visits to service points. The questionnaire proposed here
covers most of the sectors on which there are modules

design and implement

in the household questionnaire. The sectoral components were developed with input from the authors of
the sectoral chapters of this book.
Individual sections can be expanded or contract-

Throughout the questionnaire, the word "community" is used in the same sense that it has been used
throughout this chapter.Yet in each survey the term to
be use may be different. In a survey that covers only

ed to reflect the particular policy focus of the household questionnaire. Within the questionnaire, items
that may not be essential have been marked with an
asterisk to indicate that survey designers may wish to

rural areas, "village" may be the most appropriate
term, and in socialist countries "commune" may be
the best choice. In addition, the term "currency"
should always be replaced by the name of the nation-

drop them in order to shorten the questionnaire. If all
of these items are dropped, the questionnaire shrinks
from about 35 pages to about 20 pages. Of course, the

al currency, such as dollars, pcsos, or rupces.
In defining response categories, the proposed questionnaire covers the most likely responses. However, in

specific context and purpose of the survey should be
considered when deciding which questions to drop

many countries survey designers should add new categories and delete some existing categories.

and which to retain. For example, if the household
survey focuses on education and health, it may not be
necessary to include lengthy sections on credit or on
sanitation infrastructure. The questionnaire should be
pared down during the design and pretesting stages if
it is not possible to identify respondents who are likely to know the answers to all ofthese questions.
While the questionnaire is designed to be applied
in both rural and urban areas, some of the questions
are more relevant for one type of area than the other.
Wherever possible, community informants should be
asked screening questions that enable interviewers to
skip sections on topics that are not relevant in the
informants' communities. It is definitely preferable to
devise a questionnaire that can be implemented in
both types of areas with slight modifications than to
have two different questionnaires; in practice, comnmunities tend to be located somewhere on a continuum
from "rural" to "urban" rather than in one of two clear
and distinct categories. Using one of two possible
questionnaires in a given community may result in the
loss of important information. For example, in periurban locations, agriculture may be an important source
of livelihood that should not be ignored in the community questionnaire, despite the fact that the location
has been classified as urban.
Another reason why it is better to administer one
questionnaire than two is that if two questionnaires
are developed, it is easy to end up with information
that is not comparable, which complicates the analysis of the resulting data set considerably. If certain sections of the questionnaire suggested here are relevant
only for a certain type of community, it is better to
332

a set of screening

than to rely on the crude urban-rural
categorize communities.

questions

distinction

to

Annotations on the Questions in the
Community Questionnaire
This section explains parts of the draft questionnaire
introduced in the previous section (and presented in
Volume 3), detailing why particular choices were
made and where variations may be appropriate.
Section 1:CoverSheet and Respondent Characteristics
The cover sheet collects basic information on the
name and location of the community and on the identity ofthe interviewer, supervisor, and data entry operator. The section called "Respondent Characteristics"
collects basic information about the peoplc who participated in the interview. Instructions about how to
select respondents, which will vary by country, can be
added at the top as a "Note to the Interviewer." (Such
instructions might include the minimum number of
group members or the fact that a group should
include one elected official and at least one teacher.)
See also Chapter 4 on metadata.
Section 2: Physicaland DemographicCharacteristicsof the
Community
It is useful to obtain information on basic physical and
demographic characteristics of the community, such as
land type (for example, coastal, inland, or mountainous), land use patterns, rainfall patterns (months of the
rainy season), and geographical size-and on the number of households, individuals, and ethnic groups in
the community. This information can be collected
from community informants, but in the case of demo-
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graphic characteristics, census data should also be
obtained wherever possible. Because the primary sampling unit for most previous LSMS surveys has been a
census enumeration area, census data usually exist,
although they may be outdated, of questionable quality, or difficult to obtain. Questions may be added
regarding kinship networks and the status of women.
If these topics are of sufficient interest to the survey
designers, an independent section should be created.
A specific point to bear in mind in this section is
that, where possible, the survey team should obtain
multiple Global Positioning System readouts on the
latitude, longitude, and altitude of the community, so
that average values can be used to minimize inaccuracy in these measures.
Secion3:Tronsportation
The welfare of individuals is affected by their access to
opportunities (for example, in labor markets, credit,
education, and health and family planning services)
and

to

information

about

these

opportunities.

Transportation networks increase access to these
opportunities because they facilitate the transfer of
goods, services, and information

and enable individu-

telephone offices, and a daily market-as well as of
administrative centers such as district and province capitals. The design of the transportation section of the
community survey should take into account the types
of services that are of special interest in the overall
household survey. Certain services, such as schools,
health and family planning facilities,and credit sources,
are probably important enough to warrant their own
modules.The questions about these services that appear
in the transportation module should cover whether
each service exists within the community, how far
away the service is, and the travel cost and time
required to reach the service by public transportation.
Employmentin Industry (Section4) and Agriculture

(Section5)
A key measure of welfare is income (or consumption).
Employment in the labor market is the primary source
of income for most households. Consequently, in
order to understand the determinants of economic
welfare, it is necessary to know what labor market

opportunities are available to the individuals living in
a given community. These opportunities can be in
both formal and informal

sectors and can be in the

als to respond to the availability of the goods, services,

agriculture sector, in small businesses, or in large

and information.
The transportation

sur-

industries. A basic employment module in the community questionnaire should yield information on the

vey should include questions about the surface of the
main roadway in the community and of the majority
of community roads. Questions should also be includ-

structure of the labor force in the community, including which sectors are present and which are of primary importance. This module should also inquire

module in a community

ed about how accessible the community

is in different

about wage rates for men, women,

and children

in

seasons and about whether a transportation service

agriculture, large industries, and small (cottage) indus-

operates within the community and beyond the community. The questions should make it clear that a

tries. It should apply to both urban and rural communities, although not all questions need to be answered

transportation service can be government-sponsored
or privately operated and may or may not charge a fee.
This module is also a good place to inquire about the
price of fuel. Some items in this module may not be
relevant in urban areas; it may therefore be appropri-

in all areas.
At minimum,

ate to include an instruction to the interviewer that
reads: "If the cluster is located in a busy urban area
where public transportation is common and standard
municipal services are available, skip to Question X."
However, information on fuel prices should be collected in all communities.
It is also useful to inquire about the accessibility
(within the community and through transportation
services) of miscellaneous locations and services about
which not much detail is needed, such as post offices,

the questions about agricultural
should establish the important crops
employment
grown in the area and the wage rates for the different
jobs associated with producing these crops. In many
communities in the developing world, agriculture may
be of such importance that this section should include
detailed questions about how crops are produced, such
as the number of harvests per year and the availability
of key inputs like irrigation capacity or harvesting
machinery. If land tenure is an important determinant
of welfare, questions about this should also be included. Questions on agricultural extension activities can
be included if they are relevant to the policy priorities
of the overall survey. Questions about the importance
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of animal husbandry
worthwhile.

in the

community

are

also

infrastructure, but it increases the likelihood that they
do. Also, the availability of infrastructure at the com-

The questions on employment in the industrial
sector can follow a similar vein, beginning by inquir-

munity level may provide externalities to households
(by contributing to a healthier environment) even if

ing whether there are large industries in the area. If so,

the household

determining

ice. The infrastructure

the products and wages of the three near-

members do not use a particular servmodule should focus on water

est (or perhaps largest) factories can help characterize

sources, types of toilets, methods

employment

methods

opportunities

in this subsector.

Small (cottage) industries are another
source of employment

in many developing

of solid waste disposal, and availability of

important

electricitv. For each of these categories of infrastruc-

countries.

ture, survey designers should consider including ques-

This subsector will be described by a small grid that
determines whether such industries are an important

tions on:
* Major sources and methods.

source of employment

*

what the industries
industries provide.

in the community

produce

of sewage disposal,

and, if so,

and the wage rates the

A source or method that accounts for most households in the community.
* Whether sources or methods vary seasonally and in

In some countries, public work schemes or unemployment insurance may be available to individuals

a way deleterious

to household

welfare (for exam-

ple, water shortages during the dry season).

who have had difficulty finding a job. If these programs provide an important social safety net, questions
should be included about their availability in the community and what wages and benefits they offer.

*

Survey designers may wish to make the categories
in Section 4, Questions 32-35 more detailed.

*

.
*

Whether services are publicly or privately provided
or both.
The extent to which services are disrupted.
The year when a service became available.

The credit section in the draft module is fairly short
and can be expanded depending on the focus of the
household survey. If survey designers want a more

The current price for hooking up to or enrolling in
a service.
The proportion of households that use the "desirable" source or method (for example, piped water
rather than pond water) or the source or method
that has been a target of a government program (for
example, the construction of sewage systems or the

complete set of credit institutions, a service availabili-

expansion of garbage collection services).

Section6: Credit

ty roster can be used. (See Sections
schools and health facilities.)

9 and 10 on

In asking questions about infrastructure, if the
focus is on the local neighborhoods in which the sur-

The initial questions focus on methods of saving
and sources of credit. Additional questions ask for a list
of the main places where community residents save or

vey households are located as opposed to on a larger
community, it may not be necessary to ask questions
about the proportion of households that use various

borrowA,money. For each of three places, questions are
asked about the types of loans and methods of savings

methods because this information can be obtained by
aggregating the household data (see earlier discussion).

that are available, as well as the distance from the community center to the institution. The proposed mod-

Section8: History and Development

ule contains questions on interest rates. However, in
places where interest rates vary depending on the
characteristics ofthe borrower, these questions may be

One aspect of studying behavior involves studying
how it changes in response to events that are beyond
the control of individuals. These events can include

so difficult to answer that they should be deleted.

natural disasters such as floods and droughts, changes
in employment opportunities such as the opening of a

Section7: PhysicalInfrastructure
Access to infrastructure is often used as a measure of
welfare. It is clear that access to a safe water supply, for

new factory, and policy interventions such as the construction of public housing or a new clinic. The community questionnaire should include a module identi-

example, is a basic human need. The availability of
infrastructure at the community level does not guar-

fying events of this nature that have occurred during
the previous 5-10 years. Data should be collected on

antee that the households in the sample survey use the

the type of event, the year in which it occurred, and,
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Apart from describing the types of events that are

boundary need not apply to all areas.) It also has the
advantage that it provides a list of facilities for which
administrative data might be available, and, if a facility

of interest to survey designers, it is best to leave this
section open-ended, allowing informants to decide

survey is done, it provides a list of facilities from which
a sample can be drawn. Sections 9 and 10 reflect this

what constitutes an important event. The reported
events may overlap to some degree with other questions, but collecting small amounts of redundant infor-

detailed

mation is preferable to omitting important changes. It
is particularly important for this section that some of
the informants in the group have lived in the commu-

the service availability modules should include space
for these identification codes.
When designing questions on service availability,

nity for some length of time.

it is important to keep in mind that the amount of
detail that community informants can reliably provide

and
of HealthFacilities
Sections9 andlO:Availability
Schools

about facilities is likely to be limited. The kind of
information that they are likely to know includes

Four types of services are crucial in most household
surveys: health services, family planning services,

whether

perhaps, an estimate of the proportion
nity affected.

of the commu-

approach. If facility-specific identification
codes are to be assigned (to facilitate linking household data to data in the community or facility survey),

the

facility

is within

the

administrative

schools, and credit sources. In some countries, health
and family planning services are integrated so questions on the availability of both kinds of services can

boundaries, the distance from the community center
to the facility, and the time and expense required to
travel to the facility. It may not be possible for community informants to summarize the full range of

be combined. Three or four modules should be
designed for the service availability section.
The first step is to determine, within the four
broad categories, which types of facilities are relevant.

facilities available to everybody in the community.
However, the information will become more complete as the size of the group of informants increases,
because a wider range of experiences will be captured.

For example, among educational institutions, the availability of universities and vocational academies is
probably of less interest in most surveys than the availability of primary and secondary schools. Among
health facilities, the basic government sources of pri-

It may also be useful to ask about outreach programs that carry services into the community, such as
immunization or family planning campaigns.
If a separate facility survey is conducted, the service availability modules can be abridged.

mary care and family planning are likely to be particularly important in many countries, as are single-practice private providers. If the health of women and
children is of interest to the survey designers, it will be
important to include midwives in the list of service
providers, while hospitals and traditional practitioners

(Section11)
Direct Observation
Interviewers necessarily spend several days in the
the
community
in which they are administering
household questionnaire. Survey designers can capitalize on this fact by including a section in which the

may be of less interest.The next step is to determine
whether it is necessary to find out specific details
about particular facilities in each category and, if so,
how many facilities of each type are of interest.

interviewers record their observations of community
features such as housing characteristics, environmental
quality, security, and socioeconomic status of community members. (See Chapter 25 on qualitative data col-

A basic module on service availability might ask
only about the number of facilities of different types
in a specific geographical or administrative area. A
more detailed module would obtain a list, by name
and address, of the public and private services available

lection.) These observations by the interviewer will
supplement the data on the demographic and physical
characteristics of the community gathered from the
community informants.
Survey designers may also be interested in gatherthe surthis case metadata-from
ing information-in
and
vey team on its experiences in implementing
administering the survey. Useful questions might cover:

to community members, as well as some information
about the accessibility of each service provider on the
list. Such a detailed list allows survey designers greater
flexibility in determining the area that contains the
services. (The same geographical or administrative

*

The number of miles between each cluster and the
previous cluster visited.
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* The number of nights the team spent in a cluster.

problem

* The address, price, and characteristics

mended

of the base

camp.

of missing values for prices, it is recomthat both questionnaires

tionnaires

* Whether

electricity was available for entering data

into computers.
residents who were par-

ticularly helpful.

questionnaires

administered

to community

are presented:

one to be

informants

and one to

be used at markets or with vendors. To minimize

the

quantity

should first try to obtain a price estimate

that corresponds

to the specified quantity

ity. If the informant

Prices

be used. The ques-

so that a preferred

and quality are specified for each item. The interviewers

* The names of community

Two price

are designed

cannot

and qual-

provide that price, the

interviewer should record a price that the informant
can provide and the quantity and quality associated
with that price. For more information see the subsection on measuring

prices in the third section

of

this chapter.

Appendix 13.1 Potential Items for the Price Questionnaire

Item
Alcohol
Bananas
Beef

Common units
Examples of preferred units
that are too vague
I liter
Bottle
.............................................................
....................................................................................................................
Kilogram,bunch of 6
Bunch
I kilogram

Beer
......................................................
......................................
Bread
...................

i iter
Bottle;
can
I "'er
....................................................
...
Bott
'" can..................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
ikilogam
I-loaf bag

Cabbage
................
....................................

II....kilogram
k" ogram...............................................

Cassava
Chicken

I kilogram

Examples of quality-related specifications
Type,brand
I.......................
......
Variety
Which cut; boneless or with bones; cubes, strips,
and other divisions;prepackaged or not
Brand
Brand......................................................................
Flourtype,brand name

Head
Head......................................................................................................................

i kilogram;;ifwnoie specife an
approximate weight

Cigarettes
Cooking oil

Pack of 20; carton (C0 packs of 20)
I liter

Pack
Bottle

.....

Cornn..........................................I...k

iIogram...........................................................................................................................................................................
I kilogram

Dried Beans
Duck
..........................
Eggs

I kilogram

Bag

I egg 6 eggs;12eggs';I kiiogram

Frh...........................
W
...h roots, died chips,flour variety
Wnole; piucked or unplucked;gutted, head and
feet removed;parts (breasts, thighs,wings,necks,
back,mixed); prepackaged or not
Brand;filtered or unfiltered
Source of oil (vegetable,animal,corn, safflower);
brand
Variety(navypinto, black-eyed,
and so on)
Seechicken.
Chicken,duck,or other; refrigeratedor not; how
fresh (if this affectsprice)

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Freshwaerfish
Mangoes

i kilogram

Seeseafish

Mi(k powdered)

I kiogram

Whole;variety
Box

...........................................................................................................................................................................

Milk (sweetenedcondensed)Liter,milliliter
Can
...........................................
I... 0
'-'-'...........................................................................................................................................................................
Millet
I kelogram
N\oodles
.......................................................
Oranges
.........................................................
Papaya
.........................................
Peanuts
Pork
ice

................

......

, .........................................................
In bulk or brandname
I.
""gram..............................................
.
..
Variety....................................................................
I kilogram
Variety
I.
''"gram...............................................................................................
...
W... ho Ie;... variety........................................................
I kilogram
Whole;
variety
..............................................................a.g-.......o.x....................................h.e.....e.........r....s.h.e.l.............a.......o.r.r.o..............s.a.............o..
Bag;box
Shelledor unshelled;raw or roasted;saltedor
unsalted;with or without skins
Seebeef
ikilogram
Bag
Imported or expor;ted;long-grainedor shorgrained;white,brown,or black,stickyrice hulled
or unhulled;variety (local,modern,highyieiding)

500grams

Seafish

I kilogram;specifyapproximate
weight if one fish is likelyto weigh
more than I kilogram
ikilogram
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I................

Package
box
Bag............................................
Bag

Salt
Salted
fish
..................................................

Smokedfish

Brand

I kilogram
,*~_.........................................................................................

Box

Seasalt;iodized;levelof refinement
.................................................................................

Whole;scaledor not;gufted or not; head
removedor not; nameof fish;filleted

CHAPTER 13 COMMUNITY AND PRICEDATA

Appendix 13.1 Potential Items for the Price Questionnaire (continued)
Common units
Item
Examples of preferred units
that are too vague
Spinach
Bunch
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Sugar
I kilogram
Bag
Box
.....................................................

500 grams

............ t

I..t om

Tomatoes

Wheat flour
Source:
Authorssummary.

Processed; level of refinement (description of
granularity);type (white, brown, and so on)

I.............................................................................................................................................................................

Tobacco (loose)
.............................................

Examplesof quality-related specifications
Washed or not

Bag

Brand

'";... I...ki(-gra...m..........................................*...................................
... ...

Va riety.............................................................

I tomato; I kilogram
I kilogram

Variety

Bag

Bulkuorbrand-name

Nonfood Items

two clusters are contained within the same community. In this case
community data should be collected once and assigned to two dis-

* Aluminum saucepan

tinct clusters, but facility data should be collected twice, depending

* Aspirin
* Bar soap

on the protocol for selecting the facilities visited. Regardless of how
neatly communities are defined, special caseswill arise in the field.

* Bicycle tire
e Bottled natural gas
Cassettled playera
gawith

The best approach in such cases is to try to maintain consistency

* Charcoal

2. This may not be true everywhere. In some countries, such as
Ghana and Cote d'lvoire, an entire administrative unit, such as a vil-

*

Coal dust

* Condoms

the selected definition of a community.

lage, may serve as the cluster and thus have a great deal of significance.

D

Cotton cloth

*
*

Firewood
Fuel oil

examples. InVietnam the smallest unit is a village, and several villages comprise a commune, which is the lowest administrative level

3. The administrative structures of Vietnam and Indonesia are

•

Iron rod

of government. In Indonesia households belong to "household

* Kerosene
* Laundrysoap

groups"

*

provinces, regardless of whether they are located in cities or in rural

Light bulb

* Mosquito nets
*

Oral contraceptives

*

Oral rehydration solution

neighborhoods,

villages, subdistricts,

districts,

and

areas.
4. An analogy to the household questionnaire would be that the
time unit to wvhich expenditure questions refer varies by good

* Porcelain bowl
* Radio

according to assumptions about the frequency of purchase.
5. Four of the more recent LSMS surveys-Morocco, Nepal,

* Rubber flip-flops
* Synthetic cloth
* Tin bowl

Bolivia, and Ecuador-have

* Toothpaste

modules in many of the Demographic and Health Surveys.
6. For example, administrators may beheve that they will receive

Notes

new equipment if they report that existing equipment malfunctions.

The author would like to thank Jere Behrman, Parfait Eloundou-

coding system is much easier than matching data sets based on differ-

Enyegue, Paul Glewwe, Margaret Grosh, Courtney Harold, John

ent coding systems.If secondary data come from the same agency that

Strauss, Paramita Sudharto and Duncan Thomas for comments on

is conducting the LSMS survey,it is more hkely that the same coding

earlier drafts of this chapter.

system will be used than if two different agencies are involved.

included

urban questionnaires.

Initially, a similar strategy was pursued with the Service Availabihty

7. Matching two data sets that are based on the same geographic

1. Sometimes, as was the case in the Ghana LSMS, households

8. Secondary data from government ministries often excludes

in a cluster span two communities. In this case interviewers should

private facilities, and community informants are often more knowl-

collect community data separately for each segment of the cluster

edgeable about public facilities than about private facilities.

that corresponds to a distinct community. Household question-

9. One can also obtain readings of latitude and longitude for the

naires and community questionnaires must be labeled in the field

households, and thus obtain household-specific measures of dis-

so that they can be properly matched during data processing.

tances to facilities. However, there are confidentiality issues with

Sometimes, as was the case in the Indonesian Family Life Survey,

respect to releasing the coordinates of the households.
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